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The new EISA-based Dell Systems® 433E'"and 425E.'"According
to your letters and phone calls, they're just what you've been
waiting for. Fast, affordable EISA-based i486 '"computers.
And here they are. A 25 MHz and 33 MHz 486'"PC. Both with six
EISA slots that are completely ISA compatible,
plus two more ISA slots so you can meet both
present and future expansion needs. And up to
33 MB per second bus transfer rate in EISA
burst mode, so they're ideal for network server
and UNIX®applications.
They even have something computer users
have always been hungry for: toll-free technical
support directly from the company that built
the computers. Support that helps you get more
from your Dell'" 486 than you would from other
486 computers.
Best of all, since we sell direct, cutting out
the retailer and his markup, you can buy a com
plete Dell 425E for just $6,399. That's $5,954
less than Compaq's 33 MHz386 '"and $7,855 less
than Compaq's 25 MHz 486'. Or you can lease
our system for as low as $232 a month'.'
Just call us. You'll get fast
delivery of a computer
with the works. Including
a one-year limited
warranty and next-day
deskside service by the
Xerox Corporation~
Not to mention the full
attention of a company
that's been voted
number one for
overall customer

satisfaction in all six PC Week polls of corporate
for personal computers.
To order one of the most powerful PCs arour
And soon we'll have another word for people
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STANDJ\RD FEAllJRE&
• tnt;c:I 80J.U n ~L"""1f

nonnlnoi" !I MH, Hl:ll J! Sl
...J !O Ml~ (0.11 JIO).
• Mlnbi• om I MB of RAM.
"J'l"""'I l Mfl0<i Mfl ol
RAM°«J»n.IJH<tolo Mll
(u.i,,..J.J"",<Jh.,f,.'f'('<J )).r.
rni.:n~· sJoc• .

STANDARD FEATURESo
•Imel 80386SX microrrnccssor nmning
,.20MHz.
·Minimum I MA of RAM,• orr k:i nal 2 MA
lir4 MBcxpamfablc Tl~16MA (8 MR on
the sym:m h .mn.l).
•VGA ~ y.~ ccm s incluJc a high-r:cfunnano~

16-hir video ;iJaprcr.
•LIM 4.0 supporr for mcn"OI\' over I MB.
• Socke1 for 20 MH: 8038 i SX math
co pW CL'SSUT.

• 5.25" 1.2 MA or 15" l.44 MA Jiskcnc

• Arn.~.mccJ r1111d 81J8S O.:he ~im'M-.r

Jrive.

Cm>roll,,. wuh )) l:fl nf ho"""'"'

• lntehrratcJ high-pt'rfurmancc hard Jisk
intcrfocc and J iskem· controller on system
hoorJ (ESDl-b.1seJ S\'S tems inch.le a hard
Jisk conrmllcr}.
• I parat!d and Zserial ports.
• Enh;mccJ IOI-key k<:\ lx>md
• 200-wmt paver supply.
• 8 inJu~tr y !>tandard expa ns ion sloL~

,.ii.w:k RAM ciX.~

• Rigc mcx:k: inrcrleaved mc mmy
architecture.

•Sockcc for WEI TEK Jl67m<1rh
corrocessur.
• 5. 25" I. 2 MB or J.5" 1.44 MA diskette
drive .
• I parallel anJ 2 serial pores.
• 8 imlusrry scand:i.rd expansion slors
(6avai lah\e).
• 1Z-nvmh On-Site Servic e Commer

1

{7 a\-;iilahlc}.

• 12-monrh On-Site Service G.mtract
provided by Xe rox~
~mnmercial Lca~c

pruviJeJ by Xerox .:.

Pion. Lcu~c for us

!mti as S98/monrh.

"-.Commercial !..ease Pto.n. Lease for
as I01.v asSIJI/month (325) and

~Xerox Extended Scniicc
sums at 5261.

Slll/mcmth (310).
c Xenrc &und.:d Service Plan pricing
·""'" az $370 (3l5) und SZ51 (310).

Bi

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM l20LX
20 MHz 386SX.
Om· of the fa~1est SXs am11nJ .

Plan fnicing

40MB\G'\
Mono::hromcSys1em $J,599 $2,999
80 MBVGAColm
PlusSystem
$4,099 $3.499
80 MA Super VGA
Color System
(800 x 600)
$4, 199 $J, 599
!90MASuperVGA

Th: l'crlcct low pn1filc
mnimtrcam cump1.1cc1~.

powcrcJ 386SX l:1 pc~irc~ J)tJo

12·1 ·i\9

STANDARD FEAllJRESo
• \ntd 80386SX mk rnrroccssor nmninj!
"16 MHz (Ddl 316SX) ond80l8o
micruprucessor n1nn ing ;u 12. 5 MH:
(Dell 210) .
• Minimrnn 512 KA of RAM. optional
MOKA,IMA o r2MA~R A M*

expanJat-lero 16 MA (8 MA f316SXI
and 6 MA [210] on sysccm bemJ) .
•LIM 4.0 support k1r memory uvcr
640 KR
• S.:>e kc1 fur !ntd80J87SX (Jl6SX} and
80287 (21 0) mmh cur rocessor.
• ; .2 j'' 1. 2 MA or l.S" 1.44 MA
J iskcm.: Jrive.
• I par,dld ;md 2 serial pons.
• J (ull-si:cJ 16-b1t AT cxpan ~ km sl ut~
av;1ila\1k.

• 12-mlmth On- Site SerYice Gintmcr
prodJeJ by Xcrnx~
~ommcrcinl Lcu~c P!o.n. Uu~e for
us I.aw as S73/mcmrh (JL6SX) <ntd
S6Z/nwnth (210).
t; Xerox &mi.ded Seniice Plan fnicing
·""rt.'"' $196 (316SX) mul Sl58 (l!O).

Monoc hromcS}·~ tem

MonnchromcSy~ rcm

$2 .599

40MBVGA
Color Phis System
80 MA Super VGA G Jlor

40 MB VGA Colm

$2.899

40 MB Super VGA

Sys1cm(8C'Ox600)
$J,199
IOOMA S11pcr \.GA G,lor
S1•tem (800 x600)
$3,399
Prices listL'll include I MA of RAM. 190.
3JO and 650 MA hmJ drive confii.;111mions
also avai!ab\c.

Color System

(800 x 6001

TflE DELL Sl'SltM Jlo LT

20 MB VGA

40 MBVGA

fill

II

THE DELL SYSTEM 316SX
16 MHz 386SX oml DELL
SYSTEM 210 ll.5 MHz 286.

$4, 699 $4,099

PlusS,·s1cm

Ji6SX

£!Q

51, 949 Si,649
$2.449 $2,149

G Jlor Sr~ tem
(800 x 600)

s2. ; 49 $2,249
80 MA Surer VGA
Color Systl.!m
$2,749 $2,449
(800 x 600)
Prices listl'<l inchtdc I MB of RAM
2 MA v<:rsions of thl.' nlxJVe sysrems ;in:
a\'ai\;iblc for an addit ional S200.
100 and 190 MA hard J rivc confi~urariot lS

16 MH: l86SX.
This foll-fom11rcd, battl'J)'
less 1h;1n nvst 286 bprors.

STANDARDFEAllJRESo

•M in imrnn !MRo(RAM, nptional 2Mf\
o( RAM* cxpanJablc IO 8 MA (nn th..:
sptem lx1aiU lL'>in~ I MA SIM Ms).

•LIM 4. 0support for memory over I MA.
• Adjusmble and detachable 640 x 480
VGA Liquid Crysral Di spby.
• One in.Jusrry srnmlard ha!f-si:e 8-bi1
expiin~ion slot.
• So ke1 for 16 MH : lord 80387SXmach
coprocessor.
• 3.5'' l.H MBJiskctte'1i vc.

•83-kcy ke\h1arJ wi1h emh:JdcJnumcric
keypad and separ.nccursor(unnol keys
• l parallel, I s~r ial, and c xteni;i l VGA
monitrn port .
•G.11 meccor fo1 101-kcy h •yh.1ard or
num1.:ric ken•;iJ .
•Two n:mtw.i.blc and rech:ni.;L·ablc NiC1J
bai1e1y packs utili:ing Drdrlo "Continuous
fl1wer Bartel')' System" (pm...-nr

pcndin~) .

• /4C AJarrcr.
• 12-momh On·Si1e Service CJ1mact
pru\·idcJ by Xcrox :'
~mnmercial Lease Plan. l.ease for as
low a.~ S IZO/monch.
to Xcrux £xrer!Lkd &Nice Pl,m Pt icing
Skirt.~ at SJOJ.
20~IB. IMBRAM
$) .1 99
$3,)99
!OMR.2M8RAM
40 Mil, I MB RAM
$),499
40 MB,2 MB RAM
$3.699

availabl..!.

Prices listed indu<le l MB of RAM. 100, 330
and 650 MB hard drive confib'llmtions also

a\'<lilab!e.

THE NEW DELL i486 33 MHz and 25 MHz EISA SYSTEMS.
The best value in high performance PCs, combining i486 performance, 32-bit E!SA 1/0 bus,
and the industry's top rated service and support.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• i486 microprocessor running at
25 MHz or 33 MHz.
• EISA architecture (downward
compatible with ISA) .
•Standard 4 MB of RAM,*
expandable to 16 MB on system
board, using optional I MB
and 2 MB S IM Ms.
•VGA systems include a high
performance 16-bit video adapter.
•Socket for WEITEK 4167 math
coprocessor.
, 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.
• 5 half-height drive bays.

• Dual diskette and hard drive controller.
•Six 32-bit EISA (ISA compatible), plus two 16-bit ISA
expansion slots.
•H igh performance, IDE (80 MB, 100 MB, 190 MB), and
ESD! (330 MB, 650 MB) hard disk drives.
•Enhanced IOI -key key board.
• I parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 231-watt power supply.
• I2-month On-Site Service Contract provided by Xerox.'
**Commercial Lease Plan. Lew;e for as low as $232/month
(425E) and $286/month (4JJEJ.
~Xerox Extended Service P lan available . Call for pricing.
80MBVGA Monochrom,Sp<em
190 MB VGAColor PlusSysrem
3JO MB Super VGA Color Sy,; tl'nt (800 x 600)
6;0MBS"r<'VGAColor Sy.H,m(800x600)

56.399
$7. 199
$8,099
$9,299

5 7.899
$ 8,699

$ 9,599
510,799

Prices lisccd include 4 MB of RAM. 100 MB hard driv e configurations also available.
The Dell Sysiem~ 433Eand 4l 5E are C1:iss A. devices sold for use in commercial i.:m·ifOnmentsonly. ' l\rli•rnl<lnce EnNnmncmo: \\"~hin 1hcfi,.1 mc1:ab,•c of""''""'\·
L2RKfl(3!t\SX,)llilTand 2 LO)orlil41'1l ( 3201.X. l2 5. 4!5l'anJH)E ) olnwmury i s f'C'<'f'..:Jlor u H· byt lv *'l<m rncnlunce ~·.., Co1o111 beoS11i.:1nalh· Ji.ublcilon )16SXanJ210.
/\II !)'Hem~ a•~ ph<1tn~r;iphfd IO' Lt h <>pc ion al ex!fa•. i\ll prL<:e> and 'J"'Ctlieatmr" ~ fl' "'' 'i< CI m d >.•<IJ."' "'"IM>vl rV'llte,·. l\ ·11 ca11 n.~ l>e !<'>l'<>n•!H..· ln1 •·in•" "' l\'l'"J: r.1ph ~ '" rh' ~" ~'·'l'h1·. ••!':Jy nwn1
l>.11cd on J6.mon1h. r>pen·c n:I \ea1c. L,·a"nJ: ~ rrani.;t:J I-.· Lc~ 1mi: Gmut'. In:: . l n Carn1J~ .n>nhi " ·"""'l 'md p11cc1 fll-'l' " ' "' l"lf.LL ~l':iTEM 11.• ••·CN•· M I n AJ.·ma1 k and D•:ll. 41)E ,,ml 425E m e
u dcl:-.,,b nfDdlCou11~ • tcrCv rp<>r ' "~' · hvd 11,, r<:~mercJ tr.iJ.111.,,k a..J 1486. 456 anJ 186 M<' 11 ...l.·m.,,b ui lnid c.,,...,r.11""'· l l\1~ed onC.•mr•..I• r..,HoJ..-1ro: ~ IN J•ifd ~ \~1 d1 5. ]9Q(I h•t
G>rnp.iq !XsH'rn JWH fT19<klS4,,.·ith J8i C<l(ltOC(, .,..... 84 l>-tBlurJdmT •nJn!C'>>trarh"'' m..r.. >c:hnimr mnnoiu:M.l O.,,Lf'n>4Sf'·15 mc.•..ld l!l'. l~~'.\U'il.,.,JJm'C':onJnk" ~l'll~IC•m.•11"·
chnomc nYJnuer. l.Jro;IX" • n:gi•~rc:dtT:>..il'm~tl.:<'f i\T&.T"' rh..- Un,.rJSr:.ce.anJt11hcr courno~>. 01h•·r o:odcm.ubanJ 1r:i.k ndll'<'>·"•· u..<c.-JIO ..knnh cht•""~"''"""''~ 1hi: n ...cb.<n.J nJfllC> •• •
rhdr rn.><hccs. DdlC.m1p!1lerCoq•o111•mJ.sclarm,:>n1·pn'!'fitr:>c1· 1ncc n:•( on tr:>.lo:n~nL..:onJu ... k• n;tm<'•cochtr do"" m,,..·n. ,.{)n "'<' ,...n·io; c m.l\' ,.,. h..· :><·.ul ..lok .,.,.,_,,!,>c,o•m. Shorrm~ ~,,J
~pplit:ahlc •~l~! tnx :ore nor rnd11dt•J . i;,, • oforrn;o:~"'"n ~nJ 3 '"rV 111 lld l'• JO.J.~· 'li•t•I S~1"f.1C1~1nGu;i rm1cc, !nnucd • MlM•l. ;onJ Xem~'< S.· ..·occ C<1nrr.1c1. p!ca•e ..~ uc l<• l\· 11 C>1np1ucr
C. npounnn, 'l5C5 i\ r\~,l'\'l11m &>11lt•,.,,.,!,Au1un. T,·x~I i8759-7~99. i\TOJ : Warr'"''Y· <ti 1990 [),,II C.>111f'ILl<'t G''f""'·'I"'"· Alt nd11, 1<·•c1n·J .

I AD CODE.: llW I

If you've been craving more power, we've got just the system for you. See inside for details.

FOR NETWORKING OR UNIX®INFORMATION.

800,678--UNIX
In Ca<Utl1800-387-5752 111 clie LC K. 0800 414535 In Fm11ce I I) 05.00.33.55 111 Genncmy 061031701-0 In Sicrclen 0760-713 50
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Years From Now,
Standard Features
at $5995...
EISA
33-MHz386
64-KBCache
5-MBRAM
106-MB H
What mo
could~

An Honest,

Affordable
Upgrade Path.
You know what you want
from a 386TM PC . ALR's
PowerVEISA 33/386
delivers. Cached 33-MHz
performance, plenty of RAM
to run even the bulkiest of
today's applications, a choice
of high performance hard
disks, and EISA compatibility
- all at a price that puts
many similarly equipped ISA
systems to shame. So what
more could you want?

ALR's PowerVEISA 33/386
offers you an honest,
affordable upgrade path to

How about the future?
Prices and conligurations sub1ec1 10 change withoul notice. Shown wilh opt1onar monitor. Prices based on U.S. dollars .

25-MHz, 33-MHz (available
second quarter) and future
i486™ processors.
ALR PowerVEISA
i486125 CPU Module

ALR PowerVEISA
386133 CPU Module

ALR PowerVEISA System Board

It's Still

at

You Want. ••
Introducing the ALR®
PowerVEISA 386/33™
.,11

•"
,If

ALA
PowerVEISA 386/33
Model 110
i386 33-MHz CPU
5-MB RAM
64-KB Cache
106-MB Hard Drive
EISA
Optional VGA
add $295

AST
Premium•386/33
Model 115V
i386 33-MHz CPU
2-MB RAM
32-KB Cache
110-MB Hard Drive
ISA
VGA

$6,290
,If

modular design of this
system lets you change
processors in about five
minutes. More importantly, you
can change the CPU module
without having to replace
cache or system memory,
saving you hundreds of dollars
when compared to some
compet-itive upgrade schemes.
Engineered for the future, the
floor-standing chassis of the
PowerVEISA 386/33 can
accommodate a total of 49-MB
of memory and up to 1.2-GB
(gigabytes) of fixed disk
storage. Its ElSA capabilities
let you take advantage of the

$8,495

i486 25-MHz Upgrade
i486 25-MHz Upgrade
add $1995
add $2995
EISA Standard
Optional EISA Upgrade
add $1250
$8,285
$12,740
PowerVEISA costs $2200 less today; over the
years, it can save you more than $4400 !

latest in 32-bit I/O and bus
mastering technology, while
remaining compatible with 8
and 16-bit "ATo!l" boards.
Even the PowerVEISA's
innovative FlexCache+
memory architecture was
built for the future. Based on
ALR's award-winning
FlexCache architecture , this
64-bit dual-bus design
incorporates an advanced
"read and write back" 64-KB
cache. FlexCache+ has been
fine-tuned for optimum
efficiency, especially when
combined with an i486
processor upgrade.

Add ALR's one year factory
warranty, on-line technical
support, and optional on-site
service from Intel™ to round
out one of the best PC invest
ments around .
The PowerVEISA 33/386 -
ready to meet today's needs
and tomorrow's challenges.
For more information on the
PowerVEJSA 33 / 386 and ALR's
complete line ol systems, elease
call:
1-800-444-4ALR

ALR
";\\\

Advanced Logic

Re~ h .

Inc.

940 l Jeronimo Irvine. Cali forni a 927 J 8
(71 4) 58 1-6770 FAX: (714) 58 1-9240

ALA is a registered trademark and PowerVEISA is a trademark of Advanced Logic Research. Inc. AST and AST Premium are registered trademarks of AST Research Inc. Intel. 386, i386, and i486 are
trademarks of Intel Corporation. AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Co rporation.
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TURBO

SPEED

The fas test way to
create powerful programs
with Turbo Pascal 5.5,
Turbo C 2.0 and Turbo C++!

~~~

POWER TOOLS PLUS"YS.1- $149

- lightning-fast routines to help you:
• Add easy-to-use integrated mouse
support for windows and menus
• Generate context sensitive help
screens • Resize and move windows
and use drop shadows for that
professional look • Let users choose
from window-oriented pick lists
• Create and access "huge" data
structures • Use multiple-line edit
fields with fully configurable edit keys
• Add EMS support • Write TSRs
and ISRs easily • Create powerful
programs in Turbo Pascal 4.0, 5.0 & 5.5!

The BYTE 15th Anniversary team: (from left to right) Jeff
Edmonds, copy editor; Amanda Waterfield, editorial assistant;
Jane Morrill Tazelaar (seated), senior editor; Jan Muller, art
assistant/photo researcher; Bob Ryan, technical editor; and Nancy
Rice, art director. Not shown are Joe Gallagher, assistant art
director; Lisa Nardecchia, Summit designer; Gene Smarte, special
projects editor; and Andy Reinhardt, associate news editor.

THE ONCE AND
FUTURE GURUS

Turbo C TOOLS"Y2.0 - $149

- fast, high quality functions to help you:
• Add easy-to-use integrated mouse
support for windows and menus
• Quickly include virtual windows
and menus • lntegrateyour windows
and menus wit!i. Turbo C's text
windows • Create context-sensitive
help screens • Provide multiple-line
edit fields with fully configurable edit
keys • Write TSRs and lSRs easily
• Create powerful programs in
Turbo C 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and Turbo C++!

FREE with these products!
All source code, complete sample
programs, and a comprehensive
manual are included. We offer free
technical support and a bulletin
board dedicated to technical issues.

Unleash your potential!
We offer erogramming tools that are
fast, flexible and affordable. Call
now to order, or to ask for a free
brochure on our full line of products
for C and Pascal.

Put Blaise tools to the test!
If during the first 30 days you are not
satisfied, we'll refund your money.

Call (800) 333-8087 today!
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

2560Ninth5treet,Suite316 Berkeley, CA 94710

(415) 540-5441
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See what 63 gurus think
about the future, then stroll
down memory lane

BYTE. Many extra hours were spent
editing and collating questions to boil
that down to the 70-plus pages in this
issue. We hope you find the BYTE Sum
mit entertaining, thought-provoking,
and revealing.

But How Did We Get Here?
f you could talk to any of the com
puter industry gurus, whom would
you pick? What questions would
you ask? This was the delightful di
lemma faced by the BYTE crew respon
sible for our 15th Anniversary BYTE
Summit. Led by Jane Morrill Tazelaar,
senior editor, staff members from every
editorial department conducted and com
piled interviews with 63 of the most im
portant movers and shakers in the busi
ness. The cumulative result is a unique
and comprehensive view of the future of
computing.
Enthusiasm for the project ran high.
For those doing the interviews, hearing
what these luminaries had to say about
the industry was a thrill. As Tazelaar put
it, "It really blows your mind to answer
your phone and find Jack Kilby on the
other end."
After completing the interviews, some
staff members volunteered to transcribe
them from cassette to an ASCII file. The
transcribed files totaled over half a
megabyte-enough to fill 500 pages in

I

To get a true perspective on the future, it
pays to review the past. The second part
of our Anniversary section, "15 Years of
Bits, Bytes, and Other Great Moments,"
is a time line compiled by Gene Smarte,
special projects editor, and Andy Rein
hardt, associate news editor. It follows
industry milestones from 1975, the first
year BYTE was published, to 1990.
And we have one last historical treat
for you. In researching the article "The
Creation of the IBM PC," Janet Barron,
technical editor, "discovered" the origi
nal prototype IBM PC. While she was
speaking with one of the PC's designers,
David J. Bradley, Barron asked if IBM
had a photo of the original PC. Bradley
replied that a colleague had the prototype
in his office closet and volunteered to
send it to her.
The photo of the first IBM PC mother
board (on page 416) is the only one ever
to have appeared in any computer maga
zine. That it is published in BYTE's 15th
Anniversary issue seems only fitting. •
-Michael Nadeau

NewFoxPro
Shifting the Balance OfPower in Database Managenumt
There's a new leader in the relational database manage
Nothing is Faster
ment work!. Its name is FoxPro.
FoxPro
Fox Software products are famous for their
FoxPro is the first and 011/y microcomputer database
unmatched execution speed. FoxPro extends that
management system that combines astonishing per
tradition.
formance with a sleek interface of amazing power and
I
FoxPro is up to eight times faster than dB ASE IV 
beauty.
more than 15 times faster than dB ASE II I PLUS !
,
r.'
• FoxPro offers all the elegance and accessibility of a
• /
And that blazing speed translates into unprecedented
graphic-style interface, yet operates at the stunning
power. Now you can efficiently process gigantic
speeds possible only with character interfaces.
databases with hundreds of thousands - even
• FoxPro is so easy to learn and use, even beginners
millions-of records.
can become productive immediately; yet it's powerful
Protecting Your Investment
and sophisticated enough to satisfy the needs of the most demanding
developers and power-users.
With FoxPro , your existing FoxBASE+ or dBASE Ill PLUS pro
grams will run perfectly-first time , every time , no excuses. And
• FoxPro gives you choices instead of limits: use a mouse or a
FoxPro is language-compatible with dBASE IV. But FoxPro doesn ' t
keyboard; type commands or use the object-oriented interface; run in
one window, or hundreds.
stop there. It has over 140 language enhancements not found in any
version of dBASE. We've outdone ourselves by adding more than
•Fox Pro is so efficient. it runs in a 512K PC-XT, yet it 's able to take
200 language extensions you won't find in FoxBASE+.
advantage of the speed , expanded memory and extended video
modes of the most advanced machines available. You don't even need
Best of all , FoxPro opens up whole new worlds for your applications
a graphics card or special windowing software.
by letting you move them onto a variety of difterent platforms.

\...

\0

The Tradition Continues
Fox Software is committed to
excellence-our products prove it.
We've been producing sup.erb databa e
!A'lana·ge,ment software since 1.98.,. i~nd
o.ur p.roducts for both the PC and the
Ma€in!Clsh continue to wiu awarcl-s
wer.ldwide.

We ' ve taken everything we know about
software engineering , databases and
interface design, and focused it into
one remarkable product-FoxPro.

FREE Demo Disk
Shift the balance of power in your favor
by trying Fox Pro !or yourself.
Call (419) 874-0162 now to get your
free demo disk. Or ask for the FoxPro
dealer nearest you . See . for yourself:

Nothing Runs Like The RJx.
FoxBASE+ Users:
Call About Our Liberal
Upgrade Offer!
System Requirements: FoxPro operates in

I 0

5121·: /I/AM (MIJJ.: 1'e<'o111111e1u/etlJ with MS/ PC·
DOS 2 .0 or greata w1el w1 81J86/81Jli8. 81!:!811
or 80386 microprocc'S.HJf. fi,r optimum per
f ornumce , fCnPro takes comp!C'lt acfrw1la,i.:.e oJ
1

any rn·ai/11hlc EMS (e.rpmulecl memory)"'' a
nu11ll< ·c,pn1c<'.\'St1r.

Trmle111ark /0 1"11l'I': f (nPro. FmBASE +l fo x
Sof t1rare : c/BASE Ill PLUS . c/BASE /VJ
A.'h1<111-Tt11e.

Fax
Software =
Nothing Ru11s like Tile Fox.
Fox Sol't\\:urc. Inc .
134 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg. Ohio 4355 I

i-1 19) 87+01{i::!
FAX: !419l K74-S!l7S
Tct.:x : 65!130408:?7 FOX
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Introducing the Equity LT 386SX Laptop

same.

capacity, and a shock indicator that alerts the user
to the occasional hard knock.

Adding power, speed and peripherals to a

The modular design of Epson's entire lap

personal computer is a constant test of design

top series suggests a new standard for custom

innovation.

ized performance. The user can easily install or

Configuring a laptop to meet expanding

remove options such as a modem, extended

needs becomes an even more demand

RAM, external keyboard, or 2/3 length

ing challenge because size, weight, and

industry standard card. The VGA screen

battery life come dramatically into play.

can also be removed or left in place

Epson"engineers have /"·~ .
me that cha ll enge

with~,:--...

their new •qui y

386SX, featuri ng

when using an external monitor.
The Epson laptop indicates its own
vital signs-battery life, speed, and
disk drive in use-on a unique LCD

one of the most powerful micropro
cessors available in a battery-powered
laptop. It is a design of both distinctiveness and common sense.

Epson's unique, removable
hard drive: key c.:mnponcnl of lhc
most Acxiblc laptop C\'Cr made.

Epson's Datasafe hard drive can be removed,

status bar, and even has the good
sense to turn off its own screen and
hard drive when not in use.

The LT 386SX offers a degree of speed,

making it easy to transport, or store separately

power and flexibility once limited to desktop

for added security. With an optional* drive port,

computers. In fact, there is one feature of this

the hard drive can plug directly into a desktop

remarkably engineered bit of technology that a

computer. It offers a choice of 20 MB or 40 MB

desktop can only envy. Its size.

Engineered For The Way You Work.

~1990

Epson America, Inc., 2780 Lomita Blvd., Torran ce, CA 90505. (800) 922.8911.
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Fred Langa

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY!
To celebrate 15 years
of publication, we've
thrown you a party

enior Editor Ken Sheldon was
standing in my door, a box in his
hands. "Would you like to see the
original, hand-assembled proto
type of the first IBM PC motherboard?"
he asked. "I have it here."
I knew that Ken was working on an ar
ticle on the first PC as one of many spe
cial articles for this anniversary issue
but the actual original prototype IBM PC
motherboard? Holy smokes!
Naturally, I said yes, and Ken then
carefully unwrapped his prize. There it
was: sire of all the PC progeny. Undoubt
edly, this mass of hand-wiring and tem
porary sockets was among the most sig
nificant technological artifacts of our
time. I felt as if I should be wearing
gloves to handle it.
This was IBM's own original PC pro
totype-one of only two built. The other
had been shipped to Microsoft in 1980
for development of the original PC soft
ware . What a treasure!
You can see and read more about "The
Creation of the IBM PC" on page 414 in
this issue. But don't stop there, because
that's just a sample of the gems that
you'll find in this Special 15th Anniver
sary Issue.
For example, in addition to a full, nor
mal complement of features, reviews,
First Impressions, news, and columns,
we also have the "BYTE Summit," be
ginning on page 226. In it, 63 world lead
ers of the microcomputing industry
drawn from both the business and tech
nological communities-address the 13
most important questions that will shape
the industry for years to come. The
"BYTE Summit" amounts to a sneak
preview of the future, provided by those
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who will build that future.
Why are we doing all this? Why pack
so much into one issue?
In a phrase, to say "Thank you."
With this issue, BYTE completes its
15th year of publication-the only gener
al-circulation computer magazine ever to
reach this milestone. You and a half mil
lion other readers around the globe have
made it possible, and we wanted to pull
out all the stops to give you a truly mem
orable issue.
And what a 15 years it's been. BYTE
was born along with the microcomputer
industry, back when the idea of a com
puter of your own was still a novel con
cept. In fact, small computers weren't
even called "personal computers" until
BYTE coined the term, in our May 1976
issue.
That's not the only common computer
term that was born in BYTE. The Oxford
English Dictionary, called the "final ar
biter of the origins and use" of the En

glish language, cites BYTE as the source
for such computer terms as backslash,
boot, bulletin (as in bulletin board), CD
ROM, clone, hacker, lap (as in laptop),
transportable, user, WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get), and half a dozen
other terms.
BYTE not only was there at the start,
but it helped define the whole genre as it
grew and matured from a hobbyist pas
time to a cornerstone of modern busi
ness.
As the computer industry changed,
our readers' needs changed, and so did
BYTE. For example, as off-the-shelf
products proliferated, BYTE published
the industry's first microcomputer re
views and the first comparative reviews.
BYTE also created the first magazine
sponsored computer lab and provided the
first widely used microcomputer bench
marks.
Today, thanks to you, BY TE has
reached record-high circulation levels
and-because of your growing needs-is
turning out more information than ever
before, as you can see from the size of the
issue you're holding.
That information falls into two broad
categories: buying and using today's
hardware and software, and understand
ing the emerging technologies that will
become the tools of tomorrow. As al
ways, BYTE is platform-independent,
covering all m~jor architectures and all
significant operating systems.
About a year ago, as BYTE entered its
15th year, I added up the text file of what
we had published to that point and found
that it topped some 150 megabytes-well
over a billion bits. Now, as we're well on
the way toward the second billion bits,
we're deeply honored that you've chosen
to read BYTE, and we pledge to continue
to do our best to meet your high stan
dards.
Happy anniversary!
-Fredlanga
Editor in Chief
(BIX name ''flanga")

New Turbo Debugger®& Tools

See through your code
Our new Turbo Debugger® &Tools 2.0 gives you
the vision to take a closer look at your code.
You can see a bug and kill it. See an execution
bottleneck and get rid of it. See opportunities to
fine·tune for maximum speed and go for it.
Turbo Debugger &Tools is a professional pro·
grammer's three·step secret for faster, more reliable
applications.

Step 1: Turbo Debugger 2.0
shows you where the bugs are
Turbo Debugger® 2.0 has again advancedtheart of
debugging. It lets you go forward and also backward
through your code
with a brand·new
TURBO
technique called
DEBUGGER
reverse execution.
&TOOLS
With it, you step
backward- undo·
mg program execu·
tion- to locate bugs
previously passed
over. And with our
Turbo Drive·· tech·
nology, you can
DOS
debug the largest
programs using 286 protected mode or 386 virtual
mode. Turbo Debugger also supports object·oriented
debugging in Turbo C++ and Turbo Pascal.~

Step 2: Turbo Profiler !!NEW!!
shows you where the bottlenecks are
Turbo Profiler·· is the world's first interactive pro
filer for DOS. With it youcan see exactly where
improvements to your programs will cut through
execution bottlenecks and deliver maximum speed.
Turbo Profiler gives you a histogram of time·
critical statistics, like how often each routine is
called, how much timeis spent in each routine, and
how system resources are being used.

Step 3: Turbo Assembler
lets you put on the speed
You can really put the pedal to the metal with
Turbo Assembler,* the world's fastest MASM·
compatible assembler. Replacing time·critical seg·
ments using Turbo Assembler is the fast·track to
Turbo·charged programming.

Works with any compiler
Turbo Debugger &Tools is available separately, or
bundled together with Turbo C++ Professional or
Turbo Pascale Professional 2ndEdition. It also sup·
ports any Microsofte compiler supporting CodeView,
any compiler generating .MAP files, and programs
compiled by any DOS compiler at the machine·
code level.

New Turbo Debugger &Tools
Turbo Debugger 2.0
• New user interface with mouse support
• Debug programs of any size with Turbo Drive on 286. 386
and remote debugging
• Object·orienteddebugging-browse class hierarchies,
inspect objects
• Walk throughlinked lists
• Keystroke record/playback gives "instant replay"
• 13 different program views, including breakpoints, watch
and CPU
TurboProfiler
• Tells how many times a line or routine is executed
• Shows which files are accessed and for how long
• Tells how efficient your overlays are
• Displays interrupt usage and call history
• 9different program views
Turbo Assembler 2.0
• Optimizing multipass assembler with NOP squishing
• More compatible thanand twice as fast as MASM

Order now!
Special limited time offer: Get TurboDebugger &
Tools for only $999S(suggestedretailprice s1499s).*
Registered owners of Turbo Assembler &
Debugger, Turbo C®Professional or Turbo Pascal
Professional can upgrade to Turbo Debugger &Tools
for S599J.

Call 1·800·331·0877
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More features than any keyboard ever made!
The touch that made Northgate OmniKey famous!
OminKey/ULTRA has the same crisp feel that rocketed
Northgate to the top spot in keyboard design. The secret?
ALPS tactile mechanical key switches that let you know each
keystroke has registered with a precise "click".
Double the function keys! You get 12 F-keys on the left11here you naturally reach for them. PLUS 12 programmable
SF-keys on top perform SHlr~r, CTRL or ALT functions.
What a time saver in Word Perfect, Lotus and macro
intensive programs!

Switchable keys- ULTRA flexibility!
Switch CTRL, ALT and CAPS LOCK at the left.
Keep them as shown above or put them in the
standard IBM enhanced layout; CAPS
LOCK
NEXT TO "A", ALT next to
Ctrt
Alt
space bar, CONTROL under
SHIFT. Right ALT and CTRL flop too
But that's just the beginning. With
I
OmniKey/ULTRA, you can even swap
\
Backslash and Asterisk ... it's up to you!
I

.

*

Use the Keyboard
Of the 90's

RISK FREE
FOR60DAYS!
Users all over the world told us what they
wanted in their ultimate keyboard! We Heard
You ... Now Here's OmniKey/ULTRA!
The keyboard for everybody-combines the
best of all popular layouts! No matter what
layout you prefer-function keys on left or top,
diamond-shaped or inverted T cursor controls ...
you get it with OmniKey/ULTRA!
Use OmniKey/ULTRA for 60 days! If it
doesn't live up to everything we promise, return it.
We'll refund every penny-including ground
shipping charges!
Keep your keyboard and it's backed by THE
INDUSTRY'S STRONGEST WARRANTY
FIVE FULL YEARS! Any problems due to
materials or workmanship we'll repair or replace
OmniKey/ULTRA at no charge!

OmniKey!ULTRA
Another Northgare
"Smart Tool For
Business"'"

ONLY

FOB Minneapolis

Use OmniKey!ULTRA Risk Free for
60 days! Phone for the Dealer Nearest
You or Place Your Order Direct!
Famous Northgate Functions! Never type U>S>A>
when you want to type U.S.A .! Our Period/Comma Lock
key locks out < > even when shifted!
Instantly change Repeat/Delay rate from 3-120 CPS
just press Rate Select key! Zip through spreadsheets!
Double down arrow cursor pad! Both diamond and inverted T cursor
control options. An extra down arrow key adds so much flexibilit y!
Separate numeric keypad, too! Cursor control is free at all times.
Added equals key, too!
And that's not all! Dip switches give you unmatched compatibility with
IBM type systems: PC, AT, XT, Tandy, AT&T, Amstrand and AMIGA.
FCC Class B Certified, too.

800-526-2446
CHARGE IT! We a ccept your VISA, MasterCa rd or
Northgate Big 'N' Credit Card.
HOU RS: Mon. - fri. 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m . Central. Dealer and
Distributo r prices ava ila ble. f-AX Your Order' 612-476-6443. Notice to the
H cnring lrnpnircd: No nh gacc now has T D D capabilic y: D ial 800-535-0602.
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I Nonhgmc Parkway, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
©'.'.'nrt h~; Ltl" Comp mer Sy~tcms, Inc . 1990. All 1ights rcscm.:d.
No11h1:.11c, Omnil\c::yand the Ai~ 'N'logo :11c n:idc:marks of N cmhgatc Computer Systems. Othc:r brand
names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specificat ions subject 10 change
wi thout notice. Subject to ocC3siona1 invc:n1ory shortagcs.
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If you want the ultimate VGA graphics standard, and you've resigned yourself to paying a premium of hundreds of
dollars to get it, you'll find our newest monitor pleasant viewing indeed.
The PanaSync C1381 gives you a sharp 1024 x 768 pixels, with 0. 28 dot pitch. And virtually infinite color resolution.
It's compatible with the most popular VGA boards, as well as analog RGB, MCGA, SuperVGA, and- of course -8514/A
standards.*
It's comfortable in virtually any IBM-compatible or Mac II environment.**
And it's a masterpiece of ergonomics. With front-mounted controls, tilt/swivel stand, plus a non-glare tinted black
matrix screen.
PenjJberal11, Computers, Printer,\~
All this at a suggested retail price comparable to many
Copiet:'i,
'Jjpeil'liters and Facsimiles
of the ordinary VGA monitors on the market right now. For
more information, simplycall toll -free 1-800-742-8086.

Panasonic
Automatio n r n
o ttice

1".u1aSync"' Mull.iscanning Color Monitors.
• VG4, .l!CG4 mul8514/A ire lrotle 
marks of/11tenwti01wl Business
.1!11chi11es Corp.
• • I Ii.If XT: AT 1111d PS/2 11re re~istered

trademarks ofln/enwlio11al Business
,\ftlcbi11es C01fi. .1!11cintosh is 11 reg
istered tftldemark ofApple Computer

(Mac SE)
.11.H!

(Mac II)

(IBM XT/AT & PS/2 Model 30)
Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

Inc. An optional cable is required

far ,\/acintosh

Toshiba has combined the ultimate battery-.
=J=l=ll=~~=-FF operated pqrtable, theT3100SX, with the ultimate
program, Microsoft® Windows™ 3.0, to create the
~;V.:t:r ultimate work environment
The T3100SX gives you everything you
~::e:;~~? need to get down to business. Including the brute
38~~;;;t;~=":;~er- strength ofthe 386SX1M microprocessor. And there's
everyouchoose.
no better screen in a portable. It has abrilliant
640 x 480 VGA gas plasma display and a100:1 contrast ratio.
All the other capabilities to unleash the power of Win- ~~~;7.:t:,;n
dows are there, too. Like lMB of RAM that's expandable to
13MB. A choice ofa 40MB or BOMB hard drive model. And
3 hours ofbattery life so you can work wherever you need to.
Plus from now through the end ofthe year we'll give
you Windows 3.0 free with everyT3100SX.
Put the latest in 386SX computing power to work for
you. Tum on the'.J'3100SX. And open afew windows. :=t:::tJ::'::S.
TheToshiba
T3100SX.
ticatedfrrogra_":Seasy
'T'~ 1 ¥ •
h
.c.
.
touse.And1tsfree
ld.l\.e It. See ow 1ar you can go.
withyourT3100SX
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CorporaJion. 386 and SX arc trademarks ofIntel Corporation.
Fu more i11fon11ation call (En()) 457-7777. Dept. W.
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TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Information Systems Inc.. Computer Systems Division
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Ventura Publisher introduces the Gold Series.
It simply does more, any way you look at it.
And now there are several new ways to
look at it. Because the desktop publisher
that does more for you now does it all in
the three leading PC environments.
The Gold Series introduces new Ventura
Publisher@ editions for DOS/GEM,
Windows 3.0, and OS/2 Presentation
Manager. That means new ease of use and
learning as well as compatibility with
hundreds more software applications. All
three new editions can use documents
from Ventura Publisher 1.1 and 2.0.
It does even more than before.

The Gold Series gives you much more than
a choice of environments. At no extra
cost, each edition includes our Professional

Extension and Network Server. So you
also get such advanced DTP features as
interactive table creation and scientific
equation editing, cross referencing, and
vertical justification.
And you get networking. So several users
can edit and proofread simultaneously
as well as share stylesheets and network
resources. On Novell, IBM, JCOM, and
other Windows- and OS/2 Presentation
Manager-compatible networks.
Whether you're designing a newsletter or
publishing a directory, you'll do it faster and
more effectively with Ventura Publisher.
Unique features give you more flexible and
precise type control, and automate many

steps other programs make you repeat
over and over. Ventura Pubisher is the one
DTP program that can handle all your
publishing and design projects.

If you want to do more in desktop publish
ing, doesn't it make sense to use the
program that does the most? Call today for
more information about the new Ventura
Publisher Gold Series. (800) 822-8221
in USA; (800) 228-8579 in Canada. For
training information, call (800) 445-5554.
Ventura Software Inc ., a Xerox company.

Ventura Publisher
Gold Series
It simply does more.
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Edited by D. Barker

The Lotus Case: Judge Rules User Interface ls Protected by Copyright
W hen U.S. District Court Judge
Robert Keeton issued his final

declaration in the look-and-feel lawsuit
filed by Lotus Development against
Paperback Software, he wrapped up

at least the first phase of one of the
most closely watched legal cases ever
to hit the computer industry. Judge
Keeton’s decision was firm and

unambiguous, and if it sticks, it could
deal a deathblow to software cloning,
even in the form of a “compatibility”

option such as that offered in Borland’s
Quattro Pro.

Although Keeton’s ruling would not
provide precedence for similar court
cases being heard elsewhere in the
country (e.g., Apple’s suit against

Microsoft over Windows), it’s a
significant decision in the legal wrangling over the protection of noncode
aspects of software. Keeton tossed aside
the nebulous concept of look and feel in
favor of the more prosaic principle of
“structure, sequence, and organization”

to find that l-2-3’s user interface is a
creative “expression” worthy of
copyright protection. If the logic holds
firm through subsequent court challenges—some observers predict it

won’t—it could become more difficult
for software engineers to create

“I conclude that a menu command structure is capable of being
expressed in many if not an unlimited number of ways, and that

the command structure of 1-2-3 is an original and nonobvious
way of expressing a command structure.
“The user interface of 1-2-3 is its most unique element, and is
the aspect that has made 1-2-3 so popular. That defendants
went to such trouble to copy that element is a testament to its
substantiality.
“I must disregard defendants’ experts’ predictions of doom
for the computer programming industry if copyright is extended
to the user interface and other nonliteral elements of computer

programs. . . .Rather, this legal issue must be resolved in such
a way as to extend copyright protection, clearly and
unequivocally, to those nonliteral elements of computer
programs that embody original expression.”
—Judge Robert Keeton
violated that copyright. There is
virtually no legal dispute over the right
to protect underlying source and object
code, and in any event there was no
evidence here that Paperback Software

would not be copyrightable. But Keeton
found the organization and wording of
the program’s descending menu tree to
constitute the essence of its commercial

had copied l-2-3 code. The problem
was whether by imitating l-2-3’s menus

Esther Schachter, editor of Computer
Law and Tax Report, Keeton looked at
the “gestalt” of 1-2-3, rather than at
specific words or screens, to determine

and commands the defendants had acted

products that don’t infringe.
Among the giant look-and-feel cases

unlawfully.
In making his determination, thejudge
said that he had not found the concept
of look and feel, as expressed in earlier

twisting their way through the courts,
the suit filed in 1987 by Lotus against
two companies that make 1-2-3 work-

lawsuits outside the software industry,
to be helpful; rather, he relied on
Lotus’s definition of a user interface, as

alikes, Paperback Software (VP-

determined by the structure and

Planner) and Mosaic Software (Twin),
might have been the cleanest. The battle
between Apple and Microsoft/HewlettPackard over Windows is complicated
by messy contractual and licensing
issues, while the suit filed by Ashton-

organization of menus, the macro
language, the use of function keys, and
so on.
Keeton quickly pointed out that Lotus

Tate against dBASE cloner Fox
Software involves tricky questions

about the copyrightability of computer
languages and of products derived from
publicly funded research. At its most
basic, the Lotus case promised to

answer the question of how much
copying is too much.
As in any copyright case, thejudge

l

and intellectual value. According to

that it is indeed an original work. The

judge also said that even though
commands such as Print or File Retrieve

are functional in nature, that doesn’t
preclude awarding protection to the
overall menu scheme.
The most important point in support of
1-2-3 ’s nonunique originality came
from altemative products on the market.
Paperback Software argued that l-2-3

was a market standard and that achiev-

doesn’t own the concept of an electronic

ing success required making a program

spreadsheet. He also found certain

“compatible” with the standard’s

elements of l-2-3’s user interface to be
nonprotectable; for example, he said
that the use of a rows-and-columns
screen arrangement with horizontal and
vertical cell addresses was not copyrightable because Lotus didn’t invent it
and it was essentially the only way to
organize a spreadsheet.

keystrokes, macros, and file format. But

Keeton saw the success of programs
such as Microsoft Excel and Computer
Associates’ SuperCalc4 as evidence that

other, incompatible spreadsheet designs
were technically feasible and commer-

had to first determine whether 1-2-3

spreadsheet involved no creativity

cially viable.
After finding that l-2-3's structure
was original, the judge had to determine
whether that structure represented a

was indeed copyrightable and then
whether the defendants’ products

beyond what was dictated by the

“substantial” part of its expressiveness.

If the realization of an electronic
concept itself, l-2-3’s user interface

co/ltinued
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One plaintiff happy with U.S.
District Court Judge Robert Keeton 's
ruling in the Lotus/Paperback
Software case is Ashton-Tate
(Irvine, CA), which sued Fox
Software and The Santa Cruz
Operation way back in 1988 for
allegedly violating the look and feel
of its dB ASE products, a suit that
Fox said has "absolutely no merit."
"We think the judge should be given
a Nobel prize," Stan Witkow, vice
president and general counsel for
Ashton-Tate, told BYTEWEEK.
Weighing in with a different opinion
was the League for Programming
Freedom, which planned to protest
the Lotus lawsuits with its second
march to the company's headquarters
in Cambridge, MA. "The Lotus
victory sets a precedent that threat
ens to bollix the entire software
industry.... Imagine if there were a
copyright on the layout of keys on
the typewriter," the league said in its
official statement. "We are marching
to call public attention to the new
monopoly that is being rammed
through the courts." Besides
cofounder Richard Stallman
(MacArthur Fellowship winner and
father of the Free Software Founda
tion), the league's membership
includes Al pioneer Marvin Minsky
and Lisp inventor John McCarthy.
The National Science Foundation is
working with industry and academia
to develop an advanced computer
network expected to transmit I
billion bits of data per second. More
than $ l 00 million for the project has
come from corporations, including
IBM, AT&T, MCI, and the regional
Bell telephone companies. Among
the universities involved are MIT,
the California Institute of Technol
ogy, the University of Pennsylvania,
and the University of California at
Berkeley. Government laboratories
in the project include Lawrence
Livermore (California), Los Alamos
(New Mexico), and the five super
computing centers. NSF official
Stephen Wolff said he is confident
that "new sorts of wonderment will
ensue" from the project. Weather
forecasting, three-dimensional
medical imaging, and multimedia
teleconferencing are some of the
applications planned for the network.
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"That the answer tu this question is
'yes' is incontrovertible," he wrote.
"The user interface of 1-2-3 is its most
unique element."
Chilling?
The value of Keeton's decision as legal
precedent will remain unknown until
future cases have passed through the
courts. Paperback Software has vowed
to appeal. The resolution of this knotty
problem might end up in the U.S.
Supreme Court if Congress doesn't act
first to provide legislative clarification.
Some analysts said that the Keeton
decision greatly expands the definition
of copyright protection for software.
The judge apparently found the
copyright violation so obvious and
egregious that he was able to pronounce
in fairly sweeping terms that the
structure and organization of 1-2-3
represent its primary value. A more
subtle case of copying might have
required a finer definition of structure.
But Keeton also complained in his
decision about the lack of solid
precedents and said that he opted for a
strict reading of congressional statutes.
In that sense, the decision is quite
narrow: He refused to consider the
defendants' wish that he forge new
copyright law by drawing a "bright
line" to limit software copyrighting to
the underlying code. To do so would
exceed his jurisdiction, Keeton said.
Keeton also declined to consider
although he did take testimony on the
subject over Lotus's objections
philosophical questions about the
"chilling effect" of a finding for Lotus.
He wrote that numerous experts,
including YisiCalc coauthor Dan
Bricklin, testified against extending
copyright protection beyond underlying
code. But he concluded that the views
of these experts contradict the evident
intentions of Congress in its 1976 and
1980 copyright statutes.
Tom Lemberg, chief counsel for

Lotus, not surprisingly argues that
protecting the user interface actually
helps software innovation. "We see it as
a great victory for innovation because it
provides a framework that allows
people to invest in engineering and be
protected enough to recover their
investments," Lemberg said. "If the law
protected the right of a programmer to
copy the de facto standard, then there
would be no need to innovate."
"99% Different" Doesn' t Count
A few key elements of Keeton' s
decision could spell trouble for Borland,
subject of Lotus's latest legal action,
and other companies that incorporate
what can be construed as 1-2-3-\ike
menus. The judge quoted from earlier
decisions that "the piracy of even a
quantitatively small fragment ... may
be qualitatively substantial," and "a
laundry list of specific differences ...
will not preclude a finding of infringe
ment where the works are substantially
similar in other respects."
"If one publishes a I000-page book of
which only a I 0-page segment is an
unauthorized reproduction of copy
righted material, and if the l 0-page
segment is a qualitatively substantial
part of the copyrighted work , it is. not a
defense to a claim of infringement that
the book is 99% different from the
copyrighted material."
Other cases, particularly the suit
between Apple and Microsoft, might
have more to say about the problem of
defining originality and copyright in a
standards-based software environment.
A finding as broad as Keeton' s could
cause nothing but confusion when
independently developed applications
use similar screens, menus, and file
formats. And if we ever achieve the
world of small, interchangeable
program "objects" envisioned by Bill
Gates and other software developers,
we'll be in a real legal mess.
-Andy Reinhardt

Macintosh Veterans Conjuring New Magic
wo of the prime forces behind the
Macintosh are heading up a new
Apple spin-off to develop "personal
intelligent communicator" products. Bill
Atkinson, principal designer of
MacPaint and HyperCard, and Andy
Hertzfeld, author of most core Macin
tosh software, along with Marc Porat,
ex-manager of business development at
Apple 's Advanced Technologies Group,
will be the "executive team" heading

T

General Magic, Inc.
Just what's going on with GMI has
been a topic of quiet but rampant
speculation, since the new company
was green-lighted by Apple 90 days
before it was publicly announced. Apple
would say only that the "concern will
address market segments outside of
Apple's mainstream business."
But deducing from their past work and
co11ti1J11ed
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You're only as good as the tools you use.
An excellent reason to acquire the new
Microsoft®Windows'" Software Development
Kit. Tools tailor-made to build applications for
• the huge new Windows market.
Including a specially
made CodeView®debugger for
Windows that easily debugs
even the largest applications.
And all the "how to"
- - - - - help you'll ever need-from the
extensive hard copy and online documentation
to the sample source code to the comprehensive
IBM®CUA style guide.
Plus some sophisticated analysis tools
and improved resource editors.
All of which suggests that if you're not

using our SDK, then you're trying to write tomor
rows programs with yesterday's tools.
But that's a situation you can easily foe
with the following official code numbers:
(800) 323-3577, Dept. M24.
Call now to update your old kit with the
Windows version 3.0 SDK at $150 per kit. Or call
us just to answer your questions.
The sooner you dial, the sooner you can
really go to work on Windows apps.
Instead of just toying around with them.

(800) 323-3577
Miclosoll

l\1aking it all make sense·
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We Wrote The Book
Appreciate Microsoft
ABC Flowcharter™ for easier
flowcharting than ever before.

Convertlt!™ for simple con
version of applications from
HyperCard®to Too!Book~

Micrografx® Designer™ for easy
artwork creation from imported
images.

Superbase® 4. Relational appli
cations database. Powerful,
yet easy to learn and use.

ZENffH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATESftGAIN™

Now when you buy any Zenith Data
Systems hard drive 286 or 386 desktop
PC, you get Microsoft® Windows™ v.3.0
preinstalled plus a free Microsoft
Mouse. Giving your Windows applica
tions a common look, so you can pick
up new applications easily. Almost
seamlessly.
And, you get something more.
Manufacturers' rebates of up to $450
on today's most advanced software

designed for Windows v.3.0. Everything
from Aldus®PageMaker™ to Microsoft
Word™ for Windows.
Purchase a qualifying Zenith Data
Systems hard drive desktop PC today.
And receive up to $450 in rebates. But
hurry, this offer is good for purchases
made through September 28, 1990.
For more information and the name of
your nearest Medallion Reseller~ call
1-800-523-9393.
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On How To Fully
Windows Version 3.0.
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Aldus"' PageMaker" for design
and production of professional
quahty documents.
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Ami® Professional for total "word
publishing" with text and page
layout tools.

CA-Cricket Presents™ for creat·
ing sensational presentation
graphics.
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Corel"' DRAW! The ideal illustra·
tion program for novices or
professionals.
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Dyna Comm~ An ideal communi
cations solution -in synchronous
or asynchronous versions.
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Legacy™ for advanced word
processing and "WYSIWYG"
page layout.
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Microsoft"' Excel™ for powerful
spreadsheets, with spectacular
charting.

Microsoft Word for Windows™
for quickly combining text,
graphics and data.

The Microsoft Mouse. The
industry standard for fingertip
control.
Windows Workstation'." Network·
ing with Windows made simple.

The Zenith Data Systems Sphere
The universal symbol ofsimplicity, the sphere perfectly

represents The Seamless Solutum'" from Zenith Data Systems.

ZENITHR

data systems
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Groupe Bull
Limit one rebate per coupon. Void where prohibited. Other restrictions apply. See rebate book forf ull details available at participating locations.
Offer not available through Zenith Data SY"tems Education Resellers, or on software sold at education pricing. Not available in conjunction with any other
offei: Where indicated, product and company names are trademarks of their respective holders. Graphics simulate Microsoft• Windows Version 3.0, a product
of Microsoft Corporation.© 1990 Zenith Data Systems Corporation
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PostScript laser printers are taking a
dive in price. QMS (Mobile, AL),
which has tended to set price trends
in this field, zapped $1000 off its
eight-page-per-minute models. The
68000-controlled PS 810 and 820
now sell for $3995 and $4995. QMS
also knocked $500 off its 68020
based Turbo models, which now sell
for $5995 and $6995. Meanwhile,
Oce Graphics (Mountain View, CA)
reduced the price of its color printer
by $2000; the thermal printer now
sells for $8990.
While lawn-conscious Americans
were mowing their yards this
summer, several top computer
makers were mowing their prices.
Tandy (Fort Worth, TX) did its
usual hot-weather trimming,
lowering the price of the 2800 HD
laptop from $3499 to $2999 (and,
until the end of this month, throwing
in a free cellular phone) and cutting
the 1000 TL/2 from $1299 to $999.
As a "competitive pressure move,"
Zenith Data Systems (Mt. Prospect,
IL) pruned $300 off its Z-386 SX
desktop computer. The company
shaved a similar amount off the price
of the SupersPort 286e portable. And
with new versions in the works,
NEC Technologies (Wood Dale, IL)
took the price-whacker to its
UltraLite laptop, buzzing off as
much as $1000. The 2-MB model is
now $1999; the I-MB model, $1599.
Novell (Provo, UT) plans to start
shipping this fall a family of
products for enabling NetWare 386
LANs to communicate with IBM
mainframes. The software and
associated architecture, collectively
called Net Ware 386 Communication
Services, supports mainframe links
over Token Ring networks and
Synchronous Data Link Connection
links. The family of connectivity
packages will consist of NetWare
386 Services for SAA 1.0, which
runs on the server, and NetWare
3270 LAN Workstation packages for
Windows 3.0, DOS, and Macintosh
systems plugged into the network.
Software that will allow OS/2 or
Unix workstations on a Net Ware
LAN to communicate with a main
frame will be released in 1991, said
Gerry Machi, director of marketing
for Novell communications products.
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information from sources familiar with
the project, GM! is working on a hand
held device for writing and sending
electronic messages. Some Apple
watchers say that the machine will use a
pen and tablet and be capable of reading
handwritten input.
HyperCard evolved from a minimalist
Rolodex program that Bill Atkinson
wrote in 1985; it used a card as an
information container. A machine
smaller than the Mac might require
a smaller information container in
a smaller working environment-say, a
"postcard" instead of a "desktop."
Those postcards need addresses if you
want to send them anywhere, and
Atkinson has already shown that he can
make a hypertext-linked database out of
cards, with a proprietary data-compres
sion scheme that minimizes storage
requirements of those cards. This
compression scheme would be essential
in such a system.
Andy Hertzfeld codes mostly in
assembly, which allows him to write
fast and tight programs. Such programs
would be perfect for a hand-held
machine.
Marc Porat's background includes
setting up large-scale networks. It's
likely that these postcards will be
delivered by way of a special network;
according to some sources, the GM!
machine will operate with both radio
waves (using Motorola's Ardis
network, one source said) and telephone
lines. Porat's latest stint at the Ad
vanced Technologies Group has kept

him up on the latest R&D, such as work
going on in handwriting recognition.
The fact that Apple has a nonexclusive
license to manufacture what GM!
conjures up implies that there's another
manufacturing concern involved in this,
but quietly. Insiders say that Sony is
involved; that company has had a long
relationship with Apple, providing it
with power supplies and disk drives.
Sony recently introduced a product
called the CPT-1 that has been, interest
ingly enough, impossible to find in
stores around San Francisco. The CPT-1
has a pen attached to it that lets you use
handwritten characters as input. If Sony
were to provide pen hardware and
screens for GM!, it could also supply the
same hardware to other computer
companies. GM I's communicator might
very well use a pen instead of a key
board. You can select an icon with a pen
instead of a mouse.
If this machine is to be more useful
than an automated Filofax, it will have
to print things out. If it has a thermal
printer, why not use it as a fax machine
as well? Observers also speculate that
this device will have an internal modem
that's fax-compatible.
In any case, the device that GMI will
produce won't be immediately forth
coming. One Apple insider put it this
way: "Think of what the Macintosh was
envisioned as in 1981. That had changed
drastically by 1982, and it didn't ship
until 1984. They have a vision; now
they need time to develop it."
-Laurence H. Loeb

Experimental Holographic System Promises
Massive Data Storage, Rapid Access

A

fter several years of research,
Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corp. (Austin, TX) says
that it has developed a working model
of holographic data storage. The
federally funded MCC says that within
two years, it could have prototype
storage systems with a capacity of up to
a gigabyte, read access times of between
1 and 10 µs, and write times of approxi
mately I 00 µs. This would mean an
average data transfer rate of between
JOO and 800 MBps.
MCC says that a future commercial
product derived from this technology
could store 1.125 terabytes and be
capable of read times as low as I 00 ns
and write times of I0 µs ; the data
transfer rate could be as fast as a
phenomenal 50 gigabytes per second,
MCC officials say. The eventual cost of

such a data storage device would be
about the same per bit as magnetic
drives and optical disks, says MCC.
Previous attempts at manufacturing
holographic data storage systems failed
because it proved impossible to retain
the data for more than a few reads. One
of MCC's patents concerns a new
technique involving static electric fields
and polarized laser beams, which allows
for a much higher rate of data retention.
The other patent concerns the use of an
array of crystallites to store data, rather
than the previous technique of using a
single large crystal.
Holographic data storage works by
embedding holographic patterns inside a
crystal. Holograms are formed when a
reference beam and an image beam of
laser light intersect. Multiple holograms
cominued
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Introducing the new HP LaserJet III printer with
Resolution Enhancement technology.
The rules have changed. Now the
name of the game is Resolution
Enhancement technology. You'll call
it the best thing to happen to laser
printing since the very first HP
LaserJet printer. It gives you clearer
resolution. Curves that really curve.
And edges that are never jagged.
Instead of a "one-size-fits-all" dot,
HP's built-in intelligence varies dot
sizes. So they can fill areas where
©1990 Hewlett -Packard Company
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they could never go before. For
clearer, more professional-looking
documents.

Resolution
Enhancement
technology shrinks dots
tofit in curves a 1ui. diagonai,s
where they've never gone before.
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But there's more than better print
quality. 14 bit-mapped fonts and 8
internal scalable typefaces provide
thousands of options. And enhance
ments to our PCL5 printer language,
including our HP-GL/2 graphics
language, let you print portrait
and landscape on the same page.
Reverse and angled type. Spirals.
Even shaded text. You can also plug
in Adobe Postscript® software.
For all its new features, the $2,395*
list price of the HP LaserJet III is a
good deal less than the HP LaserJet

reliability as the rest of the HP
printer family.
So call 1-800-752-0900, Ext.1007. Ask
for our booklet on Resolution Enhance
ment technology and where to find
your nearest authorized HP dealer.
We'll put you in a whole new league.
Series II printer it replaces. With
the same hardware compatibility,
wide range of applications, 8 ppm
print speed, and software compati
bilit~\ including WordPerfect 5.1
and WordStar® 6.0. And the same

There is a better way.
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HEWLETT
~/.!al PACKARD

·suggested U.S. list price. WordStar is a U.S. registered trademark of WordStar International Incorporated. Adobe and PostScript are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc.
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Intel (Santa Clara, CA) has a new
single-chip cache memory control
ler for 386-based systems that's
designed around the advanced cache
built into the i486. Intel claims that
the new 386 SmartCache chip (more
formally called the 82395 DX),
which integrates 16K bytes of static
RAM with the cache controller, is
the equal of 128K-byte memory
caches. The new million-transistor
chip incorporates 1000 cache tags as
well as the control logic and static
RAM. The chip uses a caching
technique called write-buffer, essen
tially a write-through cache with a
128-bit buffer. This eliminates much
of the typical delay associated with
write-through caches, which need to
write directly to memory and use
CPU cycles and bus bandwidth to do
it. The CPU can return to processing
while the cache controller handles
the buffering to memory.
Hoping to help establish standards
in object-oriented computing, the
Object Management Group (Fram
ingham, MA) has issued a "request
for information" on technologies that
will help it define its Object Request
Broker, the means by which objects
handle requests and responses. The
ORB is the "primary message
delivery vehicle" in an object
oriented system, a spokesperson
explained. A common ORB could
result in a transparent mechanism for
swapping information between
different types of computers in a
distributed environment, the OMG
says. If you're interested in working
with the OMG, phone (508) 820
4300 or fax (508) 820-4303.
The new wristwatch pager from
AT &E (San Francisco) and Seiko
could change the definition of
remote communications. The Seiko
Receptor Message Watch Receiver's
most remarkable achievements are in
miniaturization: The device contains
a digital watch, an LCD, an FM
receiver, and microelectronics
(intelligence and memory) in a
package slightly larger than a wrist
watch. The chip set used in the
Receptor might find its way into
laptop computers, AT&E says. The
paging system relays messages using
phone networks and subcarrier FM
channels.
28
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are stored in a single crystal by altering
the angle at which the beams enter the
crystal. At the intersection point of the
two beams, a standing wave is formed,
similar to light interference patterns.
The pattern is stored by a charge field
that captures photo electrons from the
beam. If the reference beam is retrans
mitted to the crystal, the holographic
image is regenerated and can be read.
However, during this readout, the
electronic charge pattern is weakened,
and after a few reads, it disappears.
MCC's technique to get around this
involves using a strong electric field 90
degrees out of phase and converting the
electron charge pattern to an ionic
charge pattern. This ionic pattern is not
destroyed by reads in the same manner
as the electron pattern. "We have not
yet assessed if you can let this pattern
sit for years and years," warned M CC' s
Jerry Willenbring.
Another technique that MCC has
developed and patented involves using
an array of crystals rather than a single
large crystal. Although in theory there
should be no difference in the storage

capabilities, using an array has a
number of practical advantages,
including eliminating "cross talk."
Cross talk is an interference problem
caused by the laser beam activating an
adjacent hologram that interferes with
the data readout. Using an array of
crystals eliminates cross talk between
adjacent holograms. MCC plans to use
stacks of pages to store data and is
limiting each crystal to a single stack.
Using multiple small crystals in an array
also has cost benefits. It's far more
difficult to artificially grow large
crystals than small ones, so it's cheaper
to use a cluster of bonded crystals rather
than a single large crystal. Also, an
array can be scaled and enlarged as
required, whereas a single large crystal
cannot.
MCC plans to have a working storage
device by early 1992 and to have
commercial products by 1995. The
holographic storage modules will be
ideal for computer storage applications,
as well as for use in digital high
definition TV, video, and audio.
--Owen Linderholm

EFF: Bringing Bill of Rights into Computer Age

L

otus founder Mitch Kapor and
several industry colleagues have
fonned an organization they say will
fight to ensure that the Bill of Rights
covers computer-based communication
and electronic information. The purpose
of the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(Cambridge, MA) is to combat viola
tions of civil liberties, Kapor says, as
well as to educate government poli
cymakers, law enforcement agencies,
and the public about computers.
The EFF has taken heat from some
members of the industry because they
see it as simply a "hacker defense
fund," and some law enforcement
officials are not necessarily in favor of
it. "It's as if NOW started a foundation
to come to the assistance of [people
charged in] rape cases," says Don
Ingraham, chief of the high-tech crime
team and an assistant district attorney
for Alameda County in northern
California. "We don't know what to
think of it." He says he doesn't under
stand why the computer industry would
defend people trying to break into their
systems.
But Kapor says that is not the
organization's purpose. "Unauthorized
entry into computer systems is an
improper act," he stresses. "It ought to
be illegal. It's not the mission of the

foundation to provide legal defense for
people who break into computer
systems. If people are ripping off credit
card numbers and posting them on
bulletin boards, there are laws about
that, and I hope they're appropriately
enforced," Kapor says.
It is important that freedoms provided
in the Bill of Rights be associated with
electronic information as well as
infonnation on paper, says Russell
Brand, senior computer scientist for
Reasoning Systems and a government
consultant on computer security. "Paper
is archaic," he says. "If your civil rights
become attached to paper, they become
archaic, and you lose. The Bill of Rights
has to be attached to all forms of
technology." Even in the case of
suspected criminals, due process needs
to be followed. "Privacy issues start
with the people you hate," he says.
Ingraham points out that authorities
have to be able to search computers for
incriminating evidence; otherwise, it's
like freeing people from being searched
as long as they can afford a computer.
And the computer itself, as well as the
hard disks containing data, must be
seized to guarantee that the evidence
came from a defendant's computer
rather than that of the DA 's office, he
co111i1111cd

our customers expect software that works.
All the time. The key to software quality is
exhaustive testing. It's also an engineer's
worst nightmare. But it doesn't have to be.
Because now you can automate your soft
ware testing.
Introducing the Atron Evaluator. The first and
only non-intrusive automated PC-based software
testing tool.
The Atron Evaluator automatically runs your soft
ware regression testing programs. All of them. All
day. All night. Giving you thoroughly tested, higher
quality software.
The Atron Evaluator is hardware-based. And since
it's non-intrusive, software behavior is tested with
out the risk of alteration. Once your tests have run,
you can refer to automatically generated test reports
to double-check test results.
The Atron Evaluator saves time. And time makes
you money. Development cycles are shortened, so
your software gets to market sooner. And while your
test programs are running, you can be more produc
tive. Start a new project. Or go home.
For more information about the Atron Evaluator,
call us at 1-800-283-5933. And put an end to your
worst nightmares. Automatically.

GJ'i:•:i\\
ADivision of CADRE Technologies

Saratoga Office Center
12950 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, California 95070
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In Europe, contact:
Elverex Limited, Enterprise House
Plassey Technology Park, Limerick, Ireland
Phone: 061-338177

QA Training Limited, Cecily Hill Castlt'
Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 2EF, England
Phone: (0285) 5888
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Apple Computer reversed its 1987
decision to spin software develop
ment off into a separate company
and will keep Claris as a fully
owned subsidiary. Claris, which had
planned excursions into Windows
and maybe even the exotic lands of
OS/2 and Unix, will now focus its
development and marketing efforts
on its flagship applications, such as
ClarisCAD; extensions to Apple's
system software; and products that
link the Macintosh with other
computing environments. "There
will be a greater emphasis on
software as a point of differentiation
in coming years in the industry," said
Apple spokesperson Chris Escher.
"We want to maximize our software
differentiation and get optimized
applications out there."
Dayna Communications plans to
soon ship a new series of Ethernet
cards for Mac Ils and SE/30s. The
new DaynaPort for Ethernet cards
are based on technology licensed
from Novell's Kinetics division and
will cost $495.
Mr. Jobs' Journal: Former BYTE
West Coast bureau chief Nick Baran
plans to launch this month a
newsletter covering the NeXT
Computer and related subjects.
Baran' s Tech Letter will aim to
provide users and developers with
news and analysis of products and
technology issues. A subscription to
the monthly, advertising-free
publication is $125. For more
information: P.O. Box 876, Sand
point, ID 83864, (208) 265-5286.
Sorry you bought those Billy Joel
compact disks? Want to swap that
Paula Abdul for The Ramones? Call
the Compact Disc Exchange (San
Francisco), a new electronic BBS for
buying and selling music CDs.
There's also an area for "gabbing
about music," says system operator
Wayne Gregori. For every disk you
sell (the average price on the board is
about $1 0), COE takes "a small
percentage of the sale as a fee." As
Gregori says, the system is especially
useful for music listeners living in
small towns or rural areas, where
you ' re more likely to find used 45s
than used CDs for sale. To go on
line, dial (415) 824-7603.
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says. Ingraham stresses that law
enforcers do follow the laws. "If the
argument is with the way the stuff is
seized, then they're barking up the
wrong tree."
With the EFF, Kapor hopes to educate
law enforcement officials on technical
fine points. "We haven't spoken yet
with law enforcement officials, but
we' re trying to find occasions to get

across a table from each other and talk."
One of the group's first steps was a
grant to Computer Professionals for
Social Responsibility, which will use
the money for its Computing and Civil
Liberties Project. CPSR will also
conduct "policy roundtables" with
computer users, hackers, lawmakers, the
FBI, and industry representatives.
- Sharon Fisher

Superconductor Chips Now Rolling Off the Line
uperconductors hold mighty
potential, but researchers are still
working on real-life applications. Now a
small Silicon Valley start-up is doing
something that should lead to supercon
ductor-based products. Conductus
(Sunnyvale, CA) has started producing
superconductor chips that could be the
brains of superfast computers and
advanced communications systems.
Superconductors allow electricity to
pass through them with little or none of
the resistance that constricts the flow of
electricity in conventional conductors.
Conductus doesn't do any supercon
ductor research itself but focuses on
combining new superconductor
technology with existing semiconductor
manufacturing methods to build
commercially viable products.
Conductus has developed a process
that involves placing a thin layer of
superconducting film on top of the
semiconductor. The technique deposits
yttrium barium copper oxide on a I-inch

S

wafer that's then sliced into chips. The
devices have found their way into a
number of niche products, Smith said,
including a bolometer, which is an
infrared sensor for use in space satellites
and chemical instruments, and the
SQUID (or superconducting quantum
interference device), a sensor for
detecting magnetic fields.
Among Conductus's current custom
ers are a number of "big companies"
that Smith declined to identify. Com
puter behemoth Hewlett-Packard is
among the company's investors,
according to a spokesperson.
Conductus is focusing on niche
markets because those markets aren't
profitable enough for large Japanese and
American corporations, many of which
are currently developing superconductor
applications. The company says that it
expects to produce about 12,000 chips
annually, which will sell for as much as
$1000 each.
-Jeffrey Bertolucci

AMO Selling 80287 Coprocessor for $99
dvanced Micro Devices (Austin,
TX) has developed a fully compat
ible version of the Intel 80287 coproces
sor and is selling it for $99.
The AMO 80C287 is the first Intel
based coprocessor from AMO, which
currently makes versions of the 286
processor and other ICs. The AMO chip
is based on the Intel microcode for the
Intel 80287 and is thus completely
compatible, AMO says.

A

The significant difference between
AMD's coprocessor and Intel's is the
price. AMO is charging only $99 for the
10-MHz version of its 80287 clone,
while the Intel chip has a street price of
at least $179 for the 8-MHz version and
around $210 for the 10-MHz version.
AMO has also introduced a low-power
version, designed for use with laptops
and notebook-size computers.
- Owen Linderholm

WHAT WILL THE NEXT 15 YEARS BRING? We'd need a dozen Kreskins and
an expert system to answer that, but with your help, we can get a handle on the
jilfure of computing. If you, your company, or your research group is working on a
new technology or developing products that will significamly affect the world of
microcomputing, we'd like to hear about it. Phone the BYTE news department at
(603) 924-9281 . Or send a fax to (603) 924-2550. Or write to us at One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Or send E-mail to "microbytes" on BIX or to
"BYTE" on MCI Mail. An electronic version of Microbytes , offering a wider
variety of computer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX.

Windows SproutsWingz.

Introducing Wingz
4,, (I.
for Windows 3.0 and OS/2,
-~ ~"~~ --J the only spreadsheet to offer both
~< >: .
versions in the sa1ne package, each
~
separately developed and optilnized.
It's also the only spreadsheet with
HyperScript®- the easy way to
build cust01n applications without
progra1n1ning knowledge.
With Wingz-Datalink you can access
einote Infonnix SQL databases, such as
INFORMIX®-OnLine.
And Wingz is the only PC spread
sheet to c01nbine nu1nbers, text and
3-D graphics in one window, on
one page, with one product.
"For sheer spreadsheet power,Wingz
outperfonned 1-2-3/G and Excel in PC Week's
spreadsheet bench1nark tests'.' O'c \Veek 119190J
Free Test Flight
For a free de1nonstration of I
Wingz, silnply drop by your
local deale[ Or, for only $9.95,
1
we'll send you a de1nonstration
version. just call 1-800-331-1763 '
(in Canada, 416-566-7024).
Wingz is also available for the
Apple®Macintosh~ Unix®versions
support Open Look;" OSF/Motif"
------ and NextStep.™
TM

0

r~ INFORMIX®
©1990 informix Sofrwan::, Inc. ln formix and HyperScript are regis[en::d tr;idemarks and Wingz is a trademark o fl nformix

Sof~<lre, lnc. Other
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Pretty.
A PC that looks good in your
office won't look good for long
out in the plant.
Heat murders microproces
sors. Dust decimates disk
drives. Vibration victimizes
video cards.
Mission Cn.tical Workstation 1448:
Any or all can wreck your
9oplions/ols and 2driuebays.
entire operation.
Texas Microsystems line of
rugged, reliable ISA Bus products and systems are specifi
cally engineered for those brutal industrial environments that
eat pretty PCs for breakfast.
To ensure maximum reliability we design and manufac
ture from scratch practically everything that goes into our
systems, like passive backplanes which we pioneered for
microcomputers in 1983. These backplanes accommodate a
full compliment of convenient, plug-in components, all com
patible with IBM®. They're why our Mean Time To Repair
(MTTR) is a phenomenal 10 minutes.
You won't find passive backplanes - or lower MTTR
in any of the leading office PCs.
We also build industrial-strength option cards to handle

myriad functions, in addition to our 286, 386™ and 486™
CPU cards in a full range of processor speeds. Our CPU card
designs use Very Large Scale Integrated circuits and pro
grammable array logic devices to reduce component counts
by 50-60% which enhances reli
ability and resistance to physical
stress. Ultimately, the design
contributes to our remarkably
Ultrafast 32-bit (80386) AT"
cquiualenl CPU board l1386S.
long Mean Time Between Fail
Auailable al 16, 20. 25. 33 iVIHz.
ures (MTBF): 70,000-100,000
hours, calculated against the MIL Standard Handbook 217E.
You won't find that kind of card selec
tion - or MTBF - among the leading PC
makers.
You won't find them torturing their
systems like we torture ours, either.
Not only do we perform extensive
"shake, rattle and roll" tests on each
new design, we pretest all our sys
tems before they leave our dock. We
iV!issiml Critical llenchlop 2003: burn them in at 55°C/131 °F for 48
JO op tion slots and 2 driue bays.
hours straight just to make sure they
can take the heat at your plant.

Pretty tough.
What's more, we shock-mount our disk drives to stand up
to vibrations surpassing Richter scale proportions and we use
only high-reliability power supplies that can go 100,000 hours
MTBF.
With all that reliability designed into our products, is it
any wonder that we guarantee better support than the other
leading PC makers? Every system we offer comes with a full
one-year, on-site warranty. Theirs don't. We also offer a toll
free number for technical and sales information, a regional
network of sales engineers, engineering support for systems
integration and a guarantee to meet shock specs. Of the leadIt's- No- Comparison
Texas Microsystems
Passive Bockplan"
100,000-ho ur MTBF POWCf supply
Shock-mounted disk d rives
Max imized MT BF
Positive pres.sure, filtration
I Operation a t SS°C/131°F
I 48-ho urburn -in at SS°C/ l3l °F
Max im um ~xoanslon slo ts available
1-yea r, on-site warrnnty

Toll-free suaoort number
RCKion.11 sales suuool"l
"Shake, ra tt le and roll" testing

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

COMPAQ

ing PC makers, Texas Microsystems has the longest history of
design using Intel microprocessors: 15 years in all. You' 11
find our systems hard at work in harsh operating environ
ments at 70 of the Fortune 100 companies.
Granted, the leading office PCs may
be prettier than ours, but our in
dustrial-strength systems are de
signed to be more reliable. That
reliability makes our systems
look a lot better where it really
Mi.<.<io11 Critical Rack-mo1111t 2001:
counts:
}(} option slot.< and 3 d1i ue bays.
Your production line.

IBM

For technical or sales information, call

l'S/2

1-800-627-8700
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No
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No
No
No
No
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LETTERS
and Ask BYTE

BYTE Readers Speak on the Future
of Computing
Editor's note: In his May editorial,
BYTE editor in chief Fred Langa asked
you, our readers, to submit your opinions
of the best and worst microcomputing
trends or events, as well as your visions of
the future of computing. The following
letters are some ofyour responses.
The best development is the IBM PC with
its open architecture. The PC spawned
an explosion in the use of personal com
puters. The power in the PC allowed
many individuals to "do their thing"
without having to be accountable for the
time and money needed, because they
did it on their own.
The worst development is MS-DOS.
While it was a pioneering effort and had
some good features, much more work
should have gone into the user interface.
The future will bring more for less.
Displays, memory, mass storage, print
ers, modems, and so on will provide bet
ter quality and performance for the
price. Quality and support will mean
something. The market will require
companies to support what they sell. A
total rejection of the look-and-feel law
suits will produce technical advances.
Standards will be developed by design
rather than by default. These standards
will ensure that the term compatible
means something.
By 1995, all software will have
"smart" installation programs. PCs will
be "aware" of the new software. Users
will be able to select options by using
menus, keywords, voice commands, and
touch. The government will provide on
line database services at little or no
charge. Text and video data compression
standards, implemented in hardware,
will provide immediate viewing with a
limited bandwidth for communications.
Computers that can talk and understand
speech, and cost under $1000, will bene
fit deaf and blind people.
By the year 2000, we will see very-low
power optical storage in the hundreds of
gigabytes to permit a two-level disk ac
cess. Less-used programs and data will
be "automagically" moved to the second
level; frequently used files will reside in
the smaller, faster first level. The system
will manage disk storage transparently.
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A standard "data access" computer with
a phone connection will replace the tele
phone. Education for any subject will be
available electronically. It will be part of
a national education system that provides
access to any individual. You will be able
to subscribe, using one source, to on-line
data from all databases according to your
area of interest.
Very little or no distinction will exist
between portable and home computers
by 2005. Unplug your monitor, key
board, and local "ISON-Net," and then
pick up your computer and go. Low
power consumption and rapid-recharge
batteries will power personal computers
for 24 hours.
By 2010, all the above will be avail
able in one package, with software pre
configured to meet the needs of the aver
age family, for less than $1000.
Dayne Walker
Oronoco, MN
The best developments over the last 15
years are the emergence of very-large-in
struction-word processors, high-level
languages such as Prolog, and concepts
such as object-oriented programming
and the Linda language. The worst was
that it took so long.
My wish list for the next five to 15
years includes the following:
• greater portability of software across
platforms;
• replacing the keyboard with a micro
phone;
• a high-resolution (32-bit), full-color,
electroluminescent LCD touchscreen,
with handwriting recognition abilities,
to replace all pointing devices;
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please
double-space your letter on one side of the
page and include your name and address.
Letters two pages in length or under have a
better chance of being published in their en
tirety. Address correspondence to Letters
Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Pe
terborough, NH 03458. You can also send let
ters via B/Xmail c/o "editors."
Your letter will be read, but because ofthe
large volume of mail we receive, we cannot
guarantee publication. We also reserve the
right to edit letters. It takes about four months
from the time we receive a letter until we pub
lish it.

• mass storage with gigabyte capacity
and no moving parts;
• integrated telephone and computer
and a worldwide commitment to
broadband ISON; and
• computerized newspapers, books,
dictionaries, encyclopedias, and the
like, which would reduce the cost of
publishing and make it possible for
hypertext-like cross-referencing.
T. Christiansen
Copenhagen, Denmark
What I want is simple: Immortality and
infinite power. Lacking that, the more
time I can save, the better; the more in
formation I can usefully obtain, the bet
ter; and the more fun I can have while
doing both, the better.
I will project a pair of reasonable
bounds. Naturally, what I project will be
wrong, because technological progress
is not reasonable. First, the lower bound:
a machine that costs no more than a
month's pay for a middle-class home
owner-a family car kind of computer.
By 2005, this machine will be 15 to 30
times faster than an IBM AT and will
have a math coprocessor, 16 megabytes
of RAM, as much as 1 gigabyte of optical
storage, a high-definition television
(HDTV) screen, and full sound-synthe
sis ability. The main uses of family ma
chines today are text processing and
games. In 1995, we'll be able to add
household monitoring and security,
database and home financial records,
and limited communications.
By 2000, most municipalities will
have forced cable companies to install
two-way amps. Wherever this occurs,
there should be an explosion of remote
services. By 2005, perhaps we will have
the option of voting from home, if veri
fication technology has advanced far
enough.
Second, the upper bound: a standard
office computer for technical profession
als-a machine such as the one I call my
"electric secretary." By 2005, this ma
chine will run more than 250 times faster
than an IBM AT and have a math copro
cessor, 256 MB of RAM, 4 gigabytes of
optical storage, an HDTV screen, and
full sound-synthesis ability.
By 1995, wherever two-way cable is
continued

Great Moments in C-Programmer History
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f you're feeling overwhelmed by im
possible deadlines, don't despair.
Vermont Views™ 2.0 combines a menu
driven screen designerwith a C library of
over 550 functions to combat program
ming stress.

Have Fun Again
With ~rmont Views, you'll visually create
user interfaces in a fraction of the time
required to code them. Include pull-down
menus, window-based data-entry forms with
tickertape and memo fields, scrollable re
gions, choice lists, context-sensitive help,
and other state-of-the-art features. Quickly
create and refine operational prototypes. Use
DOS graphics without GUI hassles.

A Better CASE

A Universal Solution

Rapid prototyping is the latest CASE tech
nology. But, with most systems, you must
throw the prototype away when coding
begins. With \hmont Views, the prototype
becomes the application. Menus and data-en
try forms are usable in the final appli
cation without change. Names of functions
for retrieving, processing, and storing data
can be specified as the prototype is created.
Notes can be attached to forms and fields to
help you complete and document the appli
cation. 'krmont Views objects are checked
for validity when created, so integration and
testing go more quickly.

Create a single interface and port it among
PCDOS, OS / 2, ~~~~!!!!fl
UNIX, XENIX, and "ii
VMS. Use'krmont
Views with any ;iiiiiii~mJ
database that has I
a C-language interface (most do). Create
interfaces for any roman-based language.
Develop safely on networks with our form
locking version. I ruly a universal solution for
your interface development needs.

Easy Graphics
'krmont Views GraphEx'" makes it easy
to enhance your DOS applications with
graphics. All Vermont Views windows, menus
and forms work in CGA, EGA, VGA, and
Hercules graphics modes. Use your favorite
graphics package to create charts, graphs,
and other images to accompany text displays.
Pop-up, overlap, and restore graphics and
text windows.
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Free Test Drive
You'll enjoy interactive development
without the limitations of 4GL's. When the
extensive capabilities ofVermont Views don't
meet special needs, attach your own process
ing functions to menus, forms, fields, and
keys. We've designed it so you won't run into
dead ends.

Try a working copy of Vennont Views designer
for free. Ask for our I est Drive Kit

Call 800-848-1248
Fax 802-848-3502
Please Mention "049"

Sweet Music
"Vennont Views ... will have the most timid designer
riding high in the saddle in no time."
- Edgar Banholomew, Unix Review, April 1990

"At arecentfield staffmeeting, we were able to get
a consensus ... using the Designer on abig screen
IV. Changes can be posted real-time and afunc
tioning prototype results .. . The form designer is
GREAT."
- Randy Jones, Beta Tester

No-limit Trial
Reduce stress by calling 800-848-1248 and
ordering Vermont Views now.There is no risk
You can return it for a full refund-anytime.

II

Vermont
Creative
Software

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476
Phone:802-848-7731 Telex: 510-601-4160
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available, companies will become heavy
users of remote data services. After that,
it is all blue sky. Depending on the busi
ness climate, the nation-and perhaps
many nations together-could become a
gigantic wide-area network.
Larry J. Van Stone
Stillwater, OK
Alan Huang's breakthrough in photonics
and the computer on a chip are the two
best computer developments over the last
15 years. The U.S. losing world and do
mestic market share for semiconductors,
computer manufacturing, and robots, as
well as the threat of losing HDTV and
supercomputer markets, are the worst
developments.
What I want in the near future in
cludes an affordable laptop computer for
work, learning, and leisure, and an af
fordable work/leisure multimedia win
dow. While I cannot always get away to
enjoy the mountains here in Montana, I
want technology to bring the mountains
to me. As I work, I want an active win
dow on my monitor where I can choose
the weather, the scenery, the location,
and a TV channel. I also want to be able
to play a game and to choose the color
and music. This window would include
interactive multimedia help for all com
puter programs.
I believe that several technologies will
be more fully developed. One is the at
tached computer-putting on your com
puter will be as common as putting on
your clothes. Should it be attached as a
vest? In the shoes? Or directly to the
body?
Implanted computers would never for
get a name of someone you met. Instant
ly, the implanted computer would be able
to reveal the name of the individual and
related information.
Another development will be activat
ing computers and robots with body sig
nals. One look at the computer or robot
would turn it on to perform tasks. Physi
cal and emotional body signals, such as
temperature, cholesterol count, and
stress levels, would activate computer
ized equipment and robots from a dis
tance. The computer would then prepare
the environment to receive the human.
Finally, interactive virtual reality will
permit you to choose a role and make
choices during a video or movie.
Jeanette J. Bieber-Moses
Billings, MT
I would be delighted to contribute to
BYTE's anniversary issue. I've often
wondered how BYTE has gotten along
without me for so long. I've been a devot
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ed reader (off and on, to be honest) for
nigh onto 10 years. I noticed that you've
invited quite a few others-over a mil
lion-but I like big parties.
The future of computing lies in com
puters providing friendly companion
ship. We will see expert-system shells
preloaded with cultural literacy (includ
ing, e.g., some law, science, music, his
tory, and business), and with that elusive
and sophisticated competence, common
sense. Machines will be comfortably
skilled at natural-language input and
output.
Each of us will have a computer that
goes with us everywhere and gets to
know us. It will provide instruction when
wanted, play games (including simulat
ing and modeling our fantasies and cre
ative inspirations), and counsel us when
we are down in the dumps. It will laugh
at our jokes and be amazed, impressed,
and outwitted as needed. It will also
humbly (but with satisfying bouts ofjeal
ousy) encourage us to be involved with
other friends, relatives, our jobs, and
the activities in life that make comput
ers worthwhile-or is it the other way
around?
Richard Crews
San Rafael, CA
Beyond the number games cf bigger ma
chines with more speed for the buck,
there will be a continued migration of
functions into the operating system. The
next candidates for this migration will
probably be graphical user interfaces
(GUls) and databases.
For those who program in compiled
languages such as C, the operating sys
tem becomes the environment, and, me
diated through standard library routines,
it is becoming possible to write high-per
formance software that uses almost any
of a system's capabilities in a way that is
portable to other machines. The GUI is
the last needed piece for this to happen.
It is easy to see why it came last; it is the
most real-time and idiosyncratic of the
interfaces, making it the hardest to stan
dardize.
Just as file systems arrived a short
generation after disk drives, databases
are going to layer on top of the file sys
tems to provide a more general way to ac
cess all the objects in a computer. The re
source fork in Macintosh files is one
early indication of the need. The basic
idea is not that your file system will con
tain databases, but that it will be a data
base with the present directory tree
structure as one index in it.
This environment spells the end of the
TSR approach, and it leads toward a more

consistent look and feel as more of the
user interface becomes a system service.
But it doesn't tell where the exciting new
applications will come from. For that,
I'll keep reading BYTE.
Eric Jensen
Bedford, NH
I would like to be able to wear my com
puter. I would like my computer's output
to be a nearly seamless part of my senso
ry world. My computer should take its
input directly from my nervous system. It
should monitor and help maintain my
bodily functions. Its use should extend
my life, as its use enhances the quality of
my life now. I don't want to be tied to a
desk or a desk-like situation (as with a
laptop) to be able to do all this neat stuff.
This technology should lead to the de
struction of all forms of authoritarian
ism. Is that radical enough?
The best developments in computers
over the last 15 years have been the avail
ability of public domain and shareware
software, without which I could not af
ford to do much computing, and BBSes
the ideal medium for all us ex - high
school nerds.
The worst developments have been the
dominance of the segmented Intel archi
tecture and MS-DOS, which is really no
friendlier than Unix, and the emergence
of men and women with M.B.A.s, boring
suits, and not the slightest trace of imag
ination.
Charles Bridgeland
Urbana, IL

Don't Forget CocoNet
BYTE has done a truly outstanding job in
the past in reporting breakthrough trends
and new products. It was therefore with
great disappointment that we noted our
absence from your June article, "DOS
and Unix: On Speaking Terms" by Tom
Yager. It is especially surprising in light
of the favorable review of our product,
Coco Net, that you published in your Feb
ruary issue (Reviewer's Notebook).
Our product is unique, and it has sev
eral key advantages to solutions noted in
the article. It is not enough to provide a
TCP/IP DOS LAN on Unix. This simply
creates yet another "island of comput
ing" that is divorced from the main
stream of PC LAN s, which are NetBIOS
or IPX (NetWare) based. Moreover, what
is really required is a high degree of inte
gration between Unix and DOS file sys
tems, peripherals, and applications.
Unix users must see Unix, and DOS
users must see a DOS environment, re
gardless of file or application location.
continued
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30-day Money-back Guarantee
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• Custom Configurations
!ill OS/2, UNIX, XENIX Technical Support
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CocoNet provides a full NetBIOS
LAN from any 386 or 486 Unix personal
computer, integrating with existing
Novell networks transparently. It runs on
Ethernet, StarLAN, and Arcnet, and
shortly will be released on Token Ring.
It integrates with TCP/IP with NFS. It is
smaller, faster, easier to install, and
more reliable than TCP/IP solutions
alone. It offers a higher degree of inte
gration between DOS and Unix, allow
ing simultaneous access to shared files,
applications, and resources transparently
from each user's environment.
Charles M. Robins
President
Atlantix Corp.
Boca Raton, FL

ASK BYTE
Tandy TX Revisited
James Erwin wrote with several very
good questions about the Tandy 1000 TX
in the May issue. While your responses
concerning the 8-bit bus of the Tandy TX
were correct, there was a major inaccura
cy in your description of the video capa
bility.
Pages 24 and 31 of the Tandy Practical
Guide to the Tandy TX (which comes
with every new Tandy TX) details the
video interrupt switch and three other
switches that the user can toggle. You can
make the Tandy TX fully configurable
for virtually any monitor by changing
DIP switch 4. For example, I am using a
multisync Super VGA monitor and a Par
adise 512K-byte VGA board on one
Tandy TX. On another, I use a Hercules
compatible graphics card and a Tandy
CM-5 high-resolution monochrome
monitor.
Quite a lot of controversy has sur
rounded the options available for the
Tandy TX. The four interrupt switches
toggle interrupts 5 through 7 and the
video mode. I am using a Tandy TX,
networked with Artisoft's LANtastic,
which is running quite nicely. All I had
to do was toggle interrupt 7 to allow the
LAN cards to operate.
William L. Kennon
SanDiego, CA

Thank you for the clarification.
-Lab Staff

could you please direct me to any desktop
publishing clubs? My main interest is
desktop publishing on Apple computers.
Robert I. Feldman
Lompoc, CA

There are a number of language-transla
tion software packages out there. Trans
lation Support Systems from Automated
Language Processing (P. 0. Box 87819,
Salt Lake City, UT 84108, (801) 584
3000) can handle words and phrases.
Two packages from International Com
puter Products-Learn Spanish and
Learn German-are for educational use.
Contact International Computer Prod
ucts at 346 North Western Ave., Los An
geles, CA 90004, (213) 462-8318. Also
check out MultiTrans from Microlytics
(Two Tobey Village Office Park, Pitts
ford, NY 14534, (716) 248-9150). PC
Linguist from Microtrans (348 Turnstone
Dr., Livermore, CA 94550, (415) 447
0596) supports only Russian-to-English
and-back as I am writing this. However,
the company hopes to have added support
for other languages by the time you read
this. Give Microtrans a call and see.
Last but certainly not least, if all you
are looking for is automated word-at-a
time translation, there's always DAK's
pocket Language Barrier Blaster, a
hand-held calculator-style translator
that "understands" English, French,
German, Spanish, and Italian. Contact
DAK Industries (8200 Remmet Ave.,
Canoga Park, CA 91304, (800) 325
0800).
On the topic of desktop publishing
clubs, try contacting the PC Publishers of
Northern California at (415) 661-9270.
Although you state that you are most in
terested in Apple software and these guys
are MS-DOS-minded, perhaps someone
there can direct you to an Apple-specific
group.-R. G.

Curious About Coprocessors
We read with interest a recent Under the
Hood in BYTE concerning the Cyrix
CX-83D87 math coprocessor ("Math
Coprocessors," January). Could you
provide us with more information? We
are a small team of programmers, and
we are looking for replacements for the
Intel coprocessors (which, in Italy, cost
an arm and a leg). We are also interested
in further information about the IIT
2C87 and 3C87.
Mannori Simone
Florence, Italy

Computer-Aided Translation
I have two questions. First, are there any
programs available for translating text
from one language to another? Second,
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For more information concerning the
Cyrix coprocessor, contact Cyrix Corp.
(1761 International Pkwy., Richardson,

TX 75081, (214) 234-8388). I'm sure the
people there would be happy to send you
technical documentation.
BYTE reviewed the IIT-2C87 copro
cessor in the September 1989 issue (Re
viewer's Notebook). Contact IIT at 2540
Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA
95054, (408) 727-1885, for more infor
mation about its coprocessors. -R G.

Eternal Paper
Do you know of a source for acid-free
paper for computer printers and photo
copiers? Paper longevity is desirable be
cause you never know what information
on hard copy will be important in the far
future. A national heritage of data on
paper disappears when 15- to 50-year
old paper crumbles. Because of the pres
ervation of the Warsaw telephone direc
tories by the New York Public Library,
many of the survivors of the Holocaust
were provided with their sole source of
documentation for reparations.
My science fiction collection, which I
started in the 1960s, is rapidly deterio
rating. Although CD-ROM and electron
ic storage media have their advantages,
books have their own peculiar random
access qualities that might never be
equalled.
Charles Knickerbocker
East Lansing, Ml

There are probably others, but Finch,
Pruyn & Co. of Glens Falls, New York,
makes a full line of acid-free papers.
Contact your local distribution house,
and ask for Finch Laser Opaque or Finch
Opaque Xerographic paper.
There's another thing to remember
about long-term paper storage: The print
ing itself may be adversely affected by ul
traviolet light or heat. After printing your
literary gems on acid-free paper, make
sure to store them in a dark, cool, dry
place. Losing an important 15-year-old
printed document can be tragic, but CD
ROM technology may prove to have some
problems of its own. I have audio com
pact disks that date back to 1983 that are
no longer playable. I'd like to believe that
the bad disks were simply a product ofan
immature manufacturing process. But
until we know more about a CD's l{fe
span, I'm not ready to give up on paper,
either. -H. E.

Foreign Formats
I often receive data on 5 1A -inch floppy
disks from other laboratories. The data is
either in ASCII files or a form of BASIC.
While the disks are ostensibly formatted
in an IBM-compatible fashion, I often
continued

Here's what they say
about Zortech C+ +
"Zortech is a trulyfine compiler... if you've
been waiting for a major player to offer a
professional c++ development systemfor
OS/2 and Windows, as well as DOS,
wait no longer... Zortech has it! "

"' Zortech has done a commendable job
with C + + 2.0 and I recommend it
highly ... The debugger is impressive ... Get the
Developers version ... it's worth the money."

Richard Hale Shaw, PC Magazine, p.38, March 13, 1990

"We have devoted virtually a full issue to evalua
tion of C Compilers . ... it's an easy choice. We
pick ZORTECH."

"Zortech C++ is one of the best MS-DOS
products I've had the luck to use .... .I can
highly recommend the Zortech 2.0 release."
Scott Robert Ladd, Dr. Dobbs Journal, pp. 64-73, January 1990

AT&T'"C++ V2

Specification

.I Multiple Inheritance
.I Type Safe Linkage
,/ Pointers to Members

C + + Source Level
Debugger
.I Also Debugs C
.I Assembler Debugging
with access to registers

and memory.
Compiler Features
.I 16 D_ebugging Windc;iws
.
.
. ,/ Multiple Statement Lines
.I Native code compili;r with ,/ Break/Trace/Watchpoints
separate global opt1mzer , D I M .t S
t
" uo orn or uppor
,/ Improved MSC Source
.; F II c + +
Level Compatibility
u
. name
for easy
,,' MS w·1n d ows '" C ompo t'bl
1 e , unmanglmg
k
· use
, Co d ev·1ew '" Compo1t.ble " Bloc memory write protect
11

.I Fast Graphics Library with C
T I Cl
C + + interface
+ + oo s asses
.I Easy to use TSR functions· .I 25 C + + Classes with full
.I Standard Library Source
source code
Code included with
,/ Includes new Text User
Interface Classes
Developer's Edition
.I Seamless LIM/EMS
,/ Event Queue, BCD Maths,
Support via new handle
Linked Lists, Money, DOS
pointers or directly via
error handling classes,
EMS library functions.
text windows and editing
,/ Full MS Mouse Library
c!asses, virtual array~,
,/ OS/2 Compiler Option
time and date handling,
,/ 99% ANSI C Compatible
directories and filenames,
.I Improved code size/speed mterupt vectors, etc. ..

PRICES
C++ Compiler $199.95
C++ Debugger$149.95
C++ Tools
$149.95
Library Source $149. 9 5
Save $200 - Get the
Developer's Edition for
only $450 (includes all the
above items).
OS/20ption
$149.95
C++ Video
$499.95

USA: Zortech Inc.
4-C Gill Street
WOBURN MAOl 801
Voice: 617-937·0696
Fax: 617-937-0793
EUROP E: Zortech Ltd.
106-108 Powis Street
LONDON SEl 8 6LU
Voice: 44+ 81-316-7777
Fax: 44+ 81-316-4 138

Bruce Eckel, Micro Cornucopia, pp. 8-17, March 1990

J. D. Hilderbrand, Editor, Computer Language, p. 7, Moy 1990

''ANNOUNCING V2. 1''
640K Memory Barrier Smashed!
• New VCM™ (Virtual Code
Manager) technology
• New Rational DOS Extender
technology for compiling/
debugging massive programs
• New Virtual C+ + Source
Level Debugger requires only
4kRAM!

• New Remote Debugging via
serial port

• New Powerful Environment
with Browser

• New Completely Revised
& Expanded C + + Tools

• New Improved Compiler
Optimization

Zortech VCM TMfor DOS
With Zortech's Virtual Code Manager (VCM) you con compile standard
MS-DOS applications containing up to 4Mb of code. VCM is a sophisticated
virtual memory system that dramatically improves performance over
conventional overlay methods. Naturally, our debugger understands VCM tool

Rational™ DOS Extender Technology ...
Version 2.1 incorporates this new technology far compiling and debugging
really big programs on 286, 386 or 486 based PC's. You con also use V2.1
together with Rational Systems DOS Extender (purchased separately) to
produce your own applications which can access memory beyond the 640k
DOS limit.

C + + Debugger in 4k RAM!

Zortech's Virtual C + + Source Level Debugger can now locate itself in extended
memory on 386 machines. This requires only 4K of conventional RAM!

STOP PRESS

NEWS FLASH

386 Compiler/Debugger Option (using Phar Lapp
DOS Extender), UNIX 386 Compiler and OS/2
Debugger all a v ailable soon. Also ne w C++
Classes and Addison Wesley ZTC++ book.

ORDER/UPGRADE HOTLINE 1-800-848-8408

ASK BYTE

have difficulties reading them. Is there a
program to help me read such disks?
On another topic, what hypertext-like
programs are available for IBM PC com
patibles?
V. Ackerman
St. Leonards, N. S. W, Australia
In response to your first question, I'm
afraid you haven't described your prob
lem clearly enough. I'm not sure what
you mean by "difficulties. " Can you at
least get a directory ofthe disk? Ifnot, it's
likely that somebody's drive is out of
alignment-either yours or the drive of
whoever is sending you the disks. Try
reading the disk on someone else's ma
chine. If you can do it, the sick drive is
probably your own.
Also, be certain that you are not trying
to read a floppy disk formatted to a high
er density than your system can handle
you can't read a J.2-MB disk in a 360K
byte drive.
You mention that the files may be
BASIC files. Are you trying to read an in
terpreted BASIC program listing as you
would read an ASCIIfile? Ifso, you'll see
lots of strange characters, owing to the
fact that BASIC "tokenizes"files when it
saves them to disk. You can read the file
by running your BASIC interpreter, enter
ing LOAD "<FILENAME>", and typing
in LIST. If you want to save the file in
human-readable form, type SAVE "MY
FILE.BAS",A, which will copy an ASCJ/
version of the program into the file MY
FILE.BAS.
Finally, assuming none of the above
suggestions works, you might try some
form ofdisk utility software, such as the
Norton Utilities. You'll have to do some
real coal-miner's duty to dig the data off
the disk; it depends on how desperate you
are to recoup the files. The Norton Util
ities are available from Peter Norton
Computing, JOO Wilshire Blvd., Ninth
Floor, Santa Monica, CA 9040J, (213)
3J9-2000.
And, yes, there are a number ofhyper
text-like programs for the PC. Here are a
few that you could look for:
Guide
Owl International
2800J56thAve. SE
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 747-3203
Coretext
Samna, Inc.
5600 Glenridge Dr.
Glenride Center
Atlanta, GA 30342
(404) 85J-0007
40
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struction, I suggest Programming Lan
guage Translation: A Practical Approach
by Patrick D. Terry (Reading, MA: Addi
son-Wesley, J986) and Compiler Design
in C by Allen I. Holub (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, J 990).
For information concerning the design
and implementation ofoperating systems,
look for Operating Systems: Design and
Implementation by Andrew S. Tanen
baum (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, J987).-R. G.

Plus
Spinnaker &Jftware
One Kendall Sq.
Cambridge, MA 02J39
(6J7) 492-1234
Object-Seript
Matesys
200J L St. NW, Suite SOJA
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 785-0770

-R. G.

Chickens, Eggs, and Compilers
I am still amazed at compilers; how can a
compiler translate a program into ma
chine language? Is the compiler con
structed using assembly language? If so,
how do you make an assembler, such as
Microsoft's Macro Assembler? Further
more, how do you create an operating
system, since that must be built before
anything else?
Kabul Suwitaatmadja
Bandung, Indonesia
Your one-sentence questions would re
quire pages to compose an adequate re
sponse. I'll handle those that I can here
and then suggest some books that should
get you the rest ofthe way.
Currently, commercial compilers are
written in high-level languages such as C
or Pascal. Of course, since the source
code for the compiler has to be compiled
by another compiler, you 're understand
ably led into a chicken-and-egg question:
Who wrote the first compiler?
Although there was no single primor
dial compiler, it is true that in the prepu
bescent days of the digital computer,
most work was done in machine lan
guage. Programmers sat in front of a
panel ofswitches and toggled bit patterns
in one memory location at a time. (In
fact, when IBM released FORTRAN, cir
ca J 957, the company had to embark on a
large sales campaign to convince its ma
chine-language-entrenched customers of
the benefits of a high-level language.)
You can get a taste of what it must have
been like to put a high-level language to
gether in machine language by scanning
through early issues of Dr. Dobbs Jour
nal of Computer Calesthenics and Orth
odontia, where you'll find the source
code for Tiny BASIC (a later version of
Tiny BASIC for the 68000 appeared in a
more recent issue). Granted, that limited
version ofBASIC ran on CPIM machines,
but I have seen a Tiny BASICfor MS-DOS
available from several of the public do
main and shareware software houses.
For further reading in compiler con

They Just Fade Away
I have a problem with the plasma screen
on my Ogivar Technologies 286 laptop
computer: It's dying. When the problem
first appeared a few months ago, it was
negligible. Only a few pixels on the edge
of the screen were dead (i.e., dark spots
appeared on the orange screen). Recent
ly, the situation has deteriorated rapidly.
About one-half of the screen is affected
with the dying pixels. It looks as though
someone left finger scratches all over it.
Characters in the affected areas are only
partially visible, which makes them dif
ficult to read. Can you help?
Brett Cui
New York, NY
You 're not alone with your dying plasma
screen. A number ofplasma screens are
dying a similar death; it largely depends
on the quality ofthe individual manufac
turing runs.
I asked Ogivar about your computer,
the Ogivar 286 System 4, and the people
there haven't heard about any of their
screens dying like that. I would encour
age you to return the unit to them for re
pair. Contact Ogivar at 7200 Trans-Can
ada Hwy., Ville-Saint Laurent, Quebec,
Canada H4T JA3. Call the company first
at (5J 4) 737-3340 to make arrangements.
Your unit apparently has a one-year war
ranty, and you may be able to arrange a
warranty repair, even {fit's past the per
iod. Ogivar 's customer-support people
were sympathetic to your problem and
seemed eager to resolve it. -H. E.

FIXES
The lapAdapt plug adapter listed in the
May What's New section allows devices
with a standard American three-blade
grounded plug to be connected to British
and European grounded plugs while
maintaining the integrity of the ground.
It doesn't function as a current adapt
er/converter. •

Announcing a First in Data Acquisition Software.

Throughput and Ease of Use.
Without Compromise.
Data Acquisition
• Selection of channel, gain, clock source, clock
rate. and trigger for analog input operations
• Selection of OAC, clock source, clock rate, and
trigger for analog output operations
• Errorless data transfers to/from hard disk or
memory at speeds up to 250kHz
• Digital 1/0 and counter/timer operations
• Supports OT2831, OT2821. OT2801 and
OT2901 series boards

Signal Processing with
STATPACK™ Module
• FFT; inverse FFT; auto spectrum; cross
spectrum; power, spectral analysis, transfer

function; Hamming. Hanning, or Blackman
windowing
• Bessel. Butterworth, or Chebyshev filters; low
pass. high-pass. bandpass, bandstop, or
allpass;even order (second to tenth); arbitrary
configurations
• Arithmetic operations; logical ANO, OR; loga
rithmic, trigonometric functions; squares and
square roots; bit mask; scaling; signal generation

•
•
•
•

Select. label. and scale display
Display titles, grid lines, move axes
Perform statistical analysis
Import/export data files from/to other
industry-standard software packages

Display
• Display data at maximum resolution of
graphir.s adapter
• Display data during acquisition
• Display files up to 100 windows
• Browse large files rapidly

At last, no more software trade-offs! GLOBAL LAB'" provides fast
and easy-to-use mouse/menu control of data acquisition and signal processing
functions, while fully supporting the industry's fastest throughput rates.
So, if you're looking for software that will fully support Data
Translation, IBM PC and PS/2 Series 1/0 boards, look to GLOBAL LAB. It's
the only software that won't compromise your position.

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, (800) 268-0427

DA1:4 TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752·!192 USA, (5081 481·3700, Fax (5081481·8620, Tix951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG!l 2QJ, U.K., (734) 79383B, Fax (7341776670, Tix 940!1914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Sluttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim·Bissengen, West Germany 7142·54025, Fax 7142·64042
International Sales Offices: Australia (21662·4255; Belgium 121466·8199; Canada (4161625·1907; China Ill 86B·72l x4017; Denmark 42 27 45 !l; Finland 10135ll800;France Ill 69077802; Greece Ill 361-4300;
Hong Kong 151448963; India 1221 23·1040; Israel 52·545685; Italy 12182470.l; Japan (31502·5550, 1315379·1971,131355·llll; Korea121718·9521; Netherlands (701399-6360; New Zealand (6419·545313;Norwayf21
531250;Portugal111545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa 1121803-7680; Spain Ill 555·8!12; Sweden 1817617820; Switzerland Ill 723 ·1410; fawan 1213039836
GLOBAL LAB and STAT PACK are trademarks andData Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property ol their respective holders.
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

•

SYSTEMS

Portables Feature
Color and Desktop
Performance
Full-color VGA 386 porta
bles are now available from
several manufacturers.

T

he new Dauphin has a
high-contrast, active-ma
trix (or thin-film transistor)
LCD screen like the Macintosh
Portable. But the Dauphin
system takes the technology a
step further with a just-re
leased color LCD combined
with fluorescent backlighting
by Hitachi.
The Dauphin system is an
18-pound 386SX laptop. It fea
tures a 31/z-inch 1.44-MB
floppy disk drive, a 20-MB
hard disk drive, and a 92-key
keyboard .
Price: $9995.
Contact: Dauphin Technol
ogy, Inc., 1125 East St.
Charles Rd., Lombard, IL
60148, (708) 627-4004.
Inquiry 1120.

F

or a portable with color
and 386/486 performance,
Dolch Computer Systems of
fers the Hitachi thin-film tran
sistor, active-matrix color
screen with its new 386 TFT
Color Portable and 486 TFT-

Color graphics and your choice of386 or 486 performance are
combined in the 20-pound Dolch portable.
Color Portable. Each system
weighs about 20 pounds.
Standard features on the
25-MHz 386 TFT-Color Porta
ble include 32K bytes of
RAM cache, 2 MB of RAM,
and a 5 'A-inch floppy disk
drive. The 25-MHz 486 TFT
Color Portable includes 8K
bytes of RAM cache, 2 MB of
RAM, and a 5 1A-inch floppy
disk drive.
Price: 386, $11, 990; 486,
$16,990.
Contact: Dolch Computer
Systems, 2029 O'Toole Ave,
San Jose, CA 95131, (408)
435-1881.
Inquiry 1121.

The Sun Moon
Star CD-ROM
system comes
inexpensively
bundled with
eight CD-ROM
disks and a 40
MB hard disk
drive packed
with conventional
software.
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I

fyou need a lower-cost
386 portable and can forgo
color, you might consider the
MP200 from Micronics. The
25-MHz 386 measures 4 ;,y
16 by 14 1A inches, weighs 14
pounds, and has a IO-inch
640- by 480-pixel backlit LCD
or gas-plasma display.
Standard features include
1 MB of RAM (expandable to
8 MB) and 32K bytes of
cache memory. Also included
are a 40-MB 25-ms hard disk
drive and a 31/z-inch 1.44-MB
floppy disk drive.
Price: $6500.
Contact: Micronics Com
puters, Inc., 232 Warren Ave .,
Fremont, CA 94539, (415)
651-2300.
Inquiry 1122.

Sun Moon Star
Bundles CD-ROM,
Disks, and 286
he Sun Moon Star CD
ROM system consists of a
12-MHz 286 with 2 MB of
RAM, a 40-MB hard disk
drive, two-channel audio out
put, a 14-inch color VGA
monitor, and a CD-ROM
drive.

T

The CD-ROM drive comes
with automatic installation
software along with Micro
soft Bookshelf, Microsoft
Small Business Consultant,
Microsoft Stat Pak, Hotline II
Executive, Software Tool
works Illustrated Encyclope
dia, Software Toolworks
World Atlas, Software Tool
works CD Game Pack, and
the CD Audio Guide.
The hard disk drive comes
preloaded with DOS 3.3,
GEM/3 Desktop, GEM
Draw, PFS: First Choice, and
Checkit.
Price: $2995.
Contact: Sun Moon Star,
Personal Computer Division,
1941 Ringwood Ave., San
Jose, CA 95131, (408)
452-7811.
Inquiry 1123.

386SX Touchscreen
Portable

T

he Datellite 300L is a
7-pound 16-MHz 386SX
portable without a keyboard.
You enter information via the
VGA-resolution touchscreen
that you use like a clipboard,
saving completed forms on a
31/z-inch 1.44-MB floppy
disk drive, a 40-MB hard disk
drive, or a 120-MB hard disk
drive.
Standard features of this
12%- by 10- by2~-inchporta
ble include 1 MB of RAM
(expandable to 16 MB), a par
allel port, a serial port, a 4
hour battery, and DR DOS.
The system also comes with
an application-generator soft
ware package.
Price: Floppy disk version,
$5995; with 40-MB hard disk
drive, $6995 ; with 120-MB
hard disk drive, $7995.
Contact: MicroSlate, Inc.,
P.O. Box 2207, Stamford, CT
06913, (203) 357-9901.
Inquiry 1124.

HARDWARE

•

PERIPHERALS

Contact: Seiko Instruments
USA, Inc ., Graphic Devices
and Systems Division, I I30
Ringwood Court, San Jose,
CA 95 I 3 I, (408) 922-5800.
Inquiry 1127.

Tiny Printer Doesn't
Compromise
on Paper or Speed

T

he BJ-lOe is an inexpen
sive 4-pound portable
printer that lets you use stan
dard 81/i-inch-wide paper in
stead of hard-to-handle ther
mal paper. It uses a 64-nozzle
bubble-jet print head and
snap-in ink cartridges that
each print about 700,000
characters in a high-quality
mode.
If you're in a hurry, the
BJ-lOe prints in both direc
tions at up to 360 dpi. It emu
lates both the IBM Proprinter
X24E and the Canon BJ-I30e
and offers a high-quality mode
in which it can print at up to
83 cps. The input buffer is 3K
bytes with an additional 34K
bytes reserved for fonts . You
connect it to your computer's
parallel port, and it draws
power from its included I }; 0 
pound AC adapter or from an
optional battery.
Pitch selection includes
10, I2, or 17 cpi in addition
to proportional spacing. The
printer measures I 2 !4 by 8 ~
by I~ inches.
Price: $499; print cartridge,
$25; battery, $50.
Contact: Canon USA, Inc.,
Printer Division, One Canon
Plaza, Lake Success, NY
I 1042, (5I6) 488-6700.
Inquiry 1125.

Nisca's Gray-Scale
Scanner Fits
in Your Hand

T

he Niscan/GS is a hand
held scanner that can scan
up to 256 levels of gray with
hardware gray scaling and at

Device Makes
Photographic Prints
Canon's BJ-JOe printer is small, inexpensive, and light.
resolutions of from 25 dpi up
to 400 dpi in either I6 or 256
levels of gray. The width of
the scanning window is 4~
inches, and the unit can scan
images up to I I inches long.
The scanner comes with an
interface board for the IBM PC
and GEM-based scanner con
trol software. The software of
fers a number of advanced
gray-scale editing capabilities:
adjustment of image bright
ness and contrast without hav
ing to rescan; scaling, crop
ping, and cutting and pasting;
flipping, rotating, and zoom
ing; and paint tools for touch
ing up. It also lets you gam
ma-correct images (gamma
correction is a technique for
globally adjusting individual
shades within an image to en
hance details or tone down
bright areas). You can save
images as PCX, IMG, or TIFF
files.
Price: $369.
Contact: Nisca, Inc., I9I9
Old Denton Rd., Suite 104,
Carrollton, TX 75006, (800)
245-7226.
Inquiry 1126.

Cheaper Color
Postscript Printing
with Seiko Unit

T

he ColorPoint PS is a
thermal-transfer printer
built around a controller
based on Intel's i960 RISC
processor. For a PostScript
interpreter, it uses Phoenix
Page from Phoenix Tech
nologies.
The unit prints at 300 dpi
and comes with five communi
cations interfaces: serial,
parallel, AppleTalk, and two
SCSI. The system scans each
port looking for data from the
different computers. It also
comes with 35 LaserWriter
NT- equivalent fonts.
The ColorPoint PS comes
with 6 MB of memory. The
standard ColorPoint PS
prints an 8 JA- by 10Yi 0 -inch
image on an 8V2- by I I-inch
page. The printer also comes
in an optional B size that can
print images as big as IO~ by
I6% inches.
Price: $6999; B size, $9999.

SPREAD THE WORD
Your new product is important to us. Please address information to
New Products Editors, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Better yet, use your modem and mail new
product information to the microbytes.hw or microbytes.sw
conferences on BIX. Please send the product description, price,
ship date, and an address and telephone number where readers can
get more information.

T

he UP-3000 color
printer produces near
photographic-quality 4- by 3
inch prints with 256 levels of
color from a palette of more
than I6 million colors. You can
use the device, which is about
the size of a 9-pin printer, to
print from your computer
(via the RS-232C port) or from
RGB analog, composite
video, and still video devices.
Using a dye-transfer ther
mal printing technique with
5 I 2 elements on the thermal
head, the UP-3000 can pro
duce full-size 4- by 3-inch
images, four images on the
same sheet, or 25 "thumb
nail-size" images on a single
page. It takes about 80 sec
onds to produce a print, wheth
er you're simply printing
from the screen or from a pic
ture (i.e. , making a mirror
image), or whether you've
added comments to the prints
outside the picture area.
Standard equipment on the
I 7- by 5- by I 7 JA-inch printer
includes front-panel controls,
remote control, 40 sheets of
printing paper, and a menu
driven monitor display. You
can adjust image and color
with controls for separate red/
green/blue mixing, sharp
ness, picture focus, brightness,
and hue.
Price: $3895.
Contact: Sony Corp. of
America, Sony Dr., Park
Ridge, NJ 07656, (20I)
930-6432.
Inquiry 1128.
continued
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WHAT'S NEW

HARDWARE

•

ADD-INS

Modules Convert
386 Systems
to 486 Systems
Interested in high-speed
i486-based systems? Two com
panies have i486 CPU mod
ules that plug into your 386
motherboard and let you take
advantage of the i486.
he new Trans486PX
CPU Translator Module
from TransComputer is a
small (21/2- by 21/2-inch) board
that has all the circuitry
needed to make a 386 system
think it is talking to an ordi
nary, if somewhat fast, 386.
The manufacturer claims that
the module can deliver a three
to fivefold increase in
performance.
But the module may not
work right away with every
386-based system. Trans
Computer says that right now it
works only with "standard"
386-based machines, including
most systems that use Chips
& Technologies chip sets. Not
included in this standard list,
however, are computers from
IBM, Compaq, AST, Ad
vanced Logic Research, and
Epson.
Price: Without an i486,
$486; with an i486, $1686.
Contact: TransComputer,
Inc., 1257 Tasman Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089, (408)
747-1355.

T

Inquiry 1129.

A

ccording to Feith Sys
tems, the Feith 486 Gold
Card, an i486 CPU module
for your AT&T WGS 386, lets
your existing software run
from two to four times faster
and is compatible with all
DOS and Unix software.
The module also features
an on-chip floating-point pro-
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CPU modules from TransComputer and Feith Systems can add
486 performance to your 386-based system

cessor, a memory cache, and
SK bytes of unified code and
data cache.
Price: $5295.
Contact: Feith Systems and
Software, Inc ., One Bala
Plaza, East Lobby, Bala
Cynwyd, PA 19004, (215)
667-5575.

Inquiry 1130.

Accelerate
Your Graphics

A

n inexpensive way to
quickly display graphics
on VGA and higher-resolu
tion monitors is by using Num
ber Nine Computer's Graph-

ics Xccelerator in conjunction
with a video controller. In
VGA mode, the #9GX is as
much as 25 times faster than
VGA cards without a graphics
accelerator.
Each #9GX has a 60-MHz
TMS34010 processor, 512K
bytes to 2 MB of video
RAM, and up to 4 MB of
DRAM. It speeds graphics
on computers with ISA and
EISA buses and is compatible
with screen resolutions ranging
from standard VGA (640 by
480 pixels) up to 1280 by 1024
pixels with 256 colors. It can
also address a bit map as large
as 4096 by 4096 pixels. Yoo
can increase the resolution,
color depth, and speed by
adding more memory and
changing the driver.
Price: $895.
Contact: Number Nine
Computer Corp ., 725 Concord
Ave., Cambridge, MA
02138, (800) 438-6463 or
(617) 492-0999.

Inquiry 1134.
continued

VGA Boards Reduce Eyestrain
Several manufacturers have
introduced VGA controllers
that are designed to reduce
eyestrain, with refresh rates
of between 70 and 75 Hz
ratherthan the customary 56
or60Hz.
he Sigma VGA Legend,
with a refresh rate of72
Hz, displays graphics at
1024 by 768 pixels, 800 by
600 pixels, and 640 by 480
pixels. Each board includes
512K bytes of RAM and is
user-expandable to 1 MB
(for high-resolution display
with 256 colors).
Supported monitors in
clude the Nanao FlexScan
9070, NEC 's MultiSync 4D
and 5D, Sony's CPD-1304,
Mitsubishi's Diamond Scan
16L and 20L, Hitachi's Hi
Scan 20, and the Relisys
RE-1520.

T

Price: $449; 1-MB version,

432-9090.

$569.
Contact: Sigma Designs ,
Inc ., 46501 Landing Pkwy.,
Freemont, CA 94538, (415)
770-0100.

Inquiry 1132.

Inquiry 1131.

G

enoa Systems says that
its Super VGA control
ler cards provide flicker-free
resolution using a new appli
cation-specific IC chip. The
company's 16-bit (Model
6400A) and Micro Channel
architecture (Model 6600A)
graphics controller cards
provide 70- to 75-Hz screen
refresh rates at a screen reso
lution of up to 1024 by 768
pixels.
Price: Model 6400A, $499;
Model 6600A, $549.
Contact: Genoa Systems,
Corp., 7 5 East Trimble Rd.,
San Jose, CA 95131, (408)

T

atung's inexpensive
OmniVGA/HR video
controller cards offer a 70
Hz vertical operating fre
quency, 1024- by 768-pixel
resolution, and backward
compatibility with Super
VGA, VGA, CGA, EGA,
Hercules, and Monochrome
Display Adapter monitors .
Model 512 can concur
rently display up to 256
colors; Model 256 can dis
play up to 16 simultaneous
colors.
Price: OmniVGA/HR-256,
$289; OmniVGA/HR-512,
$339.
Contact: Tatung Company
of America, Inc ., 2850 El
Presidio St., Long Beach,
CA 90810, (213) 979-7055.

Inquiry 1133.
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DBM'S Case Stu·dy:

The 1990 Goodwill Games:
2500 athletes in 22 events at
15 locations, drawing hundreds of thousands to watch
them perfonn. A show-place for international good
will. A potential target for terrorists. A challenge for
security agencies.
With only 3,000 off-duty officers to fill 30,000 as
signments, there's no room for confusion in scheduling.
And scheduling must respond to last minute changes,
as event times slip, as dignitaries an-ive on short notice,
or as threats arise. Hand-scheduling can't meet the
challenge. But the Games' Integrated Police Planning
Group (IPPG) found that no automated system had
ever been developed for securing such events.
Automated Manpower
On-line Scheduling
(AMOS) matches personnel to scheduling require
ments, taking into account special training, language
skills, and other factors. AMOS prepares an assign
ment sheet for each individual, explaining the
assignment, when and where to report, how to get
there - even where to park.
AMOS responds to changes quickly. The database
is large and complex, yet thanks to the innovative

Iication

db VISTAIII

T\I

Database Management System
SNll'ifications
r--

combined technology of the
underlying db_VISTA
database engine, search,
match, and update times are
negligible. Data integrity is
assured by avoiding data
redundancy. That means
the information is reliable.

The Solution
AMOS was created by
Raima's services subsidiary,
Co11111111111/ ce111er per.rn1111el can
Vista Development Corp.,
adj11s1 scllC'd11 /es wit/um/ de/av or
using the db_VISTA III
cri11fi1sio 11 . 1/11111/.:s /0 dh \!!SIA Ill's
ahili1y to /111/1(//e large l'"o/11111es <f
DBMS. "We looked for
data 1-1·i1'1 speed and acc11racy.
months for a database that
was fast, flexible, and could handle a huge volume of data
while still maintaining speed," said Sgt. Alan Bernstein of the
!PPG. "We also wanted to find a company that could not only
furnish the product, but provide the development services."
They discovered Raima and db_VISTA III.
Your end users may not be fighting terrorists, but they sti II
need fast, reliable infomiation to get their jobs clone. If you
develop applications for MS-DOS, MS Windows, UNIX,
QNX, OS/ 2, VMS, Macintosh, and other environments,
db_VISTA III is the solution.

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA

(1-800-327-2462)
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High performance. C language portability.
Complete C source code available. No royalties.

Network data 1rnHlcl. Rclalional B-crec indexing. Relational SQL query ;nl rcp<>rt writer.
Single & multi-user. Automatic recovery. Buih-in referential integrity. Complete srhcma
revision capability. Supports: VMS. UN IX , QNX, SunOS. XEN IX. Macintosh. MS-DOS.
MS Windows. OS/2 compatible . Most C Compilers and I .ANs supported.

lfaima Corporalion 3245 146!h Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA L!0<117 ~7 -S S70 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW
FAX: (206)747-1991
lntcrnalional Dislrihuters: Australh1: 61 2 419 7177
Br~1zil: 5 5 11 829 1687 Ccntr~1I America: 506 2X 07 64 Denmark: 45 4 2 887249 France: J J I 46092784 Italy: J 945 584711 .fo pan:
8 l J 4n 7432 Mexico: 52 XJ 49 5J 00 The Ncthcrhmds: J l 0215946X1 4 Norwa y: 47 244 8855 Sweden: 46 013 l 24780 Switzc rhmd : 41 64 517475: Taiwan: 88(1 2 552 3277 Turkey: 90 I 152 0516
Unitcd Kinl!,dom: 44 0992 500919 Urugm.1.v: 598 2-92 0959 USSR: OI J2 J5 99 07: X12 292 19 65: 0142 437952 \Vc~I Germany: 49 07127 5244 Copyrig ht © 1990 Raima Corpora1ion. All ri~hl s reserved
"Gmi,fo·i// Gm111• s" i.~ o rm demarl.:of rh.· J"m·ner Onmdcasting Compa11.1·. d/J _ iJ rq~istl.'rc•cl i111/11• U.S. l'11rcm am/Tradrmw-1: O/firr.
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The IBM RISC System/
Designing on any other workstation

Whatever you're creating, you ' ll sail into a whole
new age with any of the four POWEHstations in the
HISC Systcm/6000
family. Because
POWER (Perform
ance Optimization
With Enhanced !USC)
processing can give
you performance
you've probably only
dreamed about:

up to four instructions per machine cycle, 42 MI PS
and 13 M FLOPS. Suddcn ly, complex designs don't
take cons anymore.
The four BISC Systcm/6000 POWEHstations
feature a range of graphics processors from grayscale
to Supcrgraphics to satisfy any graphics demand.
Creal news for Power Seekers working on animation,
scientific visualization, medical imaging and engi
neering solutions like CA DAM~ CAEOS'" and CATIA'."
And for electrical design automation, there's I BMs
all new CBDS'" and an arsenal ofovcr 60 EDA appli-

IBM is a registered trademark and RISC System/6000 and CAEDS are ttademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. CAOAM is a trademark of CAOAM INC. CATIA is a
trademark of Dassault SystE!mes. CBOS is a trademark of BeUNorthern Research Corporation
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE Character(s)

© 1990 King Features Syndicate. Inc.© IBM Corp. 1990. all ri ghts reserved

6000. family.
will seem downright primitive.

cations from more than a dozen vendors.
With every POWERstation, you can get an almost
unimaginable palette of 16 million colors, which gives
you .1 D images so realistic, they fairly leap off the
screen, with super sharp resolution of l,280x1,024 pixels.
And when its time to call in the heavy artillery, the
POWERstation 730 draws nearly one million 3 D vec
tors per second. Like all POWERstations, it can come
complete with its own graphics processor, freeing the
POW EB processor to rapidly create and analyze your
designs. All at prices that won't sink anybody's budget.

So if you're tired of paddling upstream with
yesterday's performance, cal I your rBM marketing
representative or
- - -- 
Business Partner to
find out more about
the RISC Systcm/6000
family. For literature,
call I 800 IBM-6676,
ext. 991.

ForthePowerSeekeL

-- --- - ---- -------

==-~~ ®
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Share a Postscript
Printer Among PCs
and Macs

I

f you need to connect both
PCs and Macs to a single
PostScript printer, you
should consider BridgePort,
a small peripheral from
Extended Systems.
Macintoshes connect to
BridgePort through the Local
Talk interface (which sup
ports up to 31 Macs), and as
many as two PCs can connect
through the serial and parallel
interfaces. Integrated Laser
Writer emulation lets your Mac
print PostScript files to
non-Apple printers.
BridgePort supports sev
eral printers, including Hew
lett-Packard's II, IID, and III
printers equipped with a Post
script cartridge; IBM Laser
Printers equipped with Post
Script; QMS PS810 Turbo
printers; Apple LaserWriter
IINT and IINTX printers;
and other compatibles.
Price: $495.
Contact: Extended Systems,
Inc., 6123 North Meeker Ave.,
Boise, ID 83704, (208)
322-7575.

Inquiry 1135.

One BridgePort lets you inexpensively share a PostScript printer
among two PCs and as many as 31 Macs.

"Camera" Prints on
a Postscript Printer

T

he Dycam lGS is a bat
tery-operated still-video
camera you use to take pic
tures, display and edit them on
your Mac, and print them on
your PostScript printer. Dy
cam plans to introduce a PC
version later this year.
The charge-coupled device

operates much the same as an
ordinary film camera. You
point and shoot, and an audio
output shutter click confirms
that you've captured the
image. The Dycam l GS has
shutter speeds of l /30 to
1/1000 second, depth of field
from 2 feet to infinity, a "per
fect portrait" field of view,
and a variety of beeps to signal
that you're about to take a
bad picture, that the Dycam 's
battery is low, and other

Two New Cartridges for Your Laser Jet Printers

T

he Charisma cartridge,
for all Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet printers, lets you
plug in up to four extra sin
gle-chip modules to add
functions to your printer.
It contains all the font and
symbol sets from the stan
dard HP A-through-Z font
cartridges, as well as a num
ber of additional symbols
and fonts (including extra
large). Elite has announced
12 modules for Charisma,
including traditional type
faces.
The company also plans to
provide a service to allow
you to place any graphics

48
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image on a module. Images
include company logos, let
terhead, or other commonly
used and complex figures.
Price: $399; modules, $99
to $149.
Contact: Elite Business Ap
plications, 28 Route3 North,
Millersville, MD 21108,
(800) 942-0018 or (301)
987-9050.

Inquiry 1138.

P

acific Outlines I and II
are font cartridges for
your Laser Jet III printer that
Pacific Data Products
claims are better than and
cost one-third the price of

Hewlett-Packard's outline
fonts.
Together, the font car
tridges contain 51 typefaces,
which are selectable up to
999.75 points in quarter
point increments. They in
corporate fast lntellifont
font-scaling technology and
are fully compatible with
LaserJet III drivers used
with the HP scaling-font
cartridges.
Price: $299 each.
Contact: Pacific Data Prod
ucts, Inc., 9125 Rehco Rd.,
San Diego, CA 92121, (619)
552-0880.

Inquiry 1139.

problems.
After you snap your pic
tures, you drop the unit into a
cradle that connects it to your
computer's serial port. Soft
ware running on the Mac in
cludes a menu selection for
uploading the images at a rate
of about 20 seconds per photo
graph. You can then display
and edit the image using such
packages as Digital Dark
room.
Maximum image quality is
rated as 376 by 240 pixels in
256 shades of gray. The unit
weighs 10 ounces.
Optional accessories in
clude a kit with a recharger,
another recharger that plugs
into. an automobile cigarette
lighter, and a laptop cable
and cable adapter.
Price: $995.
Contact: Dycam, Inc., 9546
Topanga Canyon Blvd., Chats
worth, CA 91311, (818)
998-8008.

Inquiry 1136.

Turn One Parallel
Port into Two

T

he Parallel Port Multi
plexer is a tiny device that
turns a single parallel port
into two, complete with a lK
byte TSR program to assign
the ports to peripherals and
a 6-inch cable.
Manufacturer Xircom de
signed the 3 lh-ounce device so
that laptop users could simul
taneously use a printer and its
Pocket LAN adapters for
Ethernet and Token Ring net
working. But the Multiplexer
is compatible with all parallel
peripherals that need a DB
25 interface. The Parallel Port
Multiplexer measures 2% by
2 ~ by 1~ inches.
Price: $95.
Contact: Xircom, Inc.,
22231 Mulholland Hwy., Suite
114, Woodland Hills, CA
91364, (818) 884-8755.

Inquiry 1137.
continued

INSTANT MAINFRAME. JUST ADD SCO.
ot too long ago, a few dozen people sharing the same pro
grams, resources, and information on a single computer at
N
the same time meant only one thing- a mainframe.
Powerful, big, expensive, and proprietary.
More recently, the same people could be found doing exactly the
same things-simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and
information-on a minicomputer.
Alot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet powerful enough to do the same
jobs. And just as proprietary.
hen along came the latest generation of personal computers.
And now, the same people are more and more likely to be
found doing exactly the same things-simultaneously sharing
programs, resources, and information-on a PC.
And not a whole officeful of PCs networked together, either, but
a single PC powering the whole Q/fice at once.
Alot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet still easily powerful enough to do
the same jobs. Built to non-proprietary, open system standards
that allow complete freedom of choice in hardware and software.
And running the industry-choice multiuser, multitasking UNIX®
System Vplatform that gives millions of 286- and 386-based PC
users mainframe power every business day.
The UNIX System standard for PCs-SCO •

T

The.\'COfami~)' ofI/NIX .\)•stem software solutions isa11ailahleforall 80286-,
80386-, and 80186-based industry-standard and Micro Cbm111e/'" computers.

IJMX is a ~red trademark of AT&T. SCO and the SCO !ogo are trademarks of The Santa CruzOper.1.1ion, lnc. Micrnsoh and XENIX are 1tgistmd
trademarks of Microsoft Co1por21lon. OS/2 3nd Micro Ch3nnel are tradema1Xs of lnte mationa l ~iness Madiines Coq1ma1ion. 1·2·3 is a ~red
1ndemark of lotus Df\?lopmen1 Co1poratioo. dIV.SE Ill PWS is a 1egis1e1ed uadem3rk ri Ashton-Tale.
1/89
Ct989 The Saro Cna Operation. Inc., 400 Encina l SllM. P.O. Box 1900, Santa Cruz. California 9S06I l&
Tiie Santa Cruz Of)'ralion, Lid. Crodey Ct!rVI.', llane1s l.ane, Watford WDI BYN, United Kingdom, +44 (0)923 816344, FAX +« (0)923 817781.

oday, SCO UNIX System solutions are installed on more than
one in ten of all leading 386 computers in operation worldwide.
Running thousands of off-the-shelf XENIX~ and UNIX System-based
applications on powerful standard business systems supporting 32
or even more workstations-at an unbelievably low cost per user.
And with such blazing performance that individual users believe
they have the whole system to themselves.
Running electronic mail across the office-or around the world
in seconds.
Running multiuser PC communications to minis and mainframes
through TCP/IP and SNA networks.

T

Ancll doing some things that no mainframe-or even DOS- or

11os/r -based PC-ever thought about, such as running multiple
DOS applications. Or networking DOS, OS/2, XENIX and UNIX
Systems together. Or running UNIX System versions and workalikes
of popular DOS applications such as Microsoft®Word, 1-2-3®, and
dBASE III PLUS.®
Or even letting users integrate full-featured multiuser productivity
packages ef their choice under a standard, friendly menu interface.
Today's personal computer isn't just a "PC" anymore, and you can
unleash its incredible mainframe-plus power for yourself-today.
just add SCO.

.
Seo..

For more information, call SCO today and ask for ext. 8562.

(800) SCO-UNIX m6-s649l

(408) 425-7222
FAX: (408) 458-4227
THE SANTACRUZ OP ERATION E-MAIL: .. 1uunct 1sco!info info(ti·scoCOM

TIII.X:9 1 7372~~
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Arnet Offers
Serial Boards with
Surge Protection

Forval's External
Modem Speeds Data
at 14,400 bps

S

T

erially networked PCs
and peripherals now have
more protection from power
surges with Arnet's new serial
port expansion boards, the
company says.
SurgeBiock protection is
now part of five new boards.
They include the Octaport,
which features 64K bytes of
dual-ported RAM, a 10
MHz 80C186 processor, an
eight-port cable, and Simul
Print, a software driver that
supports multiscreen sessions
and lets users of terminals
swap programs with a single
keystroke while in other
applications.
Smartport-8 is an eight
port board with 64K bytes of
dual-ported RAM, 64K bytes
of RAM (expandable to 512K
bytes), a 16-MHz 80C186
processor, SimulPort (terminal
paging software), and Simul
Print. You can expand Smart
port-8 to 16 or 24 ports.
Smartport-16 is a 16-port
board that features all the
functions of Smartport-8 and
is expandable to 24 or 32
ports.
Price: Octaport, $1095;
Smartports, $1595 to $2995.
Contact: Arnet Corp., 618
Grassmere Park Dr., Suite 6,
Nashville, TN 37211, (800)
366-8844 or (615) 834-8000.

Inquiry 1140.

System Sleuth on
the Trail of Windows
and the Mac

D

ariana Technology
Group has modified Sys
tem Sleuth, its DOS program
for analyzing and diagnosing a
computer configuration, to
work with Windows 3. 0 and
the Macintosh.
System WinSieuth is a
Windows 3.0 program that fer
50
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Arnet 's Octaport is a serial-port expansion board that guards
against energy spikes by bleeding offovervoltage before it can
reach and damage chips.

rets out information about
hardware and software config
urations, attached periph
erals, and memory. Dariana
Technology says that every
thing from the DOS program
has gone into WinSieuth, ex
cept where the use of protected
mode will interfere. Win
Sleuth might not be able to find
out as much information
about areas like interrupts as
System Sleuth does, the com
pany concedes.
WinSieuth keeps track of
lx>w Windows is managing
memory and informs you of
the size of the largest remain
ing contiguous block of mem
ory. This allows you to find
out if there is still enough
memory left to run Windows.
The program also tracks
all the device drivers in the
system and can report their
capabilities.
System MacSleuth pro
vides information about Apple
Talk and the devices con
nected to a Mac via
AppleTalk. It identifies the
type of system, desk accesso
ries, INITs, SCSI devices,
slots, cdevs, and drivers.
Price: $149 each.
Contact: Dariana Technol
ogy Group, Inc., 7439 La
Palma Ave., Suite 278,
Buena Park, CA 90620, (714)
994-7400.

dvanced Concepts says
that Office Minder 1.10,
a groupware package, works
on Novell, 3Com, Banyan, and
compatible LANs. Enhance
ments include support for
multiple file servers, wide
area networks, and remote
communication with Message
Handling System-compatible
E-mail products.
Office Minder 1.10 in
cludes a TSR program for E
mail, telephone messaging,
group scheduling, project
management, and resource
management. Standard fea
tures are text editing, screen
capture, and file attachments;
ASCII import and export;
shared to-do lists; appointment
reminder alarms; and auto
dialing from embedded text.
Office Minder runs in 2K
bytes of RAM for simple mail
notification, 56K bytes for
messaging, and 86K bytes for a
full-function system.
Price: $695 per server.
Contact: Advanced Con
cepts, Inc., 4129 North Port
Washington Ave., Milwau
kee, WI 53212, (800) 222
6736 or ( 414) 963-0999.

Inquiry 1141.

Inquiry 1142.

Learn to Enhance
Your Group's
Schedule

A

he SA14400 is an exter
nal modem that transmits
data without compression at
14,400 bps using an extended
V.32 protocol for 14,400-bps
data transmission. The CCITT
standards body is bound to
designate 14,400 transmission
as V.32bis, the company
says.
The SA14400 also in
cludes the V. 42bis compres
sion algorithm that effective
ly quadruples data transfer
rates and allows the modem
to transmit at 57,600 bps. If it
can't talk to a V .42bis mo
dem, it defaults to the MNP-5
data-compression algorithm
for 28,800-bps data transmis
sion rates. And of course it's
compatible with the standard
V. 32 rate of 9600 bps and the
older data transmission
protocols.
Because you can program
the new modem's firmware via
a data call over a standard
phone line, you can receive up
dates that improve the
modem's performance or add
future standards by calling
Forval using the modem itself,
Forval says.
Some PC systems are no
longer able to keep up with
data transmissions at higher
speeds and start to lose charac
ters, so Forval' s internal
14,400-bps modem uses a cus
tom VLSI chip to buffer the
data to the AT bus.
Price: Introductory price,
$996; $1245 thereafter.
Contact: Forval America,
Inc., Modem Division, 6985
Union Park Center, Suite
425, Midvale, UT 84047,
(800) 367-8251 or (801)
561-8080.

Inquiry 1143.
continued

CRRRY-I

The World's First &Original
Book-Size Desktop Computer

SAVES YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Good
Wt. (Monitor, CPU , Keyboard)= 59 lb.
Footprint (W/Keyboard) = 4 sq. ft.

BETTER

Wt. (Monitor, CPU, Keyboard)= 13 lb.
Footprint (W/Keyboard) = 1 sq. ft.

CARRY-I 8088

CARRY-I 80286

10MHZ XT/AMI BIOS /256K RAM expandable lo 640k/One lo 1wo
720KB 3.5 ·· FDD/ Serial/Parallel/Game/CGA/MGNSlandard keyboard
connec1or/16Wal1 Power adapter
Dimension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weigh!: 1.9kg

12MHZ, 0 Wait Slate AT/AMI BIOS wilh Diagnostic/1MB RAM/20MB, 40MB HOD
optional/One to 1wo 1.44MB 3.5'' FDD/2 Serial/1 Parallel/CGNMGNS1andard
keyboard connec1or/30Wal1 Power adapter
Dimension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weigh!: 2.1kg

CARRY-I KEYBOARD

CARRY-I MONITOR

82 Key/XT-AT Auloswilch
Dimension: 310mm x 145mm x 27mm Weight 0.7kg

9'', Dual Frequency Weigh!: 3.4kg

Authorized:

Exclusive Distributors:
FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY

co.. LTD.

(HEAD OFFICE}

a.

sec.

2 F l.. NO.
LANE SO.
3.
NAN-KANG RD . TAIPEI. TAIWAN, R.0.C.
TEL: (02)785-2556 FAX: (02)785-2371 . 763-7970
TELEX: 22233 FLTCO

CANADk
BUDGETRON INC.
1320 SHAWSONORIVE. UNIT 1
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, L4W 1CJ
TEL: 1-41 6 -564 -7800

300B scon BLVD.. SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S.A

FRANCE:
M3C L 'INFORMATIOUE DU SUCCES
64, AVENUE CHARLES OE GAULLE 95160

FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY HANDELS-GMBH

MONTMORENCY
TEL: 33·1·34 175362
FAX: 33·1 -42355916

MENOELSSOHNSTAASSE 53,
6000FRANKFUAT AM MAlN 1, WEST GERMANY
TEL: (069)7.. 6-08 1, 746 - 453 FAX. (069)749-375

HONGKONG'
PARKLY TECHNOLOGY LTD.

FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY (H.K.} LTD.

812. 8FL.. BLOCK B. TOl'lllC INDUSTRIAL
CENTRE. 19 LAMH ING ST.. KOWLOON BAY.

812, i FL., BLOCK B, TONIC INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,
19 LAMHING ST.• KOWLOON BAY. KOWLOOl'll
HONG KONG
TEL: 305-1268 FAX: 796 -8427

MLL COMPUTERS SYSTEMS LTD.
9 HABONtM ST.. RMlAT GAN. P.0 .8 . 5195
TEL: 972-3-7515511

FAX: 972·3·7516615

FAX: 1-4 16-564-2679

TEL: (408)n7·7373, 727.7374 FAX: (406)727·7375

FL YTECH TECHNOLOGY (U.S.A), INC.

ISRAEL'

KOWLOON.
TEL : 852·3051268
FAX: 852-7968427

ITALY'
PRIMA COMPUTER TRADING !TALIA
VIA UMBRIA. 16/A-42100 REGGIO EM
TEL: 39-522-518599
FAX: 39·522-518599

NETHERLAND'
KN
SCHIPHOL WEG 343, 1171 PL BAOHOEVEOOAP
TEL: 31 ·2968·8414 1 FAX: 31·2968·97436

NORWAY'
SECUS DATA AI S
GAENSEVN 88, 0663 OSLO 6. NORGE
TEL: 47-2·722510
FAX: 47-2-722515

SPAIN'
AT ELECTRONIC, S.A .

BELGIUM'
CELEM S.A.

NUNEZ OE BALBOA,
11 4 OFlClNA 717, 28006 MADRID
TE L: 34-1·564-5434
FAX: 34-1-41 1 ~0869

BOULEVARD DE L'OURTHE, 29
B.4920 EMBOURG
TEL : 32-41·676434
F AX: 32· 41·676515

U .K .,
CENTEAPAISE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

BELGIUM'
DATATECH MICROSYSTEMS S.P.R.L.

HAMPSHIRE INTERNA TIOi'llAL BUSINESS PARK,

CHAUSSEE OE VLEURGAT 184
B-1050 BRUSSELS
TEL: 32-2·6462290
FAX: 32-2-6460937

CROCKFORO LANE. CHINEHAM. BASINGSTOKE.
HAMPSHIRE RG24 OGO
TEL: 44-256-463754
FAX: 44-256-643174

WEST GERMANY'
MACROTRON AG
STAHLGAUBERRING 28, 0-8000 M0NCHEN 82
TEL : 49-89-4208-0
FA X: 49-89-423679
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Share Your PS/2
with Unix
and a CIX System

, , . .. --.
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igiBoard says that the
DigiChannel MC C/X
System now lets your PS/2
inexpensively support 16 Unix
users through one add-in slot
and a C/CON-16 concentrator
box, a small peripheral. You
can also expand the basic pack
age to support 32, 48, and 64
users with more C/CON-16
concentrator boxes.
Two synchronous channels
link the DigiChannel C/X
adapter card with two con
centrator boxes. You can daisy
chain an additional concen
trator box to each original con
centrator to provide flexibili
ty and allow for up to 64
concurrent users. Micropro
cessors on the DigiChannel
C/X adapter card and the
concentrator boxes work to
gether to decrease the work
load on the host CPU and to in
crease system throughput.
The C/X adapter card in
cludes its own 10-MHz 80186,
128K bytes of RAM, and an
85C30 serial communications
controller driving two full
duplex RS-422 synchronous
channels.
Price: Basic package, $2195;
separate C/CON-16, $1395.
Contact: DigiBoard, Inc.,
6751 Oxford St., St. Louis
Park, MN 55426, (612)
922-8055.

Inquiry 1144.

Fax Server
Alerts You to
Received Faxes

N

etFax is an add-in card
and software you use with
a dedicated PC to create a fax
server for your NetWare net
work. It gives you the normal
features of plain-paper printing
when connected to a printer,
plus remote faxing to or from
52
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The DigiChannel MCCIX System, with one board and one
C/CON-16 box, lets your PS/2 inexpensively support 16 Unix
users; with four boxes, you can support 64 users.

any PC on the network.
What's unique about this new
version of NetFax is its abil
ity to alert you when it receives
certain faxes, All The Fax
says.
When you're waiting for a
particular fax, you simply tell
NetFax the Transmit Termi
nal Identification line (i.e., the
header) that the sending fax

transmits at the top of every
page it sends. (Most fax ma
chines have a setup utility that
lets you automatically trans
mit the date, time, and com
pany name-up to 20 charac
ters-on the TTI line of each
transmitted fax.) NetFax
watches for that TTI line and
sends you a "fax waiting"
message through NetWare's

Disk and File Management

X

Tree Co. now offers
two new versions of its
disk and file management
software for NetWare ELS
and NetWare Advanced/
SFT/386.
XTreeNet 2.0 gives ad
ministrators a visual display
of their directory tree. There
they can manipulate the files
to access, edit, view, delete,
rename, list, print, or copy
any combination offiles any
where on the network. X
TreeNet 2.0 is designed to
help users eliminate dupli
catefiles, access the most re
cent copy of any document,
and move or copy files to
local storage devices.
Peer-to-peer capabilities
allow you to view, copy, de
lete, and edit files on distant
workstations from desig
nated workstations (rather
than from the file server).
With the Autoview feature,

message/broadcast facility
when the fax comes in. Then
you use DOS commands
(NetFax uses no TSR program)
to download the fax to your
workstation from the fax
server.
In practice, many compa
nies don't use the TTI line for
more than the time and date,
and in those cases NetFax
won't help you. But the com
pany says that its TTI method
is a less expensive routing
method than using other com
panies' fax routing equip
ment designed for the tele
phone company service
called Direct Inward Dialing.
You load about SOK bytes
of NetFax software on the Net
Ware server, on the NetFax
server, and on each worksta
tion. For your NetFax server
you must dedicate at least an
XT with 640K bytes of RAM
and a 20-MB hard disk drive.
Price: $995 per network.
Contact: All The Fax, Inc.,
917 Northern Blvd., Great
Neck, NY 11021, (800) 289
3329 or (516) 829-0556.

Inquiry 1145.

you can split the screen and
browse through multiple
files on the left while dis
playing their contents on the
right. And each copy of
XTreeNet 2.0 comes with
file viewers that enable you
to see formatted views of
files in Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE,
XyWrite, Microsoft Word,
WordPerfect, Multimate,
Paradox, and other popular
programs.
System requirements are
DOS 3. 1, 256K bytes of
RAM, and NetWare ELS or
Advanced/SFT/386.
Price: NetWare ELS, $249;
NetWare Advanced/SFT/
386, $495.
Contact: XTree Co ., 4330
Santa Fe Rd. , San Luis Obis
po, CA 93401, (800) 634
5545 or (805) 541-0604; in
California, (800) 551-5353;
in Canada, (416) 866-8592.

he MPS 1200 and 1500
are uninterruptible power
supplies (providing on-line
power rather than backup
power) for your Novell LAN.
They supply 1200 VA and
1500 VA of on-line power,
respectively.
Network Monitor, the as
sociated software, alerts all
LAN users of impending
power failures. It works as a
value-added process on a file
server running NetWare.
Price: MPS 1200, $1699;
MPS 1500, $2199.
Contact: Unison Technol
ogies, Inc., 23456 Madero,
Mission Viejo, CA 92691,
(714) 855-8700.

Inquiry 1147.

Inquiry 1146.

UPSes for NetWare
Broadcast Alerts
of Power Failures

T

conrinued

hether you're protecting
frontiers and temples in
Manchuria, or software
C:::=::::::!JIJ.I and data on the PC or
Mac, t he Great Wall is a lesson
Rainbow Technologies has learned
very well.
Software developers must deal
daily with the consequences of
unauthorized
copies and millions
of dollars in lost
revenue. At the
same time, both
individual and
corporate users
must be able to make and distribute
copies within legal guidelines.
Today's information-driven
companies must secure their data
files against theft and unauthorized
access. No less than protecting
personal wealth and
tangible property,
guarding data files is
a necessary invest
ment in competitive
survival.
Protecting
"intellectual
property"
is the
security
challenge for
the '90s. Which
is why Rainbow
Technologies builds a
little of the Great Wall into
every key it makes.
For developers, the Software
Sentinel·· family of
keys protects IBM,
PS/2 and compatible
software, while Eve'"
guards software for
the Mac. Rainbow'.s
DataSentry '" is the
solution for PC data
protection.
Software and data protection from Rainbow
Technologies. Information on how you can have a
little piece of the Great Wall to protect your software
and data worldwide is as close as a toll-free call.

Times Change.
The Need To Protect Doesn't.
( J RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
9292 Jeronimo Road, Irvine , CA 92718
TEL: (714) 454-2100 · (800) 852-8569 (Outside CA)
FAX: (714) 454-8557 · AppleLink: D3058
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd ,, Shirley Lodge. 470 London Road
Slough, Ber kshire SL3 8QY. TEL: 0753-41512 ·FAX: 0753-43610

Coryright © 1990 Rainbow Tec hnologies. In c.
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Howto plan your LAN.
You'll need a pencil.
That's to write down the telephone number on the
next page. Which will connect you with Samsung's
nationwide network d resellers. And the
Samsung/ Novell co-labeled line of LAN
hardware.
It's pretty much that simple.
With one call you can plan on substantial
savings over the big name computers which,
despite high clock rates and even higher price
tags, are not really optimized for networking.
And you can plan on 100 percent compati
bility with all versions of Novell's NetWare;
because Samsung's LAN hardware was co
designed by Novell. Just like the label says.

THE TESTING WENT IN
BEFORE THE LABEL WENT ON.
Both the Samsung 386AE and PCterminal/286 have

been tested exhaustively and certified by Novell for
compatibility with all popular networking hardware
and software products. As a matter of fact, Samsung's
. II
386AE is one of 3 fileservers certified by
- Novell to run NetWare 386.
For example, engineers at Novell success
fully tested the PCterminal/286 LAN Work
station in no less than 1200 different network
configurations ... with 50 units running at
once! That's a claim no other computer manu
facturer can make.

NElWORKING VS. NOlWORKING.
What's the difference? Take our 386AE
Fileserver, for instance. It includes Novell's
Advanced BIOS, and eight expansion slots to accom
modate multiple network interface cards and disk
controllers. Plus an oversize power supply capable
of driving dual high capacity hard disks and tape

back-up system. Plus 4 megabytes of main memory
for disk caching.
Then there's Samsung's PCterminal/286 Diskless
Workstation which includes a built-in Ethernet inter
face and Novell's Remote Boot EPROM.
And not to be overlooked is our 16-bit SE2100
Ethernet Interface Card which provides up to twice
the throughput for the price of an 8-bit card.

So why not begin your network planning today?
For the name of the Samsung reseller nearest you,
write:
SAMSUNG, 3655 North First Street, San Jose,
CA 95134, or call 1-800-446-0262.

THE SAMSUNG COMMITMENT.

With 4 million monitors and half a million PC
and LAN computers sold in 1988 alone, it's clear that
Samsung has made a serious commitment to the
marketplace. In all, Samsung offers no less than
nine different PC and LAN computer models with
seventeen color and monochrome monitors! And,
as a 31-billion dollar international corporation,
Samsung has the resources to provide continuous
support for its customers.

=8 sAMSUNG

Circle 257 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 258

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE

•

PROGRAMMING

MetaWindow
Puts TV in Your
Computer Screen
ith the Meta Window
graphics toolkit, you
can develop applications that
let an end user work in one ap
plication while viewing live
video that appears in a re
sizable, movable window. A
program that lets stockbrokers
view a live feed from Finan
cial News Network while using
another program to buy and
sell stocks is one possible
MetaWindow application.
MetaWindow applications
can run on DOS, Unix, OS/2,
and Windows systems that in
clude a New Media Graphics
VideoWindows digital video
card. The card supports live
or taped video.
A program written in C or
Pascal can call the more than
250 routines of the object
module library.
Price: $250.
Contact: Metagraphics Soft
ware Corp., 4575 Scotts Valley
Dr., P. 0. Box 66779, Scotts
Valley, CA 95066, (408)
438-1550.

W

Inquiry 1148.

Two Parallel
Programming
Environments

T

op Level Common Lisp
(TopCL)2.0, fordevelop
ing Unix System V- and X
Window System-based multi
processing programs, re
lieves you of the programming
hassles of synchronicity
through its use of future
objects.
Top Level describes a fu
ture object as a promissory
note or blank check. Once
you specify a fork, the system
immediately returns a future
object, the value of which is
undetermined until a compu
tation is complete.
TopCL reduces the num
56
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Applications created with the Meta Window graphics toolkit
let you watch full-motion images from a standard American or
European video source.
ber of function calls required
to fork a computation, allow
ing you to fork small computa
tions efficiently, with little
overhead.
The program includes
Meta Debug, an external de
bugger, and a foreign func
tion interface for calling
existing software.
TopCL runs on PCs and
workstations based on the Intel
80x86 and i860, Motorola
88000, and National Semicon
ductor 32x32 chips. The
company also plans to release
a version for OS/2.
Price: $3300 for a system for
a two-processor PC.
Contact: Top Level, Inc.,
196 North Pleasant St., Am
herst, MA 01002, ( 413)
256-6405.

profiler, a task scheduler,
and a resolvent analysis tool. It
also runs 50 percent faster
than the previous version.
Strand runs on PC-based
transputer systems, multi
processor machines, and
workstations running on
Unix/V 386.
Price: $1500 and up.
Contact: Strand Software
Technologies, Inc ., 15220
Northwest Greenbrier
Pkwy., Suite 350, Beaverton,
OR 97006, (503) 690-9830.

Inquiry 1149.

T

A

n Abstract Machine in
the Strand 88 parallel
programming language en
capsulates hardware-dependent
features so that applications
can run across all platforms
that Strand Software
supports.
Strand's foreign function
interface supports sequential C
and FORTRAN applications .
Strand 88 Buckingham,
the newest version, includes a

Inquiry 1150.

New Linker Gives
DOS Programs
Virtual Memory
he Virtual Memory
Linking feature of the
.RTLink/Plus 4.0 linker
gives DOS applications virtual
memory capabilities similar
to those of OS/2 and Windows
without requiring a hardware
upgrade. With VML, DOS
programs execute in conven
tional memory and up to 32
MB of expanded memory.
In most situations, one
command during link time
adds VML capability to a
program without requiring
source code changes or the
programming analysis of over
lays . The linker manages

available memory and discards
infrequently accessed pages
when more memory is needed
to bring in a page.
Instead of bringing pages
into memory through a refer
ence to a piece of data, the
VML feature does it through
calls or jumps to code
symbols.
The VML feature of the
linker initially supports Micro
soft C, while the linker itself
is compatible with all DOS
programming languages.
Pocket Soft will continue to
add VML support for other
programming languages.
Price: $495.
Contact: Pocket Soft, Inc.,
7676 Hillmont, Suite 195,
Houston, TX 77040, (713)
460-5600.

Inquiry 1151.

Develop
SQL Applications
in Windows
ith two products from
Coromandel, you can
build and run transaction
based or Structured Query
Language-based data man
agement applications under
Windows 3.0.
lntegra SQL offers a high
level programming interface
based on embedded SQL
statements and a low-level in
terface for directly manipu
lating tables and performing
record operations. It auto
matically handles data man
agement, query optimization,
and data integrity, the com
pany says.
C-Trieve/Windows is a
library of routines for
building transaction-based
applications.
Price: Integra SQL, $695;
C-Trieve/Windows, $395.
Contact: Coromandel Indus
tries, 108-27 64th Rd., Forest
Hills, NY 11375, (718)
997-0699.

W

Inquiry 1152.
continued

... for the

guaranteed
best prices
and

fast delivery!
Call today for your
FREE catalog!!
(800) 445-7899
International: (201) 389-9228
Corporate:
(800) 422-6507
Fax:
(201) 389-9227

YI 'Division oJ Voyager Software Corp
1163 Sfirews6ury Ylvenue
Slinws611ry, <J.f..'J 07702

WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

BUSINESS

Sketch Out Projects
with Qwiknet

P

roject Software & De
velopment has added a
graphical user interface to
Qwiknet Professional 2.0, a
multiproject management
program for in-depth schedul
ing and cost analysis on the
IBM PC.
The program's drawing
board feature lets you sketch
out a project, instead of re
quiring that you build critical
path method schedules with
tabular forms and advanced
constructs. A windowing sys
tem lets you navigate through
screens, and a pick-and-drop
function lets you copy infor
mation from one field,
screen, or file to another
without typing.
Version 2.0 lets you define
an activity's duration as a
function of its resource allo
cation where appropriate.
What-if analysis and the abil
ity to schedule up to 250 proj
ects with a common resource
pool, so that all resources are
used without being double
booked, are included in the
program.
Price: $2500; $8600 per fcur
concurrent-users package.
Contact: Project Software.&
Development, Inc., 20 Univer
sity Rd., Cambridge, MA
02138, (617) 661-1444.
Inquiry 1153.

Qwiknet 's new drawing-board interface for managing projects.
Tasks and portions oftasks in yellow are complete, while those
in blue haven 't been finished.

A Database/
Spreadsheet
Companion

F

eldstar says that Analyst
1 combines the calculation
ability of spreadsheets with
the historical tracking of data
bases so that you can develop
and maintain analyses over ex
tended periods of time in a
single model. The program
doesn't replace a DBMS or
spreadsheet, but it lets you
identify and graph trends
from historical data.
With the program's rela
tional database capabilities,
you can track the perfor
mance of your sales staff by
various products and multiple
time periods that you choose.
You compare these relation
ships using reports and line,

lntex Breaks the 640K-byte Barrier
for 1-2-3 release 2.0

W

ith Beyond 640 for 1
2-3, users of Lotus 1
2-3 release 2.0 can exploit
expanded memory, access
ing up to 4 MB of memory
for their spreadsheets, Intex
reports. The program moni
tors yourmemory use, and as
you approach the conven
tional memory limit, Be
yond 640 kicks in and lets
1-2-3 store its entire spread

58
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sheet in expanded memory,
making the Memory Full
error message obsolete. The
program works with 1-2-3
releases 2.01 and 2.2, and
EMS 3.2 or 4.0.
Price: $95.
Contact: Intex Solutions,
Inc., 161 Highland Ave.,
Needham, MA02194, (617)
449-6222.
Inquiry 1157.

bar, pie, and wave charts.
You can export data from a
spreadsheet to Analyst 1 by
printing the spreadsheet to a
file unformatted. You then in
sert a date into the first col
umn so that Analyst can use it.
Analyst 1 runs on the IBM
PC with 512K bytes ofRAM.
Price: $199.
Contact: Feldstar Software,
Inc ., P.O. Box 871564, Dal
las, TX 75287, (214)
407-1006.
Inquiry 1154.

Softview's
Intelligent Business
Forms Package

S

oftview, developer of
the MaclnTax tax prepa
ration program for the Mac
and IBM PC running Win
dows, has released a forms
design program with an under
lying technology that lets you
create and modify forms
without having to start from
scratch.
The if:X Forms Designer
lets you make last-minute
changes, such as adding a
company logo or resizing a
form, without requiring you
to rearrange its elements. The
program can insert, copy,
and move pieces of a form with
a single command. As you
design the form, you can trans

pose columns and exchange
noncontiguous elements.
When you transfer data
from the if:X Forms Designer
to another application, such
as Excel, through the Clip
board, text retains its font
style and style information.
Tabular data exchanged
either way retains its structure.
The if:X Forms Designer
runs on the Mac Plus with 1
MB of memory. The current
version of the program doesn't
have the calculating capabili
ties present in MaclnTax, but
that feature will be added in
the next version, scheduled to
ship next year.
Price: $279.
Contact: Softview, 1721 Pa
cific Ave., Suite 100, Oxnard,
CA 93033, (800) 525-1065 or
(805) 385-5000.
Inquiry 1155.

Date Sensitivity
Added to Accounting
Package

C

yma's new versions of
its Professional Account
ing Series 2. 0 for Unix,
Xenix, and AIX runnir•g on
the IBM RISC System/6000
let you create entries or gener
ate reports for previous or fu
ture periods without disturbing
current period data, which
removes the pressure of period
closings. PAS 2.0, which is
also available for DOS, in
cludes a report generator and
a macro feature.
You can run the program's
seven modules separately or
integrated with other mod
ules: general ledger, accounts
payable, accounts receivable,
payroll, inventory and order
processing, job control, and
system manager.
Price: $495 to $1195 per
module.
Contact: Cyma, 1400 East
Southern Ave., Tempe, AZ
85282, (800) 292-2962 or
(602) 831-2607.
Inquiry 1156.
continued
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Programmer's Paradise

445-7899

Windows n Developers...
Windows.. is proving to be a worthy environment in which
to invest your time and dollars. Programmer's Paradise has
the progressive programmer in mind, stocking the best
tools available for creating Windows applications.

,,

Actor 3.0

-. .....
•

The Fast
Route to

Windows", 3.0
If you need t o develop Microsoft® Windows applications fast, Actor can cut your
development time in half. Actor, by The Whitewater Group, is the most popular
object-oriented development system for the Windows environment. Actor 3.0
provides you w ith comprehensive windows classes that
offer complete support for all Windows 3.0
functions, messages, and styles.
List: $595

Ours: $559

Microsoft®Windows

TM

3.0

IT'S HERE! The Microsoft Windows 3.0 Graphical Environment gives y.ou the ability to
work with all your applications with in an exciting visual environment. Version 3.0
breaks the 640K DOS memory barrwr. Run multiple large applicatioi:is that can exploit up
to 16MB of memory. And the visual user shell makes it easy to complete directory,
application and file mana~ment tasks from within the environment.
Windows 3.0 wasdesii ned to work under networks. Network reso11rces are readily
available since 3.0 allows you to connect and disconnect to file servers and printers
from within the Windows environment.
A variety of useful desktop applications such as Card File, Windows Write, a keystroke
recorder and a full col01 painting program are also included .

So get readv to get"''"'' inor.e done witl1 less effort witIi
Microsoft Windows 3.0, tlie graplrical environment tlrat
offers tndy personal comp11ting.
List: $150

Zortech C++
Developer's Edition 2.1
The first and only native code C++ compHer supporting Microsoft
Windows 3.0. Extensive documentation is provided on how to write C++
programs for Windows...and SOK of example Windows code is included!
Version 2.1 also feaues improved optimization and code generation, a
custom C++ development environment with
browsers, and a virtual 386 debugger.
List: $450

Ours: $399

, , ,r
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SPECIAL BUNDLE:
Zortech C++ Developer's Edition
C++/Views
Together:

$450
~
$945

Programmer's Paradise

SP:ECIA L!

Both for only $595
I

I

I

-

r

l,'

Ours: $99

Progrananer's Paradise~ ..
LI ST OURS
EasyCASE Plus

Professional Pack
Personal CASE

29S
39S
199

265
3SS
179

COBOL LA NGU A GE
Micro Focus:
COBOl/2 w/Toolset
Personal COBOL
MS COBOL
Realia COBOL
SCREENIO

1800 1499
149
129
900
629
99S
849
400
375

CODE GENERA TORS
Logic Gem

Matrix Layout 2.0
dBASE Black Box
PRO-C

99
200
S9
399

69
159
50
339

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
Clarion 2.1
Clipper S.O

Data Junction Advanced
dBASE IV
dB Fast/PLUS
dGE
Flash Tools'
Flipper

FoxPro
FUNCKy Library
Magic PC
R&R Report Writer
R&R Code Generator
Say What?'
SilverComm Library 2.0
Tom Rettig's Library
Ul2 Version Two

CALL CALL
519
79S
299
269
79S
489
34S
295
29S
249
79
89
19S
169
79S
489
19S
179
499
429
1 so
129
1 so
129
so 39
249
209
100
80
479
S9S

DEBUGGERS (DOS)

We'll Beat The Competition's Advertised Prices!
LIST OURS

386 CONTROL PROGR AMS
DESQview 38(, w/QEMM

Microsoft Windows 3.0
VM/386
VM/386 MultiUser
VM/386 MultiUser Starter

220
lSO
24S
89S
39S

LIST OURS

C++
169
99
209
839
339

C++Niews
NOP C++

Turbo C++
Turbo C++ Professional
Zortech C++ Debugger

Zortech C++

38 6 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
386 ASM/LinkLoc
Lahey F77L-EM/32 {w/ OS/3861
MetaWare High C 386
Novell C Network Compiler/386
Paradox/386
PC-lint 386
Phar Lap 386 ASM/LINK
WATCOM C 8.0/386 Prof.
WA TCOM C 8.0/386 Standard

Developer's Edition

I 29S 1145
1290 1035
89S
849
99S
799
89S
629
239
179
49S
435
129S 1099
89S
719

ASSEMBLY LA NGU A GE
Advantage Disassembler
ASMFlow
MS Macro Assembler
OPTASM
Re:Source
Sourcer w/ Pre-Processor
SpontaneousAssembly
Turbo Debugger & Tools
Vis ible Computer: 80286

29S
99
lSO
1SO
I SO
170
39S
1SO
100

279
89
105
129
129
149
359
99
89

49S
129
99
100

349
89
69
69

BASIC COMPILERS
MS BASIC Prof. Devel. Sys tem
Power Basic
QuickBASIC
True BASIC

BASIC LIBS/UTILITIES
db/LIB
Dialogic
GraphPak
Gr aphP ak Professional
P.D.Q.
ProBas
ProBas Toolkit
ProMath
QBase and Quickscreen
QuickComm
QuickPak
QuickP ak Professiona l
QuickP ak Scientific
QuickScreen
QuickWindows Advanced

139
9S
79
149
129
IS 9
99
99
149
149
79
169
79
99
149

125
85
70
129
115
149
94
94
125
119
70
149
70
90
119

69S
2SO
49S
49S
99
199
199
39S
49S
99
49S
39S

559
155
395
339
69
139
155
315
445
69
4 19
335

C COMPILERS
C Network Compiler
Lattice( 6.0
Lattice C 286 (w/ extension)
Microsoft C 6.0
MS Quick( 2.S
MS Quick( w/QuickAssemble r
Top Speed C Standard
Extended Edition
OS/2 Professional
Turbo C 2.0
WATCOM C 8.0 Professional
WATCOM C 8.0 Standard

Zortech C++ Tools
Zortech C++ Video Course

49S
4 19
49S
479
200 CALL
300 CALL
1SO
129
200
165
4SO
399
I SO
129
soo 449

C-COMMUNICA TIONS
Breakout II
C Asynch Manager 3.0
Essential Communications
Greenleaf CommLib
Greenleaf ViewComm
SilverComm C Asynch Library
View-232

249
189
329
3S9
399
249
189

189
139
259
287
3 19
209
149

C-FILE MANAGEMENT
AccSys fordBASE or Paradox
39S
349
Btrieve Devel. System
S9S
449
22S
C-ISAM
209
Codebase IV
29S
219
39S
349
CQL w/PASS
315
39S
c-tree
dBC 111
2SO
229
dBC Ill Plus
soo 439
db FILE Bundle
29S
249
198
Essential B-Tree w I source
14 9
789
FairCom Toolbox - Prof. Edition 109S
69S
509
fairCom Toolbox - Special
CALL CALL
lnformix Products
49S
349
Paradox Engine
459
S9S
Xtrieve PLUS

C-GENERAL LIBRA RIES
Blackstar C Function Library
C TOOLS PLUS/6.0
C Utility Library
Greenleaf Fun ct ions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
Power Search
Turbo( TOOLS/2 .0

99
149
249
229
299
149
149

79
109
199
179
239
109
109

C SCREENS
Greenleaf DataWindows
Hi-Screen XL
Panel Plus
QuickWindows Advanced (Ci
Vermont Views
Vitamin C
VC Screen

315
39S
149
129
49S
395
149
169
49S CALL
165
225
149
125

C-UTILITIES/OTHER
Clear+
C Shroud
C-Terp
Code Runner
Heap Expander
PC-lint
PCY ACC Professional
POK #3
TimeSlicer

200
198
300
149
80
139
49S
99
29S

'169
149
219
135
70
105
459
89
279

Multi Scope
OPTDEBUG
Periscope l/S 12K

Periscope 11
Periscope 11-x
Periscope IV/16, 2S MHz
Turbo Debugger & Tools

179
135
ISO
129
475
S9S
I 7S
125
14S
105
CALL CALL
lSO
99

DOCUMENTING/
FLOWCHARTING
Clear+
C-C learly
Flow Charting 111
Interactive Easy flow

Paginate
Source Print
The Documenter
Tree Diagrammer

19S
130
2SO
ISO
100
99
29S
99

169
115
199
125
79
74
245
74

EDITORS
BRIEF 3.0
Ed ix
EDT+
EMACS
Epsilon
KEDIT 4.0
MKS Vi
Multi-Edit Professional
Norton Editor
SLICK Editor
Sage Professional Editor
w/Mouse
SPF/PC
VEDIT PLUS

199 CA LL
19S
155
29S
269
32S
265
I 9S
159
125
lSO
129
149
179
159
7S
59
195
154
249
29S
39S
319
24S
199
18S CALL

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
Link & Locate ++
Link & Locate++ Extended
Paradigm Locate

39S
479
29S

349
395
265

FORTR AN LANGUAGE
Grafmatic
Lahey F77L
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77
MS FORTRAN
Plotmatic
RM/FORTRAN
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386

13S
119
S9S
535
99
89
4SO
299
13S
119
S9S
499
109S CALL

Plink86plus
Plink/LTO
PolyLibr arian II
.RTLink
.RT Link/Plus

49S
69S
149
29S
49S

395
619
135
265
419

O S/ 2 TOO LS
Brief
199 CALL
CASE:PM for C
149S 1420
Eps ilon
19S
159
MS OS/2 Pres. Manager Softset
lSO
105
MS OS/2 Pres. ManagerToolkit
soo 349
MultiScope for OS/2
449
34S
PCYACC
625
69S
99S
895
Repositok,\,Explorer
Smalltal · PM
49S
369
TopSpeed Modula-2 (OS/21
49S
449
Vitamin C (OS/21
34S
279
Zortech OS/2 Compiler Upgrade lSO
129

PASCAL LA NGU A GE
Asynch PLUS
B-tree Filer
MS QuickPASCAL
Object Professional
Power Tools PLUS/S.O
Topaz
Turbo Analyst
TurboMAGIC
Turbo Pascal S.S

Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional
Turbo-Plus S.S

Turbo Professional 5.0

149
12S
99
lSO
149
7S
99
199
lSO
2SO
199
12S

115
109
69
109
109
67
89
179
105
175
159
109

S9S
100
200
49S

535
85
169
395

SMALLTALK
Smalltalk-80 (3861
Smalltalk/V
Smalltalk/V 286
Smalltalk/V PM

SOURCE MAINTENANCE
MKS Make
MKS RCS
MKS Software Mgmt. Team
PolyMake
PVCS Professional
SMS
TUB
S Station LAN

149
189
299
149
49S
49S
139
419

119
149
239
125
4 19
399
109
339

WINDOWS (MS) TOOLS
Actor 3.0
Asymetrix T oolbook
Bridge Toolkit
Case:W
C-Talk/Views
dBFast!Windows
DialogCoder
MS Windows Development Kit
MultiScope for Wi ndows
Object Graphics
ProtoView
RFFlow
Whitewater Resource Too lkit
WindowsMAKER
\.YinTrieve
WNDX GUI Toolbox

69S
559
395 CALL
69S
659
759
79S
4SO
375
335
39S
499
435
soo 349
379
289
39S
319
625
69S
79
69
19S
169
S9S
535
39S
339
499
449

NEW RELEASES
GUIDO b y South Mountain
Graphical user interface library for C.
Includes pull-down, pop-up, vertical
and horizontal menus, windows, text
and li st boxes. Create high-level
objects.
List: $249
Ours: $199
w/source
Ours; $399
List: $499

C Shroud b y Gimpel

GR APHICS LIBRARIES
Baby Driver
Essential Graphics
Font-Tools
Font Window
Graf/Drive Plus Developer's
Graphic s.o
Graphics-MENU
Data Entry
Data Entry w I source
GSS Graphics Devel. Toolkit
HALO
HALO Window Toolkit
Icon-Tools/Plus
Menuet
Meta Window
MetaWindow Plus
PCX Effects
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
PCX Text
Slate w/ graphics
Turbo Geometry Ubrary

LI ST OURS

LIN KERS/LIB RA RI A NS

CASE TOOLS

2SO
399
1SO
12S
299
395
179
99
224
S9S
395
S95
ISO
32S
2SO
32S
99
195
149
448
200

199
319
119
109
269
3 19
159
89
199
509
279
419
11 9
279
209
289
89
175
135
4 15
179

Source code obfuscation tool.
Translates a program from its original C
source into an encoded format that can
be compiled but not readily understood
by humans. Distribute to a wide variety
of computer equipment without risking
your investment in proprietary software.
List: S 198
O urs; $ 149

M ICROPORT UNI X
Recently purchased by Abraxas,
Micr°Jfiort products are again available
inclu ing Microport System V/386,
Release 3 multi-tasking, multi-user
UNIX, and DOS Merge which allows
two operating systems, DOS and UNIX
to operate on one compute r.

- Call for pricing 

Guaranteed Best Prices!
LIST OURS
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

FAX cetera

( co11ti11ued)

Want more product information
on the items i n the gold box to
the right? Try FAXceterall
Just pick up your FAX phone
and dial 201-389-8173.
Enter the F AXcettra product
code listed below each product
description-information will be
faxed back to you instantly!
LIST OURS
XENIX/UNIX
195
Interactive Products
CALL
LPI-COBOL
1495
LPl-FORTR AN
995
MetaWare High C
895
Microport Complete-286 (unltd.) 899
Microport Complete-386 (unltd.) 11 98
Microport-Other Products
CALL
MKS RCS
395
MKS Trilogy
11 9
1495
SCO 286 Complete
SCO 386 Complete
1595
SCO (All other products)
CALL
VEDIT PLUS
285
Epsilon

169
CALL
1199
799
849
809
1079
CALL
335
105
1195
1275
CALL
249

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
APL 'PLUS
695 549
Dan Brickli n's Demo II
199 159
lntegrAda
795 719
Janus Ada/Compiler System
360 319
Lattice RPG
1600 1285
Meridian AdaStuden t
50
45
Meridian Ada Developer's Kit
11 95 1095
MKSAWK
79
99
Persona I Rexx
150 139

PC Anywhere Ill

Procomm Plus
SideTalk

250
199
150
145
99
120

200
495
695

Quattro Professional
SuperCalcS
UTILITIES
386 MAX Professional
above DISC
Dr. Swi tch DeveloperPak

FASTBACK Plus
HeadRoom 2.0
Help Build
Hold Everything
MACE 1990
Magellan
Memory Mate

MKS Toolkit
Move'em
Norton Commander
Norton Ut ilities
Norton Utilities Advanced

PC Tools Deluxe
Pizazz Plus
Sit Back
Software Carousel
SpinRit e II

XTreePro Gold
WORD PROCESSING
Am i
WordPerfect 5. 1

239
129
99
99
63
99

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
CALL CALL
Adobe Products
Corel Draw!
595 399
Gem Desktop Publisher
299 169
HALO OPE
195 139
Lattice HighStyle
375 319
MKS SQPS
495 479
PageMaker
795 509
Ventura Publisher
895 549
MATHEMATICS
Derive
MathCAD
Mathematica 386

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.0
Microsoft Excel

Microsoft Word for Windows

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
COMMUNICATIONS
BLAST II
Carbon Copy Plus
Laplink Ill

Generic CADD Level 3
LABTECH Acquire
LABTECH Notebook
MICRO-CAP Ill
Orcad PCB
PC TEX
SCHEM A Ill
STATG RAPHICS
Sy stat
Tango PCB Series II
TECH'GRAPH'PAD
T'

179
315
625

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
AutoCAD Release 10
3000 CALL
AutoSketch
1so
95
ChiWriter
150 129
css
495 469
DADiSP
895 759
Design CAD 3-D
400 292
Drafix Windows CAD
695 CALL
EXACT
475 380

Our Guarantee...
Products liste d here are backed
by th<: follow ing guarantee'" :

Should you see one of these
products listed at a lower
price in another ad in this
magazine, CALL US!
We'll beat the price, and still
offer our same quality
service and support.
Terms of Offer:
• Offer good through September 30, 1990
• "f.pfic:able t~ pricing on. curren~ versions
o software hsted; Sept. issue pnces on ly.
• Offer does not apply towards obvious
errors in competitors' ads.
* Subject to same terms and conditions.

350 289
195 179
995 779
1495 1269
1495 CALL
249 229
495 449
895 586
595 449
595 559
395 319
595 479
595
495
495
495

389
319
329
319

129 114
119
64
99
89
189 109
130 109
249 179
199 159
149 129
195 CALL
70
47
249 199
79
89
149
99
100
65
150
99
149
95
149
79
99
90
90
72
89
75
129 109
199 129
495 349
495 CALL

SOFTWARE FOR SUN
WORKSTATIONS
Basmark QuickBASIC
C Programmer' s Toolbox/ Sun
Ed ix
EMACS for Sun
Ero ff
lnformix
Lotus 1-2-3 for Sun
Lotus 1-2-3 for Sun Server
Lotus 1-2-3 for Sun Node
Mathematica for Sun
MetaWare High C
NeuralWorks Professional II
Panel Plus(Sun 3)
WordPerfect for Sun

CALL
495
425
395
CALL
CALL
695
995
495
CALL
895
4095
1595
495

CALL
449
339
369
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
849
CALL
1355
CALL

Programmer's Policies
Phone Orders
Hours 8:30 AM-7 PM EST. We accept
MC,Visa, AMEX. Domestic shipments,
h l ea~e add $5 per item for shipping/
andl ing by UPS ground. For domestic
COD sh ipments, please add $3. Rush
service available.
Mail or FAX Orders
POs are welcome. Please include
phone number.
International Service
Phone number required with order.
Call or FAX for additional information.
Dealers and Corporate Accounts
Call for information.
Unbeatable Prices
We' ll beat th e competition's advertised
prices. Pri ces subject to change
without notice.
Return Policy
30 days. Due to copyright laws, we
cannot take back software with the disk
seal broken unless authorized by the
manufacturer. Returned product must
include R.A. number.

(800)

445-7899

SpontaneousAssembry
SpontaneousAssembly is a must-have product for the serious software
developer. This assembly language library lets you produce the fastest,
tightest possible programs with the same
ease you'd expect from a high-level
language. It includes an impressive col
lection of over 700 functions and macros
for high-speed text windowing, heap
management, array searching and sorting,
critical error management, 32/64 bit integer
math, and much more! Comprehensive
750+ page manual. Full source code.
No royalties. Easy integration with C.

basetwo
DEVELOPMENT

"If you program in assembly language,
you go/ta have SponraneousAssemb1y.•
- Michael Abrash

List: $ 395 O urs: $ 199

F AXcetera # 2614-0001

TLIB™ 5.0
TUB™ 5.0 is the world's best Version Control System for source code,
documentation and binary files. It has the sophisticated features you need at
a price you can afford. It creates and maintains compact, annotated libraries
containing all past and current versions of each file and a complete revision
history including date, author, comments, etc., for each version. TUB also
has: check-in/out locking, manual & automatic branching, integration with
Opus TM MAKE and Slickrn MAKE,
and truly amazing speed.

Burton Systems Software

List: $ 139 Ours: $109
FAX"t"a # 161 1-0001

BRIEF 3.0 - The Programmer's Editor
Edit Your Programs More Productively Than Ever Before

.

The program that set the standard for program editing
continues to lead the industry. New BRIEF 3.0 features
include: multiple keystroke
macros, a new C-like macro
language, a source level macro language debugger
for botb macro languages. "smart" indenting and
template editing for Ad a, C, Cobol, BASIC,
FORTRAN, Modula-2, and Pascal, and the ability to
"zoom" your current window to full screen size.
You'll also get the features over 60,000 current users
have come to rely on: unlimited windows, Undo,
compile within BRIEF, a LISP -like macro language,
and much more.

S 0 lution

(S ystems

List: $199 Ours: CALL

FAXwrra #1271-0001

ATTENTION CORPORATE CUSTOMERS,
Call Your Corporate Hotline
(800) 422-6507
• Select from over 4,500 titles-and we special order too!
• Get quick defivery at great prices on Microsoft, Borland,
Lotus ...etc. (We buy software directly from all the major
publishers, and keep plenty of stock on hand.)
• Ask about volume purchase agreements, contracts, and
personally assigned inside and outside sales representatives
(CORSOFT Division).
International: 201-389-9228
Customer Service: 201-389-9229
Fax: 201-389-9227

Corporate: 800-422-6507
Canalia: 800-445-7899
F AXcetera: 201-389-8173

Call or Write for latest Free Catalog!

1-800-445-7899

~~
·
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A Division of Voyager Software Corp '
1163 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07701 ··.,.,-="'-"-""'-"'"
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Graphically
Programmed Motion
Control on the Mac

N

ational Instruments and
nuLogic have teamed up
to provide an environment for
developing motion-control pro
grams for the Mac without
requiring you to write a single
line of code.
The system combines nu
Logic's three-axis servo mo
tion-control card for NuBus
based Macs and its interface
for Lab View 2, the graphical
programming environment for
data acquisition, analysis,
and instrument control. With
the system, you can program
applications for robotics con
trol, machines, and produc
tion automation systems by
placing and connecting icons
that represent controls such as
knobs, slides, and switches.
The number of machines a
system can control depends on
how many slots your Mac has
and how many axes must be
controlled for each machine.
With two controller cards, you
can control three two-axis
machines, for example.
You need a Mac II with
LabView 2, the controller
card, and the Virtual Instru
ment Library for Motion
Control.
Price: LabView 2, $1995; VI
Library, $195; nuControl con
troller card, $1795.
Contact: nuLogic, Inc., 945
Great Plains Ave., Needham,
MA 02192, (617) 444-7680.
Inquiry 1158.

As LabView 2 controls a pick-and-place machine for odd-shaped
components, it displays at right information on insertion force,
number ofboards completed per hour, and total insertions while
letting you control the conveyor speed in the lower left window.

Solve Heat-Transfer
Problems with
Your PC or Mac

W

hether your field of
engineering is mechani
cal, electrical, chemical, or
civil, you'll likely encounter a
heat-transfer problem that re
quires several hours or days to
solve. A program called Heat
Transfer on TK can reduce the
time it takes to solve such
problems by a factor of 100,
according to Universal Tech
nical Systems .
The menu-driven program
is based on, and ships with, the
textbook Fundamentals of
Heat and Mass Transfer and
200 heat-transfer models.
Once you find the correct
model and insert the real-life
numbers, the program's equa
tion solver returns the

solution.
The program is available
for the IBM PC, the Macin
tosh, and Sun, IBM, Hewlett
Packard, and Apollo Unix
workstations. TK Solver Plus
is required.
Price: Heat Transfer on TK,
$595; TK Solver Plus, $395.
Contact: Universal Techni
cal Systems, Inc., 1220 Rock
St., Rockford, IL 61101,
(800) 435-7887 or (815)
963-2220.
Inquiry 1159.

Analyze and
Manipulate Signals
on the Mac

B

V Engineering's Signal
Processing Program
(SPP) can perform 1inear and
nonlinear time-domain wave
form analysis, forward and

reverse fast Fourier trans
forms, and other analyses on
analog signals. It can graphi
cally display signals, spec-.
tra, and transfer function data,
and it can generate and simu
late analog signals.
SPP runs on the Mac
512KE or higher with Finder
5.3 and System 3.2 or
higher.
Price: $349.95.
Contact: B V Engineering,
2023 Chicago Ave., Suite Bl3,
Riverside, CA 92507, (714)
781-0252.
Inquiry 1160.

Acquire Data
While You Do
Something Else

T

rilobyte has released a
product for engineers and
scientists who need to ac
quire data from lengthy experi
ments but don't want to tie up
their PCs.
Data Demon lets you re
ceive data from instruments
while you perform other
tasks. The program can hold
up to 32K bytes of received
data in one buffer.
A memory-resident por
tion of the program performs
the actual data collection,
while another portion down
loads the information.
Price: $99.
Contact: Trilobyte, Inc.,
596 Abolicion, Hato Rey,
Puerto Rico 00918, (809)
758-0341 or (809) 767-1839.
Inquiry 1161.
conrinued

Find the Hidden Information with IXL

I

ntelligenceWare says that
its IXL program for in
duction in extremely large
databases can find unex
pected patterns and correla
tions in large.data sets. Un
like a query language, which
requires you to formulate
and test a hypothesis, IXL
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forms its own queries and
automatically tests for them.
By combining AI, statis
tics, and database capabili
ties, the program saves you
from having to test numerous
hypotheses when you're try
ing to pinpoint the reasons
for problems like sporadic

defects on an assembly line.
The program has uses in any
application involving large
data sets.
The program supports up
to 64,000 columns per data
base and runs on the IBM AT
er higher. The program is
compatible with dBASE,

Lotus 1-2-3, XDB, and In
terbase file formats.
Price: $490.
Contact: IntelligenceWare,
Inc ., 9800 South Sepulveda
Blvd., Suite 730, Los Ange
les, CA 90045, (213) 417
8896.
Inquiry 1162.

We've
gotanew2MB
WOR.M.
Now
we're fishing for
ideas from you.
Introducing the Optical Card, the remarkable new
personal data storage and retrieval medium from
Canon. An IBM AT-compatible RW-10 Reader/Writer
uses a laser to read and write up to two Megabytes of
digitized text, graphics or sound on the Optical Card
(shown here actual size). Data can be added, but
not erased, and isn't susceptible to magnetic or
electrostatic fields.
The Optical Card and RW-10 combine speed,
high reliability and convenience that just cry out
for the development of entirely new systems
applications. And that's where you come in.
Don't let this "big one" get away. Find out more
about the Optical Card by calling Bruno Dosso at
Canon at 516-488-6700.
© 1990Canon U.S.A.. Inc.. Inc Canon Plaza. Lake Success. NY 11042

Circle 5 7 on Reader Service Card
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Price: $149.
Contact: Complementary
Solutions, Inc., Suite 202,
4470 Chamblee-Dunwoody
Rd ., Atlanta, GA 30338, (404)
454-8033.
Inquiry 1166.

PC-Write Lite
Supports Cyrillic
Characters

T

he new version of PC
Write Lite supports the
Cyrillic character set for
creating documents in Slavic
languages such as Russian.
You use the Caps Lock key
to switch from Roman to Cy
rillic characters. If you have
an EGA or VGA graphics
adapter, you can see the Cy
rillic characters on the screen
as you type. If you don't have
such an adapter, you need to
change your adapter card's
character-set ROM to support
those characters. Otherwise,
with a non-EGA or -VGA
screen, you can print Cyrillic
hard copy, but you 'II see the
IBM extended character set
on the screen as you type.
Version 1.02 also lets you
create new character sets to
support Greek and Hebrew,
chemistry formulas, phonetics,
and anything else with sym
bols. A Russian spelling
checker is available to add
complete Russian language
support.
The program requires
384K bytes of RAM with the
spelling checker, 256K bytes
without it.
Price: $79; spelling checker,
$29.
Contact: Quicksoft, 219
First Ave. N, Suite 224,
Seattle, WA 98109, (206)
282-0452.
Inquiry 1163.

A Menuing Program
for Unix

A

program called Menu
Magic lets even novice
Unix users handle up to 98
percent of the day-to-day sys
tem administration tasks,
such as maintaining printers
and spoolers, putting users
on the system, and backing
up files.
64
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Word Tool Knows
Politics + Delay =
Filibuster
By using the Caps Lock key on a VGA or EGA screen, PC
Write Lite lets you switch between English and Cyrillic
characters. If you type in the wrong alphabet, you can switch
each word or an entire document to the correct alphabet.
The program also includes
a developer's toolkit for creat
ing custom functions.
MenuMagic supports the
major flavors of Unix, in
cluding AT&T, SCO, Intel,
Interactive, and IBM AIX. A
version for the X Window
System will be released later
this year.
Price: $495; Xenix version,
$345.
Contact: TKi, P.O. Box
2049, Roswell, GA 30077,
(404) 640-1515.
Inquiry 1164.

Two Programs
for Unattended
Computing

I

fyou're tired of perform
ing mundane operations
such as database sorts, mail
merges, and system backups,
Auto-Run can help by letting
your PC run a variety of every
day tasks at any time of the
day or night.
When you decide which
operations to automate, you
use Auto-Run's Memorize
command, which lets the pro
gram watch and learn the
keystrokes. You then tell it at
what time and on which days
to run the task. You can use the

program to send and receive
data, update a spreadsheet,
and perform many other
operations.
Version 2.0 provides pass
word protection. You can set
up a task to prompt you for a
specific action during an Auto
Run session, and you can
also tell Auto-Run what to
do if it gets an error message.
Auto-Run is not a TSR pro
gram. It requires 36K bytes
of RAM on the IBM PC.
Price: $149.
Contact: AutoSoft, Inc.,
1850 Lake Park Dr., Suite
105, Smyrna, GA 30080,
(800) 252-7144 or (404)
436-7144.
Inquiry 1165.

Y

ou can instruct Auto
mate/ Anytime to process
batch files, generate reports,
and perform system backups.
When backing up, the pro
gram can compress files to as
little as 15 percent of their
original size.
At the prescribed time,
Automate/Anytime interrupts
the current operation, per
forms its task, and brings you
back to the initial operation.
The program supports unat
tended operation.
Automate/Anytime is a
TSR program that requires
20K bytes of RAM.

M

icrolytics has devel
oped a new word utility
that can function 1ike a dic
tionary in reverse. Instead of
requiring you to look up a
particular word's meaning, In
side Information lets you
type in a few words of descrip
tion. You can ask, "What's
the word for ... ,"and Inside
Information returns a list of
appropriate candidates.
Beneath the program's
seven general classes (e.g., na
ture, science, and technol
ogy) lie subclasses, categories,
and subcategories.
Inside Information holds
over 65,000 words, most of
which are defined. In addi
tion to the reverse dictionary,
you can search for words di
rectly or by descending a hier
archical tree structure.
The program uses several
indexing techniques, including
"word nerding," developed
by Xerox . This technique asso
ciates dissimilar words with
similar meanings (e .g.,
"AIDS" and "HIV+") and
links them.
The program is currently
available for the Mac and IBM
PC. A version for Windows
will ship by the end of the
year. Versions for each plat
form are binary compatible,
allowing you to put the pro
gram on a network server.
Price: $119.
Contact: Microlytics, Inc.,
Two Tobey Village Office
Park, Pittsford, NY 14634,
(716) 248-9150.
Inquiry 1167.
continued
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Users Groups Past,
Present, and Future
w

ell, what do I do
now?" This question
has been asked countless
times as new PC users stare at
the just-unwrapped collection
of parts that they must assem
ble into a working computer.
From the beginning of the PC
revolution, the answer has
often been, "Join a users
group."
What began as an assem
bly of users trying to learn
more about the new machines
is now a social institution.
From the beginning, users
groups have provided technical
support to novices and expert
users, beta testers for new
products, feedback to hardware and software vendors on
their new products, and
much more.

The first issue of BYTE
dedicated two pages to users
group news, including a notice that the Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey
had held its first meeting on
June 13, 1975. That group
continues to operate to this day
and is often associated with
the Trenton Computer Festi
val. For our 15th anniversary
issue, BYTE asked several
users group officers across
the U.S. to reflect on the status
of users groups and their
challenges in the future.

Playing Mom
to 700 People
With the responsibility of coordinating more than 50 users
groups and 700 volunteers of
the Boston Computer Society,
Pam Bybell says that her job
is "sort of like Mom, with lots

of children screaming at
once."
As manager of users group
support for the BCS, which
currently boasts a member
ship of about 40,000, Bybell
helps volunteers refine their
ideas and find the necessary
resources for putting their
ideas into action.
Bybell says that the BCS
struggles to some degree with
the same problems facing
smaller groups and offers sev
era! strategies to deal with
common problems, particularly volunteer burnout.
"One thing we try to get
across to a group is that you
have to have a deep bench,"
she says. Often, a person who
starts a users group or spe
cial-interest group is by nature
creative, exciting, and
driven. At first, this person
may think nothing of orga

nizing meetings, putting out a
newsletter, and running the
group mailing list. Several
months into the job, however,
you've got a prime candidate
for burnout. That's why dele
gating tasks, though difficult,
is so important, she says.
"If you learn nothing else
as a volunteer, you better learn
to delegate," Bybell stresses.
She often cites the Truck
Theory to drive this point
home. The Truck Theory says
that if a volunteer were hit by
a truck and died, and the group
too would die, then that person is doing too much. She
also says that if an activity
isn't fun, you shouldn't be
doing it, and notes that group
members are quick to recog
nize trouble and political
infighting.
As for the challenges for
continued
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Watch for the next BYTE DECK mailing that
will be arriving in your mailbox soon!
Use this as a fast, convenient tool to purchase
computer products and services. It's loaded with
essential hardware and software products that you
should be aware of when making your buying
decisions ... and it's absolutely FREE!
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If you have a computer product or service, and
would like to reach 275,000 influential BYTE
magazine subscribers, please give Ed Ware a call
today at (603) 924-2596.

Here's what a BYTE Deck advertiser has to say:

;/

"Galacticomm does a lot of card-deck advertising, and the BYTE Deck
has consistently out-pulled every other deck we have ever used.''
Timothy Stryker, Galacticomm, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, FL
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Now You Don't Have To Be An Egghead
To Understand UNIX®And Open Systellls.
If you're a business or technical manager,
senior executive, power user or reseller,
.finally there's a UNIX/open systems trade
show just for you.
UNIX SOLUTIONS was developed
to provide the practical knowledge
and useful information you need to
better understand the power and flexi
bility of a corporate open computing
environment operating under UNIX.
Come see all the latest business
applications as well as those currently
under development. Evaluate the
hardware, networking equipment,
peripherals and services that can get
your company up and running.
Come learn from a truly unique
conference program. The 40-session

agenda has been expressly designed to
de-mystify open systems computing.
Discover how and why you should
implement a system of your own.
Hear consultants, corporate end-users
and resellers discuss their first-hand
experiences building cost-effective
corporate systems.
Come to UNIX SOLUTIONS. Where
you don't have to be an egghead to
appreciate the benefits of UNIX and
open systems.
Don't pass up this valuable, once
a-year opportunity. To receive your
free information package, return the
coupon. For immediate action, call
(617) 449-6600; fax (617) 449-6953;
or telex 174273.

I -

I

-1 need a~w~. - 

Tell me more about UNIX SOLUTIONS
in Anaheim, October 3-5, 1990.
Send me info rmation aboui:
D Auending 1he conference.
D Attending the exhibit floor.
D Exhibiting
Na.me _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tuk _ _ _ __

_

_ _ _ _ __

Co1np:rny - - - - - - - -- 
_ __ __ _ __ _ _
Ad~l rc s.s

Ci1y _ _ _ _ __

_

_

_

_

_

Sca1c

Zip/PostJl Cnc.l e - -- -

Counuy - --
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-

-

Phone(_ _),_ __ __

Fax (_ _)._

--

_ __

_ _ __ __

_

_

Bcsr time co call _ _ _ _ __ __
Mail to: UNIX SOLUTIONS. Direct Markelng Services,
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EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCESM

Introducing The Open Systems Trade Show
Where UNIX Gets Down To Business.
October 3-5, 1990 •Anaheim Convention Center• Anaheim, CA
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the BCS and other groups in
the next few years, she cites a
few. One is that groups must
serve an expanding range of
users, from novice to corporate
member. Another is recon
ciling the role of the group to
the corporate environment.
Many times, she says, corpo
rate members "tend not to
understand that a volunteer
can't be called at work" for
technical support.
One improvement Bybell
sees is in the area of support
provided by hardware and
software vendors. Here, she
says, "things are light-years
better" than in earlier days.
Like other groups, the
BCS is also becoming involved
in community service to non
members, matching mentors to
other nonprofit organiza
tions, acquiring used equip
ment for the organizations,

§

GROUPS

PAST .

and, in some cases, donating
time to get the machines up
and running.
So what makes the BCS so
successful? According to By
bell, the secret is "letting
volunteers do the things they
want."

Computing Down East
Rowan Wakefield remembers
the first computer fair spon
sored by the Island/Reach
Computer Users Group and
how surprised participating
vendors were by the early
morning rush of people. By
8: 15 a.m., he says, the hall
was packed "shoulder to
shoulder with people. Around
here, people just get started
early." The fair, which attract
ed about 30 exhibitors and
800 people, was going strong
until a blizzard hit around

PRESENT .

AND

4:30 p.m., sending people
home.
The "here" that Wakefield
refers to is the area near Ban
gor, Maine, where group
members live in towns such as
Deer Isle, Blue Hill, and Bar
Harbor. In three years, the
group has increased its mem
bership from 30 to more than
300. Wakefield, president of
the club, says the occupations
of members range from "lob
stermen to retired newspaper
editors ... to teachers and
writers."
Wakefield saw the need for
a multiplatform group when he
attended an Epson users
group meeting and only one
other person showed up. He
and two others envisioned a ge
neric users group in a rural
area that could provide useful
services. About 30 people
showed up forthe first meet

"Parlez-vous Q-'fE[M?"

FUTURE

ing, and the group was on its
way.
Wakefield says that one
way the group fights burnout is
to contract out the production
of its newsletter to a prepress
production house. Members
write the stories, which are
transmitted to the editor via
the Celebration Station BBS, a
popular BBS run by Noel
Stookey, of Peter, Paul, and
Mary fame. However, burn
out is still an issue: Wakefield
says he will not seek reelec
tion for the next term.
As the group matures,
Wakefield sees the emphasis
shifting from growth to pro
viding more services for cur
rent members. The group
plans to sell a book called 50

Ways to Make Money With
Your PC, which is based on
one of the group's most suc

Oui. .. Si .. .ja... now the answer
is Yes wherever you go internationally-thanks to our new Q:fEL International Database.
Q-TEL speaks everyone's language when you're talking about one single source of tele
·~ttc<li> communications rate, tariff and regulatory information. Domestically, you've already seen
how our Q-TEL Databases (Q-TEL 1000, Q-TEL 5000 Plus, Q-TEL 7000 and Q-TEL 9000)
can define a better bottom line for you. Now watch how the newest Q-TEL database
translates into maximum cost savings for you internationally.
All our Q-TEL products have superior performance packaging, adapting easily to your
applications with the most current and accurate rate, tariff and regulatory information to keep
you updated and on top of industry activity.
&:> why not parlay our advanced telecommunications capabilities into a unique profit
opportunity for you. Remember, whatever your role in telecommunications-manufacturer,
seller, user of equipment or services-you also get our 20 years of
telecommunications experience, backed by the information network
of McGraw-Hill. Parlez witl1 us today.. .Call: 1-800-526-5307 ext.:290
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cessful workshops.
Wakefield claims that he
isn't a high-tech person but is
fascinated by the role of technology in society. "Regardless
of the subject, the group's
role has been keeping up with
the leading edge of change
and helping members understand it. Users groups have
the responsibility to interpret
or translate these impending
changes and what they mean
for the guy on the street."

The $20,000 Question
Take a users group that's
growing by leaps and bounds.
Add an all-volunteer staff,
particularly a treasurer who
volunteered for the job thinking it might require just one
weekend a month . Add a
$100,000 annual budget, and
you get a recipe for a disaster
waiting to happen.
In the case of the Portland
Macintosh Users Group, this
combination resulted in a discrepancy of about $20,000 between what the group thought
it had and what it really had,
according to former PMUG
president Allan Foster. He
says that the discrepancy fu
eled a very nasty political battie that polarized the board of
directors and general members
alike. [Editor's Note: Aftera
lengthy internal investigation,
no formal charges were filed
in the case.]
Of course, PMUG is not
the only users group to suffer
from inner turmoil. Almost
every users group at some time
sees clashes among members
with different agendas. For example, the Houston Area
League of PC Users last year
revised its bylaws, a process
that generated considerable
controversy among specialinterest group leaders and
other officers. The process
also resulted in the abrupt resignation of key officers.
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According to Foster, these
growing pains are natural as
users groups evolve from
club status to something that
more closely resembles a professional society. And as new
members enter the group,
conflicts arise concerning the
purpose of the group.
When PMUG first
formed, Foster says, the group
met in someone's living
room. At that time, the group
consisted "basically of peo
pie who'djust hooked up their
128K Macs and were wondering what to do with all that
power." The group now has
about 1300 members.
Often, as a group's mem
bership increases, you still
have the same people volun
teering their time for the
group. But as Foster points
out, "It's easier to manage a
group of 200 with four or
five volunteers than a group of
2000."
During the missing-funds
controversy, Foster says, he
decided he'd had enough. As
accusations and counter-accu
sations were made at meetings and in the newsletter, Fos
terthought, "Hang on, I've
got a real life and there are
other things I can be doing."
"What the controversy told
me was 'Oh, I don't want to be
a part of this,"' he says. He
describes the new leadership as
"a decent bunch, ones who
care about the group."
What can a group do when
faced with massive growth?
Foster says that one possible
solution is to hire a paid staff,
as the Berkeley Macintosh
Users Group and the Boston
Computer Society do. "But
you have to get above a critical
mass to be able to do that,"
he points out. Another solution
is to pay consultants their
usual fee for conducting work-
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shops and cover the fee with
a nominal tuition charge. A
more obvious solution is to
recruit more volunteers.
But, somehow, the group's
management structure has to
change. As Foster says,
"There's no way that a person
who stood up and was going
to [act as treasurer] on the
weekends is going to manage
a $100,000 budget."

Ask Not What Your
Group Can Do for You
"What's in it for me?" The
next time you' re asked this as
you try to recruit a new
member, instead of explaining
the virtues of the general
meetings, software library,
and free advice, you might
try this response: "If you have
to ask, we're not sure you're
our kind of member."
This approach seems to
work just fine for the Central
Kentucky Computer Society.
According to newsletter editor
David Reed, the group encourages new members to get
involved from the beginning
instead ofjust showing up for
the main meetings.
The group, which will eelebrate its sixth anniversary
next month, now has about
600 members. Attendance at
the monthly general meetings
has increased from about 40 to
150.
The attitude of the group
as a whole was reflected last
April, when the CKCS sponsored a computer show. According to Reed, the board of
directors expected about 20
volunteers to help run the
show. But on the day of the
show, the number was closer
to 50 volunteers.
It's this kind of enthusiasm
that pays off: Reed estimates
that the group added 100 new
members as a result of the
computer show. He notes that
the group encountered burnout

FUTURE

two years ago. "So we just
expanded the board of direc
tors," he says.
In addition to editing the
newsletter and working as a
news editor for the Lexington
Herald-Leader, Reed moderates the Users Group Exchange (UGX) on BIX and participates in the Association of
PC Users Groups BBS. He says
that the BBSes are becoming
a good way for group editors
and presidents to share infor
mation, discuss problems, and,
in UGX, download daily
news feeds for their own
BBSes and newsletters.
Reed thinks that BBSes are
also a good vehicle for users
groups to use to iron out ethi
cal problems. "The good
groups are trying to influ
ence the less-than-pure
groups," he says.

Flipping Between
Two Sides of the Coin
One side of the coin says that
users groups need to be entertained by vendors with slick
product demonstrations and
free products. The other side
says that the groups provide
valuable technical assistance
for users while helping vendors
in the product development
process by acting as beta testers and suggesting new fea
tures. Jay Bartlett is intimately
familiar with both sides of
the coin.
As president of the Gold
Coast Macintosh Users Group
of Miami, Florida, and marketing manager for Tactic Software, he understands the im
portance of the users group as
a marketing vehicle for vendors. He also knows how hard
it can be to schedule the
monthly meetings at which so
many members expect to be
entertained.
continued

A Higher Standard
of Standard Features
200MB, 3.5 High Performance
Hard Drive Kits
11

MAXTOR LXT200A, IDE . . . . . ... _. . . . .. Sl .O'IS.00
CONNER CP3204. IDE . •. . ..... . .• . ••. . ... I.095.00
. .. . . . . .... _.. 1.095.00
IMPRIMIS 9435 J, IDE .
MAXTOR. LXT200S, SCSI ......... . ... . ... 1.395_00
CONNER CP3200, SCSI . . .. . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 1,395-ClO
IMPRIMIS 94351, SCSI
. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1.395.00

$3,995

DATAStation 386/25TM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80386-25 CPU
4MB RAM
128K Cache RAM
l.2MB 5 1.4" and l.44MB 3.5" Drives
200MB, ISMS SCSI Drives
16 Bit VGA with 512K
14" 1024 x 768 VGA Color Monitor

• External SCSI Port
• 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports
• 101 Key Keyboard
•MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

Options:
• 40MB, 80MB, IOOMB, 320MB
Hard Drives

TECH'''

TECH'"

386SX ...... $1,895

286 ......... $1,495

• S03S6SX-16 CPU
• JM B RAM expandable to SMB on

• 802S6-12 CPU
• IMB RAM expandable to SMB on
motherboard
• J.2MB 5 '4" or J.44MB 3.5" drive
• 40MB IDE hard drive
• 16-bit VGA with 512K
• 14" 1024 x 76S VGA color monitor
• I parallel. 2 serial & I game ports
• JOI key keyboard
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

motherboard

•
•
•
•

J.2MB 5 'A" or J.44MB 3.5'' drive
40MB IDE hard drive
16-bit VGA with 512K
14" 1024 x 76S VGA color monitor

• I parallel, 2 serial & I game ports

• JOI key keyboard
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

Call For System Options

High Performance 5.25 Hard Drives
11

l\1A Nl:t"AC T URER IMOm:1."

386SX-LT ..

286-LT ....

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·$2,995

iSOC3S6SX-16 CPU
IMB RAM expandable to 6MB
VGA wi th 256K
1.44 MB 3.5" diskette drive
40MB hard drive
S5 key keyboard
External ports for floppy drive,

keyboard and VGA monitor
• Parallel and serial ports

• UL, CSA, FCC-B approved

•
•
•
•
•
•

·$2,495

S02S6-12 CPU
IMB RAM expandable to 6MB
VGA with 256K
l.44MB 3.5" diskette drive
40MB hard drive
S5 key keyboard

DRIVE KIT

$ 995
160MB
330MB
1.495
660MB
2.295
J.2GB
4.795
370MB
1.595
6SOMB
2,395
5,695
IGB
J50MB
995
1..o1.11 ~ ·~~ "'"'"""""' " ""' :'~ r..sn1c.-... '""""' n..rn .-llkd6.......1
lh•lalnul!ik...-...~s . ~ ... ..._"Uft_..wn..._,...... "itla.U x~ '1" ,,_.,
~JCJ.1 --.a.11~JH...u.. .. ~'A!o0

11

High Performance 3.5 Hard Drives
CON 'ER

PONI Microsystems

DRIVE 0;..'.l.\"

MICROPOLIS MCJ654
MCJ664
MC156S
MCJ59S
TS3SOE
M1\ XTOR
XTS760E
TAHITI
NEC
D5655

MA.l'\l:f"ACTURF.R/l\10DEI. II

PONI Microsystems

CArACITl'

T E.AC
SEAGAT E
TOSHIBA
IMPR IMIS
SOI

CP3044
CP3 1S4
CP3 104
CP3204
ST157A
MK234FC
!'43~

C.\J'ACIT\.

40MB
SOMB
IOOMB
200MB
40MB
44MB
JOO MB
105MB

DRIVE 0;..'.l.'i'

$

365
565
665
1.065
365
335
655
655

"CJWOlt• hlliLIMc

• External ports for floppy drive,

keyboard and VGA monitor
• Parallel and serial ports
• UL. CSA. FCC-B approved

PRE-CONFIGURED MULTI-USER SYSTEMS
6-U ser Computer Systems Ready To Plug In And Install Your
Application Software

sco•

. .. $9,995
6 WYSE terminals
I main computer
3S6-25MHz- J2SKB cache
SMB RAM
8 serial ports
I parallel port
3.5" J .44 floppy drive
200 MB hard drive

150MB tape drive
2400 Baud modem
Communications

~

•.,...,;"• Novell.

.$14,995

6 3S6SX workstations
IMB RAM

2 se rial ports
I parallel port
3 .5'' I .44 floppy drive
software
I J50MB tape drive
200MB hard drive
I Xenix operating
I 2400 Baud modem
I Novell ELSII Netware
Communications software
operating system,
system installed
6 cables with labels for
I main computer
Ethernet cards
terminals
3S6-25MHz- J2SKB Cache
All cables and
8MB RAM
connections
Options: Printers • Word Processing • Spreadsheets • Accounting • Larger Hard Drives • Custom Configurations
• Maintenance Contracts

TECH
CITY

Monochrome monitors

800-828-3110
6 A.M. TO 6 P.M. PST
(714) 385-1219, FAX (714) 937-5414
TECHNICAL SUPPORT (714) 956-9593
1300 E. Katella Ave., Anaheim, CA 92805

Circle 1324 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 1325)

Enhancement Products
NEC 2A VGA MONITOR 14 ". . .
. .$475
595
NEC 3D VGA MONITOR 14". ........
SCEPTRE VGA MONO MONITOR 14" ....•.. 165
LOOP VGA COLOR MONITOR 14 " .. . . .. . .. • . . 365
SCEPTRE TTL MONO MONITOR 14" . . . ...•• . • 125
VGA CARD W/256K, 16-BIT . . . .. ... , .•. , • , •• . • 95
VGA CARD W/512K, 16-BIT ..... .. . .. ..... .• .. 155
MONO GRAPHIC CARD W /P.P . .. .. . .•... .•. _.. 25
256K SIMM SONS .. _.. _. _.. _...... __•• . ..•.. . _ 30
.. .. .. .. .. . .
75
IMB SIMM SONS.
2400B MODEM INT. . . • . • . . • . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 90

• 30-day Money-Back
Guarantee
a 1 Year Warranty
• No additional
charges for
Credit Card
a No Credit Card
cha.rge until
shipment
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Bartlett says that in addition to providing input for
product features, users
groups act as a proving ground
for hardware and software
products. "Vendors can't possibly test their applications
with every other application
out there, especially in the
Mac market," he observes.
(Tactic Software sells a numberof utilities forthe Mac, ineluding Icon-It, which puts
icons on the screen for easy access, and Clairvoyant, a tool
for writers.)
Because his users group is
located in a large metropolitan
area, Bartlett says, he can
often attract good speakers
from major developers.
Eventually, however, members
come to expect high-quality
presentations every month, but
they don't provide much input as to what they want to see.
"We need their input," he
says. "But these people are sitting in the back with their
shades on, and as soon as the
break comes, they're gone."
Bartlett thinks that users
groups aren't the only organizations with this problem.
"There are always going to be
those who do the work and
others who follow, be it computers or Little League."

Three Meetings Are
Better Than One
One of the realities of attending users group meetings is the
dog-and-pony show, in which
vendors extol the virtues of
their products to an attentive
audience and then sell or donate the product to members
after the meeting. These shows
are valuable to the vendors as
a marketing tool and to the
users who want to see the latest products.
Conflict occurs when you
take a users group such as the
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New York Personal Computer Group, which tries to
stay away from product-oriented talks for its general
meetings while booking
speakers with a wide know!edge of the industry. The
group solves this conflict with
the sponsored general meeting concept.
In sponsored general meetings, which are arranged on an
as-needed basis, the group
makes personal invitations to
individual members to attend
company presentations. According to NYPC president
David Hoffman, one reason for
the group's success is this independence. The group holds
its mailing list tightly to its
vest.
Founded in 1982, NYPC
has more than 50 special-interest groups. The SIGs' monthly meetings provide a third
type of meeting format. For
the past three years, the group
has also sponsored the Intergalactic Users Group meeting,
which, among other things,
features a newsletter
competition.
The North Texas PC Users
Group, based in Dallas, does a
variation of the three-format
meeting. For its general meetings, the group meets at the
lnfomart with about 50 other
users groups and sponsors
three programs over the course
of the day. Each program revolves around a general theme
or a specific product.
Over the years, users
groups have gained respect
from the user community,
vendors, and local dealers,
Hoffman says. "The concept
of users groups is still alive
and well. Although many of
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the groups have leveled off, it's
still a great idea, and it's
amazing to see what the volunleers can do."

From Humble
Beginnings
to Supergroup

J

onathan Rotenberg remembers the first few
months of the Boston Computer Society, when the group
consisted of just a few peopie, some of whom didn't even
own a computer, meeting in a
high school library. "It would
be so discouraging. At times
I thought, ifl don't show up tonight, this will be the end of
theBCS."
As a tenth grade student,
Rotenberg was trying to convince his high school to buy a
computer so that he and others
could learn how to program.
To make himself more credible
to school authorities, he decided to research computers.
He soon discovered, though,
that the kind of information he
needed was scarce.
In late 1976, Rotenberg
saw a flyer for a radio talk
show starting on the Boston
University radio station and
contacted the host of the
show to ask if he knew of any
local users groups. He
didn't, but he mentioned that
several other people had
asked him the same question.
The two decided to form
such a group. Rotenberg still
hadn't convinced his school
administrators to buy a computer, but they did let him
use the library for the first
meeting of the BCS.
Two people showed up for
the first meeting. "One of
them had wandered in by accident," Rotenberg says. However, six people showed up
for the second meeting, and by
the fifth meeting, the group

FUTURE

was inviting guest speakers.
At one of the meetings, the
radio show host, who had been
introducing the guest speakers, failed to show up for the
presentation by Wang. Roten
berg, whose voice at the time
was changing, got up and
very nervously introduced the
guest speaker. The next day,
the radio show host said that
his priorities had changed
and he could no longer run the
meetings. Rotenberg says he
later learned that the host had
shaved his head and joined a
commune in Austria.
Rotenberg thought the BCS
would fold when he left Boston
to attend Brown University.
But members of the group
moved the BCS paperwork
and equipment out of Roten
berg's parents' house to a
tiny storefront space at Center
Plaza. Occasionally, street
people wandered into the
office, which occupied about
400 square feet.
The group hired a parttime receptionist, and Rotenberg took a bus home from
school on the weekends to help
run things. Rotenberg re
turned one day to find a letter
of resignation from the recep
tionist. Her replacement, Mary
McCann, eventually became
the group's executive director
and editor of the BCS
Update.
It was from these inauspicious beginnings that the BCS
eventually became the
world's largest computer users
group.
"I had no idea the BCS
was going to tum into a real
organization," Rotenberg
says. "There was really no
master plan behind it. In the
tenth grade, I was just trying to
convince school officials to
buy a computer."

Professional Level Performance
386-25 FC Cache System
•

3000

2500

40
2000

1500

30

1000

500

• Intel 80386 25 M Hz CPU
• 2 MB 80ns RAM (exp. to 8 MB)
• 64K Cache Memory
• 1.2 MB High-Density Floppy Drive
• 89 MB Formatted Hard Drive (16 ms)
• 2 High Speed Serial Ports and 1 Par. Port
• 9 Expansion Slots (6 available)
• 102-Key Enhanced Keyboard
• Built-in Set-up and Diagnostics in ROM
• Real Time Clock with 10 Year Battery
•Super-VGA Monitor
(1024 x 786 at .28 mm d.p.)
•Super VGA Video Card w/5 12k
• Microsoft DOS 4.01
•Microsoft Windows 3
•Microsoft Serial Mouse
• TRW One-Year On-Site Warranty

o.d~ 3l9~~
'J
today

for...
NEC
•

CPU SPEED (MHz)

DELL
•

'•

' complete

(lease $1 02/mo-48 mos} Non-cache price $2995 .
Non-cache model shown. Desktop case ava il able .

NORTH GATE
VIDEO SPEED (CP/ms)

RELY ON THE INDUSTRY LEADING PERFORMANCE, PRICE AND RELIABILITY OF A.C.T.
•Customized solutions for 286, 386, and 486 systems •Optimized to run OS/2, Novell and Unix
• Ideal for CAD, Page Layout, Graphics, Networking, Multitasking, and more.

EACH A.C.T.
SYSTEM FEATURES:

•Free Delivery •Free TRW One-Year On-site Warranty • Price/Performance Leader
• Guaranteed 48-hour Burn-In • 30-Day Money Back Guarantee • Toll-Free Support
Circle 1310on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 1311)

Automated
Computer
Technology Corp.

2307 Spencer Highw ay
Pasadena, Texas 77504
(713) 45 3-8395
FAX (713) 450-1836

A.C.T. NOW TOLL-FREE

1-800-521-9237
Dealer and VAR inquiries welcome.

Lea se and
Qual ili~d

P.0.'s

....-·

-,·~·
1"11:
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ADD ON CARDS

MONITORS

14" VGA MULTl SCAN
1024 x 768 .28 DOT
NEW 18 MO. WARRANTY

$395.00

12" AMBER MONOCHROME
NEW 90 DAY WNTY.

$59.95

12" GREEN MONOCHROME
NEW 90 DAY WNTY. (OEM DISCONTINUED!

$49.95

12" VGA MONO PAPER WHITE PHOSPHORUS
DEMO 90 DAY WNTY.

$49.95

GRAPHIC BOARDS
EGA I - HERC. COMP. AUTO. SWITCH, XT I AT

79.00

EGA MRll - 640X480, 16 COLORS, 132 COL. HERC. COMP

91.00

VGA 640 - 640X480 W /256K 8 BIT

103.00

AVGA - AUTOSWITCHING VGA BOOX600 W/256K 8 BIT

115.00

VGA EM-16 PLUS - 1024 x 768 256 COLOR.
256K EXP TO 1 MEG. 16 BIT

195.00

VGA 800/16 - 800x600 W/256K 16 BIT

128.00

EVGA - 16/256K - BOOX600 W/256K 16 COLOR UPGRADE TO
512K & 1024x768

176.00

EVGA- 16 /512K -1024X768 W /5 12 K 16 COLOR

212.00

ML-VSI - BOOX600 W/256K-EXP TO 512K & 1024x768, 16 BIT

215.00

ML-ADV - 640X480 FASTEST 8 BIT AVAILABLE XT /AT / PS2

130.00

VGA/T1017 - 800x600 W/256 EXP TO 1024x768 16 BIT

119.00

HARD DRIVES & CONTROLLERS
KALOK - KL320 3.5" 20MB 40MS (MFM)
KALOK - KL330 3.5" 30MB 40MS (MFM)
MINISCRIBE - M8438 3.5" 32MB 68MS (RLL)
MINISCRIBE - M8051 / AKS 3.5" 42MB 28MS (IDE)
KIT W /CONTROLLER
CONNER - CP3044 3.5" 40MB 25MS (IDE)
WD GEN2-PLUS XT (MFM) 2HD
WD 1004-27X XT (RLL) 2HD
WD 1006V-SR2 AT (RLL) DUAL FD/HD 1:1
WD 1003-WA2 AT (MFM) DUAL FD /HD 2:1
PTl-217 AT (IDE) W/MULTI 1/0
PTl-215 AT (IDE) DUAL FD /HD
WD 1007A-WA2 AT (ESDI) OEM PK. NO MANUAL
PTl-158 XT/AT HI DEN FLOPPY CONTROLLER (4 DRIVES)

229.95
254.95
239.95
429.95
412.00
49.95
49.95
129.95
55.00
69.95
33.95
125.00
47.00

MOTHER BOARDS 2J K
V20/12MHZ XT TO 1 MB
(T-10112)
8088/10 MHZ XT
(PIM-TB10)
286/12MHZ AT MINI (2 SER/1 PAR) W/ CPU TO 1 MB
(PTM-1230C)
286/12MHZ AT NOT MINI VSU CHIP SETW/CPU TO 8 MB
(T-1011)
286/12MHZ AT G2 CHIP SETW/CPU ID TO 8 MB
(T-1012)
286/12MHZ AT NEAT CHIP SET W/CPU TO 8 MB
(PTM-1233)
286/16MHZ G2 CHIP SET W/CPU TO 8 MB
(T-1013)
386/20MHZ ACC CHIP SE TSER NO CPU TO 8 MB
(T-1014i
386/25MHZ ACC CHIP SET NON CASH NO CPU TO 8 MB
(T-10 15)
386/25MHZ VSLI CHIP SET W/ CPU TO 8 MB
(PEM-2500)
386/25MHZ OPTI CHIP SET W/64K CASH NO CPU
(T-1016)
386/33MHZ \GU CHIP SET W/ CPU TO 8 MB
(PEM-3300)

AO# 9026

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

72.00
83.00
201.00
152.00
169.00
215.00
196.00
294.00
316.00
1100.00
496.00
1600.00

MONOCHROME TEXT ONLY CARD (MTO)
MGP (Pll-143C)
CLOCK CARD (Pll-146)
CGA CARD OEM PK
RS 232 CARD XT I AT (Pll-108)
NO SLOT CLOCK ON CHIP XT
PRINTER CARD PAR XT/AT (Pll-109)
110 PAR, SER - XT/AT (PTI 210)
FDC XT W /CABLE (Pll-101)
XT/ AT HI DEN 4 DRIVES (Pll-158)
640K RAM CARD XT (Pll-129)
386 RAM CARD EXP TO BM (PEl-301)
ETHERNET CARD
GAME CARD (Pll-116)
ELIMINATOR GAME CARD (GRAVIS)
AT IDE CONT. WITH S/P/G (PTl-217)
AT IDE HD / FD CONT (PTl-215)
JOY STICK PC /X T/ AT ROC
ANALOG JOYSTICK XT / AT (GRAVIS)
ENBEDDED HI D CONT. AT (PTl-216)
2400 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM
MICROSOFT BUSS MOUSE
XT FLOPPY CONTROLLER OEM PK

6.00
35.00
22.00
29.95
19.00
20.00
12.00
26.00
19.00
47.00
22.00
74.00
167.00
12.00
31.33
69.95
33.95
13.33
45.00
47.00
73.95
39.00
14.00

CABLES
KEYBOARD EXT (KB-0506)
MONITOR EXT (MR-0906)
PAR. PRINTER 6FT (PA-1806)
PAR. PRINTER 10FT (PA-1810)
RS232 M/F 6FT (RSA-2506)
RS232 M/M 6FT (RSA-2506M)
RS232 M/M 10FT (RSA-2510M)

2.86
3.93
3.50
4.95
5.00
5.00
6.33

SERIAL F/F 1OFT (RSA-251 OF) 5.50
SER. MOD. 9F /25M 6' (SR-06) 4.20
VGA EXT CABLE (PS15M15F)
8.67
LINE CORD (LC)
3.00
MONITOR/CPU POWER EXT
2.87
XT HARD DRIVE (XTHD) 2 PC 3.95
AT HARD DRIVE lA"THDfD) 3 PC 5.00

RAM UPGRADE
256K x 9 IBM SIMM
1M x 9 SIMM
1M x 1 DIP
256K x 1 DIP
256K x 4 DIP
64K x 1 DIP
64K x 4 DIP

150NS
15.00

120NS
20.00

2.00

2.25
8.75
1.25
2.75

.75
2.50

100NS
28.00
85.00
7.50
2.50
9.25
1.75
3.25

SONS
35.00
95.00
8.75
3.00
9.75

COPROCESSORS
V-30 REPLACES 8086
8087-3(5MHz)
8087-2 (BMHz)
8087-1 (10MHz)
80287-6 (6MHz)
80287-8 (BMHz)

5.00
85.00
11500
159.00
120.00
180.00

80287-10 (10MHz)
80387-16 (16MHz)
80387-20 (20M Hz)
80387-25 (25M Hz)
80387-33 (33MHz)

210.00
300.00
350.00
450.00
550.00

SPECIALS
SERIAL MOUSE
MICROSOFT BUS MOUSE
IBM AT 512 MEMOR Y EXP BOARD FOR 5170 AT
WORDST AR 2000 PLUS 3.0
KEYTRONICS 101 KEYBD XT I AT DEMO'S 90 DAY WNT.
KEYTRONICS 101 KEYBD PS/2 DEMO'S
200W POWER SUPPLY AT (RECONDITIONED)
WD 1007A ESDI CONTROLLER, OEM PK
MONITOR TILT & SWIVEL BASE
HARD DRIVE MOUNTING KIT 3.5 TO 5.25
MITSUBISHI 1.2 FLOPPY
SONY 1.44 FLOPPY W/5.25 MOUNTING BRACKET
TEAC 1.44 FLOPPY W /MO UNTING BRACKET
OVER COUNTER KEYBOARD DRAWER
UNDER COUNTER KEYBOARD DRAWER
POWER SUPERVISOR & SURGE PROTECTION
CPU STAND (PLASTIC)
40 M INTERNAL TAPE BACKUP (WANGTEK)

29.95
39.95
50.00
75.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
125.00
3.95
7.00
50.00
75.00
78.00
28.00
18.67
25.33
6.67
175.00

P.O.s Accepted from Government, Universities and Fortune 500 Companies Only

WE BUY EXCESS AND OVERSTOCK INVENTORIES!!! SEND LIST OR CALL!!!
15203 Midway Road• 1 Block North of Beltline •Addison. TX 75244 •FAX (214) 386-5642 •Phone (214) 386-5515 •Toll Free (800)962-7795
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADO SALES TAX • PRICE MAY VARY. FROM RETAIL STORE· PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE• SOME IT E~ ~S LIMITED TO STOCK ON HANO • TEAMS COO. CASH. MC/VISA OR PRE- PAID
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Circle 1320 on Reader Service Card (RESEUERS: 1321)

Microcom Computers

•

A HRWTechnoog1es
/. I Company

•

Custom Configuration Computer Systems

Pre-Configured Computer Systems

Standard System Features:

Our Commitment to Service

Options/Upgrades:

*Teac 5.25' 1.2 MB or 3.5' 1.44 MB Diskette Drive
• 1:1 Interleaved Hard/FIOpP'f Drive Conlroller
• Enh811eed 101-key Keyboardw{TactileClick Feedback
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Port
•High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply
• Real Time Clock/Calendar with Battery
•Small Footprint Case (14.875' W x 16.25' Dx 6.75' H)
10.,tional Cases Available\

Mini-size Desktop Tower Case
Add
S50
Full-size Tower Case
Add
$150
2 MB RAM (Upgrade from 1 MB)
Add
$125
4 MB RAM (Upgrade from 1 MB)
Add
$350
Second 5.25' 1.2 MB or 3.5' 1.44 MB Diskette Drive
$85
Microsoft Mouse willl Windows 3.0
$189
Internal 2400 Baud Modem
$99
DOS 3.30 or 4.01
$69
286/12 Standard System
$499 Ml!;~~~UM 256/12
• Slandard Syslem Fealul'l?8 plus:
286/12 Sv&tem Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
' 80286 Procesaorrunning al 1-2 MHz
Hard Drives:
'512 KB RAM Slandard (Expandable lo 8 MB RAM)
MB/Ms
42/28
20/40
65128
80/18 105/18
• 0 Wail Slale Performance for 16 MHz Effeclive Throughpul No Video
$749
$849
$949 $1,149 $1,249
' Landmark =16.0 MHz - Norton SI = 15.4x
Mono
$674
$974 $1,074 $1,274 $1,374
• AMI BIOS wllh MS-DOS, Novell & Windows Supporl
VGA·Mono
$1,049 :51,149 $1,249 $1,449 $1,549
$1,299 $1,399 $1 ,499 $1,699 $1,799
SVGA
' for 1 MB RAM, add S50
H~es
$1,399 $1,499 $1,599 $1,799 $1,899

• Free 4 Month On-Site Servicing Nationwide
* 1 Year WarrMty on Parts & Labor
•Toll-free Technical Service & Support
• No Surcharge on Credit Card Purchases
• Comprepensive 72 Hour Bum-in Testing on AH Systems
•All Systems Madewith pride in Ille USA
• Guat8!'1teed 100% IBM Compatible
•Best Q.lal itv at 81'1 Affordable Price

386SX/16 Standard System

386SX/16 Super VGA System

$699 Mll,;MV!./'M 386SX/16

Slandard Syslem Fealures plus:
• lnlel 80386SX Processor running al 16 MHz
' 1MB RAM Slandard (Expandable lo 8 MB RAM)
• 0 Wail Slale Pei'forman·ce f<ir 21 mttz Etfeclive Tlll'Qughpul
• Landmark= 210 MHz - Norton SI = 18.4x
' AMI BIOS wilh MS-DOS, OS/2, XENIX, UNIX, Novell,
Windows & 386-Speciflc SoflWatt Supporl

$1,199

386/25 Sta.ndard System

Slandard Syslem Fealu""' plus:
• Jnlel 80086DX Proceseor running al 25 MHz
'1 MB RAMSlandard (Expandable lo 8 MB RAM)
• 0 Wail Slale Performance for 34 MHz Effeclive Throughpul
' Landmark = 34.5 MHz • Norton SJ = 29.7x
XENIX, UNIX, Novell,
' AMI BIOS wilh MS.OOS,
Windows & 386-S!>«lffc SotlWatt Supl>Ol'I
•for 64 KB Cache, add S300
' Landmark= 45.9 MHz -Norton SI = 39.6><

osn.

386SX/16 SVslem Features, Hard
Hard Drives:
MB/Ms
42/28
65/28
No Video
$1,049 $1 ,149
Mono
$1.174 $1,274
VGA-Mono
$1,349 $1,449
SVGA
$1,599 $1,699
Hires
$1,699 $1 ,799
H l l Ml II
••I 3l: 6/25

····-· 1v--···

-

386/33C System Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Hard Drives:
MB/Ms
42/28 65/28 80/18 105/18 205/18
No Video
$2,049 $2,149 $2,349 $2,449 $2,799
Mono
$2, 174 $2,274 $2,474 $2,574 $2,924
VGA-Mono
$2,349 $2,449 $2,649 $2,749 $3,099
SVGA
$2,599 $2,699 $2,899 $2,999 $3,349
Hires
$2,699 $2,799 $2,999 $3,099 $3,449

$4,299 Mll.iHUl.i UM ~ 5/25C

486/25C Standard System

:>landard Syslem Fealures plus:
• lnlel 80486 Proceiiaor running al 25 MHz
'4 MB RAM Slandard (Expandable lo 8 MB RAM)
• 64 KB Slalic RAM Cache for Increased Performance
•Oler 11 Million Jnslrucllons Per Second (MIPS) Opera lion
• Landmark= 117.0 MHz
' AMI BIOS wllh MS.OOS, OS/ 2, XENIX, UNIX, Novell,
Windows & 386.so«!lic SoflWare SunDOr'I

$1,499

$1,699

Drive, Monitor & Video Card '386SX/16 Slandard Syslem
• 42 MB Hard Disk w /Quick 28 ms AcceBB Time
80/18 105/18 205/18 •Second 5.25• l.2MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Diskelle Drive
$1,349 $1,449 $1,799 • High Performance 16-bil 512K VGA Graphics Card
$1,474 $1 ,574 $1,924 w /1024 x 768 Capabilily
$1 ,649 $1,749 $2,099 ' 14• Color SuperVGA Monilor wilh 800 x 600
$1,899 $1.999 $2,349 Resolulion and 0.31 dol pilch
$1,999 $2,099 $2,449 • DOS 3.30 or 4.01 lncluded

for 64 KB Cache, add $300
386/25 Svstern Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Hard Drives:
MB/Ms
42/28
65128 80/18 105/18 205/18
No Video
$1,549 $1,649 $1,849 $1,949 $2,299
$1,674 s1.n4 $1,974 $2,074 $2,424
Mono
VGA-Mono
$1,849 $1,949 $2.149 $2,249 $2,599
SVGA
$2,099 $2,199 $2,399 $2,499 $2,849
Hires
$2.199 $2.299 $2,499 $2,599 $2,949

$1,699 MICRtH... ~~-~

386/33C Standard System

Slandard Syslem Fealu1'1?8 plus:
• lnlel 80386DX Processor running al 33 MHz
' 1 MB RAM Slandard (Expandable lo 8 MB RAM)
' 64 KB Slalic RAM Cache for Increased Performance
• 7Million lnslrucliol18 Per Second (MIPS)Operalion
• Landmark= 56.0 MHz - Norton SI = 45.9x
' AMI BIOS wilh MS-DOS, OS/2, XENIX, UNIX, Novell,
Windows & 386-SMCiHc SotlWare Sup part

286/12 Super VGA System

' 286/12 Slandard Syslem wilh 1 MB RAM
• 42 MB Hard Disk w /Quick 28 ms Access Time
• Second 5.25• 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Diskelle Drive
' High Performance 16-bil 512K VGA Graphics Card
w / 1024 x 768 Capabilily
• 14" Color Super VGA Monilor wilh 800 x 600
Resolulion and 0.31 dol pilch
• DOS 3.30 or4.01 Included

4B6/25C, Svstem Features, Har.d Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Hard Drives:
MB/Ms
80/18 105/18 205/18 340/18 650/16
No Video
$4,949 $5,049 $5,399 $6,099 $7,099
Mono
$5,074 $5,174 $5,524 $6,224 $7,224
vuA-Mono
$5,249 $5,349 $5,699 $6,399 $7,399
$5,499 $5,599 :55,949 $6,649 $7,649
SVGA
$5,599 $5,699 $6,049 $6,749 $7,749
H~es

386/25 Super VGA System

$2,199

• 386/25 Slandard Syslem
• 42 MB Hard Disk w /Quick 28 ms Access 'Ilme
•Second 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5* 1.44 MB Diskelle Drive
' High Performance 16-bil 512K VGA Graphics Card
w/1024x 768Capabilily
• 14• ColorSuperVGA Monilorwilh 800 x 600
Resolulion and 0.31 dol pilch
' DOS 3.30 or 4.01 lncluded

386/33C Hires System

$2,999

• 386/33C Slandard Syslem
' 105 MB Hard Disk w /Quick 18 ms Access Time
• Second 5.25" l .2MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Diskelle Drive
• High Performance 16-bil 512K VGA Graphics Card
w/]024x 768Capabilily
• 14• COior Hi-Res VGA Monilor wilh 1024x 768
Resolulion and 0.28 dol pilch
• DOS 3.30 or4.01 Jncluded

486/25C Hires System

$5,999

' 486/25C Slandard Syslem
' 2D5 MB Hard Disk w /Quick 18 ms Access Time
•Second 5.25• 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Diskelle Drive
• High Performance 16-bil 512K VGA Graphics Card
w /1024 x 768 Capabilily
• 14• COior Hi-Res VGA Monilorwilh 1024 x 768
Resolulion and 0.28 dol pilch
• DOS 3.30 or4.0l Included

M1crocom computers· customers include:
Xerox. GTE, MO!orola, Raychem, General Electric, Easlman Kodak. SEGA of America, Toshiba, Genetech, Holiday Inn, U.S. Court of Appeals, U.S. Food & Drug Adm instration,
U.S. Deoartment al Enerav, U.S. Deoanment of Aariculture Lawrence Livermore National Laboratorv, U.C. Be ri<e~v. U.C. San Francisco and many, many more

~

lmiiillJ

To Order - Call Toll Free 1-800-248-3398
Open from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. PST, Monday-Friday

Microcom Computers

l• ··]

48890 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94537 - Tel: (415)623-3628 - Fax: (415)623-3620
3650-18th Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 - Tel: (415)255-2288 -Fax: (415 255-8873
Prices are subjecl lo change wRhout nollce. Nol responsible for lypographlcal errore. CA reeldents please add 7.25% Mies tax. No surcharge on credit card purchases. Pereonal and company
checlal require 2 weeks clearance. All lrademarks acknowledged. Tower Is a registered trademark of NCR Corpor&Mon. Mlcrocom Compulere reservee lhe rlghl lo substllule any and all Items wilh
equivalent or better parts. All benchmarks and specifications are for your Information only and may vary from system to system. Prices do not Include shipping and handling.
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WHAT'S NEW

MIDWEST

Create Fractal
Images from Simple
Patterns

Step Back 550
Million Years

I

fBillandTedhadused
this time machine on their
excellent adventure, they
could have found themselves
surrounded by dinosaurs
rather than French nobility.
The Time-Machine Earth
lets you view Earth's geologi
cal history as far as 550 mil
lion years in the past or 40 mil
lion years in the future.
The program lets you see
the land the dinosaurs walked
or view the results of the
comet that may have caused
their extinction. You can
view maps of the globe that
show the positions of the
oceans and continents at any
period. A blink comparison
function lets you toggle be
tween views of two eras, and
you can superimpose images of
different time periods.
The program runs on the
IBM PC with 256K bytes of
RAM.
Price: $69.95.
Contact: Sageware Corp.,
1282 Garner Ave., Schenec
tady, NY 12309, (518)
377-1052.

Inquiry 1004.

Put a Stock Analyst
in Your IBM PC

A

n on-line stock trading
program called MyWay
helps you manage diverse
portfolios by providing buying

C

According to the theory ofcontinental movement, shown by
Time-Machine Earth, the continents may soon, in geological
terms, fit together like a puzzle. For you and me, that means
tens ofmillions ofyears from now.
and selling recommendations
based on your trading style and
financial resources, Money
Won reports.
MyWay acts like an ana
lytical decision support sys
tem, calibrating stock posi
tions and issuing precise
recommendations.
MyWay can calculate rates
of return on an annual basis
and includes commission
costs in all its figures. It also
oversees your position in the
market through a profit report
module and lets you do what
if analyses.
MyWay runs on the IBM
PC with 512K bytes of RAM
and a modem. The program
interfaces with most on-line fi
nancial information systems.
Price: $395.
Contact: MoneyWon, Inc .,
Ten Tower Office Park Dr.,
Woburn, MA 01801, (800)
463-6639 or (418) 622-2211.

aphod Industries' File
Fetch utility lets you find
missing files without having
to exit your current MS-DOS
application . You can search
for other files across subdirec
tories, local drives, and net
work drives while you're still
within your current applica
tion, the company reports.
When the program finds the
file, it returns the file path to
your current application's
prompt line, awaiting further
action by you. This saves
time and helps to prevent
typos.
Price: $39.95.
Contact: Zaphod Industries,
P.O. Box 442, Northwood,
NH 03261, (603) 942-5077.

Inquiry 1006.

Inquiry 1005.

Fetch Missing Files
from Within DOS
Applications

Z

Why Put Great Ideas on Boring Paper?

0

K, so you can't mea
sure it by MIPS, mega
hertz, or MFLOPS, but that
doesn't mean that your laser
or dot-matrix printer paper
must always be the same old
unglamorous, plain vanilla
stock.
PaperSelectoffers a paper

64MW-12

kit that contains hundreds of
sheets of paper and enve
lopes in many styles, colors,
weights, and finishes. The
kit includes a paper selector
that contains swatches and
specifications ofevery paper
available from the company
and a catalogue.
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Price: $14 .95, refundable
with your first order; free
with orders of$25 or more.
Contact: PaperDirect, Inc.,
57 Romanelli Ave . , South
Hackensack, NJ 07606,
(800) 272-7377 or (201)
342-6432.

Inquiry 1007.

edar Software's new
fractal drawing program
for the IBM PC starts with a
simple pattern that you create
and draws the rest, generat
ing complex fractal images .
Once the program is done
drawing the image, you can
spin, skew, grow, shrink,
and otherwise manipulate any
part of it. You can then carry
all the changes through all
levels of the drawing.
Fractal Grafics consists of
templates of abstract art, let
tering, scientific models, and
other fractals.
Price: $79.
Contact: Cedar Software,
Morrisville, VT 05661, (802)
888-5275.

Inquiry 1008.

Write a Will
with Your PC

J

acoby & Meyers Law Of
fices has teamed up with
programmers of the College
Explorer program to create
WillPower, which helps you
write your will.
WillPower provides legal
information about the state in
which you live or own prop
erty and helps you plan finan
cially for spouses and chil
dren, establish trusts, name
guardians, designate an exec
utor, and address other consid
erations in creating a will.
The program runs on the
IBM PC with 512K bytes of
RAM.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Jacoby & Meyers
Law Offices, 1156 Avenue of
the Americas, New York,
NY 10036, (800) 233=3109or
(212) 536-7600.

Inquiry 1009.

PORTABLE
5 YEARS PORTABLE
EXPERIENCE

LIGHTEST &
SMALLEST
CRT PORTABLE

Nobody does Portables
better than BSI
BSI specializes in COLOR VGA CRT Portables.
Gas Plasmas. LCDs. and Laptops. Now for the
first time you can have the power, speed and
memory of a desktop in the portable format
without having to sacrifice COLOR VGA
graphics when changing locations. Our lightest
and smallest "take it anywhere" portable is your
best cho ice for both a compact work station
and dynamic portable on the road.
We can custom configure your portable to 486,
386, 286 and 8088 systems in VGA. EGA,
CGA or monochrome portable, to meet your
specific needs.
If you prefer to build your own portable
computer and/or put your own brandname, we
can provide barebone units, parts and assembly
information to help you. Please call us today to
get the best dealer pricing.

386-33100MB COLOR VGA PORTABLE
• Built-in SONY 8.5" Color VGA Monitor
0.26mm Dot Pitch, 800x600 Resolution
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 220W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86-Key Detachable Keyboard
• 386-33 MHz CPU, w/32K Cache Memory
• 1MB Memory on Board (To 8MB)
• VGA Graphic Card (256K. 800x600 Res .)
(512K, 1024x768 Res + $50)
External Monitor Adaptor
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 1OOMB 25ms HOD (To 500MB)
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• Carrying Bag. Weight 27 Lbs.
·Dimensions: 17.5(W) x 14 .1(DJx6.8(H)
• 7 expansion Slots Model Optional
HOD
40MB

•
•
•
•

VGA Plasma Screen. 640x480 Res.
External VGA Monitor Adaptor
80386SX System Board
1MB RAM on Board. CUpto 4MBl
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive.
C5.25" External FOO Optionall
O" S3\e
40MB, 25ms Conner IDE Hard Drive (
1OOMB. 1gms Hard Drive + $400
1 Parallel and 2 Serial Ports.
87-Key Keyboard, Carring Bag.
One 16-Bit Exp. Slot Available.

t:,'J.•

A.:;_,0
:,

LAPTOP LT3600 286-16 VGA LCD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VGA LCD Backlit Screen, 640x480 Res.
External VGA Monitor Adaptor
286-16 MHz System Board
lMB RAM on Board.
lO"
CExpandable to 2 or 5MB Optionall
3 .5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive.
(5,25" External FOO Optionall
40MB. 25ms Conner IDE Hard Drive
lOOMB. 19ms Hard Drive + $400
1 Parallel and 2 Serial Ports
84-Key Keyboard, Carring Bag.
2-3 Hours Rechargable Battery.
One 16-Bit Exp. S lot Available.

A.:;_,O
$"2.• s 3 \e"I

2469

2839

3239

4859

lOOMB

2629

2889

3259

3659

5279

2909

3169

3539

3939

5559

200MB

3019

3279

3649

4049

5669

345MB

3809

4069

4439

4839

6459

• Built-in 9" Amber VGA Monitor
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 205W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86 Kevboard. Detachable Keyboard+ $30
•AT 12 MHz System, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
• VGAGraphicCard (256K. 800x600 Res)
• Run 48 Grey Scales VGA Internally
Run Color VGA Externally
n.,~
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
:\
• 65MB 25ms HOD (To 500MB)
~ ~
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• Carrying Bag. Weight 26 Lbs
- Dimensions; 17,5 (W) x 14.1 (DI x 6.8 (H)

6;J

HOD
65MB
100MB

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25
1479
1739
2109
4129
2509
1899
1639
2269
4289
2669
1899

2159

2529

2929

4549
4829

150MB

2179

2439

2809

3209

200MB

2289

2549

2919

3319

4939

345MB

3079

3339

3709

4109

5729

AMBER CRT PORT ABLE 65MB AT
• Built-in 9" Amber Monitor
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 205W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86 Keyboard, Detachable Keyboard + $30
·AT 12 MHz System, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
• Mono or Color Graphic Card
·Amber EGA Display (option)+ $100
C..~
• 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
:\
• 65MB 26ms Toshiba Drive
~ 'I
• Carrying Bag Weight 26 lbs.
• Dimensions 17 .5(W) x 14.1 (D) x 6.8(H)

'.?>"

Pric es subject Io change
w ithout notice
Coll for return policy .

HOD

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25
2019
2279
2649
3049
4669
65MB
2169
2429
2799
3199
4819
100MB 2399
2659
3029
3429
5049
150MB 2659
2919
3289
3689
5309

40MB

200MB

2759

3019

345MB

3529

3789

3389
4159

3789

5409

4559

6179

VGA AMBER CRT PORTABLE 65MB AT

40MB
•
•
•
•

2209

150MB

LAPTOP LT5400 386SX VGA PLASMA
•
•
•
•
•

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25

386-33100MB VGA PLASMA PORTABLE
• 640x480 VGA Plasma Display
• Detachable 101 -key Keyboard
• 200W P/S, 110/220V. 3 Drive Bays
• 386-33 MHz CPU, w/32K Cache Memory
• 1MB Memory on Board (To 8MB)
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 100MB 25ms HOD (To 500MB)
• Serial and Parallel Ports
• External Monitor Adaptor
• Carrying Bag. Weight: 26 Lbs.
·Dimen sions: 16"(W) x 9.75"(H) x 8.5"(0)

HOD
40MB
65MB

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25
1839
1469
1209
3859
2239
4019
2399
1999
1369
1629

CGA PLASMA PORT ABLE 65MB AT
• 640X400 CGA Plasma Display
• Detachable 86-Key Keyboard
• External RGB Monitor Adaptor
HOD

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25
1469
1729
2499
2099
4119
65MB
1619
1879
2249
2649
4269
100MB 1849
2109
2479
2879
4499
150MB 2109
2369
2739
3139
4759
40MB

200MB
345MB

2209

2469

2839

2979

3239

3609

3239
4009

• 640X200 Res. Backlit LCD CGA Display
640x400 Res. CGA Display+ $120
• 200W 110/220V PIS. 6 Exp. Slots
• Detachable 86-Key Keyboard
·AT 12MHz System, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
• 1.2 MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 65MB 25ms HOD (To500MB)
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• External Monitor Adaptor
• 16"( W) x 9.5"(H) x 7.5"(0), 23Lbs
HOD

286-12 386SX 386/25 386/33 486/25
1209
1469
1839
3859
2239
65MB
1349
1609
1979
2379
3999
100MB 1579
1839
2209
2609
4229
150MB 1829
2089
2459
4479
2859
200MB 1929
2189
2559
2959
4579
345MB 2679
2939
3309
3709
5329
40MB

·EGA LCD PORTABLE GENOA Model+ $340
(Ron 386 Window and Unix)

100MB

1629

1889

2259

2659

4279

•VGA LCD PORTABLE AVAILABLE

For Order Only Call Toll Free

150MB

1909
2019

2939
3049

See us at

200MB

2539
2649

4559

1-800-872-4547
1-818-442-0020 Calif.

2169
2279

345MB

2809

3069

3439

3839

5459

Customer Support: (818) 442-7038

COLOR EGA CRT Portable Available

All order will be shipped by UPS COD cashier's check. Company check on apptoval

Circle 1312 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 1313)

IBM PC XT /AT areregislered lrademarks ol IB M Inc.

5629

CGA LCD PORTABLE 65MBAT

9440Telstar Ave.• #4, El Monie, CA 91731

4669

4859

0

(@1ml@l~~7Fall

CALL

'90

November 12-16, 1990
Sahara Hotel
Las Vegas. Nevada
Booth 59106
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The utility works with dif
ferent versions of AutoCAD
ranging from release 2 up to
release 10, according to
AutoSight.
Price: $195.
Contact: AutoSight, Inc.,
P . 0. Box 362086, Melbourne,
FL 32934, (407) 242-5865.
Inquiry 1013.

CompuAdd Debuts
First Laptop

C

ompuAdd's first laptop
computer, based on the
16-MHz 386SX processor,
comes with Windows 3.0,
DOS 4.01, the DOS Help
utility, and the LapLink com
munication program. The
3 l 6SL also has 2 MB of mem
ory (expandable to 6 MB), a
40-MB hard disk drive, a 3 'h
inch floppy disk drive, and
a VGA screen.
The system can display 16
shades ofgray on the 8- by 6
inch VGA screen. If that's
not good enough, you can con
nect an external monitor via
a VGA video port. The 316SL
weighs 11 Vi pounds.
Price: $2895.
Contact: CompuAdd Corp. ,
12303 Technology Blvd. ,
Austin, TX78727, (512)
250-1489.
Inquiry 1010.

Point of Sale
for Smaller Retail
Companies
he Electric Merchant
point-of-sale program for
the IBM PC lets retail clerks
easily record sales, print re
ceipts, and look up stock in
formation while providing
management with security,
customizable reporting, and
inventory control, Software
Creations says.
With the Electric Mer
chant, clerks can save any sale
before ringing it out, for
making and printing sales
quotes without having to later
re-ring the entire sale. You can
set up the program so that,
when entering transactions,
clerks have to enter only a
product identification code,
not an additional vendor
code. Clerks can access infor
mation on more than 20,000
separate items from anywhere
in the system to provide cus
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The CompuAdd 316SL uses 12-V and nickel-cadmium
batteries and ships with power-management software. The
316SL weighs 11 ~pounds.
tomers with the most up-Io
date product information.
You can set up the system
to tell you when a store has
reached a minimum number
of products. Business reviews
include store sales history on
any day, sales tax reporting,
error checking, and cost of
goods sold. The program
tracks each sale by category,
salesperson, and payment
type.
Price: $995.
Contact: Software Cre
ations, Inc., 10035 Adamo
Dr., Tampa, FL 33619,
(800) 767-3279 or (813)
684-8291.
Inquiry 1011.

Transfer DXF Files
Without Losing
Information

A

utoSight DXF Handler
II modifies complex parts
of a CAD drawing, such as
blocks, text layers, and hatch
patterns, to preserve that in
formation when you transfer
files in the DXF format. The
program converts complex seg
ments of a drawing to simpler
elements, eliminating the time
and labor required to edit and
move DXF files among ver
sions of AutoCAD and other
CAD systems.

Database Finds Quotes
by Any Subject or Keyword

W

ith the PennComp
Quotemaster Plus,
writers, speakers, and edi
tors can quickly find an ap
propriate quotation for a
speech or article by subject,
time period, keyword, or
author.
The program contains
more than 3000 quotations,
which you can search by any
text string, eliminating the
need to poke around in the
back of a quotation book's
index, the company says.
In addition to the Primary
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Literary base of 3000 quota
tions, four other quote bases,
each with 500 quotations,
are available for humor, suc
cess , contemporary , and
motivational quotations.
Quotemaster Plus runs on
the IBM PC with 512K bytes
ofRAM.
Price: $89; additional quote
bases, $25 each.
Contact: PennComp, 4031
Villanova St., Houston, TX
77005, (800) 326-6145 or
(713) 669-0965.
Inquiry 1012.

Pop-up Mail
for LANs
Requires 7K Bytes

N

ouveau is a pop-up mail
system designed for the
rapid entry and retrieval of
messages on any DOS-based
network. A TSR program, it
lets you send and receive mes
sages of up to 900 characters.
When you activate the pro
gram, Nouveau displays a
window with a list of messages
that you haven't read.
Price: $25 per workstation.
Contact: lntegra, P.O. Box
72063, Marietta, GA 30007,
(404) 973-3586.
Inquiry 1014.

Pop-up Calculator
Solves Time-Based
Problems
ith QS-Timecalc, you
can carry out a variety
of time-based calculations on
employee time cards, client
billing charges, computer us
age logging, and totaling time
based processes. You can
make the program RAM-resi
dent and use it with your cur
rent IBM PC payroll or billing
application, Quingen says.
Price: $39.
Contact: Quingen Systems,
Inc., 530 Causeway Dr.,
Wrightsville Beach, NC
28480, (919) 256-9119.
Inquiry 1015.
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BOTH WENT TO HARVARD
WHICH ONE WENT TO SCAN-TECH?
Yes, SCAN1ECH will pump you up, like no business degree ever could,
by introducing you to one ofthe most powerful forces affecting your
business today.
Automatic ID-Where computers meet the real world. From
Bar Coding to Radio Frequency. From OCR to Magnetic Stripe, to Voice and
Vision. Auto. ID is giving business real power to manage data...with new
hardware, software a·nd EDI applications for the real world of business.
Giving business a hard body-Productivity plus. No business
can afford to overlook the productivity gains offered by Auto. ID systems.
From inventory to point-of-sale. In manufacturing, retailing or anywhere
in between.
The show that started it all is at it again. SCAN1ECH 90 has
become one of the most important business automation events anywhere.
Now we're offering you a whole new component on total productivity
enhancement...Plus the knowhow you'll need for smooth implementation.

SPONSORED BY

lllllllAIM~
Circle 1322 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 1323)

An MBA can go along way, but you won't find more powerful tools
to shape up your business than the ones at SCAN1ECH 90.

ForyourFREEcopyoftheSCAN-TECH BUSINESS
POWER PAK, call 800-338-0206 (412-963-8588 in PA)

OCTOBER 2-4, 1990
SEMINARS BEGIN OCTOBER 1ST
INTERNATIONAL AUTO. ID SHOW AND SEMINAR
GEORGIA WORLD CONGRESS CENTER • ATLANTA

THE TECHNOLOGY
THAT'S CHANGING BUSINESS.
SEPTEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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LT5200 SERIES
Flexibility of a Laptop with the true power and
expandability of a high-performance Desktop
computer. MYODA has designed and built these
machines with the needs of today's demanding
users in mind. Just look at our features and then
compare them with other machines costing
twice as much and you will see why we are the
clear choicefor professional users. We offer true
expandability with 2 FULL SIXTEEN BIT SLOTS.
MEMORY IS EXPANDABLE TO 8MB.VGA SCREEN.
EXTERNAL VGA . MONITOR PORT. EXTERNAL
FLOPPY. DRIVE PORT. There is even a true
386-25 running at O W.AJT STArE available
with 32KB CACHE MEMORY. And they all
come with a CONNER.40 MB HARD DRIVE
& a 3.5/l.44MB FOPPY DRIVE. AMI BIOS

FREE DOS 4.01

Model

cpu

5200CD
5200SX
52001\N

386-25
386·I 6\

Screen

Internal
Slots

286-16

2xl6Bit
2xl 6 Bit

2xl 6Bit

VGA ,GAS plasma
VGA GAS plasma
VGA GAS plasma

3511 .44
3.51 1.44
35 1.44

40MB IDE
AQf\i1B IDE

40MB IDE

YES
YES
YES

8MB
8MB
8MB

S3S99
$2999
$2399

Larger Hard Drives /'ls,O Available. cau for Delads

Get ".f to

S3u0

in rebates

..
~

or 3.3 with every LT5200 order

·sa"

MYODA
LT-3500

s1499

Here is your chance to pick up on the biggest bargain in
Laptops anywhere. The LT-3500 is packed with features.
The 80286-12 MHz CPU runs at 0 wait state, ready to
blaze through those tough applications. There is also a
40MB fast hard drive and an internal 3.51.44MB
Laptop Accessories
diskette drive
• Extt:mal s.2511 .2MB nopi:r1drive
• Intel 80286 CPU 0 wait state • 3.5/l .44MB floppy drive
• s hourbanery padcwitt112V invertff
• 6/12 MHz clock speed
• 40MB(28ms) hard drive
• Expansion chas~ 2x8 bi~ 2xl6 bit
IF or LT-3500 on~I
• EQ\ GAS plasma display • 2 serial/ 1 parallel/CRT port • Numeric keypad
• 1MB installed 4MB max
• Free canying case
' - - ----"'--------== =--"

MYODA
MD7240

s1799

• Intel 80386-25 microprocessor.
0 wait state
• 8MHz/25MHz clock speed
• 1MB memo1y installed.
expandable to 16MB
• 64KB cache memory
• One 5.25/l .2MB floppy drive
• 1•1 interleave dual floppy/
hard drive controller card
• 1 serial and 1 parallel port
• Large vertical case
• 22.0 power supply
• 101 enhanced keyboard

we will configure e.ach system to your exact requiremmt
Call us today with your spedfic.ations
Circle 1318 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 1319)

We carry a full line of computer
components. Call us for details!
Hours:

Mon-Fri: 8:30-5:00 Sat: 8:30-1 :30
(central timel
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MYODA
MD3410S
• Intel 80286- 12 microprocessor.
0 wait state
• Suntac chipset with EMS
hardware
• 6/ 12 MHz clock speed
• 1MB memory installed.
expandable to4MB
• One 5.25/l .2MB floppy drive
• 1·1 interleave dual floppy/
hard drive controller card
• 1 serial & 1 parallel port
• 8 expansion slots
• Mini vertical case.
• 200W power supply
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• 386SX version also available
CAlL FOR DETALS
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR
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A black-tie affair lets
Jerry reminisce
e're at Spring Comdex, and
I've just attended BYTE's
15th anniversary party. It
was a very elegant black-tie
affair held at The Mansion, one of Atlan
ta's spiffier restaurants. There was cav
iar, and an ice sculpture that spelled out
BYTE, and all manner of expensive food
and drinks; but I couldn't help remem
bering the old days, when you'd see more
beards than suits at a BYTE affair, and
the party would be an informal gathering
in a local pizza place.
All things change, of course. When
BYTE first started, the president/CEO of
a start-up company was likely to be a
young technoweenie who understood
computer chips and programming, but
not much else. Then came the era of the
financial people, who put up the money
and wanted to run the show personally,
often with disastrous results. Now the
CEO will be in a suit, clean shaven, with
a background in marketing, and the
technoweenie who thought up the project
will be carefully kept in the background,
if allowed to come to Comdex at all.
Or worse: I went through one expen
sive booth today in which the PR lady
knew nothing technical about her prod
uct. She referred me to the product man
ager. He didn't know how much memory
his device drivers took up (and didn't
know what a device driver was). He re
ferred me to their "technical person" 
who didn't know it either. So it goes.
Still, there are start-up companies
who compete with pure technological ex
cellence rather than slick marketing; for
example, Sota and USVideo. Many were
at the BYTE party. Others showed up at
the Silicon Northwest party. (This is a
consortium of Northwest-based compa
nies who show their products while

W
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Jerry Pournelle

FIFfEEN YEARS
AND COUNTING
guests scarf up northwestern salmon,
clams, wines, and suchlike .) Others
were at Tech Southeast, now the best
party at Comdex.
Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston, the
original "beards who made good," were
there. They haven't much changed, and
are still BYTE readers. Ironically, their
VisiCalc program was the beginning of
the end for the computer industry that
BYTE originally served.
VisiCalc, the first spreadsheet, was
the first program that every business not
only needed, but instantly knew that it
needed. I recall businesspeople in com
puter stores saying, "I want a VisiCalc ."
The clerks explained that VisiCalc was a
program, and you needed an Apple to
run it on. (Bricklin and Frankston wrote
VisiCalc on an Apple because that's what
they happened to have.) "Yeah, yeah,
fine, whatever it takes, but I gotta have a
VisiCalc."
Prior to VisiCalc, most people who
owned computers understood them or
wanted to. They wanted to learn more
about programming and how to upgrade
their system and which chips were best.
They read BYTE, and complained if the
articles weren't technical enough. Many
built computers from kits.
Those were the times of incredibly
rapid change. Memory boards doubled in
size from one issue to the next. Every
month, there were amazing new pro
grams that could do things we had confi
dently predicted wouldn't happen for
years. Bill Godbout's CompuPro would
have a new marvel at every show. Mar
keting consisted largely of bragging
about technical specifications. You can
read all about those days in my two
books, The User's Guide to Small Com
puters and Adventures in Microland,
both from Baen Books.
After VisiCalc, there was a shift. The
computer community never lost any of
the enthusiasts-indeed, their numbers
continued to grow-but they were first
outnumbered and then swamped by the

influx of the suits, and the users who
didn't care what was in the computer or
how it worked, as long as it got the job
done. I can hardly complain, of course,
since I'm one of them; but I do remain
curious about how the machines work.
As the senior writer on the editorial
staff-the only editor who's been with
BYTE longer than me is my copy editor
Warren Williamson-I've watched all
these changes happen, but it was particu
larly brought home tonight by the ele
gance ofBYTE's 15th anniversary party.
I enjoyed that party very much, and I col
lected a ton of business cards and listened
to glowing descriptions of products that
are shipping, and others that will be out
Real Soon Now.
But I also enjoyed getting away from it
and out to a smaller gathering of the
hackers who love this technology for its
own sake and whose enthusiasm makes it
happen. I can drink champagne with the
new market-oriented CEO, and that's
fine; but I'm glad I can still get out to a
pizza parlor with the beards. BYTE still
talks to beards and hackers as well as to
suits and users; and I like that a lot.

Pournelle's Laws
Over 10 years ago, my BYTE columns
proclaimed "Pournelle's Laws." I con
fess that the number of those laws has
varied over the years, but the first two
have been here from the beginning: "One
user, one CPU"; and "Silicon is cheaper
than iron."
I have modified the First Law. It now
reads, "One user, at least one CPU."
This is not a change in principle, since
from the beginning the point was to ad
vocate decentralized computing. That's
a battle that has largely been won; but
some of today's readers may not realize
just how bitter that fight was. In the early
days, computing, especially in corporate
centers, was highly centralized. There
would be a great Hulking Giant of a
machine enthroned on platforms in an
continued
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air-conditioned room, attended and ap
proachable only by priests in white coats.
Ordinary users seldom even saw the ma
chine, and none were allowed to touch it.
Moreover, departments weren't al
lowed to have small computers. The
usual trick was that the central comput
ing department would buy what was then
a machine of great capacity, because that
was thought to be needed for some pri
mary problem. That task wouldn't use
anything like all the central computer's
capacity, so other departments would
then be required to use its services and
pay for them.
If a department head wanted a particu
lar kind of report, the director of com
puting would have special programs
written to provide it-and would charge
the department an outrageous fee for the
service. There were few commercially
available programs; nearly every pro
gram was custom-written for a particular
company. Often the programming was
done by IBM or another mainframe ven
dor, and the customized programs were
not sold but leased for tens of thousands
of dollars a year.
From early on this was silly, but after

the development of VisiCalc and dBASE
II, the absurdity became obvious: even in
8080/Z80 days, microcomputers could
provide more information, faster and
better tailored to a department's needs,
than ever could the Hulking Giant in the
basement. Pournelle's Law, One user,
one CPU, was a declaration of indepen
dence from Central Computing.
After that battle was won, there was
still the war against multiuser microcom
puters, which I consider a compound ab
surdity. The corollary to Pournelle's
First Law is "Networks, not multiuser."
It was one reason I remained opposed to
Unix, which has always been a multiuser
scheme and ' has been used to justify
enormous central systems.
I have no objections to large central
systems, provided that there's something
real for them to do and, more important,
that they are networked to independent
workstations. The central system can
provide central databases, networked
automatic backup capabilities, and such
like; but the heart of the computer revo
lution is to provide each employee with
tools not lock-stepped to everything else;
to liberate individual creative energies;

to let people do things their own way.
That battle is not yet won. Diskless work
stations are the latest ploy in the eternal
war of the centralists against the rest of
us. It's important to remain vigilant.
The Second Law-"Silicon is cheaper
than iron" -originally referred to bus
systems. When first formulated, the Law
referred to the S-100 bus versus "all-up"
or turnkey machines like the Exidy Sor
cerer. In modern times, it's the differ
ence between machines with slots for
third-party hardware and those without.
What I meant, then and now, was that
it is a lot cheaper to upgrade your system
by changing or adding boards than to
throw it away and start over. A large part
of my original opposition to the Apple
Macintosh was because the original Mac
was an all-up machine with a proprietary
bus and operating system, designed to
cut out third-party hardware developers.
That tends to be forgotten now that the
Mac II has slots.
I see no reason to apologize for the
Second Law, but it did lead to the least
successful of my predictions. I thought
that mass storage systems based on high
conrinued

Co1Dpact
Desk.
This pocket-sized box instantlyturns a
portable computer into a laptop office.
Introducing the World Port 2496"' portable
fax and data modem.
If your business is like most, fax is a way of
life. The WorldPort 2496 is thefax of life on
the road.
Weighing less than 8 ounces, with battery, it
also runs on AC power and connects to l\jl ls
or optional acoustic couplers for public phone

use anywhere. Via Bell or CCITT standards.
It even sends and receives fax and data

messages unattended or while you run other
applications.
Suddenly, a laptop in the field is a full com
munications center. With up-to-the-minute
incoming from yourhost. Overnight outgoing
to the branches. Ami on-the-run faxes to any
client. Over pay phones, hotel phones and
PBXs worldwide.

Worl<lPort 2196 is a tr:idcmark ofTouchha!'c Syslcms. I11C. e
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Get the WorldPort 2496. It adds the power of
your office to the portability of your laptop.
And the advantages of a fax to the convenience
of your desktop.
Call us todayat 800-541-0345 (in New York,
516-261-0423) for more on the WorldPort line
and the dealer nearest you.
•• • •• · · . · . : · ; - TouchbaseSystems. Inc.
•• • •• • • •• •: • • •
160 Laurel Avenue
•• •• •• •:.::
Northport, NY 11768
(516)261-0423
• • • • • .... •
Fax (516) 754-3491

:

.::.·: :=:=:=

Touchliasc Syslcms. Inc.
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POWER DEBUGGING
BOUNDS-CHECKER
Finds out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTOMATICALLY.
"BOUNDS-CHECKER and Soft-ICE make
sophisticated use of the most powerful
versions of Intel's processor family to track
down some of DOS programming's most
insidious bugs. If you're developing programs
for DOS, these are essential tools."
PC Magazine
July, 1990 pg. 48

Flush out those Nasty pointer problems and
other out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTOMATICALLY.
Each time you make a change to a program, run
BOUNDS-CHECKER while testing the new
code. If you accidentally access out-of
bounds memory, BOUNDS-CHECKER
will pop up displaying the offending
SOURCE LINE. And your program runs
at full speed.

Soft-ICE 2.5
New Version, New Features

Ship Bug-Free Products
You can run BOUNDS-CHECKER while
testing your program. There are no
additional steps to your testing cycle,
but you can feel secure when the program
has passed through BOUNDS-CHECKER
with no reported problems.
Many over-write problems and other out-of
bounds memory accesses do NOT show up
during normal testing. An out-of-bounds memory
location may be modified, but that particular
location doesn't happen to be important at the time.
Once the program is in the field and a certain
network is loaded or a certain T&SR or device
driver is loaded, that memory location suddenly
becomes very important... AND THE SYSTEM
CRASHES.
You can prevent these problems by making
BOUNDS-CHECKER a standard part of your
testing procedure.

Gives you the protection of a protected
operating system under MS-DOS.

The only debugger specifically designed to
solve those problems unique to MS-DOS that
we call the DOS Nasties.
• Memory over-writes
• Hung programs
• Program too big to debug
• Debugging T&SRs and Loadable Drivers
• Multiple Symbol Tables
• Supports Microsoft C 6.0 & Turbo C++

MagicCV3.0
New for C6.0
A set of tools designed to ease the memory crunch
with Microsoft C 6.0.
• Run Code View in Less Than Bk
• Run Code View with EMM & VCPI
• Increase heap space when compiling
• Increase memory with make
• Load high T&SR's and device drivers
• VCPI support

BOUNDS-CHECKER uses the 80386 virtual
machine technology to provide real-time memory
protection. In addition BOUNDS-CHECKER uses
the symbolic information output by your compiler
to differentiate CODE and DAT A When your
program is running, BOUNDS-CHECKER
protects the program's CODE and all memory
outside your program.
Requires 80386 PC.
MS-DOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation.

ff Nu-M~

BOUNDS-CHECKER ................. $249
Soft-ICE 2.5 .................................. $386
MagicCV 3.0 ................................ $199

Special Offer.. .
Buy BC & S-ICE ............... Save $100
Buy S-ICE & MCV .............. Save $86
Buy all three ...................... Save $186
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee

\)-TECHNOLOGI ES
CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386 or FAX (603) 888-2465

P.O. BOX 7607 • NASHUA, NH • 03060-7607 • U.S.A.
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precision spinning metal would soon go
away, to be replaced by some kind of
chip-based device: bubble memory, ho
lographic memory, nonvolatile memory
chips; I wasn't sure what would do the
job, but I was certain something would
come up to replace the hard disk.
That's likely to be true sometime in
the future; but I thought it would happen
well within the decade of the 1980s, and
clearly it has not. In my defense, when I
said this in 1978, even IO-megabyte hard

disk packs were as large as-and sounded
like-washing machines. What I failed
to do was to factor in the success of the
microcomputer revolution: decentral
ized small computers not only allowed
the design of better hard disk drives, but
by controlling robots, greatly lowered
the cost of their production.

The Information Revolution
In one of my first BYTE columns, I said
that by the end of the millennium, any

BY HAND. OR BY NOON.
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The Soviets Are Here

Announcing Flow Charting"' 3
Now. even complex flowcharts that
once took days to perfect can be presentation
perfect-in no time!
Quick to master and asnap to use,
Patton & Patton's flowcharting software is the
standard of both large and small businesses
around the world-and is available through
all major software dealers.

See your dealer today! Or, for a
"live:· interactive demo disk, call:
800-525-0082, ext.BY35.
International: 408-778-6557, ext. BY35.

member of Western Civilization would
be able to get the answer to any question
that has an answer-and this at reason
able cost. I see no reason to revise that.
At the time, my only model of elec
tronic networking was the ARPANET,
but that proved to be a good harbinger.
Now we have a dozen other information
utilities, with more coming all the time.
We have the beginnings of electronic
publishing, with companies like Softserv
offering "paperless books." There are
commercial information networks like
Dialog. There is also BIX, which con
tinues to amaze me: there are few ques
tions I have seen (or asked myself) in my
BIX conference that have not been an
swered, usually within hours. The infor
mation revolution continues at an ever
more rapid pace.
I am not sure that we have given
enough thought to the consequences of
that revolution .

PATTON &PATTON

Software

Cor poration

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas!

Works on IBM &100% compatible PC's,supports CGA/EGA/VGA and over 150 dot matrix and laser printers.
with multiple print densities and 10 font sizes. Creates multi-page charts, portrait or landscape, on
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

My most bizarre prediction was made in
1980, when I said that the small com
puter would, by the end of the millen
nium, bring down totalitarian Commu
nism. The argument was simple enough:
armies without sophisticated computing
power would be unable to compete. All
aspects of modern military power, from
outer space to smart bombs to battle
management to logistics to tank intercep
tion, depend on sophisticated technol
ogy, which itself depends on small com
puters for both its development and its
deployment.
So long as the U.S. had even a margin
ally rational strategy of technology , the
U.S.S .R. was faced with an intolerable
dilemma: import or develop computing
power, or give up all pretense of being a
modern military power. Moreover, such
computing power must be distributed;
keeping a few great Hulking Giants
under careful control isn't going to do
the job.
As early as 1946, Arthur Koestler said
that the sufficient condition for the de
struction of totalitarian Communism
would bethe free exchange of ideas in the
Soviet Empire. Distributed computing
power ~utomatically brings the free ex
change of ideas. The small computer is
the ultimate in samizdat (self-publishing)
capability. It is literally impossible to
prevent people with small computers
from communicating with each other,
nor is it possible to censor what kinds of
information they exchange.
The result was glasnost; and that has
come so far that ParaGraph, the joint
continued
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SOURCE-LEVEL DEBUGGER
runs on most any 80286 or 80386 at
speeds up to 25MHz.
The new Remote Debugging
feature lets you use Periscope IV to
debug programs running on IBM
PS/2s and compatibles. The
optional Plus board keeps Peri
scope from using any of the
lower 640K, so Periscope
can't be overwritten
and doesn't use the
memory your program
needs.

Periscope Model IV, you
can debug your software while it runs
at full speed, something no software
only debugger can do.
You can also examine the execution
history of a hardware interrupt in
Periscope IV's real-time trace
buffer, something else no
software-only debugger can
do.
When
Periscope
The Going IV helps
Gets
you debug
Tough...
most any pro
gram, but is specially designed to
debug programs that software-only
debuggers can't. Model IV users use it
to debugTSRs, ISRs, device-drivers,
DOS, BIOS, communications software,
real-time data acquisition programs,
multitasking software, network soft
ware, keyboard drivers, disk caching
software, systems software, spread
sheets, EMM products, and so forth.

I

"TheModel IV
hardware
really
"Periscope is my #1 favorite pro
makes Periscope
gram... I would rather change my editor
shine, especially
than my debugger," writes Phil Mayes,
when you've got
who used Periscope IV to track down
some very elusive bugs causing
timing-related
intermittent corruption.
problems. I can
Periscope IV provides source-level
now
track down
support for popular PC compilers and
changing
pointers
linkers, such as those produced by
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venture ofthe U .S.S.R. and the U.S. that
I described in the August issue, had a
booth at Spring Comdex, the first atten
dance of a Soviet firm at a U.S. computer
trade show. Two years ago, Soviet citi
zens coming to the U .S. had to stay in
groups, and they were usually shepherd
ed by large men in ill-fitting brown suits.
No more.
ParaGraph was demonstrating their
Cyrillization programs, which will auto
matically install Cyrillic characters and
fonts into a number of word processing
programs; if you write or publish in Cy
rillic, call ParaGraph at (800) 872-8777
to get the details.
Incidentally, ParaGraph is not the
only company with Cyrillic capability:
Bob Wallace's successful shareware PC
Write Lite now has a Cyrillic module.

The Next Revolution
In the 15 years since BYTE was founded,
we have seen incredible changes in the
hardware available to us. The 486 I now
have on my desk (under it, actually; it's
in a tower configuration) has far more
power than did the Hulking Giants of
1975. This trend hasn't stopped. Micro

THE FIRST NAME IN TRUE
OEM COMPATIBILITY

NATIONAL
COMPUTER
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1-800-292-6272
FAX

1-301-561-4659

computers will become increasingly
powerful for lower and lower costs.
The microcomputer revolution has ir
retrievably changed the way we do busi
ness. It has brought glasnost, if not pere
stroika, to the U.S.S.R. (see my August
column). The development of informa
tion networks and utilities continues
apace. What remains?
I think the next great impact will be on
the schools. Earlier this decade, a Presi
dential Commission on Education re
ported that "if a foreign government had
imposed this system of education on the
U.S., we would rightly consider it an act
of war." Another report noted the simi
larity-in both organization and re
sults-of the U.S. school system to the
Soviet system of collectivized agricul
ture. Little to nothing has changed since
those reports-indeed, in some places
things are worse, not better.
On the other hand, the computer has
had almost zero impact on American
education. This is in part because there is
no decent educational software, in part
because we've yet to have really wide
spread distribution of small computers
into the educational system, and in very

large part due to the resistance of the
educationist establishment, which fears
these machines as the Soviet nomenkla
tura rightly feared the introduction of
microcomputers into the U.S. S. R.
All this will change in the next de
cade. As I write this, IBM is announcing
new emphasis on computers intended for
the home and the schools, with introduc
tion of new machines designed to com
pete in those markets. Commodore has
come out with a new machine for home
and school. The makers of Nintendo
game systems have plans. Philips/Poly
gram continues development of Compact
Disk Interactive drives. CDI will cer
tainly have a major impact on the infor
mation revolution. And the installed base
of the CD-ROM doubles each year as the
price of CD-ROM drives falls.
As the installed base of really power
ful home computers grows without limit,
the schools will be unable to resist bring
ing these machines into the classrooms.
With such large market potentials, capi
tal will be available to write and promote
exciting new educational software.
Even more impact will come from the
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CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (NYLON)
No.
Description
Price Ea. (Black)
Apple lmagewriter II 41C ................9.75
180
114
Apple lmagewriter ............... .........3.75
127
Brother M 150911709 ... ................. 6.65
104
Canan A-1200 ...............................5.65
Centronics 350/351/352/353 ....... 10.75
109
118
Citizen LSP 1200/1800 ................5.65
Citizen MSP 10120 ........................3.15
169
170
Citizen MSP 15125 .................... ....4.45
123
Comrex 420...................................8.65
1310 Data Products B-3001600 ..............6.25
140
Epson DFX 5000 ........................22 85
Epson EX 80011000 ........ ..............5.35
280
Epson FX/MX/RX 70180185 ........ ...3.15
165
167
Epson FXiMX/RX 100'/1851186 ....4.45
288
Epson Lq500/Lq800/Lq850 H.D ... .4.45
289
Epson Lq 1000 H.D./Lq 1050........ 5.65
163
Epson Lq 1500.................... ..........3.75
281
Epson Lq 2500 H.D .......................5.65
283
Epson Lq 2550
..... ......5.65
Epson Lq 2550 4 color
.. .. .23.00
283C
287
Epson Lq 950 ................................5.25

No.
175
145
181
195
188
176
177
211
184
875
286
285
204
205
660
661
662
663
210
210M
210C
209

Description
Price Ea. (Black)
Epson LX 80190.............................3.15
Hewlett Packard 2631A...............13.85
IBM 328713615 SD Loop...............2.25
IBM 328713619 SD Cart. .......... .....3.15
IBM 4201 ProPrinter 11 ................. .4.75
IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL .. ..............5.65
IBM 4207 ProPrinter X24 .............5.65
IBM 4208 ProPrinter XL24 .. ....... ...7.35
IBM 4224 ............ ............. ........ ....12.95
IBM 4234 ..... .. .....•......•.................26.35
Mannesmann Tally 85 ...................5.05
Mannesmann Tally 86 .. .................5.65
Mannesmann Tally 120/160 .. .......3.85
Mannesmann Tally 140180 .. .. .....4.45
NEC Pinwriter P1 1P21P6 .. .............4.55
NEC Pinwriter P31P7 .... ....... ..........5.05
NEC Pinwriter P51P9 ..... .... ..........5.05
NEC P2200 H.D ............................6.95
NEC 520015300 Nylon .... ..............6.85
NEC 520015300 MIS .... ..... ........11 .75
NEC 5200/5300 4 color ............23.00
Okkiata 182/183/192/193/320/321 ...4.55

No.
206
208
212
215
217
216
220
221
226
282
282
261
264
266
266C
267
262
263
245
245
246
247

Description
Price Ea. (Black)
Okidata 292 ........... .............. .... ....6.15
Okidala 2931294 .............. ......... ...7.05
Okidata 393 ... .
. .............14.95
Panasonic KXP 1124 .. .. ......... .....5.65
Panasonic KXP 1080110911 .... .. ... .4.55
PanasonicKXP 1180 ... .. ...............7.95
Panasonic KXP 1524 .. ................ .. 9.15
Panasonic KXP 1624 .................. 10.25
Radio Shack DMP 400/LPV1 ........3.75
RadioShack /DMP 130 ...............4 75
Seikosha SP800/1000......... .. ........4.75
Star MicronicsNB/NUNPINX 10 ...4.55
StarMicronics NUNP/NX 15 .........6.65
StarMicronics NX 1000 ................4.25
Star NX 1000 4 color..................... 9.85
Star Micronics NX 2400 ...... .......5.45
StarMicronics Radix 10/SR10 ......4.55
Star Micronics Radix 151SR15 ...... 5.25
Toshiba P3211P351 .......................3.95
Toshiba P13401P1350/P1351 ........3.95
Toshiba P321SUP341SL ..............5.85
Toshiba P351 SX.. ············· ··· ........6.55

No.
135

Description
Tritel.

Price Ea. (Black)
.........3.25

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (FILM)
(correctable I mu#i·strike)

307
158
202
320
171
334B
227

Brother EM200 HR151MIS ............4.75
Diablo Hytype II MIS ....................3.75
NEC 3500/8800 MIS Flip ........... ... 6.75
IBM Selectric II H.Y. Corr .............. 2.05
IBM Actionwriter Corr....................4.50
Olivetti ET 1211351 M/S ................ 5.55
Ricoh 1300/1600 M/S .................... 3.75

454
456
462
465
464
470
467
470

TWIN SPOOL ~NYLO..,.
Decision Data 680 16711/68 4- ... ..9.15
Dec writer LA 30/36.......................3.35
IBM 3262/5262 ............................. .6.55
IBM 3525 TIS ...............................4.05
IBM 5225/525015280 ...
..... 19 .15
Okidata 80, 82, 92 ,93.... ......... .. .... 1.65
Printronix 1501300/600 ............ ......6.55
StarMicronics Gemini 1011 OX .. .....1.65
"CALL US FOR VOLUME
DISCOUNT PRICING "

"This is only a partial list of our products. "Prices subject lo cfJ..l1!!fJ.@ Without notice. "$5.00 shp{ing and handling charge on all orders under $50.00 Over $50.00 acluat freight is charged.

Try our products and see why 100,00CJ +customers are now using National Computer #U'GQC'brand products.

WE ALSO SELL ALL OEM ORIGINAL BRAND RIBBONS
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If this looks likeyourcu1Tenl version of Wi111/ows,you can upgmdeforj11sl $50

--------Ycm nu1y have received Microsoft
Wi1ulows with your hardware. If
you did, you can save $99 with tliis
upgrade offer.

If you are using Microsoft®
Windows7 the best thing about
this offer, besides the special up
grade price, is that you'll now
have access to all the memory in
your PC. Not to mention that you
can keep using your existing
MS-DOS®applications, multitask
with otherWindows applications,
and network more easily.
All the popular Windows
applications have already been
updated to utilize Windows 3.0's
powerful capabilities. And most
are offering low-cost or free up
dates. So if you have any version
ofWindows-including runtime
Windows-give us a call. We'll
upgrade your copy ofWindows,
help you update your applica
tions, and answer any questions
you may have.
But make sure and call for
your $5ffWindows upgrade
before September 15, 1990.You'll
save $99 offthe suggested retail
price of $149. And you'll be using
Windows 3.0. Which will make
you look great.
To get your Windows
upgrade for just $50, call
(800) 323-3577, Dept. L53.

MictOsoft·

Check out your SJJf/wrrre beca11.o;e zfil uxirks within a Windows enviro111ne11l.y0ti're in llll'k

Making it all make sense
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8 Mbytes of memory + 2 seriaJ ports.
Extended and expanded memory. LIM 4.0.
Works with all of your programs.
Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly.
Fast and simple switchless installation.
Auto-configuration for all operating systems.
Works in all Micro Channel ™computers.
Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel.
Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty.
IBM approved ID. Best price. Fast delivery.
Call today 1-800-234-4232 or 617·273-1818
Capital Equipment Corp.

Burlington, MA. 0.1803
PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks

development ofnew authoring tools. Owl
International 's Guide, Apple's Hyper
Card, Microsoft QuickBASIC, and other
such programs will let the ordinary user
develop sophisticated educational pro
grams.
We'll have a lot of false starts. The
centralists will try to dictate the form and
content of educational software, and for a
while they will succeed, as they have
generally succeeded in controlling text
books. But they will not be successful
enough. Large U.S. corporations are al
ready concerned that the schools aren't
producing graduates with enough educa
tion to be put to work without extensive
reeducation and training. Most compa
nies remain snowed by educationist
hype, but business by its very nature de
mands results; and there will come a
time when business itself will, in self-de
fense, begin educating not only its em
ployees, but their children.
I have earlier proposed that large cor
porations provide their employees not
only day care, but on-site schools for
their children; and that they demand that
the teachers in these schools get results,
not offer excuses for why the kids didn't
learn anything. I think this will happen;
and that these and other private schools
will be a sufficient market for educa
tional software that actually accom
plishes something.
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or IBM

Meanwhile, many classroom teachers
will despair of changing the system and
will begin to make use of educational
software that works. After all, most
teachers don't want kids to fail. Many
have been taught so many "diagnostics,"
which is to say excuses for failure, that
they no longer expect the children to suc
ceed; but most teachers hate that, and if
they can be shown that there are methods
that work, they'll adopt them.
It will be a long and difficult battle, as
difficult as anything that has happened
yet; but in my judgment, the small com
puter will bring decentralization-pere
stroika-to the American school system
as surely as it has brought glasnost to the
U.S.S.R.

The Real Hit of the Show
Normally, it's a bit hard to pick the most
impressive item at Comdex: not only is
there a lot to choose from, but there's no
way to be sure that what they're demon
strating is real.
This time it was easy: a week before I
came to Comdex, Larry Aldridge of
Sterling Microsystems (3164 East La
Palma, Suite K, Anaheim, CA 92806,
(714) 632-7429) brought over the new
Cheetah Gold 486. Larry puts together
systems based on the Cheetah mother
board. The Gold 486 is itself one fantas
tic bit of hardware; and in it was the Per-

ceptive Solutions, Inc. (PSI) hard disk
drive controller.
The PSI Hyperstore 1600 card uses
configuration modules to run as an
MFM, RLL, ESDI, or SCSI controller;
in the SCSI version, it will let you chain
CD-ROM drives to the controller. What
ever configuration, this system is fast,
blindingly fast, so fast I'd have suspected
a trick if I hadn't been running this my
self. Now understand, to get the kind of
performance I'm geHing, you need a su
perfast computer like the Cheetah Gold
486; hanging the PSI controller on your
old AT will improve performance, of
course, but you need a really hot ma
chine to take full advantageofit.
When you have both, the result is little
short of amazing. As an example, nor
mally to run DataDesk Animator, you
want to load the images into a RAM disk
or into extended memory. With the PSI
controller, you don't have to: this will
run those images directly off the hard
disk at any speed you'd ever want. It does
it smoothly, with no jerks or glitches; in
deed, the disk light blinks with percepti
ble pauses between blinks. Of course,
the light isn't supposed to stay on; the
PSI system uses all kinds of tricks with
cache memory to anticipate what the pro
gram will need and be ready to provide
it. As PSI Vice President Eric Lenington
put it, "If that light stays on, we haven't
done the job right ."
I haven't had the PSI controller long,
but I'd say the company has done the job
heroically.

DPT
My Cheetah 3 86 has a Distributed Pro
cessing Technology (DPT) hard disk
drive controller, which was the fastest
controller we knew about back when Big
Cheetah was put together. That control
ler has been in continuous use, 16 hours a
day of hard usage and left turned on the
other 8 hours about 90 percent of the
time, and has performed extremely well.
Bill Godbout used to say that if the
error rate is large enough to measure, it's
too large; I feel the same way. In the past
year plus that I've used the DPT control
ler with Big Cheetah, I've had precisely
two incidents in which I got retry errors
in reading or writing to the hard disk. In
both cases I tried to get them to repeat,
couldn't, and finally saved all my work
and hit the Reset button just in case. My
guess is that the problem had nothing to
do with hardware at all , but was some
clash resulting from multitasking under
Desqview; and neither incident lo~t me
any data.
In other words, the DPT controller has
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been both very fast and very reliable for
over a year, and I can unhesitatingly rec
ommend the product.
I told the DPT people about the PSI
controller's performance. They were
aware of the company. DPT has not been
standing still and has improved their con
troller since they sent me the one I use.
The upshot is they'll send their newest,
the PM301 l/70, which I'll install in the
Cheetah Gold 486; meanwhile, I'll put
the Hyperstore 1600 into Big Cheetah .
Then I'll run speed tests, so we can see
just what performance is due to the com
puter and what's due to the controller. I
should have that information next month.
Meanwhile, I love it when two really
competent outfits compete to give us bet
ter performance; the whole industry
benefits , especially when it's something
as fundamental as a hard disk drive con
troller. Stay tuned.

uters.
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New Speed Tests
Everyone has system and disk speed
tests. The BYTE Lab has one you can get
copies of. So do most other magazines. I
even devised one myself: filling two ma
trices, multiplying them together, and
summing the elements of the result.
Mine had the advantage of doing a lot of
both floating-point and integral arith
metic.
For disk speed tests, I tend to use the
Coretest utility; this gives you a lot of in
formation and compares your machine
with a number of "standard" machines.
The Coretest index is based on both data
transfer rate and seek times, and people I
trust say it's the best speed index there is
(see table 1) .
For general speed testing, I've tended
to use my matrix test, but in fact I got
away from doing that during the past year
or so.
At Comdex, Robert Hurt handed me
yet one more system test. I've known
Hurt for some time, and I tend to respect
his judgment. Anyway, it's called the
Landmark System Speed Test and is dis
tributed by Hurt's Landmark Research
International. They needed it: they were
demonstrating what they called "the
fastest computer in the world," to wit, a
486 jacked up to 44 MHz. The chip was
cooled by a gadget known as Icecap,
which stands about 4 inches tall-they
had to saw away part of the disk bay to get
it into the machine-and has some kind
of active refrigeration.
The Landmark test's great merit is
that you can't peg the meter: it will mea
sure computer speeds beyond anything
we're likely to have in this century. Inci
dentally, Landmark has some other neat

.....-.........- .......- - - - -""-"
PS/.Z and Micro

hannel arll trademarks

stuff, including a kit for cleaning, test
ing, and aligning floppy disk drives;
write for their flier. Core International
makes disk systems as well as the test
program.
It's hard to tell just how accurate the
Landmark test is, but I've just tried it on
nearly every machine in the house, and it
seems to work just fine; certainly the re
sults are about what you'd expect (see
table 2).
It also shows the very respectable per
formance of the Premier 9000, and the
truly awesome speed of the Cheetah
Gold 486 with the Hyperstore 1600 con
troller.

DR DOS
I'm often credited with making CP/M
the standard back in S-100 days. True or
not, I've always had a soft spot in my
heart for Digital Research; the full story
of why the company didn't make a deal
with IBM-and how Seattle Engineering
got its first DOS, which it sold to Micro
soft-hasn't yet been told in print. Per
haps one day I will.
I've been experimenting with a beta
version of DR DOS 5.0; this version
works with Microsoft Windows 3.0, al
though I understand that Microsoft tried
a number of tricks to prevent that. What
it doesn 't work with is the new Cheetah
Gold 486. "Timing problems ," I'm told,

or IBM

that will be fixed Real Soon Now.
In fact I rather hope so, because there
are good features in DR DOS. DR DOS's
main claim to fame is enormous tempo
rary program areas; we were getting as
much as 639K bytes of free memory with
VGA! (It would be I K byte larger-yes,
640K bytes of free RAM-but the Hy
perstore 1600 uses lK byte out of main
memory.) It's said to work with Desq
v1ew.
It has a number of features MS-DOS
doesn't have or doesn't do well. It also
comes with a quite competent 386 mem
ory management program, standard, that
claims "VCPI compatibility"-meaning
that programs that use extended mem
ory, such as Lotus 1-2-3, AutoCAD, and
Mathematica, can run directly.
I'd sure like for DR DOS to be a suc
cess, if only to give Microsoft some com
petition: look how much better QuickBA
SIC got when Borland came out with
Turbo Basic.
Alas, we've run into problems. We
can't make their 386 memory manager
work with AutoCAD; nor will QEMM
386 5.0 behave properly with DR DOS.
Desqview runs only with no memory
manager installed at all.
I want DR DOS to work, but it's not
quite there yet. However, when I sent a
draft of this column to Digital Research,
continued
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Table 1: The Coretest measures the performance ofa computer based on the
data throughput ofits hard disk drive system.
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Mouse support
Pull-down menus
Columnar blocks
1000 Level Undo
Regular Expressions
Small 70K, super fast
DOS, UNIX/XENIX, Flexes
Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29

FREE Evaluation Copy
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT
The new VEDIT PLUS is the productivity
breakthrough programmers have been
looking for. Run not only popular com
pilers, but all of your favorite tools from
within the editor. When shelling to DOS,
VEDIT swaps itself and any desired TS Rs
out of memory to give you more memory
than when you entered VEDIT.
Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of
a powerful and flexible editor without
giving up the convenience of an integrated
environment.
VEDIT offers stunning performance, ver
satility and ease of use. Completely writ
ten in assembly language, it's small and
lightning fast. Edit text and binary files of
any size, even 100+ megabytes. Installa
tion is trivial; VEDIT.EXE and an optional
help file are all you need - no overlays, no
configuration files.
Other features include multiple file editing,
windows, unlimited keystroke macros,
"hot keys", context sensitive help, word
processing, automatic indenting and total
configurability. VE DIT has been the
choice of 100,000 programmers, writers
and engineers since 1980.
VEDIT PLUS adds a powerful "off the cuff"
macro programming language, complete
with source level debl!gging.
VEDIT PLUS - $185 for DOS, $285 for
UNIX/XENIX. Call for a free demo today.

Greenview
P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 996-1299 *Fax (313) 996-1308
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Cheetah 486/
PSI
Cheetah 386/
DPT
Premier 9000

8.3

800.0

15.1
36.0

2.8

IBM PS/2 80 (70-MB)

15.0

Compaq 386/20
Kaypro386/
Perstor
Zenith Z-248
IBM XT (10-MB)

375.0

26.0

4.0

6.3
4.3

159.8

25.2

3.9

3.1

241.7
85.0

31.8

6.7
31.0

3.2
1.2

79.0

Table 2: The Landmark System Speed Test rates the computers in megahertz

relative to an IBM AT running at 6 MHz with an 80287 math coprocessor.
Machine
Cheetah 486
Premier 9000 (386)
Cheetah 386
Goldstar 386
Kaypro386
Zenith Z-248 (286)

CPU
(MHz)

FPU
(MHz)

Video
(characters/ms)

82
49
22

196.0
N/A
44.0

1321 1
1321 1
8922

19

N/A
15.7
5.3

1962 3
7744

15
10

4734

' Tseng Laboratories video chip.
' Video Seven.
' Paradise Systems Super VGA.
•EGA.

it sparked a flurry of activity; we now
have a DR DOS that appears to work with
386 machines; and they're working on
the 486 version. More next month, but it
looks as if they are moving on this.

Ad Lib Visual Composer
I am not musical. I can't sing, I don't
play any instruments, and I can't read
music. However, Mrs. Roberta Pour
nelle was a music major in college and
has sung professionally; the result is that
I'm a founder member of the Los Ange
les Opera Association, and we go to all
the opening nights.
Despite not being musical, I've always
liked what's usually called "classical
music," and since what I grew up to re
gard as "popular music" no longer exists
except as "golden oldies," I tend to keep
my radio fixed on KUSC, the local good
music station. I have, therefore, devel
oped some store of knowledge about clas
sical opera. I've also learned to hate most
modern opera. As for minimalism, as

KUSC's Jim Sveda says, common sense
tells you there isn't much there, even if
politeness makes us pretend there is.
It was with some trepidation, there
fore, that I went to the world premiere of
two "fantastic" modern operas based on
the children's books by Maurice Sendak:
Higglety Pigglety Pop! and Where the
Wild Things Are. In fact, they were quite
interesting: the staging was excellent, the
. actors were good, the costuming was
superb.
The only problem was the music by
Oliver Knussen: there wasn't much, and
certainly there were no arias; in fact,
there wasn't a bar of it that couldn't have
been something else.
I'd be willing to bet that with the pos
sible exception of the conductor, no one
hearing the same opera again with simi
lar but different music would know the
difference-with the possible exception
of a very irritating repetitive atonal line
always ending in the word hot sung in a
continued

Everything\Ou Ever Wanted In UNIX.
And Less. $99.95.*
OK. We know it's hard to
believe. So just consider this.
CoherenC is a virtual clone of
UNIX. But it was developed
independently by Mark
Williams Company.
Which means we
don't pay hundreds of
dollars per copy in
licensing fees.
What's more,
Coherent embodies
the original tenet of
UNIX: small is beautiful. This
simple fact leads to a whole host of
both cost and performance advan
tages for Coherent. So read on,
because there's a lot more to
Coherentthan its price.
SMALLER, FASTER. ..BEITER.
Everybody appreciates a good
deal. But what is it that makes small
so great?
For one thing, Coherent gives
you UNIX capabilities on a machine
you can actually afford. Requiring
only 10 megabytes of disk space,
LESS
IS MORE!

Coherent For Santa Cruz
the IBM-PC/AT Operation's
and compatible XENIX 286,
286 or 386 Version 2.3.2
bared machines.

No. of Manuals

1

8

No. ofDisks

4

21

Kernel Size

64K

198K

Install 1ime

20·30min.

3-4hours

Suggested Disk Space
Min. Memory Required

Performance•
Price

lOmeg

30meg

640K

1-2meg

38.7 sec

100.3 sec

$99.95

s1495.oo

' Byte Exed benchmark, 1000 ilerariom on 20 MHZ 386.
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Coherent can reside with DOS. So
you can keep all your DOS applica
tions and move up to Coherent. You
can also have it running faster, learn it
faster and get faster overall perform
ance. All because Coherent is small.
Sounds beautiful, doesn't it?
But small wouldn't be so great if
it didn't do the job it was meant to do.
EVERYTHING UNIX
WAS MEANT TO DO.
Like the original UNIX,
Coherent is a powerful multi-user,
multi-tasking development system.
With a complete UNIX-compatible
kernel which makes a vast world of
UNIX software available including
over a gigabyte of public domain
software.
Coherent also comes with Lex
and Yacc, a complete Ccompiler and
a full set of nearly 200 UNIX com
mands including text processing,
program development, administrative
and maintenance commands.
And with UUCP, the UNIX to

UNIX Communication Pro
gram that connects you to a
world-wide network offree soft
ware, news and millions of users.
All for the cost of a phone call.
We could go on, but stop
we must to get in a few more very
important points.
EXPERIENCE, SUPPORT
AND GUARANTEES.
Wondering how something as
good as Coherent could come from
nowhere? Well it didn't. It came from
Mark Williams Company, people
who've developed Ccompilers for
DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of
professional programmers.
We make all this experience avail
able to users through complete techni
cal support via telephone. And from
the original system developers, too!
Yes, we know $99.95 may still
be hard to believe. But we've made it
fool-proof to find out for yourself.
With a 60-day money-back no-hassles
guarantee.
You have to be more than just a
little curious about Coherent by now.
So why not just do it? Pick up that
phone and order today.
You'll be on your way to having
everything you ever wanted in UNIX.
And for a lot less than you ever
expected.

1-800-MARK WMS
(l-800-627-5967or1-708-291-6700)

IJ

60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Mark Williams
Company
60 Revere Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
' Plus shipping and handling. Coherent is a trademark of Mark
Williams Company. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. XENIX is a
trademark of Microsoft.
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CD-ROM drive kit with Bookshelf
$849
CD-ROM drive kit with Bookshelf and
1169
Programmers Library (LAN)
Bookshelf essentk:ll wnting reference
Call
Programmers Ubrary on-line reference
Cdl
Stat Pack busness research statistics
145
Small Business Consultant management tool 120

NEC CD-ROM Special
CDR-72 CD-ROM Drive ext.. PC & Mac
CDR-62 CD-ROM Drive int.. PC
CDR-35 CD-ROM Drive ext .. smallest. lightest
Clip Art 3D 2.500 3-D images. PC & Mac
Image Folio 4.IXXJ photos. VGAformat. PC
Type Gallery Adobe or Laserjet typefaces
Image Gallery Clip 011 library, PC & Mac
Photo Gallery Tiff format photos. PC& Mac

Scan
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

PC Sig Library
The definitive shareware and
public domain software collection.
The newest version containing the
equivalent of over 1400 ftoppy disks
on one CD-ROM disc.
including: • word processo!S,
spreadsheets. databases
•teaching and educotioroi
software • business and firorciai soffware
Ufiidies
• Commurications software • ianguage
programs • graphics and games • entertainment and
home scitware • and more...
S465

arc

Knowledge Access
CD-ROM Development System
KAware Disc Publisher
full featLJed development system 
prepare. index. access & distrbute info on CD-ROM.
For publishers & info managers with technical
documentation, images. catalogs. lists. reference
databases & more. Retnevd features: keyword/
hypertext/Boolean searching. menus. pul down
windows. user added notes & export other programs.
KAware Disk Publisher/Ful Text
$795
KAware Disk Publisher/Fielded
$795
KAware Disk Publisher/Image
$795

Bureau Best Sellers
Belween Heaven & Hell

CO Guide on CD-ROM

CIAWOlldFoctBOOI<
Computer Ubfory
Grolier Encyclopedia
Mo vle Database

OxfOfd English Dictionary
Oxfad Textbook of Medicine
McGrew Hill Encyclopedia
Who4e Eo1th Catalog
Guiness Disc of WDl1d Recads

US Patent Database

U.S. History on CD-ROM
Essential reference over 30,CXXJ pages covenng
the full spectrum of U.S. History from 160J to 1990 $395

Pioneer 6 disc Minichanger
DRM-600 CD-ROM Drive g ves you up to 6
CD·ROM discs on-line for over 3 Gigabytes

S1395

MORE! Over 200 different tit1es and drives
in-stock for the PC and Mac
Free subscr'ption to CD-ROM End Userwtth e very orderl
Money back guarantee Free tech support
Call - special drive/tit1e combo's
Call - FREE on-line CD-ROM access!
~ ~~

~

- ~~ ~

ov-:rnite
Delivery

Bureau of
Electronic Publishing, Inc.
Dept. Q, 141 New Road, Parsippcny. NJ 07054

Fax# 201 -eJJa-2676

Call: l-800-828-4766ordersonly
(201) 808-2700 information
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falsetto rising tone . So it goes .
But it got me to thinking. I recently in
stalled the Ad Lib Synthesizer Card in
the Cheetah Gold 486. I confess I did that
largely for games: many games now use
the Ad Lib sound system. The Railroad
Tycoon game sounds great with the Ad
Lib system. The card doesn't require any
software overhead, so except for using up
a slot, it's no problem to have it there;
and adding it gives your PC about the
same sound capability as the Mac.
The Ad Lib card came with the Visual
Composer program. This, it turns out, is
extremely easy to use: when you invoke
it, the program comes up with a display
of a piano keyboard over on the left.
Click on a key, and it plays. You can also
click in the grid-lined space out to the
right of the keys, and any notes put there
will play when you tell the program to
play your "tune."
You can put in notes in the "first
voice," adjust them until you like them,
and then add the "second voice." Notes
put in that voice will play simultaneously
with those in first, but nothing you do in
second voice mode will affect first voice.
When you have those two right, you can
add a third-up to 11 voices, each inde
pendently editable. You can play any sin
gle voice, or all at once. There is also a
whole bunch of preset instrument sounds
you can add.
When we got back from the opera, I
put up Visual Composer and began noo
dling around. The results are a bit weird,
but I like it better than what I heard at the
Music Center. I've heard that the opera
Holy Blood and Crescent Moon was writ
ten on a computer by a man who doesn't
read music . Maybe I'll be able to do
something of the sort. As a writer, I
should be able to do my own libretto. I
suppose if I do attempt an opera, I'll
need the MIDI Supplement, which lets
you attach a MIDI device, play on that,
and record the result. I'll also need In
strument Maker, which lets you create
new instrumental sounds.
The program will copy, cut, paste,
and transpose. The notation is not stan
dard music notation, and if there's a way
to get it to print in standard notation, I
haven't found it. This is a severe limit to
using it for professional work.
There are better programs for the
Atari ST and the Amiga that really do
print out in standard music notation, but
the Ad Lib card and program are a start. I
know you can do some pretty good music
for it, because many games now have
tunes as well as sound effects. I would
be willing to bet that in five years there
won't be many PCs without really good

sound capability.
Incidentally, I play the Ad Lib music
through a $25 set ofbattery-powered am
plified speakers I got at Radio Shack; I
can also input it into my stereo system.
Either works fine.

LANtastic
Artisoft started off as a tiny little outfit at
Comdex with a display out in the periph
ery; now their booth is right near the
BYTE booth, which shows there's some
justice in the world, because Artisoft's
LANtastic is one neat product (see "Net
works of Peers," June BYTE).
My friend Greg Bear, retiring presi
dent of Science Fiction Writers of Ameri
ca (I can say from experience that retir
ing from that job is one heck of a relief),
uses LANtastic in an unusual way. He
has a 286 machine set up as a server: it
has a backup hard disk drive, an Amdek
Laserdek CD-ROM drive, and some
other stuff. This links with LANtastic to
his 386 system running Windows/386. In
one window of that, he has the CD-ROM
with Microsoft Bookshelf running un
derneath WordPerfect 5.1. The window
has to be 544K bytes in size; anything
smaller would crash. Fortunately, LAN
tastic takes up only about 16K bytes of
regular RAM; the rest is stuffed up into
extended memory. With W indows/386,
you can just manage.
I intend to set up my system that way,
with two Denon CD-ROM drives, the
Maximum Storage WORM (write once,
read many times) drive, and a Bernoulli
Box on a 386 clone server; the whole
mess will link with the Cheetah Gold 486
through LANtastic. While I'm at it, I'll
set up Mrs. Pournelle and John Carr with
LANtastic networking capability as
well. The only reason I haven't done it
yet is that I'm still experimenting with
DR DOS; pretty soon I'll decide whether
to keep that or dump it, and I can get to
work. Whether I'll use Windows or
Desqview isn't yet decided.
LANtastic is available either as coax
ial connected Ethernet or in the older
2-megabit-per-second twisted-pair con
figuration. It's a true peer-to-peer net
work-no net server required, so my des
ignation of the "service machine" as a
"server" isn't really correct. They've re
cently greatly improved the installation
procedure so that it's understandable for
ordinary people. They have also added
speech-synthesizer capabilities: you can
now telephone over LANtastic and leave
a message in your own voice. They're
working on a program that will let you
program speech synthesis as well, but
continued

THE NEW STANDARD FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible
computers. I The CSS optimized user interface with fast
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelli
gence; even complex analyses require only afew keystrokes
(batch processing is also supported). I CSS features compre
hensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics,
Multi-way frequency tables, Nanparametric statistics,
E.rploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple
regressian metlwds, 1'ime seriRsanalysis with modeling and
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVAJANCOVAJ
MAN OVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Multidi
mensional scali11!], Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear
analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logitl
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure
Time analysis (Censored data), (/uality Control analysis,
and much more. I All statistical procedures are integrated
with fast data base management and instant, presentation
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters
and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). I All
CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrollsheets™
(i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll
sheet™ can be instantly converted into a variety of
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheets™can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared,
plotted, printed, or saved. I The flexibility of the CSS input/
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent
interface(read/write)to all common fileformats(Lotus,Sym
phony, dBII, dBIII +, DIF,SYLK, .. . ) and special utilities to
easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I CSS data files can be as large as
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming
soon. I CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common
precision benchmarks. I 1echnical note: The CSS user
inlajace and all UO were wriUen in Assembler and /JyJXlSS
DOS; graphics and data management were written in
Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were
written in Assembler and aptimized Fortran. I $495 (plus
$5 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee.
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HstatSoft

2325East13thStreet • TUlsa,OK741D4 • (918)583-4149
Fax: (918) 583·4376
Overseas Offices: StatSolt of Europe (Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/4200347, fax: 040/4911310, StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 0462/482822, fax: 0462/482855, StatSoft Pacific (Melbourne, Australia),
ph: 613·497-4755, fax: 613-499-7410, StatSoft Canada-CCO (Ontario), ph: 416-849·0737, fax: 416-849-0918 Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives W:>rldwide:
Holland: Lemax BV 02968-94210; France: Conceptel (1) 45669700; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Korea: Geul Bang (02) 272-1973.
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
Alignlt Floppy Drive
Maintenance.........................$199
Landmark System Speed Test
2.0 .................................... ... $59
Landmark Research International
703 Grand Central St.
Clearwater, FL 34616
(800) 683-6696
Inquiry 986.
Cheetah Gold 486 .............. .. $4995
Cheetah International, Inc.
1003 West Cotton
Longview, TX 75604
(214) 757-3001
Inquiry 987.
Computer Books
Baen Books
260 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10001
(212) 532-4111
Inquiry 988.
Coretest. ............... ......... .. ... . . $20
Core International
7171 North Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 997-6055
Inquiry 989.
DR DOS 5.0 ......................$199.95
Digital Research, Inc.
BoxDRI
70 Garden Court
Monterey, CA 93942
(800) 443-4200
(408) 649-3896
Inquiry 990.

that's not out yet.
One reason, perhaps, that LANtastic
hasn't received more notice is that it just
works. Unlike Novell networking, which
literally requires thousands of dollars of
schooling to sell, LANtastic is simple
and easy to use. True, Novell has many
sophisticated features, like security and
internetworking, but most people don't
need them.
If you need an inexpensive peer-to
peer network, LANtastic is the clear
choice. It gets a well-deserved Chaos
Manor User's Award. Recommended.

Winding Down
I'm out of space, and I haven't had a
chance to talk about the USVideo TVGA
Video Card, which allows us to run Mrs.
78
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Genlock Overlay Module ..... .... $399
TVGA Video Card . .................$799
USVideo
62 Southfield Ave.
One Stamford Landing
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 964-9000
Inquiry 991.
HyperMap
(price not available)
Cognivision Research
Valencia, 93, Pral 1, 08029
Barcelona, Spain
34 (3) 323 63 22
Inquiry 992.
Hyperstore 1600 .................... $899
configuration modules:
MFM ... ............ ... .. ........ .$310
RLL .............................. $340
ESDl. .............................$430
SCSI ............ .. ............... $400
Perceptive Solutions, Inc.
2700 Flora St.
Dallas, TX 75201
(800) 486-3278
(214) 954-1774
Inquiry 993.
Instrument Maker ..... .. .... . .. $49.95
Personal Computer Music
System ............................$219.95
Synthesizer Card .. .............$149.95
Visual Composer ... .... ......... $99.95
Visual Composer/MIDI
Supplement .......... .. ........... $39.95
Ad Lib, Inc.
50 Stanford St., Suite 800
Boston, MA 02114
(800) 463-2686
Inquiry 994.
Pournelle's Reading Program, mix in a
camcorder video of her explaining it all,
and put the whole thing on videocassette.
This is one of the most exciting things
that we've done recently.
The game of the month is Microprose
Software's Railroad Tycoon; I'd hate to
tell you how much time I've wasted with
that. If you ever liked to play with trains,
you will love this.
One of the most interesting programs
this month is HyperMap from Cognivi
sion Research. This makes visual data
bases on an EGA or VGA system .
The book of the month is by Geoffrey
Hosking, The Awakening of the Soviet
Union (Harvard University Press). The
computer book of the month is by Doug
las W. Nance, Fundamentals of Pascal

LANtastic 2.57
2-Mbps starter kit. ................$525
additional adapter cards ..........$249
Artisoft, Inc.
575 East River Rd.
Artisoft Plaza
Tucson, AZ 85704
(602) 293-6363
Inquiry 995.
PC-Write Lite 1.02 .......... ........ $79
Quicksoft, Inc.
219 First Ave. N, Suite224
Seattle, WA 98109
(800) 888-8088
(206) 282-0452
Inquiry 996.
PM3011/70 ....... .................. $1150
Distributed Processing Technology
132 Candace Dr.
P.O. Box 1864
Maitland, FL 32751
(407) 830-5522
Inquiry 997.
Railroad Tycoon ................. $59.95
Microprose Software
180 Lakefront Dr.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301) 771-1151
Inquiry 998.

(West Publishing); mirabile dictu, a
readable introductory textbook that's
both systematic and thorough.
Next month, a whole bunch of stuff on
Windows 3. 0 and Desqview. •

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a se~f-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough ,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as ''jerryp. "

Asystem with this much power
doesllt deserve anything less.
UNIX* System V/386 PC users no longer
have to settle for aspreadsheet that's anything
less than the industry standard.
Because now, Lotus® 1-2-3® for UNIX
System Vgives you all the power and perfor
mance of 1-2-3. Along with new features that
let you make the most of your UNIX or XENIX®
System V/386 PC .
So you can work with true 3D work
sheets. Take advantage of file linking. Create
high-impact business graphics. Access data
bases quickly and easily. In fact, do every
thing you can do with Lotus 1-2-3
Release 3.0.
And macros, keystrokes, and files
are compatible with other 1-2-3
releases. So you can not only use any
work you've done with 1-2-3 up to

now, you can also share information with
other 1-2-3 users, regardless of their plat
form or environment.
At the same time, you get full advantage
of your UNIX system's capabilities. Like multi
tasking, so you can work on one job while
your computer is completing work on others.
Background processing, that lets you run
1-2-3 applications at preset times. And with
the Multi-user Edition, you can even save
money by having a group of users share a
single spreadsheet package.
Call 1-800-343-5414, extension
CDK-0112, for more information
about 1-2-3 for UNIX System V
And start using the best spread
sheet you can get. Instead of settling
for just any spreadsheet you can get .

J..(lll!Sl - 2-31wl!NIX~)'SU'm\f

Introducing Lotus 1-2-3 for UNIX System V--
© l!J!JO Lotus Development Corporation. Lotus and l-2-3 are registered trademarks or U>tus Ocvclopment Corporation.
*UN IX is a registered trademark or AT&T.
XENIX is a registered trademark or Microsoft Corporatio11.

"...a technological break
through that reduces the
rigid blocky digitizer tablet
to a flexible mat..."
PC Network - Dec., 1989
".. .thin enough to roll up
like a poster with a narrow
border that maximizes the
active footprint."
Architectural Record - Jan., 1990
"The twelve ounce GridMaster
is flexible, only 1/32 in.-thick
and ...gives you a resolution
of 1,000 lines per inch with
accuracy to 0.01 ."
BYTE - What's New - March, 1990
"A dramatic innovation ..."
Architectural and Engineering
Systems - Feb., 1990
"Can be used with
all graphic applications."
MacWorld - April, 1990

Now, take advantage of the unique, full function electromagnetic digitizing tablet of the future.
GridMaster. It's the incredibly convenient new digitizer that's just 1/32" thin , weighs just 12 oz.,
and is so unobtrusive you won't know it's there till you need it. GridMaster's a full professional
specifications digitizer ready to meet your needs for CAD, publishing/presentation , video/
animation or virtually any graphics application. Its easy to use and delivers resolution of 1000
LPI, with pen tilt correction resulting in accuracy of 0.01 ". An absolute positioning digitizer, it
maintains user-set configurations implemented by cursor, on-tablet menu or host download
commands. It comes fully equipped with comprehensive utilities & drivers, built -in diagnostics,
& pen or four-button cursor, with 16-button cursor available. 1 2" x 12" & 12" x 18" sizes.

IJllllll Master,.

1rom

0 NUMONICS

101 COMMERCE DRIVE, MONTGOMERYVILLE, PA 18936 TOLL-FREE: 1-800-247-4517
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David Fiedler

FUTURE HISTORY
Who says there
is no Unix
business software?
herearemanygreatmythsinthe
computer industry, like "With
just a minor modification to this
software, our computer will run
your entire business." One I hear a lot is,
"There aren't any good business applica
tions available yet on Unix." And yet
there are almost 400 pages of application
programs listed in UniForum 's 1990
Unix Products Directory.
I'm not going to reveal a secret con
spiracy involving evil DOS software ven
dors bribing computer tabloid writers.
There aren't any. Neither will I recite the
litany of reasons why this unfortunate
state of affairs did occur. And, in spite of
the growing popularity of this column,
I'm under no illusions: Misconceptions
and prejudices of this magnitude don't go
away after being exposed to logic.
Without getting on any soapboxes,
though, I'd like to make sure the facts are
clear. There are at least a dozen Unix
spreadsheets and even more word proces
sors. Accounting packages and DBMS
platforms abound. There are many per
sonnel, sales, project management, and
office-automation programs.
And then there are vertical market
packages. If your company is involved in
farming, construction, medicine, retail
sales, law, finance, real estate, manufac
turing, insurance, or a host of other in
dustries and professions, there are many
packages to choose from. Do you run a
bank? Perhaps a blood bank? A speak
ers' bureau? A funeral home? Are you a
yacht broker? An importer? Do you sell
off-road accessories? Lumber? There are
packages for all these and more.
Enough already. The point is that
Unix applications do exist, and the main
reason they do is, clearly, that companies

T
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are using Unix in the real world. After
all, how much difference is there be
tween typing "123" under DOS and typ
ing "123" under Unix?
And if that's not good enough, there
are over 70 windowing and menu pack
ages available that you can use for friend
ly front ends.

Let's See What Develops
Even with all the applications available
now, there's plenty ofroom for more, es
pecially better ones. I know there are
many developers reading this column, so
here's some free advice, guaranteed to
be worth at least what you paid for it.
Look at the rapid growth in several
technology areas: high-performance
CPUs (both RISC and more traditional
designs, such as the i486), high-resolu
tion graphics (Super VGA and 8514/A on
the IBM PC end, and low-cost worksta
tions on the other end), digital signal
processors, and homogeneous networks.

The end result is surely going to be high
performance interconnected worksta
tions with video and audio 110. The key
here is that things will have to be stan
dardized at some level so that they will
all work together.
From the software end, you want to be
developing on one of two main fronts.
Users will demand applications that are
not only intuitive (from a real user's
point of view), but work intelligently and
invisibly with whatever resources are
available. In other words, the application
should automatically find and use things
like color graphics, a mouse, voice I/O,
network connections, and printers. It
shouldn't require a guru to install or a
supervisor to type chmod commands.
The other way to succeed is to make
the glue that holds all this together. De
velop a program that can locate resources
across a network, for instance. Write a
universal driver for a pop-up window.
continued
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Figure out a way to wrap applications
software in a self-installing package so
you don't need that guru. Develop soft
ware that makes network administration
easier. Invent an expert system that will
generate optimally intuitive software.
Then sell all this stuffto the developer in
the previous paragraph.

Daze of Future Past
It's certainly hard to believe that 15 years
have passed since I saw my first issue of

BYTE. Fifteen years is an appreciable
period of time in anyone's life, and it is
several generations in the computer in
dustry, of which even Unix is but one
small part.
In 1975, Unix was already six years
old, but it had still been ported only to
Digital Equipment architecture, and it
had just been rewritten in C (from assem
bly language) two years before. Com
puter scientists outside Bell Labs had
learned of the existence of Unix a little

over a year before that, with the publica
tion of the paper The Unix Time-Sharing
System by Dennis Ritchie and Ken
Thompson in the Communications of the
ACM. And the first "modern" revision
of Unix, called version 6, was still about
a year away.
Without gazing nostalgica)ly at the
past too long, I think it's important to re
alize how far Unix has come before I talk
about where it is going. Those who have
been involved almost exclusively with
Unix have seen it grow into a major force
in the industry. Yet, until quite recently,
Unix has not had much impact on the
public, compared to, say, hardware prod
ucts such as the IBM PC and the Apple
Macintosh.
On the other hand, how many software
products are still around, let alone grow
ing as fast as Unix, 20 years after their
introduction? This in spite of the confu
sion created by the relatively large num
ber of revisions and semicompatible ver
sions of Unix that have existed at just
about every moment of its Ii fe span.

A Patch of Blue Sky

Staying Cool
For smooth integration of DOS
and UNIX, ICE.TEN is still the
industry standard. It provides
memory resident Wyse 60 or SCO
Color Console ANSI emulation
(deja vu), easy file transfer
(ucopy), and a DOS command
shell ( dshell) for UNIX or Xenix.
Introducing Host Prinf"M
Now with Host Print,
ICE.TEN.PLUS allows a DOS
application to print transparently
to any UNIX or Xenix printer.
Perfect with Word
Perfect with WordPerfect
With either version you'll get
clean performance software,
fine-tuned for the best UNIX and
Xenix applications. Mature
software that works perfectly
the first time.

A Nice Price
ICE.TEN is $295 per 386 UNIX (or
Xenix) host, including both DOS and
UNIX software for the UNIX host
and up to eight DOS machines.
ICE.TEN.PLUS is $395 per 386
UNIX (or Xenix) host. It allows an
unlimited number of DOS PC's. It
has features of the standard version,
plus Host Print, VT220 emulation,
and speeds up to l 15K baud.
Wired for ethernet? ICE.TCP is
DOS TCP/IP with ICE.TEN
emulation.
For more hard, cool facts, just give
us a call.

James River Group Inc
125 N First St Minneapolis MN
55401 USA
612-339-2521

J~e~ ~yer .qrpµp

"''==A'~~

The next 15 years is almost too far ahead
to predict, at least in terms of the com
puter industry. It seems clear, however,
that Unix itself will cease to be a major
issue, just as "to C or not to C" is no
longer the question for many software de
velopers. After all, how many other
technical issues do manufacturers as di
verse as Apple, AT&T, Compaq, Cray,
Data General, DEC, IBM, and Sun agree
on? Even now, people are starting to use
the term "open systems" to avoid being
associated with Unix exclusively; yet
"open systems" is little more than a eu
phemism for "Unix and Ethernet."
In the years to come, Unix-or what
ever name the megaconsortia of the fu
ture give it-will be the core of a com
pany's information resource network
(except for those companies too small to
have more than one computer). Whether
the users deal with Unix directly (which
I think is unlikely) or with a front end,
such as a graphical user interface (GUI),
is a moot point; Unix will someday be as
ubiquitous as microprocessors are today.
The reason has nothing to do with its
many benefits to developers. It is simply
that there's no other nonproprietary sys
tem that supports multiple hardware plat
forms, not to mention networking and
other standards. Users and developers
have agreed that it's the training and sup
port costs that make or break software,
and a common standard for all types of
computers-not just Intel-based ones-is
continued
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Put The power Of UNIX In your PC.

Circle 99 on Reader Service Card

THE UNIX /bin

z

c

SINGLE BOARD /AT COMPUTERS
80486-25MHz Now
• 25MHz 80486 CPU w/lnternal
CACHE & Co-Processor
•Up to 16Mb of SIMM Memory
• 8Kbytes of Internal CACHE
• 128Kb or 512Kb Secondary
CACHE Daughter Cards Available
• 2/4 Way page Interleave Memory
• BIOS Shadowing
• Reset/Speaker/Keylock Connector
• ROM Based Utilities
• On-Board Lithium Battery
"19 Years of Quality Service"

I!!! Diversified
liiil Technology
An Ergon Co.

1-800-443-2667
112 E State St. • Ridgeland, MS 39157

80386-25MHz Now
•Up to 25MHz CPU w/CACHE
• Up to 8Mb of RAM Memory
Supports up to 20Mb with DTl's
Memory Daughter Card
•Optional 80387 Math Co-Processor
• Multi-Function 1/0 Cards Available

80386-33MHz 3rd Ctr
• 33MHz 80386 CPU
• 32,64 or 128Kb of CACHE
• 6 or 8MHz Bus Speed
• Up to 32Mb RAM
•COM 1 & COM2 (Up to 115Kb)
• LPT1 w/Bidirectional Mode
• Up to 2 Floppy Drives
• Future Domain Compatible SCSI Port
• PS/2 Mouse Port
• IDE Disk Drive Por1
/ AT is a tradename ol the IBM Corp.

the only way to go.
What you think of now as DOS will be
no more than a front end for Unix. That's
happening now, with interface products
from companies such as Locus and Vi
sionware. There's no reason to kick peo
ple out of a familiar operating environ
ment, but there's equally no reason to
keep your firm in the dark ages of data
processing by not sharing data and re
sources.

A Real Product
Of more concern to users will be what I
call the Graphical Operating System
Hack (GOSH) or Multimedia User Envi
ronment (MUSE)-two terms that I will
be glad to donate to the public domain.
These are what today are known as GUis
but will evolve into intelligent multitask
ing environments that will themselves be
available across multiple software and
hardware platforms.
IXI Software's current X. desktop
product is an early example of this type
of thinking. While it was originally writ
ten for Unix, there are ports under way
for both DEC's VMS and IBM's MYS.
X.desktop is a complete graphical front
end that lets a user deal with files, direc
tories, and applications without knowing
anything about the underlying operating
system. It's a perfect analogy to Unix,
which was designed to let a user or pro
grammer deal with files, directories,
and applications without knowing any
thing about the underlying hardware.
When was the last time you, as a user,
cared about hexadecimal load points? Yet
many computer users routinely dealt
with such problems not very long ago.
Of course, the technical developments
occuring even now make it obvious that
your GOSH- or MUSE-based worksta
tion of the future will have audio and
video extensions that will greatly in
crease the complexity, if not the useful
ness, of current hardware and software.
After the dust of new standard-making
settles, though, you ' ll finally have com
puters that will do more of what people
really need them for. Just wait till you
see MegaRogue Turbo Plus, with live
dragons! •

David Fiedler is executive producer of
Unix Video Quarterly and coauthor of
the book Unix System Administration.
He has helped start several Unix-related
publications. You can reach him on B/X
as "fiedler. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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OW USE 4GL SPEED & CSOURCE CODE
~' POWER WHEN DESIGNING YOUR DBMS
Whether you need the development

'P"d •nd convenience of 4GL pcogrnm

ming or the low-overhead power capabilities of C
source code, The Too!Box by FairCom can meet the
requirements of any professional developer!

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH TOOLS
Develop applications the way you want with The
Too\Box's industrial strength tools.

r-tree®
REPORT GENERATION

• Create or change reports without C programming
•Multi-file access with virtual fields & records
•Complete layout control with conditional page
breaks, conditional output and headers/footers for
each break
•Dynamic format specifications w /horizontal repeats
•Powerful set functions & automatic accumulators
•Arbitrarily complex selection criteria

SOURCE CODE POWER
AND 4GL FLEXIBILITY

c-tree®
DATAFILE MANAGEMENT

Now you can create applica
tions using the methods you
like - whether it's 4GL con
venience (Special Edition)
or the C source code power
(Professional Edition) of
The Toolbox Series from

• Portable. Used in over 100 system
environments
• Optional client/ server
architecture
........-~~-• Variable length
records
•Key compression
• Ascending/
Descending key
segments
• Dynamic space
reclamation
•Fixed & variable length
key fields
•Advanced, high-speed B+ trees

NORISK,30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Order The Too\Box and use it for 30 days. No risk. If
The Too!Box doesn't meet your development needs,
just return the entire package for a full refund.

CALL (800) 234-8180 TO ORDER YOUR COPY OF
THE TOOLBOX TODAY!

d-tree'"
INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

• Prototype generation is easy with the RUN utility
• C-tree interface streamlines data base operations
• Dynamic Development -- Interface/Resources mgmt.
• Complete screen handler creates entire windows
• HELP management assists with pop-up menus, etc.
•Menu management -- Pop-up, Pull down, Lotus, etc.

'I111E 'IUOIJIOX

PllH~E

The Too!Box,
Professional Edition ........... 51,095
DOS, Unix, Xenix, VMS,
OS2 Full source, single
and multi-user support.

~A ®

IK~, FAIRCOM CORPORATION
.,

4006 West Broadway

~lf Columbia, Missouri 65203
~

(314) 445-6833 • FAX (314) 445-9698

l.iIS'I1
The Too!Box,
Special Edition ....................... 5695
Microsoft, Borland, Xenix,
OS2 Object Libraries, single
user onl y.
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Upgrade to
Professional Edition ............. 5400
Includes overnight delivery.

Hard Disks Die.
Hard disk manufacturers want u to believe
that hard disk technology is absolutely
reliable ... but
expenence
teaches
otherwise. We
depend upon data
storage to be flawless,
but hard disk technology isn't. Surface
defects, head alignment drift, and low-level
format aging cause hard disks to fail.
A hard disk drive's low-level format fades
with use. The drive's read/write heads lose
their delicate alignment and move away from
the original low-level format information.
These new data track locations intersect
unseen surface defects that were
once harmlessly located
between tracks. DOS 's
chilling "Abort,
Retry, or Fail ?"
message
inevitably results.
Precious data is soon lost.
If left unchecked, data storage becomes more
an act of hope and faith than one of science.

A return to science. The problem is
known and understood, and the solution is
clear. While a drive's data can
still be read, the drive must be
given a new, realigned and
strong low-level format. Then
all current surface defects
must be located and managed.
This process
prevents hard
disk data
loss.

An act of prevention. Gibson Research
Corporation's SpinRite™ software program
reads hard-to-read and impossible-to-read
data from a DOS hard disk, nondestructively
low-level reformats the drive's surface while
optimizing the sector interleave factor,
analyzes and scrubs each track of the
drive for
surface
defects, and
relocates any
endangered
data to safety. SpinRite easily restores hard
disk drives to better-than-new condition
with their data intact. Before any data is lost,
SpinRite detects that a drive is "softening"
then determines and
eliminates the cause.
SpinRite readily
recovers data that the
system cannot read.
SpinRite won Byte
Magazine's prestigious
Award of Distinction and
continues to win computer industry praise
and acclaim. It has proven itself to be
effective in preventing hard disk failure.
SpinRite will work for you.
SpinRite II features a detailed technical log,
as well as support for DOS 4 and large
device driver partitions. It is available
immediately from local software retailers
or directly from Gibson Research
with a 30-day satisfaction
guarantee.

SpinRite II.
A return to science.
An act of prevention.

Suggested retail price: $89.
To receive additional
literature or to purchase
SpinRite II, call toll-free:

(800) 736-0637.

EXPERT

ADVICE

M ACIN ATIONS

•

Don Crabb

THE PLACE TO BE

FOR DTP
Is the Mac really
the best machine for
desktop publishing?

n my line of work, I occasionally
use desktop publishing (DTP) soft
ware to produce some pretty basic
camera-ready items-stationery
and business cards for my consulting
company, an occasional flier or short
brochure for my university department,
that sort of thing. But I'm no pro, that's
for sure.
Imagine my surprise when I found out
that I was supposed to talk about the hot
test DTP tips at the recent MacWorld
Expo. Well, I'm a member of the Expo's
advisory board, so I wanted to give it my
best shot. For me, it meant getting to
know DTP from the point of view of the
pros who live that life every day. Along
the way, I found out something very in
teresting: The Macintosh's reputation as
the microcomputer of choice for DTP
work is well deserved.

I

Surprising Facts
First, most of the professional desktop
publishers I talked with weren't ardent
MacFolk. This surprised me, as I ex
pected just the opposite. But the dozen or
so people I worked with in Chicago, Bos
ton, San Francisco, and Cupertino were
not in that league. They use the Mac for
their DTP work because it suits their
work flow the best. They've tried other
systems, including high-end 386 and 486
machines running DOS and Windows or
OS/2 along with PageMaker or Ventura
Publisher; several have also tried a Sun
SPARCstation and a NeXT Computer,
both running Unix and FrameMaker.
The overall consensus was that the
Mac is the best compromise of perfor
mance, an easily learned interface, ex
pandability, known value, and reliabilILLUSTRATION: DON DUDLEY © 1990

ity. These desktop publishers also men
tioned the ease with which they can sell
or upgrade an older Mac to get a high
powered Mac Ilci or Ilfx. The Mac is the
machine of choice for people in this type
of work.
What I next learned startled me. It's
the software, not the Mac's WYSIWYG
display, that first got their interest. An
other surprise: It wasn't page-layout soft
ware like PageMaker, but high-resolu
tion drawing software that won them
over. Virtually all the desktop publishers
I consulted have commercial art back
grounds, so they understand color and
graphical elements better than I do.
The raft of good monochrome and
color drawing programs for the Mac
(e.g., Illustrator, FreeHand, PixelPaint
Professional, MacDraw II, ImageStudio,
and Cricket Draw) convinced them that
the Mac is the place to be for DTP. They
all mentioned that DOS, Windows, and
OS/2 machines (or Unix workstations)

couldn't come close to the array of spe
cialized drawing software on the Mac.

Less Surprising Facts
Finally, though, I started to validate a
few things I expected (whew!) . Page
Maker is the most popular page-layout
program for DTP, but Quark XPress is
close behind. PageMaker 4 .0 excels at
flowing text, and its typographic features
(e.g., hyphenation, kerning, and lead
ing) are much improved over version 3 .0.
It also includes a useful Story Editor that
most of these desktop publishers believe
is a huge improvement over the largely
nonexistent editing tools in 3.0.
According to these experts, Quark
XPress provides more features than
PageMaker does, but it's also harder to
use. However, Quark XPress does four
color separations with aplomb, and its
graphical placement capabilities and ty
pographic features are more accurate
continued
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NOW!-Non-DOS Formats for 31/2 and
51/4 inch disks
per hour. Switching
the copy drive takes
less than a minute.
Auto-Dup tests the
quality of each copy,
sorting the disks into
one of two output bins.

COPIES MOST
FORMATS
FLAWLESSLY.
NEW: The V3000
now supports non-dos
formats, i.e., Unix,
Xenix, NCR, etc., in
addition to all IBM
formats.
Attach a Victory V3000
Autoloader to your
IBM/PC or Macintosh,
enter one or more
jobs, and walk away!
The system automat
ically copies 5\14 or 3V2
inch disks-up to 180

Do-It-Yourself
Servicing.
The Autoloader's
simple component de
sign and diagnostics for
checking drive align
ment and speed allow
you to maintain the
system without outside
service.

family of affordable
Autoloaders that sup
port Serialization and
Custom Label Printing.

VICTOR"
ENTERPRISES
Te chnology. Inc.

Victory Plaza
1011 E. 53\h Street
Austin, TX 78751-1728
(512) 450-0801
lntt ~rnationally

Call (800) 421-0103.
And ask about Victory's

call BF!: Frankfurt

(49-6074) 40980. London (44-622)
882467, Milan (39-2) 33100535. or

LOADPLAN: London (44-11 2007733
or Melbourne (61-31

52~>4088.

QuickTrace

Vector Based
Graphics

~

The Automatic
Tracing Program
QuickTrace is an automatic tracing
tool which converts scanned "dot"
images into vector based graphics.
Instead of drawing by hand, try
QuickTrace. It will help you to
easily and quickly enter graphics
like logos, maps and clip art, which
would otherwise be difficult and
time-consuming on your PC.

•!ti

Developed by

•for OTP 1111us1ra10<. PageMok". "'""d G•aph1cs1 $245
Conl.llrl into EPSF. CGM . Microgralx PIC. ORW

•tor AutoCAD DXF ................ . $295
•for Lotus Freelance Plus . .
$245
PLEASE CONTACT:

212-605-2339

,.,,,. Information & Control Lab. Co.

J..

Nakajima Bldg, 5F. 11-22, Shinjuku 5-chome.
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160. Japan
Phone: 3-352-4746 I Fa x: 3-357-7114

Technology Alfairs Dep t.
520 Madison Avenue. New York. NY I 0022
Phone: 212-605-2339 I Fax: 212-605-1847

Mitsubishi International Corporation

•Ouick:Trace is a 11adema1k of lntormation and Control Laboratory Co .. Ltd •Microgra fx is a regislered trademark al Microgratx. Inc
•AutoCAD is a registered trademark or Autodesk. Inc • Laius and Free \ance are registered trademarks al Lotus Development
Corporat ion. •rnustralor. is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems lncorpora!ed. •PageMakt"1 is a 'egistered trademark ot Aldus
Corporation. •Harvard Graphics is a lrademark of Software Publishing Corporation

MACINATIONS

than PageMaker's. That's why they use
PageMaker for longer, less critical publi
cations, while Quark XPress is reserved
for smaller, snazzier pieces.
I was also reminded of the kinds of
damage that page-layout programs can
do in the hands of inexperienced users.
Each of my DTP friends showed me
some "publications" -done by novices
they had been asked to "fix."
Conclusion: Mac page-layout pro
grams can produce high-quality docu
ments in the hands of experienced users.
But that's also their biggest collective
weakness.
To use one of these systems, you have
to already know a lot about how a fin
ished publication is supposed to look and
how it gets to that finished stage. You
need to know how graphical elements
(i.e ., photos, charts, tables, and the
other visual devices) should be placed,
how text should be flowed around your
graphical elements, how much white
space should appear between characters
and lines, and what "feeling" the whole
document is trying to give you.
The Mac has made a generation of
computer users literate in the basic two
dimensional ways of graphics-based
desktop computing. The problem is that
publications aren't really 2-D entities.
They have a pseudo "third dimension"
operating all the time, even if it's just
text on a page. A well-designed publica
tion draws you into it, as if it were a 3-D
environment that you could wrap around
yourself. A poorly designed publication
draws you nowhere; it leaves you flat and
doesn't immerse you in its alternate uni
verse. If you think I'm overstating this
effect, think back to the time you read
that really good book.
The problem is that the Mac makes all
its users think that they can do anything,
as long as they have the proper software.
You say you need to create a four-color
glossy recruiting publication for your
company? Punch up Word, PageMaker,
and FreeHand, and you're on your way.
You've got the Mac behind you. You can
do anything. It's the power to be your
best.
That's the problem. While the Mac
can be a powerful computing engine, it
can't make you a subject matter expert
or at least not overnight. The Mac does
such a good job of taking us over the
start-up learning hump that we forget
about that niggling little problem of sub
ject matter expertise.
There are worse problems to have in
the realm of personal computing, I
think. Like the problem of getting started
continued
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Take Our Course In C
And The First Lesson You'll
Learn Is In Economics.
"I heartily
recommend ...
. . .an excellent
bargain."

NTSC
or
PAL
Formats

GARY RAY
PC WEEK

C's powe\ and portab ility make it
Learn C in as little as two weeks
the language of choice for
Speaking of speedy, with The
software developers .
Complete C Video Course you can
learn C in only two weeks.
Unfortunately, learning C can be a
Compare that with the up to four
very costly proposition . Classroom
months it can take to
instruction is, in a
learn C in class.
word, expensive. And
#include < sldio.h >
many C video courses
Each lesson averages 1 7
lldel ine NAMLEN 15
lldellne NUMMARK 4
carry hefty price
minutes of clear, concise
struct person
tags.
instructions . Used in
I
conjunction with our
char name[NAMLEN] ;
The top C video
workbook you'll find they
Int mark[NUMMARKJ :
};
course at the lowest
provide everything you
possible price
need to know to become
proficient in programming in C.
But now, there's The Complete C
Video Course from Zortech .
Save your company thousands
It's the ultimate C training tool for
If you think The Complete C Video
home or work. And all it costs is
Course is a great way for you to
$295.
save money learning C, think
You get ten
about how much it could save
videos with
your company. Use it instead of
361essons
sending programmers to school
covering all
and you'll save thousands. What's
levels of
more, The Complete C Video
programming
Course is even tax deductible.
skill. A comprehensive,
C is unquestionably the most
easy-to-follow 365 page workbook. valuable programming language
And even a free C compiler.
you can master. And now you can
get everything you need to
Free C compiler included
become productive in it from
Yes, that's right. The Complete C
course to compiler to tools for an
Video Course includes our famous
economical $295. Mail the
C compiler (it runs on any
coupon or call our hotline to
MS-DOS machine) with linker,
receive it ASAP.
library manager, full graphics
library and on-line help. It's the
choice of professional
programmers everywhere
.....
for fast code, fast
.....
development and
fast debugging.

.... .....
.....
........
ZORTECH

Look at all these C video pluses
* Only $295 complete.
* Ten videos with 36 lessons.
* Comprehensive 365-page
workbook.
* Free C compiler with linker,
library manager, full graphics library
and on -line help.
* Compiler and hardware
independent.
* Designed to help you learn C in
as little as two weeks.
* Tax deductible.

-------- ·
Zortech Inc.
4-C Gill Street
Woburn, MA 01801
'tO O•<A l co.,.•v H1 wo11ci
Voice: 617-937-0696
Fax: 617-937-0793
WINNER
Yes, rush me The Complete C
Video Course including free C
compiler for $295.00 (VHS only)
Please include (No.
) extra
workbooks at $29.95 each.
I'd like to order (No .
) extra
C compilers with this course at the
special price of $49.95.
I O• IOl ~tw• rO

*

*
*

I

Name/Company .. .. . .. . .

II

Address . . ... .. . . .. . . .. . . . ..... . .

I ....... ..... ....... .. .. ... ...... .

I
I

Phone .... . .. .. .. . . ... .. . . . .. . .. .
City . ... . . .. ... .. ...... . .. . . . ... .

I

State . . .. ... . . . . . . Zip .. . . . ....... .

I

Here's my check for. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .

I

VISA/MC#....... .... . ... ... .. . .

I

Exp. Date

.

. .. .. . .. . .. .... ...

v

~

I
Pricesdo not mclude shipping
.
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - '

The Co111plete C Video Course 5295
Order Hotline f800 )848-8408

JMP™toa
Higher Level
of Discovery //!;,
With Jl\![p Software for
Statistical Visualization
Make a quantum leap in data analysis with JMP software
for your Apple Macintosh'". JMP combines traditional
statistics with today's most innovative graphics.

Discover more.
& Fit regression and Analysis of Variance models, but
see them in a new way with leverage plots, showing
how each point contributes to each hypothesis test.
& Fit means, but see the significance of their differ
ences visually with comparison circles. & Analyze
high-dimensional data and extract principal compo
nents, but see both the points and variables in the
same graph with a biplot, one that spins in 3D. & Ex
amine a correlation matrix, but see more with a
matrix of scatterplots with density ellipses. See high
dimensional outlyingness of points with Mahalanobis
distance plots. & See your data always displayed
in a familiar spreadsheet grid.

Interact more.
& Point and Click to view, edit, or manipulate
your data ... to get an analysis ... to identify ,, r'
points...to customize...to get context-sensitive
help...to choose colors and marker symbols for
your points in every graph. & Point and Click on a
calculator panel to make formulas for variables. & Point
and Click on your data in one graph, and the corre
sponding points will be highlighted in all the other
graphs instantly. & Click and Drag to change the in
tervals for histograms instantly...to spin your 3D graph
smoothly in real time...to resize any graph. Cut and
Paste your data within JMP or to other applications.
& Cut and Paste reports to other applications or jour
nal them to a file.

Understand more.
JMP is simple to use, so you can spend your time
studying your data, not your software. & JMP pres
ents statistical results visually, so you are always
&

looking at graphs as well as numbers, finding
patterns, and noticing points that don't fit pat
terns. & JMP organizes its statistical methods
in a unified way. You approach your data more
directly with fewer frustrations regarding the
statistical recipes. You always have a method that
takes into account the variable's measurement
level: nominal, ordinal, or interval.
MacWEEK says "JMP is powerful and easy to
use. The programmers' delight in writing JMP is
evident throughout and makes the program
intuitive and a pleasure to use."

A Free Video Preview
For a free video preview of JMP, call our JMP Sales
Department at (919) 677-8000. In Canada, call
(416) 443-9811. Or, write us at the address below.

J:.

JMP'"

From SAS Institute Inc.,
the number one name In data analysis software.
SAS Institute Inc. o JMP Sales Dept.
Box 8000 o SAS Circle D Cary, NC 27512-8000
Phone (919) 677-8000 o Fax (919) 677-8123
To use JMP, you need an Apple Macintosh with 1 + meg, 2 meg
recommended.
JM!' is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC. USA.
Apple and Macintosh are registered n·ademarks of Apple.Computer, Inc.
Copyright© 1990 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.
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MACINATIONS

in the first place. Pretenders to the Mac
throne should keep that in mind as they
try to duplicate and exceed the machine
that put the personal into personal com
puting and windows on desktop com
puters everywhere.

Windows 3.0-An 85 Percent Mac?
This, of course, brings me to Microsoft
Windows 3.0. I beta-tested this baby and
now use the release version. Of all the
windowing systems that have tried to
beat the Mac at its own game, Windows
3.0 is the first one that could really do it.
OS/2, while much improved, still seems
bloated for what it does.
Compared to OS/2, Windows 3.0
seems almost lean. It will even run on a
640K-byte XT! Also, it automatically
configures to your hardware on start
up-getting the most functionality out of
an 8086-, 286-, or 386-based system with
1 megabyte of RAM, and a 386-based
system with more than a megabyte of ex
tended RAM. If you want to know more
about Windows 3.0, see Jon Udell's ex
cellent First Impression "Three's the
One" in the June BYTE. My bottom line
is simple. Windows 3.0 gives you about
85 percent of a Mac on almost any kind
ofPC, and that could be enough to induce
Mac software developers to look at IBM
platforms lovingly.

Tip of the Month: On Location
Mitch Kapor is one of the really bright
guys in the computer business. Founder
of Lotus Development, Kapor now heads
a small start-up company called On
Technology. Its first product, a desk ac
cessory (DA) called On Location, por
tends good things for the company.
On Location lists for $129.95, which
is much too high for what it does. It pro
vides an active index of files and file con
tents on your disks that can be searched
at high speed. You can get much of what
On Location does in other DAs and util
ities, including CE Software's excellent
DiskTop, but On Location is arguably
faster and easier to handle. But it's also
buggier.
I have been using version 1.0 since
March, and I like it. But I don't like the
fact that I've had to recreate the indexes
at least a dozen times because of a repeat
ing "This index is damaged" problem.
This is especially troublesome, since it
takes On Location over an hour to index a
big disk. It takes about 21/2 hours to do a
Jasmine DirectDrive 180 of mine that
holds 170 MB in 9200 files, and that's on
a processor-cached 8-MB Mac Ilci. On
slower Macs, the indexing performance
is even slower. Once the indexes are

ITEMS DISCUSSED
DiskTop .. ................... ... $99.95
CE Software, Inc.
1854 Fuller Rd.
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, IA 50265
(515) 224-1995
Inquiry 981.
On Cue 1.3 .. .................. $59.95
lcom Simulations, Inc.
648 South Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
(708) 520-4440
Inquiry 982.
On Location 1.0 ............ .$129.95
On Technology, Inc.
One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 225-2545
Inquiry 983.
PageMaker 4.0 ..................$795
upgrade from 3.x ..............$150
Aldus Corp.
411 First Ave. S
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
Inquiry 984.
Quark XPress 3.0 ... .. ......... $795
Quark, Inc.
300 South Jackson St., Suite 100
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 934-2211
Inquiry 985.
created, the searches are done in real
time, and blindingly fast, even on less
prodigious iron than the Ilci.
On Location also has intermittent
start-up trouble with some shareware IN
ITs, especially SuperClock, and with
lcom Simulations' On Cue menu-bar ap
plication launcher. For what On Loca
tion costs, and considering that it's the
company's only product, On Technology
needs to get version 1.1 out quickly, with
a large dollop of robustness added. Drop
ping the list price to $75 wouldn't hurt,
either. •

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

It Is Technology.
'knturCom's real time UNIX product
family has the only real time kernel for
standard hardware platforms which is
AT&T's UNIX System V. Not asimple
UNIX clone. Not just UNIX on top of a
real time executive.
Real UNIX provides designers
with SYID and POSIX standards, RFS
and NFS, X-windows, Streams, complete
development tools, multiple DOS under
UNIX tasks. And early access to future
technologies.
Real time adds performance
and functionality to UNIX with preemp
tive and biased scheduling, contiguous file
system, average interrupt latency of 50 p.s,
bounded context switches, memory lock
ing, asynchronous 1/0, and much more.
Ask us about VENIX"' for
80286/80386 PCs and Single Board Com
puters; RIX"' forother UNIX versions,
such as Interactive System's 386/ix',"
and small, diskless, and ROMable
UNIX kernels. Find out why Foxboro,
Toshiba, GE, and many others are using
YenturCom's real time UNIX products.

~~venturCom

V-- Real Time/Real Unix
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 661-1230
NipponVenturOim, Inc.
Tukyo 102 Japan 03·234·9381

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&!'
386/ix is a trademark of Interactive Systems Corp.
VENIX, RfXare trademarks ofVenturCom, Inc:.
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Technology of Object-Oriented Languages and SystefflS
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

CNIT Paris (La Defense), March 4-8, 1991
FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS
Program Chairman: Jean Bezivin, Conference Chairman: Bertrand Meyer
TOOLS '91 will continue the tradition of
excellence and practicaliLy which have es
tablished TOOLS as the major international
conference devoted to the practice ofobject
oriented programming. TOOLS ' 91 wlll
incl ude tutorial , workshops, invited pre
sentations, . ubmined papers, and an exhibi·
Lion of industrial and research object-ori 
ented tools.
The conference format will include:
0 Tutorials (on !vfarch 4-5) address
ing major topics.in the field of object
oriented methods, Janguages. tools
and applications
a lnvitt4f pr~fations'.by imcma
tional objeb'.:.&riented experts.
0 Submitted . papers on [mportant
practical aspect of object-oriented
technique .
0 An industrial exhibition of object
oricnted tools, languages, en viron
ments, databases and their applica
tion .
The conference will once again be held in the
exciting new CNlT center in Pari~ (La
Defense), a busine.l>s-and conference center
de otcd entirely lo technologies ofthe fulUre.

SUBMITTING A-PAPER
TOOLS '9 l is now soliciting papers on all

0

aspects of object-oriented technology. All
submitted papers s hould have a ·trong practi
cal bent and emphasize applications. A non
cxhausrivc list of suggested topics inc lodes:
0 Reports of actual e ·periences with
object-oriented tools and method .
Q New development in the technology.
Q Development and use of reusable
c:omponent libraries.
0 Management and educational issues.

I MPORT ANT OATES
_All submissions must be received by November
I, J 990 10 be considered for inclusion in the
_conferen~e.~ _
Submission should be in EngLish.
·Notification of acceptance will be mailed by
December 15; final manuscripts will beducJanu 
ary 15.

If you intend to submit a paper, check the
appropriate box on the coupon below to re
ceive a copy of the Guidelirwsfor A111lwr~· and
maximize your chance.s of ;tcccptancc.
Submi ·:ions may be rnade in the fonn ofeither
full papers (8 to I • slngle-i>paccd paged) or
extended ab ' tr.tel~ (5 or more pager including
basic bibliography). Submi sion will be
evaluated by the lntcrnational Program Com
mittee. chaired by Professor Jean Bczivin of
the University of antes. Six copies of each
ubmission should be sent to:
'
TOOLS '91
Attn: Jean Bczivin ,
Laboratoire d'Jnfonnatlque
Facult des Sciency.s et Techniques
1Jnivcrslie de Nani~
2 . r ue ~cle-la'H6u~sinjero ,

Intemalional Object-OrientedPrognim~gWeek.a
set of meetings on topic.~ related to the theme of

THE INTERNATIONAL
__
()BJECT-ORIENTED WEEK
One of the most exciting partS of TOOLS_is the

-TOOLS. Friday. March 8 has"lx:en:Sel Mi!ie for

independentl y organi7.ed eyen~:s!.iC~ _tiS-UserGroup
-meetings or standardizatioO oomrriii)ees;

The TOOLS '91 organizers wiU help coordinate
such evenrslf they fall within theS(iope of object
oriented techniques, and wlll include the an
noum.:ement in the final TOOLS-program. tr you
are inlerested in euingupsucha meeting, p~
contact TOOLS '91 fqr di=tails a ) be Pari or
Goleta address belQW.
~
.

44072 Nant~Cedei - Fl'rulce

Please send me subsequent announcements relati ve to TOOLS '9 1.
I wish to submit a paper. Please send me the Guidelines for "Prospective Tools Authors".
This will be
0 a full paper
0 an extended abstract

Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0 My company is interested in exhibiting. Please send me exhibitor information.
0 I would like to purchase the proceedings of: 0 TOOLS '89
0 TOOLS ' 90
Please send me an order form.
Name and address (please type):
First Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Last Name - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Company Name - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Company Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
City, State, Zip, Country - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Phone:

14, rue Jean Rey
75015 Paris - France
Phone: + 33-1-40 56 03 58
Fax: +33-1-40 56 05 81

In the US please contact:
TOOLS '91
ISE
270 Starke Road, Suite 7,
Goleta, CA 93117 USA
Phone: (805) 685-1006
Fax: (805) 685-6869
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DOWN TO BUSINESS

•

Wayne Rash Jr.

MOVING DOWN
TO MICROS
Mainframe-quality
decision-support
systems are beginning
to appear on
microcomputers
hroughout the years of growth in
the microcomputer industry, a
great variety of applications
have moved from the world of
the mainframe to the world of the micro
computer. A few major areas began with
small computers and moved to their
larger cousins. There have, however,
been some classes of applications that
have resisted moving, because of their
size and complexity or because of the
number of users that they must support.
Those areas include large databases and
decision-support systems (DSSes); now
it appears that they will move to micro
computers as well.
I discussed the role of Structured
Query Language database servers last
year (see the November 1989 BYTE),
and that move of the SQL database func
tions from the mainframe to the micro
computer-based LAN continues. In what
may be an even more important move,
mainframe-quality DSSes are beginning
to appear on microcomputers. While this
trend is new, it's also clear that the move
will be inexorable. The reason is cost.

T

What's a DSS?
To explain why cost is such a factor, I'll
look at what a DSS really is. While, in
the broad sense, a DSS is any software
that allows you to see information in a
way that helps you make a decision, the
term is normally used in a more restric
tive sense. In the past, DSSes have been
taken to mean large, complex financial
or mathematical modeling software that
will support a wide variety of queries
ILLUSTRATION: MARY ANN SMITH © 1990

with a great deal of flexibility. Now that
they are moving to microcomputers, of
course, they mean the same thing.
Over the years, DSSes have been so
important to large corporations and
agencies that companies have been will
ing to purchase and support mainframe
computers dedicated to them. Despite the
hundreds ofthousands or millions of dol
lars involved, the ability to perform the
complex modeling was profitable.
Many DSSes were custom software,
designed specifically for the organiza
tions that they were to support. While
some still are custom systems, now there
are also commercial DSS packages avail
able in the mainframe and minicomputer
worlds, and they are very popular. These
packages enable users to link standard
modeling functions in such a way that
verified functions can take information,
pass it from one function to the other,
and produce a result or group of results.
You can, for example, project finan

cial performance for a year for an entire
business or division. You can also project
or analyze such diverse business charac
teristics as production-line performance
or the effect of foreign currency changes
on profitability.

Micro DSS Packages
Two packages have arrived on the market
that attempt to bring the power of the
mainframe DSS to the desktop. As you
might expect given their ancestry, both
are massive, complex, and enormously
powerful. They are also unlike nearly
anything else in the industry. Using them
is not a trivial matter-but then, the re
sults they produce and the importance to
the businesses that use them are not triv
ial, either.
Business Wits is the initial product of
fering from Decisus, a new subsidiary of
the Xerox Corp. From its introduction,
Business Wits has been billed as a DSS,
continued
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
Business Wits ... .. ... .. ... ... .... $695
Advanced Financial
Applications ... .... .. ...... ... .$195
Banking and Investment
Applications .... .... ...... ... ..$195
Statistics and Sampling
Applications ...... ... ....... ...$195
Decisus, Inc.
9938 Via Pasar, Suite A
San Diego, CA 92126

SPSS for OS/2 ........ .... .... ... $995
SPSS Advanced Statistics for
OS/2 ... ... .. ....... .. ..... ...... $495
SPSS Tables for OS/2 .. ..... ...$495
SPSS Trends for OS/2 ......... $495
SPSS, Inc.
444 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-3500

Inquiry 1102.

(800) 433-0307

Stats ....... ..... ............ ...... .$475
KnowWare
P.O. Box 17788
Boulder, CO 80308

Inquiry 1101.

(800) 759-5669

Inquiry 1103.
and it's a classic example of such sys
tems. SPSS for OS/2, on the other hand,
makes no claim to be a DSS, although it
does fit the definition.

Gathering Your Wits
Business Wits is a collection of well over
100 functions designed to support analy-

sis ofbusiness activities. These functions
have been written so that calculations can
be taken from an initial set of data and
passed through the functions as needed.
The package will support graphing, and
with it you can create data files for use by
other packages.
What's important about Business Wits

is that the standard functions have been
chosen specifically for use in a DSS. The
specific choice of functions means that
the software will perform a wide variety
of interest calculations, but it's tough to
use it to find the amount of your next car
payment. Of course, it' s not designed for
that. Instead, Business Wits uses c.alcu
lations to support projections such as the
present value .of future payments, or to
figure such a value in terms of foreign
currency fluctuations .
The hundreds of functions that come
with Business Wits are designed so that
they can't be changed by the end user.
Decisus had each function validated for
correctness and conformity with gener
ally accepted accounting standards; al
lowing changes would make the valida
tion meaningless. But if you need a
function that Business Wits doesn't sup
port, you can create it.

Number Crunching
SPSS for OS/2 is the desktop version of a
successful DSS already in use on main
frames and minicomputers. The soft
ware requires OS/2 1. 1 or higher, and it
continued

f or the IBM PC, XT,
AT PC oos· or MS oos·

SOLID STATE DISKETTE AND DRIVE EMULATORS

FOR DISKLESS SYSTEMS
• Diskless systems with local DOS and program storage for client
LAN terminals, and embedded and industrial control system s.
• Single or dual disk emulation of 51/4'' or 3112'' diskettes.
• In-board and interchangeable Cassette models using EPROM,
Flash EEPROM and SRAM technology.
•On-board EPROM programmer-simply copy a diskette to
. program the EPROMs or Flash EEPROMs. Flash EEPROMs
remotely programmable on LAN s.
• Two Autoboot modes, a File (read) and a Programming mode
automatic disk drive designation set-up during booting.
• Flash EEPROM models are electrically erasable. SRAM models
are battery backed. EPROM models are ultraviolet erasable.
• Programming utilities included with.programmable models; LAN
utilities for remote programming of Flash EEPROMs available
for Flash models on request.
• List prices with memory ICs from $195. OEM prices available.

CURTIS, INC.

2837 Nor1h Fairview Ave . • St. Paul, MN 55113

612/631-9512 •Fax 612/631-9508

~ ~ --,j

t:f~J
~

· IBM PC. Xl AT. PS/2 and PC DDS are trademarks of IBM: MS DDS is a trademark of Microsoft
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Take the Oops &Downs
out ofyour ne:Xt presentation.
Tired of fumbling with slides? Fiddling with transparencies?
Losing your audience?
Well, it's tim e to use a n LCD projec t ion pa nel fro m In Focus
Systems. It lets you project in forma tio n j u st as it appears on yo ur
com puter screen . Even bright, brill ian t colors.
So you make stronger presentations. And easily hold any audience.
What's more, the 640x480 display works with IBM~ compatibles,
and the Macintosh® fami ly, too. For more information or the name of
the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-327-7231,
today.
/4'Q//U/fi7q/4'1q111
Then take the oops and downs out of
your next presentation. And put the audi
ence in the palm of your hand.
1-800-32 7- 7231.
Sec ir. Believe it

IN FOCUS SYSTEMS, INC. ~

...
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7770 Southwest Mohawk Street, 1\.ialatin, Oregon 97062.
1-800-327-7231. Oregon, 503-692-4968. FAX, 503-692 -4476.
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supports Presentation Manager (PM) but
will also work without it. SPSS performs
various statistical and numerical analysis
functions, and it lets the functions start
with given information and pass the re
sults through a series of processes to pro
duce a result.
The only way to describe SPSS is that
it's truly massive. The base system and
the add-on libraries require that you have
at least 4 megabytes of memory and 15
MB of available hard disk space. The sys

tern will run better if you have more
memory and a math coprocessor. These
machine resources are similar to what
you'd find on a minicomputer running
the same application.
Despite its mainframe heritage, SPSS
takes advantage of PM's graphical user
interface, and you can use your mouse to
select commands that will build the com
mand file that actually analyzes your
data. If you aren't one of those who de
light in typing in commands from mem

''Compiler Ads
Afe Confusing:'
I

hey all claim that their products are the fastest and most powerful.
Buzzwords like optimized, integrated, and modular are everywhere-never
meaning quite the same thing.
We'd like to be more direct. We'll tell you what you can do with
our compiler-then you make the comparisons.
'

..

Stony Brook Professional Modula-2 (both the Quick and
optimizing compilers for DOS and OS/2) for $295. Stony Brook QuickMod
(for DOS or OS/2) for $95.
• The fine print version of this information
with all the details, including our benchmark
performances, will be mailed to you within
24 hours if you call our 800 number.
800/624-7487 805/496-5837 ~~~f::~national

805/496-7429

Fax

187 East Wilbur Road. Suite 9
Th ousand Oaks, CA 91360

Your Partner
in Software Development
(~')1989 Gogesch M icro System s. Inc.

ory, the PM support makes SPSS ac
cessible.

Learning Curve
Both of these DSSes are complex sys
tems, and they require that the user have
some knowledge of the subject. You will
never be able to use Business Wits suc
cessfully, for example, if you don't
understand at least the basics of business
math and finance. You will be able to use
the software, but you won't be able to
produce meaningful results. The same
concept applies to SPSS : Unless you
understand mathematical analysis and
statistics, you 'll get little benefit from
this package.
In addition, both packages are suffz
ciently complex that they require you to
have some training to be really useful.
The user interfaces are well designed,
and even the rank beginner can produce
output, but you must have training in the
use of the systems to take advantage of
their power. In this way, they are like
their mainframe cousins. The immense
power and flexibility, though, mean that
you can do nearly anything you want to
do if you know what you are doing.
This power and flexibility are some
thing new in personal computing. In the
past, users took decision support to mean
packages such as Stats from KnowWare .
Stats lets you view and analyze figures
and statistics related to your business.
While it is a very useful package, and
with it you can see trends in your busi
ness you might not catch otherwise, it is
not in the same league as the other pack
ages discussed here. It's not a DSS, and it
makes no claims to be one, but for busi
nesses that don't need or don't want to try
a full-blown DSS, software like Stats
makes an excellent bridge.
Your organization will get used to
using personal computers in decision
making and in analyzing business opera
tions. Then, once the time comes when a
move to a full DSS makes sense, your or
ganization will be used to the concept,
and the infrastructure will be in place to
take advantage of the power of a DSS.

Growth Area?
DSSes will be one of the business areas
in which microcomputer applications
will grow in importance as the millenni
um draws to a close. Now that personal
computers finally have enough power to
support and run actual mainframe appli
cations, those applications will begin to
migrate to the desktop. The reason for
this, as I mentioned earlier, is cost.
As businesses find themselves in a
conrinued
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3197

$34 .95

Counts as 2

IMOfil'.1HG WlTK
lllADULAN

Computer Languages
Hardware Interfacing

2809 529.95
Counts as 2

When it's new and important in business or personal computing ,
The Computer Book Club has the information you need .
at savings of up to 50 % off publishers' prices!

---=t
_,.._,
_.

_ ,
9l55P S"2t.t5

3'57.,8 P S1&.9S

~

__.

3239
529.95
Counts as 2

Loli.is

15020P $24.95
15013P S26.95

3440P SH .95

3203 528.95
Counts as 2

3417P $24.95
Counts as 2

All books are hardcover unless number is followed by a "P" for paperback. (Publishers' Prices Show n)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Membership Benefits •
Big Savings. In addilion to this introductory
offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the
publishers' prices. • Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for
our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. • Club
News Bulletins. 15 times per year you will receive the Book Club News, describ
ing all the current selections-mains, alternates, exlras-plus bonus offers and
special sales, with scores of ti11es to choose from. • Automatic Order. If you want
the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent lo you automatically. If you prefer
anolher selection, or no book al all, simply indicate your choice on the reply form
provided. You will have at least 10 days to decide. As a member, you agree to
purchase al leas! 3 books within the next 2 years and may resign at any time !here
after. • Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee. If not salisfied with your books, return 1hem
within 10 days without obligation! • Exceptional Quality. All books are quality
publishers' editions especially selected by our Editorial Board.
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DOWN TO BUSINESS

Youffan't get WYSIWYG from any other word processor.
1\ Introducing Version 1.5 of The Universal Word®
Even graphical based
word processors don't give
you true WYSIWYG. Not
Word for Windows:· Not
Ami Professional~ And
WordPerfect" isn't
even close.
With The Universal
Word, the most advanced
word processor ever, you
get Macintosh" like tech
nology in an IBM" PC
and more. You don't have
to imagine what will be
on the printed page. What You See is really What You Get. That's something that isn't
possible, even with programs that run under Microsoft Windows."
True WYSIWYG means great display and printer support, and The Universal Word
delivers it. Breakthroughs in font and printer driver technologies provide unequaled
results on both dot matrix and laser printers. Users can now display and print scalable
font sizes from 2to 100 points (from a rich variety of typefaces that come standard with
the program). And The Universal Word makes the entire process easier, friendlier, and
more productive thanks to an intuitive design, pull down menus, command option keys,
and mouse support.
Experiment with multiple font typefaces, sizes, styles, colors, graphics, adjustable
character and line spacing, and advanced page layout capabilities, directly on the screen.
Also, you can open an unlimited number of windows and perform cut-and-paste opera
tions with ease.
Looking for a foreign language word processor? The Universal Word's Multi-Lingual
version can support every human language, living or dead, from Arabic to Zulu, making
it the richest featured multi-lingual word processor available.
Contact your Local Dealer, or to Order call: In U.S.: Showcase Distributors 800.!776-7674

Special Introductory
Offer (U.S. Prices):

Em

l!C!mE:!JI

.

English Version
WS.00 $149.00
Multi-Lingual Version*
$495.00 $247.50
Multi-Lingual Version
(Right-to-Left languages,
e.g. Arabic)*
$5%.-00 $297.50
In Middle East (For
Product & Pricing
Information):
InterSystems:
Tel: (971-4) 233438
Fax: (971-4) 227670
Global Systems:
Thi: (971-84)~6236
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WYsIWYG"')S<8'9
CORPORATION

213-215-9645

Fax 213-215-9668 300 Corporate Pointe, Suite 410, Culver City, CA, USA

*The price ofthe Multi-Lingual W1'ion may v'Jly subjel.1 to its language configuration.The Multi-Lingual Vmion hascopy pmtection.The English Version is not
copy protected. AII products and company names aie rrademarks of1heir 1tspec1ive owners.

more competitive world, the way in
which they take advantage of access to
information will determine their success
or failure. Those who can manage, ana
lyze, and interpret information on a
desktop will have the competitive lead
over those who must use mainframes,
because they will have used fewer re
sources to accomplish the same end.
The role of microcomputers is clear .
Despite their size, personal computers
can offer the individual user more com
puter resources than he or she can get
from the company mainframe, because
the mainframe must be shared with
dozens or hundreds of other users. Your
personal computer, on the other hand,
offers performance comparable to some
minicomputers, and it is yours alone to
use. For this reason, applications (such
as DSSes) that once were considered to
be useful only in the province of the cor
porate mainframe environment are now
moving to the individual, giving the indi
vidual the power once reserved for the
corporation.
DSSes are one of the first of these
mainframe systems to make the move,
because they were often used only by a
few users in any corporation regardless
of the platform. Now that personal com
puters are powerful enough, it makes
more sense to give the user a powerful
microcomputer and save the money spent
on using the mainframe.
To date, most of the DSSes have been
limited in scope. They have been pack
ages like Stats, which, although useful,
Jacks the scope and power of a true DSS.
Power has a price, of course, and the
price is the level of performance required
to support these systems. On the other
hand, performance requirements will be
one factor that will drive the next genera
tion of hardware. SPSS and Business
Wits are still packages that have func
tions that once required a mainframe,
and to replace the mainframe, the micro
computer must have similar power. The
1990s will see the power arrive, and the
power of the user will grow with it. •

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and technical director of the
Network Integration Group of American
Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington,
l'lt). He consults with the federal govern
ment on microcomputers and communi
cations. You can contact him on BIX as
"waynerash, " or in the to. wayne con
ference.
Your questions and comments are wel
come . Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Stale of the art
•
power profed1on
lor state of the
arf power

600LS

UPS

e

Your premier file -server deserves
premier Uninterruptible Power
Source (UPS) protection. The UPS
600LS from American Power Con
version features sine wave output,
automatic diagnostics, advanced
surge suppression and continuous
line filtering. An intelligent micro
processor and a communications
interface are built-in, so you can
use automatic shutdown with Net
Ware, VINES, LAN Manager, and
SCO UNIX. If you're buying the
best, don 't settle for less than reli
able UPS protection
from APC. Call 1-800
541 -8896 for your
Compaq UPS Sizing
and Installation Kit .

.......,

American Power Conversion
.,,,.,.,~

Lan's Best Friend™
350 Columbia St., Peace Dale, RI 0288 3
(800 ) 541 -8896
(401 ) 789-5735
Canpaq and System Pro arc trademarks of Compaq Computer
Cor:p. Microsoft and the Microsoft loge arc u<1dcrnarks of Microsoft
Corporation. Lan's Best Friend and PowcrChutc arc trademarks
ofAmerican Power Conversion. All other trademarks arc the property
of their respective ownt:rs.
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Feed this toxour PC

and itll thirik its an
HP BASIC workstation.
ORDER NOW

~----~

TransEra

Finall)\there's away for serious technical
computer users to get the power and features of
HP BASIC on aPC. The answer is HTBasic, areal
engineering BASIC that turns your PC into an
HP 9000 series 200/300 BASIC workstation
at afraction of the cost.
Like HP's Rocky Mountain
BASIC, HTBasic from
TransEra is astate-of-the-art
BASIC that gives you all the capa
bilities you need for complex
engineering applications. Plus you get
important advanced features you wont find
with any other PC BASIC. Like the complete set of
HP graphic commands. Integrated HPIB (GPIB)
syntax for intelligent instrument control. The
advanced I/O Path System. And built-in matrix math.
In fact, all the optional HP binaries are built in. There's nothing
else to load. You even get the full screen program editing and
debugging environment.
Discover the new solution
for cost-effective technical workstations. HTBasicfromTransEra. II i g h T e c h B a ~ i (

HIBasic

3707 North Canyon Road, Provo, Utah 84604 •TEL: 801-224-6550 •FAX: 801-224-0355
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MASTERING
OS/2 THREADS

OS/2's unique style of
lightweight multitasking
taxes developers
and rewards users
on't make me wait! When I
select Print, insert a new value
into a spreadsheet, or resize a
desktop publishing window, I
don't want to be ignored while the appli
cation grinds away. None of us likes to
wait, and applications designers have
heard that message.
So spreadsheets today come with
background recalc features, for exam
ple. But these features have taken forever
to arrive, and they still aren't universally
provided. If everyone knows what the
problem is, why don't they just go ahead
and fix it?
The answer is that background any
thing under DOS or Windows has to be
custom-made. OS/2 is the first and only
widely distributed system to provide a
specific mechanism for dealing with
problems of this class without building
everything from scratch. OS/2 lets a de
signer cleave off compute- or I/0-bound
activities as separately scheduled threads
and thereby ensure crisp user interaction
at all times.

D

Modes of Concurrency
When I talk about threads, I'm talking
about concurrency: doing more than one
thing at a time. The whole idea is to avoid
having a processor sit idle when it could
be doing something useful, and to be
sure that what it is doing is most im
portant.
Key factors that determine the perfor
mance of a concurrency mechanism are
the time required to create and switch be
tween tasks and the ease with which
tasks can share information. Because
threads carry less state information than
ILLUSTRATION: BETH KROMMES © 1990

normal OS/2 or Unix processes, the sys
tem can create and switch among them
quickly. Because they share memory,
tasks enjoy high-bandwidth communica
tion.
The idea isn't completely new . Re
searchers in the Unix community, par
ticularly at the Carnegie Mellon Univer
sity Mach project, have talked about
lightweight processes for several years.
But OS/2 is the first commonly available
system to implement this strategy.
A thread is a simple flow of control
within a process. Its state consists of an
instruction pointer, a stack, a register
set, its priority, and certain types of
semaphores. Everything else-memory
(i.e., instructions and data), file descrip
tors, even the current disk and direc
tory-is shared with the other threads in
the process. Threads, like interrupt rou
tines, require the designer to identify
critical sections and implement resource
sharing protocols.

Threads run inside processes, which
in turn run inside screens. The progres
sion from threads outward to screens en
tails more and more "fire-walling" on
the part ofOS/2.
But the most important distinction is
that while processes and screens are nor
mally used for sharing the processor be
tween applications, threads are uniquely
a way of sharing the processor inside an
application. That means more responsive
single-user applications and, just as im
portant, high-performance server appli
cations. Distributed databases that man
age transactions using threads, rather
than entire processes, can be highly effi
cient.

Where Are the Applications?
So now I'm back to almost the same
question: If everyone knows what the
problem is, and if OS/2 provides the
means of solving it, why don't you see
continued
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OS/2 NOTEBOOK

People are talking about us.
Winner of PC Magaz1.ne's 198
and OS include: Edit
Documentation and

.1
e

it

a

er. New Version 3.0
irt
y upport, DESQview Support, New
untime Licenses. F77L-EM!.l2 $895 OS!J86 $395

F77L
The compiler of choice among reviewers and
professionals. Includes a Debugger, Editor,
Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weitek and 386
Real-Mode Support, Graphics. $595

Lahey Personal Fortran 77
New Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Debugger,
Editor, Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft
and Borland C interfaces, 400 page Manual,
Unbeatable Price. $99

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. PO Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel: (702) 831 -2500 FAX : (702) 831 -8123 Tix: 9102401256
FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE

NewFase™ for WordPerfect
The instant font generator for WP 5.0/5.1.
Create high-quality fonts as you need them.
Use 90% less storage than with BitStream.
Get camera-ready output on most lasers and
dot-matrix printers. Comes with not 1but10
scalable fonts.
Special symbols, foreign
characters, and more. Optional Greek, Cyril
lic, APL fonts. From $149.
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Vector™ TEX
The most complete scientific typesetting
system available today. Scalable fonts, font
effects, TEX standard and powerful new
features. Saves more than 80% of storage
as compared to other TEX 's . Supports all
major printers. Leaves other TEX's in the
dust. Only $299.
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many great multithreaded OS/2 applica
tions?
To start, building a multithreaded ap
plication takes a tremendous amount of
hard work. Elaborate handshaking is re
quired to ensure that threads don't tram
ple over each other. Everything has to be
reentrant, compiled with the right op
tions, and linked with the right libraries.
Any shared resources have to be sema
phored, and all that semaphoring has to
be carefully constructed to avoid race
conditions anywhere that could result in
"deadly embrace." If the term deadly
embrace is a bit fuzzy, trust me, writing
your first multithreaded application will
give you a good visceral feel for it.
Whenever a thread needs to "own"
something, you have to invent a mecha
nism for the purpose. For example, when
building the Hamilton C shell, a highly
multithreaded command processor for
OS/2, I had to come up with a way for a
thread to maintain the notion of a current
directory. It would hardly have been
acceptable if a script running quietly in
the background could suddenly, without
warning, change the foreground current
directory. Building a high-performance
mechanism to re-create a current direc
tory notion for each thread turned out to
be a challenging project.
Debugging can be a real treat. Since
the kernel's decisions about what thread
gets to run next depend on what segments
are loaded, setting a breakpoint can (by
forcing a segment to be loaded) cause a
different execution order. Here's the
software analog of the hardware bug that
disappears when you put the scope probe
onit.

Not for the Faint of Heart
When I began working on the C shell in
the summer of 1987, I worried a lot about
possible competitors doing the same
thing (i.e., building Unix-style tools for
OS/2). It seemed like an obvious need,
and I knew others were equally capable
of writing such things. But mostly, that
didn't happen. I wondered why.
One thing that I suspect is that most
people who did try to build OS/2 applica
tions came from the DOS world.
Swamped by the sea change to multitask
ing and multithreading, they had diffi
culty making headway. Time invested
with DOS, unless it was spent working
on device drivers (which raise acute
issues of concurrency), isn't good train
ing for OS/2 threads.
Documentation didn't help. I remem
ber opening my first OS/2 Software De
velopment Kit (SDK) and reading that "a
continued on page 110
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UNINTERRUmBLE POWER SUPPi JES
TOTAL POWER PROTECTION

* BLACKOUTS * UNDERVOLTAGE
* BROWNOUTS * SURGES
* OVEAVOLTAGE * SPIKES
* EMllRFI

STANDBY UPS MODELS
• 250 VA To 2300 VA
• Sinewave output - 1 millisecond
transfer time

UNICATIONS
INTERFACE

• Communications interface and
external battery packs available
for extended run times

For Unattended
System Shutdown

ON·LINE UPS MODELS

COMPATIBLE WITH:

• 500 VA To 5 ,000 VA

• Novell

• Static By-pass Standard

• LAN
Manager

• True On-Line - Sinewave outputs
• Communications Interface and
external battery packs available
for extended run time

• ALTOS
• BANYAN
• VINES

NETWORK MANAGER

• System V
UNIX

• Shutdown software for
unattended operation

• Custom
Configuration
Any
System

• Only software to communicate
with LANs and W ANs
• Novell 286 VAP and 386 NLM
• SCO Xenix
SLIMLINE &. UPRIGHT MODELS

NOVELL
Monitor
Boards
Available

PARA SYSTEMS, INC.
1455 LeM ay Drive
Ca rr ollto n, TX 7500 7

~

~

~

iAX: (2 14) 446-9011

FOR L.A.N.

Tele phone:
(214) 446- 7363

NOVELL

LAIS

TESTED AND
APPROVED

TELEX: 14027 5 OMEGA

NetWore Compatible

1-800-238-7272

"Distributed in over eighty countries"
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No tnore foatn peanuts
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11
format available from us. Specify
when ordering.
[!]package includes both 51/4" and 3112 11
disks.
IBl 3112 11 format available from manufacturer
by request. Call us for details.
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Ad o be Type
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After Adobe Type Manager.
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SOFTWARE

Adobe Systems ... NCP
7547 ~Alobe Type Manager fer Windows

We only carry the latest versions of products.
Version numbers in our ads are current at
press time.

Adobe Type Manager software from Adobe
Systems really does Windows.The program
automatically cleans up the ~gged or stick
figure type displayed on your screen 1 as well

Products listed here in red work under
Microsoft Windows.

6591
7547
6590
7392

Adobe Systems ... NCP
[!]Illustrator Windows 1.0....... $279.
[!]Adobe Type Manager for Windows . 59.
[!]Streamline Windows 1.0 . . . . . . 229.
[!]Adobe Postscript Cartridge . . . . 249.

(Entire Adobe Type Library, from 1 to 133
is available. Call for more information.)
Aldus ... NCP
.. . . .. . 499 .
1332 OPageMaker 301
Alpha Software .. . NCP
5104 [!]Alpha Four 1.1 .. . . ..... . . . . . 319.
Application Techniques ... NCP
1214 [!]Pizazz Plus 2.0.... . . . . . . . . . .. 69.
Ashton-Tate ... NCP
4450 DdBASE IV 1.0 .... . . . . . . ... . 499.
Asymetrix .. . NCP
7384 Toolbook 1.0 for Windows ....... 309.
Autodesk .. . NCP
4519 DAutosketch 2.0 . . ... . . . .. . .. . . 95.
Avery ... NCP
6006 [!]Label Pro 1.0 .. . . . .... ... . ... 49.
7336 [!]Label Pro 1.0 for Dot Matrix . .. .. 49.

I
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11

l ut-1 WEEK
! ;[ ;

1

Rated #I

Alpha Software ... NCP
5104 ~Alpha Four 1.1-The award-winning
fully relational database management &
application development system for business
people, not programmers. Offers sophisticated
reports and customized applications . . $319.

7346
7356
6242
1514
5408
1434

Bitstream ... NCP
[!]Collections: Newsletters, Flyers, Books
& Manuals, Reports and Proposals,
Presentations or Spreadsheets each 159.
[!]Fontware . ... ..... ... . . each 99.
Borland International ... NCP
181Turbo C + + 1.0. introductory price 95.
IBlTurbo Pascal Professional 2nd Ed. . 179.
[!]Quattro Pro 1.0 .. . .......... 325.
~Paradox 3.0 ...... .. .. .. .. .. 469.
Brightbiii·Roberts .. . NCP
OHyperpad 2.0 . ...... ..... . .. 85.
Broderbund ... CP
DNew Print Shop (NCP) . . . . . . .. • 39.

Fram Access Softek
7288 [!]Prompt 1.0 for Windows ..... . . 79.
7289 [!] Dragnet 1.0 for Windows . .. .. . _ 89.
ButtonWare ... NCP
6419 [!]PC-File 5.0 . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... 75.
Caere ... NCP
6004 [!]Qmnipage 386 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . 599 .
Central Point .. . NCP
5039 [!]PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 .. . .. . . . ... 89.
5038 DCopy II PC 5.0 . . . . . . ..... . . .. 27.
Chronos Software ... NCP
4387 [!]Who•What•When 2.0 . . . .. .. . 179.
Concentric Data Systems ... NCP
6575 [!JR & R Relational Report Writer 3B 109.
Corel Systems ... NCP
5506 oCorelDRAW! 1.2 ..... . ...... 329 .
Crosstalk Communications ... NCP
2908 oCrosstalk XVI 3.71 . . ..... .. .. 119.
5611 o Crosstalkfor Windows 1.0 ..... 129.
Custom Applications .. . NCP
7474 DFreedom of Press 2.2 . .. . . . . . . 255.
Data Storm ... NCP
65.
4798 [!JPROCOMM PLUS 1.1 . . . . . .
Delrina Technology ... NCP
4325 [!JPerFORM 2.1 ($30 rebate!) . . . . 159.
7351 [!JPerFORMPRO 1.0 for Windows . 299 .
Delta Technology .. . NCP
5829 [!]Direct Access 5.0 .. . . . ..... . .. 55.
Digital Composition Systems .. . NCP
6799 [!]db Publisher 1.0 for Ventura . . . . 149.
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as text printed from dot matrix printers. It
comes with 13 scalable font programs and
enables you to use other high-quality PostScript
language typefaces, even if you dorr't have a
PostScript printer. . ... .. . .. .... .... .. $59.
Dow Jones ... NCP
5494 [!]News/Retrieval Membership Pkg. 24.
5th Generation ... NCP
5504 [!]Brooklyn Bridge 3.0 . . .. ... . . .. 79.
2762 DMace Utilities 1990....... . .... 99.
3950 [!]Fastback Plus 2 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 119.
FNN Data Broadcasting
7005 [!JNewsReal 1.0 .. . . . .... . . . ... 99.
FormWorx ... NCP
581 O o FormWorx with Fill &File 2.5 . . . . 85.
7311 [!]Form Publisher for Windows 1.2 . 145.
Fox Software .. . NCP
6188 181FoxPro 1.02. . . . . . . . . . . .
489.
Franklin Software .. . NCP
7071 [!]language Master 2.0 ....... . . 59.
7416 [!] Language Master 3.0 for Windows 59.
Funk Software . .. NCP
2228 DSideways 3 .21 .. . ......... . .. 42.
7380 [!JP.D. Queue 1.0 (print spooler) ... 55.
Generic Software ... NCP
2265 181Generic CADD Level 3 1.1.3. . . 225.

WealthBuilder
.._,
. . .______
hr j\ \oncy
Magazine

Reality Technologies ... NCP
6572 ~ Wea/thBuilder by Money Magazine 1.1
Save & invest wisely. Set financial goals &
achieve them. Plan for retirement, a child's
education, a home. Optimize your portfolio
& track all of your investments . . . . . $145.
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in your orders!
Great American Software ... NCP
4880 DOne Write Plus Acct. Sys. 2.06. $179.
. .... 55.
5825 C!JMoney Matters 1.0 . . . . .
Harvard Associates ... NCP
2324 IBIPC Logo 3.0 . . .... .. .. . . . ... 59.
hDC Computer Corp. . .. NCP
7389 C!JWindows Express 3 .0 . . . . . ... . 55.
7383 C!l First Apps 1.0 . ... . ... . .. . ... 55.
Hilgraeve ... NCP
2323 C!lHyper.ACCESS/51.1 (DCB &OS/2) 115.
IBM ... NCP
6599 oCurrent 1.1 ... . . . . .. . .. .... 239.
Individual Software ... NCP
6222 C!JResume Maker 1. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 29.
Inset Systems ... NCP
7298 C!JHijaak 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.
99.
7300 C!Jlnset Plus Hijaak . . . . . . . . . . .
Intuit ... NCP
2426 [!]Quicken 3.0 ........... .
39.
lsogon ... NCP
7478 oFontSpace 1.16 ...... . . . .. . .. 59.
LaserTools ... NCP
6882 C!lPrintCache 2.3 ........... . .. 99.
Lord Publishing ... NCP
5191 C!JRonstadt's Financials 1.02 ...... 75.
Lotus ... NCP
5417 01-2-3 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . call
5653 01-2-3 2.2 ......... .. . . . ... 349.
5134 C!JMagellan 2.0 . . . .. . ..... .. . . 119.
MECA ... NCP
2798 DManaging Your Money 6.0 ..... 119.
7002 C!JHome Lawyer 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.
Microcom ... NCP
6234 oCarbonCopy Plus 5.2. . . . . . . . . 119.
7024 DCarbonCopy Plus+ Host 5.2 . . . 199.
Micrografx . .. NCP
489.
6597 DDesigner 3 .01 . .
Micro Logic . .. NCP
6787 C!Jlnfo Select 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.
Microlytics ... NCP
2731 DGOfer 2.0 .. .. . .. ... .. . .. .. . 45.
Microsoft . .. NCP
7010 DWindows 3.0 . . . . . .. .... . .. .. 99.
7388 C!lProject for Windows 1.0 . .. . . . . 469.

4925
2982
4928
4929
5902
5900
4384
7048

C!lPowerPointforWindows 1.0.. . $329.
DWorks 2.0 .... .. ...... . .. . ...99.
DWord 5.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209.
C!JWord for Windows 1.0 .. ... ... 329 .
C!J Excel 2.1 . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . call
DOuickBASIC 4.5 ... . . .. .. . .... 69.
DOuickC 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.
C!JC Compiler 6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339.
Multisoft ... NCP
DPC-Kwik Power Pak 1.5 ...... .. 79.
Nolo Press ... NCP
DWillMaker 3.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.
Norton-Lambert ... NCP
DClose-Up Customer 3.0 ... .. .. 135.
DClose-Up Support 3.0 ........ 165.
PC Globe ... NCP
DPCGlobe3.0 ....... . .. . . • ... 39.
DPC USA 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.
Personics ... NCP
C!JUltravision 2.0 . . . . . . . ..... . 79.
C!JMonarch 1.0 (Data Mgmt. Tool} . 319.

11

gooie") gurus have been waiting for. The
latest in Graphkal User Interface for MS
DOS machines.Lets each application access
muchmorememoryanddoitfaster .. $99.

PostScript fonts and works with any applica
tion that can produce PostScript files. $255.
Reference Software ... NCP
4396 C!JGrammatik IV 1.0. .... .. .. . ... 52.
7483 C!J Grammatik Windows 1.0 . . . . . .. 52.
Revolution Software .. . NCP
4480 C!JVGA Dimmer 2.01 (screen saver) . 19.
RightSoft .. . NCP
4155 C!J RightWriter 3 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.
Samna ... NCP
5799 C!JAmi Professional 1.2 . ..... ... 309.
Softlogic Solutions .. . NCP
3542 DSoftware Carousel 4.0 . . . . . . . . . 55.
Software Publishing ... NCP
3499 DPFS:First Publisher 3.0 . . .. . .... 99.
3478 DPFS:First Choice 3.02 ........ 105.
3496 DProfessional Write 2.2......... 165.
3482 DHarvard Graphics 2.3 .... . .... 339.
Symantec . .. NCP
3425 oO&A 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.
3431 DTimeline 4.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 469.
Systems Compatibility .. . NCP
6564 oSoftware Bridge 4 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . 79.

Microcom ... NCP
7024 DCarbonCof)' Plus+ Host 5.2-Control
or monitor a remote PC from your PC using
standard dial-up modems. Get both controller
and client software in one package .. $199.

1-800/776-7777
760B
PC Connection
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791

MMC

Micro Logic ... NCP
6787 ~In~ Select 1.1-The fastest most excit
ing new way to deal with notes1 ideas1 plans1
contacts1 and all your RANDOM informa
tion. Easy yet powerful. Endless uses . $55.
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Custom Applications ... NCP
7474 DFreedom of Press 2.2-Print PostScript
language files from your PC to over 50 non
PostScript printers. Comes with 35 scalable

Peter Norton . .. NCP
3152 C!JNorton Commander 3.0.
99.
3146 C!lAdvanced Utilities 4.5 . . . . . . . . . 99.
6397 C!JThe Norton Backup 1. 1 . . . . . . . . 99.
Precision Software ... NCP
6600 C!JSuperbase 4 for Windows 1.2 . 429.
Qualitas ... NCP
7539 D386MAX 5.0 .. .. ...... . ... .. 75.
Quarterdeck ... NCP
6422 DORAM 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.
3221 DExpanded Memory Mgr. 386 5.1 . 59.
3220 DDESOView 2.26. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.
4586 DDESOView386 1.1 ......... . 129.
Reality Technologies ... NCP
6572 C!JWealthBuilder 1.1 ........... 145.

Microsoft ... NCP
7010 D Windows 3.0-It's what the GUI
(

7387
2904
2901
6195
2856
2894
2895
2853
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Newsprint and boxes.
6791
3812
6161
7016

WordStar International .. . NCP
DWordStar Prof. 6.0 . . . . . . . . . . $279.
Xerox ... NCP
DVentura Publisher Gold 3.0 .. . . 559.
XTREE ... NCP
~XTreePro Gold 1.4 ... .. . ... .. . 75.
ZSoft ... NCP
~PC Paintbrush IV Plus 1.0. . . . . . 119.

RECREATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL
Broderbund . .. CP
5701 DWhere!Time Carmen Sandiego? ... 32.
6295 ~The Playroom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.
5851 ~SimCity . . . . . . . .
33.
Electronic Arts . . . NCP
5804 ~Deluxe Paint II (Enhanced) . . .... 89.
Microsoft .. . NCP
2858 DFlight Simulator 4.0 ........ . .. 39.
Penton Overseas ... NCP
~VocabuLearnlce Levels I & II (French,
Italian, German, Spanish, Russian,
and Hebrew) ............. each 39.

RightSoft ... NCP
4155 ~RightWriter 3.1-Make your business
writing clear1 concise and powerful. Award
winning RightWriter checks your grammar1
style1 word usage and punctuation. Works
with most popular word processors... $54.

PC illustration software now comes with
even more value: Core!TRACE1 over 100
typefaces1 over 300 clip·art images1 aPantone
license-all bundled in for free .. . .. . $329.
American Power . . . 2 years
7108 APC Smart-UPS 400. . . . . . .
6812 200DL (stand-by power source) . .
6811 360SX (stand-by power source) . . .
7107 450AT (stand-by power source). .
7106 520ES (stand-by power source) . . .
7105 600LS (stand-by power source) . ..
AST Research . . . 2 years
1299 SixPakPlus 384k CISIP . ........
6795 SixPak 286 512k .. . ......... . .
4107 RAMpage Plus 286 512k . . . . . . . .
6980 VGA Plus (w/512K) (800 x 600 res)
Boca Research . . . 5 years
7001 BOCARAM/AT PLUS (0-8 Meg)

TIMESLIPS ... NCP
2987 DTimeslips Ill 3.4 . . ...... . .... 169.
6994 DPercentEdge 1.0 ............. 69.
Timeworks .. . NCP
6253 ~Publish-It! 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115.
TOPS ... NCP
6675 OT OPS Network Bundle 3.0 ..... 159.
3720 Flashcard 2 .1 (Apple Talk network card;
1 year warranty) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155.
Touchstone Software .. . NCP
7420 ~Check It 2.1 ................. 89.
Traveling Software ... NCP
4190 Battery Watch 2.0 (3112'' only) ... . . 35.
5179 ~Laplink 1113.0 ....... . . . . .. .. 95.
True BASIC ... NCP
3561 ~True BASIC 2 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52.
Vericomp . . . NCP
6771 ~Memory Master 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 45.
WordPerfect Corp. . . . NCP
3804 DWordPerfect 5.1 ... . ..... . ... 265.
6685 ~DrawPerfect 1.1 .. .. . ........ 279.

Stone & Associates ... NCP
3439 ~2nd Math-WILL YOUR CHILD
COMPETE...at the college of XQill choice7
Excellent math skills equal academic success!
2nd Math teaches basic math skills1
&actions-even pre-algebra.......... $27.

Corel Systems ... NCP

5506 DCorelDRAWI 12-The world's leading

Qualitas ... NCP
7539 0386MAX 5.0-Powerful new
MAXIMIZE feature finds and uses all the
memory you paid foc Automatic install makes
this indusay standard memmy manager
indispensable for all level of 386 users . $75.
Sierra On-Line ... CP
6023 ~Leisure Suit Larry Ill . .... . . ... .
6796 ~Codename: Iceman ..... . .... .
6972 ~Conquests of Camelot ........ .
Software Toolworks ... NCP
6436 181Hunt forRed October . . . .
4659 ~Chessmaster 2100 (CP) ........
Stone & Assoc. ... NCP
3438 ~Young Math (ages 5 to8) . ......
3439 ~2nd Math (ages 7 to 16). . . . . . . .
True BASIC, Inc. ... NCP
IEIKemeny/Kurtz Math Series:
10 titles . . .... . . . . . . . .. . . each

7061
7135
6998
6999
6995
7026

7 400
39.
39.
39 .
20.
35.
22.
27.

5787
5788
7341
7340
7345
1604

45.

HARDWARE
Manufacturer's standard limited
warranty period for items shown is
listed after each company name.
Some products In their line may
have different warranty periods.

1608
1694
1707
1708
7358

339.
155.
255.
339.
399.
469.
179.
209.
419.
229.

(UM 4.0 extended) ....... . ... . 125.
BOCARAM/XT OK (0-2 Meg, LIM 4.0) 99.
TophAT (16-bit backfill 512K to 640K) 99.

110 Board for AT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.
1/0 Board for Microchannel S/S/P . 109.
SuperVGA (800 x 600, 1618 bit). . . 135.
1024 VGA (16 bit non-interlaced,
512K) ...................... 219.
Bravo Communications
2 Pas. Laser Compatible Switch Box 109.
Brother International . . . 1 year
HL-8e Laser Printer . . ......... 1699.
H L-8Ps Postscript Laser Printer . 2949.
CH Products .. . 1 year
Gamecard Ill Plus (for Microchannel
PS/2s) ..... . . . ............... 49.
Flight Stick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.
Rollermouse (Trackba/Q serial 85. bus 99.
Compucable ·-· 2 years
2-Position switch box . . . . . . . . . . . 25.
Cuesta .. . 1 year
Datasaver 400 Watt (power backup) 429.
Curtis ... lifetime
Emerald SP-2 ................. 36.
RubySPF-2(6oul/ets) . .... .. . . . 55.
Ruby-Plus SPF-2 Plus . .. . ....... 65.
Command Center .... . ... .. .... 93.
Glass Filter Plus (anti-glare screen

with radiation protection, specify
screen size) . .. . . ... . . .. . . each 65.
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PC Clout~

Diamonds in the rough.
(Or, why you're always safe with us.)
n early fall afternoon. The sky is bluer than the
IBM logo and there's enough electricity in the air
to light up Yankee Stadium. You could be at
Candlestick, Wrigley, or Fenway, munching a frank, and
yelling, "It's outta here!" But the players are suspiciously
furry and there's a level of play you rarely see anymore,
even in the big leagues. Welcome to
the silicon sandlot of Marlow, NH
(pop. 563). Where the only game .
that's played is hardball. And where
we don't take American Express.
(Just VISA, MC, and Corporate P.O.s.)
Students of the game know that
when it comes to PC mail order we

A

wrote the book: toll-free tech support, latest versions
only, and price lists complete with up to-date stats on
warranties, disk size, and copy protection. Give us a
call next time you need to know the score on any PC
product. We'll never leave you out in left field.
Get into the swing of things.
We have a reputation for always going to bat for our
customers. Well now you can go to bat for yourself
anytime you like with your very QWfl
32" "R.G. Johnson" bat, custom
made and hand-crafted ifl New
England from solia ash by RG.'s
grandson Bob>. This cracker-jack offer
is free to everyone who places a:fil
order of $ 1000 or more between now
and November 30.

Go rortbe fences with the PC Connection Bat
featuring our own heavy·hlttlng maKOIB. Offer not

awllable to accounlB on net term a. One per customer.
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All recyclable.
Targus . . . lifetime
7028 Foliopac 1................... $79.
4899 Nylon Laptop carrying case . . . . . . 55.
6037 Premier leather carrying case . . . . 199.

MEMORY

MISCELLANEOUS
6556
3248
4366
5510
5746

Checkfree
6360 CheckFree (electronic checking srv.) $25.

CompuServe

TheComplete PC .. . 2 years
5140 TheComplete Page Scanner ...... 549.
5828 TheComplete Communicator ..... 559.

7546 DOS Membership Kit .. . .. . . .. .. 23.

Tripp Lite . . . 2 years
6199 Isobar 4-6 ( 4 outlets. 6 ft. cord) .... 49.
6200 Isobar 6-6 (6 outlets, 6 ft. cord) .... 59.

Video 7 . .. 7 years
5883 1024i VGA (includes 512k) ..... . 269.
4931 VRAM VGA 512k . . ....
379.

DRIVES
IOMEGA ... 1 year
5116
5117
5113
2499
7551

Bernoulli II Single44 Meg Internal 995.
Bernoulli II Dual 44 Meg External 1969.
44 Meg Cartridge Tripak (5114") . . . 249.
PC2 Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169.
Bernoulli II Transportable 44 Meg . 1299.

2917
5502
5500
5190

40-60 Meg Internal Tape Drive.... 379.
83-152M Ext. Tape Drive. . . . . .
799.
83-152M Int. Tape Drive . . . . . . . . 629.
DC2000 Pre-formatted Cartridges ea. 35.

Mountain Computer . .. 1 year

5010
6602
6425
6424

215.
239.
599.
699.

• We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only.
• No surcharge added for credit card orders.
Maxell ... lifetime
2789 51/4"MD2-D360kDisks(Qty !J) .... 12. • Your card is not charged until we ship.
• If we must ship a partial order, we never charge
freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order
(in the U.S.).
• No sales tax.
• All U.S. shipments insured; no addrtional charge.
• APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail.
• International orders U.S. $250 minimum.
• Upon receipt and approval, personal and company
checks clear the same day for immediate shipment
of your order.
• COD max. $1000. Cash. cashier's check, or money
order:
• 120 day limrted warranty on all products.•
• To order; call us Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to
1:00 AM, or Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM. You can
call our business offices at 603/446-3383 Monday
through Friday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM.

Reflection Technology .. . 1 year
7127 Private Eye-A large screen in asmall
box. Atiny virtual display which offers a
full-size, 1211 IBM CGA auxiliary screen to
PCs & laptops. View privately in planes or
meetings. Brighter than LCDs . . .... $499.

Iomega ... 1year
7551 Bernoulli II Transportable- The compact
version of the Bernoulli Universal family
removable media drive1 offering users the
&eedom to easily move his/her Bernoulli
drive &om one AC outlet to another $1299.

ButtonWare ... NCP
6419 ~PC.File 5.0- The most friendly,

SHIPPING

comprehensive database available. It includes
letter-writing with mail merge, business
graphing, and apowerful report writer. It
also works directly on dBase files . . . . $75.

2285 20 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST225

(w/controller and cables, 65 ms) . . 275.
2286 30 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST238

(wlcontrol/er and cables, 65 ms) . . 289.
4554 40 Meg Int. HD ST251-1 (28 ms) .. 359.

TEAC ... 1 year
4951 720k Drive (specify XTor AT, 3112") . 75.
4670 1.44 Meg Drive for PC/XT (3112'') . .. 89.
4326 1.44 Meg Drive for AT (includes Bastech
software utilities, 31h" copy prot.) . 109.

2790 51/4"MD2-HD1.2MbDisks(Qty !J) .. 19.
2792 31/2 11 DS/00 720k Diskettes (Qty !J) . . 14.
2793 31/2 11 OS/HD 1.44Mb Diskettes (Qty !J) 27.

Sony . .. lifetime
3291
3292
3297
3298
6659

51/<" DS/00360kDisks(Qty !J) ....
51/4" OS/HD 1.2MbDisks(Qty 10) ...
31/ 2 11 DS/00720kDiskettes(Qty!J) ..
31/2 11 OS/HD 1.44Mb Diskettes (Qty !J)
OD 2000 Tape Cartridge . . . . . . . . .

10.
19.
13.
22.
19.

Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shlpping.
Contfnental US:
• For heavy hardware items such as printers, monitors,
Bernoulli Boxes, etc. pay actual charges. Call for UPS
2nd-Day & Next-Day-Air:
• For all other items, add $3 per order to cover UPS
Shipping. For such rtems, we automatically use UPS
2nd-Day-Air at no extra charge if you are more than 2
days from us by UPS ground.
Hawaii:
• For monitors, printers, Bernoulli Boxes, computers,
hard drives, and power backups, actual UPS Blue
charge will be added. For all other rtems, add $3 per
order:
Alaska and outside Continental US:
• Call 603/446-7721 for information.
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OUR POLICY

DISKS

FormWorx ... NCP
7311 ~limn Publisher for Windrus 1.2-Desktop
publishing designed especially for creating
professional-quality forms. Use unique
object-oriented design techniques & import
graphics. Over 600 forms included! .. $145.
Pacific Rim .. . 1 year
1.2 Meg External (for PSl2's) . . .. .
1.44 External (for PCIXT/Al) . . . . .
Plus Development ... 2 years
Hardcard 1140 Meg (19ms) .. . ..
Hardcard II 80 Meg (19 ms) . . . . .
Seagate .. . 1 year

256k DRAMs (100 nanosecond) . . .
256k DRAMs (120 nanosecond) . ..
1 Meg x 9 SIMMs (100 nanosecond)
1 Meg x 9 SIMMs (80 nanosecond)
1 Meg Chips (80 nanosecond) . . . .
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Nothing obnoxious.

Intel ... 5years
4275 Connection CoProcessor-Sends and
receives faxes from within many popular
applications. Communicate without inter
rupting your work. Includes Central Point's
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 .... .. ...... . $529. '
6901
5655

1906
1904
5183
1930
6765
1917
5184
1052
7157
2307
7391
2318
6754
6582
6421
2352
5119
6420
2346
4266
4267
5336
5342
4272
5396
4275
7385
4 750
2371
2372
4518

Datadesk ... 3 years
Switchboard . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 175.
Diconix .. . 1 year
. . 359.
150 Plus Printer (ParalleQ . .
Epson .. . 1 year
Vk are an authorized Epson Service Centel
FX-850 (80 col., 264 cps, 9 pin) ... call
FX-1050 (136 col., 264 cps, 9 pin) . . call
LQ-510 (80 col., 180 cps, 24 pin). . . call
L0·850 (80 col., 264 cps, 24 pin) .. call
L0-1010(136col., 180cps, 24pin) call
L0-1050 (136 col., 264 cps, 24 pin) call
LX-810(80col., 180cps, 9pin) .... call
Printer-to -IBM cable (6 feet) . .. .... 15.
5th Generation .. . 1 year
Logical Connection Plus 512k . ... 599.
Hayes ... 2 years
Smartmodem 2400 . . . . . . . . . . . . 349.
Ultra 9600 Modem _ _......... 899.
Hercules ... 2 years
Graphics Card Plus. . . . .
. . . . 189.
Hewlett-Packard ... 1 year
LaserJet Ill (w/toner). . .
1699.
LaserJet llP (w/toner) . . . . . . . . . 1069.
Intel ... 5 years
2400B MNP Internal Modem .... 199.
2400B Internal Modem 2 (for PS/2) 249.
2400 Baud External Modem. . . . . 179.
2400EX MNP Modem. . ........ 229.
lnl:x:lard386/PCw/1 Meg(wHreeAmO 519.
Above Board Plus 512k ......... 419.
Above Board Plus 1/0 512k ...... 449.
Above Board Plus 8 2 Meg . . . . . . 599.
Above Board Plus 8 1/0 2 Meg . . . 629.
Above Board 2 Plus 512k ....... 469.
Above Board MC 32 Ok . .
359.
Connection CoProcessor .
529.
MATH COPROCESSORS
80287XL (for 80286 CPU's) . . . . . . 229.
80387SX (for 80386SX CPU's) . ... 309.
80387 (for 16 MHz 80386 CPU's). . 349.
80387-20 (for 20 MHz 80386 CPU's)399.
Key tronic .. . 3 years
101 Plus Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.
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Kraft .. . 5 years
$29.
5800 3 button Thunder Joystick .....
. .. . .. .. 69.
5802 Trackball . _.......
Logitech ... limited lifetime
69.
5464 C9 Mouse for PS/2's ..
5151 HiREZMouse(C9J ....
. .. 85.
6029 Trackman (Trackball) serial 85. bus 89.
4297 ScanMan Plus (hand scanner) . . . 185.
Micron Technology .. . 2 years
6669 Intensify 2 Meg Expansion for HP
LaserJet II (upgradeable to 4 Meg). 219.
7012 Beyond Memory Board for PS/2
Model 70 (2 Meg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265.
Microsoft ... lifetime
2897 Mouse with Paintbrush ..... . .. 109.
2898 Mouse with Windows 3.0 ..... _. 149.
MicroSpeed .. . 1 year
6007 PC-TRAC Trackball serial 75. bus 85.
Mouse Systems .. . lifetime
5997 Trackball (1 yr. wrnty.) serial 75. bus 85.
4306 PC Mouse II w/PC Paint+ ........ 89.
NEC ... 2years
4799 Multisync 2A (VGA Monitor) ..... 499.
5085 Multisync 30 Monitor .......... 689.

Intel .. . 5 years
Above Boards-FREE Ouarterdeck ORAM
and Manifest with any Above Board or
piggyback, now through December 31,
1990! ........ see Intel listing for prices.
7512

3202
3200
7053
6779
7072
7054

Orchid Technologies .. . 4 years
ProDesignerVGA II (1024x 768) .. 299.
PC Power & Cooling . . . 1 year
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES
Turbo Cool 150 (25° - 40° cooler) 129.
Silencer 150 (84% noise reduction) 115.
lnnerSource 2210 (internal backup) 399.
Pacific Data Products . .. 1 year
25 Cartridges in One! (for U II, /IP, /ID) .275.
25 Cartridges in One! (fa- U Ill) . ..... 349.
Memory upgrade for LaserJet llP/111
1 Meg . .. . 179. 7055 2 Meg. . . 249.

1-800/776-7777
MMC

PC Connection
760B
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791
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6839 Memory upgrade for LaserJet 11
1 Meg . .... 179. 2 Meg . .... 249.
7158 Pacific Page (Postscript Cartridge for
LaserJet I/Pl/I/) ...... ......... 379.
Practical Peripherals ... 5 years
3101 1200 Baud Internal Modem .... .. 65.
3100 1200 Baud External Modem (mim) . 77.
3103 2400 Baud Internal Modem . . . . 135.
3102 2400 Baud External Modem ..... 179.
5286 2400 Baud Int. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 175.
5285 2400 Baud Ext MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 209.
4542 2400 Baud Internal Modem for PS/2. 229.
7008 PINET (peripheral sharing) ..... 1189.
Reflection Technology .. 1 year
7127 Private Eye (virtual display) . . . . . . 499.
SAFE Power Systems .. . 2 years
4562 Safe 425W (standby powerbkup) 329.
6747 Safe400S (new) . ......... __ .. 399.
SOTA Technology ... 2 years
5111 SOTA 286i-12 (12 MHz accelerator) 269.
5402 SOTA 386i-16 (16 MHz accelerator) 389.

Intel ... 5 years
MNP Modems-Features data compression,
error correction, & a built-in buffer providing
compatibility with OS/2.
642124008 MNP Internal Modem . . ... $199.
6420 2400EX MNP Modem . . ... . .... 229.
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Intel ... 5 years
2346 lnboard 386/PC with FreeSamna Ami
Gives you 80386 processing power, 1Mb
RAM, and Samna's powerful Windows
based word processor (regularly at $129).
30 Day Money Back Guarantee. .. . . $519.
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'DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY. DEFECTIVE HARONARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION.

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

OS/2 NOTEBOOK

REAL-TIME
MULTITASKING
KERNEL
8086188, 80x86/88
Z80. 64180. 8080/85

80386
68000110120

• Fast, reliable operation
•Compact and ROMable
• PC peripheral support
• DOS file access
• C language support
• Preemptive scheduler
• Time slicing available
• Configuration Builder
• Complete documentation
• Intertask messages
• Message exchanges
• Dynamic operations
- task create/delete
- task priorities
- memory allocation
• Event Manager
• Semaphore Manager
• List Manager
• lnSight™ Debugging Tool

THE BEST
Join over 600 developers such as
IBM®, Xerox, Hewlett Packard,
Hayes, Hughes Aircraft and NASA.
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real-time multitasking system
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No Royalties
Source Code Included

Demo Disk
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thread is a dispatchable element used by
MS OS/2 to track execution cycles of the
processor." Three years later, that still
doesn't tell me anything.
Then came the infamous MTDYNA
.DOC. At first, you couldn't use the C
library if you wanted to use threads, be
cause the library routines weren't reen
trant. In the spring of 1988, a new release
of the C compiler brought the multi
threaded library and headers and a 1039
line read-me file, MTDYNA.DOC, bur
ied on one of the disks. For two years,
that was the only official documentation
for most of us.
Other roadblocks have been the con
stantly changing "musical header files."
I know I've not been alone in just dread
ing each new SDK or Toolkit release.
Each one seemed to bring a new set of
seemingly gratuitous changes to all the
names defined in the headers. First it
was all uppercase, then mixed case; first
English, then Hungarian. Each release
meant nothing would compile until I'd
made a II the same gratuitous changes to
all my own source code.

Least Common Denominator
The other big reason that there aren't
many great multithreaded applications is
that once you write one, it's not portable.
Conversely, if you 're porting something
in from another environment, you don't
just add threads and stir. To really use
threads, you have to weave them pretty
tightly into the fabric of your product.
And let's face it: It's one thing to be non
portable if you're selling to an installed
base of 50 million users, and quite an
other to a base ofonly 300,000.
Not surprisingly, most of the first
wave of applications for OS/2 have been
ports from DOS or Windows. Micro
soft's own Word 5.0 and Excel are two
very disappointing but typical examples
of programs that do absolutely nothing to
take advantage of OS/2. Neither Word
nor Excel will do background printing;
Excel doesn't even let you move its win
dow around while it prints.
The arrival of Windows 3.0 clouds
things further. With the upcoming capa
bility of OS/2 2.0 to run Windows bina
ries unmodified, many developers may
think that the right answer is the purely
opportunistic one: Write it for Windows,
and if it works on OS/2, fine, but don't
do anything special. In other words,
don't use threads.

206-1847

What's the Prognosis?

Fax:

In my view, the prognosis is mixed. On
the technical side, things have improved.
Documentation is much better. Many

(604) 734-8114
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books show how to write a multithreaded
program. From discussions I see on BIX
and elsewhere, most developers seem to
be gaining the familiarity and experience
they need.
OS/2 2.0 promises a new, improved
semaphore application programming in
terface that's touted as easier to use, al
though I'm skeptical. In my experience,
it's not the semaphore primitives that are
at fault, it's that semaphores are inher
ently tricky. Race conditions are just
plain tough to avoid and even tougher to
debug.
I see nothing that changes that. Some
version 2.0 changes appear to be more
musical headers. For example, the so
called FS (fast, safe) semaphores intro
duced with great fanfare last year are
gone. What possible reason could there
have been to introduce these semaphores
at all if they were going to be eliminated
so quickly?
But the biggest impediments to seeing
all those great multithreaded applica
tions now and through the rest of the year
will be nontechnical. If sales of OS/2
continue at current levels, don't expect
much.
Still, there's hope. Although Windows
3.0 will likely give all of us in the OS/2
community gas pains, it may ultimately
be the best thing that could happen to
OS/2. If you have the hardware to run
Windows 3 .0 acceptably, OS/2 should
run fine also. OS/2 2.0 will make the mi
gration easier. I have one DOS box right
now, and, for me, it's one too many, con
sidering how often I bother with it. But I
admit even I was strangely captivated to
see multiple DOS applications like good
old Lotus 1-2-3 running in Presentation
Manager windows under OS/2 2.0.
Ultimately, competitive pressures will
grow as more users and developers learn
just what can be done with threads. Un
like breakfast cereal, where you can eat
the whole box and still have no idea
whether it's any good for you, most folks
figure out pretty quickly whether new
software is any good for them. Take
heart: OS/2 threads, used properly , are
very good for you-enough so anyone
can notice. •

Douglas A. Hamilton is the founder of
Hamilton laboratories in Wayland, Mas
sachusetts, and the author of the Hamil
ton C shell, a command processor and
utilities package for OS/2. He can be
reached on BIX as "hamilton. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Beyond
640KDOS.
Build multi-megabyte
programs with Phar Lap's
386\ DOS-Extender.'"
If the DOS 640K limit is driving you nuts,
get all the memory you want with
3861 DOS-Extenderfrom Phar Lap~
Large-scale benefits. By turning DOS
into a true 32-bit operating system,
386 IDOS-Extender shatters the 640K
barrier. It lets you create protected mode
applications that use all the memory in
the machine - up to 4 gigabytes. You work
within a flat, 32-bit address space. No more
suffering with overlays, bank-switched
EMS, or segmentation.
With full 32-bit memory and power, you
can finally build workstation-class applica
tions for the PC. Your Extended-DOS
programs will run considerably faster, have
room for more features, and be more re
sponsive than those in 16-bit DOS.

And if that's not enough, add Phar Lap's
3861 VMM '" virtual memory manager. With
true demand-paging, 386 IVMM enables
your application to grow bigger than availa
ble RAM. Bothcodeanddataareautomati
cally swapped to disk as needed.
Total compatibility. Because 386 \DOS
Extender is embedded into your program,
it is invisible to the end-use1: Your program
looks exactly like any other DOS applica
tion. There's no new operating environment
for your end-users to buy or learn.
Every 80386 PC that can run MS-DOS or
PC-DOS can run 386 \DOS-Extender. It is
completely compatible with all DOS-based
software, including TSRs and network
managers.
3861 DOS-Extender is backed by a full
complement of 32-bit languages. Choose
your favorite fromamongC, Fortran, Pas
cal, Ada, Assembler, and others. And with

Phar Lap, you'll be using the finest, most
widely used 386 software development
tools in the world.
Proven success. AutoCAD 386, IBM
Interleaf Publisher, and Paradox 386 are just
a few of the hundreds ofExtended-DOS
applications already being shipped with
386\ DOS-Extender. Utilizing this exciting
new technology, industry leaders are keep
ing their competitive edge by delivering the
speed and power that 386 users have been
waiting for.
So if DOS is lookingsmallerthanever,
call Phar Lap today.
And see what it's like beyond 640K.
PharLap386I DOS-Extender.
~open a world ofmem01y.
Phar Lap Software, Inc.

60 Aberdeen Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-661-1510
FAX 617-876-2972

Trademark holders: :!86 1UIS-Extender'" ;u1d:ll16 IVMM '" - Phar L1pSoftw:ire, Inc.; lnterleaf Publisher'" - h1terlcaf,lnc.; Paradox'" - BorlandlnteITTJ\ional. l(egisteredtsadem:irk holders: Phar L<1p® - Pim l.<1p
Sol\ware, Inc.• Mil - \J.S. \lept..ofl cfense; MS-DOS"' - Microsoft Corp.; AutoCAD®- Autodesk, hJC.; 18M®- lllM Corpomlion. e t989 Pharl.<1pSoftw:ire, Inc
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onYour OSor
plications!
Your applications shouldn't
have to compete with 3270
communications for your PC's
scarce resources.
That's why we deliver our

Supports NetView, HILAPI
3.0, and CLEO'S own APL
DataTalker 3270 high-perfor
mance PC-to-mainframe con
nectivity software on powerful

co-processor boards with on
board memory.
With DataTalker 3270, you
can offload all communica
tions processing and screen
storage to the co-processor,
freeing your DOS or UNIX
system for applications
processing. As a result,
users can perform up
to 32 simultaneous
mainframe sessions

without affecting performance.
Adds only JK to DOS appli
DataTalker 3270 provides
cations, 40Kto UNIX
full emulation of IBM 3278
terminals and 3274 controllers,
along with 32 LUs, 512K
To learn more, call us today
RAM, file transfer
at 1-800-233-2536. Or write
(IND$FILE), BSC or
to us at 3796 Plaza Drive,
SNA support, and
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.
IBM 3287 printer em FAX: 313/662-1965.
ulation. Line speeds
of up to 56K baud
are supported.
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AVAIIABLE WORLDWIDE!
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UNITE OR DIE

For LANs to continue
their explosive growth,
networks must
become essential parts
of everyday Iife
ike mainframes and minicom
puters before them, LANs are
rapidly approaching a critical
juncture at which they must
either make a major leap forward or face
diminishing sales. Mainframes and
minicomputers nevermadethatleap, but
we hope that LANs will. To do so, they
must evolve from a merely useful tech
nology into an essential one.
Current LAN applications won't take
LANs over this hurdle. The vast majority
of today's LANs let their users share
files and printers. Those functions are
important, to be sure, but cheaper solu
tions-such as peripheral-sharing de
vices and sub-LANs-are available.
The future of LANs will involve a
union of three of today's hottest applica
tion areas: groupware, database servers,
and multimedia. Each of these areas
holds a key component that the others
lack. Alone, each will undoubtedly enjoy
a great deal of success, but together,
either united into stand-alone applica
tions or as pieces in a cooperative sys
tem, they have the potential to help
LANs take that next step forward. To see
why, we'll briefly consider each area
individually.

L

Groupware
Many industry observers have hailed
groupware as the class of killer applica
tions that will "make" LANs. Indeed,
the idea of groupware-software that
helps people work together better-is a
good one. Most groupware products aim
first at the central problem of any group
ILLUsrRATION: JOE GAST © 1990

I I
I I
I I
interaction: communication.
Not surprisingly, E-mail is typically
the cornerstone of most groupware pack
ages. For example, the heart of Higgins,
a package from Enable Software (Ball
ston Lake, NY) is a strong E-mail sys
tem. Higgins's other features, such as
group scheduling, are closely linked to
its E-mail.
With a basic communication mecha
nism in place, different groupware pack
ages concentrate on other aspects of
group interactions. For Syzygy from In
formation Research (Charlottesville,
VA), the focus is project scheduling.
Syzygy uses a central database of proj
ects and resources to let users coordinate
work on potentially large endeavors.
Notes from Lotus Development (Cam
bridge, MA) concentrates on managing
shared documents. And so on.
All those goals are worthy ones, but
they are neither particularly new nor
enough to maintain the phenomenal

growth rate that LAN sales have enjoyed
to date. Many of the same features have
been available for years in such mini
computer "office automation" (read
"groupware") packages as Digital
Equipment's All-In-I and Data Gener
al's CEO Mail (CEO stands for Compre
hensive Electronic Office). The mini
computer packages definitely helped
minicomputer sales and even landed
many new sales, but the march of tech
nology is still, for the most part, leaving
minicomputers behind.

Database Servers
Like groupware, database servers, the
usual center of the oft-touted "client/
server" architecture, have played the
role of LAN savior for some time. They
hold the promise of many LAN users not
just sharing files, but also running trans
actions against the same data sets. Before
long, these LAN database servers will
continued
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ship in large quantities.
The primary feature of these LAN
database servers will be one that has long
been available on minicomputers: con
currency control, the good management
of multiple users of a single database. In
stead of the file-locking or manual rec
ord-locking of most current LAN ap
plications, these servers will provide
integrated transaction-management sys
tems that correctly handle multiple si
multaneous users. Solid, record-level
concurrency controls are a crucial aspect
of sharing data, and they are generally
lacking in LAN applications.
LAN database servers also will bring
to LANs a feature that is not available
from minicomputers: the ability to move
a large part of the application process
ing-the client portion-off the server
system and onto the client systems. This
step, however, is not as new as it might
seem. Most minicomputer database sys
tems already run as their own processes,
with applications as separate processes.
The client/server architecture involves
little more than moving the application
process from the server machine to the
client machine and making sure that the

Products
in the areas of
groupware, database
servers, and multimedia
must work together in
cohesive packages.

two processes can communicate effi
ciently-not a trivial task, but certainly
not one that represents a major step for
ward.
Regardless of their technical virtues,
database servers alone won't save LANs.
Like office automation packages, data
base systems prolonged the life of mini
computers and mainframes and in some
cases even gave those large systems new
jobs as powerful central servers, but they
were not enough to maintain the high

sales growth that those systems once
enjoyed.

Multimedia
People don't communicate solely with
the written (or typed) word. Sound and
visual information are a key part of the
interactions in any office. No matter how
automated an office gets, people will
still hold meetings, want to see each
other's faces, and just talk. A picture
will still be worth a thousand words.
The current push toward multimedia
on many different fronts is the computer
market's recognition of this fact. Most of
the push is coming in two areas. The one
that gets the most ink these days is the
multimedia presentation, in which often
d azzling, MTV-like demonstrations
combine traditional computer displays,
animation, video, and digital audio. The
other, only slightly quieter area is the re
wiring of America with fiber-optic cable
and other high-bandwidth technologies.
Fiber-optic cable's high capacity gives it
the potential to bring computer data,
telephone calls, TV, and streams of
other data surging into our homes and
continued
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They can upload questions and problem reports to you
You can download updates and product information to them
Multiple users may be online at once, on one computer
SIGs, teleconferencing, and questionnaires too
Very easy to install and configure, works under MS-DOS
Works with COM1/COM2/COM3/COM4, or multi-port
serial cards or multi-modem cards

Only $59 for the complete 2-line software!
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Announcing the end of the
SCSI compatibility crisis:

The SCSI disk controller from DPT
that's so intelligent, it doesn't
need special software drivers!
SEE US AT BOOTH #1497
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SCSI connectivity hassles are a thing of the past! SmartConnex
makes it possible for the first time to run SCSI disk drives without
special software drivers or BIOS ROMS that cause compatibility
problems. Just plug in SmartConnex and you're all set-exactly as
though you were using a standard ST506 drive. And, you'll enjoy
optional connectivity to hundreds of other peripherals with
appropriate software, including tape and optical drives.
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SmartConnex is compatible with a// PC ATs and operating sys
tems, and is guaranteed to work with a// existing AT applications.
So it isn't necessary to buy new programs or make any changes
to system software. No matter what operating system or SCSI
disk drive you use, you won't have to worry about controller
compatibility.

SmartConnex costs less and performs better f, an other prod
ucts-it's that simple. When you consider cost along with Smart
Connex's other great advantages, there's no smarter move!
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Distributed Processing Technology was the first to develop
caching disk controllers and hardware disk mirroring for micro
computers, and is the recognized leader in the industry. Our
products have been at work for over a decade, speeding up minis
and mainframes. We offer a 1-year warranty, clear documenta
tion, and outstanding technical support.

Puf Smar-/-(!e;1111ej 6-tAe ~l !
Call today and find out more about the end of the SCSI compati
bility crisis-with SmartConnex, from DPT.

DPT
SmartConnex's on-board 68000 processor and custom-designed
ASIC chips make it the highest-performance controller on the
market. Its unique design pushes the fastest SCSI disk drives to
their top performance limits!
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Distributed
Processing
Technology
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132 Candace Drive
Maitland, FL 32751
Phone: (407) 830-5522
FAX: (407) 260-5366
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Stock Market Forecasting

Expert Systems
NeuralWare, Inc. presents NeuralWorks
Explorer, a neural network tutorial that pro
vides the novice user with a method of
learning neural network theory as well as an
environment in which to build practical
applications. Available on both the MAC
and PC. Price $J99.00. Visa and
Mastercard accepted.
The NeuralWorks product line is
currently used in:
•Oil Exploration
• Medical Diagnostics
• Industrial Inspection
• Credit Approval
• Process Control
• Insurance Underwriting
• Economic Modeling
• Noise Filtering
• Signal Processing
• Fraud Detection
• Bankruptcy Prediction
• Targeted Marketing

Penn Center West, Bldg. N, Suite 227
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15276
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businesses on a single glowing cable.
Both of these areas-particularly the
high-bandwidth technologies-have the
potential to help LANs, but they are still
young. We're only just beginning to deal
well with sharing text documents on
LANs; sharing multimedia presentations
is necessarily a step or two behind.
Fiber-optic cable has the potential to be
great, but it's still relatively expensive,
and we're just learning how to use it
well.

All Together Now
If LANs are to make the crucial transi
tion from useful to essential, products in
the areas of groupware, database servers,
and multimedia must learn to work to
gether in cohesive packages. Each offers
an answer to some of the crucial weak
nesses ofthe others. Consider the fol low
ing cases in point:
• Groupware provides textual communi
cation (e.g., E-mail) and the ability to
share selected information (e.g., proj
ects and documents), but the database
core is rarely strong enough to let many
users work simultaneously without com
promising the integrity of the shared
data.
• Database servers handle the above
problems, but they don't yet deal well
with crucial information like text and
graphics.
• The database systems now commer
cially available also don't do a good job
with truly distributed databases, where
single logical databases are spread across
multiple servers-a must in almost any
organization with multiple sites. Concur
rency problems are hard enough on a sin
gle-system database, but they become ex
tremely difficult when the data is on
multiple machines. The theoretical
answers to these problems have been
around for years, but vendors are just
now beginning to ship systems with two
phase transaction commits and the other
necessities of distributed databases.
• Groupware and E-mail products are
also facing their version of this distrib
uted data problem, because it is increas
ingly important for users on different
servers in a local- or wide-area network
to be able to exchange messages. Many of
these products now can work with multi
ple servers, but, as on a single server,
they generally do so without a strong
database core.
• Multimedia packages let people merge
voice, video, and computer-generated
graphics with more traditional data, but
they are generally not integrated with
databases or with underlying communi

cation (e.g., E-mail) technologies.
• The high bandwidth of fiber-optic
cable offers the potential for LANs to
move the large amounts of data that these
complex unions necessarily involve, but
first we must figure out how to store and
manage such integrated messages.
A system that unites all these elements, a
network in which your personal com
puter is your gateway onto a network of
shared information of all kinds-from
today's record- and file-oriented data to
voice and video-now that's a system
that you 'II rapidly find essential.
We don't expect such a system to come
from a single vendor. We don't even want
it to come from one vendor. Instead, such
a system will probably be a set of cooper
ating products from several different
vendors.
For that to happen, these different
technologies must be able to work togeth
er cleanly. Standard interfaces, such as
the E-mail MHS (Message Handling
System) and X.400 protocols that let dif
ferent packages exchange messages, are
an important part of the answer. They let
vendors of different components concen
trate on their particular slices of the pie,
knowing that, as long their products use
the standard interfaces, they will be able
to work with the important products in
the other areas.
Equally important are new capabili
ties that each of these products must offer
the others. Databases, for example, must
provide tools for storing and managing
text and graphics better. Groupware and
multimedia packages must, in turn, yield
their data management problems to the
more capable hands of the database sys
tems. You get the picture.
If such systems actually appear, being
tied to a network will be as natural as
holding a meeting or making a call-and
as crucial to successful business. Per
sonal computers, and the networks that
link them, will become information ap
pliances much like telephones and phone
networks, and they'll be just as essential.
With such systems, the question about
LANs will not be who needs them, but
rather, who can afford not to have one. •
Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also
independent computer consultants and
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North
Carolina. You can reach them on B/X as
"mvanname "and "wbc3, "respectively.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!
An Integrated Solution

Masterlink'" utility diskette for PCs

it. We also have automatic switches, code

Take our Master Switch'", a sophisticated

comes with every unit and unleashes the

activated switches, buffers, converters,

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet '"

power of the switch with its memory-resident

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers,

networking software for PCs, and you've

access to the commands and menus.

line drivers, and other products.

got an integrated solution for printer and

Other Products

Commitment to Excellence

plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail,

We have a full line of connectivity solutions.

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied

and a lot more. Of course you can also

If you just want printer sharing, we've got

until you're satisfied. That's why we have

share modems, minis, and mainframes or

thousands of customers around the world

access the network remotely. Installation

including large, medium, and small

and operation is very simple.

businesses, factories, stores, educational

Versatile

institutions, and Federal, state, and local

Or you can use the Master Switch to

governments. We back our products with

link any computer or peripheral with a serial

full technical support, a one-year warranty,

or parallel interface. The switch accepts

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee.

over 20 commands for controlling the flow
of data. It may be operated automatically,
by command, or with interactive menus. Its
buffer is expandable to one megabyte and
holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The
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Cure For The
Common Clone
IMAGINE. 386sx power, ZOO MB-HD, 8 MB RAM, 1OZ4 x 768 VGA
with an internal modem...and it fits in a briefcase!
Introducing the Brick'.M
A 386sx with enough
power, storage and
graphics capability to
run the most demanding
applications. And it's
the first desktop PC
that's quiet enough,
small enough
and elegant
enough not to
be banished
instantly to the
floor. This
remarkable
computer
measures
3 ''.x 8 ''.x II "
and weighs
only 8.3 lbs.

More Practical
Than A Portable
The Brick offers an alterna
tive to the usual trade-offs
associated with laptops.
Simply keep a full sized
monitor and keyboard at
your home and office, and
carry just the Brick in
between. You save half the
cost, half the weight, and all
the hassle of coordinating
files between multiple
machines. You can have
one machine with all your
files wherever you need it.

A Powerful And
Quiet Desktop
Bricks are available with a
16 or 20 MHz 386sx; a 387sx
coprocessor; 1 to 8 MB
RAM; and your choice of a
40 (25ms), 100 (25ms), or
200 MB (16ms) hard disk.
Bricks also deliver superb
VGA graphics with lMB
video RAM supporting 800 x

The Brick fits in half a briefcase, leaving
room for everything else you have to carry.
Circle 111 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 112)

600 and 1024 x 768 resolu
tion for CAD, DTP or Win
dows. As an added benefit,
the Brick is very quiet. Its
rugged aluminum case
serves as a heat sink so the
whisper fan rarely runs.

832k for DOS
The Brick provides another
welcome bonus: an extra
192k of memory above the
DOS 640k limit. This unique
feature allows you to load
resident programs, such as
a network or TSRs, into a
contiguous l 92k block of

high memory, and
still leave the lower
640k free. The regular Brick shown above also
accepts an internal ISA 16
bit half length card, while
the "Stretch Brick," shown
at right, accepts one full
and one half length card.

Tutorial" that
quickly teaches you how
to use each program.
Yes, the Brick actually talks.

Optional paper white VGA
LCD display with back-lit
super twist technology.

Guaranteed
Satisfaction
Because we are a direct
selling manufacturer,
we have a direct
interest in the com
plete satisfaction of
each and every
customer. To
ensure that
satisfaction,

You'll find complete
information on all Brick
systems, plus a full comple
ment of enhancements
including FAX. and network
ing cards, tape backup unit,
cases, monitors and more
in our 32-page catalog.
Why not call for it today?
Ergo also offers a line of
traditional 386 computers,
from 16 to 33 MHz, starting
at just $1,895. Call us at
1-800-633-1925 and we'll
help you select the
system that best meets
your needs.
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$2,495
System Includes
&
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Free Catalog

Great Value
Complete Brick systems
start at just $2,495. For
your convenience, we also
offer pre-installed software
packages - including the
DESQview'" or the new
Windows®3.0 environ
ments - and top-rated
applications. For example,
the system (shown above)
including all standard Brick
features with optional color
VGA monitor; 4 MB RAM;
and a 100 MB hard disk
pre-programmed with
DESQview 386, Quattro®,
Sprint®, askSam'", DOS"'
and Tree86'" is only $3,995!
With this package, we also
include our exclusive
interactive "Talking

Ergo offers: a 30-day money
back guarantee, a One Year
Warranty, unlimited 800
line support and our exclu
sive Advanced Diagnostics
via modem.

&
&

Stretch Brick
16 MHz Intel 386sx
I MB RAM, Exp. to 8 MB
40 MB hard disk with
password protection
Mono VGA monitor
16-bit full and 8-bit half
card expansion slots

Standard Features
&

&

A
&
&
&
&
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&
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1024 x 768 VGA
controller with I MB
video RAM and EGA,
CGA, MDA support
IOI keyboard
2,400 bps modem
3.5" 1.44 MB floppy
2 serial & I parallel port
World wide AC power
Hypertext manual
832k DOS capable
UM 4.0 EMS support
One Year Warranty
Freight included
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Free 32-Page Catalog

1-800-633-1925

Ergo Computing, Inc.. One Intercontinental Way,
Peabody, MA 01960
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SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors' hands-on views of new and developing products

RasterOps Accelerator
Backpack
Legacy
Norton Utilities 5.0
Hard Facts

RasterOps Accelerator Speeds Mac Graphics
Mac II combined with a
24-bit color video board
produces dazzling graphics. It
makes the Mac a useful tool
for professional art, graphic
design, image manipulation,
and color desktop publishing.
However, working with near
photo-quality images or fancy
graphics is slow. That's be
cause you're working with 32
bit pixels (only 24 of the bits
actually contain color data,
hence the term 24-bit color).
This means the Mac must
muscle around about a mega
byte or more of data when the
screen is redrawn.
A faster Mac does little to
help the situation: Even a 24
bit color screen redraw on a
Mac Ilfx using a 640- by 480
pixel display is a trifle poky.
The solution is to off-load
some of the QuickDraw graph
ics operations performed by
the Mac's CPU onto a dedi
cated graphics coprocessor.
Several vendors-Radius,
Super Mac, and even Apple
have introduced graphics
boards that accomplish this.
Now there's the RasterOps
Accelerator, which off-loads
and boosts the speed of certain
QuickDraw operations like
fills and window movement.
Like Radius, RasterOps uses a
separate NuBus board that
contains the accelerator logic.
The Accelerator can't gener
ate video signals itself: It

A
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boosts screen performance by
minimizing CPU-to-NuBus
traffic and directly manipulat
ing the frame buffer of a sepa
rate NuBus video board.
An Accelerator cdev/
INIT patches QuickDraw so
that certain drawing operations
become coprocessor com
mands. It is these commands,
not the usual pixel data, that
the CPU writes out onto the
N uBus. This reduces the
amount of data that passes
through the slow NuBus inter
face logic. These commands
are executed by the Accelera
tor, which then modifies the
frame buffer's contents at
NuBus transfer rates. The
Accelerator supports both
NuBus block transfers (a spe
cial mode where up to 64 data
bytes are rapidly sent across
the bus) and bus locking (the
Accelerator owns the bus con
tinuous I y over numerous
transfers). This last feature
provides a claimed 25 percent
to 50 percent boost for accel-

erated graphics operations.
Finally, like the Radius and
Apple graphics boards, the
Accelerator operates as a
NuBus bus master. This lets it
control and accelerate not only
its Imager 8L and Imager 24L
video boards, but other NuBus
video boards that support
block transfer operations (e.g.,
Apple's 8•24 card and
Radius's DirectColor/24). The
Accelerator's bus-locking fea
ture also boosts the speed of
video boards that support this
capability, such as RasterOps
video boards and Apple's Mac
II 8-bit board.
The Accelerator provides
four single in-line memory
module sockets, where you
can mount four I- or 4-mega
bit-density, SO-nanosecond
SIMMs to create a RAM
buffer that is 4 or 16 MB in
size. The Accelerator inter
cepts special graphics func
tions (called GWorld) and
routes the off-screen image
data they work with into this

THE FACTS

RasterOps Accelerator
without RAM, $495; 4-MB
RAM expansion kit, $795

Requirements:
Mac II running System
6.0.3 or higher with

32-Bit QuickDraw and
2 MB of RAM.
RasterOps
2500 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 562-4200
Inquiry 999.

buffer. This lets the Accelera
tor operate on the image in its
local buffer, rather than wait
for the Mac's CPU to write it
to the frame buffer. GWor ld
functions are new; not many
Mac applications take advan
tage of them, so the buffer can
serve as a RAM disk. You
don't need this RAM for the
board to operate.
I tried the Accelerator with
its version 1.0 software, a Ras
terOps lmager 24L 24-bit
color video board on a Mac
Ilci and a Mac Ilfx running
System 6.0.5. Both machines
were equipped with 4 MB of
RAM and an 80-MB hard disk
drive. The Mac Ilci drove a
1024- by 768-pixel monitor,
while the Mac Ilfx drove a
640- by 480-pixel monitor.
Screen updates and desktop
drawing were noticeably faster
with the Accelerator. I used
PageMaker 4.0 to create a 6
MB test file populated with
two 24-bit PICT images, two
24-bit TIFF images, and sev
eral typefaces. I then scrolled
about the document's pages
and recorded the times. De
pending on the position and
type of image on the pages,
scrolling rates improved by
from only a few percent to
nearly 50 percent. I also tried
Apple's 8•24 board with the
Accelerator and observed a
perfor-mance improvement of
about 11 percent peak-not as
fast as RasterOps' own board,
but an improvement. I also
installed4 MB of RAM on the
Accelerator, and when I re
booted, a RAM disk of that
size appeared on the desktop.
Both the Accelerator and the
Imager 24L worked reliably.
The fact that the Accelerator
works with other vendors'
boards and multiple boards is
a plus. If you plan on doing lots
of 24-bit color work on your
Mac, you might want to check
out the Accelerator.

-Tom Thompson

Stuff Your Data
into a Backpack
ou wouldn't take Micro
Solutions Computer Prod
ucts' Backpack on a hike, but
it does hook up to the back of
most computers, and it adds
an extra external floppy disk
drive (either 31-2- or 5Y4-inch)
to your system with an abso
lute minimum of fuss and
bother.
Backpack's biggest selling
point is that it doesn't need an
expansion slot or special gad
gets to get connected; it sim
ply plugs into a parallel port.
And that doesn't mean that
you lose a printer port, because
Backpack has a jack on its own
panel where you plug in your
printer. The drive and the
printer cooperate and manage
to share the port without get
ting in each other's way.
To install the Backpack, I
plugged it into my computer's
parallel port, hooked up its
power supply, and switched it
on. Then the installation soft
ware installed the device

Y

THE FACTS

Backpack
5Y<l-inch (360K-byte or
1.2-MB), $425; 3\-2-inch
(720K-byte or 1.44-MB),
$349

MicroSolutions Computer
Products
132 West Lincoln Hwy.
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 756-3411
Inquiry 1000.

Requirements:
IBM PC, PS/2, or
compatible with a
parallel port.
driver that Backpack needs
and copied a special format
ting program to my hard disk.
It was then a simple matter to
reboot the system and get to
work. Backpack became the

next drive (E) on my system.
No muss, no fuss.
The Backpack that I tested
was the newest version, han
dling the new 2.8-megabyte
extended-density disks that

will undoubtedly soon become
a standard. Backpack format
ted an ED disk in just a bit
more time than a 1.44-MB
floppy disk, showing a format
ted capacity of a healthy and
handy 2,931,712 bytes. Back
pack also handles 720K-byte
and 1.44-MB floppy disks
flawlessly.
Backpack expects a fully
IBM-compatible parallel port,
and some ports on low-cost
clones aren't. They may work
fine with a printer, but Back
pack gets terminal indigestion.
You should try before you buy.
Of course, at about $!0 a
crack, the special ED disks are
expensive. You have to decide
if you really need the storage
space (and want to spend the
extra $75 the ED drive costs).
If not, there are MicroSolu
tions' lower-capacity (and
lower-cost) alternatives.
The drives aren 'tcheap, but
if you need to :idd a drive to a
computer that doesn't have
room for one, or want to add
some utility to your laptop,
Backpack fills the bill.

-Stan Miastkowski

Legacy: Processing Words Under Windows 3.0

I

f a Macintosh is the com
puter fortherestofus, NBl's
Legacy must be the word
processor for those rich in free
space on their hard disk.
Legacy is a flexible and
powerful program in most
ways, but it is a disk-space pig.
How so? Well, a file contain
ing four printable ASCII char
acters takes up 15,322 bytes of
storage space when stored in
Legacy (.CHP) format. By
way of comparison, the same
file in Amf Pro (.SAM) format
takes up 4183 bytes on the
disk; in Word for Windows
(.DOC) format, 1754 bytes; in
Microsoft Windows Write
(.WRI) format, 640 bytes; and
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in raw ASCII, 6 bytes.
As the amount of text in the
file grows, the disparity be
tween it and the disk space
used shrinks, of course. For
example, this entire Short
Take, before editing, required
3393 bytes of disk space as an
ASCII file. In Legacy format,
it took up 18,706 bytes, and in
Word for Windows format,
5338 bytes. This means that if
your writing runs to memos,
single-page letters, and other
short compositions, Legacy is
probably not the program for
you. However, if you're look
ing for a program that adds
some desktop publishing capa
continued
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bility to a full-featured word
processor, Legacy should be
on your check-it-out list.
Legacy requires DOS 3.2 or
higher and Microsoft Win
dows 3.0, so you may need to
upgrade your software. It's a
full WYSIWYG word proces
sor and allows screen images
of up to 200 percent of actual
page size. I found its draft
mode screen to be rather clut
tered: Draft mode, in addition
to displaying the actual text,
also displays all tokens as a
guide to what the formatted
page would look like.
All the expected word pro
cessing features (e.g., cut,
copy, and paste; search and
replace; style sheets; spelling
checker; thesaurus; automatic
footnote, list, and endnote

THE FACTS

Legacy
$495

Requirements:
A 286- or 386-based
computer with at least
640K bytes of RAM
(1 MB is recommended),
a hard disk drive (20 MB
minimum is recom
mended), DOS 3.2 or
generation; hyphenation;
headers and footers; and mail
merge) are there. Dynamic
Data Exchange and file link
ing are supported.
It can import and export text
files in 15 different formats
and import and export graph-

higher, Windows 3.0,
a Windows-compatible
display device, and
a mouse.
NBI, Inc.
3450 Mitchell Lane
Boulder, CO 80301
(800) 624-1111
(303) 444-5710

Inquiry 1001.
ics files in 13 different formats.
Tabular data in Lotus 1-2-3
and Microsoft Excel format
can be imported, also.
Formatting and page layout
are very powerful. There's no
limit to the number of text,
graphics, or table frames that

can be used on a page. (A
frame is simply a vi rtual box
that holds a specific type of
data. By having unlimited
frames, it is-at least in the
ory-possible to build such
complicated documents as a
newspaper's supermarket ad
or an illustrated page for an
electronics component supply
catalog.) A built-in editor can
create vector graphics using
object-oriented methods,
much as high-end design pro
grams like Micrografx De
signer and Corel Draw can do.
Text can flow across pages and
columns into linked frames .
Type sizes range from I to 792
points, and in normal, bold
face, italic, overstrike, under
line, superscript, and subscript.

--George Bond

New Norton Utilities Puts on a Too-Happy Face

N

orton Utilities 5.0 is

loaded (or perhaps more
accurately, weighed down)
with a huge array of features
that can be lifesavers for files,
hard disk drives, and even
whole systems. They're all
tied together with a new
Common User Access-like
textual (pseudographic) inter
face that (for the first time)
works with a mouse.
Ever since 1982, when Pe
ter Norton released his semi
nal unerase utility and got the
PC utility business off to a
rousing start, the thing that I've
liked best about Norton soft
ware is that it's always been
lean, mean . . . and superb.
Previous versions of NU were
never chocked with features.
They just did their job with a
minimum of hassle. Sure,
naive users could do real
damage to a hard disk if they
didn't know what they were
doing, but that was part of the
game.
In NU 5.0, Norton has un
fortunately succumbed to the
blatant featuritus that's re
cently affected the PC utility
business. It's a cruel and com
petitive world out there, and
today's conventional wisdom
says you have to stuff your
122
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THE FACTS

Norton Utilities 5.0
$179

Requirements:
IBM PC, AT, PS/2, or
compatible; hard disk
drive required to run
advanced diagnostics.
Peter Norton Computing
100 Wilshire Blvd.,
Ninth Floor
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 319-2000

Inquiry 1003.
products with every possible
feature under the sun, and then
add a few more.
Don't get me wrong. Some
of NU 5.0's new features are
ground-breaking, as Norton
attempts to stay ahead of arch
competitors like Mace Utilities
and PC Tools. In the limited
space I have here, I can't do
more than scratch the surface
of the long list of what the new
NU can do.
All the old familiar NU
abilities are still in NU 5.0.
Some have been vastly ex
panded. Norton Disk Doctor II
is the most obvious example.

Like the original, it does a
highly competent job of diag
nosing (and recovering from)
even the most esoteric hard
disk problems. But in a nod to
competitors like Disk Techni
cian and SpinRite II, it now
includes various levels of
schedulable disk diagnosis and
interleave tuning. If your
drive's being occasionally
cranky, you can even run a
diagnosis that will chunk along
for a few days.
Going beyond fixing a
whole disk, Norton has come
up with a new File Fix utility
that attempts to recover the

contents of corrupted files. The
first release of NU 5.0 works
with Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE
files, and the Norton folks say
that file fixers for other popu
lar applications are in the
works. No utility can recover
all damaged data; there are just
too many variables involved.
But NU comes close indeed.
NU 5.0 is the first Norton
Utility that works on a net
work, and new utilities like
Disk Monitor and Diskreet are
designed for connectivity.
Disk Monitor (a TSR pro
gram) keeps a record of all
cominued

Embedded systems designers have already used CrossCode C in over 577 different applications.

CrossCode C comes with four
powerful tools to help you program your
68000-based ROMable applications
From C source to final object, each tool takes you
one step closer to your finished ROMable design

C

rossCode C is designed specifically
to help you write ROMable code for
all members of the Motorola 68000
family. Four powerful tools take you from
C source to object code:

you could write your whole application
with it:
• The assembler features an advanced
macro language, conditional assembly,
"include" files, and an unlimited size
symbol table.

I. COMPILER: To get truly RO Mable
code, you have to start with a truly
ROMable compiler. Here are three
CrossCodeC features that you won't find
in any ordinary C compiler:

• Detailed cross references show you
where you've defined and referenced
your symbols.

•Compiler output code is split into five
independent memory sections that you
can assign into ROM or RAM as you
please.

• After a link, you can actually
your "relocatable" assembler
into "absolute" listings that
absolute addresses and fully
object code.

• You can optimize the code for your
application because you control the sizes
of data types. For example, you can
optimize for speed by using two byte
ints, or get maximum versatility by
using four byte ints.
•You can easily write assembly language
routines that call C functions and vice
versa, because the compiler uses simple,
well documented parameter passing
conventions.
2. ASSEMBLER:
CrossCode
C
comes with a Motorola-style assembler
that has all the features that assembly
language programmers require. In fact,

convert
listings
contain
linked

3. LINKER: The CrossCode C linker
is designed to handle truly huge loads.
There are no limits on the number of
symbols in your load or on the size of your
output file. And you can always count on
full 32 bit target addressability, because
the linker operates comfortably in the
highest ranges of the 68030's address
space.
4. DOWNLOADER: CrossCode C
comes with a downloader that puts you in
touch with all EPROM programmers and
emulators. It can convert your load into
Motorola S-Records, Intel Hex, Tek Hex,
Extended Tek Hex, and Data I/0 ASCII

Hex. You can also produce a binary image
and convert that image into any format
you might want. In all formats, bytes can
be split into EPROMs for an 8, 16, or 32
bit data bus.

Why Wait
Once you start using CrossCode C, you
may just wonder how you ever got the job
done before! It's available under
MS-DOS for just $1995, and it runs on all
IBM PCs and compatibles (640K memory
and hard disk are required). Also available
under UNIX, XENIX, and VMS.
CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733
(ask for extension 2002)
Outside the United States, please dial

PHONE: 1-708-971-8170
FAX: 1-708-971-8513
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
DEPARTMENT 22
4248 BELLE AIRE LANE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA
CrossCode™ is a 1rademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, INC. MS-DOS® is a registered trademark of
Microsofl. UNIX® is a rcgislcrcd trademark of AT & T. XENIX®
is a rcgislcrcd lrademark of Microsoft.
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disk reads and writes, and of
who does them. Diskreet (get
the pun?) lets you store files
in an encrypted form with
password protection. Even
better, the newest incarnation
of File Find works across
multiple drives (and across a
network). Since I'm always
tucking files away in some odd
directory, File Find is the util
ity that I use most.
NU 5.0 keeps delivering
surprises. A case in point is
File Save, which essentially
assigns priorities to files so
that when you delete them
(accidentally or on purpose),
the areas they're stored on

aren't immediately overwritten
the way DOS normally does.
It works like this: Say you've
purposely erased an old ver
sion of a spreadsheet file and
you realize several days later
that you shouldn't have. With
out File Save, chances are its
area would already have been
overwritten. But if you used
File Save and gave the files
high priority, there's a good
chance you can still recover
the original file by using NU
5.0's unerase utility.
Probably the biggest change
in NU 5.0 is the System Infor
mation utility. In previous
versions, it was a single screen

of essential data about your
system. In NU 5.0, it's been
vastly expanded. The new SI
gives you 20 screens full of
data, from the essential to the
esoteric. The whole thing's
capped off by a little graphics
show that presents your
system's Norton SI rating on
a graph and compares it to
someothercommon hardware.
Topping off the list of new
bells and whistles are Norton's
first caching utility and a
vastly improved disk sector
editor (with split screen, cut
and paste, and data links).
Last, and certainly not least,
Norton's unerase utility is

faster and much easier to use.
The Norton folks say
they ' ve redesigned their utili
ties for today's "real business
world," with many computer
users who don ' t have lots of
technical expertise. True.
Norton Utilities 5.0 is chock
full of text screens filled with
explanations and helpful sug
gestions. But I can't help but
feel that by stuffing in features
and making it so user- friendly
that it's almost bothersome,
something' s been lost for ad
vanced users. There was some
thing to be said for living dan
gerously.

-Stan Miastkowski

Hardware Directory Fits on Your Hard Disk

0

ne of the nice things
about this industry is that
when you go to buy some
thing, there are so many
choices available. But that can
easily be frustrating as well.
How do you keep up with all
the new products that become
available? How do you decide
among them?
A new software product for
IBM systems that's called
HardFacts attempts to solve
this problem. This product in
cludes approximately 6 mega
bytes of data on about 6000
hardware products. Almost
every type of hardware prod
uct is included, from light
weight laptops to desktop
i486-based systems, from
keyboards to color monitors,
and from scanners to tape
backup systems.
HardFacts includes a large
amount of information about
each product. For most prod
ucts, this entails about 50
pieces of information. Also, if
the product has been reviewed
in a magazine or has won any
awards, that information is
included. HardFacts mentions
both the list price of the prod
uct and the street price, along
with its distributors.
HardFacts was created
using Nantucket's Clipper
database manager and has a
fairly straightforward user in
terface. When you are looking
124
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for a particular product, Hard
Facts lets you easily narrow
the criteria for your search.
For example, HardFacts
presents you with a large
number of product categories.
If you are interested in look
ing at tape backup systems,
you simply select that category
from the list. You can then
choose to look at a list of all
140 tape backup systems, or
you can narrow the search
simply by selecting criteria
from a criteria menu. You can,
for example, select to see only
those backup systems with
capacities of less than 40 MB.
Of course, in any product
like this, the value of the prod
uct depends on the quality and
timeliness of the information

presented. HardFacts solves
the problem of timeliness by
providing monthly updates for
its database on a yearly sub
scription basis. As for the
quality of the information, I
will have to wait for a shipping
version of the product before I
give the final word. A prere
lease version I worked with
contained some good informa
tion. You can also judge the
quality for yourself, since
HardFacts has a 30-d;:y
money-back guarantee.
But no matter how good the
database is, once you zero in
on a particular product, you
will usually want to see a bro
chure on it as well. And Hard
Facts has a good solution for
this. For most products, all you

need to do is call a special tele
phone number using the phone
that's connected to your fax
machine and feed in your sub
scription number and the code
number of the product you are
interested in, and the Hard
Facts folks will fax you the
manufacturer's spec sheet.
HardFacts is a fairly expen
sive product and is not for
everyone. But it is one of those
products that can surely be
used by everyone at one time
or another. The question is
whether you will need it often
enough to justify the cost. For
people who purchase or work
with large amounts of hard
ware, HardFacts will be ex
tremely hard to pass up. •

-Rich Malloy
THE FACTS

HardFacts
$695

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible
with 640K bytes of
memory and a hard disk
drive with 6 MB of free
space.
HardFacts
292 Cabot St.
Beverly, MA 01915
(508) 927-1370
Inquiry 1002.

HeresHow~Protect

\6urSoftwareAndProfitsBetter:

~'llNever1ell...
. . . the world how we protect your hard work.
But then, why should we? It's not that we're hard
to get along with. On the contrary. We'll show you
how our w1wordy approach to software protection can
actually work better for you. We'll deliver the best balance
of guaranteed copy control and cost-effective installation.
Unlike other manufacturers, our hardware is uniquely
custom-wiredfor each developer and supplied with a specific
encrypted inten-ogation routine for maximum security.
The precise routines assume responsibility for all hardware,
software and timing issues so your time and money isn't
wasted engineering protection schemes.

The Products That Protect Your Revenues
.... PROTECH KEY
Identically reproduced packages.

.... MEMORYKEY
MACINTOSH MEMORY KEY
NEC MEMORY KEY
Active protection, modular packages, customized packages,
serialization, demo control, access control.

.... MEMORY-ONE KEY
Customized packages, modular packages

.... MICROPROCESSOR KEY
Non-operating system specific protection based on RS232C
communications for minicomputers, workstations, etc.

~ MICROPHAR

In EUROPE:

MICROPHAR, 122 Al'e. Ch. De Gaulle 92200,
Neu illy Sur-Seine FRANCE Tel: 33-1-47-38-21-21 Fax: 33-1-46-24-76-91
For distributors in:
•BELGIUM/NETHERLANDS, E2S (091 21 11 17) •GERMANY, Delta Xmit (0621 4108178)
•IRELAND, TMC (021 87 37 11) •ITALY, Siosistemi (030 24 21 074)
•PORTUGAL, HCR( I 56 18 65) •SPAIN, Hal 2000 (023 37 31 05)
•SWITZERLAND, SAFE (024 2153 86)• UNITED KINGDOM, Market.I (I 446 8 4 31)

MARKETING. INL

1-800-843-0413
In the U.S., the AMERICAS & the PACIFIC:

PROTECH, 9600-J Southern Pine Blvd.,
Charlotte, NC 28217 SeHabla Espaiiol
Tel: 704-523-9500 Fax: 704-523-7651
Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00 ET, Fri: 8:30-5:30 ET

FOR A DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE OR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION, PLEASE WRITE OR CALL
For Europe Circle 232

011

Reader Service Card

*Macinlosh is a registered tra demark of Apple Compul er. Inc
*NE C is a registered trad emark of NEC Information Systems. Inc.

For Americas & Pacific Circle 233 on Reader Service Card

©19905un Microsystems, Inc. ''Sun Microsystems and the Sun Iogoare registered trademarksof Sun Microsystems, Inc. OPEN LOOK is a trademark of AT&T. All other products or services

The OPEN LOOK'" user interface.
It's a real hit with independent software
vendors, in-house developers and end
users. In fact, over 300 applications are
in development today. By people like
Lotus~ INFORMIX~Island Graphics~
InterleaC and Frame~ And it's the most
popular front end to UNIX~ For a

number of reasons.
First of all, it makes UNIX easy to use.
Because there are no complicated UNIX
commands. It also looks better than any
other interface. From its icons to its 30
elements. And makes users more effi
cient. For example, our drag and drop
feature gives them a simple, intuitive
way to move files around the desktop.
Our push-pin icon makes it even easier
to use. And OPEN LOOK gives users
the same interface across multiple plat
forms, so they learn it once. And enjoy
access to a huge range of network
resources.
As a developer, you'll see it's also the
easiest to work with. Because it's part of
OpenWindows; a complete develop
ment environment. With the tools you
need to create applications faster than

ever. And ready-made features, like our
DeskSef" graphical productivity tools,
that you can give users right away.
Of course, the business reasons to
choose OPEN LOOK are just as strong.
OPEN LOOK is the standard interface
of AT& T's UNIX System V.4, so it's
included at no charge. And it will run on
over 20 platforms, including DEC~ HP,®
and IBM~ Since it's portable across
multiple platforms, you only write your
application once. Which saves thou
sands of man-hours. Finally, with OPEN
LOOK, you have the full support of
a company that leads the workstation
industry in worldwide shipments~
We've put together a videotape that
shows you exactly what OPEN LOOK is
all about. Just call us at 1-800-624-8999
(ext. 2068), and we'll send you a
free copy.
Then find a nice comfortable seat
close to your screen. Because the closer
you look, the better we get.

·~!!!!

mentioned a re identified by the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies or organizations. •Source, International Data Corporation, 1990. 36.3% market share.
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The NEC ProSpeed SX/20:
Take It and Leave It
xpansion options that let laptops
serve as both portable and desk
top computers aren't new, but
NEC Technologies' new Pro
Speed SX/20 just might provide the best
of both worlds in terms of totability and
power. Running at 20 MHz and weighing
just under 13 pounds with battery, the
SX/20 not only outperforms its 16-MHz
SX competitors, it's also lighter than al
most all of them.
The optional Docking Station provides
everything you need to transform the
portable into a full-featured desktop
unit. The machine's list price ($5999 for
the SX/20, including keyboard and
monitor; and $1199 more for the Dock
ing Station) might seem steep, but $7198
is less than what you'd pay to buy top-

E

Speed and light weight
separate this
desktop/laptop from
its SX competitors

•
Michael Nadeau

brand desktop and portable PCs.
Speed and flexibility are just two of
the SX/20's virtues. Standard features
include a 2 1/2-inch 40-megabyte Prairie
Tek hard disk drive; a 3 1/2-inch 1.44-MB
floppy disk drive; a detachable 83-key
keyboard; a pull-out handle; serial, RJ
11, printer, and external monitor ports;
1 MB of RAM (expandable to 5 MB);
and the best 640- by 480-pixel VGA LCD
screen I've seen. MS-DOS 4 .01, setup
diagnostics, an EMS 4.0 driver, a disk
cache utility, and a RAM disk make up
the standard software.
I tested a preproduction unit. NEC was
still working on the BIOS (doing mostly
performance tuning), but otherwise the
system was essentially the same one that
should be available in September.

Its crisp black-on-white VGA display is one ofthe NEC ProSpeed SX/20's
most appealing features. Both text and graphics appear sharp and well-defined.
128
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PRELIMINARY BYTE LOW-LEVEL BENCHMARK SCORES

The NEC ProSpeed SX/20's CPU performance is better than that ofthe
Compaq 386120 SX desktop system's. The Goupil Golfis a 16-MHz 386SX
system also designed to work as both a portable and a desktop.
CPU
NEC ProSpeed SX/20
Compaq Deskpro 386s/20
Goupil Golf

Disk

Video

2.05

1. 11

5.33

1.76

2.91

8.21

2.18

1.86

4.33

Note: Benchmark results are indexed to show relative performance; higher numbers indicate better
performance. For all indexes. an B·MHz IBM PC AT running MS·DOS 3.30 = 1.

Traveling Light
Make no mistake; it's not easy lugging
around 13 pounds of computer, even if
it's just from your office to your home.
NEC compensates for that fact by pro
viding considerable processing power in
a relatively small form factor. The BYTE
low-level benchmarks indicate that the
SX/20 is an able performer (see the
table). And NEC promises speed gains
once the BIOS is finalized.
At 13% by 3% by 10% inches, the
SX/20 fits snugly under your arm and is
compact enough for you to carry by the
handle without banging it on your legs as
you walk. It will also fit into most brief
cases, and NEC sells an optional carry
ing case. If you don't need the battery,
you can simply pop it out and snap in the
AC converter, thus saving yourself a
pound of weight and the hassle of carry
ing the converter separately. By compar
ison, the recently introduced Compaq
SLT 386s/20 is larger and more than a
pound heavier.
The SX/20 will be among the first to
use PrairieTek's 28-millisecond, 2 Y2
inch 40-MB hard disk drives. This small
form factor conserves space but limits
disk storage options until higher-capacity
2 V2-inch hard disk drives become avail
able. By contrast, Compaq offers up to
120 MB of hard disk storage on the SLT
386s/20. The optional Docking Station
provides a 5 'A-inch drive bay for addi
tional mass storage.
Battery life is an adequate 2 Y2 hours.
The nickel-cadmium unit recharges in
2 hours using the AC converter with
the machine off, or in 5 hours when the
machine is in use. An optional battery

COMPANY INFORMATION
NEC Technologies, Inc.
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(708) 860-9500
Inquiry 858.

charger can charge two batteries at a
time. Other options include a 2400-bps
modem ($399) and a 2400-bps modem
with 9600-bps send/receive fax capabil
ity ($699). These modems install in a
slot located under the keyboard tray.
The keyboard is intelligently designed
and has a good feel, although the keys are
not quite full-travel. The cursor-control
keys are in the familiar inverted "T"
configuration, and all 12 function keys
reside on the top row. Fold-out legs on
the detachable keyboard provide a suffi
cient typing angle.
For video, NEC uses a backlit LCD
design that's a variation of film-twisted
nematic technology. By removing one
layer of glass on the screen and replacing
it with a film layer, NEC claims to have
reduced the weight of the screen by about
35 percent and improved contrast by
roughly the same amount. A high-qual
ity diffuser evenly distributes the fluo
rescent backlighting. The result is a crisp
and easy-to-read black-on-white text dis
play. When running Windows 3.0, how
ever, I found myself frequently adjusting
the brightness and contrast controls after
switching from one graphical application
to another.
A standby switch puts the CPU into
low-power mode and shuts down every
thing else except memory; if you push it
again, the machine comes back on to
where you left it. A reset button, an un
usual but welcome feature on a portable,
is recessed into the side of the unit, out of
harm's way. A password security feature
is standard.

Meanwhile, Back at the Office
For power and features, the SX/20 lacks
little, yet by itself it's not a suitable office
system for most businesses. That's where
the Docking Station comes in. This unit
provides two AT-standard 16-bit expan
sion slots, two serial ports, one parallel
port, two RJ-11 ports, external keyboard
and video ports, and a drive bay. When
docked, the SX/20 redirects blocked par

allel, serial, and RJ-11 ports to the cor
responding ports on the Docking Station.
It also maintains two sets of AUTOEX
EC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files-one
for the portable configuration and one
for the desktop. NEC says this makes for
a "one-touch transition" between porta
ble and desktop configurations.
The SX/20 locks into the Docking Sta
tion by means of a 16-bit bus interface at
the rear of the unit. Once the unit is at
tached, you can use the system on the
desktop or as a floor-standing unit. With
the Docking Station, you can expand
memory up to 16 MB.

Who Is It For?
The NEC SX/20 is not for everyone. It's
among the most powerful of the battery
operated portables, but it's also one of
the more expensive. In the desktop con
figuration, you're limited to just two ex
pansion slots and one drive bay. And
$7198 will buy comparably equipped
laptop and desktop systems from reputa
ble vendors with lower list prices. (To be
fair, NEC estimates that the price for a
fully decked-out laptop/desktop version
of the SX/20 could be as low as $5000
after discounts.) For those who depend
on a laptop as much as their desktop and
who require the horsepower to run com- ·
pule-intensive applications, the SX/20
looks like a slick solution.
Combining desktop and portable sys
tems into one unit is an important trend.
More and more businesses are finding
ways to use portable PCs to maximize the
productivity of their personnel while
they're away from the office. It makes
sense to have one system that can serve
double-duty-not just because it might be
cheaper to equip people that way, but be
cause it creates a better, seamless link
between work done on the road and work
done in the office. •

Michael Nadeau is the managing editor
of the BYTE Lab. You can reach him on
B/X as "miken."
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.Laser printing
OKIDATA introduces OKILASERS. A full line of
business smart laser printet:S that's compatible with both
HP®and your budget. Pet:Sonal to PostScript~ OKILASERS
deliver the same tank tough™ performance and reliability
that OKIDATA has built into more than 3,000,000
printet:S. OKILASERS by OKIDATA ... a printer for
every business.
Call 1..SOO.OKIDATA for the tank tough dealer nearest you.

We put business on paper.
OKID\TA is a n:gistcrcd trademark of Oki America, Inc., Marque d~poJc de O ki
America Inc. OKILASER l Mis a ttadcmarlcofO ki Elcmic. Industry Co. Ltd.
Tank rough™ Is a uadcmark ofOki America, Inc.
HP, Adobe FbstScripc, Macintosh are t1ademarksofth eir icspeccivc corporations.

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

four times better.
June 12, 1990
OkJL;iser 400

OIQLASER'~OO

Small. Personal. Affordable.
4 pages per minute. 17 fonts.
Holds 200 sheets. A genuine
laser. A genuine bargain.

OIQLASER'~ 800

For heavy duty use. 8 ppm.
26 fonts. Expandable to
PostScript® and dual bins.
A real workhorse.

OIQLASER'"820

OIQLAl"ER '~ 840

Prints up the side, across
the other, drop shadows,
stretch letters, outline, fill,
and sets fonts up to 2"
instantly, 8 ppm.

True Adobe PostScript~
Perfect for desktop
publishing on DOS or
Macintosh® systems. 8 ppm.
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WYSIWYG WORD PROCESSORS

Word Processors
That Build Character
The BYTE Lab compares
15 WYSIWYG word
processors for the
Macintosh and the PC
Howard Eglowstein, Stan
Wszola, and Tom Thompson

W

ord processing programs have
been with us since the birth of
microcomputers. Then, as
now, they gave many people a
tool to rapidly produce and modify large
documents. The document's appearance
was originally a secondary issue, par
tially because the printer technology at
the time didn't give you much choice;
you had to settle for the monospaced
character font in the printer's ROM.
The situation has certainly improved
since then. Today, you can select a par
ticular typeface for your document and
expect it to show up on the screen. It
doesn't have to be a monospaced font,
either. Even better, many laser printers
will reproduce the document's typeface
faithfully, at 300-dot-per-inch or better
resolution.
Now that you have better control over
the look of the output, you need a good
idea ofhow the document will appear be
fore you commit it to paper. Will adding
that table of cost-justification figures to
the business report bump the text ex
plaining the costs to another page? Can
you add a logo to the company's letter
head? How will it look?
Any word processing package gives
you a tool to organize your thoughts and
correct your grammar before you com
mit it to paper; WYSIWYG helps you
make it look attractive.
132
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Typing, or Typesetting?
Character-based word processing isn't
dead-far from it. Modern word proces
sors offer a lengthy list of formatting fea
tures, and they usually provide a sub
stantial preview mode to let you check on
the final output. When choosing a word
processor, choose WYSIWYG when the
look of what you write is almost as im
portant as the content. Drawing a line be
tween WYSIWYG and desktop publish
ing is somewhat harder; at some point,
you'll finish composing your text and
concentrate on the layout. Even the best
of the WYSIWYG word processors fall
far behind a DTP package for final for
matting. If you find yourself spending
lots of time adjusting fonts and moving
graphics, maybe you should be using a
DTP package instead.
Like DTP packages, WYSIWYG word
processors allow you to integrate text and
graphics onto the same page. Drawing
tools, graphics file import functions,
and graphical manipulation functions let
you insert symbols, logos, and illustra
tions directly into your document. File
import functions let you place high-reso
lution graphics, and usually the text will
automatically flow around the image.
The products that we've looked at for
this Product Focus cover the entire spec
trum of word processors, from full-fea
tured packages such as Ami Professional
and Microsoft Word to rather specialized
packages such as InText and MindWrite.
Seeing Is Believing
To test these products, we ran them on a
variety of machines. We ran the DOS
products on a 20-MHz Compaq 386 with
a VGA monitor and 6 megabytes of mem
ory. For the lower-end products, we
wanted to see how they performed on a
low-end machine. Another Compaq did
the trick-a Compaq Plus portable, with
the original 4.77-MHz 8088 and 640K
bytes of memory. Although Windows 3.0
will run on the Pius's internal CGA, the
8088 is hardly the processor to use for se

rious Windows work. We didn't bother
testing the Windows word processors on
the Plus.
We ran all the Macintosh products on
two systems: a Mac SE with 4 MB of
memory, and an SE/30 with 2 MB. We
found the general performance of all the
word processors to be adequate on the
SE. Of course, the Mac SE/30's 16-MHz
68030 had more than enough horsepower
to keep up with even the fastest typist.
All the test machines had hard disk
drives with at least 8 MB of free space.
Our PC compatibles used an HP Laser Jet
III with a Postscript cartridge for output,
and the Macs used a networked Laser
Writer IINT.
To get a feel for overall performance,
we asked each of the word processors to
perform general functions that typify the
way you'd use a word processor. The
ASCII text-import and save-to-disk tests
provide information on general disk han
dling. Printing is another typical use for
a word processor; we printed out a 45K
byte text document that consisted of 17
pages of 10-point text, and a more com
plex document with many font changes, a
graphic, and double columns. Using the
search-and-replace function to locate 10
occurrences of a phrase in the 45K bytes
of text gave us a hint of how the products
handle lengthy documents.
Finally, holding down either the cur
sor keys or the mouse button and scroll
ing from one end of the document to the
other gave us some measure of the screen
performance. The results are shown in
the figure. Don't let the numbers influ
ence you too much, though. The true test
of a word processor is its ease of use, and
on the Mac SE, most of the word proces
sors were acceptable. The only package
in this review that we judged acceptable
on the Compaq Plus was BetterWorking
Word Publisher 5.0. For anything else,
we recommend a 10-MHz or faster 286
machine.
Functionality is harder to gauge, and
continued
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WYSIWYG WORD PROCESSORS

I

The WYSIWYG packages are divided into two gro_ups; the PC packages are on the left, and the Mac packages are on
the right. Only a few ofthe packages, such as Ami Professional and Microsoft Word, have a complete list offeatures
(•=yes; O=no).
Product name
Price

Hardware needed
Editing
Spelling checker
Thesaurus
Outliner
Mail merge
Undo
Math functions
Equation editor
Automatic timed save
Context-sensitive help
Draft mode
Maximum no. of windows

WP import formats
WP export formats
Long document features
Create index/table of contents
Cross-referencing
Page marks
Customization tools
Macro learn mode
Macro editor
Macro programming language
Customized main menu
Dynamic Data Exchange links
Groupwork editing
Document notes
Strike-through
Docur;rrent summary
Formatting
Style sheets
Conditional page breaks
Widow/orphan control
Automatic hyphenation
Snaking columns
Side-by-side columns
Kerning and tracking control
Document queues
Prints in background
Graphics
File formats imported
Sizes/crops/rotates graphics
Moves graphics frames
Flows text around graphics
Page preview
Lines, boxes, borders
Drawing program

Table editor

Ami Professional
1.2
$495

BetterWorking
Word Publisher 5.0
$59.95

InText
1.53
$295

The Universal
Word 1.5
$395

WinText
1.54
$195

Word for
Windows1.0
$495

PC•

PC2

PC 3

PC4

PCS

PC 6

••
••
••
•

••
••

•

••
•

1

1 (2 files)

0
0
0
1

0
0
4

••
••
•••
••
•

13
13

ASCII
ASCII

ASCII
ASCII

0
0
0
0
0
Memorydependent
2
2

•
••
•
8
8

9
8

•••
••
•
•
••
•
••
••
•••
••
••
•••
•

•
•

0
0
0

0
0
0

•
•

••

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

Limited function
Tables only
0

0
0
0
0

••
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

•

•
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

•

•

•
•••
••

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

••
•

0
0
0

0
0

•

0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
Sizes, crops

0

0

0
0

0

6

3
Sizes

Drawing program

0
Print mode only

•
•
0

0

••

Polygon
drawing
0

0

0
0
0

0

•
0
0
0
0

8

•
•••
••
••
•
•••
•••
••
•

0

12
Sizes, crops
Print-preview mode
0

0

0

•
••

••
•

Minimum system requirements:
' 286, 640K bytes of RAM, graphics card (Hercules, CGA, EGA, or VGA), DOS 3.0, mouse, and a hard disk drive.
2 8088, 512K bytes of RAM, graphics card, DOS 2.1, mouse fordraw mode, and one floppy disk drive.
' 8088, 512K bytes of RAM, graphics card, DOS 2. 1, two floppy disk drives, and a hard disk drive.
• 8088. 640K bytes of RAM. graphics card, DOS 3.0, and a hard disk drive.
s 8088, 512K bytes of RAM, graphics card, DOS 3.0, and a hard disk drive.
• 286, 640K bytes of system RAM, 1 MB of expanded RAM, graphics card (EGA or better recommended), DOS 3.0, and a hard disk drive.
7 Mac Plus, 1 MB of RAM (2 MB recommended), a hard disk drive, and an 800K·bytefloppydisk drive.
• Mac Plus, two 800K·byte floppy disk drives, and System 6.0.

for that we contrived a complex docu
ment typical of the applications for which
you might use these word processors.
Our test document had seven formatting
changes. The text itself was set in two
column format, but the title on the first
page was a single column of centered
text. The first page also contained a 2- by
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2-inch graphic, scanned at 300 dpi as
either a TIFF-, PICT-, or PCX-format
graphics file. Word processors unable to
read any of those formats could get the
image from the Clipboard in Windows or
the Mac environment. In that case, the
image resolution dropped to the standard
screen resolution of72 or 75 dpi.

More Than Just a Pretty Typeface
All the packages that we looked at have
the basic word processing features and
more. You can enter text, edit it, cut and
paste, and search and replace-every
writing function, with varying levels of
ease. Most of these packages are rich in
features. They have so many capabilities

--

-~-·

--~

MacWrltell
FullWrlte
Professional 1.1
1.1
$249
$395

Microsoft
Word4.0
$395

MindWrite
2.1
$195

Nlsus
2.11
$395

Qulckletter WordMaker
1.03
1.01
$124.95
$124.95

WordPerfect
for the Mac 1.0.4
$395

WrlteNow
2.2
$199

Mac1s

Mac 7

Macs

Macs

Mac10

Mac11

Mac12

Mac1a

Mac14

••
••
•
•

••
••
•

••
••
••
•

•
•
•

••
••
w/macros
•
•
Memory-

•
•

•
••

••
••
•
•

10

10

Memorydependent

Memorydependent

3
3

2
2

2
2

8
7

5
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
7

0
22

4
2

24
24

7
7

5

•
•
0

0
0
0

•

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

•
••
•••
•
••
•••
••
•

Memorydependent

••
•
•
••
••
•
•
•••
••
•
0

0

3

0

0

•
0

0

•
••
Letter pairs
••
••
•
0

0

8

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•

PICT

••
••
•
0

0

0

Memorydependent dependent

0
0
0

Sizes, crops

0

••••
•••
••

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

•
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

•

•

•
•••
•
•
••
••
•
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

•
•
•
0

0
0
0
0

0

•
••
••
•••
•
0

••
••

Format only
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•
•
0
0
0

0
0

••

•

PICT
0
0
0
0
0
0

PICT

PICT
0
0
0

PICT

PICT

PICT

Sizes

Sizes, crops

Sizes

0
0

0

0

0

•

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

•
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

•

•Mac 512KE, two BOOK-byte floppy disk drives, System 3.2.and Finder 5.3.
Mac 512KE and two BOOK-byte floppy disk drives.
" Mac Plus, 1MB of RAM (2 MB recommended), and two BOOK-byte floppy disk drives.
'' Mac 512KE and one BOOK-byte floppy disk drive.
" Mac 512KE, one BOOK-byte floppy disk drive (a second BOOK-byte floppy disk drive or hard disk drive isrecommended),and System 4.1.
14 Mac 512KE, two BOOK-byte floppy disk drives. and System 4.1.
,. Mac 512KE. one BOOK-byte floppy disk drive. System 2.0, and Finder 4.1.
10

that we found it hard to try every feature
on every package. If you're an average
user, you will probably use only 80 percent of the capabilities of any particular
WYSIWYG word processor. You'll design your own page style, pick a few
fonts, and do most of your work using
those few options.

We've listed all the major features
available for all the WYSIWYG packages
in the table above. For ease of comparison, we've separated the table into PCcompatible and Mac-based products .
There is a difference in design philosophy between the PC and Mac products
that in some cases prevents a direct com-

parison. For example, all the Mac products share the resources of the Mac OS,
taking advantage of the general ease of
moving data from one Mac product to
another.
The PC packages that run under Win<lows can also share data with other
continued
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BYTE BENCHMARK RESULTS: WYSIWYG WORD PROCESSORS
MACINTOSH
FullWrite Professional 1.1

I

Microsoft Word 4.0

I

I---..___,._.. . . .,

I

I
I

MindWrite 2.1
Nisus2.11
Quickletter 1.03

I

,___.........,

I I

WordMaker 1.01
WordPerfect for the Mac 1.0.4
WriteNow 2.2

I
1--.L...r-.

I

I

I

MS-DOS

I

Ami Professional 1.2
I

BetterWorking Word Publisher 5.0

I

lnText 1.53
The Universal Word 1.5

I

I

MacWrite II 1.1

I

I

I

1---,...--,...--.....--'--,..-'

I

WinText 1.54

11

Word for Windows 1.0
20

0

40

50

0

I

I

100

200

0

45K-byte ASCII import

0

Print 45K-byte text

D

45K-byte file save

0

Scroll

300

400

Loading and saving files, printing, and text scrolling are the functions you'll use most often. BetterWorking Word Publisher
was particularly quick with file 110. Print speed is largely printer dependent. We tested the Macintosh products with
a Laser Writer I/NI; we measured the PC times on an HP LaserJet Ill with the Post Script cartridge. If your editing involves a lot
of cutting and pasting, a fast scroll is essential- Word for Windows, Ami Professional, Nisus, and Mac Write II all
did an exceptional job moving through text. QuickLetter could load only 31 K bytes ofthe test file. The Universal Word printed
in HP LaserJet mode, not PostScript. All times are in seconds.

applications; the non-Windows-based
packages don't have that luxury. Mac
product designers rely on the Macin
tosh's ability to automatically give their
software access to data from every other
Mac application. For that reason, people
who design products for the PC have to
incorporate more features than would be
necessary on a Mac. On a Mac word pro
cessor, you can paste in a graphic that
you drew in MacDraw. On a PC, if your
word processor doesn't have a drawing
package, you may have to live without
fancy graphics. MultiFinder on the Mac
intosh provides background printing on
LaserWriters to any application. Under
Windows, the Print Manager/Spooler
does the same for Windows applications.
Most of the packages use or provide
a direct Mac or Mac-like environment.
The work environment consists of a win
dow with mouse and keyboard interface,
pull-down menus, and function selection
by clicking the mouse buttons. Ifyou feel
at home with the Mac, then all the Mac
based packages should be easy to learn.
For those who are more comfortable with
136
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the keyboard, most packages do a fair job
ofmapping keystrokes to commonly used
functions.
We tested the PC-based packages
under both Windows 2.11 and Windows
3.0. Windows 3.0 is considered by most
to be very Mac-like, and Ami Profession
al, Word for Windows, and WinText all
use this to their advantage. The others?
Well, the interfaces are a bit different.
The relative importance of each fea
ture depends on the type of document you
require. Most of these packages should
prove more than adequate for memos,
form letters, brochures, and contracts.

Ami Professional 1.2

W

ith the release of version 1.2, Sam
na's Ami Professional fully sup
ports Microsoft Windows 3.0 (see photo
1). There's simply no two ways about it
Ami Professional is a serious word pro
cessor. It has full word processing and
editing capabilities; paragraph control

with choice of fonts, alignment, and
spacing; page-formatting control; and a
spelling checker, a thesaurus, and an in
dex and table of contents generator.
Products such as Ami Professional and
Word for Windows make the line be
tween word processing and DTP a thin,
gray one.
Ami Professional has the standard
look and feel of a Windows application.
It takes full advantage of all the Win
dows features, including Dynamic Data
Exchange. With DDE, you can set up
links between Ami Professional and Ex
cel so that any changes made in the
spreadsheet will update the Ami Profes
sional document automatically.
File handling is another of Ami Pro
fessional's strengths. Besides handling
the usual ASCII, it can import and ex
port to or from most of the competitors'
products. Ami Professional's index fea
ture enables you to create multiple-level
indexes. Go through your document and
mark words that you want in the index.
The program will then build an index or
continued

They Left out Features ....

We Left out the (~())J)IJ\! !
The only thing missing ...
is the comma in the price. If you
look at the chart on the right you
will see prices charged by our com 
petition. All but one contain a
comma . OesignC AO 30 sells for
$399.00. Period. No Comma!
In order to draw the c omplex pic
tures shown below it is desirable to
have the following 30 features:

AutoCAD rel. 1O

AutoCAD AEC $1,000.00 AutoShade $500.00

CADKEY3.12

Solids $995.00

Mega Model

MegaOraw $195, List $295, Meg.aShade $395

MicroStation PC 3.0

IGES translator $1 ,995.00

;Customer Support Libraries $1 ,000.00

ModelMate Plus 2.8

• Interactive design with 30
cursor
• Blending of surfaces
• Boolean operations such as
add, subtract, and
intersection
• Complex extrusions
• Cross sectioning
• Block scaling
• On screen shading
• Shaded output to printers and
plotters
All ofthese competitors left out one
or more of these desirable features
in their standard package. They
didn't forget the most horrible fea
ture - the comma.
OesignCAO 30 offers ALL the listed
fe atures plus many more!
If OesignCAO 30 has the power to
create the 30 objects shown below,
imagine how it could help with your
design project!
OesignCAO 30 sells for $399. We left
out the comma. We didn ' tthink you
would m ind!
PC MAGAZINE SAYS...

DesignCAD 30, the latest feature
packed, low-cost CADD package from
American Small Business Computers,
delivers more bang per buck than any
ofits low-cost competitors and threat
ens programs costing ten times as
much. For a low-cost, self-contained
30 package... DesignCAD's range of
features steals the show."

$399

VersaCAD Design 5.4
Source: Byte~Ulne

BYTE MAGAZINE SAYS •..
"At $399, DesignCAD 30 was the least

expensive package we saw, yet it was
one of the more powerful. ..Don't be
fooled by the remarkably low price, this
program can really perform."
Mlill 1989 n""" 178

Complete 3-0imensional design fea
tures make it easy for you to construct
realistic 3-0 models. With full solid
object modeling capabilities you can
analyze your drawing to determine
the volume. surface area or even
centerof gravity! OesignCAO 3-0 even
permits you to check for interference
between objects! Aeronautical Engi
neers can now find the center of grav
ity for a new airplane design with a
couple of keystrokes. The Architect
can determine the surface area of a
roof for decking in a matter of minutes.
The Civil Engineer can calculate the
volume of a lake or dam in seconds.
The Mechanical Engineer will know for
sure if certain parts fit together without
interference. The uses for OesignCAO
3-0 are only limited by YOUR imagina
tion!
HOW DO I GET ONE?
OesignCAO 3-0 and OesignCAO 20 are
a vailable from most retail computer
stores, or you may order directly from
us. If you have questions about which
program to purchase please give us a
call. All you need to run OesignCAO
3-0 is an IBM PC or compatible com
puter with 640 K RAM memory and a
hard disk. Both products support most
graphics cards, printers, plotters and
digitizers. Free Information and a demo
disk are available by faxing (918) 825
6359 or telephoning:

1-(918) 825-4844

American Small Business Computers· 327 South Mill Street• Pryor, OK 74361 U.S.A.
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Photo 1: Ami Professional under Windows 3.0 uses a menu structure that shouldfeel
comfortable to any Windows user. To select a type style or pick from a style sheet,
you simply click and drag with the mouse.
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Photo 2: BetterWorking Word Publisher's screen fonts, while low-resolution, give
you a good idea ofhow your text will print. A status area at the top ofthe screen
shows you pertinent setting, font selections, and the amount ofavailable memory.
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table of contents, or cross-reference with
page references to the appropriate words
in the text.
Ami Professional gives you five dif
ferent document views: a full-page view,
a working view showing full lines of
text, a standard view for size compatibil
ity with other Windows applications, an
enlarged view for examining fine details
in small type or for visually impaired
users, and a facing-page view for exam
ining two pages simultaneously.
Like Word for Windows, Ami Profes
sional has a particularly powerful macro
language. With it you can automatically
record keystrokes for performing almost
any function. The keystrokes are saved in
a macro command, and you can "play"
the macro with a click of the mouse. The
Ami Professional Macro Language is
similar to BASIC in look and syntax.
Ami Professional is also well suited
for groupwork editing. It offers docu
ment notes, a strike-through ability, and
document summary. Style sheets allow
you to save and reuse common document
and font settings. The next time you for
mat a document to be faxed, save the set
tings as a style sheet, and you'll never
have to reformat a fax again. Samples in
clude newsletters, memos, and press re
leases. Graphics support includes six
graphics file formats: TIFF, Encapsulat
ed PostScript, Lotus PIC, PCX, Win
dows Metafile, and Windows Clipboard.
An object-oriented drawing package
makes it easy to annotate text with geo
metric shapes.
Ami Professional carries a full-fea
tured price tag, too. The retail price is
$495.

BetterWorking Word
Publisher 5.0

W

ith a list price of $59.95, Spinna
ker's BetterWorking Word Publish
er 5.0 is the least expensive product in
this review (see photo 2). Despite that,
it's a true WYSIWYG editor, complete
with various magnifications, full-page
review, and support for different screen
types (it does not run under Windows).
It's not as fully featured as some of the
other packages-but, again, it's not very
expensive, either. It comes with an ade
quate outliner and support for an impres
sive array of printers.
Mouse support comes from the mouse
manufacturer's driver; you install that
first, and Word Publisher uses the mouse
BIOS calls to get the screen location. The
continued
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The FLEXSCAN 9070U has been designed to offer maximum
CAD/CAE performance in the PC environment.
Our 16" flicker-free display is ideal for creating 3-0 projections,
and the 20kHz-50kHz horizontal scan range allows PC CAD
· . capabiliti.es at resolutions of up to 1024 dots x 768 lines. In the
. ,' , CAD/CAE field, non mutual image interference in dual monitor
· ~ .'· sy"stems is an important issue. Our advanced deflection yoke
;- . , eliminates mutual interference with 15cm distance between both
'1
•
units. as. opposed to the regular requirement 60cm and thus allows
, . ~ you to take full ·advantage of dual systems.
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screen display isn't as crisp as we'd like,
but Spinnaker gives you a draft mode as
well as WYSIWYG. In draft mode, the
editor is blazingly fast; we found our
selves working in draft mode most of the
time.
Importing a graphic and using a ruled
line is simply a matter of switching to
draft mode and typing in one of the spe
cial @ commands-in this case, @pic
ture d:\image.pcx p=(4.25) s=(2.5)
a=2. 75 did the trick. After the PCX for
mat filename, the 4.25 specifies the dis
tance in inches from the left margin. The
figure 2.5 is the picture's width, and we
wanted to have the text skip 2.75 inches,
to avoid running into the image. It looks
scary, but it takes just a minute or two to
get it right. Ruled lines work in a similar
way with the horzline instruction.
We found only one serious problem
during testing. Word Publisher comes
with both a Laser Jet and a PostScript
driver. We initially tested the LaserJet
driver, and after it downloaded its own
font set, Word Publisher did an incredi
ble job with the text and the graphic.
Next, we tried printing with Hewlett
Packard 's Postscript cartridge. As we
expected, the font support was superb.
Unfortunately, the graphic scrambled
in a rather bizarre way. The image broke
up into 14-inch-wide horizontal bands,
and then each band was flipped vertical
ly. We then tried the graphic unsuccess
fully on several other printers, among
them Texas Instruments' MicroLaser
with Adobe Postscript and an HP Laser
Jet Series II with Pacific Data's Pacific
Page (Phoenix's PostScript clone). Spin
naker's technical-support people say
they have tested the PostScript driver
only with an Apple LaserWriter; perhaps
the old LaserWriter works differently
than these newer printers. If you have a
Postscript printer, check with Spinnaker
before you buy Word Publisher. This
should be an easy problem for Spinnaker
to track down; perhaps it will be solved
by the time you read this.

FullWrite
Professional 1 .1

F

ullWrite is a very rich package that
suffers somewhat from a reputation
for being too slow. True, it was notice
ably slower than the rest of the Mac pack,
but not in every test. On the Mac SE/30
there was never any occasion to worry
about performance. Keystrokes will def
initely lag behind a fast typist on the SE.
For $395, you expect a slew of fea
140
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tures, and FullWrite won't disappoint
you. As with all Macintosh products,
there is the standard set-selection by
click and drag, cut, paste, native/ ASCII
file save, and support for any system font
in any style. To that, FullWrite adds an
outliner, a hyphenator, a spelling check
er, a thesaurus, and an index generator.
The only obvious omission is a macro fa
cility. If you're a macro junkie, a third
party macro facility, such as Affinity
Microsystem's Tempo II, would be a
good purchase.
One of FullWrite's most innovative
features is Notes, which lets you pop up
small windows of text or graphics and at
tach them to the main body. In these win
dows, you can store any additional infor
mation or comments about your main
text. Sidebars give you the option of
breaking the text into several pieces and
laying the pieces side by side. In fact,
that was how we managed to switch from
one to two columns of text; putting the
body of text in two-column format al
lowed us to treat the single-column title
as a sidebar.
You can import bit-mapped images
through the Clipboard, which normally
restricts them to screen resolution. You
create object images through the built-in
drawing package or import them from
another package, such as MacDraw II.

MacWrite II 1 . 1

C

laris has finally provided a signifi
cant update to the MacWrite that we
have all grown to know and love. Mac
Write II has the standard complement of
editing features that you would expect to
find on the Mac. One of MacWrite's
unique strengths is the Claris Transla
tors, which come bundled. MacWrite can
convert documents in Acta, Microsoft
Word, WordPerfect, and other formats.
MacWrite II was unable to completely
format our test document. Part of the test
requires placing a full-width column of
text above a two-column layout. Mac
Write lets you specify the columns, but
only for the entire document. If there was
a trick that would allow us to get the full
width column that we needed, we were
not able to find it. On the plus side, Mac
Write was the only Mac product that
would take a graphics file directly. By
selecting Insert File from the file menu,
you pick a PICT or MacPaint file directly
and insert it at the current cursor posi
tion. The other packages require that you
first move the file to the Clipboard and
then paste it. By using the file directly,

it's possible to import full 300-dpi bit
maps. In our case, the graphic printed
poorly, with no contrast and several lines
sprinkled across the image. Images from
the Clipboard were fine; it's the image
scaling that didn't work.
Overall, we found Mac Write II a very
satisfying product. It came in with the
fastest time in the scroll test, a fact that
was evident and appreciated as we used
it. The performance in other areas was a
bit disappointing, but MacWrite per
formed well where it counts. A mid-level
product, MacWrite II sports a mid-level
price tag: $249.

Microsoft Word 4.0

F

or $395, Word 4.0, for the Mac, eas
ily qualifies as a full-featured word
processor (see photo 3). It, too, has all
the usual features that you'd expect, and
others as well. Word's table functions
make lining up grids and formatted
tables a breeze. Simply tell Word 4.0
how many lines and columns you need,
and it inserts a grid at the current cursor
position. The mouse and tab key move
you from cell to cell.
The table feature also gives you an
easy way to create separate columns of
text (simulating what other products call
frames or sidebars). The sectioning fea
ture breaks up a document into smaller
sections, allowing you to set global attri
butes for each. The first section in our
test document had one column, and the
rest of the text was in a two-column for
mat, so our test document layout was
child's play.
Microsoft Word 4.0 also enjoys file
compatibility with Microsoft Word 5.0
for the PC and Word for Windows 1.0.
Moving documents from the Mac to the
PC and back again couldn't be easier.
Word 4.0 for the Mac did wonderfully
on our timed tests as well. Particularly
impressive is the Fast Save option, which
is very handy on floppy disks. Word
ranks as the fastest Mac product in the
review, save for screen scrolling.

MindWrite 2.1

M

indWrite seems the odd one when it
comes to WYSIWYG word proces
sors. Formatted output is adequate, al
though not fancy. MindWrite limits you
to a ceiling of 24 points on your typeface;
there's no support for multicolumn text,
conrinued

Monet,not money.

The HP
PaintJet.
$1395~
;

Who says fine art is out of reach?
The HP PaintJet color printer pro
duces brilliant color for a price any
business can afford.
So now there's no limit to what
you can create

with your business communica
tions. Surprise your audience with
thousands of colors. Beamed up
on an overhead. Or tucked neatly
into a report. Persuading people
up to 85% more effectively than
black and white.
The PaintJet works with all your
favorite graphics, presentation,
spreadsheet and word processing
software. Just hook it up to your
IBM-compatible or Macintosh
computer and start painting.

' Suggested U.S. list prit'.c.

For only $1395 (add $125 for the
Macintosh interface).
Call 1-800-752-0900 Ext. 711K
for your nearest authorized HP
dealer and a free sample output.
The HP PaintJet. It's what artists
are starving for.

There is a better way.
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Business graphics created using Microsoft• Excel, which is a U.S. registered tradema rk of Mic rosoft Corp. © 1989 Hewlett-Packard Compa n y PE 12916

Laugh, sob, growl, warble, wail (or just talk)
across your LANtastic PC Network.
The newest version of our LANtastic PC network has
really got people talking.
You see, LANtastic is the first PC network to support
Voice. So you can actually send voice messages from one PC
to another across the LAN.
It's easy. Just pick up the telephone handset provided
with the LANtastic Voice Adapter (sold separately at $149*
per adapter), bring up a handy menu, and talk. Use Voice
Chat to carry on a realtime conversation or save the voice
message in a digital format for playback later in your own
voice-just like regular E-mail.
Only LANtastic has Voice. And Voice is just one of the
reasons people are talking about LANtastic version 3.0.
Another is our new easy installation program that'll
have you up and running in minutes.

And disk caching to boost network speed.
Plus enhanced printing, E-mail, security
and more.
All of which led PC Magazine to conclude:
"LANtastic blows away the DOS
based competition in terms of performance."
-May 29, 1990
nmu r
And don't worry. Even with all
"::~..'.'."' these new features, LANtastic still has
tOU ll M"""
f"llOH "f
the smallest RAM overhead of any network.
LANtastic version 3.0. Call 602-293-6363. - 
Developers. Artisoft offers a Voice Programmer's
Interface so you can create your own "talking" software
using the LANtastic Voice Adapter. Order it directly from
Artisoft.
l _UnOK.'J'.'

~ARTISOFT
Revolutionizing Connectivity
•Manufacturer's suggesied mail pria·. [More voice mc-ssagcs can be scm from one PC io anoi hrr, opiional LANta~ t i c Voice Adapte rs mus1 be installed on bmh PCs.
"'"Manufacturer's suggcmd retail price is $249 for LANmiic 2Mbps adapters and S349 for LAN1as1ic Ethernet Adapim. © 1990 ARTISOFT. LANtastic is a 1radcmark of ARTISOFT
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and handling of imported graphics is
limited. Nevertheless, MindWrite has a
good outliner and a Clipboard function
that allows you to cut and paste more than
one item at a time. The result is that
MindWrite seems crafted more for the
creation of words than for their ap
pearance.
Of all the word processors we looked
at on the Mac, MindWrite has the easiest
and most versatile outliner. You create a
topic by simply typing new text; you
make subsequent topics by pressing Re
turn and typing more text. You make sub
levels within a topic either by dragging
text to the right with the mouse or by typ
ing Cornmand-r and typing text. If you
want to exit a level and start a new topic,
you either drag text to the left or type
Cornmand-1.
There's no limit to the number of sub
levels a topic can have, and you can also
select and drag sublevels to other parts of
the outline, or even make them topics.
MindWrite assigns either diamonds or
numbers to items in the outline, depend
ing on a user selection. If you're using
numbers, they're automatically updated

WYSIWYG
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Photo 3: The pull-down menus in Microsoft Word are typical ofthe Macintosh
products in this review.
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as you change the outline. You can hide
or expose sublevels by clicking to the left
of a topic . For the serious writer who
wants to have a road map of an article
laid out before typing a single word,
MindWrite's flexible outliner has a lot to
offer, especially at $195.
You can also set how many cut or copy
operations get saved to the Clipboard,
within the limits of your Mac's memory.
MindWrite will save Clipboard opera
tions in a kind of first-in, first-out stack.
The Clipboard window shows you the
items on this stack. You can select a par
ticular Clipboard item with the mouse,
and it appears in the MindWrite docu
ment on the next paste operation. This
makes for a handy way of juggling
phrases until you get them placed where
you want in an article.
You can paste graphics into a docu
ment from the Clipboard or scrapbook,
but you can't resize or center the graphic.
This is MindWrite's weakest area, but
overall we get the impression that a
MindWrite user is worried only about the
contents of the text itself; someone else
with a page layout application will worry
about the text's form and style.

WYSIWYG WORD PROCESSORS

Nisus 2.11

N

isus, for the Mac, sports some high
er-end WYSIWYG features, such as
a sophisticated graphics palette that
allows you to add objects to your page. It
also has extensive header and footer sup
port and lets you add footnotes to a page.
However, although you can have up to
eight columns of text, you can see these
columns only within a print preview win
dow-an odd omission, we think.
Nisus gives the writer quite a few tools
to help with the job of writing. There's a
user-selectable level of Undo operations
(the default is 300) and 10 Clipboards for
stashing choice swatches of text or hold
ing figures. For the author who has to
write to fit, an Info Bar at the top of the
document window continuously displays
the character count for the current para
graph and page (the default). This infor
mation can be modified to display the
total number of characters or the total
word count. A line-numbering function
adds line numbers to the beginning of
every text line. This function is handy
for legal papers or for documents in

longest line of

386120

386125

Workstation, file server, stand-alone
PC or node-whatever you need, it's in
the Everex"'line.
And all these machines rank at or near the
top of their class in performance benchmarks.
There are two main reasons. Zero wait-state
design. And Everex's proprietary Advanced
Memory Management Architecture (AMMA'.").

II

which you have to reference something
by line number- in, for example, an arti
cle proof faxed to an author.
Nisus's strong point is its editable
macros. You create, edit, and use macros
to perform repetitive operations. For ex
ample, if you want to keep certain grem
lin characters in an imported text file
(e.g., the formfeed characters), you can
create your own macro that strips out all
gremlin characters but those. An Easy
GREP and GREP facility allows you to
do sophisticated pattern matching, in
cluding finding text that's in a particular
typeface, style, or size. These latter fea
tures will be of use to advanced users,
which makes Nisus more suited for tech
nical documents. Nisus also costs a bit
more than the less capable word proces
sors: $395.

WinText 1.54

P

alantir's WinText program has been
around since the early days of Win
dows, long before anything else was
available. As this article went to press,

perform

386/33

486is

Thanks to AMMA, for example, the STEP
386/33 turns in a smoking 8.3 MIPS.
But if you think that's fast, take a look at
Everex's 88000 RISC-based systems. At up to
21 MIPS, the STEP 8820 and 8825 guarantee
the highest performance under both UNIX®
and MS-DOS~
Even the STEPserver'"systems run like

ST EP 486is, ST EP 386is, ST EPserver, STE P 386cis, 286c, AMMA and Everex are trademarks of Everex Systems, lnc.80386and 386 SXare trademarks o flnt e l Corporation. Other brands
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Palantir had not yet announced Windows
3.0 support for WinText. We tested Win
Text under Windows' real mode, and it
ran perfectly. Although its functions are
limited, it's certainly adequate for sim
ple word processing. And at $195, it was
the least expensive of the Windows prod
ucts we reviewed.
Win Text reminds us a little ofthe orig
inal MacWrite: It offers only a spelling
checker and basic editing features-in
sert, delete, cut, paste, and font selec
tion. Before buying WinText, you might
want to take a peek at Ami, Ami Profes
sional's little brother. Ami lacks the pro
fessional version's thesaurus and draw
ing packages but retains much of the
usability. Ami lists for $199.

<lows under Windows 2.11. Using Win
dows 3.0, however, we found the oppo
site to be true. While both word
processors are excellent performers,
Word for Windows is a tad faster than
Ami Professional under Windows 3.0 in
real mode. In 386 extended mode, the
difference is small enough that it's bare
ly measurable.
Like Ami Professional, Word for Win
dows has full macro capability, style
sheets, and various display modes. Draft
mode gives you the entire text, unformat
ted, in a monospaced font for faster edit
ing. Normal mode is full WYSIWYG,
with the columns extended straight down
the page for easier editing. Page mode
moves the columns and graphics to their
correct page positions. Word also in
cludes a very easy-to-use outliner. Word
for Windows' macro language is akin to
BASIC, sharing the same constructs and
many of the same keywords.
Word for Windows 1.0 holds its own
against Ami Professional in most re
spects, even in price ($495). Perhaps the
biggest difference between the two is
Word's binary file compatibility with the
Macintosh.

Word for Windows 1.0

I

n April, we ran a comparative review
of Word for Windows, Ami Profession
al, and NBI's Legend 2.0 ("Word Pro
cessing in Windows"). In that review,
Lamont Wood found A mi Professional to
be somewhat faster than Word for Win

WordMaker 1.01

F

or basic editing needs, WordMaker is
an inexpensive way to get into Mac
word processing. For $124.95, you get
standard Mac editing tools and a clean,
professional interface. Simply running
on a Mac gives a product a full-featured
environment. Outside of that, Word
Maker doesn't add any remarkable edit
ing features, but it does include support
for text in eight colors.
We had only two problems executing
our test document: WordMaker doesn't
handle multiple columns, and it won't
wrap text around a graphic. It was simple
enough to add extra carriage returns to
make room for the image, but the other
packages didn't require the extra step. To
get the multiple columns, it would be
easy enough to print out two thin col
umns and combine them on a photocop
ier-not a bad compromise.
WordMaker is ideally suited for peo
ple who don't need fancy columns and
heavy formatting. Sometimes, it's best to
get back to basics.
continued

ance desktop computers.

8820

8825

wildfire. The STEPserver 386, for example,
combines a 33MHz 80386'"chip with AMMA,
making it the fastest machine in its class. And
they're both specifically designed for maximum
performance and compatibility with Novell
NetWare~
But the Everex systems offer more than
sheer speed. Most are upgradable. All come

STEPserver 286

STEPserver 386

with a one-year extendable warranty and a
one-year renewable on-site service contract
that also covers all Everex peripherals in
the system.
To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552.
We'll hand you the longest line in the world.
And the best perrorming.
REX
E\!ER for EXccllenco

and product names are trademarks a- registered trademarks of their respective holders.© 1990 Everex Systems, Inc.
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nest macros within other macros, Word
Perfect has you covered. It should be no
surprise that WordPerfect had no prob
lem with the test document formatting,
once we found the necessary functions .
The documentation for this product is
complete but hard to use. If you're a poor
speller, think about what it's like to find
the correct spelling for a word in the dic
tionary. If you know where to look for it,
you can find it. But that would require
knowing how to spell, and if you could
do that, you wouldn't need to look it up .
Welcome to WordPerfect documenta
tion. The reference section is alphabet
ized by menu choice or concept, not by
functionality. For example, the kerning
capability lets you alter the spacing be
tween individual characters. It's handy
for giving a special look to a phrase, and
we wanted to use it in the document title.
On some products it's called "tracking";
on others, "character spacing." Word
Perfect calls it "kerning" and puts the
reference information by itself under K.
We'd rather see it in a section ofthe man
ual in a discussion of the Format menu,
listed in the order in which it appears on
the menu.

Word Perfect
for the Mac 1.0.4

T

he Mac version of WordPerfect is as
full-featured and monolithic as the
DOS version. As you'd expect, Word
Perfect also saves files in DOS format. It
was more difficult to feel comfortable
with WordPerfect than with the other
word processors, because the menu
structure has a look and feel entirely its
own. Pull-down menus are often ar
ranged oddly, with the same feel as the
DOS version's function keys. When you
know that a function .is "in there some
where," an easy way to find it is to press
the mouse button and scroll through the
menus, looking for an entry that you re
member. WordPerfect's extensive use of
daughter menus makes that difficult, so
you find yourself walking through, acti
vating menu after menu, until you find
the function you need.
Perhaps the unusual interface is a
small price to pay for all that power. If
you want both parallel and newspaper
style columns, no problem. If you like to

If you opt for WordPerfect for the
Mac, it will cost you $395. You won't be
disappointed, but don't expect to use the
reference manual as a learning aid.

WriteNow 2.2

W

riteNow, at $199, is another pack
age that prides itself on being a fast
implementation of a minimalist Mac
word processor. Like WordMaker, it
provides the standard font support; se
lect, cut, paste, and print functions; and
a spelling checker and thesaurus.
A short function list makes WriteNow
easy to learn and incredibly fast. Like
WordMaker, WriteNow runs well on a
single floppy disk drive and is a superb
product for most editing needs.

Scratching That Niche
A few of the packages that we reviewed
aren't really general-purpose word pro
cessors. Nevertheless , they are
WYSIWYG, and they do the specific
jobs for which they're intended.
continued

And here's four more.
l'

I
1

''

l- -~ -:-,: _
286c

386cis

The world's longest line just got longer.
The 286c'"and the 386cis'"are based on the
286112 and 386SX" processors. (The 286c is easily
upgraded.) Both feature an attractive, low pro
file design. And zero-wait state gives them the
high performance you expect from Everex.
The new STEP 486125 and 486/33 are hot
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486125

486/33

even by Everex standards. The 486/33, for
example, clocks in at about 20 MIPS-well
into mainframe territory.
To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552.
Better hurry. There's no telling how long
the line will be
ifyou wait.

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

15265 Altnn l'arkwily •Irvine, CA92718 •In CA (714) 727-3300 •FAX (714) 727-1913
Circle 223 on IUatkr Service Card
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Ashton Tate, Inc.
(FullWrite Professional 1. 1)
6411 Guadalupe Mines Rd .
San Jose, CA 95120
(408) 927-5154
Inquiry 1071.

Paragon Concepts
(Nisus 2.11)
990 Highland Dr., Suite 312
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 481-1477
Inquiry 1078.

Claris Corp.
(MacWrite II 1.1)
5201 Patrick Henry Dr., Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 987-7000
Inquiry 1072.

SamnaCorp.
(Ami Professional 1.2)
5600 Glenridge Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30342
(404) 851-0007
Inquiry 1079.

Delta Point
(MindWrite 2 .1)
200 Heritage Harbor, Suite G
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 648-4000
Inquiry 1073.

Spinnaker Software Corp.
(BetterWorking Word Publisher 5.0)
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1200
Inquiry 1080.

Huff Software
(InText 1.53)
2103 Farlow St.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(800) 678-4833
Inquiry 1074.

T/MakerCo.
(WriteNow 2.2)
1390 Villa St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 962-0195
Inquiry 1081:

Microsoft Corp.
(Microsoft Word 4.0,
Word for Windows 1.0)
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 1075.

WordPerfect Corp.
(WordPerfect for the Mac 1.0.4)
1555 North Technology Way
Orem, Uf 84057
(801) 222-4000
Inquiry 1082.

New Horizons
(WordMaker 1.01)
P.O. Box 43167
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 328-6650
Inquiry ·1076.
Palantir
(WinText 1.54)
4455 South Padre Island Dr.,
Suite 43
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
(512) 854-8787
Inquiry 1077.

lnText 1.53

I

nText is a full WYSIWYG scientific
word processor that can easily function
as a full-featured text editor. It doesn't
handle graphics or multiple columns.
Otherwise, it does everything that you
would expect from a full-featured word
148
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Working Software
(QuickLetter 1.03) ·
P.O. Box 1844
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 423-5696
Inquiry 1083.
WYSIWYG Corp.
(The Universal Word 1.5)
300 Corporate Point, Suite 410
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 215-9645
Inquiry 1084.

processorfor$295.
The interface looks a bit dated, and it
does not support a mouse. InText in
cludes screen drivers for CGA, EGA,
VGA, and Hercules displays. One of the
more unusual features is a menu that
serves to bind together the editor and
print module. It's hard to describe, but
suffice it to say that it doesn't conform to

the standards that we've all come to ex
pect from a modern software package.
Plan on spending a few minutes getting
the hang of it.
It's worth the effort. InText is a pack
age clearly aimed at scientific and tech
nical documentation. You enter mathe
matical expressions like any other piece
of text; simply put them together with the
equation editor, drawing any geometric
shapes with the line-drawing tool. Spe
cial characters come from a special menu
and can be resized to fit.
Speed isn't InText's forte. Beautiful
text is, and the output quality was very
impressive. HP LaserJet and Postscript
drivers are included, as is support for
most 24- or 9-pin dot-matrix printers.
WerecommendlnText for any technical
presentation, particularly those with
mathematics or chemical symbols.

Quickletter 1.03

Q

uickLetter is a Macintosh desk ac
cessory that's ideal for occasional
use or for hammering out a fast cover let
ter. In fact, QuickLetter comes with its
own address book and special Print En
velope menu selection.
It's actually kind of fun-if you 're in
another word processor or database, you
can select a name and address, find
QuickLetter in your desk accessory list,
and paste the address into a new docu
ment. Select Print Envelope, and bang
out envelopes with no muss or fuss. It's
also extremely handy to have a full mul
tifont editor at your fingertips. There are
many times in a telecommunication
package that it would be convenient to
grab a file from the disk, make text
changes, and transmit the file without
having to lose the connection and redial.
Of course, there are shareware alterna
tives, but QuickLetter is a full word pro
cessor. Besides, the envelope and ad
dress book features are more useful than
we would have imagined.
The package isn't expensive, either
($124.95), and that makes it all the more
attractive.

The Universal Word 1.5

I

f there were a prize in this review for
the prettiest screen display, The Uni
versal Word from WYSIWYG Corp.
would win hands down. We tested the
English-only version of a product that is
continued

PARAGON
STRIPING •

MIRRORING •

SPANNING

A New Age in Disk Performance Software

PARAGON'" disk array software provides unparalleled performance, increased storage
capacity, improved data reliability, and vast SCSI connectivity in a fault tolerant environment.
At the core of PARAGON'" is Chantal's unique Disk Array Software Technology (DASTl:"
which achieves optimal disk performance and capacity through striping, mirroring, and
spanning. Users report that disk performance increases by a factor of 5 to I 0. The disk
1/0 transaction bottleneck is eliminated. Disk drives of varying sizes from different
manufacturers can be used. Striping, mirroring, and spanning can be combined for optimum
disk performance, storage capacity, and system configuration.
PARAGON'" incorporates Chantal's extraordinary SCSI 1/0 Subsystem Software to increase
connectivity and improve performance in critical areas of the operating environment. XENIX,
UNIX, and AIX are supported in 286-, 386-, and 486-based personal computers using ISA,
EISA, and MCA bus architectures.
A new age in disk array performance is available now from the high performance SCSI
software experts at Chantal.

Call for Complete Details: (800) 527-0003 Fax (619) 452-1007
Chantal Systems Corporation, 6265 Greenwich Drive, San Diego, CA 92122
C 1990 Chantal S ystems Corporation

Trademarks are proprietary to their respective owners.
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clearly meant for multiple languages.
For $395, you get English; for $695, you
get some combination of English,
French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
Dutch, German, Hungarian, Arabic,
Russian, Swedish, Polish, and Fa.rsi.
Standard configurations have a specific
subset; WYSIWYG will also custom
configure a set for your needs.
The version that we tested didn't sup
port PostScript, and WYSIWYG is work
ing on adding it. As a general word pro

cessor, we found The Universal Word to
be rather slow. That doesn't mean it's
not worth a look-far from it. If you need
to handle multiple languages, The Uni
versal Word might do better than any
thing else we looked at.

How to Buy a Word Processor
A word processor may be the most per
sonal purchase that you 'JI ever make for
your computer. Choosing between word
processors is a bit like picking among re

OS/2"' FEATIJRFS

Pop Up Programs and Files

Free TSR Memory, Share Data

Switch-It uses your hard disk or EMS
Switch-It automatically lists up to 100 of
memory for swapping. You have full
your commonly-used programs in a menu
memory (up to 600K) available for every
customized for your IBM PC. Start your
program, even if you have only 640K of
programs by simply pointing to them on
RAM, and your memory
the menu. Then, whether
you're in the middle of
resident programs run
Switch-It (tJllJ Version 3.0
free, in zero RAM! No
' (cJ1989 Better Software lcc l111 ol o n~
1-2-3, Word Perfect or
dBase, a key-stroke
more TSR conflicts or
550
I Dos CoJ11mand Proccs;or
crashes. That's why
moves you instantly to
2 Lotus 1·2·3 Spreadsheet
256
PC Magazine stated
another program or
320
3 dBase Ill Plus
J 256
4 Lotus Metro
file. Then back, or
"Switch-It proved to
J 450
5 Lotus Agenda
be remarkably free of
switch to another.
320
6 Multi PIan Spreadsheet
glitches."
And another.
192
7 Procomm Plu s
Forget save/exit/load/
• Scans your hard disk
8
d Per-re11t
ll:1l
550
9 Ventura Pu bl ishe1
restore. Forget wasted
and builds a menu of
256
10 Switch· It Confi911rat ion
time staring at a blank
programs
640
II Mic r osoft Excel
screen. Easily move data
256
12 Cross Talk XVI
• Cut & paste functions
256
13 Sidek id Plus
between previously
• TSR manager & com
incompatible programs
mand line editor
11 = Select . ~ .. J = Run, Del = Abort
without retyping.
• Network, mouse &
<Fl2 > = Switch
Give your PC OS/2
graphics support
features, today!
• Requires only 26K RAM
In Canada call: 800-663-6157

Order Toll Free: 800-848-0286
Visa/MasterCard accepted. Include $5 s/h (overseas $15). Technical Info: 508-879-0744

Switch-It™ $99.95
Free Er-Phone,.., with Switch-It Purchase.
Every imaginable phone directory and dialing function for your PC,
including 2000 built-in phone numbers. $79 if purchased separately.
Better Software Technology, Inc., 55 New York Ave., Framingham, MA 01701
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ligions, movies, or clothing styles; you
will naturally gravitate toward one that
"feels" right, which means that the word
processor works the same way you do.
You can ask your friends which ones they
like, or you can read reviews in maga
zines. Just remember that you 're not nec
essarily going to like the popular one or
the one with the most features.
Are you planning on using your word
processor to create newsletters? In that
case, you won't care about counting
words, retrieving foreign text files, or
creating outlines. What you need for
newsletters is a powerful formatting ca
pability, preferably one with good graph
ics support.
Novice users may find the whole idea
of a monolithic word processor much too
scary. Let's face it: If you're using a
word processor for day-to-day business
correspondence, you 're simply not going
to use most of the features in a full-fea
tured product. It's comforting to know
that they're there, yet too many features
can be confusing. So save some money
and buy a simpler package with just the
features that you 'II use. In word process
ing, less is often more.
Sometimes you simply don't have a
choice. In an office environment, it's
likely that your network is made up of
both Macs and PCs. In that case, it's
handy to choose a word processor that
works on both platforms and can share
binary word processor files back and
forth across platforms. In other cases,
you need to share files with other users
on the same platform.
You might try borrowing a word pro
cessor from a friend or officemate and
spending some time with it. Don't let
anyone pressure you into using a full-fea
tured package if you don't need it. Last
ly, read the documentation. Some of the
manuals in this review were difficult to
use. For the popular products, many
third-party books are available.

Kiss Your Typewriter Good-Bye
For the sort of editing that you might do
in preparation for placing text in a DTP
package, we liked Ami Professional and
Word for Windows under DOS. Both
have very good editing features and a
draft editing mode. Choosing between
the two is tough, but Ami's poor word
counting macro makes us lean toward
Word. Word provides word and character
counts as a standard item in its Summary
Info box.
On the Macintosh, any of the word
processors that we reviewed would suf
fice. If we were forced to pick one, we
continued

THE DELL SYSTEM 325 25 MHz 386.
An even better value at these low prices.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel'" 80386 microprocessor running at
25MHz.
• Standard I MB o( RAM, optional 2 MB
or 4 MB orRAM* expandable to 16 MB
(using a dedicated high-speed 32-bit
memory slot).
• Advanced I~tel 82385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB o( high-speed
static RAM cache.
• Page mode interleaved memory
architecture.

• SocketforWEITEK 3167 math
coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5'' l.44 MB diskette
drive.

• l parallel and 2 serial ports.

I

• MS-OOS'" compatible and Novell
certified.
• 8 industry standard expansion slots
(6 available).
**Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
low as $131/month.
40 MB VGA Monochrome
System
$3, 599
80 MB VGA Color Plus System $4,099
190 MB Super VGA Color System
(800 x600)
$4,699
330 MB Super VGA Color System
$5,499
(800 x 600)
Prices listed reflect l MBof RAM. lOOand
650 MB hard drive configurations also
available.

P~ ILT SAT.
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0
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Microso~n.
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AD CODE
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8

Who are we to argue with the experts.
The leading computer publications in nine countries,
including all the majorones here in the U.S., have voted
the Dell System® 325 the number one, or une or uno
25 MHz 386'" based personal computer in their respective
markets.
The Editors of PC Magazine chose to give it their
prestigious Editor's Choice award. PC ~ek polled corporate
volume buyers who voted it top in all 12 attributes measured
(among competition including every major PC manu
facturer), and called the Dell'"325 an exceptional value.
At an exceptional price. A price that includes the best
documentation in the business and diagnostic and utilities
diskettes. A full 30-day satisfaction, or your money back
guarantee with no questions
lD ORDER, CALL NOW
asked. Toll-free technical
IN CANADA.CALL 800·387-SHZ
support and a one-year limited
FOR NETWORK/UNIX'°INFO
warranty. And next business
day on-site service from the
HOURS: fAM ·iPMCT l-t.F9AM-2
Xerox Corporation:6
Best of all it's from the company that finished #1 in
customer satisfaction, 6 out of 6 times in PC \Xkek polls of
corporate volume buyers for PCs.
It's a machine you can afford to buy
- - - -- - 
or lease today, and expand with it in
- -- - --
COMPUTER the future.
------
CORPORATION
All it takes is one free call to order
------
A&JVEAND BEmNDTl-lEV\tl.. a great Dell PC now.

end 386 is o 1rodemork d ln1el Corporation. MS-DOS is o registered trademark d
UNIX is a
1rodemark d AT&T '1 th e United Stoles and or her coull1ries. O ther trademorks ond trade names 01e used to identifytheenlilif;sclaiming the morks and
nomes or I heir produc ts. Dell CompurerCorporotiondisdoims ony proprietmy inter es! in trodemorks ond tr ode nomes o ther thon its own..ion .site service moy no t be ovailoble in certain locations. Shipping, handling ond applicable soles tax ore not included. For inlorma1ion on
and a copy o f Dell's 30-doy Total Sotislacfon Guarantee, limiled warrant~\ and Xerox's Service Contrac1, p lease write to Dell Computer CorR,Oroiion, 9505 Arboretum Blvd., Ausrin,l X 78759-7299 ,Al IN: W aronly. !CJ\990 Dell Computer Corpororion.A!I righ1s reserved.
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would take MindWrite for its outliner or
Nisus for its clever word counter and ex
cellent macro language. MindWrite is a
little thin on formatting features, but
that's OK if the formatting is completed
in a DTP package. It's responsive, and it
has an outliner that nothing else could
touch.
Some word processors do a superb job
of formatting pages-particularly handy
for doing newsletters. If not Ami Profes
sional, try Word for Windows. If you

want to save some money, the baby in
this review, BetterWorking Word Pub
lisher, is an amazingly capable package.
Having fine control over your layout is
somewhat more difficult with Word Pub
lisher, but for a product that runs fine on
floppy disk-based 8088 machines, it's
downright awesome.
WYSIWYG is the Mac's realm, and,
again, any product in this review would
probably do the job. It was hard not to
like Microsoft Word 4.0 and FullWrite

t's true!.~e can turn
your existing
Series II or Ill
~
printer into a
1000 x 1000
TurboRes™
Plain-Paper
Typesetter! National TeleVAR™
(Raster Devices Direct) intro
duces the 1000 Enhancer Kit™
for your HP Series II or Ill printer.

I

y using a new imaging
technology called
TurboRes™ on our PC-based
controller, we can transform
your 300 dpi printer into a
state-of-the-art Plain-Paper
Typesetter that gives you print
quality previously undreamed of,
even on devices costing over
$20,000.

B

S

end us your HP Series II or Ill
laser printer and we will do
the rest. We factory install a
video board and connector in
your Series II or Ill, and supply a
PC/XT/AT or MCA 6Mb printer
controller, 135 scaleable fonts,
direct driver software for

WORD PROCESSORS

Windows
(such as
PageMaker,
CorelDRA W!,
Micrografx
Designer, Word
for Windows, etc.),
GEM (such as Xerox Ventura
Publisher, GEM Artline, etc.) and
Word Perfect.

C

ALL NOW! 1-800-468-1732,
Source Code #103 (In MN:
612-941-4919) and ask about the
1000 Enhancer Kit for your
Series 11 or 111 printer. The 300
dpi barrier will fall by the way
side as you experience 1000x
1000 TurboRes. Note that all
your existing PCL functionality
remains unchanged, so your
printer can live in both worlds
-PCL and 1000x1000 TurboRes!

PrePress Systems Special ists
Formerly RasterDevices Direct, Inc.

l!:J1990. Raster Devices Direct. Inc .. National TeleVAR and 1000 Enhancer Kit are trademarks of Raster Devices
Corporation. TurboRes is a licensed technology and a trademark of LaserMaster Corporation. All other product
and brand names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing and warranty details.

VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED
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Professional, although a more basic edi
tor might be enough for most desktop
publishing text preparation. In that envi
ronment, WriteNow's and WordMaker's
lack of multiple-column support would
be a nonissue.
The full-featured packages do feel
somewhat stuffed with menu choices.
It's likely that a novice at word process
ing would take one look at these big pack
ages and head straight back for the secu
rity of the old typewriter. We would feel
better about WinText if it was updated
to run under Windows 3.0. InText was
slanted toward scientific applications.
Although it was not part of this review,
Ami (Ami Professional's little brother),
at $199, mi~ht be a good choice. It has
most of Ami Professional's features, ex
cept for the thesaurus and drawing pack
age. Windows doesn't provide the range
of word processors that the Mac has had
for years . In the Windows environment,
it might be better to pick a full-featured
product and ignore the features that you
don't need.
Mac users have it much easier. Both
WordMaker and WriteNow follow the
Macintosh interface guidelines down to
the last punctuation mark, and once you
get them started, you instantly feel as
though you have been using them for
years. WriteNow comes with a thesau
rus; WordMaker does not. If you don't
want to be that basic, MacWrite II gives
you the same ease of use, but with a bit
more power, better file import/export
capability, and a slightly higher price
tag.
For mixed computing environments,
1Word (for Windows and the Mac) is an
obvious choice. The two versions can
easily transport documents back and
forth across serial links or networks,
preserving full formatting in the pro
cess.
If you're incorporating a Mac into a
DOS WordPerfect shop, why not use the
real thing? WordPerfect for the Mac is a
superbly crafted product, and it does
seamless translation to and from the
DOS environment. If you 're starting a
mixed environment, Word might be bet
ter than WordPerfect, simply because the
Windows and Mac versions are much
closer in feel than the Mac and DOS
WordPerfect versions. •
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Howard Eglowstein and Stan Wszola are
testing editors/engineers for the BYTE
Lab. You can reach them onB/Xas "heg
lowstein" and "stan, "respectively. Tom
Thompson is a BYTEsenior technical edi
tor at large. He can be reached on BIX as
"tom...Jhompson."

THE DELL SYSTEM 310 20 MHz 386.
The best combination of perfonnance and value available in its class.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• MS-DOS" compatible anJ Novell
• lnrel"80386 microprocessor running at cerrifieJ.
• 8 inJustry sta nJarJ expansion slots
20MH"
• StanJarJ l MBofRAM , optional2 MB (6 available).
or4 MBofRAM* expandable to l6MB **Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
(using a JcJicareJ high·speeJ 32-bit
low as $112/month.
memory slot).

• AJ"anceJ lncel82385Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high·speeJ
static RAM cache.
• l ~ge mode interleaved memory
architecture.

• Socket for WEITEK 3167 math
coprocessor.

• 5.25" 1.2 M Bor 3.5" \.44 MB Jiskerre
drive.

• I parallel anJ 2 serial ports.

40 MB VGA Monochrome
System
$2,999
BOMB VGACulor Plus System $3,499
80 MB Super VGA Color Plus System
(800' 600)
$3.599
190 MB Super VGA Color System
(800' 600)
$4.099
Prices lisreJ reflect I MB of RAM. JOO,
330 anJ 650 MB harJJrive configurations
alsl) available.

PC Magazine described the Dell System®310 as the best
price performance package on the market.
We've now lowered the price, which makes it an even
better package.
The Editor's of PC Magazine also described the Dell'"
310 as being "Fast enough to bum the sand off a desert
floor." Now, that's some performance.
Which we think, makes it the best 20 MHz 386'" PC
on the market.
That's why the Dell 310 easily outperforms the Compaq
DeskPro 386/20e and the IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 on both
the MIPS Test and the Norton Computing Index.
And leaves them cold when it comes to price. Whether
you buy or lease.
10 ORDER, CALL NOW
A price that includes a full
IN CANADA,CALL800.}87-S752
30-day satisfaction or your
R:lR NETWOAA1UNJ:X•1NFO
money back guarantee, one
8QQ , 678 ,UN IX
year limited warranty, toll-free
HOURS:7AM-7PMCT M·F9 AM-2P MCT&\T.
technical support, and next
day, on-site service from Xerox Corporation:"' As well as
the most comprehensive documentation in the business.
And if you consider that the Dell 310 comes from the
company that's finished #1 in customer satisfaction 6 out
of 6 times in PC 'W~ek polls of corporate volume buyers for
PCs, then the price you see above is
a small one indeed to pay for greatness.
So give us a call and we'll tell you more
COMPUTER
CORPORATION about how you can own the Dell 310.
- - - - -- 
AJ10V EAND nE1DN D™Ec>.LL Even the call is a small price. It's free.
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DEC's Latest RISC
DECstation Model 5000/200CX
Company
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard, MA 01754
(508) 897-5111
Components
Processor: 25-MHz MIPS R3000 with
128K-byte cache; MIPS R3010 math
coprocessor; LSI Logic LR3220
memory buffer controller
Memory: 16 MB of DRAM, expandable
to 120 MB; 128K by es of static HAM
cache
Mass storage: 665-MB SCSI hard disk
drive
'
Display: 16-inch Sony Trinitron monitor;
32-bit DEC graphics adapter (displays
1024 by 864 pixels with 256
simultaneous colors)
Keyboard: DEC VT220-compatible
1/0 interfaces: Three serial ports; thin
wire Ethernet port; SCSI port; video port;
three Turbochannel expansion slots
Price
System as reviewed: $28,500
Inquiry 854.

The DECstation 5000 packs some serious performance into a compact box.
The expansion cabinet atop the main unit holds the hard disk drive.

alk into the temperature-con
trolled computer room of any
university or Fortune 500 com
pany, and you'll almost certainly see
minicomputers from Digital Equipment
Corp. As users like these have turned to
smaller, less expensive machines, DEC
has worked hard to diversify, introduc
ing workstations such as its DECstation
3100 (see "DEC's RISC Powerhouse,"
November 1989 BYTE). DEC's newest
entry, the DECstation 5000, offers the
best desktop performance the company
has to offer, and it illustrates DEC's in
creasing commitment to standards.
Despite this new system's kinship to
earlier DECstations, the 5000 is much

W
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more than a rehash . The juice flows from
a 25-MHz MIPS R3000 RISC micropro
cessor, backed by a 128K-byte static
RAM cache. My review system, a Model
5000/200CX, came equipped with 16
megabytes of memory, an external 665
MB SCSI hard disk drive, and a copy of
Ultrix, DEC's flavor of Unix . A 256
color, 1024- by 864-pixel graphics
adapter drives the 16-inch Sony Trinitron
display. The review system's list price
came to $28,500; an 8-MB diskless (and
displayless) system sells for $14,995.
The 5000 accommodates up to 120
MB of RAM and 21 gigabytes of disk
space. Its SCSI connector lets you attach
up to seven devices. Enhanced graphics

options range from simple two-dimen
sional vector acceleration to a complex
3-D pipeline. The system unit is a sleek
3 'h inches high, but the pizza box-size
external hard disk drive doubles the total
system height.

Driving the Turbocharged Bus
The 5000 incorporates DEC's new Tur
bochannel 32-bit bus architecture. This
internal I/O channel routes data to ex
pansion boards through three 44-pin
slots. The Turbochannel specification
lets the bus operate at any speed from
12.5 to 25 MHz; the 5000's bus cranks at
full throttle. How fast is that? Claims
like this are hard to prove, but DEC says

UNIX BENCHMARKS

DECstation 5000/200CX
Opus PM/8000/30
DECstation 3100
Everex Step 386/33

D

C Compiler

HIGH-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

D

DC Arithmetic

D

Tower of Hanoi

System Loading

Dhrystone 2

D

Floating Point

Time Index

• CCompller

1.57

1.32

• DC Arithmetic

0 .12

5.25

(without registers; Dhry./sec.)

• Tower of Hanoi

0.20

2.80

Arithmetic

(17-disk problem)

System Loading•
3.47

1.17

3.80

1.53

5.96

1.61

9.39

1.84

• Dhrystone 2

(10,000 iterations)
Arithmetic overhead
Register
Short
Integer
Long
• Flaa ting Point
Double

Time Index
31250

2.26

Throughput
0.10
2.32
2.32
2.30
2.30
1.63
1.30

7.20
1.26
1.52
1.36
1.36
7.31
10.17

System call overhead
(5 x 4000 calls)
Pipe throughput
(read and write 2048- x
512-byte blocks)
Pipe-based context switching
(2 x 500 switches)
Process creation (100 forks)
Excel throughput (100 execs)

0.21

5.24

0.21

4.38

0.10
0.20
1.12

6.30
6 .15
3.06

393
393
169

NIA
NIA
NIA

Fllesystem throughput

• Cumulative index is fOfmed by summing the indexed perfOfmance results fOf C Compiler, DC Arithmetic, Tower of
Hanoi, System Loading (with 8 concurrent background processes), Dhrystone 2. and Floating Point tests.
1

D

.

Time Index

1 concurrent background
process
2 concurrent background
processes
4 concurrent background
processes
• 8 concurrent background
processes

D

System loading was perfOfmed using Bourne shell scripts and Uni x utilities.

(1600 1024-byte blocks
in Kbyteslsec.)
Read
Write
Copy

Note: All times are in seconds unless otherwise specified. Figures were generated using the BYTE Unix benchmarks
version 2.6. Indexes show relative perfQfmance; for all indexes, an Everex Step386/33 running Xenix 2 .3 .1 = 1.
N/A - Not applicable.

that the Turbochannel's peak DMA per
formance is 93 megabytes per second.
The Turbochannel communicates
with connected devices by exchanging
messages. Each board receives a 4-MB
chunk of address space (the top 32 MB of
the system's 512-MB range is reserved),
and commands and data pass through
these memory-mapped regions. A pro
prietary protocol governs the format of
these exchanges. DEC is making the pro
tocol available to third-party vendors,
along with the rest of the Turbochannel
specification.
Internally, the Turbochannel does it
all. All the outside-world interfaces deal
with the CPU through an internal chan

nel. The 5000's standard interfaces in
clude thin-wire Ethernet, SCSI, and a
trio of serial ports, one of which accepts
the keyboard and mouse.
The Sony Trinitron display has be
come a standard among workstation ven
dors, and with good reason. The screen
is cylindrical, giving it a flatter appear
ance, and the color rendition, sharpness,
and image quality are impressive.
Of course, there's more to using a
workstation than staring at the screen,
and here the 5000 could use a little work.
Like the DECstation 3100, the 5000 uses
a VT220 terminal keyboard. That may
make veteran users of DEC equipment
happy, but I couldn't get used to the odd

VT220 placements, which include rele
gating the Escape and Backspace keys to
unlabeled function keys. The 5000 also
comes with the same awkward mouse.
It's round, heavy, and a tubby 3th inches
in diameter.

Bring On the BSD
Users who find the keyboard and mouse
aggravating may take comfort in the
Ultrix Worksystem Software bundle.
The foundation for UWS (I tested version
2.2) is Ultrix, DEC's version of BSD
Unix. BSD has earned a reputation as
an environment for hackers, but DEC
has added enough value to make it a
continued

For a description of all the benchmarks, see "The BYTE Unix Benchmarks," March BYTE.
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Announcing the
fastest new $99
way to deal with
notes, ideas, lists,
plans, projects •••
_ J :El!I

urprisingly, !here is a whole new world of
uses for you r computer! You can now deal
wi1h all 1he coumless bils of RANDOM
INFORMATION you handle every day: plans,
no tes, lis ts, actions, con tac1s, ideas, and much more.
INFO SELECT"" w iII nol only give you inslanl
access 10 lhis imporlanl infonnation ... ii will help
you make better decisio ns and sec important new
relalionships. Try INFO SELECT risk -free.

S

"F irst rate"

-Jonathan Marzkin, PC Magazine

INFO SELECT is like having a
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY 1h a1 gives yo11
perfecl superfasl recall of up 10 64,000 items of
infomialion. INFO SELECT is eve n belier 1han a
personal secrelary. You can ask for infon11a1 ion and
gel 1he answer -- f as1er1 han a secrelary could walk
in lo you r office! When Harry calls you on 1he
phone, you' ll display 1he
' six windows on Harry
before he finishes his first
sentence! No more
, , I!
embarrassing pauses o r
scrambling for

l~~-~-eI~sr I

informLltion.

o you fo rget 1hings
like which day you
placed an order or
impor1an1 num bers? If so, you need INFO SELECT
- 1he software 1ha1 remembers almosl everything for
you. INFO SELECT is 1he neXI genermion of 1he
award win ni ng TORNADO'" soflware. Besl of
al l, INFO SELECT is easy to learn. You 'II know
1he basics in 15 mi nu1es. INFO SELECT has an
in1roduc1ory pdce of jusl $99.95 1 Try ii
RISK-FREE wil11 our 30-day money back
guaranlee. Bui hurry
- this is a limi ted time
offer. Order1oday
POB 70 • Depl 603
and gel ready for a
Hackensack, NJ 07602
new dimension of
Tel: (201I 342·6518
compuling.

D

Micro Logic
Fax:(201 ) 342-0370

1:r(800)342·5930
BASIC OPERATION: Yoo will sec st'v~m l windows of difr ercm si;-.c~
tiled on your screen. Windows can huld: notes. pbm. lists. facts. lencrs.
and much mon: . You can: up1:n a new window, type into it, and
shape 11:l"lkl afle.\ isting Y1-i>ndo"111•; f(i. i1C. «'tftO'ot. otpt(M a window: hrow~
tliruugh windows wi1h the arrow key., : s~·ard1 forag111upofwindows ri:latcd
by a Y111t\I er phrase: am.J mud1 more. FEATURES : 11,·c ovcn·icw mucks:
h.}~flot:: fasl son: line draw: tickler: dialer: ~1 1 by 1ex1 or date: :1dd
columns of numbcri.: EMS: impun I expon; dfKltlll on portahlcs;
stanJ·alonc "r memory·r('sidem: :md much more. Dat.i is strucll.11cd in
multiple stacks of intdligcnt t..:xt windows: uses :1 unh.iuc ca.~y powerful
system of 11arallc l text pn>eeJ:.,ir•J! aud progrcssi111.; n:""' 1t111J11 searching
without keyword.'\. LAN y~ifMI mqibtiir;. SPECIFICATIONS: 10
llW'pb~ l &!:I& max: tell.I S\:arche~ IO 7(10kh/:;cc: up 10 32K per window: up 10
&i.OOOwindows per i1foha~c: lakes just 7K in swap modi.::: for lBM s arxl
roin~ ahle:c: no1copypn)tcc1ed. MAIL ORDERS: Send name. addn:ss.
phone nurnhcr. and payment by check, Visa. or MC lo addn:ss shown.
f1 lc1m:~ include S3 .50 s hipp ing($ 15 outside conlinenlal USA) .
TORNADO OWNERS: INFO SELECT includes everything in Tornado
and much more. Call today for our special limited timc tr;Hk · up
oft·~·r. EUROPEAN CUSTOMERS :
Con1ae1 /\tlantcx U.S./\.
~20~) 655·69!10. © l!J90 Micro l ..u gk: Cuq1. U.S./\.
contacl~.
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DEC's LATEST RISC

contender for serious users as well.
Even System V users owe a lot to BSD:
The C shell, the Berkeley socket network
interface, the vi editor, and many other
enhancements to Unix have their origins
in BSD. These transplant well to System
V, but it's good to work in an environ
ment where all these things come togeth
er and combine with other Berkeleyisms
that haven't yet found their way to Sys
tem V. Little touches, like the intelligent
TTY drivers (which can delete words and
won't backspace past the beginning of a
line) and the job control mechanism, are
easy to get used to.
The base Ultrix operating system on
the review system (version 3 .1) combines
the features of BSD 4.3 and AT&T Sys
tem V Unix. The core environment is
pure BSD, and the operating system han
dles all system administration in a BSD
standard manner. A set of libraries and
header files provides System V compati
bility and lets you port System V applica
tions to Ultrix. Since the System V Inter
face Definition (SVID) forms the basis
for the Posix and X/Open operating-sys
tem standards, DEC has smoothed the
road to compliance with these standards.
The 5000 supports TCP/IP, NFS, and
the proprietary DECnet through its stan
dard thin-wire Ethernet interface. The
TCP/IP and DECnet protocols can share
the same cable, so the DECstation can be
part of a network that includes not only
other Unix workstations and systems,
but VAXes, terminal servers, and other
DECnet-specific devices. I quickly had
the 5000 connected to BYTE's Unix lab
network, and I had no difficulty sharing
files and data with systems from other
vendors.
DEC is active in the development of
the X Window System and has some of
the industry's foremost X experts on its
payroll. So it's not surprising that the
5000's DECwindows graphical user in
terface is fast and clean. Beyond its X
foundation, the environment created by
DECwindows is quite comfortable.
DECwindows runs only on DEC hard
ware, but there's a lot to like about it.
The interface is much more Mac-like
than OSF/Motifs. It's mainly a mono
chrome interface; the defaults set up
black and white as standard, even on a
color display. Unlike Motif, DECwin
dows looks as good in monochrome as in
color. But next to Motif, DECwindows
looks boring. On closer inspection, how
ever, the services that DEC has added to
X put most other vendors to shame.
The session manager provides log-in
services and adds a primitive desktop
manager from which you can launch ap

plications. One of those applications is
dxterm, the DECwindows terminal em
ulator that's fast, stable, and robust.
Without such programs, it's impossible
to run text-based applications under X.
The one that's shipped standard with X
(xterm) is notoriously bad.
Another exciting feature of DECwin
dows is Display Postscript. Licensed
from Adobe and enhanced by DEC, this
is more than just a utility for displaying
PostScript-format files. DEC has modi
fied it to become an integral part of X,
allowing programmers to mix traditional
X functions with those from Display
PostScript. Without it, X remains a se
verely limited application environment,
lacking scalable fonts and a workable
graphical description format.
Developers must often work up their
own solutions to these issues, adding sig
nificantly to the time it takes to bring a
product to market. Display Postscript on
the 5000 responded well and managed to
display every raw PostScript file I threw
at it. Images appeared with surprising
speed, laying to rest any notion that Dis
play PostScript might not be fast enough
for demanding applications use.
For the programmer, DEC provides
just about everything that you could want
from X. In addition to libraries for build
ing DECwindows applications, DEC
also ships GKS (Graphical Kernel Sys
tem), OSF/Motif, and PEX (the PHIGS
extension to X). The PEX package builds
3-D capability into X, extending the
server to support the creation and draw
ing of 3-D objects. As mentioned, there
is also support for building Postscript ca
pability into applications. This killer
combination represents one of the most
powerful X software bundles available.

Putting It All Together
As the benchmark table illustrates, the
DECstation 5000 has earned the flagship
spot in DEC's line. It outguns its prede
cessor, the 3100, by a wide margin. Also
interesting is the contrast with machines
using another RISC processor, the Mo
torola 88000. While the 33-MHz Opus
Personal Mainframe handily bests the
5000 in Dhrystones and other integer
tests, in the domain of floating-point, the
5000 shows amazingly well.
The DECstation 5000 is a top-shelf
workstation. The excellence evident in
performance, software, and company
reputation combine to place this system
at the head of its class. •

Tom Yager is a technical editor for the
BYTE Lab. You can reach him onB/Xas
"tyager. "

' Introducing DADiSP 2.0

Now
~up porting
Popular
A/D Boards

NEWI
Data
Acquisition
Support

~~~~~~~~~~-

DADiSP. The Big Picture in
Data Analysis
DADiSP - interactive graphics and data analysis soft
ware for scientists and engineers. DADiSP 2.0 delivers
unprecedented power, through easy-to-use menus. Choose
from hundreds of analysis functions and graphic views from tables to 3-D. Simultaneously display
multiple windows, each with different data or
analyses, for unlimited perspective on your
toughest data analysis problems.
Build your own analysis worksheets 
build and display an entire data analysis work
sheet, without programming. And DADiSP's
powerful graphic spreadsheet automati
cally recalculates and updates the entire
worksheet if you change your data or an
analysis step.
Do serious signal processing... the way
you always pictured it! FFTs, digital filter
design, convolutions, waterfall plots, and more
- all at the press of a key.
Let your instruments do the talking - use DADiSP488 to bring data from your instruments directly into a
DADiSP window for immediate viewing and analysis.

Flexible, expandable, customizable - annotate your
graphs and send them to printers, plotters, or publishing
packages. Create your own macros, automate routine
tasks, and run any program written in any language from
within DADiSP. DADiSP even lets you build
your own menus.
A proven standard - already used by
thousands of engineers and scientists world
wide, in a whole range of applications like
medical research, signal processing, chemis
try, vibration analysis, communications,
manufacturing quality control, test &
measurement, and more. DADiSP
supports the IBM PC and PS/2, SUN,
DEC VAX, HP 9000 and Concurrent
families of personal computers and
workstations.

GET THE PICTURE!
CALL TODAY 617-577-1133
Ask for our Evaluation Disk. For more information, write
to DSP Development Corporation, One Kendall Square,
Cambridge, MA 02139, or FAX: 617-577-8211.

DSP
Development
Corporation
Australia-Interworld Electronics, 03 521-2952; England-Adept Scientific, (0462) 480055; Biosoft (0223) 68622;
France-SM2l, (1) 34810178; Sacasa, 69077802; West Germany-Datalog, (02166) 46082; Stemmer Electronik, 089-809 02-0; Israel-Racom Electronics,
03-491-922; Italy-BPS Computers, (02) 61290221; Japan-Astrodesign, 044-751-1011; Netherlands-Computer Engineering Roosendaal, 01650-57417;
Ne w Zealand-G'I'S Engineering, (09) 392 464; Sweden-Systek, 013 110140; Switzerland-Urech & Harr AG, 61 611325; 1aiwan-Advantech, 2-351-2117
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Recently Byte magazine
performance tested 26 VGA
monitors. 26! Of the 26, one monitor
stood out above all the rest. In a
burst of eloquence, Byte's Testing
Editors called that monitor "a rose
among the thorns.,, •

We call it the CM-1296
You'll call it "remarkable."
We'll send you a free reprint of the Byte article.
complete specifications of the CM-1296. and detailed
information about all the monitors in our line. Just send
us your business card. or call 1-800-827-2850. ext. 213.
Tatung Company of America. Video Display Division.
2850 El Presidio St.. Long Beach. CA 90810

O TATUNli®
Engineering at Its best.

' S. Diehl, H. Eglowstein, BYTE, 3/90
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REVIEW

Windows 3.0 Software Tool for End Users

Too/Book
applications, such
as DayBook, take
full advantage of
the Windows 3. 0
graphical user
interface.

con-based commands, buttons you
"press" with the mouse, pop-up
screens, data displayed in boxes-it's
mouth-watering stuff. So mouth-water
ing that you had hoped someone might
come up with a way to make such power
accessible to the end-user programmer
in other words, to someone who wants to
whip out a Windows 3.0 application this
week, without having to spend two years
learningC.
The answer might be Too!Book, a
$395 package from Asymetrix, a little
known firm in close proximity (geo-

I

ToolBook 1.0
Company

Asymetrix Corp.
P.O. Box40419
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 637-1600
Hardware Needed

IBM PC or compatible with a 286 or
higher processor, 640K bytes of RAM,
at least 256K bytes of extended memory,
a hard disk drive, Windows-compatible
graphics, and a mouse
Software Needed

DOS 3.1 or higher; Windows 3.0 or higher
Price

$395
lnquirv888.

graphical and otherwise) to Microsoft.
Too!Book provides that graphical pro
grammability for Windows 3.0, and you
don't need a degree in computer science
to use it.
Yet Too!Book is not a crippled devel
opment system. For instance, Tool
Book's programming language, Open
Scri pt, has nearly 600 commands,
constants, functions, and other key
words. You could make a career out of
Too!Book, and I expect a lot of program
mers will.
With Too!Book, an application is
called a book. Each book is a stack of
pages, and when you create an object
(which ToolBook calls a container), it's
akin to pasting a paper cutout on a clear
sheet of geL The bottom page is the back
ground, and the contents of the fore
ground page are superimposed over it.
You can rapidly flip pages, replacing one
with the next. And, yes, you can do ani
mation this way, placing slightly differ
ent pictures of the same thing in the same
spot on successive pages and then flip
ping through them. The examples that
come with Too!Book include a running
horse, a sailboard in use, a turning
globe, and balls bouncing around in the
background of an application.
Besides animation, you can also create
hypertext links to form automated foot
notes. You can designate hotwords with
in text, and when you invoke the words, a
linked body of text is displayed-pre
sumably a definition or an exposition on
a related subject.

Clearly, Too!Book parallels Apple's
HyperCard toolkit for the Macintosh,
with its HyperTalk programming lan
guage. HyperCard uses stacks of cards,
while Too!Book uses books with pages .
Too!Book, however, seems to have more
features-for instance, it can handle
color, and the size of its windows is not
fixed.
With Too!Book, the book as a whole,
plus each page and each object, can have
its own script file, and each can pass
commands to the others. Clicking on an
object is not necessary-the mere pres
ence of the mouse cursor atop an object
can trigger an action, if that's what the
script calls for. And you can assign
books password protection.
There are two operating modes in
Too!Book-reader and author. Reader is
for running or testing applications, and
author is for writing applications. Scripts
are written on a special screen that you
can invoke after selecting an object in
author mode. The screen includes a syn
tax checker, and unlike with HyperTalk,
there is a debugging facility with which
you can add breakpoints to your pro
gram. In addition, there is a command
window that you can invoke in author
mode; from it, you can type individual
OpenScript commands to test their re
sults.
OpenScript, like HyperTalk, uses
very English-like command words and
syntax, and the meanings of many pro
gram lines are immediately apparent,
such as get the first word of the text
of the recordfield comment (using
"the" is optional). You need to declare
variables, but you don't have to worry
about variable types-as long as a vari
able contains numeric data, OpenScript
will perform numeric operations on it
without fussing.
In keeping with the attempt to make
programming seem natural, you can use
the pronoun "it" as a local variable to re
fer to the last-mentioned data item, what
ever it was. For instance, the program
ming example above could be followed
by put it into the commandwindow, and
OpenScript would understand. (Hyper
Talk also uses "it," but you don't see it
used much elsewhere.)

Writing Your Own Book
To test Too!Book, I set out to write a file
query application that would work with
some dBASE data I had . The program
continued
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Listing 1: Too/Book's OpenScript isn't d{fficult to understand. This program
goes through a dBASEfile by repeatedly sending the buttondown condition to
an existing subroutine for a button labeled Next (i.e., get next record). It also
uses an existing system (global) variable from the main program called
currentrecord (i.e., the current file record number). The variables are
declared and set in the opening lines. Then, the first if ... end if checks the
first file record. The following do ... until loop walks through the rest ofthe
file. The ongoing total is displayed in a box called iresult.
to handle buttondo11n
local tot, total
system svcurrentrecord
set tote to 0
set total to O
if text of recordfield code = "1"
put text of recordfield amount into tote
set total to sum(total, tote)
put total into text of field iresult
end if
do
send buttondo11n to button "Next"
if text of recordfield code = "1"
put text of recordfield amount into tote
set total to sum( total, tote)
put total into text of field iresult
end if
until svcurrentrecord=294
end buttondo\oln

(see listing I) filtered through a 294
record dBASE file with fields called
Date, Amount, Code, and Comment,
adding up the Amounts in the records
where the Code field equaled I.
I took advantage of the dBASE Brows
er Book that came with ToolBook and
adapted it to my needs. To simply access
the file and get the data on the screen, I
had only to input the filename and then
make about four mouse-clicks.
Then things bogged down. The script
file for the Browser Book was long, com
plicated, and replete with calls to system
level subroutines or dynamic link librar
ies. Certainly, it didn't lend itself to
tinkering. Using its subroutines from a
script for a particular button proved
workable, but then the second problem
arose-OpenScript looks like English,
but it isn't.
After all, it's easier to read a foreign
language than to write it. When it comes
time to write something, a novice is like
ly to foul up the grammar-but a reader
may still figure out the meaning, thanks
to common sense. Computers, however,
lack common sense. The result is like
constantly repeating a magic spell to a
genie who will not respond until you get
it precisely right.
Of course, this is true with every pro
gramming language. However, in the
case of OpenScript, the language seemed
160
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so natural that I was constantly am
bushed by sticky little points: Put the
text of recordfield comment into it
will work, while put the text of rec
ordfield comment in it or put record
field comment into it will not. Using
the command window to test commands
became essential-slowly, I learned the
dialect.
And once you learn it, there's little the
Windows 3.0 world offers that is not at
your disposal. You can add scroll bars to
text displays. You can run other pro
grams, including other "instances" of
ToolBook, from within ToolBook. You
can change the shape ofthe cursor, make
use of whatever fonts are installed in
Windows, use colors at will, have bar
graphs that draw themselves as the data
is totaled, and so on. You can even do
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) links,
although there is no mention of Struc
tured Query Language.
In author mode, ToolBook has a
graphics facility so that you can draw
screen objects. Thus, screen objects can
be irregular-for instance, to get infor
mation on Idaho, you could click any
where in a map of that state. In Hyper
Card, you can stack a map of Idaho with
a button, but you would still have to click
the button within the mapratherthan just
the map.
The program also comes with a selec

tion of canned clip art for livening things
up, including the 16 different drawings
of the globe used for the turning-world
animation. There are a tutorial, exten
sive help files, interesting programming
examples, canned scripts for handling
things like data validation and Windows
tools, and two manuals. There's little to
ask for-except, perhaps, the time to
learn it all.

Software for the
Preponderance of Us
ToolBook is a full-featured program
ming language. It's suitable for cooking
up user-friendly business applications,
but you can also use it to create elaborate
games and educational courseware. Ac
tually, about the only kind of interactive
application that it's unsuited for is com
munications-there are no modem-han
dli ng functions. However, you could
probably get around that through DDE
links to a separate Windows-based com
munications package.
Perhaps ToolBook's fate is to become
as ubiquitous in the PC world as Hyper
Card is in the Macintosh world. Consider
that Asymetrix was founded by Paul Al
len, previously known for having co
founded Microsoft (maker of both MS
DOS and Windows) with Microsoft's
present head, Bill Gates. Allen left
Microsoft around 1983, but Asymetrix's
funding was secured by Allen's equity
position in Microsoft, and Allen was re
cently renamed to the Microsoft board of
directors. Meanwhile, Microsoft has an
nounced that a run-time version ofTool
Book (with a ToolBook application
called DayBook) will be included with
each English language copy of Windows
3.0. And Microsoft Press has come out
with a guide called ToolBook Com
panion.
Basically, ToolBook has Microsoft's
clout behind it, and you might as well
think of ToolBook as part of the Win
dows 3.0 environment. Now that you
have a Windows that lives up to its po
tential, you can think of Windows 3 .0 as
part of the PC environment. So you're
likely to see a lot ofToolBook.
One thing that you are sure to see a lot
of is powerful, Windows-based ap
plications, whether for a single chore for
an individual user, for departmental ap
plications, or for sale at the national
level, because the tool is definitely avail
able.•
Lamont Wood is a freelance computer
journalist and consultant who lives in
San Antonio, Texas. He can be reached
onB/Xas "/wood."
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286 processing in a computer thats notebook size,
1.4" thin and 4.4 lbs. light.
More features to meet
your application needs.

Introducing the Tl
TravelMate"' 2000
notebook computer
from the company
that pioneered portable
computing solutions.
Since in\'enting the first portable data
terminal in 1969, TI has led the way in
packing more and more functionality into
smaller and smaller products. Now Tl
brings you the next generation in por
table cornpuring - the TravelMare 2000.
This sleek, 4.4-lb. notebook
com purer gives you the power of a
PC-AT® in an ultrad1in 81,-1!" x 11"
package. It's designed to fir your
worksryle - wherever you work - in the
office, at home or on the road. Just slip
it in your briefcase wid1 your file folders,
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You'll appreciate the technology behind
the IO" diagonal VGA display. It's a
remarkable feature for a computer that's
notebook size. The high-resolution
640 x 480 supertwist screen easily
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graphics applications.

The TM 2000 has the power to run your
favorite sofi:ware - 12 MHz 80C286
processor, 20MB hard disk drive and
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With an optional add-on battery, you
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coast-to-coast flights.
You also get a full-function AT
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The Mac at 40 MHz
Mac llfx
Company
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Components
Processor: 40-MHz Motorola 68030;
40-MHz Motorola 68882 math coprocessor
Memory: 4 MB of 80-ns SIMM DRAM
Mass storage: 3V2-inch 1.44-MB SuperDrive;
80-MB internal SCSI hard disk drive
Display: 13-inch 640- by 480-pixel
AppleColor RGB monitor; Macintosh Display
Card 8•24 24-bit color NuBus board
Keyboard: 63-key standard keyboard
1/0 interfaces: 2 mini-DIN-4 ADB ports;
two mini-DIN-8 RS-232C/RS-422 serial
ports; DB-25 SCSI connector; internal
SCSI connector; internal floppy disk
drive port; stereo sound port

Price
$11,896

Inquiry 851.

Paired with Apple's 8•24 display board, the high-performance Mac llfx soars
as a personal workstation.

f you measure power by clock speed,
Apple's Macintosh computers always
seem to come up short. Even the Mac
!lei putters along at 25 MHz, versus
many 386-based PCs' 33 MHz. The
newest member of the Macintosh modu
hr family, the Mac Ilfx, changes that.
The Mac Ilfx's 68030 CPU and 68882
FPU race along at 40 MHz; 1/0 proces
sors off-load serial, mouse, and floppy
disk drive activities; and a much-needed
32K-byte cache of fast RAM boosts per
formance. (For more information, see
the First Impression "Apple's Special
fx," April BYTE.) No doubt PCs soon
will run at this speed, but that doesn't di
minish the fact that the Ilfx got there
first, doing what the Mac does best: pro
viding a consistent user interface, seam
less data exchange, and gorgeous 24-bit
color graphics.

I
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I tested a Mac Ilfx equipped with 4
megabytes of RAM, an 80-MB hard disk
drive, and a Macintosh Display Card
8•24. I also evaluated a beta copy of
A/UX 2.0, Apple's version of Unix. Af
ter extensive testing, I've determined
that the Ilfx is indeed a fast machine, es
pecially in its floating-point perfor
mance. Combined with A/UX 2.0, the
Ilfx becomes a powerful Unix machine.

Taking It Out for a Spin
During its design, the Ilfx carried the
code name F-19. BYTE Lab tests show
that the Ilfx performs like its jet fighter
namesake: The machine flew through
most jobs with its afterburners on. The
CPU and memory subsystems run about
60 percent faster than those of the Mac
Ilci, reflecting the increase in the Ilfx 's
clock speed. The FPU subsystem's num-

her-crunching power has doubled.
I was disappointed, however, with the
disk I/O subsystem tests. Where the test
made heavy use of the CPU, perfor
mance jumped, while purely disk-inten
sive jobs showed little improvement over
the Ilci. True, the Ilfx can use SCSI
DMA to improve disk 1/0 throughput,
but the current version of the Mac OS
(6.0.5) doesn't make use of this feature.
Nor, it turns out, will the long-awaited
System 7.0.
SCSI DMA requires a preemptive
multitasking operating system to func
tion properly (i.e., to release the CPU so
that it can carry out other tasks). System
7.0, unfortunately, still uses Multi
Finder for cooperative multitasking.
Since Unix is a preemptive multitasking
operating system, it's ironic that for now
only A/UX users stand to benefit from
this feature. Fortunately, A/UX 2.0
promises to look more like a Mac than
you might expect (see "A/UX 2.0: Unix
with a Friendly Face," August Short
Takes).

Hex, Lies, and Backup Tape
Not long after the Ilfx' s introduction, ru
mors of major software incompatibilities

SCREEN: JET FIGHTER FILE COURTESY OF DENEBA SOFTWARE

MACINTOSH BENCHMARKS
APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
Mac llfx

6.5

6.9

5.3

25 .3

49.8

5.7

Mac llci

26.9

Mac llx

16.8

Mac II

13.7

Mac SE

5.0

o

Word
Processing

D

D

Spreadsheet

Database

o

Scientific/
Engineering

o

Compilers

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

12.4

Mac llfx

3.8

3.8

6.7

Mac llci
Mac llx
Mac II
Mac SE

D

CPU

D

cropped up. This was inevitable, as the
new Ilfx design consolidated more func
tions into custom application-specific
!Cs. During this process, registers disap
pear and I/O addresses change, causing
software that's hard-coded for a particu
lar hardware setup to break. Applications
that stick to using Mac Toolbox and OS
calls don't have problems, since these
calls are hardware-independent.
To investigate these rumors, I tested a
large number of applications. Most of the
debuggers worked-an amazing feat,
considering how close they operate to the
hardware. Jasik Designs' MacNosy and
Debugger V2, the premier industrial
strength disassembler and debugging
package for the Mac, functioned just
fine, as did Icom Simulations' TMON
2 .8.4 debugger. Some graphics soft
ware, such as Adobe Illustrator I. 9. 3 and
PhotoMac 1. 1, crashed; they couldn't
deal with 32-Bit QuickDraw, which
Apple has embedded intheIIfx's ROMs.
This isn't a new problem: Users first en

FPU

D

Disk

D

Video

Except for the conventional
benchmarks, all results are
indexed; for each test a Mac
SE = 1• and higher numbers
indicate faster performance. In
the Dhrystone test, higher
numbers indicate faster
performance; in the UNPACK
tests, lower numbers are
better. The floating·point
benchmarks use the SANE
library. Comprehensive test
results for all tested machines
are available on request.

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS

Mac llfx

Macllci
Macllx
Mac II
Mac SE

countered it with the Mac IIci. The solu
tion is to get an upgrade from the applica
tion vendor (Illustrator 1.9.5 and Photo
Mac 1.52).
More serious problems surfaced with
software that hammered directly on the
Mac Ilfx's serial and Apple Desktop Bus
ports, or the Super Wozniak Integrated
Machine (SWIM) controller for the flop
py disk drive. The I/O processors (IOPs)
that manage these devices get in the way
of these programs and cause trouble.

UNPACK
(single)

Double
UNPACK

Dhrystones

125
150
233
364
2319

116
151
241
348
4229

10,752
5725
3680
2861
805

Farallon's SoundEdit had mouse-han
dling problems (from IOP interaction
with the ADB signals), and a beta version
of Adobe Photoshop using key-disk copy
protection crashed when the application
asked for the disk (from IOP interaction
with the floppy disk drive controller, and
a case against copy protection if I ever
saw one).
I normally use Traveling Software's
LapLink Mac III to rapidly transfer the 8
conrinued

For a full description of the Mac benchmarks, see "Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.
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MB of benchmark files from one Mac to
another via a serial cable. Not this time,
though: Launching LapLink caused the
Ilfx to seize up. Apple now supplies a
Compatibility cdev that reroutes the
serial data so that the offending software
still works. Traveling Software supplied
a disk with this cdev, and it corrected the
problem.
I suspected that telecommunications
software might be a casualty of this IOP/
serial port interaction, but I'm pleased to
report that I was wrong. White Knight
11 .07 let me connect to BIX and down
load files without a hitch, as did Mac
Acknowledge 1.02 and America On
line's software.
I tried some SCSI peripherals to check
for SCSI hardware interaction. An Apple
scanner worked, as did Apple's CD
ROM drive. (Apple experienced a minor
gaffe when the then-current CD-ROM
driver failed to work with the Mac Ilci.) I
was also able to back up and restore files
to an Irwin cartridge tape unit.

High Flyer
The Ilfx's processing power makes it
useful as a CAD workstation. AutoCAD

release 10 c5 whipped through display
ing the sample files, making real-time
CAD work possible. This is also the
image-processing engine I've always
wanted in a Mac. Adobe Photoshop I. 0
and Data Translation's PhotoMac 1.52
both inhaled megabytes of 24-bit TIFF
image data and performed filtering and
color corrections on the images with
amazing speed.
For those who want to push the Ilfx to
the limit, there is Connectix 's Maxima.
It's an INIT that maps memory in such a
way that you can have up to 14 MB of
RAM for your applications (the normal
limit is 8 MB, because of where the Mac
ROMs reside in memory space) . Addi
tional memory gets allocated to a RAM
disk.
I used 4-MB single in-line memory
modules from Connectix to upgrade my
Ilfx to 32 MB. I made 14 MB of memory
available to MultiFinder, and I desig
nated the remaining 18 MB as a RAM
disk. So, even without A/UX, you can
still get lots of memory for your work.
And all that additional RAM will come
in handy when System 7.0 arrives, since
it will eliminate the 16-MB memory ceil

ing that the existing 24-bit Mac OS has
imposed .
My only complaint about the Mac Ilfx
is its price. A basic system with 4 MB of
RAM, an 80-MB hard disk drive, and a
13-inch color monitor and 256-color
board costs $11,896. Admittedly, you
aren't going to buy a Ilfx for word pro
cessing. It will be for demanding CAD,
business, and engineering jobs that re
quire every clock cycle that you can af
ford . In short, many people will buy the
Ilfx as a workstation. But even from this
perspective, the price is steep, and many
potential buyers might shop around for
alternative workstations.
For Mac Ilx owners, the cost of a
motherboard upgrade ($2999) and 4 MB
ofllfx memory ($999) will buy into Mac
Ilfx power at a reasonable price. But for
the rest of us, if you need the most power
ful computer that Apple has to offer,
you had better have your checkbook
handy.•
Tom Thompson is a senior editor at large
with a B.S.E.E. degree from Memphis
State University. He can be reached on
BIX as "tom_thompson."
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CONTINUOUS TONE PRINTING
ON A STANDARD LASER PRINTER
Turn your Laser Printer engine into a digital airbrush that will
print 256 shades of gray.
Amust for images from photos, fingerprints, medical,
microscopy, I.D. cards, etc. . . . Where dimensions and detail
make a difference.

•Fast - improve printing speed
•Near continuous tone - unique technology
•Plain paper output . .. 5' a copy
Laserport s a printer controller for Canon, HP, Brother. PC/ AT
compatible, works with Pagemaker®Ventura®and DOS drivers.

For details call us today . . . 1-800-727·3130.

Products mentioned aretrademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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We've got the guts,
you get the glory.
Whether you're buildjng systems
or simply upgrading existing hard
ware, you can bet your reputation
on DTK.
We offer clearly superior 80386,
80286 and 8088-based Bare Bone™
systems with FCC, UL, CSA and
TUV certification. Plus motherboards
and fully compatible add-on cards.
All built to deliver the performance
and reliability today's sophisticated
computer users demand.
More Guts. Choose from a
dozen Bare Bone systems designed
to fit every need-and every desk.
Including a 33MHz 386 file server
with cache memory. Or select from
an extensive line of motherboards
(our xr and AT compatible models
are widely regarded as industry
standards).
Want LAN adapters? Or VGA,
1/0, or disk controller cards? Maybe
you need to gain an extra slot or two
with multiple function cards. DTK
can provide the solutions.
At prices you'll really like.
Better Quality. Our substantial
R & D capabilities and stringent QC
procedures mean you can depend on
us for the most reliable, highest per
formance products available today.
And tomorrow. Our inspection con
forms with MIL-STD-105D, and our
boards enjoy an overall reliability
rate of 98%.
So why take chances? We've got
all the guts you need at prices that
are hard to beat. Go for the glory.
Call or write DTK COMPUTER,
Inc., 15711 E. Valley Blvd., City of
Industry, CA 91744. Tel: (818) 333
7533 Fax: (818) 333-5429 BBS: (818)
333-6548. Chicago, IL (312) 593-3080
Edison, NJ (201) 417-0300
Houston, TX (713) 568-6688
Miami, FL (305) 477-7440
West Germany (0211) 656031

Clearly superior.
DTK is a registered trademark and Bare Bone is a trademark of Data tech Enterprises Co., Lt d.
Intel 386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. XT and AT are registered tradema rks of lB M Corporation.
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Aren't you glad Windows
Introducing
?
and OS/2" aren't the only
B
DESQview
2:26.
way to multitask and
More productive
window on the PC.
because it multitasks
It's all very well to look
more programs.
at screen after screen of
The latest generation of DOS
colorful graphics and new
programs
is getting better. Lotus
programs. But the brutal
1-2-3 v2.2 and Release 3, Metro,
truth is that these envi
Freelance, Microsoft Word, Auto
ronments require exten
CAD 386, Ventura Publisher
sive, expensive hardware
Professional-all are smarter
upgrades for 80% of PC
users. Not to mention new
about using memory. And
DESQview I:ts you nm all these programs i11 multiple willdows and mu/titask
or upgraded software.
DESQview
2.26 makes them
them--:-all witlrout major modifications to the computer you own now. And witlrout
work
even
better.
It all adds up to $1,200 to replacmg or even upgrading your favorite programs.
$2,500 per PC-and that's for
Mice are steadily becoming
running in multiple windows, running
the ~ardware and software alone. To say
~ore popular, and v2.26 provides
sorts and recalculations in the background,
nothmg about a major investment in the
unproved support for mouse menus within
and theyre ?perating in text and graphics
time it will take to learn new ways of
windows. At the same time, for those who
modes mwmdows side-by-side.
working.
just ~ren't comfortable with mice, it also
With no drama, no fireworks and no
provides much greater flexibility for
If all you want is enhanced
huge memory or disk space requirements.
pro~uctivity from your PC, that's too high
In fact, DESQview runs on 80386
a pnce to pay.
80286 and even 8086 and 8088 PCs. Its
DESQview does it all.
low memory overhead means you don't
have to buy afaster computer to com
For less.
Some of DESQview's recent awards.
pensate for the demands of a complex,
DESQview runs the programs you
memory-hungry 'graphical' operating
assigning and reassigning special keys
know and love in multiple windows
system.
within windows.
multitasks them and even lets you choose
And
DESQview
builds
on
and
extends
whether or not to use a
Our users asked for more support for
DOS-the most robust, stable operating
,.,,.......... mouse.And it does it all
3270
and other terminal emulation.
system available for your computer.
today. In fact, DESQ
DESQview v2.26 has it.
view's been doing it for . Plus~ you don't give up any flexibility
You asked for support for a wider
mchoosmg programs. Not only does
over four years now.
range
of hardware: CD-ROM, scanners,
~ESQview run virtually all DOS programs,
People all over the
comm ports, etc., v2.26 has it.
world are using DESQview 1t runs most Windows programs as well.
And you asked for help in handling
to manage customized work environments
No wonder major corporations all over
troublesome
TSRs. DESQview helps
like those shown here. They are using it to
the world have chosen to standardize on
straighten
them
out.
cut and paste data between programs
DESQview.
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Quarterdeck's family
of products is
designed to enhance
the way you work.

to let you move utilities,
drivers and TSRs out of
'lower' memory and into
idle memory locations 'up
high,' giving your
programs as much as 130K
more elbow room. QRAM
makes it easy to optimize
your memory. Even if
you've never used anything
but 1-2-3 before.

At Quarterdeck, our
philosophy has always been to
increase your productivity in
logical, economical steps-not to
reinvent a system that works for
you.
Our best known product,
Quarterdeck products
DESQview, hasover a million
TI1e vast majority of programs nm in DESQview-even Windows 2.0 programs!
help
you get the most from
users.
And some programs take special advantage ofDESQview to enhance their opera
the
software
and hardware
And hundreds of thousands of tion. FNN NewsReal and products using Spreadsheet Solutio11s' @DV 'Hot Li11ks
you own today.
for example, use wi11dowing, multitasking and illte1program comm1mications.
people use our QEMM, the
expanded memory manager for
To find out more about
your memory is being used; even which
users of 80386 PCs and IBM PS/2'"models
our familyof productivity enhancement
parts of RAM are faster. You'll see where
50 and 60 that makes it easy for your
products, return the coupon below with
TSRs, utilities, drivers and buffers work,
programs to break the 640K memory
and find all the pockets of idle memory.
the appropriate boxes checked. Or see your
barrier.
QRAM is our memory optimizing utility
authorized Quarterdeck dealer.
Our newest products, Quarterdeck
Manifest and QRAM help you understand
and optimize the critical first megabyte of
your PC's memory.
- ---- --
- 
--
Manifest does for memory what PC
Tools Deluxe does for disks. It guides you
Quarterdeck Office Systems,150 Pico Blvd_, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) 392-9851 Fax: (213) 399-3802
'under the hood' of your PC, showing how
1
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DESQview Svstem Ri..ruirumrnlS: IBM Personal Computer and 1003 com·
patibles (witli 8086, ~ 80286, or 80386 processors) "ith monochrome or
color display; IBM Personal Svstem/2 • Memory: !>IOK recommended; for
DESQview itself 0-145K • Expanded Memor)' (Optionall: expandtod
memory boards compatible with the Intel Abo\'~Bo.ird; enhan,41<1
expanded memory boa1ds cnmpahble with the AST RAMpage; EMS 4.0
expanded memory boards • Disk: two diskette drive~ or one diskette drive
and a hard disk • Graphics Card iOptionalJ: Hercules, IBM
Color/Gr•phit-• !CGA). IBM Enhanced Craphits !EGA), IBM PS/2
Advanced Graphici (VGA) •Mouse IOptionalJ: ~louse Systems, Microsoft
and comp•libles • Modem for Auto-Dialer !Optional): Hay~s or
compatible • 0,..raling System: PC-DOS 2.0-tO; MS-DOS 2_0·3.l •
Software: Most PC·D05 and MS-DOS appliralitin programs; PNJlrams
specific to Mic osoit Windows 1.03-2.1, C(\t 1.1-3.o; IBMTopV'ieW 1.1 •
Media: DESQview 20 is available on either 5-'/ i' or 3-'/i' flMoW dis~
Trademar s are proptrty of their espective holders: IBM, OS/2, PS/2,
lnterleaf, TofView, lotus. 1-2-3, Metro, Freelance, AutoCAD, Ventura
Professiona Publisher, PC Tools Deluxe, Intel, Above Board, AST,
RAMpage. Hercules, Mouse Systems, Hayes, Microsoft Wi ndows,
Micro!.oll Word, GEM, FNN NewsReal, Sp1rndsheet Solutions.
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.,r Send Info 5- 1I i 3_1 /1 Price EachTotals
Otv Product
DESQview 386 v2.26 Multilaskinl!; windowing environment U
5219.95
DESQview v2.26 Multilaski nst wi nd owinl! environment
$129.95
u
I need
QEMM-386 version 5.0
$99.95
D
increased
$99.95
QEMM-50/60 version5.0
lJ
prod uctivi ~ QRAM with Manifest
$79.95
u
now
Quarterdeck Manifest
559.95

'

u

Payment DVisa D MasterCard Expires __/__ Shirog & Handling $5 in USA/ $10 outside USA
Acct ~
Name

!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Title

California Residents add 6.75%
Grand Total

Address -------------~-------
City
Slate
Zip_ _ _ _ __
~~·--·······--····-·····--·················-·--······---············

For a limited time, the B and A
in BASF stand for Bon Appetit.

A good appetite will come in handy with BASF's ''Wine and Dine'' Game. Because every time you
buy BASF diskettes, you could win prizes you can really sink your teeth into.
You could be one of the Grand Prize winners who'll enjoy an all-expenses-paid
trip for two to the restaurant of your choice, anywhere in the U.S. It includes all trans
portation, meals and hotel for 6 nights. Or one of the thousands of 2nd Prize winners
who 'II dine in style with an American Express ''Be My Guest' ' Restaurant Certificate
worth $100.00. There's even a second-chance drawing for a 3-day, 2-night mini
vacation. Look for game tickets in specially marked packages.
At BASF, we believe in satisfying your appetite. For the best in data protection.
i============ And the best in exquisite dining.Offer for limited time only. Call your BASF dealer today.
Try it. Depend on it. ~ BASF
© BASF Corporation Information Sys!ems, Crosb y Drive. Bedford, MA 01730 -1471 .
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Two Different Approaches
to Mac Portability

n introducing the Mac Portable last
year, Apple succeeded in freeing the
Mac from its power outlet, but many
users found the machine underpowered
and overweight. Fortunately for those
who don't want to leave their Mac appli
cations behind when they travel, the Mac
Portable isn't the only game in town:
Outbound Systems' Outbound Laptop
System offers comparable performance
in a lighter box, and Dynamac's SE/30
will appeal to users for whom portable
power is critical.

I

Mac Light: The Outbound
•fkt1 /Mfl1.JM£ ~\ I m • .ry.i-·
lcms 1-;ffi·r /t•utw·rl . c1.mJ ·
1

I

jJl'r)lm ,rc:J

The Outbound performs comparably to the Mac Portable, but it needs the
ROMsfrom your Mac Plus or SE to operate. Note the /soPoint pointing device
below the space bar.

The Dynamac SE/30 offers uncompromising performance in a hefty
18-pound box.

Outbound Systems markets the Out
bound Laptop System (formerly the Wal
laby) as a hardware add-on to a Mac Plus
or SE. This conceptual paradigm bypass
es the issue of ROM usage that is vital to
the Outbound's operation: Your dealer
must transfer the needed Apple ROMs
from your Mac Plus or SE to the Out
bound. The now-ROMless Mac will not
operate unless you "dock" the Outbound
to it using a special cable.
The Outbound uses the same 15.67
MHz CMOS 68000 CPU as the Mac Por
table, but it costs substantially less. The
9%-pound plastic lunchbox case is also
much 1ighter than the 16-plus-pound Por
table. My review unit included an inter
nal 3 'h-inch floppy disk drive that can
use IBM- or Mac-formatted floppy
disks. The machine has only one drive
bay, however, so users who opt for the in
ternal 40-megabyte hard disk drive must
forgo an internal floppy disk drive.
My review machine included 2 MB of
RAM (expandable to 4 MB) and 4 MB of
battery-backed RAM in single in-line
memory modules for the nonvolatile
RAM disk. You can expand the silicon
disk to 16 MB using 4-MB SIMMs. The
base system, with 1 MB of RAM and no
RAM disk, has a list price of $2999; the
hard disk drive model is $3999. Out
bound doesn't sell extra RAM.
Fluorescent backlighting in the Out
bound 's 640- by 400-pixel black-and
white LCD ensures visibility in low-light
situations where the Mac Portable is un
usable; in other respects, the Portable's
active-matrix LCD is superior. LCD la
tency times on the Outbound produce
smearing on fast-moving text or graphics
screens, and finding the cursor can be
probl!!matic. When I jiggled the mouse,
the cursor disappeared; at rest, the thin
I-bar cursor is hard to see. Adjusting the
screen contrast helps somewhat.
The Outbound's lead-acid battery pro
vides about 3 'h hours of power. Power
conservation functions include Control
continued
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Outbound Laptop System

Dynamac SE/30

Company
Outbound Systems, Inc.
4840 Pearl East Cir.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 786-9200

Company
Dynamac Computer Products, Inc.
555 17th St., Suite 1850
Denver. CO 80202
(800) 234-2349
(303) 296-0606

Components
Processor: 15.67-MHz Motorola MC68COOO
Memory: 2 MB of RAM
Mass storage: 3V2-inch 1.44-MB
internal floppy disk drive: 4-MB battery
backed silicon disk, expandable to 16 MB
Display: 93/4-inch, 640- by 400-pixel,
backlit, black-and-white LCD
Keyboard: 62-key Mac SE-type layout
with lsoPoint pointing device
1/0 interfaces: Printer port: serial port:
external monitor port: host connector/
expansion port for optional SCSI adapter
Size
121/:i x 7% x 3% inches: 9% pounds
with battery and hard disk drive
Price
System as reviewed: $3499
Inquiry 856.

by W. Gary Robertson

Components
Processor: 15.67-MHz Motorola 68030
CPU: 68882 math coprocessor
Memory: 8 MB of SIMM-mounted RAM
Mass storage: 3V2-inch 1.44-MB
SuperDrive floppy disk drive: 200-MB 16-ms
Conner Peripherals hard disk drive
Display: 9-inch, 640- by 400-pixel, gas
plasma display
Keyboard: 62-key Mac SE-style
1/0 interfaces: SE/30 Direct Slot: two serial
ports: SCSI connector: external floppy disk
drive port: two ADB ports: audio port: two
external monitor ports: two RJ-11 jacks (on
modem)
Size
13V2 x 15V2 x 3V2 inches: 18 pounds with
hard disk drive
Price
As reviewed: $12,995
Inquiry 857.

Panel settings that invoke CPU sleep
mode, dim backlighting, and spinning
down the hard disk drive when the ma
chine is idle.
The keyboard uses the standard Mac
SE layout, without the numeric keypad. It
can attach to the case or stand alone when
in use. Remote keyboard connections in
clude an infrared link and a telephone
style cord. You attach the keyboard to the
Outbound with a metal rod that fits into a
hole under the screen. I found that the
mechanical linkage in this arrangement
made the keyboard wobble unacceptably.
Outbound Systems uses the IsoPoint
pointing device, located under the space
bar, in lieu of a mouse. This is a rolling
cylinder that sits inside a plastic slider
that, in turn, sits inside a frame. You roll
the cylinder for up-and-down pointer
movement; the slider handles left-to
right motion. You press on the spring
loaded frame to perform a mouse-click.
To achieve accuracy, you have to make
horizontal and vertical movements sepa
rately. As a device for point-and-shoot
selections on files or menu items, it
works fine. For other tasks, you will be
a lot happier buying the nonstandard
mouse for $129.
The Outbound comes with serial and
170
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printer mini-DIN-8 ports. There's no
SCSI port on the Outbound itself, but you
can plug an optional SCSI adapter into
the host/adapter slot. When it's docked
to the Mac, the host Mac takes control.
Your Mac Plus or SE can then access the
Outbound's faster CPU, display, mem
ory, and disk storage, while the Out
bound's serial ports and keyboard are
disabled. A special cdev lets you use
either the Mac's display or the Out
bound's as the main screen, or both can
operate as a single screen.
When I docked the Outbound to a Mac
Plus to use the Pius's external SCSI hard
disk drive, the combination still booted
off the Outbound's RAM disk. Since the
Mac Plus has no start-up device setting,
there's no way to get around this. This
means that Mac Plus owners must store
INITs that they use only in docked mode
in the Outbound's limited silicon-disk
memory. Fortunately, you can use Fifth
Generation Systems' Suitcase II to bring
in fonts and desk accessories that you
need from the SCSI disk when the Out
bound is docked.
The Outbound ran neck and neck with
the Mac Portable on the CPU, FPU, and
video tests, but its fast silicon disk result
conrinued

Automating a small
business such as a
doctor's office,
accounting or legal
firm can be challenging. Budgets often are
limited and technical personnel non-existent.
Having a reserve of computer hardware ready
to support new employees is uncommon.
As these businesses grow, existing systems
become strained. While larger organizations
may be well served by a minicomputer, main
frame, or server-based network, these often are
beyond the scope of a smaller business.
System cost, ease of use, training, and
maintenance are important considerations.
Multiuser systems, particularly DOS-based
ones, typically perform best in each of these
categories.
Multiuser systems save money by allowing
one computer to support multiple use rs through
terminals attached to the CPU. They also avoid
the hardware expense and maintenance inher
ent in server-based LAN s. DOS-based multi
user systems require minimum retraining, and
allow employees to use familiar applications.
The automation of Dr. Susan LeGrand's
medical practice illustrates how a multiuser
system can affordably and easily computerize
a small business.
When Dr. LeGrand established her practice
she didn't own a computer. Paperwork quickly
became impossible to manage, so she pur
chased an 80386 computer for insurance filing ,
accounting, patient records, and maintaining a
large hospital census.
As her practice grew, Dr. LeGrand hired an
assistant for her office manager. Dr. LeGrand
considered purchasing a second computer and
a LAN, or purchasing a multiuser operating
system that would allow an inexpensive termi
nal to be a second workstation. The multiuser
system cost $2,054 for the software, extra
RAM and terminal, compared to $3,326 for
the computer, interface cards and software for
the LAN.
Dr. LeGrand chose The Software Link's
DOS-compatible multiuser operating system,
PC-MOS.
"Conceptually, the multiuser approach
seemed ideal ," Dr. LeGrand commented, "and
when it was the least expensive , the decision
was easy."
The system was installed over a weekend.
avoiding office hour downtime. "Everything
looked and worked the same," Dr. LeGrand
said, "And we could continue to use our exist
ing software and communication program."
System administration and maintenance is
handled remotely by the PC-MOS distributor,
J. S. Walker & Co. of Charlotte, NC.
"Having two workstations has really
improved productivity;· Dr LeGrand said.
"And I can add up to three more workstations
by simply installing RAM and terminals."
W Gary Robertson is co-founder of The Software
Link, Inc.
Circle 297 on ReaLler Service Card
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All the power of The Software
Link's PC-MOS operating sys
tem. All the benefits of both
individual and networked PCs.
All in one high-performance,
low-cost, multi-tasking system.
With no terminals and no addi
tional PCs - unless you want
to optionally use your old XTs
or ATs.

screen refresh - text and
graphics. Instant switching
between single and multiuser
screens. Running popular DOS
applications. And making every
user feel like the only user.

Just add PC-MOS,
monitors & keyboards.
The Software Link's PC-MOS
multiplies the power of your
PC. Why pay extra just to get
the boxes? You can run up to
eight color or 16 monochrome
UnTerminal workstations per
system - and save thousands.

The UnTerminal"' UnNetwork:"
It's the ideal multiuser system
for personal computer users.
UnTerminal monitor-keyboard
workstations cost less than
terminals. Less than text-only
"intelligent 1/0" solutions. Less
than fiber-optic graphics
solutions.
An indepe ndently operating
UnTerminal workstation out
performs them all. With faster

Distributed by
The Software Link, Inc.

For more information, call:
The Software Link, Inc. at (800)
451-LINK or (404) 448-5465.

'+

'• !,

<1!

Hercules compatible graphics
using the UnTerminal (VNA).

1

I '1

1::_
Color graphics embedded in data
base using the UnTerminal (VGNA).

800 x 600 VGA graphics using the
UnTerminal (VGNA).

The PC-MOS UnTerminal
THE SOFTWARE LINK

Now XTs and ATs can be
UnTerminals, too. Hotkey between
local and host applications using
the UnTerminal (VCCA).

PC-MOS MULTIUSER SYSTEMS WITHOUT TERMINALS
The Software Link, Inc., 3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092.
Phone: (800) 451-LINK or (404) 448-5465, FAX: (404) 263-6474, Telex: 4996147 SWLINK.

PC-MOS is a trademark of The Software Link.Inc. UnTerminal, UnNetwork. Video Network Adapter, Video Connect Card Adapter and Video Graphics Network Adapter are trademarks o f J\ dvancc Micro Research. Inc
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MACINTOSH BENCHMARKS
APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
Dynamac SE/30

3.9
2.6

Outbound

3.2

2.3

2.5

3.1

1.9

6.4

19.7
NIA

3.8

Mac llcx

17.0

Mac SE/30

18.0

Mac Portable

9.3

Mac SE

5.0

D

o

Word
Processing

Spreadsheet

o

Database

o

Scientific/
Engineering

o

Compilers

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

Outbound

4.2

.2

4.6

Dynamac SE/30

2.5

2.1

Mac llcx
Mac SE/30
Mac Portable
Mac SE

D

CPU

D

FPU

D

Disk

UNPACK
(slngle)

Double
UNPACK

Dhrystones

235
1096
237
232
1154
2319

249
2012
250
241
2107
4229

3708
1744
3735
3754
1633
805

ed in 50 percent faster performance over
all on the application tests. When docked
to a Mac, however, the Outbound be
comes an extension of the host Mac and
takes a substantial performance hit. On
the Mac Plus, CPU and video perfor
mance dropped by about 50 percent. But
the Outbound/Mac Plus combination still
was faster than the stand-alone Mac Plus.

TheDynamac
Dynamac is no newcomer to Mac users;
its original Dynamac SE appeared well
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Video

The Outbound was unable to run the Scientific/Engineering tests. Also. the Outbound's
RAM disk invalidates the low-level disk test results. The Mac Portable did not include an FPU,
so ii could not complete the FPU tests.

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS

Dynamac SE/30
Outbound
Mac llcx
MacSE/30
Mac Portable
Mac SE

D

Except for the conventional benchmarks, all results are indexed; for each lest. a Mac SE ~
1. and higher numbers indicate faster performance. In the Dhryslone test. higher numbers
indicate faster performance; in the LIN PACK tests, lower numbers are better. The floating·
point benchmarks use the SANE library. Comprehensive test results for all tested machines
are available on request. For a full descrip tion of the Mac benchmarks. see "I ntroducing
the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.

before Apple's Mac Portable. The Dyna
mac SE/30 consists of a Mac SE/30
motherboard that Dynamac has put into a
black plastic case. The orange 640- by
400-pixel gas-plasma display opens to re
veal the keyboard in a typical clamshell
laptop arrangement. But this is no laptop.
The 18-pound system is nearly twice as
heavy as the Outbound, runs only on AC
power, and is far more powerful than the
Mac Portable or the Outbound.
Like the Mac Portable, this is a no
compromise approach to lugging a Mac

around. You don't buy this machine as an
adjunct to your desktop system; it be
comes your desktop system.
The basic machine includes the Mac
SE/30 motherboard with a Motorola
68030 CPU and a 68882 math copro
cessor, 2 MB of RAM, a 40-MB hard
disk drive, and a 3 V2-inch 1.44-MB flop
py disk drive for $9995. My test machine
included a 200-MB 16-millisecond Con
ner Peripherals hard disk drive and 8 MB
of RAM, and it carries a hefty list price
continued

We developed aPostScript solution
because the perfect printer is just adream.
P.cificPage brings the high quality
output of an expensive PostScript printer
within reach. Just plug the cartridge into a
HP LaserJet Series II, IIP, IID *or III printer
with 2 megabytes of additional memory.
The results are beautiful. PacificPage
supports Adobe Type 1 fonts and Bitstream
QEM fonts. And has 35 scalable resident
fonts with Bitstream "rules" similar to
Adobe's "hints.'' So, you'll get quality
output with every character.
And you'll get it fast. Recent bench
marks show PacificPage IIP prints an
average of 10% faster than Apple Laser
Writer IINT with most applications.
PacificPage with a IIP is also less
expensive than a IINT.
Low price, high quality output
and speed. It's a combination you
can't afford to miss.
PacificPage can help make
your dream of the perfect printer
a reality. To learn more, call or write:
Pacific Data Products, 9125 Rehco Road,
San Diego, CA 92121, (619) 552-0880.
Fax: (619) 552-0889.

PACIFIC
DATA
'lfDduplcxing fealun'.' not supported in PoslSoipt mode.
0 Copy1igh1 1~ Pacific Data Produc!s Inc. PhOl!J\ixragc is a registered trademark of Phoenix Tt'<imologies ltd. Copy1ight 1987, 1988 Phoenix Tt.>chnologit'S
Lid. PacificPagc and PacificPage P.E. are tradcmi\rks of Pacific Data Products, hie. PostScripl and Type 1 are rcgistel'\>d tradcm..1rks of Adobe Syst~· ms Inc.
A.pplc, MaCrnt~h anO UscrWl"iteT UNT are registered lradcmarks of Apple Computer Inc. IBM is a 1cgistt>nd tradcm.1rk of lntvm.1tional Business Machin.-s
Corp. t.aser)<:t Series Hand JI! a1e registered lr<'ld em.1r ks cl Hcwlctt-Pack.1rd. All other comp; my :ml product n:unc.~ ~re tmdemarks ti th e company or
manufacturern-spectivcly.
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TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO MAC PoRTABILITY

of $12,995-much more than a compara
bly equipped Mac SE/30. Other standard
items include an Apple Desktop Bus
(ADB) mouse, an internal 2400-bps fax/
data modem, a Sharp Wizard electronic
organizer, Mindshare software, a cable
for downloading information to the Wiz
ard, and a carrying case.
At the rear of the case are the power
switch, interrupt and reset buttons, a
small fan, and two RJ-11 connectors for
the internal modem/fax board. Also lo-

cated at the rear are a SCSI port, two
ADB ports, an external floppy disk drive
port, two DIN-8 serial ports, and two
DB-15 connectors for black-and-white
and 8-bit Apple color monitors. Dyna
mac mounted the Apple SuperDrive
floppy disk drive up front.
The gas-plasma screen has no controls
for contrast or brightness, but both were
fine. I found the display easy on the eyes
after many hours of use. The integrated
full-size keyboard doesn't deta·;h and

lacks a numeric keypad. Dynamac ex
pects that many users will add an exter
nal keyboard and monitor.
Not surprisingly, the BYTE bench
mark tests show that the Dynamac per
forms similarly to the Mac SE/30 on the
low-level CPU, FPU, and video tests. As
with the Outbound, however, faster disk
test results gave the Dynamac a decisive
edge over its Mac rival.
The Dynamac's inability to operate
away from AC power is its main draw
back. But that's not a problem for me,
and the ability to have a fully functioning
Mac with me at all times causes me to
think kindly about the weight. But at four
times the cost of the Outbound, the Dy
namac's power does not come cheap.
Another potential drawback is that fu
ture hardware changes (like an add-on
board that uses either the Processor Di
rect Slot or the NuBus slot) require re
turning the Dynamac to the manufac
turer. Dyna mac promises a 24-hour
turnaround on repairs, however, and its
three-year warranty includes overnight
shipping both ways.

One for the Road

When allyou have is ahanuner,
everything looks like anail.
It's always important to use the right tool for the job.
Quintus products, whether it's Quintus Prolog 3.0 for workstations-the
embeddable Prolog-or Quintus DOS Prolog and MacProlog for PC's-give
you the productivity you need with the flexibility to apply them exactly
where they are needed. All this plus the tremendous functionality of Prolog
itself. Prolog's declarative nature means that you can focus on the "what"
rather than the "how."
Intergraph's family of RISC workstations and servers offers you a unique
development platform that includes a comprehensive package of development
tools-languages, support utilities, editors, graphics libraries, and much
more. Each Intergraph tool is carefully designed for the development of
powerful interactive graphics applications.
Quintus and Intergraph Productivity Tools-a combination you should
definitely have in your toolbox.
Quintus Computer Systems, Inc.

Qllntus
An l ulergraµh CmnyHiuy.

1310 Villa Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
800/542-1283. 415/965-7700
FAX: 415/965-0551

Ouinlus is a trademark of Ouinlus Compuler Syslems. Inc. Other brand names and p roduct names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owne rs. •.cJ 1990 Quintus Computer Systems. Inc.
All righ1s reserved.

Intergraph Huntsville. AL 35894·0001 8001826-3515
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How much of a compromise you make on
the road will be the key to what hardware
you should choose. If you can do without
the Mac environment on the road, rela
tively inexpensive PC-compatible lap
tops offer equivalent or better computing
power in a smaller, lighter package.
I demand processing power beyond
issues of weight, so although the Dyna
mac SE/30 weighs nearly as much as a
Mac SE/30, it has the processing power I
need. The Mac Portable, by contrast, is
nearly as heavy, costs nearly as much,
and uses the wimpy 68000 CPU. What
you don't get are the Mac Portable's
sharp active-matrix LCD and battery
powered operation (for a review of the
Mac Portable, see "Hit the Road, Mac,"
February BYTE).
If you already have a Mac Plus or SE,
the Outbound Laptop System greatly ex
tends the usability of your existing hard
ware at a much lower cost than the Dyna
mac or the Mac Portable. Battery life is
less than half that of a Mac Portable, and
the display isn't as sharp, but the Out
bound weighs substantially less, fits into
a smaller space (crucial in airline cabin
luggage compartments), and costs far
less than Apple's $4 799 starting price for
the Mac Portable. •
Laurence H. Loeb is a BYTE consulting
editor and is editor ofthe BIX Macintosh
Exchange. You can reach him on BIX as
"Lloeb."

Five lessons other companies have yet
to learn about PostScript®printing.

2

1

Genuine Adobe" Post Script.°
You need a true Adobe Post Script
printer. The Silentwriter2 290
printer from NEC. Some com
panies emulate PostScript with clone
interpreters or add
on cartridges. Others
have limited font
capabilities. But
that's not the way to
produce eye-popping
newsletters, or 3D
charts. We've known
this since we introduced
our first Silentwriter LC 890
printer back in 1987.

MS-DOS"and Macintosh" Connec
tivity. That's right, the 290 works with
both Macintosh and PC-compatibles.
And with its standard Centronics paral
lel, RS-232C, RS-422 and Apple Talk™
interfaces, the 290 is ideal for stand
alone or network environments.

4

Memory. With a full 2 MB of standard memory,
there's simply no more worry. Since now you have
more than enough memory to print a full page of text
and graphics (letter or legal size) without losing
valuable data. Plus the optional user-installable
2 MB ofadditional memory satisfies your need to
store downloadable fonts and overlays.

3

WYSIWYG Screen Fonts.
As in What-You-See-Js-What
You-Get. Our printer support
kit included with every 290
we sell includes software that
lets you see all of the printer's
35 scalable typefaces before
you print them out. Also in
cluded are diskettes that allow
you to install the
fonts on any
Macintosh
or under
Microsoft"
Windows 'M in the MS-DOS
environment.

5

Software. The Silentwriter2 290 is the printer of
choice for MS-DOS or Macintosh users working with
hundreds ofthe most popular software packages.
With an installed base of over 100,000 Silentwriters,
our experience with printer software is hard to beat.
Meaning you get more than just a printer, you
get answers.

Since NEC began making PostScript"'printers, we've learned how to stay ahead of
the competition. Sure, other PostScript printers can do some of these things, but
only NEC puts them all together in the Silentwriter®2 290, the printer that goes to
the head of the class. To find out more about the Silentwriter2 290, call us at 1-800
NEC-INFO. In Canada, 1-800-343-4418.

t\'EC
Sil~ntwri t er isu rt-g i11teredtrademark o( N'EC Corp. Adobe and PoatScript are regi11tcred trademark11 or Adobe Sy!ltema, Inc.,
and are r egiBlered in the U.S.P.T.O. All other brand nameaaretradcmar ke or r~giate red trsdemarks or t heir respective companiea.

\Il l99t NEC Technologies, Inc.
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Open Desktop:
Relief for the Unix-Wary

When you're asked whether you want
"C2 trusted security" or "relaxed de
faults," consider your answer carefully.
If you select the trusted option, your sys
tem will be transformed into a fortress,
impervious to snoopers, hackers, and
system administrators alike . Don't
choose C2 security just to play with it.
Even though SCO reduced the adminis
tration of security to a bunch of menus
and forms, it's a big bunch. Unless
you're working for the government or
like to pretend you are, don't bother
with C2.

The Fruits of Your Labor

Open Desktop, as its name implies, uses a desktop metaphor to make Unixfriendlier.

nix may be the best-suited operat
ing system for today's computers,
but ironically, many believe it's
still unsuitable for business use. Why?
The leading complaint is that it's "un
friendly ." If only someone could sim
plify Unix, make it as easy to use as
DOS, or, better still, a Macintosh. Well,
perhaps someone has.
Enter The Santa Cruz Operation, bet
ter known as SCO, with Open Desktop.
Open Desktop seeks to do for Unix what
DOS did for a PC-make it accessible to
everyone. For just under $1000, Open
Desktop is truly everything you need to
get Unix on your 386- or i486-based PC.
It includes the SCO Unix System V oper
ating system, Locus's XSight X Window
System graphical user interface, IXI's
X.Desktop graphical environment, Lo
cus's Merge/386, Lachman Associates'
TCP/IP and NFS, and the Ingres rela
tional database manager. All this is
crammed into a deceptively tiny box, and
the documentation amounts to two tight
ly packed paperbound books. However,

U
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SCO spreads the software across a whop
ping 43 5 'A-inch floppy disks.

Breaking the Seal
I tested Open Desktop on a pair of sys
tems. The first was a Dell System 325
(25-MHz 386) with 8 megabytes of mem
ory and a 150-MB ESDI hard disk
drive-my low-end machine, and prob
ably typical of an individual Open Desk
top user machine. The other system was
an Altos System 5000 Power Server with
a 25-MHz i486, 32 MB of memory, and
an 840-MB SCSI hard disk drive; it was
loaded with Altos's OEM server version
of Open Desktop, and it is representative
of the most capable platform for the
software.
SCO's installation procedure is among
the most manageable I've used, with one
exception. After all the software is in
stalled, an initialization script is exe
cuted for each selected subset. If some
thing goes wrong during this process,
you can't just rerun the scripts by hand;
you've got to reload the disks.

Neatly separated into user's and system
administrator's guides, the Open Desk
top manuals are a study in minimalism.
How did they get so small? Simple. SCO
left out the reference manuals. You'll
find no alphabetized list of commands in
either volume. Instead, you are directed
to browse the on-line manual pages and
help facilities. Unix old-timers are used
to asking computers for documentation,
and newcomers will adapt quickly as
well. It's a mighty convenient way to
look things up .
I'll admit that SCO's new manuals
took a bit of getting used to. They are
both split into sections, covering the
major components of Open Desktop.
Each section covers only what SCO con
siders the important points, and the read·
er is sometimes directed to purchase op
tional documentation to fill in the rest.
Except for the missing pieces, however, I
thought SCO's documentation was well
done. As it stands, I can pick up one of
the books and zip immediately to the sec
tion that covers my topic of choice. It
might instruct me to go out and buy addi
tional manuals, but at least I know where
to look.
Two parts of the manuals left me dis
appointed: The administrator's section
on the SCO Unix mail program (MMDF)
and the section on the database manager.
There is no such thing as an easy Unix
mailer, but MMDF still gets my prize for
the most convoluted, most poorly con
ceived of the lot. At least for now, SCO
has added a more common mailer, send
mail, but the documentation warns that
it is unsupported and admonishes the
user that it should be used only if un
avoidable. The manual's description of
the maze of configuration files needed to
set up MMDF is so poor that even an
MMDF expert would be left wondering
which end is up. The only respite is a set
of step-by-step instructions for configur
ing a typical system. If your system is
continued

The Dynamic Duo. The 4860 is an industry-first Mother
Board that packs the power of the Intel 80486 CPU with the
Intel 80860 RISC processor (i486 + i860 = 4860). With it,
you can build mainframe power into PC's for
applications including CAD, LAN and desktop
IE
publishing. Equally impressive, our 4860 pumps
up performance in your UNIX workstations.
1·
APC Revolution. In the PC environment,
the 4860 is a 486-hased MotherBoard which
..
£'}
runs over 2 times faster than 386 computers.
f
It's fully compatible with DOS, IBM's OS/2,
Lll
Novell Netware and UNIX. What's more,
Hauppauge's 4860 su[)ports up to 64 MBytes
of memory without a RAM expansion hoard!
I
RISC-Y Business. Thanks to the 4860's
symmetrical architecture, both the i486 and
the i860 processors can access the full range of memory, 1/0
system, and the 64-hit expansion bus. The result? Unprece
dented dual processor performance.
You'll find that the i860 processor is ideal in graphics appli
cations, performing up to 25 million floating-point operations
per second. That's more than 10 times faster than the i486
processor alone! There's even an optional 64 -hit frame
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buffer card for ultra high-performance \rorkstation graphics.
For UNIX Workstations, Too. The -!860 hoard makes
a great foundation for high-performance RISC workstations
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Open Desktop 1.0.0
Company
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.
400 Encinal St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(800) 726-8649

Hardware Needed
Intel 386 or i486-based PC with 6 MB of
memory (8 MB is recommended) and up
to 100 MB available on disk; mouse and
graphics display required for X Window
System operation

Price
$995

Inquiry 883.

close enough to this example, you may
survive. I didn't. The forbidden send
mail 's standard configuration handles
my setup perfectly, but I never did get
MMDF to sit still for it.
As for the Ingres database, that offer
ing is long on software and far too short
on documentation. Running it for a few
minutes left me feeling that it could do
anything, but the documentation drops
off just where things start getting inter
esting. Without reference pages, the
powerful Structured Query Language
and command interfaces are useless. I
can understand SCO's motivation to keep
the documentation set petite, but I won
der how many Open Desktop users will
never bother to unlock the real power of
Ingres. A thorough reading of the man
uals would leave you thinking that Ingres
is a $99 toy filing program, instead of
one of the most powerful DBMSes ex
tant. Ingres, in large part, gives Open
Desktop its style and its serious, profes
sional flavor. I can't think of anyone who
couldn't profit from its use.

The Grand Tour
You might figure that, with 43 disks,
there must be some substance to Open
Desktop. There's plenty. A good place to
start is with the fabled desktop itself. The
graphics are served up by Locus, which
provided SCO with a capable port of
MIT's X Window System. The OSF/Mo
tif window manager (mwm) runs the win
dow show, but atop it all sits X.Desktop.
X.Desktop is one of a few products
that gives Unix a shot at being called
friendly. The shallow view is that it pro
vides a point-and-click interface to Unix,
comparable to that of the Macintosh.
Files become icons, and these icons in
teract predictably. Drag a file into the
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Trashcan, and it is deleted. Drag a file
into a folder icon (which represents a di
rectory), and the file is moved there. You
can rename files, check and change per
missions, and launch applications with
out ever going near a Unix shell prompt.
This desktop manager is completely
driven by a set of text files, each script
ing the actions taken when you manipu
late icons. IXI built a complex program
ming language into X.Desktop that
makes it completely configurable. If you
don't like the way the Trashcan icon acts,
you can substitute your own behavior
script. Entire kingdoms of icons can be
added, and administrators can calm even
the most timid user by adding new com
mands to the system in this way .
As mentioned, Ingres is an impressive
database manager. Run from the Open
Desktop command line and a full text
only screen (no XSight), Ingres's inter
face serves its purpose. Menus behave
intuitively, and the program is easy to
navigate once you get the hang of it.
The dark side of Ingres's interface is
called WindowView. I have only one
word for it-horrid. The premise is this:
You can take a good text-based applica
tion, paste some simple mouse sensitivity
into it, and have a good X application. If
the premise sounds flaky, its implemen
tation is worse. So, you see a menu, and
you click the mouse button on an item to
make it happen, right? Wrong. You click
on the item and then click on the keyword
Go in the bottom line of the window.
Worse, you lose the ability to use the key
board with the menus. A single click
works on the horizontal menus across the
bottom of the window (where the magic
Go appears), and this menu includes
everything in the fancy (useless) boxed
menu. Two or three pixels below lies the
window-resize bar, and you'd better get
used to pressing that by accident. But
don't judge Ingres by its half-baked,
pseudographical interface. It's a beefy
database manager that just needs the
screen to itself.
The overall quality of Ingres comes
with a price: It is memory- and disk
hungry. Even when you 're only running
your own private databases on your iso
lated system, Ingres behaves as a client/
server application. It takes several dae
mons (background processes) just to sup
port one Ingres session, and some of
these background programs span nearly
2 MB. Running Ingres on the Dell Sys
tem with 8 MB of memory caused the
system to go swap-happy . Nothing
failed, and the slowed performance was
still acceptable, but the disk went wild
while the operating system scrambled to

stoke Ingres's furnace with more mem
ory. (The Altos, with 32 MB, ran
without swapping.) According to SCO, a
special package, the Open Desktop Ser
ver Upgrade, will let you set up a cen
tralized Ingres database server, bringing
down the memory and disk requirements
at each desk. However, the upgrade was
not shipping at the time of this review .

Getting Down to DOS
If you double-click on the DOS icon, a
Merge/386 window appears, containing
a C > prompt that makes a DOS user feel
right at home. To simulate a color DOS
display, Merge takes over all the colors
(16 in the case of VGA), resulting in a
strange color shift when the DOS win
dow is selected. This is normal and even
desirable. I was able to install many ap
plications that use color text and have
them behave predictably in the DOS win
dow. The window is also capable of dis
playing CGA graphics, an interesting
feat considering that memory-mapped
graphics have to be converted to X in
structions. CGA graphics works well,
and an application can talk to the window
as though it were a CGA display. It also
supports 40-column text, 640- by 200
pixel graphics, and all the other CGA
modes. When you change modes, the
window changes size automatically to
match the screen size of the mode.
Merge runs under the virtual 8086
built into the 386 and i486, so you can't
run protected-mode programs or any
thing written specifically for the newer
Intel processors. This is something of a
handicap, since there is a lot of software
now that just assumes you've got at least
a 286. Still, Merge had to work with what
Intel gave it, and it does work. For the
mainstream DOS productivity applica
tions, it performs admirably. A single
session on the Dell System runs at rough
ly the same speed as that of an IBM AT.
The Altos performed much better, of
course.
For those times when your native dis
play is the only way to go, you can ask
Merge to turn over the entire screen to
DOS. A hot-key sequence brings up a
menu, and clicking on Zoom makes the
switch-in my case, to VGA. I was able
to run everything that talks to real VGA
with reasonable performance.
Could you run Merge all the time? Ab
solutely. I found it provided faithful em
ulation and excellent stability. A fringe
benefit is that, since Merge runs as a cli
ent of Unix, you can run DOS programs
that crash. In most cases, Merge just re
sets itself, and you 're back in business.
continued

To be successful in today's business environment, you
need drive, determination and commitment. You also need
the right products supporting you-keeping things running
smoothly, on track and on schedule. Products that consistently
meet operating specifications, and provide the dependability
you can rely on. Products such as Mitsubishi disk drives.
Just like you, Mitsubishi Electronics is also driven by
success. We manufacture the latest in memory storage technol
ogy, and offer one of the broadest ranges of flexible drives in
the industry today. Whatever your memory requirements,
Mitsubishi has the drive you need-from 720 KB and 1.44 MB
3.5'' models to 360 KB and 1.2 MB 5.25" models, with a vari
ety of mounting and bezel configurations.
As one of the largest suppliers of flexible
disk drives in the world, Mitsubishi®
continues to earn its reputation for
product quality and
design innovation.

Mitsubishi also manufactures rigid disk drives that have
the same incomparable dependability as the flexible drives.
Every 5.25" rigid drive supports the high-density mode of the
newer (RLL) controllers, with up to 65 MB formatted memory,
as well as the standard-density mode of the (MFM) controllers
used in today's most popular systems, with up to 42 MB for
matted memory.
So when you're looking for reliable, high capacity disk
drives, look to Mitsubishi. We'll make sure you get a qual
ity drive.
For the authorized Mitsubishi reseller nearest you, call
1-800-556-1234, ext. 54 in the U.S. and Canada (in California
1-800-441-2345, ext. 54).

~ 1itsubishi

©
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MITSUBISHI
. . . . ELECTRONICS

Electronics America, Inc., lnformmion Systems Division, 991 Knox Street, To rrance, CA 90502.
Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canoda, Inc., 8885 Woodbine Avenue, Ontario UR SG I.
1989 ~1itsuhishi Electronics Americo, Inc. Mitsubishi is a registered trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Tokyo. Image courtesy of Software Publishing Corp.
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In no case have I seen it crash Unix or
otherwise affect other processes.
Ordinarily, Merge uses the Unix file
system to store application data. To a
DOS program, Unix files are made to
look like DOS files. Filenames that don't
fit the eight-plus-three DOS naming con
ventions are squashed in a nonintuitive
way . There was no right way to handle
this problem, so any solution that simply
makes the files available is passable. You
can also use the real DOS partition on

. , _ ssoo
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your hard disk drive. Another plus is that
you can map Unix networked disk drives
into Merge's DOS as well.

Stringing the Nets
Open Desktop includes a boatload of net
working solutions: TCP/IP (the Unix
standard), Sun's NFS, and Microsoft's
LAN Manager. The LAN Manager mod
ule operates as a client only, and while
SCO will sell the server portion, I rec
ommend sticking with NFS.

Universal Cartridge (Includes one adapter) •••••••••• 75.00
Multicolor Adapter (specify printer) .......... 40.00
Epson only Maclnker mod. 271EP ••••••.•••••••••••• 45.00
lmagewriter only MaclnkerTM mod. 2341M••.••.•• 45.00
Universal Spool Maclnker .......................... 75.00
Heat Transfer Adapter ................................ 25.00
Extra Ink Bottle, black ..... 3.00
pint ....................... 18.50
Colored Ink Bottle ............ 4.00
extra reservoir ....... 5.50

$75.QQ

Al! models delivered complete with bottle of ink, ink meter , reservoir, reservoir cover.
Go color !! Single & multicolor. standard and heat transfer cartridges available : rod.
green, blue, brown, purple, yellow, orange, white, silver and gold. Indelible and OCR lnk

ca11ridges available.

Over 24 000 printers supported . Better than new print quality. Extend ed
pri nth ead life thanks to lubricated ink. Average cartridge can be re-inked 60-100
times at Scents/re-inking. Multicolor adapters re-ink multiband cartridges.
Documented customer savings of up to $30,000/year. Detailed free catalog.

~

Shipping $9.00

-•---..o.-J

Make your own ribbons! MacBond II splices and
bonds in seconds ribbons of any size and inked
in any ink and color. First real alternative to ribbon
$299 00 11
bond ing machines costing thousands of $$$. We
•
••
have a complete range ol bulk ribbons, color and multicolor, heat transfer etc.
for your application.

Modems
4800 b throughput, full duplex. 9600,
4800, 2400, 1200 bps. CCIT V.22bis,
V.22, Bell 212A & 103J modes • Auto
speed selection • MNP cl. 5 error cor- 2400b MNP cl 5
$169 00 11
rection • Synch & asynchronous modes
•
••
• Cable and software included ( PC or MAC) • 2 year warranty
9600 baud mnp cl 5 v.32 ........ 599.00 LightSpeed 2400LE(MNP cl s) •.•• 169.00
LiQhtFax 9624 faxmodem ...... 399.00 RinQ-On Remote Power Center •••••• 199.00
Lign tSpeed 9624E is a V.32. mnp 5. 9600 b modem. LighTFax 9624 is a full featured group Ill, 9600 b
fax & 2400 b modem combined. shipped with software & cable for PC or MAC (specify). Ring-On is a
power center which senses an incoming call to turn on computer & modem.

New

Now you can have all the advantages of ·
·
a handy scanner in a FULL PAGE _
SCANNER, for half the Wice of a desk- - - -- - - - - $599.00!!
top scanner. Includes 10 sheet document reader for sheet fed use. Scanner
detaches for hand held use on photos, books etc. Compatible with most OCR
software, a very high quality (1 00 to 400 dpi) option for Optical Character
Recognition. Comes complete with scanner, sheet feeder, interface card, and
free l1ghtPaint software. Includes a 1 year warranty. Order part #400 P.
Computer Friends, Inc.
14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland OR 97229
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Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303
In Oregon (503)626-2291
fax (503)643-5379
telex 4949559 CF
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Getting your new workstation attached
to an existing Unix network isn't auto
matic, but it's pretty easy. I dropped a
Western Digital Ethernet adapter into the
Dell System and told Open Desktop
about it during the installation. You'll be
asked for the network address of your
system, but you won't be able to see other
systems until you add them to your /etc/
hosts file.
As part of a Unix network, an Open
Desktop system is mostly a good citizen.
In the BYTE Lab, the Dell System was
asked to swap files with our Unix server
(a Swan 386/33 running Interactive's
386/ix 2 .0.2) and an Opus Personal
Mainframe (a 25-MHz 88000-based sys
tem). My first attempt to copy files
through NFS to the 386/ix system
crashed it and jumbled its hard disk
everything was lost The problem was In
teractive 's, and installing its latest re
lease (version 2.2) fixed everything. The
Opus got along famously from the start
with Open Desktop, except that it com
plained periodically about a protocol
screwup when I used rep (remote copy).
In my home lab, where the Altos resides,
I've encountered absolutely no problems
shipping data, X images, and shared
files across the network. Altos did a bit of
work on Open Desktop's networking fa
cilities, and it seems to show.

An Open Closing Statement
Open Desktop wants to be the shrink
wrapped Unix for the 1990s. It is pack
aged to run on just about any 386 or i486
based system and truly can be pulled off
a shelf and run out of the box. SCO 's
price, $995, is very attractive consider
ing all that's thrown in.
Open Desktop is the only Unix system
I can truly recommend to new Unix
users. You might need some experienced
help during the first couple of days, but
once you've gotten that push, you'll be
hooked. Also, SCO's technical-support
department is responsive-every call I
placed got me a prompt and accurate
answer.
SCO's coup is that it has built a Unix
system you can use without taking the
time to understand it in depth. Thirty
minutes after installing it, you can run
your favorite DOS applications in an X
window under Unix. You can progress
from there to learning about Unix, In
gres, X. Desktop, and the rest. But the
real work can come first; there will be
plenty of time to explore. •

Tom Yager is a technical editor for the
BYTE Lab. He can be reached on BIX as
"tyager."
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ORACLE Server. Nonstop data sharingamongPCs, Macs, minis, and mainframes.
Imagine the frustration of being in an airplane
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It limits users to a single server running just
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GIs for Graphics
With the PM
windowed
interface, you can
keep a number of
worksheets on the
desktop. Note the
three-dimensional
structure and the
third scroll bar for
scrolling across
pages. The graph
in the window
displays
spreadsheet
changes
interactively.

hy in the world would we need
another Lotus 1-2-3 for OS/2?
Lotus already offers 1-2-3 re
lease 3.0 for OS/2, but now there's 1-2
3/G as well. As with release 3 .0, much of
1-2-3/G's impressive power stems from
the underlying features of OS/2, but its
real draw is its graphical interface. Ifyou
buy into the GUI revolution, Lotus fi
nally has something for you.
Of course, a graphical interface deliv
ers more than just a pretty face. Some of
the spreadsheet's features are more
readily tapped and are more powerful
using a mouse. Although release 3.0
works like a champ under OS/2, it still
uses the old character-based interface,
which fits awkwardly in the Presentation
Manager environment. Lotus 1-2-3/G

W

Lotus 1-2-3/G
Company
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
Hardware Needed
IBM AT or compatible (386-based PCs
recommended); 4 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive
Software Needed
OS/2 1.1 or higher
Price

$695
Inquiry 887.
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gives you the same windowed environ
ment of PM while retaining keystroke
compatibility with the original 1-2-3.

The Graphical Advantage
The 1-2-3/G graphical interface is invit
ing and responsive. I'm not completely
sold on the advantages of using a mouse
for spreadsheet work, but mouse or no
mouse, you can't help but appreciate hav
ing multiple windows on the desktop.
Moving data or linking data from one
sheet to another is much easier when you
can view and access both sheets at the
same time. You simply open a file in its
own window. You can then resize it,
minimize it, cut and paste to other win
dows, and interact naturally with other
PM applications on the desktop.
The page-preview features of 1-2-3/G,
while nice to have, are awkward and in
flexible. So, I fired up PageMaker OS/2
in its own window and pasted 1-2-3/G's
spreadsheets and graphs into Page
Maker. I could then place the spread
sheet elements anywhere on the page by
simply clicking and dragging, printing
the document, minimizing PageMaker,
and returning to my spreadsheet work.
When I needed PageMaker again, it
waited a click away. Once you've got
your windows effectively placed, you
can save the whole bundle in a single
desktop file.
The PM interface also provides Dy
namic Data Exchange, which lets you
link your spreadsheet data to other PM
applications. For example, you could
paste a spreadsheet to a word processor
and link it so that whenever you change
the spreadsheet numbers, the word pro

cessor document is automatically up
dated. Unfortunately, the potential of
DDE-like that ofOS/2, in general-suf
fers from a lack of OS/2 applications.
Of course, 1-2-3/G also boasts true
three-dimensional operation, but, ironi
cally, that very capability makes its
graphical perks less useful. True 3-D
places all your related worksheets in a
single structure. You could, for example,
put each of your monthly sheets on sepa
rate pages of your 3-D spreadsheet. Your
annual totals could also reside within the
single structure. The monthly totals
could be summed by referencing them as
a range cutting through the 12 pages.
Under this scheme, autonomous win
dows are not such a big win.
Then again, the program makes mov
ing around in a 3-D spreadsheet easier by
adding a third scroll bar. In addition to
the scroll bars that let you move down
rows or over columns, the third scroll bar
moves you through multiple pages. I
found this useful only when I had to flip
through a lot of pages. Otherwise, I
turned a page by pressing Alt-PageUp or
Alt-PageDown.
Predictably, the graphing tool im
proves under a graphical interface. The
graph comes up in its own window and
menu bar. You can move objects, such as
the title or a legend, by clicking and drag
ging them. You can also add markers or
annotations and move them about ju3t as
easily. By strategically overlapping your
graph window and spreadsheet window,
you can see how changes to your data af
fect your graph. There's a full range of
graph types available, and 1-2-3/G can
map your color bars or pie slices to black
and-white patterns. So you can keep your
on-screen graphs as solid colors and print
them as monochrome patterns without
reconfiguring graph options.

The Performance Trade-Off
Release 3.0 wins hands down when it
comes to questions of performance (see
the figure) . Using our standard spread
sheet benchmarks (for details, see "Not
Just for Numbers Anymore," February
BYTE), release 3.0 again showed its ex
ceptional speed. This performance ad
vantage becomes significant when
spreadsheets become bigandcomplex.
I also ran into some disturbing prob
lems with 1-2-3/G, mostly related to the
Undo feature. When I was working with
large files and would load a spreadsheet
into a window and then try to retrieve a
different spreadsheet into the active win
dow (an operation that should throw the
first spreadsheet away), I hit the dreaded
continued

The IIT Advanced Math Coprocessor is the only
Math Coprocessor with the power of 4X4.
The Future is Now - Ask for the Math Coprocessor with Certified 4X4 Power
See what EVOLUTION COMPUTING and SCHROFF DEVELOPMENT say about the power of 4X4:
• "Evolution Computing agrees with IIT -The future is now. The ability of FastCAD"3D/FastCAD Render Man and all IIT
math coprocessors to support matrix transformations provides the user with unparalleled speed and performance."
- EVOLUTION COMPUTING
• "SilvcrScrecn will benefit greatly from ~be copm e sor's. bi lity to move ma trix tra nsforma tion o nro tfue c hip itself," says
J eff Howe, S hro ff fa nager of 'R&D.. "\Vic clid not have to cha nge a ny of SiJ.ved:k:.i:een's code t0 be able to ru n with a'm;y
of the IIT math coprocessors. W"ith the implementa tion of the 4X4 instruct ion s.et by the I IT prad\<1'9ts, SilverScreen now
gffers the user the ulti mate in 3.-D pt:rformance! Workslatioro fu nctionality is r.1;0w a.vaila'ful~ at (he TJOS level. ''
- SCHROFF DEVELOPMENT

The Most Advanced Math Coprocessor

Warranted Compatibility

The 4X4 matrix transformation instruction is an exceptionally
powerful addition to a floating point processor when work
ing with three-dimensional CAD. Plug in the IIT Advanced
Math Coprocessor for remarkably increased productivity.

• Software and socket compatible
• Backed by one of the strongest 5-year limited warranties
in the industry/Made in USA
• Benchmark software included

llT Sets New Standards
• Built-in 4X4 matrix instruction set
• Advanced CMOS technology
for higher reliability
• Fewer cycles to execute
existing instructions
• 3C87 instruction set in the 2C87
• Twenty-four additional 80-bit
numeric registers

Full Line of 2C87 and 3C87
Math Coprocessors
• Completely compatible with
existing 287 and 387 sockets

Look for the 4X4 Symbol 
Plug in the Power
These software innovators are some
of many developers to incorporate the
strength of 4X4, the most powerful
number-crunching tool available. Call
your local dealer and ask for the IIT
Advanced Math Coprocessor, the one
with the power of 4X4. Or call
Specialty Software Development
Corp. at (512) 327-8608 for the
name of the dealer nearest you.

Marketed by:
SPECIALTY SOFlWARE DEVELOPMENT CORP.
1001 Capital of Texas Highway So., Bldg. I
Circle 270on Reader Service Card
Austin, Texas 78746 • 512/327-8608
llT. llT-2C87 and llT-3C87 are trademarks of Integrated Information Technology, Inc. Intel is a registered trademark, and 286 and 387 are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
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For testing purposes, I set up BYTE
Bakeries as a model. The worksheet
listed a variety of pastries and, for each
pastry, reported the cost to make them,
the selling price, and the number made. I
selected the number-made entry for each
pastry (the adjustable cells) and entered a
series of simple logical formulas that set
maximum and minimum values for each
of the number-made entries (the con
straint cells) . I was also constrained by
the total cost of all pastries, representing
the limit of my current resources . I then
asked Solver to optimize the profits en
try. Solver returned several possible
solutions so I could decide which mix of
pastries would maximize my profits.
In the same way, you could pick the
optimal mix of stock investments for a
portfolio. The Solver surpasses the sim
ple what-if capabilities of most spread
sheets. If you do a lot of spreadsheet
modeling and what-if calculations, the
Solver alone could justify the switch to
1-2-3/G.

RECALC

Finding the Right Fit

Short

I

Long

I
I

0

D

25

Excel for OS/2

50

D

75
100
Time (seconds)

Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0

125

D

150

175

Lotus 1-2-3/G

Figure I: Lotus 1-2-3/G pays a performance penalty for its graphical interface,
as it is significantly slower than its sibling, 1-2-3 release 3. 0. Shorter bars indicate
better performance. (For a complete explanation ofthe spreadsheet benchmarks, see
"Not Just for Numbers Anymore," February BYTE.)

memory barrier. It was disconcerting,
given that I was working on a Compaq
386/20 with 6 megabytes of real memory
and another 4 MB of swap space on disk.
The memory problems did not occur
under release 3.0, nor did they occur
with the Undo feature disabled. The trou
ble, then, was obvious: 1-2-3/G was re
taining the discarded spreadsheet file in
memory so the Undo option could get it
back. That's understandable, even desir
able, and easily disabled.
You can blame it, though, for not han
dling memory limitations gracefully. I
got a message that Undo was being dis
abled, closely followed by a memory
warning. I clicked the OK button, at
which point the program sometimes
184
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froze. I could still access the Task Man
ager and shut down 1-2-3/G, but by kill
ing the task, I would lose other files on
the desktop . At other times, 1-2-3/G
would load an empty worksheet with the
same filename as the worksheet it failed
to retrieve.
There is one big advantage for 1-2-3/G
that goes beyond the graphical interface.
Lotus calls it the Solver, and that's just
what it is. You can easily set up complex
models and what-if scenarios. You spec
ify adjustable cells (such as the price you
charge for an item), constraint cells
(such as the number of items in your in
ventory), and a cell to maximize (such as
profits). The Solver then returns many
solutions forthe defined problem.

It sounds strange to call a Lotus spread
sheet a niche product, but 1-2-3/G may
fill the bill. I would recommend it for
specific situations. If you have dedicated
Lotus users along with users just learn
ing spreadsheets, 1-2-3/G offers a mid
dle ground. The old users can still em
ploy the slash key, while new users
should feel less intimated by the point
and-click interface. In fact, if you're sold
on the PM interface, 1-2-3/G could be
the perfect vehicle for weaning your 1-2
3 junkies off the keyboard and onto the
mouse.
Users who include their spreadsheets
in other applications will also benefit
with 1-2-3/G. Pasting to PageMaker or
linking to a database is smoother under
the graphical interface. Finally, users
who have modeling chores that require
the sophistication of the Solver can jus
tify the 1-2-3/G investment.
However, if you 're a single user who is
already productive with the old Lotus in
terface, there ' s not much incentive for
going to a graphical interface just for the
sake of having one. You'll find release
3 . 0 less frustrating and more stable.
Those who spend the bulk of their day
within the Lotus environment will be
more productive under release 3.0. In
fact, that is 1-2-3/G's biggest drawback:
It's hard to upstage a program as good as
Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0. •

Stanford Diehl is a testing editor/engineer
for the BYTE Lab. He can be reached on
BIX as "sdiehl. "

Christopher R. Gibson

REVIEW

9600-bps Modem Brings
Apple Networks Closer Together

Shiva's NetModem V.32 offers 9600-bps communications as a shared network device
or as an internetwork router, thanks to its built-in Apple Talk connector (top).

dvances in LAN technology have
made shared computer resources a
fact of life in many companies.
Shiva promises similar rewards for far
flung Apple networks with its NetMo
dem V.32, which places wide-area-net
work (WAN) technology into the hands
of small businesses . Thanks to a built-in

A

NetModem V .32
Company
Shiva Corp.
155 Second St
Cambridge, MA 02141
(61 7) 864-8500
Hardware Needed
Macintosh-family computers or related
peripherals attached to a LocalTalk
network; LocalTalk connectors and
cabling; a dedicated phone line (when
used as an internetwork router)
Price
$1999 each (two are required for
internetwork routing)
Inquiry 855.

AppleTalk connector, the NetModem
V.32 can connect AppleTalk networks
or allow traveling employees full dial-in
access to company Macs and peripher
als. It also offers a major performance
improvement over its predecessor, the
NetModem 2400.
The NetModem V .32 's foundation is a
9600-bps V .32 modem. The V .32 proto
col allows the modem to communicate
dependably with other V .32 modems at
full speed over ordinary phone lines. But
once you pull the new NetModem out of
its box, you'll see that it is not an ordi
nary modem. In back, it offers three con
nectors: phone, power, and AppleTalk.
The significance of the AppleTalk
connector may not be immediately ap
parent, but it is the key to the NetModem
V.32's power. It enables the NetModem
to take advantage of the AppleTalk net
working protocols included in every
Mac. Thus, the device can become a
shared modem available to every Mac on
a network, and it can serve as a remote
router (or half-bridge). As a router, it can
connect two remote AppleTalk networks
to form one internetwork, allowing each
node to transparently share all the re
sources of both remote networks, wheth
er they are 1 mile or 1000 miles away.

Just Add AppleTalk
Installing the NetModem is as easy as
adding any other device to an Apple Talk
network. Each Mac that will use the Net
Modem to dial out needs the NetModem
software installed on its start-up disk.
Shiva's Internet Manager application
examines, sets up, manages, and per
forms troubleshooting on AppleTalk in
ternetworks. I found it to be handy when
configuring the NetModem. You can
also use it for Shiva's innovative method
of updating NetModem V .32 firmware:
Instead of requiring you to replace ROM
chips, the NetModem V .32 can simply
download an image file from disk into its
battery-backed-up RAM.
In general, using the NetModem V .32
as a dial-out modem is identical to using
its slower cousin, the NetModem 2400.
Through the standard Chooser desk ac
cessory (DA), you can select any NetMo
dem connected to the network. If the
NetModem is busy, the software records
your request; it then notifies you when
the device becomes available. If you have
several NetModems on your network,
you can even select a pool of NetMo
dems, so that if one is busy, another in
your pool can be used.
Once a NetModem has been selected
and the connection to your Mac is estab
1ished, using the NetModem V .32 is
much like using any high-speed modem.
It uses the standard Hayes AT command
set and responds in much the same way as
a dedicated modem. A small display ap
pears in the menu bar and mimics the
display lights normally found on the
front of a modem. Even the sounds from
the modem are transmitted over the net
work to your internal speaker.
Remote-Routing Power
But the NetModem V.32's real power
lies in its remote-routing capabilities in
an internetwork. For this, you need two
remote AppleTalk networks, each with a
NetModem V.32 (or one with a NetMo
dem V .32 and one with a Shiva Tele
Bridge or EtherGate). To create the
internetwork, a user in one network initi
ates the call; the NetModem in the other
remote network answers and automati
cally forms the connection.
The software that controls the initia
tion of the connection is accessed
through a standard Control Panel DA. A
Dial Out window lets you set up minia
ture scripts for the various remote net
works you will be calling. These scripts
include phone numbers, connect speeds,
and access limitations.
The Internet Manager application con
continued
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9600-BPS MODEM BRINGS APPLE NETWORKS CLOSER TOGETHER

NetModem V .32s to connect my Apple
Talk network in California to a friend's
AppleTalk network in Tennessee. We ac
cessed each other's file servers and
printers and sent E-mail transparently.
Dial-in access is the single-user equiv
alent of remote routing, with two differ
ences. First, the Mac initiating the call
can use any modem to make the connec
tion. Second, only single users can be
connected, not networks . The dial-in ac
cess software that Shiva ships works via
the Control Panel as seamlessly as the re
mote-routing software. For $99, the
company also sells software that allows
PCs the same dial-in capabilities.
The slower NetModem 2400 also of
fered this ability, but it used a DA called
Async AppleTalk and suffered from irri
tating slowness and occasional crashes.
Shiva has done a good job reengineering
dial-in access in the NetModem V.32.
Also, I think a speedier 9600-bps mo
dem is much more suitable for this use.

The NetModem V.32 outshined the baseline 2400-bps modem in direct
transfers. More significantly, the NetModem 's times as a 9600-bps router for
LocalTalk transfers were close to those for direct transfers. At 9600 bps, the
NetModem averaged one transmission error per 70K bytes transferred. Dial-in
access gave comparable times. Creating moderate to heavy intranetwork
traffic during testing, in the form oflarge file transfers between various nodes
on one network, did not significantly affeet internetwork performance.
Direct modem-to-modem transfers
File size
(bytes)
10K
2SK
SOK
100K
200K
SOOK

LocalTalk transfer

2400-bps
modem

NetModem V .32,
9600 bps

NetModem V .32
asa router•

0:44
1:48
3:35
7:10
N/A
N/A

0:12
0:29
1:02
2:08
4:05
10:12

0:21
0:37
1:08
2:12
4:29
10:16

• Routing benchmarks measure transfers between a simple four-Macintosh network and a complex 20-Mac·
intosh network connected through remote routing. Transfers in both directions yielded comparable times.
All transfers were made using ZMODEM and MacBinary II.
Times are in minutes:seconds. N/ A= Not applicable.

figures the NetModem V.32 to limit ac
cess to particular AppleTalk zones (if
your network has them) and specifies
separate passwords for dialing in, dialing

A Sense of WANder
In tests using two remote networks, the
NetModem V.32's performance was

out, or making configuration changes.
Once connected, people on both net
works can use resources on the entire in
ternetwork. To test remote access, I used

From these bestselling books
BASIC Programming Inside & Out
The standard reference for all professional GW
BASIC, BASIC, QuickBASIC and Turbo BASIC
programmers. Includes demo programs and routines
you can easilyadaptforyourown programs. Describes
sound, graphics, using ML, BASIC compilers, database
management, create a help screen editor with pulldown
menus. 600 page book with companion disk containing
360K of BASIC source code.
$34.95
ISBN 1-55755-084-0.

Tips & Tricks for your PC Printer
Takes the hassle out of working with PC printers. Learn
how to setup and connect your printer. Learn to use the
many features built into the popular printers, but rarely
used because they're so difficult to understand. The
companion disk has several practical printer utilities:
online printer HELP, printer control aid, printer font
editor and more. 400 page book with companion disk.
ISBN 1-55755-075-1.
$34.95

~rd~
PC File Formats and Conversions
is for every PC user who needs to exchange data
between different application programs. Details the file
formats for major software applications. Use IMPORT/
EXPORT functions n many applications. Includes
conversion program on the Companion diskette. 280
page book with companion diskette.
ISBN 1-55755-059-X
$34.95

continued

Turbo Pascal Internals
Gives you "know how" to program faster,
easier, tighter and better. Find out how
to use Turbo for system programming
tasks-writing TSRs, performing multi
tasking, using SAA windowing,
implementing expanded and extended
memory. Learn how Turbo generates
machine code, handles the mouse, scans
the keyboard, uses UNITS and OOPS,
performs fast screen display and more.
This book/disk comb ination includes
more than BOOK of source code on two
diskettes. 750 pages with 2 diskettes.
ISBN 1-55755-080-8
$49.95

··~~~PC System Pro~ramming

/
An encyclopedia of PC technical and
programming knowledge. Features parallel
working examples written in Pascal, C,
assembly and BASIC. Explains memory
layout, DOS operations, using extended,
expanded memory, writing device drivers,
hard disks, PC ports, mouse drivers,
fundamentals of BIOS, graphics and sound,
TSR programs, complete appendices. 920
pages with 2 disks -over 1 meg of programs
in compressed format. A Best Seller.
ISBN 1-55755-036-0
$59.95

Abacus i\1\1\\l\\

Available at BDalton Booksellers, Waldens, and Software Etc. and at other bookstores nationwide.
In the UK contact Computer Bookshops021·706-1188. In CanadacontactAddison-Wesley416·447-5101

Dept. 89, 5370 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49512
Orders: 1-800-451-4319 · Phone: (616) 698-0330 • Fax: (616) 698-0325

Order Toll Free: 1-800-451-4319 Ext. 29 In US and Canada

In US and Canada add $4.00 postage & handling. Foreign orders add $12.00 postage per book.
We accept Visa, Mastercard or American Express. Call or write for your free catalog of other PC books.
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Circle 8 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 9)

Using 16 Ports Is Easier Than Ever

ou cold us what you're looking for from your
multiuser communication controller. We
listened and gave you exactly what you
asked for. The ULTRA 16 and ULTRA 8
- designed to make your life easier.
Now you can have ...
.&
.&
.&
.&
.&

.&

A Powerful 80286 Processor
Streams Drivers
Field Upgradable From 8 To 16 Ports
New "Quick Connect" Cabling
A Universal Interface Box and "Dual Lock"
Mounting
Easy To Install Software Drivers For SCO
XENIX System V, SCO UNIX System V,
AT&T System V, Interactive 386/ix, Sun OS,
IBM OS 2 and IBM AIX

.&
.&

COMTROL

Transparent Print
Easy To Use Documentation

When you need a basic multiuser communication
controller, give our HOSTESS SERIES a try.
Count on our people co give you the support and
extra effort you deserve and have come co expect
from us since 1982 .

Call Us Toll Free
800-9-COMTROL

O

~f!!!PL£orf]Oration
™

2675 Patton Road
PO. Box 64750
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164
(612) 631·7654 • (800) 926-6876

The ULTRA SERIES logo, COMTROL ULTRA SERIES, ULTAA 8, ULTAA 16, Universal Interface Box, COMTROL HOSTESS SERIES, and the COMTROL logo are trademarks of COMTROL
CORPORATION. Product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/ or registered trademarks of their respective companies. © COMTROL CORPORATION. All rights reserved

Circle 71 on Reader Service Card

HARDWARE

excellent. Direct modem-to-modem trans
fers as a shared network modem ran as
efficiently as those of a dedicated modem
(see the table). Occasional transmission
errors at 9600 bps indicate these speeds
push the limits of ordinary phone lines,
but the V .32 protocol did a good job at
maintaining the connection's integrity.
In remote-routing applications, the
NetModem V .32 proved itself a reliable
performer in networking environments
ranging from my relatively simple Mac
intosh development network ofTOPS file
servers and E-mail, to a complex net
work at a local graphic arts company,
consisting of two AppleShare file serv
ers, 20 Macintoshes, Apple LaserWrit
ers, and a Linotronic L300 ImageSetter.
The NetModem V .32 had an overall
"feel" that was excellent across the
board. There were short delays while
choosing printers or file servers from the
Chooser, for instance, but nothing trou
blesome. And although file transfers
were slower than with a direct connection
to an AppleTalk network, printing oper
ations were surprisingly quick, adding
only about 20 seconds to the l 1h minutes
it took to print a sample five-page text
document or a MacDraw graphic.
However, there were some problems
when communicating with on-line ser
vices such as BIX. The NetModem V .32
tended to lose control at random times.
The resulting garbage could only be ter
minated by cycling the power on the Net
Modem. Shiva is aware of this problem
(cycling the power is the company's
workaround), and it expects to release a
fix in the form of a new image file soon.
The Shiva technical-support people
took a thorough report of the garbage bug
and promised to pass it on to the engi
neers, but I did not hear back from them
until I contacted Shiva and identified
myself as a reviewer. This is a shame, be
cause my previous experience with Shi
va's support has been generally positive.
Even at $1999 each, the Shiva NetMo
dem V. 32 gives you a sense of awe at how
well it works. Internetworking between
remote users or AppleTalk networks is
easy to establish and easy to get used to.
Combining those features with the abil
ity to share a high-speed modem among
many users makes this an attractive in
vestment for businesses in search of the
advantages of WAN technology. •
Christopher R. Gibson is president of
Cloud Ten, a Macintosh development
firm located in San Luis Obispo, Cal{for
nia, and is a moderator ofthe BIX Macin
tosh Exchange. He can be reached on BIX
as "cgibson. "
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Stan Miastkowski

REVIEW

New Floppy Drive Puts 20-MB
Disk in Your Pocket
Stor/Mor Subsystem
Company
O/Cor
One MecaWay
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Hardware Needed
IBM XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible

Price

The Stor/Mor Subsystem uses a SCSI
controller to bring 20-MB floppy disk
storage capacity to PCs and PS/2s.

hile some computer technologies
forge ahead at breakneck speeds,
floppy disk drive storage usually
progresses at a leisurely pace. Capaci
ties grew from l 80K bytes to 1.44 mega
bytes only in incremental jumps. Now
they are beginning to leapfrog, thanks to
the 20-MB floppy disk drives hitting the
market.
I tested one of the first: Q/Cor's Stor/
Mor drive, which uses 3 V2-inch floppy
disks that only look like the standard
disks. Based on the Flextra system devel
oped by Brier Technology (San Jose,
CA), the Stor/Mor drive uses Twin Tier
Tracking (T3) technology (see the figure).
As the name implies, two layers of
magnetic material reside on special flop
py disks that cost a hefty $25 each. The
entire upper layer is free for data storage.
The lower layer, which is permanently
formatted at the factory, contains posi
tioning (servo) information for the read/
write heads. This low-frequency mag
netic homing signal sends a continuous
message to the read/write head. The em
bedded positioning information enables
the head to track more tightly and accu
rately than in traditional floppy disk
drives . This allows for a density of 777
tracks per inch, versus about 135 tracks
in traditional floppy disk drives. In addi
tion, most drives store data uniformly
throughout the disk surface. But the Stor/
Mor takes advantage of the longer sectors
near the disk's outer edge by packing
more data there than is possible in the
shorter, inner sectors.
The Stor/Mor comes in both an in

W

External version as tested: $895
Internal version: $795
Micro Channel architecture subsystem: $995

Inquiry 882.

ternal version that fits in a standard 3 V2
inch floppy disk drive space and an ex
ternal version. It uses a SCSI controller
and is available with both AT and Micro
Channel SCSI controller boards.

Installation Woes
Getting the external version of the Stor/
Mor to work in my AT clone wasn't a
"plug and play" proposition. The SCSI
host-adapter board requires you to set ad
dress and interrupt-level jumpers. Be
cause my system already has other
boards in place, I had to do some fiddling
to get everything right.
I then had to install a device driver in
my CONFIG.SYS file and reboot. Prob
lem solved? Not quite. My system, which
has a 64-MB hard disk drive partitioned
into logical drives C and D, wouldn't
recognize the Stor/Mor. Eventually, I
realized that the second physical hard
disk drive (the Stor/Mor) became drive
D. But I still kept getting an "1/0 error"
message on my screen.
I ended up spending several hours
fooling with my CONFIG.SYS and AU
TOEXEC.BAT files, painstakingly re
moving individual TSR programs and
device drivers. The culprit turned out to
be a disk-caching utility, which some
how clashed with the Stor/Mor driver.
Once I removed the utility, I was able to
boot from the Stor/Mor drive.
After an extensive talk with the Q/Cor
people, they admitted that they have to
revise the driver for the Stor/Mor to
avoid these conflicts.
continued

BUBBLE JET

Introducing the first printer that is both a desktop and a portable and prints
with letter-quality precision on plain paper: The Canon BJ-tOe Bubble Jet:"
On a desk. with its optional 30-sheet paper feeder, its an ideal personal printer.
As a single-sheet portable with its optional rechargeable battery pack, it weighs a
remarkable 4.6 pounds and prints on a variety of paper. Moreover. the BJ-tOe emulates
the IBM" Proprinter™ X24E, so you can use a wide range of applications software.
How fast is it? It prints 83 characters per second and won't slow down when
printing in bold or various type sizes. It even handles complicated graphics such as
the scanned-in image printed here. And, its so quiet it can be used in the middle of
the night with someone asleep just a few feet away.
Plus you never have to worry about maintenance because it uses an economical
pop-in BJ cartridge, containing the print head and ink supply, which prints approxi
mately 700,000 characters (HQ mode). But best of all, the BJ-10e works everywhere
you could possibly need it, fitting neatly into a briefcase.
The BJ-tOe Bubble Jet. What other printers print on a desk, it prints anywhere.
The document displayed In the BJ-JOe is actual output using the UltraScript~ pc sortware BJ-130c~prlnter driver.
Canon' ls a registered trademark and BJ-130e and Bubble Jet are trademarks or Canon Inc.
IBM' Is a registered trademark and Proprlnter Is a trademark or International Business Machines Corp.
UllraScr\pLls a trademark of QMS.
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canon
BUBBLE JET PRINTER

BJ-lOe

Working To ImproveYour Image:·
For a history-making demonstration. visit your
Canon dealer or call t (800) 848-4123.
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See Your Data *
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NEW FLOPPY DRIVE PUTS 20-MB DISK IN YOUR POCKET

PACKING 20 MEGABYTES

Maplnfo software can find, display and analyze your data
geographically. See your prospects, customers, facilities
-anything in your database. Find addresses by street,
ZIP code, city, etc. (We can even supply the maps.·1

T

Data layer (777
tracks per inch)

Oxide

coating

Servo layer

_l_

Disk cross section
Any point or region on the map can have a complete
record of data behind it. See your actua/dBASE data in a
window to view, edit, and print. Draw your own
boundaries. Add titles and legends for high quality
presentalions.

The oxide coating on the Stor/Mor 'sfloppy media is divided into two layers. The
bottom, or servo, layer contains an embedded homing signal that guides read/write
heads. Accurate head positioning in part allows the drive to densely pack data in the
upper layer into 777 tracks per inch.

Special Formatting

Perform analyses on your data to sum, average, or count
your database records by location. Color sa les territories
by volume of orders, ZIP codes by numbers of leads,
countries by your demographic da ta.

From street-level to worldwide, Maplnfo
can merge your databases with maps. Play
visual "what if" with your data. See
patterns, trends, and opportunities you
never knew existed. If you need to map
your data, Maplnfo can do ii.
'Maplnfo now has "TIGER," the most up-to-date and
comprehensive library of street maps available on the PC.
Prices vary. MapInfo comes with a map of the world and
the U.S with all ZIP code locations. Run s on IBM PCs or
compatibles with640K RAM, a hard drive, and graphics.

MapOmflwSCorp.
Changing The Way The World Looks At Information™

200 Broadway, Troy NY 12180
To order, call 1-518-274-8673
or 1-800-FASTMAP Toll free.
Maplnl ois a trademark of Maplnfo Co rp. dBASE is a trademark ol Ashton-Tate.
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Not surprisingly, the Star/Mor drive
comes with its own formatting utility.
Because the positioning information is
permanently encoded on the disks, the
actual formatting is very fast-under a
minute for the 20-MB storage space. In
addition, the format utility allows you to
partition the floppy disk into two logical
drives in any combination that adds up to
20MB.
If you use the Stor/Mor as your boot
drive, the formatting utility also gives
you the option ofputting DOS files on the
disk. But I ran into an annoying anomaly
when using this option: Stor/Mor won't
take system files off an existing hard
disk. It insists that you have a bootable
disk in your floppy disk drive A. Of
course, if Stor/Mor is your only "hard"
drive, that's where the files would have
to be. But I would have liked to have had
a choice.
The Stor/Mor drive is only usable with
Brier's special disks. It currently won't
read or write to 720K-byte or l .44-MB
disks. However, Q/Cor promises to have
a version of the drive that will handle
those formats later this year.

except that Q/Cor's marketing literature
claims an average access time of 35 mil
liseconds, which is comparable to a stan
dard hard disk drive. I found that to be a
bit optimistic; most of the time, actual
access time is three to four times that
figure.
Packing more and more data onto 3 \.2
inch floppy disks isn't a trivial undertak
ing. After what seems like years of fits
and starts, many manufacturers are com
ing out with competing-and incompati
ble-subsystems. Stor/Mor is intriguing
technology, but considering my installa
tion problems, I get an uneasy feeling
that it isn't quite there yet. It's a useful
alternative to a standard hard disk drive
for hard disk backups or for carrying
large amounts of data in a portable pack
age. For security , you can lock the disk
away at night.
But for these capabilities, $895 is a
considerable price to pay. In fact, for
that, I could buy both a 40-MB hard disk
drive and a 40-MB tape backup system
and have money left over. Of course, the
Stor/Mor is new technology , and new
technology is usually expensive. But
until its price falls considerably, I'll stay
with my current storage technology . •

Speed Is Relative
The Stor/Mor is faster than a standard
floppy disk drive, but slower than a hard
disk drive. I would have expected that,

Stan Miastkowski is a consulting editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"stanm. "

Any Combination of Ten Printers or PCs: All ports can be
set as input or output; automatic serial-to-parallel
conversion; automatic switching and queuing of jobs
115,200 bps: Our software allows your PC to send data
serially several times faster than normal 9,600 bps.
Pop-up Menu via Hotkeys: Keyboard selection of printers
and many other control functions
Simple Installation: Just plug in your cables and run the
menu-driven installation software
User Upgradable Memory: From 256KB to 4MB buffer

HWP
Save by Sharing Resources: The SL enables everyone
to share lasers, printers, plotters, and modems. Greater
access by more users reduces unproductive idle time
and the need to purchase additional expensive
peripherals. All users can simultaneously send print
data and quickly release their PCs to continue working.

45 Day Money Back Guarantee

CALL TODAY (BOO) 345-2356
Fax (503) 585-4505
Buffalo Producls, Inc. 280519th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302·1520

5 Ports from

$275

All ports are parallel and user
configurable as either 3 inputs
to 2 outputs with a pop-up
menu, or 4 inputs to 1 output
as a buffered auto-switch;
memory is user upgradable
from 256KB to 4MB buffer

AS-41

5 Ports

$200

SPPS

Converter

$100

Combination serial-to-parallel,
or parallel-to-serial interface
converter in a single unit, no
power supply needed, serial
transfers to 115,200 bps, DIP
switch configurable

RCJ

Toshiba Memory Module

4 parallel inputs to 1 parallel
output, automatic switch with
no buffer; use the AS-31 for up
to 3 inputs to 1 output, $175

Memory expansion module
for the Toshiba T1 DOOSE or
T1000XE laptop (notebook)
computer, 1MB - $299,
2MB-$549

CE

Cables & Adapters

2 Ports from

$175

Printer buffer with 1 parallel
input to 1 parallel output, from
256KB to 4MB buffer
Circle 399 on Reader Service Card

High quality, 24 gauge
shielded cables, parallel or
serial; modular cable adapters

Professional developers require
SentinelScout

GUIDO

by Rainbow Technologies

by South Mountain Soft.

The Sentinel Scout is a liardware
key that attaches externally to the
parallel port of an IBM PC or
compalib1e to enable execution of
authorized program copies. It
does not interfere with printer
operation , hard disk installs or
backup copies. Featuring a fixed
response security system unique
to each device, the economical
SentinelScout offers a level of
execution control perfect for
lower-cost programs.
LIST: $295 (kit of 1a keys)
PS Price: $265
FastFaxts 1313.()()J

GUIDO is a powerful library of C
functions which enables you to
easily add graphical user interface
objects to your application.
Available objects include menus,
windows, data entry, radio
buttons, user definable objects
and more. An event driven, object
oriented w indowing environment
is also provided. GUIDO does not
require any other graphics library
and includes support for Borland
Turbo C, Microsoft C and Quick C.
LIST: $249
PS Price: $229
LIST: $499 (wise.) PS Price: $459
FaslFaxls 42.()50

386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Cost
3S6 Max Professional
$119
4S5
3S6:ASM/LINK by Pharlap
1S9
DESQview 3S6
479
FoxBASE+/3S6
769
Instant C
S75
Metaware High C - 3S6/4S6
NOP Fortran - 3S6
549
NDP C-3S6,
545
QEMM-3S6
S9
VM/3S6
229
WATCOM cs.a 3S6 Prof.
1155
WATCOM cs.a 3S6 Stand.
795

9S9
269
S5
179
119

ASSEMBLERS
MSMASM
Turbo Assembler/Debugger
Visible Computer:Sa2S6

HyperPAD
by Brightbill-Roberts

COBOL
MS COBOL V3.a
Realia COBOL

COMMUNICATIONS
ADD-ONS
C Asynch Manager 3.a
Essential COMM by S. Mtn.
Greenleaf Comm Library
QuickComm

329
129

DBASE

AI-LANGUAGES
ARITY Combination Package
LISPC
PC Scheme LISP
TransLISP PLUS w/source
PDC Prolog Compiler

ProtoFinish by Genesis
Show Partner F/X
Visible Analyst

1a5
1a9
S5

BASIC & ADD-ONS
BAS-C Commercial
dB/LIB Database Library
MS QuickBASIC V4.5
ProBas Prog. by Hammerly
ProRef by Hammerly
QBase
QuickPak Prof./PDS

439
125
69
Call
Call
139
179

Lattice C - 6.a Compiler
Microsoft C 6.a
Microsoft QuickC
Turbo C
WATCOM CS.a/2S6 Prof.
WATCOM CS.a/2S6 Stand.

1S9
349
69
1a9
429
359

Clipper 5.a
dBASE IV
dBFAST/PLUS
dBFAST/Windows
dBMAN V
dBXL
Fox Pro
FoxBASE + - V2 .1
QuickSilver

55a
499
325
329
275
2a9
495
279
399

DBMS
Cause Professional
CLARION Prof. Dev. V2 .1
dbFast/Windows
D the data language
Magic PC
Paradox V3.a
R:BASE 3.1

719
549
329
359
349
479
499

DBMS TOOLS&
C LANGUAGE COMPILERS LIBRARIES

CASE & PROTOTYPERS
Case:W
695
Case: PM (for C or C+++)
1469
1S5
Dan Bricklin Demo II
EasyCase Plus
2a9
135
EasyFlow
Instant Replay Ill
139
S95
Instant Windows
179
Matrix Layout
MetaDesign by Meta Software 295
Pro-C w/Workbench Combo 349

AdComm for Clipper
Artful.Lib
Buzzwords dAnalyst
CLEAR + for dBASE
dBase BlackBox
dBASE Online
BRIEF w/dBRIEF
dBX/dBport
dGE 4.a
dQUERY
dSalvage
FLIPPER
FUNCky.LIB
Genifer - Code Generator
Net Lib
Pro Clip
R&R Relational Reportwriter
R&R Code Generator

279
2aa
269
179
65
129
Call
579
279
179
S9
179
179
269
229
125
139
129

'1111~ 11 llfM;IlLllllll~ILlt
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Hyper PAD is an object-oriented
application generator. HyperPAD
gives DOS users the same cap
abilities as Tool Book, HyperCard
and others, without the overhead.
Use Hyper PAD to create custom
ized menuing systems for hard
disks or Local Area Networks,
computer based training systems,
help systems tutorials, ftat-file
databases, hypertext information
systems, front-ilnds and much
more.
LIST: $150
PS Price: $U9
FastFaxts 1104.()()6

Sage Prof. Editor
by Sage
The Sage Professional Editor is
designed to create tile
applications of the 90's. 1rs highly
configurable and has an
advanced windowed user
interface with integrated mouse
support, on-line help- and menu
driven commands. Has
emulations for Brief, Vi, E ACS!
Epsilon and WordStar, and a
virtual memory system for large
files. Includes MS-DOS. OS/2
and Dual ode versions on 3.5"
and 5.25" diskettes.
LIST: $295
PS Price: $249
FastFaxts llUJ(i()

ProtoFinish
by Genesis Data Systems
ProtoFinish creates program
prototypes, demos and tutorials.
Contains screen design module lor
creating ASCII-based screens,
memoty- resident utility for captur
ing ASCII and CGA-VGA graphics
screens, 4th-generation language
with interactive/self-running capa
bilities for accurately simulating
your program's look and feel,
royalty-free run -time utility, and
assembly language routines for in
oorporanng screens in C, PASCAL ,
BASIC .and Clipper code.
LIST: $300
PS Price: $279
FastFaxts 1496.()()J

Sllf)l1 1-800-421-8006
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more than just products. • •
OPTune
by Gazelle

•

Got a case of "hard-disk
slowdown?" Get OPTune,
the fastest, most complete
set of performanceenhancing utilities available. It
features unmatched file defrag
mentation, low-level non
destructive interleave adjustment,
and in depth media testing.
OPTune will, quite simply, keep
your disk spinning faster and
longer than any other "so-called"
optimizer . .. guaranteed.
UST: $100
PS Price: $89
FaslFam 726.()(}3

Scrinmage
SHverComm Library
SilverPaint
Steve Straley's Tao*it
Tom Rettig's Library
UI Developer's Release

139
179
100
149
85
479

DEBUGGERS/
DISASSEMBLERS

by mdbs, Inc.
Object/1 is more than just another
application development tool. lrs
designed specifically for graphical
environments like Presentation
Manager and Windows 3.0 to
provide a comprehensive develop
ment environment. It features a
Forms Painter which allows you to
build and edit graphical forms
which link to a variety of back-end
database servers. ObjeCV1 is a
rich object-oriented programming
tool which has more than 250
classes and 3000 methods.
UST: $995
PS Price: $89S
FastFam 1506.()()J

BLAST
by Communications Research
BLAST puts powerful data
transfer, remote control, scripting,
terminal emulation, datacompres
sion, and other communications
magic into one product for PC,
Unix, Xenix, VAX, Macintosh, and
even mainframe communica
tions ... all with the same look, feel,
menu interface, protocol, and
script language! Easy for
developers to link into existing
applications for automated, 100%
error-free data transfer and fast,
reliable remote control.
UST: $295
PS Price: $2JS
FaslFam 1674.()(}l

WATCOM C 8.0/386Prof.
byWATCOM
WATCOM C B.0/3B6 is 100% ANSI
C optimizing compiler/runtime
library for Intel's B03B6 architect
ure, generating applications for 32
bit protect mode. Features include:
protected mode version of the
compiler; VIDEO full -screen source
-level debugger; MS library-&
source-compatibility; execution
profiler; high performance linker;
graphics library; supports Meta
Ware High C 3B6 runtime calling
conventions; SAA compatible.
UST: $1295
PS Price: SUSS
FastFam 1044--004

FOR_C W/SOl.l'Ce
Lahey FORTRAN F77L
Lahey Personal FORTRAN
MS Fortran Opt. Compiler
RM/FORTRAN

789
549
Call
309
499

GENERAL ADD-ONS

DASM
Dis Doc
Periscope IV
RE:So11ce by Genesoft
SoftProbe 86/TX
Sourcer 4B6 w/BIOS pre-proc.
Trapper
Zortech C Debugger

225
119
Call
119
345
129
189
Call

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Object/I

FORTRAN

ASMFLOW
CLEAR+ fore
Codan
Buzzwords dAnalyst
The Documenter
INSIDE!
MKS Lex & Yacc
MKS RCS
Poly Doc-SU
PC-Lint
Plink/LTO
Poly Make
PVCS Professional
.RTLINK - by Pocket Soft
RTLINK Plus
Source Print
TUB 5.0 Version Control
Zortech C++ Tools

B9
169
349
269
245
119
199
175

179
115
619
135
659
279
419
97
125
Call

EDITORS
BRIEF
Cheetah
Epsilon
KEDIT
QEditTSR
RimStar PM:Editor
Sage Professional Editor
SPF/PC - V2.1
Vedit+

Call
199
169
139
B9
190
249
199
139

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Exsys Professional
KnowledgePro Windows
Logic Gem by Sterling Castle
Personal Consultant Plus
VP-Expert

695
5B9
B9
1999
219

FILE ADD-ONS
Accsys for Paradox w/source
Btrieve V5.0
CB TREE
C-Data Manager w/source
c-tree by Faircom - source
CodeBASE 4
C-TRIEVE
COL - w/ source
db_FILE/RETRIEVE - SU
UNIX or XENIX - MU
Faircom Toolbox Prof.
FaircomToolbox Special
WKS Library
XQL

739
199
179
499
329
279
1B9
359
229
569
BB9
539
149
649

C Tools Plus - V6.01
C Utility Library
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
Opt-Tech Sort
Turbo C Tools by Blais

9B
199
209
239
119
109

GRAPHIC ADD-ONS
Code Master II
Essential Graphics v3.0
GraphiC
GSS Graphics Dev1 Toolkit
Halo
HSC Sunscan
Laser Control
Matrix Synergy Toolkit 3.0
Meta WINDOWS
Meta WINDOW /PLUS
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
Sunshow Adv. Image Toolkit

269
349
319
525
279
2B9
139
349
209
2B9
229
239

HARDWARE
ALL Chargecard
Capital Equipment Corp.
OS/RAM32 OM
OS/RAMBOM
OS/RAM4 OM
DigiCHANNEL COM/Bi
DigiCHANNEL MC/Bi
DPT
SmartCache ST506
SmartCache ALL
SmartCache ESDI
Disk Mirroring Module
Emerson UPS
Model 10 UPS
Model 20 UPS
Model 40 UPS
AccuCard
AccuSaver
EtherCard Plus
EtherCard Plus/A
Erasable Optical Drive
llT Adv. Math Coprocessors
3CB7-25
3CB7-33
2CB7-20
2CB7-12
Intel Math Coprocessors
B03B7-25
B03B7-33
B02B7-10
J T Fax 9600
KickStart I
KickStart II
KickStart Ill
LANStor LAN150S
LaserStor WORM Drive
Personal Modem 2400
QX/12K Modem
QX/V.32c Modem
Seagate 5T-125-1 20M

399
225
299
179
B75
949
1099
1099
1099
6B5
169
319
699
209
69
239
349
Call
450
559
329
279
555
675
309
595
125
350
539
1995
3295
199
699
1349
299

1-800-421-8006
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The Programmer's Shop is
InstaPlan

The UnMouse

by Micro Planning International

by MicroTouch
Why use a mouse to point when
you have your fingerl The
UnMouse is a compact, touch
sensitive, state-of-the-art pointing
device providing cursor control,
graphic input, and function key
selection. Just touch the glass
tablet with your finger or the
stylus. Use it in absolute mode
with touch points mapping
directly to the screen, or in
relative mode, similar to a mouse.
PS Price: $219
LIST: $235

FaslFa.z:ts 291UJ02

Your business has projects going
on all the time. Some need
coordination, have important
deadlines and limited budgets. To
make these projects succeed you
need realistic pfans. lnstaPlan
highlights resource conflicts and
problem areas ahead of time.
1nstaPlan utilizes the outline
approach to planning, has dear
screen views, on screen help and
highly presentable charts to
ensure you manage your projects
not your software .
PS Price: $99
LIST: $99

FastFa.z:ts 1657.QOl

Seagate 5T-4096-1 SOM
639
Seagate 5T-251-1 40M
339
SentinelScout (kit of 10 keys) 265
SpeedStor AT 300S
2695
Smartmodem 2400
459
The Shadow SVGA1024K
319
VGA WONDER 256
279
VGA WONDER 512K
359

NETWORKS
dBXULAN
Btrieve Network Version
Netware SOL
Netware C Interface

519
479
519
239

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++
639
419
469
85
185
469
159
259
179
Call
Call
Call

Actor
C_talk/Views
lntek C++ 80386
Smalltalk/V
Smalltalk/V-286
Smalltalk/V PM
Turbo C ++
Turbo C ++ Prof.
Zinc Interface Library
Zortech C ++
Zortech C++ Debugger
Zortech C ++ Dev. Edition

OS/MS WINDOWS
SUPPORT
329
109
479
229
69
319
459
369

C-T rieve/Windows
DESQview
Graphics Server SDK
MKS Toolkit
MS Windows 3.0
MS Windows SDK
OS/286 or 386
OS/2 PM Toolkit

OTHER LANGUAGES
Modula-2 Dev. System
RPG II Dev. Systems
TopSpeed Modula-2
StonyBrookProf. Modula-2

229
1469
189
249

OTHER PRODUCTS
BALER
Carbon Copy Plus
COTERM/220
Dan Bricklin's PageGarden
The DuplicatorToolkit-Pro3 .0
File Shuttle
Flow Charting II Plus

399
159
219
89
119
109
179

HEADROOM
HiJaak
LapLink Ill
Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC
Math Advantage
Norton Utilities Advanced
PAGINATE by AccuMatics
pcANYWHERE Ill
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0
PC-KWIK Power Pak
Remote2
SpinRite II
Systat & Sysgraph Combo
Time$heet Prof.

MKS RCS
349
475
109
89
129
109
119
139
Call
749

TURBO PASCAL
graphics-Menu
MetaWare Pascal 386/486
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS
Turbo Pascal 5.5 by Borland
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS 109
Turbo Professional
98
Turbo Programmer

TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS
AEWINDOWS
C Communications Toolkit
C Worthy w/forms
Greenleaf DataWindows
HI-SCREEN XL Professional
JAM byJYACC
MEWEL Window System
POWER SCREEN by Blaise
Vitamin C - source, menus
VC Screen - painter
Vermont Views Obj. + source

UNIX/XENIX
ESIX Systems
ESIXN 386 Dev. (2 user)
ESIXN 386 Dev. unltd
Interactive Systems
Architect Wrkstn Platform
Architect Wrkstn Developer 1850
Santa Cruz Operations
Unix Operating Sys.
Unix Developer Sys.
VP/ix 286
VP/ix 386
XENIX 286 Dev. Sys.
XENIX 386 Dev. Sys.
Recital Standard SU
WordTech Quicksilver Diamnd.839

by Mortice Kem Systems
MKS RCS maintains a complete
history of changes to a file and
recalls any revision instantly.
MKS RCS.has all the features
you'll ever need in a revision
control system - binary file
support, compression of log files,
SCCS to RCS conversions, full
locking capabilities, unlimited
branching and merging - at a
price you can afford.
LIST: $189
PS Price: $175
F aslFaxta 469""'2

See our ad

011

page 83.

C Worthy w/Form & ARCH
by Solution Systems
Create a clear, hi9h quality user
interface with minimal overhead to
your code. Benefit from 400 tight,
ready-10-use functions for
Windows, Menus, Text Editing,
Message System, Mouse Support,
Help and much more.
cwA RCHITECT is included to let
you interactively design and test
forms: without coding. Best of all
it's nexible to your needs,
providing high level functions for
immediate results, yet power and
functionality for the long-term.
LIST: $399
PS Price: $359

FaslFa.z:ts 732.()95

Multi-Edit
by American Cybernetics
EASIER. FASTER & BETTER
THAN EVERI
Multi-Edit has always been your
best text editing value. Now
version 5.0 adds: Windows/SAA
style interface, seamless Mouse
Support, e xpanded online help &
manuals (LOTS of useful
examples), full EMS support, plus
hundreds of new features I
Inexpensive - NOT CHEAP I
You·veJlo!la see this I
FREE DE MO
LIST: $99
PS Price: $95

FaslFa.z:ts 1067.QOl

1-800-421-8006

your source for solutions!
TCAT & S-TCAT

Recital

by Software Research, Inc.

by Recital Corporation, Inc.

TCAT

S-TCAT

Let's start with TCAT, our Test Coverage
Analysis Tool. TCAT uses your source
code to make your test suites more
complete than ever before. TCAT
measures test thoroughn956 In terms of
logical branches, Instead ol statement
coverage that common profilers
use. With TCAT, you work on
~reports that are B to 1O times
more concise and 3 times
.........
more accvralo.

When you finish unit testing with
TCAT. move on to system level
testing with S-TCAT, and verny that
your executive ot "driver· programs
comblns the lower level modules
cotreclly. With S-TCAT, you can
double the detection of
module lnterfiK:e
errors, which ohen
make up over 50% of
total system errors.

'!

F<UiFtUts 1126-()IJ

UST: $4,100
PS Price: s.J.995 So~ware

Yes, it runs your dBASE,
FoxBASE and Clipper applica
tions on UNIX, XENIX and AIX
(alsoVAXNMSand ULTRIX). But
thars only the beginning of
Recital. It's a complete relational
database and 4GL for developer
and end-user alike. lrs also got a
powerful data dictionary. SOL
interface and over 350 additional
commands.
UST: $995 PS Price: $699
FllSlFoxts 21J394J01

Research,

FastFoxts 1126~12
UST: $2,850 (Unix)
Inc. PS Price: Sl,775

WENDIN - DOS PLUS

'I1UE

byWendin
Replicating functionality built
deep within MS-DOS was key to
the birth of WENDIN-DOS PLUS.
Commented Microsoft C and
Assembler source code builds
into an OS/2 like, stand-alone
host operating system which
retains MS-DOS compatibility!
Multiuser! Multitasking!
Windows Developer's Kitl
Full Source Code!
LIST: $249
PS Price: $199
FastFo.xts 305~12

Dr. Switch-ASE
by Black & White Int'I, Inc.
Dr. Switch-ASE turns any size
Dbase application into a RAM
resident (TSR) program that
occupies only 16-20K of RAM;
Supports Clipper, dBASE Ill
PLUS ,dBASE IV, FoxBASE +
and FoxPro. Dr. Switch-ASE
includes Cut, Paste, Timer, Alarm
and Macro functions. It supports
Expanded and Extended memory
and is fully network compatible.
UST: $100
PS Price: $95

FastFam 1178--006

PllOGllAJllJllEli..~ SHOP
f~A'l~ltOG is

the definitive
source book for serious software
development professionals.
Over 1,700 development products listed, including:
• applications
• books/training
• communications
•hardware

•LANs
•languages
• libraries
• operating systems
• tools
• UNIX/XENIX
• utilities

Call today for this
valuable guide to
programming productivity.

What is FastFaxts?
You now have access to literature on any of our products via FAX machine.
FREE!
1. Call 617-7 40-0025 from your FAX machine's phone.
2. Follow the voice computer's instructions and enter your product's code number
(listed in each product box or in our catalog).
3. Hang up the phone and await your instant print out of product literature.

Call 617-740-0025 from any fax phone!
1

'l IIE l,llOGilA1"llllEiiS. . .SDOI,
800 421 8006
-

-

NationalAccounts
800-446-1185

MMC
•""'''""""'"'"' ""'"""·'"'

5 Pond Park Road, Hin gham, MA 02043 •Canada 800-446-3846 •Mass. 617-740-2510 •FAX: 617-749-2018
Credit card orders processed only w hen product is shipped. All prices subject to change. Intl prices w ill vary.
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Strictly for Personal Information
ersonal Information Managers
(PIMs) have had a tough time in the
world. There's a passel of them on
the market, but they don't sell very well.
And like Rodney Dangerfield, they don't
get no respect. It's a shame, because a
PIM can be a very useful tool.
If you 're normally a neatnik, an orga
nized person who loves lists and time
line wall charts and loose-leaf notebooks
with Jots of schedulers, list pages, and
dividers, a PIM can automate much of
the drudge work that you now do man
ually. It can let you put more effort into
the content and less into the structuring
of your work.
If you 're one of us organizational
slobs, wallowing at a desk stacked with
notes scribbled on old Moon Pie wrap
pers and coffee-stained file cards, with
Post-it notes almost obscuring your ter
minal screen, a PIM can be even more
valuable. It Jets you move the mess-as a
mess-into your computer in ways that
allow you to actually find things later.
Naturally, no single information-man
agement program could very well serve
masters as diverse as neatniks and slobs.
And that may be the heart of the PIMs'
problem: People look at one or two PI Ms
and assume they all are about the same.
It's not so.

P

Talking about a PIM is a Jot like talk
ing about California. Describing San
Francisco really doesn't say much about
San Diego, Jet alone Merced or Mad
eline. The discussion needs focus to
make any sense, and the focus needs to
deal with the listener's interests.
The specific functions that are com
bined variously to make a PIM are calen
dars, auto-dialers, telephone books and
Jogs (records of conversations), to-do
lists, prioritized to-do lists, tickler files,
smart date-handling, and reports (see
the table). There's also the ability to sort,
filter, and interrelate your information
and look at it in different ways. Some of
the PIMs add to their utility by letting
you run them as TSR programs.
To bring some focus to a discussion of
PIMs, I've divided them into two general
classes: free-form and structured. There
are wide variations within these classes,
but they describe the essence of how
PIMs work.
Lotus Agenda, for example, is a free
form PIM. Agenda seems to have been
designed to send would-be users back to
tossing scraps of paper into a shoe box as
an information-management technique.
And it has to be one of the most difficult
to-Jearn programs that have ever been
written. It is work, hard work, and a Jot
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Active Life 's
smart calendar
shows you at a
glance, in bold
type, your
appointments and
the time you have
free. In light type,
it suggests times to
accomplish your
tasks.

••

A

ctive Life is the only shareware prod
uct of the group. It's available for
Microsoft's OS/2 Presentation Manager
(PM), Windows 3.0, Windows/286, or
Windows/386, and in a run-time Win
196
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dows version for DOS.
The heart of Active Life is its smart
calendar. Unlike many of the PIMs, Ac
tive Life does not differentiate between
tasks and appointments; it displays both

of it, to learn. But once you've figured it
out, Agenda is indeed a powerful, flexi
ble tool for managing many sorts of tex
tual information. (For a review of Agen
da, see "The Database Redefined,"
December 1988 BYTE.)
IBM Current, on the other hand, is a
structured PIM. Current is a Microsoft
Windows-based program. It would be a
standout if it weren't for its limited
record capacity (a category can have no
more than 4000 items in it) and its field
size limit. The only required-and non
removable-field in Current ' s records is
limited to 25 characters for people and
project names, and 16 characters for cal
endar, expense, task, and to-do entries.
In all other respects, Current is a do
everything program that works well and
is a pleasure to use. (For a review of Cur
rent, see "Jack of All Trades," March
BYTE.)
The free-form programs reviewed
here are askSam, Info Select, and Mem
oryMate. The structured ones are Active
Life, Instant Recall, PackRat, and Who
What-When. (Incidentally, what is sold
now as Instant Recall is not the same In
stant Recall that was distributed as
shareware several years ago. That pro
gram has been transformed into Mem
oryMate.)

on the same calendar. The rationale for
this is that tasks take time and affect any
schedule.
Most PIMs make you go back and
forth from tasks and calendar views to
see where you 've committed your time.
By displaying both tasks and appoint
ments together, Active Life gives you a
much clearer idea of what your time com
mitments are. This, I think, is an emi
nently sensible approach.
Active Life allows automatic repetitive
scheduling (e.g. , a meeting held at the
same time daily, weekly, or monthly),
alarms, and easy juggling of appoint
ment schedules with a mouse or a key
board. The program also automatically
archives each day's records after all
tasks are marked as done.
Active Life enhances the regular Win
dows card file for its notebook (the
notebook is not available in the PM
version). When combined with the tele
phone dialer, it becomes the communi
cation module. Multiple notebooks are

supported, which helps in organizing
textual information. You can create tele
phone books in the notebook as they are
in Windows, and existing Windows card
files and ASCII text files and databases
can be imported directly to a notebook.

Data searches are done with simple text
strings. Its reporting capability is limited
to printing your daily schedule and a
two-month calendar.
While Active Life doesn't have all the
features of some of the other PIMs I

askSam
askSam can easily
deal with big
chunks ofdata,
and its main
menu, as shown
here, gives you
plenty ofoptions
for managing and
updating the
information files.

H

andling large volumes of text is ask
Sam 's real strength. If your infor
mation comes primarily in big chunks,
then you should give serious consider
ation to this program.
As with Agenda, askSam's learning
curve is fairly steep. Although many
basic operations are menu-driven, the
more complex operations require pro
gramming in a language that is not sim
ple. For example, here's a fragment of
sort-request code:
[ELSE)@JOURNAL
[LONG JN[) VO[

[IF COUNT)IS[ =O
PG[
[ELSE)
IS[PG[
[END)
You can enter information manually
or by importing ASCII files. Records
can link to external graphical files, and
some hypertext capability is built in. You
can also store data in a totally free for
mat or a traditional fielded format. Its
powerful reporting capability (using lan
guage like the sort fragment above) can
generate printed ASCII files that other

Info Select
Info Select
emulates a desktop
littered with
several notes. As
you browse from
one note to
another, the
brightly framed
"active window"
moves to the
screen location of
the note you
select.

looked at, it allows thorough control of
your activities. And because it closely
follows the Windows standard, it is a
breeze to learn. In addition, because it is
shareware, you can try it out before you
buy it.

programs can also use.
Within a file, you can find informa
tion using sophisticated full-text search
procedures, including variable word
proximity (e.g., "locate only records in
which search string I is in x relation to
search string 2") . This feature allows
you to easily find the notes on, say, the
times you talked with Harry about the
Acme Building project. It handles dates
with a moderate degree of intelligence:
Dates entered without a year are treated
as being in the current year; months can
be names with the minimum nonam
biguous string (e.g., Nfor November, JA
for January, and JUN for June); days
within the current Sunday to Saturday
cycle can be entered as SU, MO, TU, and
so on. Multiple Boolean operators in a
single-search command are supported. A
hot key calls up an auto-dialer that can
seek out telephone numbers on the
screen.
askSam has no calendar/scheduler or
telephone book as such, but it is possible
to program them. The telephone book re
quires nothing more than a text file of the
appropriate information and simple
string searches. A very smart calen
dar/scheduler could be made using ask
Sam 's calendar command and saved
macros to build ad hoc daily, weekly,
monthly, or whatever views of text files
containing the necessary information.

I

f you are an inveterate scribbler of
memos to yourself or a slave to Post-it
notes, check out Info Select. This is Tor
nado Notes grown up. The concept is the
same-manipulating electronic stacks of
paper on your virtual desktop-and you
can use it as a TSR program.
Data entry is totally free-form, with
only kludges available to impose some
structure. For example, you prefix dates
in tickler-file entries with a ** string. A
tickler command will search an entire
stack for any entries with ** followed by
the current or earlier date and will put
what it finds in a new window. It's not
elegant, but it works.
The program will also create a "linear
calendar" -a year's worth of dates,
continued
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Each PIM uses a combination offunctions to help you manage your information (•=yes; O=no).
Name

Price

Active Life 1.1
askSam4.2
Info Select
Instant Recall 1.2
MemoryMate 3.04R
PackRat2.0
Who·What-When
2.0

$1491

Minimum Hard disk Calendar Auto· Telephone/ To·do Priority Tickler Smart Alarms
Minimum
RAM
required
dial
address
lists manager
dates
DOS version
(bytes)
book
required

$295
$99.95
$99.95
$69.95
$395

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.12
2.0
3.0

51 2K
256K
256K
512K
256K
215 K

$295

2.11

640K

•

0
0
03
0

•
•

•
•
•
•
0

0

•••
•
•
•
0

•
•
•
•

0

0
0
0

• •
• •
• •
0

0
0

• •
0
0

0
0

0

0

•
•
•• •• •
• • •
0

• Free·form PIM; you can add structure to create the function.
' Distributed as shareware and available on BIX.
2 DOS 3.0 er higher for memory-resident operation.
3 720K·byte or 1.2K·byte floppy disk drive required.

listed one under the other-that can form
the basis of a scheduling calendar.
Again, it's pretty primitive, but it works.
You ' re on your own as far as telephone
books go. This is no problem , since all
you need to do is create lists ofnames and
telephone numbers in any way you want.
You can search on any part of the list, and
an auto-dialer will place the call. The
auto-dialer can seek out a telephone in
any text on the screen, not just in some
thing formatted as a telephone book.
To enter information into Info Select,

you just open a window and start typing.
You can also import ASCII text and sim
ple database files. When you're done,
press Escape twice to get out of the edi
tor. Your note will be at the top of the
current stack. To find information from
the stack, you issue the get command
and type the string you want to locate.
When you press Return, Info Select
creates a temporary substack of all the
windows containing that string. You can
then browse the stack with the up- and
down-arrow keys. Report writing is

Instant
Recall

SUMOTIJ~r.nlrRSil
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B ~ 18 11

1s
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UU Z1 ~Z6 Z7ZB

Instant Recall 's
biggest strengths
are its date
handling and
its pop-up
calendar, which
make it easy to
refer to past or
future dates
without leaving
the program.

Z9 39 31

I

nstant Recall is a very business-like
program. Its command set is consis
tent. Its screens are clean and unambigu
ous. You can issue commands using an
Alt-character key combination or with a
mouse and pull-down menus. Instant Re
call 's structure is rigid but useful. You
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can enter information as a note (up to
about 30 pages long), a task, a schedule
item, or a people (name and address) en
try. An auto-dialer can call the telephone
numbers in the people entries. It can run
as a TSR program.
The built-in editor allows block moves

limited, but it is adequate for memos and
other nondemanding uses.
The only thing I don't like about Info
Select is its default screen display, which
emulates a desktop littered with many
notes. As you browse from window to
window, the brightly framed "active
window" jumps around the screen as you
change windows, rather than being an
chored in one position. This makes scan
ning text a bit like following PacMan
through its maze. Fortunately, you can
change the default.

and search and replace. You can use the
clipboard for traditional cut-and-paste
work. Conversion utilities are included to
import ASCII, SideKick, Tornado, and
MemoryMate files. You can search text
using simple Boolean operators.
Dates are handled well. For example,
the program knows how to convert "next
Wednesday" to the proper month and
date. Time handling is equally smart, in
cluding recognition of noon and mid
night. Entries are checked for time con
flicts. You can enter recurring events
automatically. A pop-up calendar makes
it easy to determine past and future dates
without leaving the program or referring
to paper. And you can use a timer to
track and record time spent on individual
projects.
Instant Recall supports schedules and
task lists for as many as 64 individuals
organized in up to 14 groups . You can
organize and view the information by
text, category, priority, person assigned,
date, or combinations of these cate
gories.
continued

GET AJUMP ON THE
COMPETITION.
Staring at your computer screen wait
ing for a laser to start printing eats up
a lot of time.
Especially if you're using adesktop
publishing program, or mixing fonts
and graphics.
In fact, for all of the work you do,
the true measure of laser performance
is processing time. And compared
to how painfully slow most lasers are,
the new MT906 from Mannesmann
Tally moves at lightning speed.
In some cases, it delivers your first
page literally hundreds of times faster.

PostScript, Output: Pagemaker•, Times Roman Fonts

MT906PS
LASERWRITER.INT
SERIES ll·PACIFIC PAGE~
so 75 90 105 110 135 1s'o 165 1s'o 195 21'0 225

This graph shows specific exam
ples of typical time savings you can
expect. It also makes our point
abundantly clear. If you want to jump
ahead ofyour competition, a lot de
pends on making every second count.
For more information about the
super performing MT906, take aminute
to call us toll free at 1-800-843-1347

Ext. 407

MANNESMANN
TALLY
Circle 167 on Reader Service Card
(RESELLERS: 168)
Dual hin sheet feedcroplionaL IBM. HP Series 11. HI' Series Ill . LaserWrilcr.
Parihc Page. PageMaker. PostSc ript. and Ventura are registered trademarks.
Ma111H:sman n Tally. ~301 S. !~Olh St .. Kent. WA 9~03:! .
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MemoryMate
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MemoryMate can
help organize your
scraps ofdiverse
information in
ways that make
sense to you, as
shown here. For
people who keep
lots of bits and
pieces of
information,
MemoryMate is
hard to beat.

RELEASE
You 're going to appreciate the enhance
ments we've made to Microstat-ll, Rel.
2.5 from the new pop-up calculator
with built-in statistical functions to
the rewritten user's manual. or course,
we've kept those features that we 're
famous for:

EASE OF USE
No command language to learn and
no expensive training costs. What takes
88 keystrokes on other packages can
be done with four keystrokes using
Microstat-ll.
" ... using Microstat-11 is a breeze:·
PC Magazine

COVERAGE
It's all there; from descriptive statistics
to multivariate analysis, including dis
criminant, principal components, and
cluster analyses plus a dozen nonpara
metric tests.

M

emoryMate is probably the best in
formation manager available for
people who hate to organize themselves.
It's not fancy. It doesn't have spiffy
graphics. It doesn't beep at you to remind
you of that 3:30 meeting. But you can
take that mess you call a desk, stuff it
into MemoryMate, and voila! You're
organized.
Memory Mate, which can run as a TSR
program, indexes every word you put in
it. You just type in the information or im
port it as an ASCII file from some other
source. When you want to locate some
thing, you issue the Find command and
the string you are looking for. The string

can be a word, text with wild cards, a
date in the text, the date the material was
entered or last revised, or a range of
dates. You can use Boolean operators in
the search string, too. You can also tell
the program to display a memo on a spe
cific date, and the memo will pop up
automatically on that date.
However, what's important is that
once you enter data, you can retrieve it
with simple keyword searches, not spe
cial coding. If you're one of those people
who have to deal with scraps of diverse
information that comes in at random
times in random ways, MemoryMate is
hard to beat.

" ... more tools at less than half
the competition's price:·
Reviewer Responses, lnloWorld

PackRat

SPEED AND ACCURACY
Microstat-11 runs up to eight times faster
than other packages without compro
mising accuracy.
" ... one of the fastest IBM PC sta
tistical packages we ha\le tested'.'
In loWorld

P•tb•d Ac:1o'' J1:n :;c
Seto Acto:tuace
Glendale EJcCf1onles. Inc.

"Results are unusually accurate'.'
Computer Language

To find out how Microstat-JJ, Release
2.5 can simplify your statistical work
load, call or write today.

all8 3• USl1

Sit ll• ·OD!ll
. , . 11a.Jflll

PackRat takes full
advantage ofthe
Microsoft
Windows
environment to
give you menus
and icons that you
can select that
help make
learning this big ,
complex program
easier.

Ecosoft Inc.
8295 Indy Court• Indianapolis, IN 46214
1-800-952-0472 (Orders)
(317) 271-5551 (Info .)
(317) 271-5561 (FAX)

I::C'!•!i•l311
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P

ackRat is a full-featured Microsoft
Windows-based PIM. It was also the
first major PIM written for Windows
long before IBM Current was released.
It's a highly structured program. If you
use PackRat, you must do things Pack-

Rat's way. Whether you like that way or
not is a question of style, not of capabil
ity. PackRat is a very good program that
does what it says it does, easily and
reliably.
continued
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PackRat can maintain a detailed tele
phone book and log information about
conversations. In addition, it supports a
keyword-indexed card file, with each
card capable of containing 32K bytes of
information. PackRat also maintains a
prioritized task list, a calendar, lists of
disk files, and expense records; it sorts,
filters, and displays information from
multiple areas (called facilities) in a

Track

Who-What
When

Mind.

Who-What- When
is primarily a task
manager, but it
also helps you
keep track ofa
large number of
people. And any of
those people can
be easily assigned
to one or more
particular tasks.

If you can't get your mind off 9
1rack Tape ... there's good reason.

It's still the number one choice in
the entire world for exchanging
information between computer
systems.
Using a 9 'Jl·ack-Tape drive, you literally
turn your PC into a mainframe.

Mos/ ndmncerl

co11/rolll'r mrds

We not 011~1· sell more 91rack Tape drive
systems than anyone else .. .we're known
as problem solvers. People who develop
and nurture solutions for other people.
Give us a call today and let us solve
your next conversion problem.

1r

GSA# GSOOK89AGS6390

FLAGSTAFF

_. ENGINEERING

~ Helpingpeople read

a world ofinformation
1120 Kaibab
Flagstaff, t<l 86001
202

(602) 779-3341
FAX 602-779-5998
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single report; and it can construct rela
tionships among information in various
facilities.
It's easy to begin using PackRat. The
program's close adherence to Windows
conventions is a decided plus in learning
the program. However, learning to tap
the full potential of PackRat requires a
fair amount of application on your part.
It's a big, complex program.

W

ho-What-When is clearly meant to
be used by managers of projects in
volving many people. In addition to the
usual personal calendar, it automatically
creates and maintains calendars for
every person and project entered into the
program. These other calendars are up
dated automatically when you delegate
tasks or set milestones for projects in
your personal calendar.
Although Who-What-When operates
in the foreground only, it includes a TSR
alarm that can pop up over other pro
grams. It has a built-in printing format
for 5 Yi- by 8Yi-inch pages; these pages fit

in standard binders for paper-based per
sonal organizers. You must supply the
needed compressed-character codes for
your printer.
Three programmable hot keys allow
you to substitute, on the fly, your own
word processor, spreadsheet, and tele
communications package for the built-in
memo writer, calculator, and auto-dial
er. Who-What-When also allows an un
limited number of milestones to be asso
ciated with a project, making tight
controls much easier. In fact, you could
say that Who-What-When is a project
manager for very small projects.

Free-Form or Structured?

has its limitations.
Ease of use is a strong point of free
form PIMs. There are exceptions, how
ever. For example, askSam is relatively
easy to get started with if you have any
experience at all with computerized data
bases. But becoming skilled with askSam
takes time and effort, because its power
ful query language is also complex.
There is no consistent design metaphor
for free-form PIMs . The askSam pro
gram can support records with formal

In deciding on whether a free-form or
structured PIM best fits your needs, you
should consider this: Free-form PIMs
are probably better suited to people who
take a more relaxed view of organizing
their lives. Because such PIMs are free
form, there is no structure to figure out
before you enter something-you just
load the program and start typing. You
can add varying amounts of structure
to any of them if you want to, and you
probably will. Totally free-form data

continued

Exciting news from ACM, the society for computing and information processing ...

You Could Win This Powerful
AT&T 6386/25 WorkGroup
System With Just A Phone Call
Call 1-800-835-2246, Ext. 80,
to enter the ACM Sweepstakes now
or mail the coupan below

ATa.T

~ Computer Systems

GRAND PRIZE-You Get A Com puter With
The Works (suggested list price of the package is
$17,118* as of 7/90).
The winner receives an AT&T 6386/25 Work Group System
(WGS) which is a 25MHz 80386 computer for intensive
stand-alone or networked applications. "The Works" includes
a full software package comprised of the UNIX® System V and
MS-DOS® operating systems, C programming language develop
ment environment, AT&T's Simul-Task software to permit
both operating systems to work together, and the OPEN
LOOK® Graphical User Interface. Also included is a math
co-processor, 8MB RAM, 16-color Super VGA monitor and
card, AT&T 305 B keyboard, 3-butto n mouse, 80MB hard drive
and 3.5" floppy disk drive. It even includes an AT&T 593 laser
printer that is HP LaserJet II compatible and a C.P.U. floor stand.

SECOND PRIZE-You Get The Printer
(suggested list price is $1 ,695* as of 7/90).
This AT&T 593 laser printer operates at 300 d.p.i. for text and
graphics printing, offers fon t downloading and macro storage,
can be expanded to 4 .SMB to accommodate demanding graphics
applications and is HP LaserJet 11 compatible.

Association for Computing Machinery
the society for computing and information processing

11 West ~2nd Street • New York. NY 10036
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Please return by January 31, 1991. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
TO ENTER. LIMIT ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.

I want to win. Please check as many as apply:
0 Please enter me in th e sweepstakes.
O I'd also like to join ACM at the regular dues rate of $71 (includes
a subscription to Communications of che ACM).
Payment method: 0 My check payable to ACM is enclosed.
0 Charge my 0 VISA® 0 MasterCard® 0 American Express®
Card#

Expirahon Date

Signature

0 Send information on ACM membership.

THIRD PRIZE-You Get
This Modem (suggested
list price is $695* as of 7/90) .
The AT&T 2224-CEO is a 2400 b.p.s., full duplex modem
which stores up to 10 numbers for automatic dialing and is
Hayes® compatible.
No purchase necessary. Swccrsrnkcs open ro U.S. and CanaJian rcsidenrs who are 21 years
of age or older a~ of l/ 31/9l, and whose paid cmploymenr involves information technology.
Void in the Province of Quebec and where prohibited by law. For fu ll rules, send a sramped.
sc\(addressed (#10) envelope ro: ACM Sweepsrakes Rules. 11 We st 42nd St., New York, NY
10036. Limit one rci11uest per cu rer mai lin g envelope. Rc~uesrs musr be received by January 10,
1991. Sweepsrnkes ends January 31. 1991 .
*ACM reserves the fig ht to suhsrirure alremare prizes of equa l or grearer value. Pri ces shown
rel\ect cunem suggtsred lisr prices as of 7/90. and an: subjecr ro change.
UN IX and OPEN LOOK arc rqt•l-1eta.I tradema rks <1f UN IX System Laborarories, Inc .. in the
U.S. and other countries; MS·DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corpor;nion; Hayes
is a regisrcred trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. In c.; Laserjer is a trademark of
Hl'wlcrr -Pacbrd Corporation.
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askSam Systems
(askSam 4.2)
P.O. Box 1428
Perry, FL 32347
(800) 327-5726

Inquiry 889.
Broderbund Software, Inc.
(MemoryMate 3.04R)
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 492-3500

Inquiry 890.
Chronologic Corp.
(Instant Recall 1. 2)
5151 North Oracle, Suite 210
Tucson, AZ 85704
(602) 293-3100

Inquiry 891.
Chronos Software, Inc.
(Who-What-When 2.0)
555 De Haro St., Suite 240
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 626-4244

Inquiry 892.
Micro Logic Corp.
(Info Select)
P.O. Box 174
Hackensack, NJ 07602
(800) 342-5930

Inquiry 893.
!Soft Corp.
(Active Life 1.1)
P.O. Box 1320
Middletown, CA 95461
(800) 326-4391

Inquiry 894.
Polaris Software
(PackRat 2.0)
613 West Valley Pkwy., Suite 323
Escondido, CA 92025
(619) 743-7800

Inquiry 895.
fields as well as unstructured text. You
can use complex Boolean searches and
simple string searches to locate informa
tion. (Agenda uses data structures that
are vaguely like fields, to which you can
attach extended notes. In addition, Agen
da can sort material automatically by
keywords and dates and do simple string
searches.)
Info Select is a hard-core scraps-of
paper system-its default screens even
look like a littered desktop. It finds spe
cific information using string searches .
Nanluckel Corporalion. 12555 West Jellerson Boulevard. Los Ang.eles. CA 90066. 213/390·7923 FA'!:. 2131397-5~69 fELE.X: 650·257 4125. Nantucket, lhe Nantucket
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MemoryMate mimics scraps of paper,
too, but keeps them neatly out of sight
until you call for them with simple Bool
ean searches. It supports forms with
pseudofields (fields not as strongly typed
as in a traditional database manager like
dBASEIV or Paradox).
The structured PIMs offer diversity in
their individual look and feel, too. The
Microsoft Windows- and OS/2-based
programs Active Life and PackRat, not
surprisingly, are more graphical. But
even character-based, structured PIMs,
such as Instant Recall and Who-What
When, have their own personality.
An area in which the structured PIMs
stand out is calendars and related tickler
files. Much of what you do in your daily
life is done repeatedly in predictable pat
terns: staff meetings on alternate Tues
days at 10:30 a.m., semi-annual staff
performance evaluations, and a mort
gage payment that is due on the 23rd of
each month. Each of the structured PIMs
here lets you enter such information once
and specify how it should be repeated.
Then you can forget about any future
data entry for those events. It's won
derful.
With such variety and richness of
functions available, choosing a PIM for
day-in and day-out use is tough. I have
weaseled in my own life and use three
different ones: MemoryMate, Current,
and Agenda. I wish a single program
would combine the features I want.
For me, MemoryMate is a sort of
super notebook in which I quickly scrib
ble down random thoughts and bits of in
formation. Current is my daily-use PIM,
functioning as an electronic Day-Timer,
tickler file, people finder, and telephone
book. Agenda is my tool for dealing with
the large volumes of information I get
electronically from on-line services and
databases and for managing large-scale,
long-term projects. HI were forced to de
pend on only one, it would be Memory
Mate, because of its ease of use, flexibil
ity, and TSR capability.
What you need in the way of a PIM
truly depends on what you do. A PIM is a
personal program. Don't look at just one
or two and decide they aren't for you.
Try a whole bunch of them. One is al
most certainly what you have been look
ing for for a long time. •
George Bond is a consultant in communi
cations-electronic, traditional print,
and person-to-person. He has more than
20 years' editorial and management ex
perience with major information compa
nies and is cofounder of BIX. You can
reach him on BIX as "gbond. "
Nantucket Corporation, 12555 Wes I Jellerson Boulevard. Los Angeles, CA 90066. 2131390-7923 FAX: 213/397-5469 TELEX : 650-2574125. Nantucket. !he Nantucket
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raphical user interfaces, including
OS/2 's Presentation Manager,
create object-oriented environ
ments for users. Each mouse-sensitive
region, be it an arrow on a scroll bar or an
icon, is an object in the truest sense. Yet
most PM programs are still being written
in languages, such as C, that have no in
nate understanding of objects. As a re
sult, programmers have to translate their
designs to a non-object-oriented ap
proach.
Object/I, a PM application develop
ment system from MDBS, is at the fore
front of OS/2 software technology in sev
eral ways. The C++-like programming
language is fully object-oriented. The
forms painter tool for designing PM
screens builds interfaces that require a

G

===i'i>
Object/1version1.0

~

Company
MOBS, Inc.
1834 Walden Office Sq., Suite 250
Schaumburg, IL 60173
(708) 303·6300
Hardware Needed
IBM AT, PS/2, or compatible with a hard
disk drive and 4 MB of RAM; a mouse
and a VGA display are recommended
Software Needed
OS/2 1.1 or higher
Price

$995
Inquiry 887.
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Object/l is a pure
object-oriented
environment for
programming
under OS/2 's PM.
Its appearance is
Smalltalk-like,
with the object
browser, source
code editor, and
interface builder
integrated into the
total package.

minimum of procedural code to manage.
Object/I includes a relational database
manager (called TBL), plus a tool for
laying out the design of your relational
tables. The source code browser under
stands the object-oriented terminology
and mechanisms of methods, classes, in
stances, and inheritance. You can also
use Object/ 1 to develop Syslems Applica
tion Architecture-compliant user inter
faces.

The Rundown
I tested Object/I using a 12-MHz AT
clone running OS/2 Standard Edition 1. 2
with 4 megabytes of memory and a
Microsoft Mouse. Object/I requires a
minimum of 4 MB of RAM. If you
choose to load the demonstration and tu
torial files, it takes up about 4 MB of
hard disk space.
The core of Object/I is a 140K-byte
kernel/interpreter program. This kernel
runs an application-specific image file of
compiled classes and methods. The de
fault 780K-byte image file that is sup
plied with Object/I provides the develop
ment environment in which you create
applications. Each application that you
develop consists of the application image
file, any data files you need to distribute,
and a copy of the kernel/interpreter pro
gram file.
The Object/I development environ
ment is comprehensive. It includes a set
of browsers (object-oriented editors) for
viewing and modifying classes and their
methods. In addition to the screen and
database design tools, the environment
includes a debugger, tools for tracing the
hierarchy of class and method relation

ships, a useful tutorial, and the source
code (1.4 MB worth) for the built-in
classes. Getting the class source code is
equivalent to getting library source code
when you buy a C compiler-a definite
advantage, even if you only use it for
reference.
The Object/I documentation consists
of a 130-page tutorial and a 790-page ref
erence manual. The reference manual is
broken down into sections: operations
guide, developer's guide, TBL database
interface, MDBS IV database interface,
Structured Query Language (SQL) Serv
er database interface, class reference (the
largest section), and a TBL reference.
Although the tutorial warns that it is
not a comprehensive introduction to ob
ject-oriented programming, I put it to the
test by asking a C programmer friend to
run through it and give me his com
ments. When he finished, he and I both
agreed that this first introduction to OOP
was more than adequate and that he was
ready for more advanced, real-world
programming.
In the class reference section, each
class is described in terms of its super
class, its subclasses, its stability (likeli
hood of changing in later releases), and
its methods. The methods (functions) of
a class are shown as either class methods
(those that you can use to create a new
instance) or instance methods (those that
you can use to manipulate an existing in
stance). The library of methods you get
with Object/I encompasses just about
everything you might want to do under
OS/2andPM.
The class reference section is useful,
but I found the descriptions of most
methods too terse. To Object/1 's credit,
though, the supplied source code is an
easy-to-use adjunct to the class refer
ence. You can arrange and view the
source files by hierarchical category or
in simple alphabetical order. I also found
the library source code to be weil com
mented and modular.

The Language ofOOP
The Object/I language is more like
Smalltalk than like C++. Even so, pro
grammers familiar with either c or c++
will find the transition to Object/I syntax
and semantics an easy one. The most dif
ficult aspect of the adjustment for a tradi
tional C programmer is the Jack of proce
dural (non-OOP) facilities. While C++
adds OOP to an existing procedural lan
guage and Jets you drop back to old-style
C coding practices , Object/I is a pure
OOP environment. For example, it dis
courages global variables. And it does
continued
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TAPE AND DISKETTE
DUPLICATION
Listing 1: Bound to a graphical button labeled "Add," this method is
CD2000

• DUPLICATOR

·Simultaneous
Tape Duplication
•OIC, DEC, IBM,
HP and 12"tapes
•Also Exabyte,
DAT and Optical
•Versatile, Cost
Efficient
•Upgrade to High
Capacity
Systems

a

LLP
LOADER, LABELER,
PRINTER
•3.5" Diskette
Duplication
•Loads, Labels
and Prints
Custom Labels
•Easy to Operate ,
Unattended
•Wrap around or flat labels
•Serialized or Single Copies with
Serialized Labels

ROH 3.5 LC • ROBOTIC DISK
HANDLER
DUPLICATOR
·Solution for 3.5"
Diskettes, IBM
or Macintosh
•High Volume
•Low Cost

..

APPLIED DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

14272 Chambers Road
Tustin, CA 92680-6998
(714) 731-9000

Fax (714) 838-7172

us -

1 (800) 221-5486
In Calif. - 1 (800) 334-5486
European Inquiries: ADC GmbH
Malnhausen, West Germany
Phone 0 61 82-2 10 04
Fax O 61 82·39 22

Distributors Welcome
DEC Is a trademalk of Digital Equipment Corporation.
HP Is a trademalk of Hewlen Packard. IBM Is a trade
malk of International Business Machines. Exabyte Is a
trademalk of Exabyte Corporation. Macintosh Is a trade
malk of Apple COfTllUter.
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activated every time you click on the button. The button itself was created
interactively with the forms painter. Creating the PM button and handling the
associated action would have been more complex and time-consuming in C.
/ • Add the current information to the contact/ company database. • /
method SalesLeads : : add (self, mp2, mp2)

(
local hPointer;

/ * Show an hourglass for the mouse cursor • /
hPointer = setPointer (systemPointer(SPTR_WAIT));
/* add the record • /
addRecord (table, fillFromScreen(self));

/*

Reset the mouse cursor • /
setPointer (hPointer);
return nil;

}

not provide the means to code methods
that are not associated with a particular
class. Why? It's easy in C++ to fall into
the bad habit of coding global variables
and non-OOP functions, even though you
intended at the outset to stay within the
bounds of good object-oriented style.
Bad habits come back to haunt you dur
ing the testing and maintenance phases.
Most bugs and time-consuming work
arounds are attributable to the non-OOP
code. These pitfalls are not present in
Object/I.
However, if you find pure OOP too re
stricting, Object/I has an escape mech
anism. You can easily interface to Ob
ject/I code with dynamic link libraries.
By supplying some functions in a DLL
(you will need a separate C compiler to
build it), you can, if you wish, develop a
portion of your application in a procedur
al fashion.
Listing I is an example of Object/I
code. It is an _add_ method that is auto
matically invoked when the user clicks
on the Add button. This automatic invo
cation is established in the forms painter.
The _add_ method sends an _addRec
or<.L message to a relational table stored
in the _table_ instance variable.

Designing and Using Forms
Besides letting you place push buttons,
list boxes, dialog boxes, menus, entry
fields, and other PM objects exactly
where you want them, the forms painter
uses your design to generate Object/I
source code that implements the screen
you have laid out.
When a window control is activated at
run time, the generated code makes the
control behave predictably (e.g., list
boxes know how to scroll, text editors
know how to accept input, and push but
tons can be pressed).

Controls pass data to your application
through methods. Object/I generates a
source code template for each method;
you then edit the generated source code
to make it perform the specific task you
want. For example, you might place a
push button on the screen, label it
"Add," associate it with a method called
_add_, and then write the code given in
the listing. At run time, when the user of
your software clicks on the Add button,
the method you have coded is automati
cally invoked.
Much of the productivity gain you re
alize under Object/I is achieved in the
forms painter.

Databases, Data Exchange,
and Browsers
TBL consists of a library of methods for
defining and manipulating data tables.
Through them, you can create new tables
and records and perform other tradition
al DBMS tasks. Record retrieval via mul
tifield indexes is supported, as well as
field-at-a-time updating. TBL provides
record-Jocking and network error-trap
ping mechanisms so you can write multi
user applications that run on an OS/2
based LAN.
TBLDesigner is an Object/I tool for
designing your application's relational
tables. You open TBLDesigner, a PM
window like the rest of Object/I, by se
lecting Tools and then TBLDesigner
from one of the Object/I browser win
dows. As you define a field, you can
specify the field name, a field descrip
tion, access codes (for field-level securi
ty), field length, and data type. The data
type can be one of the following: logic
(Boolean), integer, numeric (float/dou
ble), or string. In addition, you can spec
ify that one or more of the fields be an
continued
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don't get with the Sharp
PC-6220 is another piece
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has the kind of power you
need. To run Windows'."
To do desktop publishing.
To have instant access to
your programs and files.
Find out how you can
put aserious computer in
your briefcase. Without
taking everything out of it.
Call 1-800-BE-SHARP.
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index into the table you design.
Object/ I library routines for accessing
MDBS IV and SQL Server databases are
also supplied.
The Dynamic Data Exchange protocol
consists of interprocess messages and
guidelines that OS/2 PM applications can
use to share data. Object/I provides
methods (in compiled and source code
form) that you can use to signal other
DDE-conforming applications.
Methods are also provided for the ac

tual sharing of data. The classes related
to DDE are the DDE class, DDE client
class, and DDE server class. Some of the
methods in these classes are _build
DDE_, _getFormat_, _postDataRe
sponse_, _execute_, and _postData_.
It's fairly easy to use these DDE methods
to, for example, import and export data
to and from such DDE-conforming PM
applications as Microsoft Excel.
Object/I uses the concept of a browser
for the editing and inspection of source

PC TEX
Makes Your Best Work
Look Its Best.
For professional publishing and the
power to produce high-quality
technical documents, scientific
notation, mathematical formulas,
and tables, rely on PC TEX to make
your work look its best.
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INFO WORLD said: "... N o non-TEX-based program has such typographical resthetics. . .
enonnously flexible. .. "

New PC TEX 3.0, with double the page-building
capacity, is now available. For 386 computers, there's
PC TEX/386 and Big PC TEX/386.
For a product catalog and free demo diskette, call
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code. Fully integrated within the Ob
ject/ I environment, a browser can be
used to collect a set of system-supplied
and programmer-written methods into a
project (application). A list of methods is
displayed in a list box; you can see the
source code for a method by simply se
lecting the method's name. You can elect
to sort the contents of the list box alpha
betically for easy searching or by class
hierarchy.
The system browser is augmented by
the heritage browser, the implementors
tool, and the senders tool. You use the
heritage browser to see the class name,
the associated methods for the current
class, and the superclasses for that class.
The implementors tool displays the class
es that contain a given method. Yoo use
the senders tool to see which methods use
another given method.

Circle 221 on R£ader Service Card

The inspector tool is a debugging aid that
Jets you view the instance variables of an
object. The debugger tool is activated
when the notifier tool displays a run-time
error message, which in Object/I can
often be that a class receives an unrecog
nized message. A list box of message
events is displayed; as you select an item,
the source code of the method is shown
along with the variables associated with
the method. Selecting a variable displays
its current value. You use the breakpoint
tool to set breakpoints in a method.
When a breakpoint is reached, a break
point dialog box appears, and you see the
sequence of messages that have been
sent, along with the source code of the
methods and the values of variables asso
ciated with those methods.
I found the debugging aids supplied
with Object/I to be some of the friendli
est and most helpful I have ever seen.
Even when a run-time error occurred as
the result of a coding error on my part, I
could easily see the history of message
events and the values of variables at the
point of error. I could quickly figure out
what I had done wrong.
If you have developed PM applications
in C before, you know how time-con
suming and error-prone it is to set up and
manage a PM window and all its objects.
The Object/ 1 environment relieves you of
much of the dirty work and lets you con
centrate on the application itself. It is
also an interesting, useful implementa
tion ofOOP. •

Barry Nance is the author of Network
Programming in C and works in the R&D
department ofPRC, Inc. (Hartford, CT).
He can be reached on B/X as "barryn. "
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Dual-Page Duel: Two High-Resolution Monitors Square Off
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Radius's 21-inch monitor includes a controller-based
VGA chip and supports either PCs or Macs.

hile high-resolution, two-page
displays may be a desktop pub
lisher's most prayed-for periph
eral, they're not just for desktop publish
ing anymore. Large-screen, paper-white
monitors are also a staple for CAD, and
they're making inroads in other areas.
Spreadsheet users can increase produc
tivity with a monitor that shows signifi
cantly more cells. Multitasking applica
tions, such as Windows 3.0, make use of
large-screen displays, too.
The bottom line is that high-resolution
monitors, like Radius's new TPD/21 and
Cornerstone Technology's DualPage
PC, are becoming mainstream items in
the PC market. With one or two caveats,
both of these monitors perform up to
specifications (see the table).

W

Two-Page Basics
Both of the reviewed monitors come with
a dedicated 16-bit controller (which can
also be used in an 8-bit slot). Each also
has a tilt/swivel stand, plus video and AC
inputs. Spartan controls consist of an on/
off switch, an LED power-on light, and
brightness and contrast knobs; I would
also have liked to have vertical and hori
zontal size and positioning controls. De
pending on which controller card you
buy, the Radius TPD/21 runs with Macs
212
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Cornerstone's Dua/Page PC offers 1600- by 1280-pixel
resolution and an upgrade path to 4 or 16 gray scales.

or PCs, so it includes an A/B switch that
alters the image size to conform to Mac
or PC standards.
When they're the only monitor on a
system, both products can display virtu
ally any low-resolution software pro
gram in Hercules 720- by 348-pixel
mode . But to see applications like Auto
CAD and PageMaker in high resolution,
you'll need proprietary drivers supplied
by Cornerstone or Radius. Among the
programs that both monitors support are
Aldus PageMaker, Autodesk AutoCAD,
GEM/3, Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Win
dows (at press time, both vendors had an
nounced plans to ship Windows 3.0
drivers), Microsoft Word, WordPerfect,
Xerox Ventura Publisher, and ZSoft
Publisher's Paintbrush. I tested the mon
itors with Windows, PageMaker, 1-2-3,
Ventura Publisher, and others, and en
countered no problems with the drivers
of either unit.

Radius's Contrasts
The Radius TPD/21 is a study in pluses
and minuses. Its 21-inch screen is bigger
than most in this product area-ostensi
bly a plus. But its top resolution of 1280
by 960 pixels is in the low end of the
high-resolution spectrum.
In addition, the TPD/21 is effectively

a monochrome monitor. Although it can
display 16 shades of gray in the VGA
mode, it is limited to black and white in
the higher resolutions for which it was
designed. Look for future incarnations
to offer PC users gray-scale capabilities,
as Radius currently does in the Mac mar
ket. But the TPD/21 offers an important
plus for users of PCs and Macs: It works
with both computers (the PC interface
card costs $795; the Macintosh interface
card costs $595).
I found the TPD/21 easy to install, de
spite its lack of a centralized installation
utility. The documentation is clearly
written and easy to follow. One draw
back is that the TPD/21 driver disk sepa
rates driver utilities into subdirectories.
Each subdirectory has its own README
file that tells you how to install its partic
ular driver. This requires you to root
around more than with the installation
utilities offered by most other display
manufacturers. But it's more flexible
you don't have to run through the whole
program to tweak the installation later.
One of the TPD/21 's best features is
its controller-based Paradise VGA chip
and standard display connector. This al
lows you to attach a multiscanning moni
tor. With both monitors plugged into the
board, the system automatically switches

DUAL-PAGE DUEL

back and forth from color VGA on the
smaller monitor (when you access non
high-resolution programs) to the large
screen (when you enter high-resolution
software). You can rig up two monitors
on the Cornerstone DualPage PC, but the
Radius method is much easier to install
and use.
The TPD/21 's 1280- by 960-pixel res
olution offers large, dark characters and
shapes that have a clean, angular look.
There's something evocative of the Mac
intosh look and feel in its overall color
and patterning. That's not surprising,
considering its heritage. Along with its
19-inch TPD/19 brandmate, the TPD/21
is the first Radius product for the PC.
The company's long association with
Apple computers doesn't seem to have
caused quirks for PC users. The only PC
problem I found was in the BNC video
connector: It's too big for the slots of the
IBM XTand many AT-class computers. I
couldn't get the BNC connector close
enough to the card to be turned down and
seated properly. Even so, the video qual
ity was not affected, and the connector
wasn't so loose that it ever fell off.

DualPage Gray Shades
The Cornerstone DualPage PC is a class
act with some significant performance
advantages. It offers a fairly high 1600
by 1280-pixel resolution. Also, while the
monitor tested for this review was black
and white, 4 or 16 gray shades are avail
able optionally from Cornerstone. And
for $875, you can upgrade your display
adapter to provide 16 gray shades later
on. Few programs or monitor drivers
take full advantage of gray-scale capabil
ities, with Xerox's Ventura Publisher be
ing a notable exception on the DualPage.
You can expect this to change as the num
ber of Windows 3.0 applications and
drivers increases. Gray-scale capabilities
are particularly important for desktop
publishers who regularly scan photo
graphs.
Besides accessibility to gray shades,
DualPage provides a centralized and ef
ficient driver installation program. But
in general, installation is not as easy as
with the Radius monitor. Ifyou normally
use a color monitor, you must use your
system's setup program to default to
monochrome. This may also involve a
DIP-switch change. The documentation,
while technically correct, is aimed at the
16-shade product, so some specific in
formation, such as noting differences in
program menus, is missing.
Images have a neater, trimmer, more
finely rounded appearance on the Dual
Page than on the TPD/21. The only

TPD/21

DualPage PC

Company
Radius, Inc.
1710 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131

Company
Cornerstone Technology, Inc.
1990 Concourse Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 434-1010

(408) 435-8900

Hardware Needed
IBM AT or XT/AT compatible (the interface
card is too large to fit into an IBM XT case)

Hardware Needed
IBM AT or compatible

Price
As reviewed (includes display, $1795, and
TPD/PC interface card): $2590

$2495

Price
Inquiry 853.

Inquiry 852.

drawback was that characters were some
times not as dark as I would have liked.

Eyeball and Time Tests
Both monitors displayed some distortion.
On the DualPage, the image area was not
perfectly square, so images drooped
downward slightly along the top left
corner a couple of inches from the verti
cal edge. A similar flaw appeared on the
TPD/21 screen, except that the distortion
area was in the lower right corner. I've
yet to see any monitor that doesn't have
some distortion of this type, and neither
flaw was particularly noticeable.
I determined screen-response times
with scroll tests using PageMaker docu
ments. I used a three-page document
with text in several faces and fonts, En
capsulated Postscript art, and a TIFF
photo. My test system was a 33-MHz 386
AT-class machine. I measured the time it
took to scroll horizontally across a Page
Maker fit-in-window-size two-page
spread. In the one-page test, I started
scrolling from the center position to the

right edge of the right page. The two
page test started from the left edge of the
left page and ended at the right edge of
the right page. The screen-update test in
volved resizing a block of text in the
upper left corner of the left page.
Both monitors completed the single
page horizontal scroll in 3.1 seconds.
The DualPage performed two-page
scrolls in under 7.4 seconds, while the
TPD/21 pulled it off in just under 7 sec
onds. The two monitors tied at 7. 8 sec
onds in redrawing a two-page screen
after a type-size change.
Image size is the true measure of
screen size. The 19-inch DualPage dis
played a 17 *-inch image area; the
TPD/21 spanned 19 'h inches, which is
roughly comparable considering their
tube sizes. Even so, when it comes to
showing two full pages on the screen, the
two monitors are roughly equal. In Page
Maker's actual-size page mode, I count
ed 13 horizontal PageMaker screen inch
es of a two-page spread on the DualPage,
continued

Although the Radius TPD/21 's two-page screen is larger, the Cornerstone
Dua/Page PC surpasses it in resolution and gray-scale capability.
Product

Screen
size
(Inches)

Radius
TPD/21

21

Maximum
resolution
(plxels)
1280
(1152

x 960
x 882

Refresh
rate
(Hz)

Video
bandwidth
(MHz)

Gray
levels

65
(71 on Mac)

100

Black and
white in high
resolution;
16 shades
in VGA mode

67

200

Black and white
(can be up·
graded to 4 or 16
gray shades in
high resolution)

on Mac)

Cornerstone
DualPage PC

19

1600

x

1280
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HARDWARE

DUAL-PAGE DUEL

while the TPD/21 showed only 1h inch
more . When you consider that you might
have as much as 2 inches of gutter be
tween the two pages, you really need
about 15 PageMaker inches to see the
full width of a standard spread.
You might expect that from Radius's
21-inch monitor, but you won't get it.
The reason is that the controller is exact
ly the same as the one used for Radius's
19-inch monitor, for which it was devel
oped. So, rather than getting more of the
page on the screen, you 're seeing what
the 19-inch monitor would show you,
only about IO percent larger.
For some applications, such as spread
sheets, this may be a boon. But for desk
top publishing, it can be frustrating. This
is generally not true on the DualPage.
On the DualPage screen, an 8 Yi-inch
wide page measured 8% inches-an ac
ceptable margin of error. Although the
Radius 19-inch monitor wasn't tested for
this review, it should have a similar mar
gin of error, so desktop publishers con
cerned about accurate sizes should inves
tigate the smaller model.
Both products performed admirably in
showing side-by-side pages in Page
Maker's fit-in-window mode . Times Ro
man text appeared legible to 9 points on
the TPD/21; on the higher-resolution
DualPage, I read Times Roman as small
as 7 points. At actual size, I could read
down to 6 points on the DualPage, and to
7 points on the TPD/21.
Customer service and technical sup
port at both companies were prompt and
accurate. Even when I gave the techni
cal-support representatives a hard time
by deliberately "misunderstanding"
their instructions, they remained calm,
polite, helpful, and knowledgeable.

Stanley J. Wszola

REVIEW

Flashdisk: Not Your Father's RAM Disk

Sixty-four Intel Flash chips
make up the Flashdisk's
memory. Similar to
EEPROMs, the CMOS
chips can be electrically
erased and reprogrammed
10,000 times.

hen I first received Digipro's
Flashdisk board, I assumed it was
just a very large (8-megabyte)
RAM disk card. Wrong .
Flashdisk is a nonvolatile memory
storage device that fits into a full-length
16-bit slot. It emulates a hard disk drive
while also offering long-term data stor
age: The memory chips are guaranteed
to hold data for up to IO years. This
makes it ideal for read-intensive appli
cations where files are seldom, if ever,
changed. Digipro recommends Flashdisk
for storing large database files, com
pilers, graphical user interfaces, net
work-control software, and CAD librar
ies. In addition, you can use the board to
store process-control software so that
even if a computer shuts down due to loss
of power or hard disk failure, your con
trol program is safe. You can configure
the Flashdisk board to become your boot
drive. You can even transfer large vol
umes of data in solid-state form by just

W

moving Flashdisk from one computer to
another.

Faster Than an EEPROM
The Flashdisk memory is composed of
64 1024K-byte (128K-byte by 8-bit) Intel
28FOIO Flash Memory chips. These
CMOS chips are electrically erasable and
reprogrammable devices. They function
similarly to EEPROM (electrically eras
able programmable ROM). But because
of their CMOS construction, Flash chips
offer much faster performance than do
EEPROMs. Flash chips require 1 second
for electrical erasure and 2 seconds for
reprogramming, and they have an access
time of 135 nanoseconds for high-perfor
mance reads. (A typical hard disk drive
requires up to 85 milliseconds for a read
operation.) According to Intel, you can
erase and reprogram Flash chips a mini
mum of 10,000 times.
But saving files on the Flashdisk is a
lengthy procedure, with the Digipro TSR

The Winner Is ... ?
In the end, there's no clear-cut winner. If
gray-scale capability and high resolution
are paramount on your list, the Corner
stone DualPage is your choice. Howl':ver,
if you run PCs and Macs side by side and
can live without higher resolution and a
sure gray-scale upgrade path, opt for the
Radius TPD/21.
I fyou're not interested in gray shades
and do not use a Mac, the decision be
comes largely one of personal prefer
ence. All other things being equal, I
would give the nod to the DualPage for
its higher resolution. •

FLASHDISK PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Filel/O read

0

100

200

300

Kbps

File 1/0 write

400

4500

0

20

40

60

140

Kbps

• Results with extended memory.

Flashdisk showed markedly different results when performing file 110 reads
J. Scot Finnie is a freelance editor, writ
and writes under the BYTE DOS Benchmarks (version 2.0).
er, and consultant based in Ridgefield, Here, the BYTE Lab compares performance against the Seagate ST/38 and
Connecticut, who specializes in computer ST157R hard disk drives. All tests were conducted with a 6-MHzAT clone;
topics. He can be reached on BIX clo higher numbers indicate better performance.
"editors."
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FLASHDISK: NOT YOUR FATHER'S

Flashdisk
Company
Digipro, Inc.
102 Lowry St.
Huntsville, AL 35805
(800) 662-6802
(205) 536-2047
Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with an available
16-bit expansion slot
Price
Base model with 2 MB of RAM: $1199
Astestedwith 8 MB of RAM: $3349
Inquiry 881.

RAM DISK

Installation is quite simple: You just
insert the board into any 16-bit slot.
Flashdisk comes with several software
utilities and drivers. Among them are
programs that format Flashdisk, a TSR
program that automatically saves files to
Flashdisk, and a program that restores
the Flashdisk file access table if it's lost
due to a faulty write operation. Device
drivers include one that sets the 1/0 port
and memory addresses and another that
enables use of extended memory.
Also, there is FLASH.EXE, which in
stalls or removes the TSR software that
allows reads and writes to Flashdisk.
Flashdisk requires 256K bytes of RAM
for its buffer. FLASH.EXE can config
ure the board to use main system, ex
tended, or expanded memory. You can
use multiple Flashdisks in one computer.

An Odd Hard Disk Drive
software often displaying the message
"Writing FLASH Buffer," while the
Flash memory chips play catch-up with
the rest of the computer. And once a file
has been deleted, it is gone for good
it cannot be recovered with any utility
program.

The board behaves like an odd hard disk
drive. The characteristics of the Flash
chips mean that a write operation takes a
long time, while a read operation is very
quick. I ran some of BYTE's hard disk
benchmark programs to compare Flash
disk's read and write speeds to those of

hard disk drives. As the figure shows,
the read times for Flashdisk are very fast,
from over 15 to almost 50 times faster
than the mechanical drives on the same
or faster computers. The file 110 write
times are very slow, with Flashdisk bare
ly keeping pace at 1.63 kilobits per sec
ond. Digipro describes the Flashdisk as a
ROWS (read often, write seldom) drive.
To test reliability of the data stored, I
filled the Flashdisk with 8 MB of files
and then removed the board. Whenever I
reinstalled the board, all the files were
intact.
With its base price of $1199, Flashdisk
is an expensive storage device that I don't
expect every computer user can justify.
But for those who work with large data
base files, CAD libraries, and network
control software, its reliability comes at a
reasonable cost, especially when com
pared to the price of uninterruptible
power supplies and redundant hard disk
drives that provide a similar degree of
data security. •

Stanley J. Wszola is a testing editor/
engineer for the BYTE Lab. He can be
reached on BIXas "stan."

I BIX is more than just agreat on-line information service. It's a community made up of thousands of the most serious computer users in the world;
people like your customers, who are always on the look-out for the latest innovations and information regarding both hardware and software. Now you
can set up shop in this electronic neighborhood with your own BIX Technical Support Conference. That way. you can give your customers all the prod
uct information and technical support they need. Use it to post updates or fixes for your customers to download at any time. If your company doesn't
operate an 800 number, a BIX conference is an inexpensive alternative. Or it can back up an existing 800 line. And when you establish a BIX confer
ence you'll enhance your product's value because you'll be able to offer your customers special rates on BIX subscriptions. For all the details, call
Customer Service at 1-800-227-2983 (in NH, call 603-924-7681).
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THE DELL SYSTEM• 316LT 16 MHz 386SX.
This full -featur ed, oattery-powered 386SX laptop costs less than most 286 lapto ps.
• C onnector for 101-key keyboard or numeric
STANDARD FEATURES:
keypad.
•Intel 80386SX microprocessor running at
•Connector for external 5. 25" 1. 2 MB diskette
16MHz.
drive.
•Standard l MB of RAM, optional 2 MB of
•Two removable and rechargeable N iCad
RAM* expandable to 8 MB (on the system
battet-y packs utili zing Dell's "Continuous
board using I MB SIMMs).
•LIM 4.0 support for memory over I MB.
Power Battery System" (patent pending) .
·AC Adapter.
•Adjustable and detachable 640 x 480 VGA
Liquid Crystal Display.
• 12-month On-Site Service Contract provided
by Xerox:"'
•One industry standard half-size 8-bit
expansion slot.
**Commercial Lease Plan. Lease far as low
•Socket for 16 MH z Intel 80387SX math
as $120/month.
coprocessor.
LXerox Extended Service Plan pricing starts
• 3 .5'' 1. 44 MB diskette drive.
at $303.
• 83-keykeyboard with embedded numeric
20MB, I MBRAM
$3, 199
keypad and separate cursor control keys.
20 MB,2 MB RAM
$ 3.399
• l parall el, I serial, and extem al VGA
$3,499
40 MB, I MB RAM
$3 ,699
40 MB,2 MB RAM
monitor port.

The Dell Systems 4 33E and 425E are FCC Class A device s sa 1a fa r use in commercial e nvironments only. 1'e1formooce E nhoncements: W~ h in'1he !l 1 ~tmegobyte of memo.Y. 128 KB(316SX, 316 11
ond 210)or 38 4 KB (320LX,Jl 0,325, 4 25E ond 433E) ofme mo1yis re~ved l oruse by the system lo enhance performa nce.Con be oplionol!y dlstible d on 316SX o nd 210 .All systems are photo g1 o phed w 11h o ptio nal
e xlros. All price s and spec1lirntions o re sub jec11o cha nge wolho ut nolice. Dell cannotbe respo nsible fo rerro rs in ly pog1ophy 01 photog•oph}' · ' Payment based on Je. month. open-end lease Leasirg Offo nged by
1
1
0
1
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AN OPEN AND SHI

CASE FOR DELL.

Not only does our laptop cost $2,500 less than their

guarantee and one-year limited warn

laptop, it also happens to give you a great deal more for

technical support. And a full year of

your money.

on-site service from the Xerox Corpe

Like a choice of 20 MB (which brings the price down
tc $3,199) and 40 MB hard drives.
Dell's unique "Continuous Power Battery System"

get that service nearly anywhere in ti
even if you're a thousand miles from '
means you'll never have to take anythi

J· at allows you to maintain your screen and save your

for service. Because when you buy fn

data. even while you're changing batteries.

comes to you.

An industry standard half-card 8-bit slot that

Give us a call and we'll show you

cc n be used for a network card or other advanced

how easy it is to own the Dell 316LT

communications. And a dedicated slot for a Dell

through many purchase and

n1ta/Fax modem.

lease plans that are available.

Illustrated documentation that's easy to read and
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VGA display. With a 40 MB hard drive it weighs

Magazine Editor's Choice Award.
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15 lbs. It won the InfoWorld Exceptional Value

Which is where the similarities stop.
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he personal computer industry started some 15 years
ago, humbly, with a few primitive machines that today
are museum pieces in every sense of the phrase. But
their progeny-infinitely more varied, numerous, and
powerful than anyone then dared imagine-now populate desk
tops the world over.

T

•

BYTE magazine also started 15 years ago-the only generalcirculation computer publication to have been there from the
start, witness to every significant event in the phenomenal evo
lution of the microcomputer industry.

•

This month, in celebration of BYTE's 15th Anniversary,
we've set outto bring you something truly unique: We've asked
63 ofthe world's most influential people in personal computing
business and technology to predict the next 15 years of the per
sonal computer industry. Their answers are insightful and
sometimes downright unexpected. And it's not idle chatter:
These 63 gurus are part of a select group that will make this
future happen.

•

There's more, too. For example, along the way, these mov
ers and shakers share insights into what makes the microcom
puting industry tick today; what the new challenges are; what
the opportunities are; what kind of hardware and software we 'II
be using in our business and personal lives in five, 10, 15, or
more years; and much more. And to help put all this informa
tion in context, we've included a detailed time line, tracking the
development of the personal computer industry from day one.

•

You'll find some great reading in the following pages, and
we're very pleased to bring it to you. Thank you for being part
of BYTE, and for sharing in this unique celebration.
-FredLanga
Editor in Chief
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Turbo Pascal,®the world-standard Pascal compiler,
adds Object-Oriented Programming with our version
5.5. We combined the simplicity of Apple's Object
Pascal language with the power and efficiency of
C++ to create Turbo Pascal 5.5, the object-oriented
programming language for the rest of us.

objects. For example, a Porsche Carrera inherits
most attributes from the base model 911, but it also
sports awhale tail.
Turbo Pascal 5.5's object-oriented extensions
give you code that's easier to change, extend and support.

Support your objective

It's easy to extend yourself

The Turbo Pascal® 5.5 Professional 2nd edition comes
with the new Turbo Debugger®& Tools 2.0, which
If you're already programming with Turbo Pascal,
supports building faster, more reliable
it's easy to extend yourself from strucprograms. Use Turbo Debugger to shake
tured programming to object-oriented
out the bugs, Turbo Profiler'" to pinpoint
programming. And, Turbo Pascal 5.5 is
the execution bottlenecks, and Turbo
the only compiler that is 100% source
Assember® to turbo
code compatible with
charge time-critical
your existing Turbo
1-------------J ______________,
sections of your program.
Pascal 4.0 and 5.0
programs.
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Afast object lesson

Get object·
oriented now!

Turbo Pascal 5.5and
Object-oriented appli
the Turbo Pascal 5.5
cation programs more
Professional 2nd edition
closely model the way
Inheritance provides powerful modeling capabilities by allONing objects
are available Now at
you think. Objects con
to inherit attributes from other objects .
the
dealer nearest you.
tain both data and code.
As in a spreadsheet cell, the value and the formula Special upgrade prices are available to Turbo Pascal
are together. Objects can inherit properties from other owners.* CALL NOW (800) 331-0877.
Turbo Pascal 5.5
• Compiles @ >34,000
lines/minute
• New integrated environ
ment tutorial
• Hypertext Help with copy
and paste
• Support for 8087/80287I
80387

Turbo Debugger & Tools
• Turbo Debugger 2.0
• Object hierarchybrowser
and inspectors
• Reverse excecution
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On the left, the best-selling VGA monitor. On

The MultiSync® 2A is one monitor that performs like two. On one
hand, it's an uncompromised VGA monitor that works so well, VGA
users have made it the best-selling 14" VGA color monitor in America.
On the other hand, the MultiSync 2A is also an equally uncompromised
SuperVGA monitor, providing the perfect upgrade path to a standard
that, at 800 x 600, gives you 56% more resolution than VGA.
Computers and Communications

the right, the best-selling SuperVGA monitor.

It's even available in a gray-scale version-the MultiSync GS2A
which delivers everything the 2A does, in glorious shades of gray.
The MultiSync 2A. It's two of the best monitors you've ever seen.
For technical information or for the location of the dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-FONE-NEC. For product literature, call 1-800-826-2255.
In Canada, call 1-800-268-3997.
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eaders of industry, top academicians, and leading indus
try commentators come together in these pages to provide their
unique perspectives on the microcomputer industry of the future.
This landmark project began with a list of questions that covered
a broad spectrum of topics. They range from the future of the in
dustry to the possibility of Marshall McLuhan's "global village"
becoming a reality; from why software seems to lag so far behind
hardware to the usefulness of neural networks, chaos, and fuzzy
logic in the future; and from expected breakthroughs to bottlenecks
and limitations in technology-13 different subjects in all.
To this list of questions, we added a list of more than 60 of the
most creative and influential minds in the industry. What a combi
nation! As you will see, it led to some spirited comments, agree
ments, disagreements, and quantities of fascinating reading. It's
been an exciting and challenging project for BYTE to find and talk
with these "movers and shakers" and to present their views on
these subjects to you.
In addition to the questions BYTE asked, many of these experts
mentioned special projects of their own, special interests that occu
py them. The Insights located between the various BYTE Summit
questions present those unique viewpoints from the industry's
elite.
One of the people we spoke with was the late Robert Noyce. You
often hear the phrase "a gentleman and a scholar" bandied about,
but in this case particularly, both were true. Bob Noyce was one of
the great gentlemen of our industry, and his intellectual accom
plishments are legendary. We are pleased to be able to present
some of his final comments on the future of computing, a future
which, sadly, he will miss. As one of the fathers of our industry,
however, he will never be forgotten.
We discovered many fascinating facts about the people we talked
to, and thus about the industry. For one thing, while more of them
use 286- and 386-based machines than Macs at work, at home they
have more Macs. For another, we found quite a few new business
opportunities for the would-be entrepreneurs among you. In addi
tion-well, I'll leave the rest for you to discover as you read the
pages that follow. Anything further that I could say would simply
be soda and Cheez Whiz in contrast to the fine wine-correction,
make that champagne-and caviar that you'll find in the pages of
the BYTE Summit.

-Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Editor, State ofthe Art
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dBASE IV ~
Advancing the worldwide standard in data management and application development

Introducing dBASE IV®
version 1.1.
Smallerbecause the new
Dynamic Memory Management
System (dMMS)™ reduces
memory requirements from
516K to 450K. So you can run
larger applications.
Faster because the same
dMMS reduces dBASE N'.s
need to access your hard
disk On top of that, the new
built-in Disk Caching Option
uses extended or expanded

memory to further improve
disk performance.
More reliable too.Thanks
to one of the largest pre-release
(beta) testing programs ever
conducted for aPC database.

Tested By Some Very
Independent People.
dBASE N version 1.1 was
found to be more reliable in
tests conducted by over 2700
independent developers, users
and MIS departments. All

together,they used over 1000
differentsingle and multi-user
system configurations.
The result ofall this is a
smaller, faster, more reliable
dBASE IV With asimpler
installation to get you up and
running quicker.
Which means you can
now start working faster and
more efficiently than you
ever have before.
Especially since you can
operate dBASE N through

the powerful Control
Center interface.

the Developers Edition,
you'll also enjoy exclusive
features like the Template
Language-which lets you
control the way dBASE IV
generates code. And the
, RunTime Module for free,
unlimited distribution of
your applications.

Now Anyone Can
Use dBASE IV.
The Control Center
is powerful because its so
simple. Its like awindow .
to your data that you
work with intuitively

Wha~~fo~~s~~~i:-%:t:o

rheY~~:~~;',~~~~~i~;~~:;i~1~1~/~~e;~~~,~~~~~;.t let

You-Get (WYSIWYG) Design
Tools that work through
simple pull-down menus.
The tools let you easily create
custom forms, reports, labels
and databases-without programming a single line of code.
In addition, thereS Query By
Example (QBE) for quick
answers without any programming-even if all
your data is spread across
multiple databases.
The Design Tools ensure
that first time users will be up
and running quickly, and that
experienced users will realize
high productivity gains.
In fact,even beginners can
develop complete applications

automatically by letting our
Applications Generator easily
tie together everything they've
created with the tools.

New Developments
For Developers.
If you're adeveloper, you'll
appreciate the new language
enhancements and more flexible User Defined Functions
(UDFs). Plus the Automatic
Code Generator, which produces structured dBASE®code
for any object you create with
the Control Centers Design
Tools. In addition, theres the
built-in Debugger/Editor for
streamlining the program
debugging process. If you buy

© 1990 Ashwn-Tate Corporation. All righ1s re.str\'ed GTSl's GSASchnlule #; GSOOK90AGS5216
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Call Us Today.
We' 11 Listen Closely.

But no matter who you
are, you'll appreciate our new
support policy
Free, unlimited telephone
support. (Your only charge is
your toll call.) So see your
Ashton-Tate®dealer today Or
call 1-800-437-4329 ext. 1403
for more information. Better
yet, dBASE III PLUS® users can
call 1-800-2-ASHTON for an
immediate upgrade. Registered
dBASE IV version 1.0 users will
get a free upgrade.
Call now and tell us what
we can do for you.
You can rest assured, we'll
re listening.
~
®
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Where do you think the microcomputer
industry is heading in the next five, 10, 15 years?
Jim Manzi (see biography, page 292):
There's no question that it's heading, in a
sense, to dominate the entire computing
landscape, which, in some sense, it already
does. I think the dominance of microcom
puting-personal computing, workstation
computing, desktop computing-will be so
overwhelming five years from now, at an
ever-increasing rate, largely because it's a
broad-based phenomenon.

he only thing
that has consistently grown
faster than hardware is
human expectation.
-Bjame Stroustrup

Paul Carroll (see page 230): I certainly
think the industry will continue to grow. I
think that the growth will slow down. This
year it looks like it will be 10 to 15 percent,
and it might even get into the single digits at
some point.
Mitch Kapor (see page 269): I think the
basic outlines of the future shape of the in
dustry are already visible today. I don't
think there's going to be the kind of ram
pant change we've seen earlier. In fact, I
think we haven't seen rampant change. The
thing that sits on your desk today pretty
much looks like the kind of thing that sat on
your desk almost 10 years ago-if you had
one on your desk. It's just a lot more power
ful. It's heading rightforthe mainstream
it is the mainstream.
Dick Shaffer (see page 340): As far as ma
chines based upon microprocessors [are
concerned]: It's the dominant technology,
as far as I'm concerned, over the next sev
eral [years].
Bill Joy (see page 262): Except for very
large-scale scientific computers, which
may use special-purpose cellular hardware
or neural nets or some sort of other archi
tecture, all computing will be done with
microprocessors. Certainly, all interesting
computers will be micros, so the micro
computer industry essentially will equal
the computer industry.
Tom McWilliams (see page 294): Today,
what is a workstation and what is a PC are
merging. Workstations are continuing to
drop in price to the point where today you
can buy some workstations for less money
than your large PCs. So I think that the
hardware distinction between a workstation
and a PC is blurring. PCs and workstations
have different software, where typically
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workstations are Unix-based and PCs [use]
MS-DOS or Apple software.
Niklaus Wirth (see page 366): Well, mi
croprocessors have certainly changed also
life in academic institutes and research as
well as in teaching. In teaching particular
ly, we have changed from the use of large
computation centers to the individual work
stations, and that I am sure is here to stay.
BYTE: What about the power ofthe hard
ware? Will that increase significantly? Or
have we gone about as far as we can go?
Gordon Campbell (see page 229): In the
last decade, which is about as old as the in
dustry is, we've gone from fairly crude
tenth-of-a-MIP machines to 5- to 10-MIP
machines as average PCs now. In the next
decade, we're going to see microproces
sors, basically, hooked up with more than
one in a box. We will have true multipro
cessing, and that will allow us to push into
the 100- to 200-, 300-MIP category, still
very cost effectively. On the pigh end, I
think you' re going to see the use of multiple
processors. On the low end, we're going to
see the true integration finally of the PC ar
chitecture and the microprocessor into a
single chip.
Michael Slater (see page 340): I think that
there are a lot of things that are pretty obvi
ous; the amount of memory that people ex
pect to have in their typical PC will be 4
megabytes in the next couple of years, and
probably 8 to 16 megabytes within five
years. That's going to be important as peo
ple go to graphical user interfaces, and
more and more imaging-oriented parts of
their software, and are doing multitasking,
and are doing networking, running bigger
and bigger and more complex applications.
Stewart Alsop (see page 227): Bigger,
faster, cheaper. I'm serious about that. Ob
viously, where it's headed is where it's
been heading for the last l 0 years, which is
[to] more and more functional and capable
computers.
Gordon Bell (see page 228): You can take
any scenario of what everybody has today
and just run that out, minimally giving
them a factor of 10 more.
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

Donald Knuth (see page 282): People in
my department are saying that computers
are going to double in speed every year
until 1995, and then they're going to run
out of ideas. But we've got another factor of
30 or something to look forward to in that
time. And then they will have squeezed out
all of the slop.
John Cocke (see page 235): Well, I feel
that we'll have very dense memory, and
[we'll] have much, much larger memory on
the desktop. The machines will probably
be equivalent to, say, large scientific ma
chines, have any kind of features you want,
like vectors and so forth, because they will
be very fast. That's what I envision in the
next, maybe less than IO years .
Michael Slater: Actually, I think that in
most all of these things you can actually
look at where workstations are today, and
PCs will be there within a few years in
terms of the memory size, the display reso
lution, and built-in networking.
Bill Gates (see page 250): Well, the vision
Paul Allen and I had when we started the
company was: A PC on every desk and in
every home-the tool of the information
age to let people see the information they're
interested in and try out new ideas-and
really nothing has changed our view of
that. It was predicated on processors get
ting faster and software getting better, and
all these advances sometimes take longer
than we expect.
Bjarne Stroustrup (see page 352): That's
a huge question. I think the answer is [that]
the PCs are going to be more powerful.
That doesn't mean nirvana, because people
seem to soak up cycles faster than the hard
ware manufacturers can build them. The
only thing that has consistently grown
faster than hardware in the last 40 years is
human expectation.
Jack Kilby (see page 272): In 15 years, you
will be able to do anything you want to.
Jerry Pournelle (see page 326): I said in
BYTE, in the first issue I wrote in, that by
the year 2000, anybody in Western civili
zation would be able to get the answer to
any question that has an answer. I see no
reason to change that prediction. Gates' no
tion that there will be a computer on every
desk and in every classroom is absolutely
right. The information revolution is just
proceeding apace. There is nothing that
surprises me in that sense, because I said it
all IO to 15 years ago, in BYTE.

BYTE: To get a little more detailed, how
do you expect semiconductors to evolve?
And what will be the effect of that evo
lution?
Jack Kilby: As far as integrated circuits
are concerned, we're on our way down to
0.7- and 0.5-micron lines, and we will see
those happen.
Bob Noyce (see page 318): Well, I see a
continued trend of bigger, faster, better
machines that can cram more and more
onto a chip for another decade, but then
we'll have to take a look at it. You do see
some barriers arising, but still, those barri
ers have been about a decade away for some
time. As we get more experience, we find
ways to move those barriers back about 10
years. So I think that it will last another IO
yearsorso.

Paul G. Allen is chairman and president of
Asymetrix, developer of Toolbox for Windows
3.0. In 1 975, he cofounded Microsoft Corp.
with Bill Gates and served as its executive vice
president of research and new product
development.

Lee Felsenstein (see page 246): I've come
to realize that as long as the chips are as
cheap as they are, you can afford to waste
some of the capability. When I say waste, I
mean you don't design something from the
ground up that makes use of 100 percent of
the capability. Maybe it makes use of 40
percent of it. But then, you figure out ways
to make that other 60 percent available
when people want to have it available. That
makes it a personal computer.
Ken Olsen (see page 318): The same chip
goes into the workstation, the desktop
server, the bigger one, and the minicom
puters. And they all have the same chip in
them and therefore run at about the same
speed. But one goes up close to $1,000,000
and one goes [for] $10,000. And the world
gets confused, and sometimes the advertis
ing confuses. [It's] all the other capabili
ties, of course, that [make the difference].

Stewart Alsop 111 is president of Industry
Publishing Company, Inc., and editor and pub·
lisher of P.C. Letter, a newsletter for execu
tives in the personal computer industry.

BYTE: What about the software side ofthe
equation? Or are all the changes coming
in hardware?
Jonathan Titus (see page 352): I would
say, within 10 to 15 years, we're looking at
tremendous advances in the amount of pro
cessing that people will have available on
their desks. I am not sure, though, that
they'll know exactly what to do with it.
Rich Malloy (see page 288): I think the
main changes we'll see are in terms of
hardware-things getting much faster and
smaller and cheaper. And then software
will try to catch up to that, but there are
problems.
continued
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Brian Kernighan (see page 272): Soft
ware, unfortunately, is not nearly as easy
to make go better as hardware seems to be.
Bob Frankston (see page 246): I think that
tension [between hardware and software] is
going to exist forever.

Andreas Bechtolsheim is vice president of
technology for Sun Microsystems, which he
cofounded in 1982. He has been the principal

Brian Kernighan: It seems likely that the
hardware is going to continue to get cheap
er, so that you'll be able to get more and
more power on your desk or whatever. And
the software will not get better fast enough,
and so you 'II piddle away more and more of
[the power] on stuffthat doesn't quite work
the way you want it to, or that doesn't quite
work together.

designer of many Sun workstations , including
the SPARCstation 1.

C. Gordon Bell is chief scientist at Stardent

Ken Olsen: [What] I think that people want
in general computers is to have software ap
plications that they can transport to any
body's computer. Any operating system,
anybody's computer-transportable soft
ware. And they want, or should want if
they've stopped analyzing, anybody's com
puter, anybody's operating system to work
on a network around the world. And you
come to the obvious conclusion that you
want to write to standards, all the stan
dards, and then the software plays in any
body's machine.
BYTE: How about networks-what do you
see as their future? How will networking
change the industry?
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working, you get the advantages you had
from the stand-alone workstation, all the
advantages of interaction you had, and now
all the advantages of coordinating the infor
mation with a network. I think over the next
five to 10 years, it will be odd to have a
microcomputer in a work setting that isn't
tied into a network. And, of course, we 'II
have other technology to tie into that
radio networks and cellular phone net
works, etc.
Danny Hillis (see page 250): Well, I think
initially it will be telephone networks and
local area networks, and then those local
area networks would one way or another be
connected to a big network. So in some
sense, the whole concept of the network
will break down, and everything will be
connected to everything in some software
sense. So there will be everything from
groups of computers connected together by
telephone to things like the gigabyte net
work that Senator Gore is talking about.
Either you'll be connected into it all, or you
won't be connected into it at all .
Jonathan Titus: I think that major ad
vances, from my point of view, over at least
the next five years, are going to come in
communications, and the ability for people
to have one computer talk to another com
puter almost anywhere in the U.S., and
perhaps in Western Europe, much the way
our dial phones are set up now.

Computer, a company he cofounded. He is
best known for the design and development of
Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX computer. He
is also cofounder and director of The Computer

Michael Slater: Networking, I think, will
become standard in PCs, as it is standard in
workstations today.

Museum.

Paul Allen (see page 227): I think natural
evolution in terms of business computing is
that everybody's going to have a super
powerful network machine on their desk,
maybe 15 years out.
Paul Carroll: There are some powerful
trends going on now that will certainly con
tinue, with emphasis on networking prob
ably being the most important of those. I
think that will facilitate the development of
better electronic mail systems, which I hap
pen to believe will be just awfully impor
tant. I think those will change the way I
work and certainly will change the way a
lot of other people work.
Terry Winograd (see page 366): What I
see happening is the integration of what was
good about the mainframes and what is
good about the microcomputers, [and] what
was good about the old systems was that
they tied together people. Now with net228
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Bjarne Stroustrup: It doesn't mean net
working with the next office . That's unin
teresting. If I want something from [the guy
in] the next office, I'll go in and talk to
him. It's harder to have an argument with a
guy in Stockholm-not much harder if
you're networked properly. I think that's
going to make changes in the way people
use computers and the way people think
about computers.
John Kemeny (see page 270): I still look
forward to major progress in networking,
and I think then we will have the best of all
worlds-I mean, the advantages of time
sharing and the advantages of personal
computers coupled.
Brian Kernighan: More and more of these
machines are being networked, but funda
mentally, the Pin PC is personal. That's
the strength of the thing, but also the weak
ness. It 's the strength because, by god, it's
yours, do what you want with it, nobody
else tells you what to do with it, and so on.
But that's also the weakness. It's very hard
to communicate with anybody else in any
A . BEC HTOLS HEIM PHOTO: KASHI
C. GORDON BELL PHOTO : ARDENT COMP . CORP.

convenient way. And the kind of communi
cation, sort of hopping around the ma
chines, getting mail from people, and all
these other things that I take for granted [on
larger systems] are, I think, somewhat far
away in the PC world as seen by most
people.
Brit Hume (see page 262): Well, it strikes
me that what we have commonly thought of
as microcomputers are becoming so power
ful that they can be used as the core systems
for networks that will be comparable to the
systems that now run as minicomputers and
mid-range systems . That's an obvious de
velopment that seems to have been coming
for a long time.
BYTE: Speaking of minicomputers, how
will the evolution ofmicrocomputers affeet
minicomputers and mainframes?
Andy Bechtolsheim (see page 228): Basi
cally, the next generation of [microcom
puters] will have just about the same specs
as the best mainframes you can get [today] .
Of course, supercomputers are still faster. I
mean, Cray, he gets another order of mag
nitude of power out of that. But in terms of
the technology, it's reaching the main
frame level.
Tony Hoare (see page 257): I think the
microprocessor industry will come to dom
inate the whole of the computer industry.
And, as it has done in the past 10 years, it
will reproduce the evolutionary history of
minicomputers and mainframes.

puter becoming more and more dominant
and taking over all computing except the
largest machines'.
Terry Winograd: The problem with the
mainframe was [that] integration was
forced by the centralization adherent to the
particular functionality of that mainframe.
The idea was one of a central function
where everybody played their pieces. Now
we have a much more open-ended type of
integration where we put the connections in
where they count.
Wayne Ratliff (see page 326): So I think
the real computer substance lies in the per
sonal computers. They're not the toys any
more. They're the thing. I probably can
think of a lot of examples, but I guess I'm
thinking mostly right now of when small
mammals took over the world, and took
the world away from the dinosaurs . I see
the mainframes as being the dinosaurs.
They're big. They are enormously power
ful-massive, extensive. And here these
little computers are like the small mam
mals, 60 million years ago or whatever. Al
though they are small, they are very facile
in a variety of ways . They are small, cheap,
[we] have lots of them, [and] they can stay
alive at night.

James F. Blinn is associate director of project

BYTE: And how about the user interface?
How do you think we will interact with
computers in 10or15 years?

Gordon A. Campbell is founder . president,

mathematics at Cal Tech. He is a pioneer in the
fields of computer graphics and animation.

and CEO of Chips & Technologies, Inc. , which
produces VLSI chip sets and f irmware and pro
vides design services to personal computer

Michael Slater: I think the character-mode
applications will almost entirely go away,
and everybody will make the transition into
graphical user interface applications .

manufacturers. He is a 20-year veteran of the
semiconductor business.

Bob Noyce: Well, the line I used to use is
that the microcomputer is what the main
frame was 10 years ago. I think at this point Charles Simonyi (see page 340): The
in time the microcomputer is becoming a graphical user interface is a given; there is
mainframe. Things are doubling every l V2 v no doubt about it. It's a given today, and it
years, so I really can't use that first line will be stable for the foreseeable future.
anymore . Now I think the real question is,
"Will the microcomputer be the top-of-the David Evans (see page 243): I think one of
line computer?" And I guess my real feel the curious things is that people have
ing is that it will be.
known that computing ought to be done in
teractively, and it ought to be graphics, and
Bill Stallings (see page 352): My guess it ought to be on-line access. We've known
would be the mainframe is not going to go that for at least 30 years, or maybe more
away.
than that. I think we'll see that kind of
thing continuing. I think we'll see that bet
Tom McWilliams: Well, I think what we ter interfaces, and better human interfaces,
have been seeing is that the microcomputer and so forth, will continue to come on in
used to be for fairly specialized applica the mass market at the bottom of the price
tions. What has happened is that the power [range].
available on a microcomputer grows expo
nentially with time. As they have grown, Terry Winograd: We won't be using data
they' ve overcome various classes of ma gloves or anything like that. Rather than
chines. Basically, today, they've replaced having a bunch of applications, we will
the minicomputers. r see the microcom
continued
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have more of an integrated environment
into an interface that lets me move smooth
1y into what I want to do, and it will orga
nize what I want to do instead of organizing
it by individual pieces of software. You
won't have to get out of one environment to
get into another thing.

J. Rod Canion is cofounder, president, and
CEO of Compaq Computer Corp .. where he has
direc1"d its operations and growth since 1 982 .

Paul Allen: Graphical user interface op
tions will be dominant here pretty quickly
in the next few years. But I guess the big
shift that I see is toward applications that
work the way people think about solving
their problems. Instead of a spreadsheet
thinking about Al + A2 or something like
that, they will be dealing with higher-level
content.

Canion spent over 16 years in engineering and
management at Texas Instruments.
Paul B. Carroll (not shown) is a technology
reporter in the New York bureau of the Wall

Street Journal. His main focus is covering IBM
and other computer companies in the New
York and Philadelphia areas.

Philippe Kahn (see page 269): I think that
the next generation will [have] more direct
communication and more direct use of per
sonal computers and not [force] people to
work the way the personal computer works,
but rather have the personal computer work
the way people work. That's very im
portant.
Seymour Papert (see page 325): I think
the interface is part of a larger thing. I
think that putting the emphasis on the inter
face somewhat confuses the issues. Clear
ly, having icons and a mouse, for many
people, if not everybody, is a more com
fortable interface than having to type in a
lot of instructions in a mathematical form. I
think that kind ofdirection opens computa
tion to a lot more people, but if only the in
terface [is changed], and what lies behind it
and what you can do with the system isn't
changed, you're only scratching the sur
face. The interface is only the surface. I
think we need deeper ways to think about
differences in computation.
Bill Gates: There are a few discontinuities
that are unclear when they'll come about
and what their impact will be. [One of them
is] so-called Al where the machine [has
the] ability to move up in the reasoning
chain beyond just "Here's a number; here's
some text," to help you plan things, under
stand rules about your business. [Al is] one
I'm optimistic about, but the track record
the last 10 years is that not too much has
gotten done. If you look at the business en
vironment, just a natural evolution of the
electronic-mail group-productivity tools
should get us toward that vision.
David Evans: I still think the place that the
micros and everything else are going to
change is the human interface. Surely,
they' II understand the spoken language.
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user interface is a given;
there is no doubt about it.
-Charles Simonyi

Esther Dyson (see page 236): I think the
eighties were the decade of direct manipu
lation, [and] I think the nineties are going
to be about programmability. I don't want
to sit and move stuff around on my screen
all day and look at figures and have it rec
ognize my gestures and listen to my voice. I
want to tell it what to do and then go away; I
don't want to babysit this computer. I want
it to act for me, not with me.
BYTE: So, where does this take us? Can
someone tie it all together?
Jim Manzi: In terms of the next three,
four, five years, we think one of the biggest
wins is obviously tying in microcomputers
or desktop computing into an organization
al context. That will then extend, not just to
the internal fabric of companies and organi
zations, but obviously to the external com
munity as well, given things like ISON and
EDI, and things like that. But at the heart of
it is going to be desktop computing, be
cause that's where information is useful.
Grace Hopper (see page 257): I think the
microcomputers will continue to communi
cate. Actually, any company will have a
very large system composed of computers.
It will not be individual computers. There
will be mainframes, minis, micros, and
everything else all linked together, and the
entire system will be what supports the
company, not the individual pieces.
Jim Manzi: The big opportunity, I think,
in computing generally, is to increase, in
some sense, the information velocity,
which is the speed with which information
is moved, shared, accessed, used, and then
shared again. Because information, all by
itself, used by one person, is useless. So the
whole concept of organization computing,
or group computing, or network comput
ing, starts and ends, in some sense, with an
individual. •
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Alan Kay:

On Computers in Education

I

have worked with children over most
of my career in Macintosh stuff. The
PARC stuff that we did was originally
designed for children . It works on
adults because we have to think harder
to design the stuff for children.
I don't think the technology is as big
an issue [in education] as people's atti
tudes and values. Putting computers
into schools is like [if] for some reason
we thought our kids wouldn't succeed if
they didn't become musicians [so] the
state legislature decided to put pianos in
every classroom. It's not going to help.
Any musician will tell you that music is
not in a piano. What I'm trying to say is,
if you put computers in every school,
it's like pianos in every school.
Everybody wants media and technol
ogy to save them, but it's attitudes, [and
machines don't affect attitudes] . People
think there is content in technology.
And there isn't content except in what it
makes us into. And that's something we
have to decide. That's what our value
system has to decide.
It doesn't require any money to have
an attitude change. That's why it is so
hard. We don't grow things, we fix

Alvy Ray Smith:

On Software Patents
Patent issues. I think that's the num
ber one problem. I think that's the most
serious problem confronting the soft
ware industry in the next decade.
One of the things that I see holding us
up is software patent issues, a monster
that's raised its head in the past year or
two. One of the things that the U.S . is
blessed with, that's extremely creative,
is a mass of brilliant software inventors .
Suddenly, the patent office tried to start
patenting software. It's a very large-
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them. So our idea about education is that
children are defective adults-they have
to be "fixed" in school-whereas more
enlightened people like [Jean] Piaget
and Jerome Brunner think of children as
something you grow . They're all right
the way they are. What we try to do is
grow them in a certain direction. But
there's nothing deficient about them.
And the difference between those two
attitudes is huge.
The way to save education is to get
parents directly involved in the welfare
of the children. That's the number-one
thing. I've visited a lot of schools in the
last 22 years, and the ones that have
worked, 100 percent of them have had
strong parent involvement. Because the
thing about a school-a school is a lot of
different kinds of things. Some schools
are more regimented than others, but
they all are kaleidoscopic. There's tons
of stuff going on. It is extremely diffi
cult for kids to actually consolidate any
knowledge in the classr.oom. What hap
pens at best is they are exposed to new
ideas and different kinds of things. A
consolidation, when it happens, hap
pens at home. And it is how it happens,

.
bandwidth, creative system, and they're
trying to just push it through the narrow
bandwidth system of the patent office,
which cannot possibly handle it. I'm
very afraid thatthepatent issues are go
ing to stifle the innovation we currently
enjoy in the software industry. That's
the number one problem facing us here.
I think it would be a mistake to miss that
very important issue.
The one that's on the top of my mind
right now is the Ponte! patent for patent

it's the attitude of their parents: if their
parents are learners, iftheir parents are
readers, if their parents come into the
classroom.
I'm fully behind this thing that Iac
coca and the head of the National PTA
are trying to do, which is besides having
something like maternity leave, also get
companies to give employees a half day
a month off with pay if they go into their
kid's school. You don't need all this
[stuff] . You just need the parents to
make sure the television is off for area
sonable amount of time, parent involve
ment, parents coming into the class
room, the parent obviously valuing what
the life of the child is. And the children
will respond every time.
When you have something like that,
you can come in with the technology
you can come in with a piano, you can
come in with a computer, and you can
amplify the hell out of it because tech
nology is just an amplifier. If you've got
[junk], you're going to get [junk] am
plified a millionfold .

Editor's note:
See biography, page 270.

._.
ed airbrushes . What a trivial idea.
Really trivial ideas are going to be pat
ented. Those of us who sit around and
wheel and deal in software are going to
be completely restrained. That has to be
solved in the next decade. I hope it gets
solved immediately. All of this could
come to a screeching halt if we don't get
rid of this software patent issue.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 352.
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What do you think a typical microcomputer

will look like in 10 or 1 5 years?
Bill Joy: Fifteen is pretty hard to say. Ten
years-very powerful, multiprocessor,
enormous amount of semiconductor mem
ory, probably [will] not have a disk. Prob
ably it will all be semiconductor, run on
batteries, be portable, have a different met
aphor than mouse/keyboard, probably in
volving voice, and you'll surely need a
higher bandwidth output device, [and] vi
sion-[you 'll have] a very high-quality ani
mated display.

hat does 1 000
MIPS mean? It's kind of
hard to wrap your head
around it.
-Airy Ray Smith

Ryoichi Mori (see bwgraphy, page 304 ):
Ten or 15 years [from now], typical micro
computers will look like today ' s micro
computers. Here, "look like" means that
the price and the size of most packages will
be typically the same. The contents-that
is, the scale of integration and the comput
ing capability-will be improved 100 to
1000 times. Most of the improved capabili
ty will be consumed to provide better user
interface. This means that microcomputers
will have more "common sense" -that is,
better database-and make better judgment
using it. To support this, magnetic or opti
cal storage devices will become smaller
and smaller and will be built into the
microcomputers more widely.
Jay Miner (see page 296): I would suspect
that the trends that we have seen in the past
are going to continue-mainly, more min
iaturization, more complexity, more func
tion per dollar, more portability-since
CMOS is getting much more sophisticated
now, and most of the new big microproces
sors are going CMOS, which allows them
to be portable.
Andy Bechtolsheim: The workstations al
ready are looking more and more the same
as PCs-one or two disk drives and the
floppy disk and some audio and slots. Obvi
ously, we can assume that performance
keeps doubling each year, and maybe we'll
get to 1000 MIPS by the year 2000.
Alvy Ray Smith (see page 352): It won't
be too much of a stretch, say, that the desk
tops will be in the 1000-MIPS range by
2000. I don't think that's too hard to see at
all. In fact, my numbers have it at 2000.
What does it mean? What does 1000 MIPS
mean? It's kind of hard to wrap your head
around it.
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Dick Shaffer: I'm convinced that we will
have personal supercomputers. Not Crays;
nobody gives a fig about Crays on your
desktop. Let's just think what you could do
if you had today's R6000 or today's MIPS
machines or today's Silicon Graphics
$100,000 personal, graphics supercom
puters-available for about $1000.
Gordon Bell: I think that [in 15 years,]
things are going to structure out in these
different strata. I think there' ll be the $10
computer that is essentially the credit-card
kind of thing. We could make a universal
card that has all the information on it. That
you'll see. The $100 dictating machine that
basically is a memo-minder that you walk
with. The $1000-I see the bulk of the ma
chines are going to be those $1000 totally
portable machines that you run around
with, and that those go into a more central
system. I think everybody's got to have the
concept of a mainframe.
Gordon Campbell: I think you're still go
ing to have base systems . I think people
will gradually evolve to where they 'll have
a base system in their home and a base sys
tem in their office. And you will have any
number of portable computers, whether
they are palmtops, laptops, notebooks,
whatever. We'll see a seamless exchange
of data, some through hard wire, some
through wireless LANs.
Stephen Wolfram (see page 366): The
most likely mechanism for connecting to
peripheral devices would be some kind of
an infrared-based thing. I mean, the whole
idea of having wires and definite connec
tors is clearly not a particularly good one.
If you have a sufficient bandwidth, the best
thing to do is to have some kind of bar
around your computer that emits infrared,
and you plug devices onto it.
Paul Allen: Well, I think that the market
will basically bifurcate. We're seeing some
of it now. Portable computers are going to
be like-something along the lines of the
old Xerox Dynabook kind of concept where
you've got a portable computer with a high
resolution screen that'll be in color. And
you'll be able to input into that using either
a keyboard or probably a stylus that can
read handwriting or printing or whatever.
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

And I guess I see another kind of computer
that's really your workhorse in a desktop
computer that'll have a graphical user in
terface. That will be incredibly powerful,
perhaps on the order of a Cray in terms of
the power, and have a huge amount-giga
bytes-of disk storage. Obviously, in an
office environment, it's going to be on the
network. There will also be multimedia ca
pabilities integrated into that.
BYTE: Let's discuss the subject of porta
bility. Do you think we'll have notebook
computers or pocket computers? How do
you think the siu will evolve?
Mitch Kapor: We 're going to see the next
generation in portability, things that are
smaller than today's laptops: clipboard
size computers and shirt-pocket-size com
puters. The stylus-based interface is going
to be very, very important for that class of
devices because you can't have a keyboard,
by definition.
Paul Carroll: I think it will be much
smaller than it is now, maybe on the order
of just a few pounds. I also think that it'll be
better in all the normal ways: It'll be small
er, it'll be many times as fast, it'll have
much better resolution, it'll have color,
you 'II be able to use a stylus to have it rec
ognize your handwriting, do your data in
put that way i fyou like. I suspect that while
these devices will be set up so I can pop one
in my briefcase when I head on the road,
there also will be a much larger screen on
my desk to facilitate the handling of several
tasks at once.
Bob Frankston: I find even [notebook
computers] large; you want to be able to
view it on your wrist, the Dick Tracy-type
model, except [that] the reason for it-it's
not so it'll be fancy-is you don't need any
hands to view something on your wrist.
Gordon Bell: The computer will disappear
by another 10 years in [its present form].
There will be zero-cost notebook-size com
puters with one chip in them that will have
about 32 megabytes. So people will be car
rying around these sort of minicellular,
really connected, computers that go into
their own databases somewhere .
Doug Engelhart (see page 236): Every
one's going to have a computer-carried
around, or surgically implanted, or sitting
on your hat or your spectacles or what-and
they're all going to be connected into net
works just totally, [and] those networks
will be wireless.
H J CAULFIELD PHOT O: ROB NEL SON

Steve Leininger (see page 287): Well, to
me, it would look an awful lot like one of
these Day-Timer Seniors or day-runner se
niors, basically an 8 1/2 by 11 notebook with
a low resolution. One would be 1024 by 768
color LCD. I think this unit will also have
like a cellular phone capability: You 'II have
the voice capability on it, but you 'II also
have facsimile, you'll have storage. If
someone called you, instead of your beeper
going off, it'll be your notebook that'll go
off. They'll quit being so much like com
puters, I think.
BYTE: This sounds more like a portable
office than a portable computer. Do you
really think cellular phones and faxes will
enter the notebook arena?

H. John Caulfield is director of the Center for

Applied Optics and research professor of both
optical engineering and optical science at The
University of Alabama in Huntsville. He is an au
thority on optical computing and holographic

Dick Pick (see page 325): I think you'll see
something that's integrated with the fax
and the cellular phone, all in one small,
couple-of-pound package. The way they're
going, you're going to be down to where it's
going to be smaller than a notebook, and
it's going to have a fax machine, and a cel
lular phone, and the whole thing is going to
be wrapped up into one unit. Yoo just pick it
up and use it.
Gordon Campbell: We probably will see
things like cellular telephone migrate in, so
that we can receive voice-mail and fax ca
pabilities in notebook-style computers as
well. And I think people will rely upon the
portable computer as a way to stay in touch.
The flaw in the cellular phone is that it
really doesn't effectively take voice-mail
messages or faxes yet. I think that the note
book and cellular marriage will solve a lot
of that problem.

storage.

John Cocke is an IBM Fellow and a pioneer in
the fields of computer architecture and optimiz
ing compilers. He was instrumental in the con
ception, design, and implementation of the first
RISC computer and is responsible for such ar
chitectural innovations as "look-ahead" virtual
memory and instruction pipelining. Cocke is a

Steve Leininger: I think you are going to
see a lot more of it having to do with your
telephone. Perhaps you'll have a combina
tion telephone, facsimile, computer data
base. It'll sort of be your personal man
ager. And it'll definitely be small enough
to carry around with you.

recipient of the A. M. Turing award from the
ACM.

Rod Canion (see page 230): In addition to
[getting smaller and smaller], of course,
you have all the other technologies like
voice recognition and artificial intelli
gence, the evolution of cellular communi
cations. We will have resources that we can
call upon at any time through natural voice
communications, access to data around the
world (perhaps around the solar system at
that time).
Bill Gates: That's a little radical. I don't
continued
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think it's necessary. If you can connect up
every few hours, that's good enough. The
machine in the office will just have this op
tic fiber that will go off to the world net
work out there. It will directly connect to
some kind of server and will have a lot of
storage .

Esther Dyson is editor and publisher of Release
1. 0, a monthly newsletter for the personal
computer industry, and president of EDventure
Holdings, which also produces the Annual PC
Forum. In October, ED venture will produce the
inaugural East-West High-Tech Forum in

Nicholas Negroponte (see page 304):
There will be a family of physical products
that will range from things the size of your
wallet or a cellular telephone to real bona
fide laptops to desktops. And they ' re going
to start intercommunicating with each
other in ways that are really very, very dif
ferent than what we currently do or have
now. I think there will be much more inter
communication between desktop com
puter-microelectronics-and your inside
pocket or your pocketbook or your wrist.

Budapest, Hungary.

Bob Frankston: We already have phones
now that are ornery-I wouldn't quite call
them intelligent but definitely ornery-but
we'll be able to [link] into the telecom
munications, a combination of-simple
ISON-smarter systems. You'll be able to
teach your phone how to find you, whether
to find you, and [how to] handle things
more intelligently.

Douglas Engelbert is the director of the Boot

Doug Engelhart: Everybody remotely as
sociated with communicating with other
people will have something to carry around
with them. The size will be limited to what
kind of display and input stuff that you
want.

strap Project at Stanford University. He devel
oped the NLS, one of the first microcomputers,
in the 1960s. He is also known for his pioneer
ing work in augmentation and in groupware.

Lee Felsenstein: One of the things that I'm
looking toward, what we're developing
here, will amount to a desk that you can
hang on your belt. I look forward to that
kind of product proliferating in various
forms. I'm trying to make it an open archi
tecture design.
John Markoff (see page 292): Right now
most people have desktop computers as
their principal computers, and they have a
laptop as a secondary computer. And I
think that all the innovation is going to be
taking place in the smaller packages . We ' re
all still trying to build a Dynabook basical
ly. This is Alan Kay's vision of the early
1970s, and we're going to get progressively
closer to it.
Alan Kay (see page 270): [There were]
three physical forms we thought up for the
Dynabook in 1968. One of them was the
very slim notebook, weighing around 2
pounds or so. That's the thing that most
people picture it as . And that 's the one I
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made a cardboard model of. The second
one was a head-mounted display; [we]
thought it would be dandy for airplanes.
And the third thing was [the] wristwatch
idea, which is where networking gets really
pervasive. Just as we would be surprised to
walk into a room [today] without an elec
tric outlet, at some point in the future, we'll
be surprised to walk into a room that
doesn't have a transponder in it, a cellular
transponder type of thing.
Mitch Kapor: I think [the typical micro
computer is] going to look pretty much like
the ones today, except that there are going
to be new form factors like palmtop com
puters, desktop supercomputers, and there
will be a lot more embedded microproces
sors in things.
BYTE: That raises another point. Will the
typical microcomputer be a box ofany sort,
or will it be hidden?
Nicholas Negroponte: First of all, they
will be buried, for the most part, inside
other things, so there won't be a typical
microcomputer, as such. It'll be part of
something else.
Rich Malloy: Probably, we won't see it. It
will be hidden someplace, either inside a
monitor or inside some other device, maybe
inside a keyboard. And it'll probably be
hidden in a lot of objects. Practically every
electrical object will have some kind of
microprocessor controlling it, maybe even
as small as inside a pen.
GaryKildall (see page 282): Well , I think
that a lot of the future we are going to see
[with] microprocessors is probably pretty
much the same way it started originally
that's oriented toward a lot of embedded
microprocessors and devices that we use in
everyday life. More functionality ata lower
cost, in everything from communications
to multimedia and in general.
Jonathan Sachs (see page 336): As com
puters get cheaper and cheaper and more
and more powerful, I think we're going to
see more and more special-purpose sys
tems. We're going to see more and more
computers incorporated into other products
(either visibly or invisibly). It's already
happening-computers have even been in
corporated in computers. I think we' ll see a
lot more very targeted hardware/software
turnkey solutions.
Seymour Papert: What I hope is that
continued
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sometime, maybe 15 or 20 years-maybe
IO or 15 years is too soon-sometime we
won't even talk about the computer. It will
dissolve away into the environment or
world we live in.
Tony Hoare: There will be no such thing as
a typical microcomputer, and for certain
embedded applications, microcomputers
will become more and more application-
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oriented and specialized. For general ap
plications, they will surely come to look
likt: and play the role of minicomputers,
mainframes, and even supercomputers.
The most numerous, of course, will be the
application-oriented embedded systems.
BYTE: And what do you think the typical
microcomputer will be able to do in 10 or
JS years?

El

t this point in

time the microcomputer is
becoming a mainframe.
-Bob Noyce
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Jim Blinn (see page 229): Well, I don't
think computers have done anything new
for the last 20 years. They've just done the
same sorts of things, only cheaper and
faster. I'm not sure of that. Maybe the mul
timedia craze with CD players and whatnot
will do something substantially different.
But in some sense, that's always been do
able. It just hasn't been doable on a wide
spread cheap range.
Charles Simonyi: The differences will
probably be in a better use ofmultimedia on
the machine-in CD-ROM and other opti
cal memories providing sufficient storage
and then having very efficient standard al
gorithms to encode audio and video infor
mation. The other capability I think will be
important [is] stylus control, initially de
veloped for handwriting input, [but giving]
rise to an even more efficient shorthand
way of communicating with the computer.
Brit Hume: It's easy to [see] a small kernel
running in memory that would be able to
conduct searches of CD-ROM databases
that contain encyclopedias and, of course,
the things we already have, dictionaries and
thesauruses and so on, dictionaries of
quotations.
Paul Carroll: It seems to me that video text
will take off in some form and at the least
will mean that people more and more will
rely on electronic media to get the breaking
news. Many, many more databases will be
come accessible to people, and you'll get
all kinds of encyclopedias on-line. You'll
get far more types ofpublications on-line.
Danny Hillis: I think [the] emphasis will
be on the human interaction part and on
talking to the network, so that it becomes
your interface-the network. But an awful
lot of the real data and the real computing
will, in fact, be done remotely when you
have big problems.
continued
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Stewart Alsop: [We need] new network
operating systems. I think the ones we've
got are wrong. [They] don't optimize hu
man interaction in a workgroup; instead
they're optimizing the computer-to-com
puter [interaction]. And we're going to get
something of a revolution from users in that
respect. They're going to rebel. I can't find
any other solution to the problem.
Lee Felsenstein: Well, the most signifi
cant thing [the microcomputer] will be able
to do is communicate with others of its kind
and over a broad range.
John Warnock (see page 354): I think
technology has a tendency to be exponen
tial in its growth rather than linear, so I
would see computers used primarily as
very, very effective communication tools
aids for helping people communicate.
Bill Gates: On that screen, based on how
you've customized it, will be the schedul
ing, sales, budget, project, news-the in
formation that would interest you. As you
click in on that information, it will show

MACHINES

you more detail, what's going on. You can
combine that information in new ways and
communicate with people. It will be your
fundamental tool for knowing what's hap
pening.
Paul Carroll: It'll also be connected much
better to lots of other things, to your tele
phone, to a laser printer. A laser printer
will become a copier, which will become a
scanner, which will become a fax. All
those distinctions will disappear, and there
will be local connections between my PC
and a device like that either on my desk or
not very far away from me.
Lee Felsenstein: What I expect is that vari
ous types of desk work will be made avail
able to the user without requiring that the
user be at a desk. People who have func
tions that take them into the actual opera
tions of the enterprise will now be able to
handle portions of the desk work. And the
separation between paperwork and "real
work" will blur and begin to diminish.
Mitch Kapor: When you can start carry

ing around a computing environment with
you everywhere you go, it will let people
stay in constant contact. I think that in that
context, the digital cellular developments
in the mid-nineties will be very important,
because you'll be able to have a reliable,
wireless data link from a remote device to
anywhere else. These will not only be "go
everywhere" devices, but they'll be "al
ways in contact" devices.
BYTE: It certainly sounds like tomorrow's
machines are going to be fantastic.
Rod Canion: I think if you extrapolate
some of the technical trends, what you'll
see is incredible computing performance,
storage capacity, and all the resources we
need in a very, very small package: the
wristwatch supercomputer. I always think
that you can only talk about the next five
years. If you ' re going to go out 10 to 15
years, you really have to go beyond just
about the most incredible science fiction
that you've ever imagined to see what we're
really going to be doing with microcom
puters. •
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THE ~BYTE
Alan Kay:

On the Next Revolution

I

think of the computer as being an
event like the invention of writing, long,
long ago. Some of the significant things
that happened in the history of writing
are similar to some of the significant
things that have happened in the last 40
years [with computers]. We're sort of
compressing 40,000 years into 40 here.
I think the first revolution in writing
was getting it off the wall and into
books. The first revolution in comput
ing was getting out of batch processing
and into timesharing. So, you have a
nice analogy there. If you look at the
pictures of the old libraries, they didn't
have shelves because the big town li
brary would only have maybe 25 books
or so, and each one would have its own
table. It looked a lot like a timesharing
bull pen to me. So, I think of this first
phase-this first computer revolution
as being institutional timesharing,
where the institution still has to own all
the equipment, and you have to inter
cede with them in order to get access,
and so forth.
The second revolution in printing
Gutenberg-made books that were pos
sible for an individual to own, but [that]
imitated the old manuscript, like a per
sonal computer today looks like an old
timesharing terminal. As McLuhan
pointed out, every time you create a new
medium, it takes its initial content from
the old. So you have these lags. The ini
tial content on the microcomputer was
the same content as the timesharing .
MS-DOS is really an extension of the
timesharing wave .
To me, the second computer revolu
tion is not just the computeron the desk
top, but the Macintosh/Xerox PARC
way of doing [the] user interface. And
there, the big transition was in going
from a user interface (in the time
sharing system and on the MS-DOS ma
chines) that is mainly thought of as ac
cess to function.
What the Mac did was to redefine the
relationship of the user in a couple of

important ways. One is [that] instead of
its main job being access to function,
the main job of the Mac is to be a learn
ing environment. Its main job is aware
ness, not access, not control. So, the
idea is, whatever task you have , you
should learn about 70 percent of all
there is to know by being driven by any
particular task, and you can transfer
[that knowledge] from application to
application. And that works out well
enough to constitute a revolution such
that even IBM is interested in doing it.
The third revolution that is going to
come is one that is driven by network
ing-it's a pervasive technology-and I
call [it] the intimate revolution.

Tools and Agents
Another way to think about the Mac
[interface] is that it is tool-based. At
PARC, we had an impulse to try and
bring the computer into human scale.
Anything that is larger than human
scale-it could be a sports figure-we
treat religious! y. It's not even a joke. It's
actually the way our nervous system
works.
So, one of the first things you have to
do is to bring things into human scale,
and the two human-level ways we have
[had] of extending ourselves over the
last several hundred thousand years is
by tools-both physical and mental
tools-and by agenting. Agenting is
where you get somebody else to do your
goals for you.
I've heard pointed out that for most of
human history , most machines that
humans have constructed have had
other humans as moving parts. So we
build society and so forth. We build
these organizations that have fewer
goals than the number of parts in them.
And we are a species that is interested in
getting our goals cloned, and we are
also willing to have goals cloned into
us. Ifwe weren't, we'd be bumblebees.
So, the two ways of getting something

into human scale are by making it into
something like a tool or making it into
something like an agent. The thing we
decided to do at PARC was to make the
machine be like a tool. That's where all
the icons [came from] . So, a tool is
something that you look at and manipu
late. Manipulation is a very important
part. An agent is something that looks
at you, [something] you manage.
The belief that some of us have is that
this third computer revolution, the way I
think of it, is driven by networking.
Computers without on/off switches:
Like a wristwatch, they'll be too useful.
You won't want to turn them [off] be
cause you'll be using them for such triv
ial things, as well as important things,
that you won't want to wait for them to
fire up ; and stuff like that. The user in
terface, unlike the Mac, will be not
tool-based, but agent-based.
And the thing that is going to drive
the interface to be agent-based is [this]
problem: In 10 years, we will be hooked
up to more than a trillion objects of use
ful knowledge, and no direct manipula
tion interface can handle that. People
are not going to sit down with a super
SQL application and start fishing
around the entire world for things that
might be of use to them. Instead, [the
interfaces] are going to be 24-hour re
trievers that are constantly firing away
doing things.
At some level , as you want [agents] to
take on more and more complex goals,
you 'II want them to be more and more in
our context, more and more flexible,
more and more intelligent. But just the
ability to be able to defer things like ac
cess goals [is significant]- like an agent
that would tell you if amongst your 100
pending E-mail [messages], that there
is one that is really important, [that
would] notice words like "meeting" and
"canceled."

Editor's note:
See biography, page 270.
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If you were going to start a new company now,
what market area would you aim at?

D

nnovating is

easy: You just rub smart
people and money together.
-Alan Kay

Lee Felsenstein: First of all, I would ad
vise anybody, find out what everyone says
won't sell and do that. Because the primary
feature that I have discovered in terms of
the marketing product-development func
tion is basically a hysterical aversion to in
novation and a desire to play it safe by de
signing or creating that which has already
been created. When you get into produc
tion, that's another matter. As Ted Nelson
has so aptly said, everyone wants to be sec
ond. So, that's my major tip. Do what
everybody else won't do, especially when
there is no good reason.
John Caulfield: (see biography, page
235): I would aim at niches first of all. I am

not ashamed of that word. I think all com
puters are now a niche technology. The
time of the general-purpose computer that
IBM had is gone . Microcomputers de
stroyed it. Basically, your miniprocessors
did. There's a supercomputer niche, innu
merable microcomputer niches; there are
multiprocessor niches .
Ken Olsen: Yoo have to adjust to the world.
And if you are starting a company, you al
ways have to be reminded that there are
some things a small company can do better,
and there are some things only a big com
pany can do. And a big company that's go
ing to go out and compete with a small
company on things that [the small com
pany] can do better always loses. When it
comes to specialized applications, they are
done by a small company that is expert in
something. And a big company cannot be
that expert in everything.
Dick Pick: It may not be the most glamor
ous, but the people that are going to be suc
cessful in computing, and make livings off
of computing, are people that are going to
identify [a vertical market] and know more
about that field than the people out there,
and [who] can take it to the [emergence] of
the computing technology, the data man
agement technology, the communications,
the various stuff, and be able to provide
solutions.
BYTE: But what specific areas do you
think will be big winners?
Bill Gates: There are opportunities in mu!
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timedia [and] artificial intelligence. I
wouldn't start one to do another word pro
cessor-that's a tough business to try to
enter into. I still wouldn't do a hardware
company, but that's probably just my match
of skills. There's a lot in software, and
hopefully people will take us established
guys and, to some degree, blow us away.
Jerry Pournelle: That's no secret, I've
said it many times-multimedia. Gates is
absolutely right.
Gordon Campbell: Multimedia. While I
think we're probably still a numberofyears
away from its becoming a reality, I think as
we can migrate real-time video into the PC,
we have a tremendous tool for education.
People have adjusted pretty effectively to
television over the last 20 to 30 years. I
think the migration of real-time video into
PCs is going to be a real godsend.
Alan Kay: This is the biggest trap in multi
media. Most people think that by taking
something and making images out of it, you
can bypass what people aren't getting from
books. But that's, in fact, not true. Images
beg to be recognized, and words beg to be
understood.
Paul Carroll: I don't see multimedia as a
market, but I do see it as a very important
technology that will facilitate more work in
desktop presentations and corporate train
ing, [and] better teaching in universities,
high schools, and grade schools.
Gordon Campbell: I'd like to see the mul
timedia time frame moved out, and the pri
mary reason for that is that I think it will
ultimately be by far the most effective edu
cational vehicle that we can have. If there is
a vehicle that would allow us to effectively
combine with [TV]-a lot of what kids like
to do is just watch TV-and make it a strong
educational tool, I think it would help the
U.S. quite a lot.
Jim Blinn: What I think would be interest
ing to do is maybe something to do with
multimedia, or something to do with video
production. I do that [now] because I'm in
terested in it, and doing it as a company
might be only slightly different from what
I'm doing now-produce videotape, proIL LUSTAA TION : CATHARINE BENNETT

duce educational videotapes for the high
school mathematics-level education.
Stewart Alsop: I believe in the area of mul
timedia, and a number of component tech
nologies need to happen. I think video
compression is a really important technol
ogy. I think that every computer needs to
have compression built into it. I believe in
multimedia enough that I think every com
puter should come equipped with both a
camera and a microphone.
Jonathan Sachs: Well, I guess I see [multi
media] as the next fad. I'm not sure I feel
it's the next serious thing. I'm not even sure
I know what it means. To the extent that it
means being able to make up audiovisual
slide shows that are interactive and things
like that, yes, there's a market for it, but it's
a fairly narrow thing. Ithink it's something
that's invented by Apple after they've sort
of conquered the desktop publishing mar
ket to say, OK, here is the next great thing
that we're going to conquer.
Ted Nelson (see page 304 ): Well, desktop
movie-making is going to be awfully big.
And the RenderMan standard, this is al
ready beginning on the Amiga. My under
standing is, for example, that Disney Pro
ductions now models on the Amiga and
renders on bigger machines, so that the
same capabilities that Hollywood's most
sophisticated production organizations have
[are] now coming into the hands of the peo
ple. And that will be the democratization of
visualization. This is a great step forward.

about more than just encyclopedias and dic
tionaries-[amounts of information] into
the CD-realm form factor .
Stewart Alsop: Multimedia literature.
What I mean is not just programming, but a
combination of programming and editorial
development to create products that engage
the intellectual and emotional capacities
that we have as human beings, but they'll
run on computers. People in the computer
business think of data as data. It's this life
less thing that you cram onto a CD-ROM
and sell to people for $1000. But there's
something else you do to the data, called
editing, [that] creates an experience for the
customer. And it's that experience that
you're selling. That's different [from] data.

David C. Evan• is cofounder, chairman, presi
dent, and CEO of Evans & Sutherland Computer

Corp. His major contributions in computers
have been in interactive computing, graphics,
and CAD/CAM.

Nicholas Negroponte: Now, on the same
list of things that are going to be big wins is
flat-panel display technology. Over the
next 10 years, that will be a very, very sub
stantial field. The CRT, in spite of what
people think, has locked us into a definition
of what resolution should be. I think this
will change very substantially.
BYTE: What opportunities does anyone
else foresee in the area of display tech
nology?
Steve Leininger: Color, flat-panel dis
plays-portable, high-resolution, high-in
formation-content displays.
Charles Simonyi: Displays will have better
resolution; they will be perfectly flat.

Federico Faggln is cofounder and president
of Synaptics, Inc., which is dedicated to the cre
ation of hardware for neural networks and
other machine intelligence applications. He con
ceived, designed, or codesigned many of the

Terry Winograd: Multimedia is finally
going to come into its place. It will become
much more a central part of computers.
Charles Simonyi: It is no longer program
mers making doodles on pieces of paper. It
is almost an issue of individual arts to ex
ploit the multimedia capabilities.
John Markoff: I'm intrigued by multime
dia, although I think it's probably a decade
[away from being] mainstream. The tools
are just nowhere near good enough to per
mit people to use them as easily as they use
tools like word processors. They just have
to put a lot more power and control into that
class of tool.
Gordon Campbell: I think in addition to
that, we are going to need to have, from a
software perspective, some efficient ways
to manage the databases that become avail
able as we can actually migrate video and
vast-and when I say vast, I'm talking

Michael Slater: Display resolution, I
think, will go up. Today, everyone is used
to 640 by 480 in the PC world, and roughly
1280 by 1000 or 1000 by 800 in the work
station world. I think you'll see the PC
world moving up to the workstation-level
resolution.

earliest microprocessors, including the 8008 and
8080 for Intel, and the Z80 for Zilog, a com
pany that he co founded.

Gordon Bell: We'll all be sitting with big
screens, big color screens. I don't know
whether it's as big as a 45-inch screen or
not, but that will be the interaction mode.
Bill Gates: The ability to get a very large
screen and see a lot of information on it
people underestimate the impact of that.
We will be flat-panel by then, and a lot of
people will have their entire desktop or
white-board-type areas be computer dis
plays.
Michael Slater: I think all the flat-paneled
display technologies are important. The
continued
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active-matrix LCD technology that is now
in the early stages of being a commercial
technology has a reasonable chance to be
come a dominant technology for computer
displays.
Lee Felsenstein: "Thick-film," ·active
matrix liquid-crystal displays. It's using a
different technology; it's using cadmium
sulfide and cadmium cyanide, which engi
neers will recognize as being common ma
terials in photocells and stuff like that.
[The interesting thing is] that if two people
had walked down the hall at Bell Labs in
1947, we would not be using silicon for
transistors. We'd be using these materials,
because there was development going on in
cadmium sulfide and [cadmium] cyanide
in one office, and in the other office, they
were doing the point-contact transistor.
David Evans: Everybody would like a
high-resolution, flat-display device, bright
enough and rich enough and cheap enough.
We limit ourselves to seeing very crude
representations of things. That's one do
main where I think we know that there's a

real need for something better. I think that
HD television will probably produce the
technology that we'll enjoy, for example.
John Markoff: The most important step is
going to be in display technology, I think,
in a lot of ways. HDTV, there's the real
question: There's this collision coming be
tween the television makers and the com
puter makers, and I'm not sure who's going
to come out alive, but I think [it] will be
who innovates best.
Seymour Papert: We need to break down
the barriers between television and the
computer. You know, when we started out,
we used to use the television as a monitor,
and I think we'll go back to this, in a sense.
I have an idea that eventually the computer
will be more flexible. I would like to see a
"softer" computer that doesn't respond in
such a "hard-edged" way. I'd like com
puters to have more common sense. I don't
know which technologies will dominate,
but the solution will be related to under
standing-how to think about thinking.
We'll do it by understanding people better

[instead of] by using new technology-it's
a product of ideas rather than technology.
John Warnock: I would like to see the
standards in television increase. The tech
nology that I would like to see in place to
enable everything in the future is the high
er-bandwidth communication, because
that's starting to become a limiting factor .
BYTE: Communications and its many re
lated fields have been pretty active in the
recent past. Do you think there are oppor
tunities in these areas in the future?
Jonathan Titus: I think there's a lot to be
done in terms of communications software.
And it just seems to me that that would be
the place that I would look. That market
seems to be pretty well fragmented be
tween people [who] are offering bits and
pieces of the solution but nothing really that
ties everything together.
Bob Noyce: Well, I think [the key is] dis
tributed memory-shared memory. I think
continued
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it's breaking down the problems and par
celing them out like you do in a company.
Maybe we may organize our computing as
we do a company-with managers, etc.,
and a hierarchy. We don't know how to
manage distributed processing.

Lee FelHnateln is president and chief engineer

Niklaus Wirth: I have no intention to start
a company, but the interesting, the chal
lenging field is that of distributed systems
and parallel processing. That is what will
be a likely field; whether it is commercially
that viable, I don't know. But it's certainly,
from the conceptual point of view, the chal
lenge.

for Golemics, Inc., a microcomputer hardware
A&D company. He designed the first video dis
play adapter for the S-100 bus as well as the
Osborne-1, the first portable computer.

Jim Manzi: Also, distributed computing
applications. Distributed applications that
make network usage as integrated as desk
top usage will be in the next year or two.
Running an object-oriented network oper
ating environment, a graphical environ
ment, across a network where a user can ac
cess anything, and do anything right from
his or her desktop with the least amount of
pain and frustration.
Bill Stallings: I think you'll go more to
distributed processing as the applications
get solidified. That's a big area of work in
ISO-developing distributed applications
with recovery and things like distributed
transaction processing. I think a lot of that
will be distributed.

Robert Frenkaton is coinventor of the first elec
tronic spreadsheet, VisiCalc. He is currently
employed by Lotus Development Corp.

Bill Joy: I think the exciting area in the
nineties is going to be writing, developing
interesting systems, distributed systems, to
automate and to make more productive
groups of people. And I think getting in
volved with writing end-user applications
and developing those kinds of systems
would be very exciting.
Terry Winograd: I guess it would be sys
tems for design of integrated work settings,
something with user customizability, group
customizability. People are beginning to
use computers much more that way.
Doug Engelhart: I think the big market
opening is in groupware-it hasn't even be
gun to be really tapped. That's what's
really going to cause so much new align
ment in markets and products in order for
things to work inside organizations, be
tween people. That's the big challenge.
Stewart Alsop: I also believe in groupware
very strongly. I hate the term groupware,
because it suggests all kinds of Al-type
stuff. I prefer to call it network appli
cations.
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Terry Winograd: Networking is impor
tant, and anything having to do with net
working has to come.
Michael Slater: I think bringing network
ing into something that companies can do
without having to go through a great deal of
pain, and having to have somebody devoted
to maintaining the network, is a real impor
tant growth area.
Stewart Alsop: [The appropriate network
model] includes the notion of ad hoc use of
network resources instead of this tightly
controlled centralized use of network re
sources. There's a very PC-like future for
network computing, which is that you can
install your own applications, that you can
mix and match on the network, and share
stuff without having to get official ap
proval.
John Warnock: Standards in the commu
nications business are extremely impor
tant. People say that standards stifle inno
vation, and in communications that's not
true. Standards enable communications.
Terry Winograd: Ifl were to define some
thing in the hardware line, I guess it would
be in portable computing and networking.
Andy Bechtolsheim: I think you're going
to get 486s in laptops probably this year or
next year-and there's going to be very lit
tle difference between laptops and desktop
machines in the near future.
Brit Hume: If I were going to start a com
pany, I would try to develop some applica
tions for laptop computers. My idea would
be that I would try to reverse the process in
terms of the growth of programs' current
size. For example, I would see a real mar
ket for a scaled-down version of a program
like Procomm. And it is my view that you
could get a program that would be about
80K. I think there's a market out there be
cause the laptop market is growing.
Gordon Campbell: I think there will be a
tremendous number of opportunities still in
the PC arena as we migrate into these dif
ferent areas. So the communication aspect
of portables, I think, will still be a strong
market-one of the most difficult markets.
Bob Frankston: What we're limited by is
more the failure of imagination, people
who don't understand why we need giga
bytes of communication capacity per
person.
continued
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Alan Kay: Communications services are
what the nineties are all about. In the fu
ture, we don't want to think of [the com
puter] as what we think of it now. We have
to think of it as something like clothing. We
have to think of it as something like a com
munications device. That will tell us a lot
more about what the thing should be, rather
than thinking of it as something that is go
ing to do desktop publishing better.
BYTE: Are there any other opportunities
for new companies out there?
Danny Hillis: I guess I think the big mar
ket need today is making computers sim
pler to use. And in reducing the complexity
of interacting with [them].
Tony Hoare: I am quite convinced that the
central question is how to make computers
more usable, how to make their software
more comprehensible, and how to avoid the
dangers imposed by the complexities of
standard software in the current gener
ation.
Rod Canion: The ability to interact with
the computer will get better and better be
cause of things like multimedia and artifi
cial intelligence that are all just right on the
horizon here.
Mitch Kapor: [One] of the most interest
ing things, for instance, is this whole area
of virtual reality. The notion of creating an
interactive 3-D computer graphics simula
tion of some environment, whether real or
imaginary, that you participate in-not
simply by looking at a screen and moving
around a mouse, but by basically wearing
some special clothing, some goggles, and a
data glove.
Rich Malloy: I think that the most inter
esting area right now is where you take in
put that has been very hard for a computer
to recognize-for example, handwriting,
voice recognition. What looks very inter
esting is neural-network technology and
that kind of thing. I would look into that
area, try to develop products that could
allow us as humans to interact better and
more efficiently with computers.
Bill Joy: Figuring out new ways of interact
ing with the user. The really great applica
tions invent new metaphors in each applica
tion domain. That is going to be really
exciting.
Mitch Kapor: I think [desktop virtual re
ality] will give rise to new metaphors for
248
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computing-the cyberspace metaphor as
opposed to the desktop metaphor.
Bill Stallings: One area that strikes me is
going more toward human-oriented inter
faces. For example, there's an area that's
almost nonexistent now but is projected to
grow very dramatically: hand-held, hand
written systems.
Philippe Kahn: I'm sure that pen-based
computing is important, because there is
going to be a Jot of [it] . Within three or four
years, at least in a very commercial use, a
lot of people will be using pen-based ma
chines to actually do a lot of things.
Dick Shaffer: At the moment, I think sty
lus systems is a hot area. Somewhere in two
to five years, I think that a major company
will be started in that field. Commercialize
what you can do in handwriting recognition
today.
Paul Carroll: I've also become intrigued
by these handwriting-recognition systems.
I don't think those will have much of an im
pact over the next few years, anyway, but I
think that within three, four, five years,
maybe a little bit longer, those will open up
whole new markets.
Bill Joy: The problem we really have is not
printing, but handwriting input, voice in
put, and some of these things that require
massive amounts of computation. I'm not
sure even extrapolated parallel RISC ma
chines are going to have enough power to
recognize most people's handwriting.
Paul Carroll: If I could commercialize
something on the drawing board, it would
be the ability to interpret all kinds of writ
ing, not just block printing but cursive writ
ing and so forth.
Bill Stallings: Handwritten input, voice
input, human input as opposed to key
board/mouse input-I think that's going to
really broaden the base of where things are
used.
Ken Sakamura (see page 336): Keyboards
[are] already good enough for most Ameri
cans. Japanese people have no experience
with keyboards, and in order to get good
widespread use of computers, we need an
input method that people feel comfortable
with. So there's a tremendous incentive for
Japanese companies to develop good hand
writing-recognition technology.
Federico Faggin (see page 243): [If] you

II

hat we're limited

by is more the failure of
imagination.
-Bob Frankston

have to read the unconstrained handwriting
of a person writing about a subject that you
don't even know about-there the informa
tion is mostly in the context, and so you get
a lot of clues as to how to interpret hand
writing that way-that is an extremely com
plex task. There, neural networks will be
very helpful.
Jay Miner: Handwriting-I don't see that.
I think voice is much more important.
Nicholas Negroponte: I'd put speech 1/0
very much at the top of the list because I
think that the primary means of communi
cation with computers in the next millen
nium will be speech.
Jay Miner: Voice recognition is coming,
I'm sure. It's not here yet. But as the chips
get denser and more efficient and smaller
and [more powerful], I think it will be
coming on as a help for interfacing with
computers. Voice recognition will be very
handy.
Steve Leininger: In the 15-year time
frame, I think you 'II have perfected speech
input and output. I think a computer will
become conversational. To be able to con
sult experts system-wide in a voice mode,
we're probably talking about 15 years out.
Wayne Ratliff: Someday, we're going to
be able to talk to computers, and they are
going to understand what we say. At least in
some form or another, they are going to
understand at least as well as a keyboard
can understand what we're saying, and that
is going to be a giant change in computers.
Dick Pick: I think we 'II have a talking
typewriter, so that when you talk in contin
uous speech, you see your words on the
screen. It's not going to be a generalized
continued
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algorithm that's going to do all speech. It's
going to start out and gradually understand
you, personally. Yoo'll need a fair amount
of processing power fer that.
Ed Yourdon (see page 366): One of the big
limitations up to this point was the number
crunching required to process human
speech. But if you have a machine that is
1000 times faster that sits on your desk, it
may be possible.

Wllllam H. GatH Ill is cofounder. chairman,
and CEO of Microsoft Corp.. the world's larg
est personal computer software company. While
still an undergraduate, he and Paul Allen devel
oped a BASIC implementation for the MITS
Altair and formed Microsoft.

Dick Pick: I think fer the first time, you
really can justify some of the processing
power in those machines. It's really kind of
interesting, because in the last 20 years,
you've gone from CPUs that were almost
100 percent utilized to CPUs that are al
most 100 percent unutilized.
Dick Shaffer: I think there will re com
mercial possibilities in voice-recognition
dictation systems.
Gary Kildall: We've had trainable voice
recognition devices fer a long time, but it
seems we're getting better, and speech is
getting better.
Esther Dyson: In order to do [voice recog
nition] effectively, [you] would also need
domain-specific natural-language under
standing.

W. Danlal Hllll• is cofounder of Thinking Ma
chines Corp., which produces the massively par
allel Connection Machine. His current research is
on evolution and parallel learning algorithms.

Dick Shaffer: I think there are application
possibilities that depend on new areas of
software, such as natural-language under
standing. A lot of what needs to be done
and what will be done with computer power
over the next decade-will be applied to
ward getting the machine to know what it is
we want done.
Bob Noyce: Even with sophisticated com
puters, processors still can't do things that
many two-year-olds can do-e.g., recog
nize Mama. I think there are a lot of oppor
tunities in [pattern recognition].
Wayne Ratliff: Even long before that there
are going to be other things; expert sys
tems, I think, are kind of fascinating. I
really think there is a lot to be done there.
Ken Sakamura: Clearly, intelligent ob
jects are going to be an important trend in
the future, and I'd want my company to be
in on that. Computers already exist in most
of the electronic gadgets that we own-mi
crowave ovens, VCRs, watches. What's
needed is a way to connect all these com
puters together. I think there's great poten
tial fer applications that can allow data to
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would advise

anybody, find out what
everyone says won't sell and

do that.
-Lee Felsenstein

be exchanged between a PC and a VCR, fer
example.
Dick Shaffer: I think there are a lot of
things that won't happen. I believe that
computers will do many things that look in
telligent but that they will not "think," and
I think that's good. I don't want a computer
to think; I want a slave. I want a machine
that does all of the boring, mindless things
that I have no intention of doing.
BYTE: Is there any final piece of advice
you'd like to give to someone trying to start
a new business today?
Lee Felsenstein: My advice to anybody
who is going into business or starting a
company is, stay away from venture capital
as much as you can. Raid the cookie jar or
whatever, then plan on a situation that is not
necessarily high-growth at the outset. Do
your work. Do it for important technical
reasons, and understand what you are
doing. Be able to explain what it is you're
building, and make it something that ex
plains itself. Once you do that, you've got a
chance ofbeing able to secure the financing
when it's necessary.
David Evans: The way I work, I have to
have this sort of a feeling of discovery. This
is 'Mlnderful and new, and the world will
be betteror different ifl do this. I think that
I'll never wind up in a start-up where
you've gotten to what it should be by some
analysis process. If you look at NeXT, fer
example, in many ways that's as ordinary a
computer as you can find. But there are
people who are sure it's not, and [that] it's
the key to the next generation for every
body. And I think you sort of have to have
that kind of emotional commitment to
make it go. •
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Lee Felsenstein:

On the De-Sovietization of the Software Industry
What I look for as one of the bene
fits, or one of the results, of developing
a joint U.S.-Soviet personal computer
industry is that we'll learn how to de
Sovietize our industry.
Now I define Sovietization, or Soviet
ized, as [something] run for the benefit
of management. And I think it's been
very evident that there's been a process
under way [that] results in incremental
improvement in the product perfor
mance as it should matter to the custom
er, and really retrograde development in
terms of the resources that the product
needs. It's as if the efficiency of the per
sonal computer continues to decline.
This is called progress. Why, I do not
know.
I have an analysis of this. [I know
this] astute programmer, and I asked
him several years ago, "What is all this
about 16-bit processors? Can they do
anything that 8-bit processors cannot
do?" (And, of course, being a hardware
designer, I knew enough of the answer.)
He said, "Well, now, it's true, they
can' t do anything really [that 8-bit pro
cessors can' t], but they are better for
using with high-level languages ." (I
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think I'm missing a step here. It's like a
little catechism.)
[I then asked,] " What do high-level
languages get you? Can you do anything
with [high-level languages) that you
can't do with lower-level languages?"
He said, "No, except you can use cheap
er programmers." And so that has been
the development of the software indus
try as I have observed it.
The same programs, pretty much,
[are] being written with ever higher and
higher levels oflanguage, being created
with structures-industrial structures,
in effect--0f programmers, in which
everyone is filling in boxes inside of
boxes. And the people [who] should
know what [the software is] doing, up at
the top, play musical chairs. Nobody,
therefore, knows what the product is
supposed to be. Whatever comes out is
years late, full ofbugs, and the next new
and improved version will fix some of
the bugs.
T·his is performance directly out ef
the manual fer Soviet state industries.
The last thing en the list is a product hat
is efficient, a product ·that dee.s things
that ne one has ever dlilne before, and a

product that is useful and usable by the
users without requiring that they vastly
increase their hardware.
And I, as a hardware designer, am the
continuing recipient of complaints, in
the terms of, "Well , we must have more
resources. We must go faster. We must
have more memory. " We see some sort
of exponential curve developing now,
which is going up, in terms of mega
bytes, in terms of what is the minimum
memory you must have for an IBM
system.
So, every version of Windows that
comes out jacks up the minimum floor
in megabytes . And it's all rather ob
scene when you think about where it
came from and what the concept was. I
mean, somewhere, there is a microcom
puter there, but I wouldn't be able to tell
you from all I hear. Megabytes and
megabytes of memory, all kinds of
caching and swapping and stuff. And
there's nothing micro left about it, ex
cept possibly the physical size of the
chips.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 246.
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What technological advances will we see
in the 1990s that result in improved
computer systems?
Jim Blinn: What really goes on is a very
slow evolution. Things get a little bit better
every month-no major breakthroughs, no
stunning things-every month 1.2 times as
much storage as the last month, something
like that. Nothing real radical. But if you
stand back and look at that over five or 10
years, that's a big difference. It's kind ofa
slow evolution.

E lbsolutelyl
Intel will lose their
monopoly over the 386
architecture.
-Michael Slater

Mitch Kapor: That continuing, underlying
exponential increase in capability is really
going to be the fundamental technology
driver.
John Cocke: I believe you [will be able to]
build, more or less, any kind of machine
you want in the next 10 years on a few
chips. The density is going to be ~ fantas
tic that it will be hard to predict exactly
what people will build. But they can build
more or less what they want, and have [it]
very fast.
Bill Joy: We'II see 64-megabit RAMs, and
we'll see flat-paneled high-res displays,
and portable machines, and ISON, and
fiber-optic networks, and 32-bit secure op
erating systems, graphical prototyping
software, the beginnings of voice input,
and all sorts of things that people have
talked about for so long. Those will all be
available.
Dick Shaffer: We should see, toward the
end of this decade, tens of megabytes of
main memory in desktop machines. It
would be very easy, in my view, to have 16
MB in eight or nine chips by the end of the
decade.
Chuck Peddle (see biography, page 325):
Memory technology continues to drive the
processing capability we've got. Four-meg
memory is an enormous scientific break
through . We're going to live with the pro
cess that makes that for a long time, and I
think you're going to get some great prod
ucts out of it.
Dick Shaffer: We will not get much beyond
32 address lines, because there's no need to
address that much physical memory, and
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there's not time to do it. Do you know how
large a number 264 is? It's 18'h quintillion.
The 32-bit microprocessor in the genera
tion that is with us now will be with us for at
least a decade. It will be the longest-lived
microprocessor generation ever.
Bill Gates: The address base now is this 4
gigabyte, 32-bit address base, and it will be
fairly late into the nineties before that starts
to pain us. We'II probably skip from a 32
bit to a 64-bit address base. That will last us
a long time. Even the 32-bit-the main
frames have gotten [by] with that for a long
time.
Gordon Campbell: I think you're going to
see a pretty predictable progression ofhigh
er-density DRAMs. No one really sees a
huge barrier until. we get down to about a
quarter of a micron. What that basically
suggests is that we have five or six factors
of 10 [to go] to still add productivity in
semiconductors. I think by the end of the
decade, we'll be approaching that quarter
micron. What that would suggest is that we
have a lot of productivity we can contribute
before we hit that barrier.
John Cocke: I believe we will certainly
have [CMOS scaled to] less than 2000 ang
stroms-that's 0.2 micron-numbers less
than that. I would expect to see large caches
and things come, even on desktop ma
chines, and very dense memory.
Jack Kilby: I don't think we'll see much of
the combination [of gallium arsenide and
silicon]. There are inherent incompatibil
ities of lattices, and the process will be too
complex. The reason integrated circuits
moved so rapidly is because making them
was a relatively simple process. Remember
how hard it was to get people to use bipolar
and CMOS? They were very resistant to
even this.
Doug Engelhart: The underlying phenom
enon is, I keep expecting there to be some
real shifts away from the semiconductor.
By my figurings, in the fifties, semicon
ductor phenomena would run into a limit
that was associated with impedance and caILLUSTR A TION : CA THARINE BENNETT

pacitance problems, whereas other phe
nomena, even mechanical ones, could po
tentially start operating down there. So I
just have a feeling that at some point there
really is going to be a shift, whether it's to
high-temperature superconductive or a
nanotechnology sort of thing.
Rich Malloy: As far as chip design [goes],
I think we may be bumping into a physical
boundary, where the traces on the wire, the
equivalent of wires on the chips, are so
small that they cannot get any smaller. But
people may be able to go around that prob
lem using other types of technology, using
parallel technologies. And I think parallel
ism will be a real hot topic in the next few
years.
Jonathan Titus: I think we'll see advances
in the ability to do things in parallel on the
chip, and also the ability to take some of the
tasks that the main CPU does and transfer
them to some intelligent coprocessors or
auxiliary processors, much the way that
was done for graphics control and for math
coprocessors. It strikes me that we're in
desperate need of some I/O coprocessors to
remove that bottleneck from the CPU chip.
Ryoichi Mori: We will, of course, see sig
nificant progress [in] storage devices,
CPUs, and I/O systems. However, such
progress will not solve the problem of the
smooth distribution of digital information.
Steve Leininger: I think you'll have dedi
cated power to the J/O channel-the user
interface channel, if you will.
Paul Carroll: I think the improvements in
CPUs will be dramatic but kind of predict
able, because they'll follow more or less the
same curve that they have for a while. I
think that you'll start to see many more
things integrated onto that main chip, to the
point where you will basically have a full
computer on a chip, with the exception of
the memory.
Ken Sakamura: I think a big trend will be
toward single-chip systems-CPU, mem
ory, BIOS, I/O controllers-everything on
a single chip. This is the way we've already
done things in TRON, and it's very effec
tive. This may be a slight exaggeration, but
I think when you open the case of com
puters at the end of the 1990s, you're likely
to see nothing but a single chip inside.
Jonathan Titus: And I think, too, we will
see more and more the incorporation ofdig
ital signal processing close to the central

processing unit as well. [This is driven by]
the requirement for extremely high-speed
mathematics, both in vector operations and
in matrix operations. The architectures of
those chips are set up to handle them
beautifully.

C. Anthony R. Hoare (not shown) is profes
sor of computation at Oxford University and the
1981 recipient of the A. M. Turing Award. He
is a noted authority on programming theory and
languages. His current research deals with par
allel programming and communications
processes.

Gordon Campbell: The other thing I
would expect to see is brand-new memory
architectures where, instead of looking at
memories more as serial devices, we'll see
massive parallelism, which means that we
can basically input and output data at much
faster rates. I would expect that we'll see
CPUs individually that can process up to 50
to 100 MIPS by the end of the decade.
Dick Shaffer: My guess is that about that
time, we will have parallel architectures
massively parallel in the sense that they
will use commercially produced micropro
cessors of no more than 32-bit width in par
allel. My guess is that the AT design and
the Intel architecture will still be domi
nant, but that we'll see microprocessors
with memory and most other parts of the
PC built into them.

Grace Murray Hopper is a consultant to Digi
tal Equipment Corp. She is a pioneer i1 the devel

Federico Faggin: The single most impor
tant event in terms oftraditional microcom
puting would be the use of massive parallel
ism and the appearance of chips that will
contain two, four, 16, 64, and on, powerful
processors in them, and of course, the
memory as well.

opment of standardized application program
ming languages, including COBOL. She is a Rear
Admiral (retired) in the U.S. Naval Reserve.

Mitch Kapor: I think parallelism and par
allel computing [are] going to become com
mercially very important in the next de
cade, particularly on architectures that use
multiple RISC microprocessors in a scale
able fashion. I think that the research
breakthroughs have to do parallel algo
rithms for doing the software automati
cally, so people will write software pretty
much the way they write it today, but the
compilers and other tools will figure out
ways to very efficiently use multiple inde
pendent processors .
Tony Hoare: People who can take advan
tage of large-scale parallelism and produce
interactive supercomputer applications will
surely find a very ready market for their
products .
David Evans: At the level of building com
puters, we're dealing with the bulk proper
ties rather than with the properties of atoms
as they are connected together. I just feel
that there has been a lot of success in doing
computer models at the level of atoms and
continued
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bonds and being structured so that people
can see those models and understand, from
what those things look like, something
about how they'll behave. We're going
down to where the numbers of the layers in
the integrated circuit are not very many at
oms thick. It seems like you can expect that
when you get to there, you may make use of
some knowledge of the atom-to-atom
things. We' re pretty crude in the kind of
things we build, compared with the mem
ory things that are found in the living or
gans, living creatures. I think that we'll
make use of a much more refined way of
relationships.
BYTE: Well, then, let's look at our cur
rent systems on a more detailed level. What
kind of architectures do you think will
dominate in the 1990s?
Gordon Campbell: In the microprocessor,
I think we're going to see in the mid-nine
ties a reassessment, if you will, of the cur
rent architectural directions, and I don't
think Intel will be able to push up a compat
ible product line much past 1995. And I
think the RISC architecture and some of
the other things are going to push for the
fundamental changes on the processor.
Michael Slater: Well, the usual couple of
questions regarding microprocessors are,
will Intel [lose] their monopoly over the
386 architecture, and will the RISC archi
tectures overtake the CISC architectures?
My feeling on both questions is, absolutely.
Intel will lose their monopoly over the 386
architecture. I think you 'II see the first
products this year and see a number of
products next year. I think the 386 archi
tecture will become a multivendor, indus
try-standard architecture.
Chuck Peddle: There definitely is going to
be some sort of marketplace rebellion
against the level of control that Intel has.
Gordon Bell: It's hard for me to see how
people are going to break out of the current
Intel mold, because they have got so much
software.

ADVANCES

point. I think others will continue to occur,
and some will continue to survive and be
successful, as I hope the Amiga will, but
the dominant machine is going to [be] IBM
for a long, long time, with whatever CPU
they decide to pick.
Philippe Kahn: It's difficult to say. The
world is going in two different directions.
On one side, you 're going to have RISC
chips that are getting more popular, and on
the other side, you have Intel continuing the
evolution of 486 to 586 to 686, and I'm sure
the 786, whatever that is. So you' re going to
see different trends-I'm talking about the
most popular ones. Clearly, the Intel chip
set will be popular, and some RISC chips
will be popular.
Michael Slater: I think the RISC proces
sors are going to wipe out CISC processors
in the engineering oorkstation arena. I
think they will be much, much slower to
take over much of the business market.
Multiuser commercial computing will be
the first place that you 'II see RISC appear
ing in the business world. As [for] your
business desktop computers, I think those
are going to stayCISC-based for quite some
time. The inertia of the whole PC market
cannot be underestimated.
John Markoff: From my point of view, it's
going to take a long time to unseat the CISC
architectures because of software inertia.
But, at some point, the cost issues and the
performance issues will be just unavoid
able on the RISC side, and the RISC people
will be emulating CISC at the same perfor
mance levels that CISC will obtain , and it
will be easier to shift over in the future.
However, I think the big wins are parallel
architectures, coupling together dozens or
hundreds of RISC devices .
Paul Carroll: I think that it's even possible
there will be a merger. If you take a look at
the 486 at the moment, as I understand, it
has some RISC attributes. I think there's a
digital signal processor part of that chip
that is a RISC technology.

Bill Gates: The Intel architecture will con
tinue to dominate, there's no doubt about
that. So the most interesting thing proces
sor-wise is 486, 586, 686-like that
which is pretty evolutionary stuff.

Dick Pick: Well, obviously, it's kind of an
oscillating thing, going back and forth be
tween complex instruction sets and reduced
instruction sets. Basically, that's all tied to
where we are in terms of the number of ele
ments that you can put on a chip.

Jay Miner: IBM is going to continue to
dominate with whatever CPU it decides to
pick. The marketing clout and the image
they've got is almost unbeatable at this

Lee Felsenstein: The possibility of using
small die sizes, fast technologies, and a
balancing of the memory capability with
the processor capability is really what
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RISC is about. I think that that will really
come into its own in the next five years, but
no sooner than three years from now-my
guess.
Jim Manzi: [You'll see] accelerating ad
vances in RISC, and you'll have a 486, and
a 586, and by the end of the decade, we'll
see a 986. I wouldn't underestimate the
amount of momentum around the primary
architectures, either-the Intel world, the
Motorola family. But RISC will become in
creasingly important. The advances in
CISC architectures will continue at an ac
celerating rate as well.
Rod Canion: RISC architecture will be
important, although I don't think we' ll see
one RISC chip or the other dominate. It
will be simply the use of RISC architecture
in the processors that become the standard
processors.
Ken Sakamura: I'm not very optimistic
about the future of RISC. It uses too much
power.
Danny Hillis: Well, I think it's bimodal. I
think that certainly it is clear that RISC
processors are becoming occasionally im
portant. But I think that the interesting ar
chitecure will not so much be the architec
ture of the individual computer; it'll be the
architecture of the whole network. I think
the computing device that people will use is
the network, of which their computer is
only the window into it.
BYTE: What kinds of storage devices do
you think we'll see?
Michael Slater: A hard disk capacity of
100 MB is probably a base-level capacity
that everybody will have, and a couple of
hundred MB for the more serious users.
Optical storage may or may not be a sig
nificant player. I think CD-ROMs will be-.
come important as a distribution and data
base medium. Whether optical read/write
drives become significant as an alternative
to Winchester hard disk drives, I think, is
still an open question.
John Warnock: Read/write optical clearly
has a future. But you never know what
other technologies are going to come along
to completely displace them overnight.
John Caulfield: In terms of optical stor
age, we're at the very beginning. We have
read/write disks . They' re not very good,
but they're on the way. Holographic and
continued
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Dhe

single most

important event in terms of
traditional microcomputing
would be the use
of massive parallelism.

-Federico Faggin
nonholographic [storage] will allow us to
do much faster random-access memory op
erations on much larger stores of data.
There is a variety of such techniques. I get
such flak all the time when I talk about ho
lographic memories. In the 1970s, every
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major high-tech company in the world had
a major program in holographic data stor
age-in this country, led by AT&T and
IBM.
Dick Pick: Well, certainly, optical storage,
I think, is [coming]. There's going to have
to be some clever software to take advan
tage of it that nobody has really done yet. I
think that's probably going to be around for
awhile.
Jim Manzi: I think that optical storage is
really still scratching the surface, though
high-density optical storage, I think, is go
ing to change the world in many ways .
Jay Miner: I would say videodisk storage is
probably the biggest comer in terms of
growth and usefulness and large mass stor
age capabilities at a moderate cost. Laser
disk types of things. Things that store data
like disks do. Disk advancements in the
area of optics.
Charles Simonyi: Optical storage is sold
hard, but I think it is very worthwhile, cer

tainly, in terms of CD-ROM and also in re
writable optical storage. I don't think that is
oversold. It is nice at this stage of the game
to have the diversity. And I think that new
ideas can still emerge.
Paul Carroll: I really think that erasable
optical will finally happen in the nineties.
Brit Hume: Optical storage, rewritable
CDs-once the endless rewritability of
those things is perfected (that is to say, they
don't deteriorate) and the price comes
down, that [will allow) it to be a major new
market. What we're talking about there,
seems to me, are improvements on existing
hardware.
Gordon Campbell: I would expect to see
higher-density CD-ROM with higher data
rates. We 'II probably see low-cost optical
disks that wind up being fairly productive.
Rod Canion: Disk drives will get smaller
and [provide] higher capacity and higher
performance.
continued
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ANTICIPATED

Lee Felsenstein: Optical disks will stabi
lize at this 8-centimeter level. The 3-inch
CD-ROM is going to be significant. It will
also be portable, as 5-inch CD-ROMs are
right now. They're just beginning.

Brit Hume is ABC News chief White House
correspondent and a syndicated computer col
umnist. Previously, he covered Capitol Hill for
11 years for ABC and worked for the Closeup
documentary series. He was a 1969 Fellow at
the Washington Journalism Center.

Steve Leininger: It would be neat to be
able to record and play back compact disk
kinds of things. I'm not sure that an eras
able compact disk is as important as just be
ing able to record it in the first place.
I think there's going to be really, really
big things in compact disk-based informa
tion, data-retrieval something or other. I
don't know if that's data bookshelves, or if
it's going to be the next library, or some
thing. A lot of it's going to depend on dis
play technology. We've got smatterings of
it now, but it just costs too much. But any
thing, ifyou make enough ofit, all ofa sud
den starts getting pretty cheap. Look at
compact disk players-you can buy those
for $150 or less, unless you want to stick it
in your computer. Then, it's still $700.
Bill Gates: Optical disks, because they'll
be read/write, have a very narrow role to
play. All you have is the CD (which is read
only and deserves to exist because it's lev
eraged off all those consumer volumes),
[and] then the read/write devices that have
to compete with magnetic. Magnetic will
continue to improve. In fact, there are a lot
of techniques that will drive magnetic, like
the vertical recording.

William N. Joy is cofounder and vice presi
dent of R&D for Sun Microsystems and is a lead
ing Unix expert. He designed NFS and co
de signed the SPARC architecture. He also
designed BSD Unix and wrote the Unix vi
editor.

Rich Malloy: The disk drive capabilities
will increase a lot. I think the magnetic disk
drives seem to be in a race with the optical
drives, and magnetics are reaching a point
where opticals were supposed to reach. It's
going to be a battle between the two as to
which is more cost-effective and which has
the higher capabilities. We may see hard
drives as small as a little audiocassette,
maybe some as small as a DAT cassette.
Rod Canion: People have been predicting
the day when optical disk technology would
replace magnetic disk technology. I don't
think that's likely to ever happen.
Jonathan Titus: I have a feeling that what
ever we look at in five or 10 years will still
have some sort of magnetic medium. Peo
ple will have optical read-only disks [so]
that if you want a thesaurus or something
else-an on-line encyclopedia-you can
buy it or perhaps even borrow it from a
library.
Jerry Pournelle: I al ways thought that
spinning metal as mass storage devices
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ADVANCES

would go away, to be replaced by some kind
of electronic device-something in silicon.
I think that over the long run I was right,
but over the short run, that was probably
the most disastrously wrong prediction I
ever made. I thought that by now the hard
disk would be gone, and you would be using
something like bubble [memory]. Some
kind of nonvolatile silicon storage is what I
thought we would have by now. I think
that's still the case, you understand. It's
just that it has taken a lot longer.
Ken Sakamura: Disks are becoming obso
lete for many important uses. The real
trend will be toward large solid-state mem
ories that use less and less power. We need
computers that can run on the power of a
Walkman battery. You just cannot make
disks that can run on that little power. I
want to see fast computers that can run on
as little power as possible.
Ted Nelson: Optical system on a disk. The
CD-ROM thing is so absurd. They have
standardized this dinky Iittle disk. It
seemed so big at first. What is it, 40 mil
lion bytes? And now, it seems so cramped.
With CD-ROM, you are stuck with only
what you have in those 40 million bytes,
whereas with the networking data vision,
you have the whole world-no boundaries.
BYTE: Are there any overall advances that
we should expect to see?
Rod Canion: I think we're going to con
tinue to see standards dominate the com
puter industry-in fact, in an increasing
way. I think what's happening in the PC
arena with standards will eventually mi
grate into minicomputers and mainframes.
What that means is that we'll see the con
cept of truly compatible systems running
the same software packages and using the
same peripherals, etc ., over a much broad
er range of computing resource power.
Seymour Papert: Maybe if there's one
thing I would pick on, it's throwing away
all concepts of standards-to throw away
the idea of standardized anything.
Alan Kay: The main advancements we
need are a considerable change in the abil
ity of the American businessman to exploit
innovation. That's the biggest bottleneck.
Innovating is easy: You just rub smart peo
ple and money together. The thing that we
have fallen down completely on is being
able to do anything with it. The Japanese
are the ones who go out and do the actual
technology transfer. •
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Brit Hume:

EdYourdon:

On Computers
and Writing

On "Pure" Object-Oriented Languages

I

always thought that writing on a
computer makes writing easier because
it takes the pain out of revision. And
that's the simplest and most obvious
point to be made about it. But there's
some controversy within the business
about whether it makes you a better
writer or not, and whether by overcom
ing your resistance to revision it allows
you-it encourages you-to put things
down in the first place that you would
never have written if you feared you'd
have to change it-[that] what [using a
computer] tends to do is inhibit, or
make less rigorous, the thought process
that goes into your original drafting of
your work.
I think there's an argument that could
be made for that, but I think that with
the quality of writing that is being done
on computers now, it is pretty hard to
argue that that's actually happening,
which is not to say that there is not
superbly elegant writing being done
without them. There certainly is .
George Will, for example, writes in
longhand, with an old-fashioned pen
doesn't even type-and writes beauti
fully. But others [using computers]
write beautifully as well.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 262.
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Well, [pure object-oriented lan
guages] are that much more pure and
lovely to work with, but I don't see them
taking over the world . I think that it is
much more likely that a C++ is going
to dominate over a Smalltalk or Eiffel
or some of the other ones , simply be
cause you have got that many existing
programmers.
The object-oriented purists are vio
lently opposed to that whole concept.
And there was a big flap at the last
OOPSLA conference on that issue,
which got written up in some of the
magazines. It was a big panel session
with all the famous names prognosticat
ing about what was going to happen with
object-oriented languages and so on.
And I stood up in the audience during
the question session and said, "What do
you propose to do with the 3,000,000
existing COBOL programmers?" And
the answer was, "Shoot them." Well,
that's fine, [so I asked] "What are you

going to do with the 81,000,000,000
lines of COBOL out there?" and they
said, "Throw it away; it probably isn' t
any good, anyway." [The panelists
were] fairly serious, although they do
represent the radical revolutionary com
ponent in the object-oriented world.
But in plain obvious fact, you can't
shoot 3,000,000 COBOL programmers
and God knows how many million C
programmers. And equally important,
you can't get rid of the billions of lines
of existing code in COBOL and C and
FORTRAN and whatnot. So I think it is
much, much more likely that you are go
ing to see the existing procedural lan
guages extended with object-oriented
features over the next five years or so. I
just don't see any kind of wholesale re
placement with pure object-oriented
languages.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 366.
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Bill Stallings:

On Moving to OSI
What many companies now are
doing is using TCP/IP-based products
to hook things together. And there [are]
starting to be board-level products that
you can plug into micros that support
something like Ethernet or Token Ring
but also have a lot of the TCP/IP soft
ware right on the board, so you can get
pretty sophisticated support for distrib
uted applications on micros in a LAN
environment by using the TCP/IP.
That has been kind of a main thrust
for the last few years, and I think that
will continue for a while, and eventu
ally that will start transitioning over to
OSI-based products. And that's, may
be, going to be less of a problem in the
micro area than in the minicomputer
and mainframe area. But it's still an
issue that a lot of companies are going to
have to face if they've already made an
investment in TCP/IP stuff and then
they want to transition over [to OSI
stuff].
There are a couple of ways that can be
done, but there's really no clean way to
transition from TCP/IP to OSI. So that's
an area where there will be a lot of atten
tion over the next few years. And then,
the other is direct support for ISON for
personal computers and workstations.
Those kinds of products are starting to
show up. There will be more applica
tions using those.
Outside of the IBM and SN A environ
ment, [TCP/IP will be the main way to
connect NetBIOS-based and PC LANs
to other types of networks]. And even in
IBM there's more support for that. But
right now if you want to do something
that's standardized, the way to go is
TCP/IP. And there's a lot of software
[and boards] out there, not just for
Unix-based systems, but also for Net
BIOS kinds of systems.

Where's OSI?
What has happened [is] OSI is just tak
ing too long to get out the door. But,
sooner or later, companies that make a
heavy investment in TCP/IP are going
to have to face a transition issue to OSI.
But that's not to say they're doing the
wrong thing by going with TCP/IP. It's
the way you have to go right now if you
want to get networking capability in to
get the interoperability.
A couple of things [are missing in
terms of OSI]. One is just simply the
products, particularly at the upper
layers, the application layers. There's
still not a lot of software out there. A
second problem is that at the lower
layers, the transport layer and the inter
networking layer, the standards have so
lidified, but there's just not much expe
rience with them. What the TCP/IP
community has found is that the soft
ware is so complex that it's just not
something that you can plug and play;
there's got to be a shakedown period.
As vendors start bringing out OSI-based
transport and internet software, they're
going to find that they don't easily talk
to other vendors. And the customers are
going to get caught in that kind of a
bind.
It is [ironic]. The way the industry is
trying to respond to that is by certifica
tion, like the kinds of things the Corpo
ration for Open Systems is putting to
gether-certification test beds. Say, if a
vendor like DEC comes out with an
OSI-based product and they go and get it
certified-that means that their product
will interoperate with a test bed. And a
test bed is something nobody will ever
buy or use. If Hewlett-Packard also gets
a certification, it doesn't absolutely
guarantee that those two will play

against each other. The mathematical
tools really aren't [there] to verify all
this stuff. It's still as much an art as a
science.
You have to get the products together
and have them interact with each other,
and see what happens. When you do
that, you find flaws in the vendor prod
ucts, and sometimes you even find some
flaws in the standard specs. And I think
that there's still going to be, for the next
few years, things showing up. Because
actually it's a remarkably small amount
of experience with the OSI-based prod
ucts. So, I think that there are some
profilems looming there that we'll see in
the next few years.

Uncle Sam Goes First
I think [the transition to OSI] is really
starting-I'd say within the next year or
two-within the federal government
and the military. They have developed
some tools for doing a transition, and
they are pushing rather hard to get to
OSI. The first substantial body of expe
rience you're going to see is within the
U.S. military as they start to make that
transition. But they're being driven to it
by policy decisions, which companies
don't have to face . And I think compa
nies are going to put it off until they have
to do it. And I think that means putting
it off four or five years at least. I think
in the mid-nineties there's going to be a
lot more in terms of products and ap
proaches for doing transition than now.
Some of it will be spun off from the way
the military has done it, and some will
be other approaches that people are
trying.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 352.
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Which technologies do you think will change the
way we compute in the 1990s, and which will be
flashes in the pan?

BYTE: For example, ISDN, FDDI, optical
computing, neural networks, fuzzy logic,

really going to be worldwide over the next
five years.

and chaos?

haos and fuzzy
logic are ways of lite. They

Jack Kilby: I'm not sure any of those tech
nologies you mentioned will be flashes in
the pan. The trend is that technologies will
exist side by side. The process in the past
has been both serial and sequential. Newer
ones are options. Fuzzy logic, for instance,
isn't going to wipe out things that have gone
before.

will be with us and won't go
Gordon Bell: They're all components. I
think those are all import!=lnt components.

away.

-Bob Noyce

Grace Hopper: I think they're all part of
our future development. We don't know
where these things will fit in. They keep
trying to say final things in too young an
industry. It will be scattered all over, dis
persed.
BYTE: Let's take them one at a time. How
about/SDN?
Bill Stallings: ISON, in a way, has kind of
missed a window. It just took them too long
to get the standards out. It took them al
most a decade. So a lot of companies are
going in other directions. They're using Tl
and fractional Tl, and satellite-based sys
tems, and package switching, going into
higher-speed package-switching networks.
And so ISON has just ended up being one of
a number of options for companies. So, un
fortunately, it's not going to end up being
the universal solution that the planners had
in mind.
Steve Leininger: Right now, everything I
have seen suggests that it's too expensive.
The fact that they're working on some stan
dards there is encouraging.
Jonathan Titus: A number of different
ISON-type standards have sprung off from
[ISON], and those are incompatible. So, al
though it's touted as a standard, I'm not
quite sure how much of a standard it's
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Rich Malloy: ISON has good promise. The
problem is it's moving so slowly. By the
time it gets implemented, it may be sur
passed by other high-speed systems . And I
think the people involved in it should just
get their act together and start working on a
common standard.
Jonathan Titus: I'm not sure that ISON
will ever get to the point where it has
enough critical mass behind it to propel it to
the point where people just think about
hooking into it as a second thought.
Doug Engelhart: ISON. The pressure to
ward that kind of service is immensely
high. Whether it was formulated appropri
ately for what the market and the need [are]
going to be in a technology, I don't know.
Jim Manzi: I think ISON is going to be in
credibly important, and that's going to be
very, very real.
Paul Carroll: I think that ISON will hap
pen, but I think it will be five years or
more, five to 10 years probably, before it
has any appreciable impact.
Dick Pick: ISON, this is interesting. The
whole thing is, nobody's really solved the
problem of truly integrating voice and
data-distributing data and voice around
the network, and I think that's going to be
one of the big hits in the next 10 years.
Someone's going to do that. I don't know if
it is going to be ISON.
Bob Frankston: ISON is a catchall phrase.
ISON itself has changed. The original con
ception of ISON, back in the early days,
was [that] one day we're going to throw a
big switch and convert the whole phone net
work, because that's the only way to make
change. What we've learned since is that
you can do it piecemeal. It's really access
to the information and services.
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

FLASHES

OR

Nicholas Negroponte: Narrow-band ISON
(two 64K-bit and one 16K-bit line) will be a
flash in the pan. In fact, I don't think it will
take off. I think we will leapfrog it. Europe
and Japan are paying more attention than
the U .S.
Ken Olsen: Oh, ISON's not bad. We love
ISON because our customers love ISON.
And we support ISON. Very few really
support ISON, I mean in computers. But
ISON means many things to many people.
One of the most important things ISON
meant was that you bring the thing to the
desk, one wire, 62K bits of voice and 62K
bits of networking for your desktop device.
And 15 years ago, 10 years ago, that would
have been wonderful. Now [it's] a joke.
Bill Gates: ISON, I mean it's nice in a way,
but its time frame for widespread use is way
out there. Even the bandwidth you get out of
ISON isn't that much up for a normal line,
even though it's in the right direction.
Gordon Bell: I think ISON-when that
comes, that's probably going to be a really
remarkable kind of thing because you're
interfaced. But on the other hand, I think
what's going on now is pretty remarkable.
Ken Sakamura: I think ISON is going to
be extremely important. It's exactly what
the market wants. It's going to be very big.
Stewart Alsop: I believe very, very strong
ly in ISON, and I think it'll have to become
a standard component in every computer.
It's funny, because I'm not exactly sure
how you do this. But I believe that local net
working has to be a standard component as
well, and maybe ISON becomes a chip set
that's made subsidiary to the local network.
Bill Stallings: I guess the only one that I
have a really set feel about is ISON. I see
that, as we go over the next few years, as
being one alternative to offer people for
networking. I think the thing that would
turn home users on is broadband ISON,
where you start to get video applications
and more use of image.
Nicholas Negroponte: Broadband ISON
will happen. Whether it's called ISON
doesn't really matter. The whole notion of
very, very massive-in some sense unus
able-amounts of bandwidth into the home
is going to happen anyway, no matter who
does what.
Bill Stallings: I think there 'II be a lot of
niche opportunities in broadband ISON.

SMASHES?

I'm not quite sure what they will be, but
when you get to the point where you've got
wide-area networking capability in the
hundreds ofmegabits per second, the carri
ers are going to be able to offer the basic,
just raw, transport ofthat stuff. And they'll
offer some value-added services. But it
seems to me there's got to be a lot of differ
ent places that you can position yourself to
take advantage of that.
Ken Olsen: You're not talking about
broadband into the desk. ISON is a typical
telephone-company thing. When I first
heard of it 10 years ago, I thought it was
really clever. Now, that technology is ri
diculous. Putting 62K bits on the desk and
open wire sounded like great stuff. Now
we're talking about 10, 20 times that.

Phlllppe Kahn is president and CEO of Borland

International, which produces applications
software and programming languages. He is a
mathematician by training and studied for a
time under Niklaus Wirth.

John Markoff: I have real skepticism about
ISON. You have to plug it into the wall,
which seems to me a real problem with the
technology, and the bandwidth isn't that
big. The political issues are almost more
interesting than the technology issues.
Alan Kay: The Japanese say they 're going
to be 100 percent fiber into everything, in
cluding homes, in 2010. The projections I
have seen for this country are 50 percent.
The difference between 50 percent and 100
percent is not just half, because it's demo
graphics. [Thus,] 50 percent penetration of
fiber means probably 90 percent business.
BYTE: What about fiber optics, specifi
cally FDDI?
Niklaus Wirth: One area that will cer
tainly have influence is the even faster
speed in communications through fiber op
tics. Whether that is really needed depends
crucially on the kind of application you
have.

Mltchell D. Kapor is chairman and CEO of On
Technology. In 1982, he founded Lotus Devel
opment Corp. and served as both president and
chairman. He and Jonathan Sachs created the
original version of Lotus 1-2-3.

Jonathan Titus: FOOi seems to be the
strong one, and the one out in front at this
point. I look to that for real strength in the
future.
Paul Carroll: I also think that FOOi will
happen. It just seems to me like it's a natu
ral progression. I'm not sure that it'll hap
pen in a big way for a while, because at the
moment, you don't need that kind of band
width going from my PC to your PC.
Bill Gates: Use of optic-fiber networks in
the office network will be very important.
We actually will finally get some inte
gration of the PBX system with the local
continued
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computer network and some phone func
tions on the desktop with the computer.
Brian Kernighan: The thing that I would
like to see happen more than it has is for
better communications, reasonably high
speed communications, to people's homes,
so that, in particular, the kind of central
computing environment that I take for
granted I could have better at home. The
bandwidth is something that's already
there because of cable, but it is hard to
get at.

Alan Curtl• Kay is an Apple Fellow. His charter
is to investigate new ideas in computing. He
helped found Xerox PARC in 1970, where he re

Jack Kilby: Fiber-optics technology is [a]
hot area-as it goes into the home and
office. People want high bandwidths for
commercial applications. The great hope of
fiber optics is that bandwidth is free and
big. The big question is whether or not we
get to use it.

fined the concept of the Dynabook and devel
oped the Smalltalk programming language.

Bill Stallings: With FDDI and some of the
follow-on products, you're getting very
high data rate local-area-network environ
ments and server-based applications that
would take advantage of that [high band
width] capacity.
John Markoff: FDDI will come very
quickly because it's an evolutionary step up
from Ethernet, but I think with processing
powermovingthe way it is, FDDI will soon
be seen as a bottleneck.

John G. Kamany and Thoma• E. Kurtz created
the BASIC language and cofounded True

BASIC, Inc. Kemeny retired last year from the
faculty of Dartmouth College, where he was a
former president and professor of mathematics.
At one time, he was a research assistant to Al
bert Einstein. Kurtz is currently a professor of
mathematics at Dartmouth.

John Caulfield: Optical communication
[is] clearly a very preliminary, early thing.
What the industry uses and installs is al
ways far behind the state of the art. And
FDDI, the new standard protocol, is far be
hind the state of the art and is being imple
mented [in] various places. I expect FDDI
to be with us throughout the next five or six
years anyway, and maybe throughout the
present century. Once we get used to that,
we'll go to something far, far better. New
standards will be introduced that will allow
far better networks and will involve both
wavelength division and time division.
BYTE: 1'he whole area of optical comput
ing is an interesting subject. What kind of
future do you see for that?
John Markoff: Optical computing seems
to still be a long way away. Lots of promise,
but I think where it will come first is in the
phone system. The switches are just so
much more convenient with a fiber network
to keep things in optical format all the way
through, rather than switching it back and
forth between them . So that's sort of
logical.
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John Caulfield: There are clear niches that
belong to electronics, clear niches for op
tics. In the early stage, those companies
that want to form will do well to stay out of
the battles-to go where there is no compe
tition. The goal is to build computers-not
to build optical computers or electronic
computers.
Rich Malloy: Optical computing, that's
probably something that will be 10, 15
years away before we start using it to any
degree. I think as that gets more feasible,
the conventional ways of doing things will
have advanced to the point where the ad
vantages ofoptical computing will not be so
great to justify the cost.
Ken Olsen: [Optical computing is] un
likely. There's an awful lot of logic in a
chip. Yoo see, light really doesn't go any
faster than electricity. Well, it really does,
but electricity in a vacuum goes about the
same speed as light. Electricity on a wire
goes about the same speed as light does. If
you make it much bigger than a chip, you
lose lots of speed, even if it's light.
John Caulfield: I would pick a task where
it's possible to do the task optically, and it
is essentially impossible to do it without op
tics, so that we are in no way in competition
with electronics and yet benefit from all the
advances that we anticipate from electron
ics. And then the problem becomes how
you define those niches. And I think I can
define some of them.
Doug Engelhart: So many things are going
to shift. The optical thing is potentially that
sort of shift in phenomena harnessing that
may well pop up.
Paul Carroll: Optical computing-I think
that's an interesting idea, but I don't think
that even the proponents of optical comput
ing think that anything at all will happen
for three or four years. My guess is that it
will be more like 10 to 15 years before
there's even a chance that anything will
happen.
Jim Manzi: I think optical computing is a
long ways off. I guess the best work is being
done at Bell Labs. They've demonstrated
the concept very, very successfully. There
is a long way to go there, obviously.
Charles Simonyi: Well, l don't think that
optical computing is oversold. It is just
[that] I see the promise as very uncertain
but then I don't think that, apart from some
media hype, it is a serious issue.

John Caulfield: Optical computing, in my
judgment, will only be real in well-defined
niches. It will never replace electronics. It
will be found to become merged with elec
tronics. We let electronics do what it's good
at and optics do what it is good at. Neither is
replacing the other. There'll be niches that
are ideal for electronics and niches that are
ideal for optics.

BYTE: Wheredoneural networks fit in?
Bill Joy: Late in the decade, I think the real
breakthrough will be if we can begin to use
things like neural networks to take more
analog input.
Paul Carroll: Neural nets I'm a little more
skeptical about. That's kind of an interest
ing thing to play around with, but I have a
feeling that [it] could turn out to be one of
those technologies with a great past.
Jonathan Titus: Neural networks [are] an
area that deserves a lot more attention, be
cause I think if you read George Gilder's
book Microcosm, he makes some excellent
points about the fact that digital technology
one of these days is going to run out of gas.
Simply because we'retryingto do the same
old problems in the same old way, just
dashing more bits and more bytes, and
doing it faster and extending word lengths.
But the way the eye works and the brain
works is in the analog realm. He holds, and
I agree, the analog realm will come of its
own when we get into some more powerful
neural-network-type chips and the soft
ware to control them.
Dick Shaffer: Neural networking is a pos
sibility. I think it is potentially useful in the
sensor area, and that's about all I see.
Niklaus Wirth: First of all, we do not
really know what we want to do with [neu
ral networks]. Secondly, we don't know
how neurons work, so let's build them and
combine them? Perhaps one aspect that is
interesting there is if they are connected
with sensors-analog technology.
Federico Faggin: I personally believe that
[neural networks] will eventually change
computation by adding a fundamentally
new paradigm to the existing paradigm
not by replacing what exists, by adding
something.
John Markoff: The neural-net stuff is very
interesting, but I think it will come into
play first in terms of interface issues
voice recognition and vision.

Dick Shaffer: I think neural networks
might be useful in data reduction, espe
cially in the area of vision. You look at an
animal, for example, and you know from
neural electric studies of the optic nerve
there's a lot of data reduction that takes
place in the back ofthe eye. Instead of send
ing a bit of information for all the thou
sands of points of light that strike the ret
ina, you get reasonably reduced signals.
Aha-something moved. Or, nothing
moved. Or, something moved from upper
right to lower left. A lot of reduction takes
place. Neural networks for large arrays of
processors could be useful in that.

Oho

real impact in

computers is not the silicon.
It's not even the current
software. It's the rethinking.

-Bob Frankston
Mitch Kapor: The commercial impact of
the various biocomputing techniques,
things that might emerge from neural nets
or chaos or complex systems and so on, I
think is more than a decade away, maybe
more than 15 years away. It's still very,
very preliminary, very interesting stuff, a
whole different way of looking at the world
and doing these sort of bottom-up intelli
gent systems, but I think that's still a long
way away.
Federico Faggin: When you have to have
machines that operate in the real world, in
real time, then you will have to have both
[traditional and sensory] elements in them.
The sensory part, and the sensory process
ing, and the pattern recognition, and all of
M!ose things, will be done more readily
with the neural networks. The logic pro
cessing will be done more readily with
computers. In other words, it will be a little
bit like left brain and right brain-you
know, solving the problems together. Each
paradigm is good for certain things and not
very good for other things.
John Caulfield: Neural networks-big
neural networks-will have to be optical.
Small neural networks will almost have to
be electronic.
Steve Leininger: You'll get me up on a
soapbox [about neural networks]. I think
the brain's a little more complicated than
just what they are trying to do right now,
maybe a lot more complicated. For a neural
network to do something, you have to feed
the silly thing.
Federico Faggin: The fundamental thing
here is another way oflearninghow to man
age parallelism-massive parallelism
but, however, applied to a class ofproblems
that don't lend themselves to traditional
programming. In other words, they only
lend themselves to learning.

Dick Shaffer: The idea of a computer
learning from its environment I put about
on a par with what I say about learning ma
chines. Machines ought to come out of the
box and do something useful. I don't want
to have to send my computer to grade
school. Programming is not teaching, and I
don't want to confuse the two.
John Cocke: I don't think much of neural
nets. I don't believe that that's going to be
the answer to things.
Ken Olsen: Oh, [neural networks are]
something we love. I want to say yes, be
cause we'd love to see it. It's a fascinating
[subject] in the future. Good things come
out of artificial intelligence, but not all of
the things that are promised.
Stewart Alsop: I'm suspicious of things
like parallel processing and neural net
works. I'm a little bit suspicious of RISC
computing. I guess I'd have to say I'm sus
picious of things where I don't see the di
rect relationship between the technology
and the result for the end user.
Terry Winograd: I think there are some
interesting areas there. The notion [of] a
huge industry there is false. I think they
have potential, but different from what
people think it is. I believe they are for
niches like pattern recognition. I think they
have long-term potential.
Robert Noyce: The areas I think are the
continued
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most interesting (and we'll probably look
back on with pattern recognition) are the
neural-net approaches to things. They will
be extremely important. We will be solving
the issue of doing tasks formerly better
done by humans.

Brian W. Kernighan is a member of the Com
puter Science Research Center at AT&T Bell
Laboratories. With Dennis Ritchie, he coau
thored The C Programming Language, which
defines the C language.
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Jack S. Kiiby is currently an independent con
sultant. He and Robert Noyce are credited as
independent coinventors of the integrated cir
cuit. Kilby has been awarded more than 50
patents for his work in integrated circuits. Along
with Noyce, Kilby received the first Charles
Stark Draper prize from the National Academy
of Engineering.

Danny Hillis: I think that people will be
disappointed with how limited neural net
works are in the short run. In the long run,
I think the ideas ofneural networks will get
broadened out into other concepts, so I
think it will lead to other stuff. I'm sort of a
long-term optimist about that, even though
I'm a short-term pessimist.
Federico Faggin: With neural networks,
you will be able to build machines that
combine both the traditional computational
paradigm with this new computational par
adigm. You will be able to solve problems
from the traditional ones like speech recog
nition, all forms of image recognition, and
so on, to even more important things [like]
the application of very smart robots and au
tonomous intelligent machines.
John Caulfield: The ultimate application,
without any question, in my mind is optical
neural networks. Now, the trouble is, we
know how to build them optically-we do
not know what to do with them yet. They
offer the hope of doing far more human
like activities than artificial intelligence.
They are based on interconnections, and
interconnections are the admitted great
strength of optics. I can make more inter
connections in and out of each neuron than
can even biology. I could make a million
things to each neuron optically; biologi
cally, maybe 10,000 is what people think;
and electronically, maybe 100. And so, the
number of interconnections in and out of
each neuron is much greater in biology than
electronics, and much greater in optics than
biology.
BYTE: What about fuzzy logic and chaos?
And while we 're at it, could someone
please give us a definition for each ofthese
tenns?
John Caulfield: I would say [the definition
of fuzzy logic is] "precise operations with
imprecise data," because the actual con
trols or decisions that you apply are always
extremely well defined. It's obtaining non
fuzzy outputs from, or fairly certain out
puts from, quite uncertain inputs. So, it's
certainty-increasing operations-a nice
way of putting it. How do we live with the
fact that there is more than certainty in
volved and more than probability? Fuzzi
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ness is not probability. Fuzziness is real.
Some things are inherently not well de
fined. My wife is a pretty lady. I think so,
but there's no quantitative measure of that.
Am I an old man or a young man at 54?
Paul Carroll: Fuzzy logic is important,
but there's a whole lot of work still to be
done on that. All you have to do is take a
look at some of the systems that rely on that
at the moment to realize how far that still
has to go.
John Caulfield: It's now becoming quite
clear that there's at least one area in which
fuzzy things work, and work extremely
well, and that's in controls. The Japanese
are significantly ahead of us in applying
these, and their experience has been ex
tremely positive. They control everything
from trains to elevators. The primary gov
ernment organization in our country that
seems to realize the need for fuzzy controls
first is NASA, and the fuzzy-control thing
that we are working on for NASA applica
tions is docking. Docking-[as with] a sat
ellite. Only fuzzy stuff that can predict
with certainty is going to be important as
fuzzy controls.
Steve Leininger: [But] if you 're doing ac
counting software, you probably don't want
a fuzzy network. You probably want good
old BCD arithmetic, so you don't have
round-off error, and all that. Maybe part of
that is going to be speech recognition, and
visual recognition, and all this kind of
stuff. They haven't convinced me that
they're quite on the right step yet.
Ken Sakamura: Nobody's going to make a
mainstream computer based on, say, fuzzy
logic. Of course, some companies are al
ready demonstrating fuzzy-logic household
appliances, and we'll see these technol
ogies used on a piece-by-piece basis where
appropriate, but not as major competitors to
the main technologies.
Robert Noyce: Well, chaos and fuzzy logic
are ways oflife, so they will be with us and
won't go away.
John Caulfield: My definition of chaos is
"the production of detailed unpredictable
results from highly well controlled and pre
dictable circumstances." Well-defined
equations producing detailed unpredictable
outputs-production of things that are un
predictable in detail from simple, easily de
scribed inputs. It is not garbage in and gar
bage out. It is good stuff in, garbage out.
continued
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It's that surprising aspect of chaos that's in
teresting. The other thing that is interesting
is that what comes out and looks random,
isn't completely random. The behavior is
not predictable. This is the discovery of
order. At a certain higher level, there is
still order, even though it's of a disorderly
type.
Bill Gates: Chaos-that's just a way of
modeling things in physics. That doesn't
impact computers.
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BYTE: So, basically, you 're saying that
these cutting-edge technologies are all
things we can look for at some point in the
not-too-distant future.
John Markoff: The lesson that I've learned
from that experience at Xerox PARC is,
here is all this great technology in the mid
1970s, and there's an eight- or 10-year rule
on diffusion. And so, everything happens
about a decade after you think it's going to
happen in terms of it reaching the mass
market. And I think that probably holds
true for a lot of these things .

1
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John Caulfield: It is clear that chaos does,
in fact, describe the real things that hap
pen, and not just in the world at large, but in
the technological world. Lasers and optical
bistability and things like this often exhibit
chaos. And lasers are useful in bistability
issues. But is the chaotic nature of it useful?
I'm not sure. I think it is too early to
determine.
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Jonathan Sachs: I like sort oftrailing-edge
technology. I get interested in it after ev
eryone [is done] arguing about it-the pio
neers have already introduced the stuff and
then I get interested in it. I try to engineer
things to actually be real. That's the sec
tion of the industry I fall in more than the
leading edge and the far-out stuff.
Jim Blinn: I don't think any of [these tech
nologies] are going to be flashes in the pan.
I think that anything that's being developed
is going to have a following and a niche.
Maybe I'm sticking my neck out on this,
but I might say it anyway. I think the Mac
intosh will be a flash in the pan. I think that
all the good ideas in the Macintosh, either
those that Apple invented or that Apple sub
sumed from what Xerox invented, will have
percolated out into other computers. But I
think the Macintosh itself will fade away,
primarily because of the fact that it is so
closed and rigid. Technically, it's an OK
machine, but you can do a lot better, and
, PCs are going to bypass it, I think. •
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Kemeny and Kurtz:

On BASIC

I

think that there was an unfortunate
start for BASIC in microcomputers.
Earlier in this decade, it was imple
mented on really tiny microcomputers.
It was a miracle they could implement
anything, and I admire what they
achieved, [but] I think some really bad
versions of BASIC hit microcomputers.
I know when I first got an IBM PC, I
loved the machine. But when I tried the
BASIC that came with it, I was horri
fied. It was ugly and not at all [in] the
spirit I thought BASIC should be. I think
we've had an influence on that through
the creation of True BASIC. I think our
competitors have come out with much
better versions [of their products]--J
think under our influence . But I think
that BASIC got enough bad publicity
during that period that people have
moved away from it.
I believe in two kinds of languages.
When one really needs speed, one has
to go to something like machine lan
guage, and I look at C as the modern
version of machine language. So I can
see writing some stuff in C, but [for]
anything else, a language like BASIC
and I, of course, personally like BASIC.
Good, structured BASIC, I think-and I
know a lot of people at a lot of schools
that feel the same way-is an excellent
high-level language in which to [pro
gram]. And if in some parts of it you
need extra speed, you switch to C.
In my experience, it is not the run
ning time that is the overwhelming fac
tor; it is the programming time that
takes forever. And writing in a good,
structured language just saves you enor
mous amounts on programming, and on
finding bugs later on. -John Kemeny
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see a future for BASIC for those peo
ple who are going to be doing FOR
TRAN-type programming problems
but who want a language that has an eas
ier user interface to it. lthink BASIC is
here to stay. Whether it will constitute
more than whatever the market share is
right now, I don't know . I don't know
what the trend is going to be.
Anybody who has a personal com
puter probably has a bundled BASIC.
This really includes practically all IBM
PCs, which have some form of BASIC
bundled with them. (Of course, that's
the line-number version. I'm amazed
that people write programs with that
BASIC.) And I think the conversion
from that version of BASIC to a more
modern version will be very, very slow.
There doesn't seem to be any forces that
are pushing the market to make that
conversion. That'll be slow, but one by
one, people will feel more comfortable
with BASIC.
The reason I say that is that for many
people who have to learn-I'm talking
now about people who do program
ming-there still seems to be pretty
much a place for writing programs in
the engineering and the technical fields.
You're writing programs all the time,
so you need a comfortable program
ming environment. And so for those
people, it's really asking too much for
them to use Pascal or C.
So I think that BASIC is here to stay.
We're in the process right now-in the
final stages of an ISO-standard BASIC.
It's based upon the ANSI standard; it's
the same language. Again, I don't know
what the impact of that will be. If there
are any vendors in the world that are

planning to [support] standard BASIC, I
don' t know, because the people who use
it don' t constitute a strong marketplace.
Educators-but they never spend any
money.
What [Bill Gates] has done with his
BASIC is to essentially turn it into Pas
cal. You've got a lot of the attributes of
Pascal. You've got data typing; you can
declare new data types. And true, if you
can do that, you can get rid of some of
the uglies that are a part of Pascal, and
that's a sensible thing to do to a lan
guage that he wants as a systems pro
gramming language, an application pro
gramming language for applications on
the DOS environment. So he can put
anything he wants in, so that it will be
especially targeted for that environ
ment. And that seems reasonable.
We would love to do [that] to 0ur lan
guage, to add! tltings like data typing
and record structures and s0 on, but we
feel that it woo'ld mess it up so mueh that
we'd lose tl'le flavor of what we have.
We' re a differentenv.ironment~we're a
machine-independent language, so we
ca:nnoJ, [in1 any ap,p.reeiable way, put in
features that are designed specifically
ro attack prt>blems in the PC or. the Mac.
And it's ·perfeetly Clear that those two
environments ar.e completely different
in terms of system development. That
doesn't mean H1at you ean't use True
BASIC in those enviwnments, but they
nave to be applications that dbn' t re
quite you [to] " bit twiddle" and don't
require you to get at some specific hard
-Thomas Kurtz
ware features.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 270.

Jay Miner:

Bill Joy:

On Amigas in the Mainstream

On the Next
(Human) Generation

lrs the old question of which comes
first, the chicken or the egg. Software
people are not going to write good busi
ness programs for [the Amiga) as long
as it's got the image of either a game ma
chine or an artist's machine. When IBM
first came out with their PC, they touted
it as a business machine. At that time,
the business programs on it were much
worse than the ones that are on the
Amiga now. Now, I think that's a very
important point, because most of the
Amiga business-type programs such as
spreadsheets, word processors, and
database managers are perfectly suffi
cient for 90 percent, 99 percent even, of
small businesses around. Perfectly suf
ficient. And much easier to use and
maintain than the ones on the IBM.
But unless Commodore starts target
ing that market seriously, and calling it
a business machine-which they are un
dermining their own possibility of doing
every time they push it in other direc
tions-unless they do that, the software
developers are not going to do the soft
ware on it that they would like them to
do. And that's where it's got to start. It's
got to start with Commodore's market
ing and advertising and how they image
the machine, and how they get away
from the image of the Amiga as a game
machine, and, let's say, maybe artist's
machine that it has now .
The [Amiga] 1000 was a compromise
computer when it first came out, a com
promise between the pressure mostly
from me and my friends to make it more

of a competitor for IBM in those early
days and make it hit the business mar
ket, and the people, including the inves
tors and Amiga, who wanted it to be a
game machine.
Commodore has solved the compro
mise now, with the 500 as a low-cost
machine for those who want it for the
home to play games and do a little word
processing on, and the 2000 series
[and now] the 3000-that is more of a
real computer, like I wanted to build in
the first place. The 2000 is the computer
I wished I could have built back then.
They have gotten it right hardware
wise, I think. The 2000 is a good ma
chine, hardware-wise. It's very expand
able. It will even take the Bridge board,
which will run IBM software in an
Amiga window-which is handy if you
want to run two things. You can run one
thing on your Amiga and another on
your IBM at the same time on the same
screen. So, I think they have done it
right hardware-wise, and I am very opti
mistic that they are about to do it right
marketing-wise. Multimedia is a good
name for a field that Amiga has been
doing a lot of for a long time. I think
having the supplied-with-the-machine
authoring system is very important,
very useful. But I wish they would target
the business market and declare it a
business machine and not a hypermedia
artist's machine.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 296.

I

think there are a lot of really
bright kids who [have] had com
puters, not in the school, but at
home. Kids [who] grew up with
these machines and are very, very
not necessarily literate in the sense
that they can read-but creative.
So, there's this new generation of
kids that are growing up who have
had computers in their environment
and can imagine solutions using
computers and things to do with
computers that those ofus who are at
the ripe old age of 35 have a little
more difficulty imagining. So, I
think there is going to be this sort of
shock wave of these kids coming into
the industry. And I'm not sure the
shock wave has quite hit yet.
Those kids are all going to go and
be creative. And I hope they do great
things that will benefit society as a
whole by taking this technology and
making it useful, because it is not
going to be done by one or two peo
ple. It's not just Lotus 1-2-3 or a
word processor that's going to make
this difference.
These kids will hit the work force
in large numbers sometime in the
nineties. There will be a lag time,
but there will suddenly be a rush of
great new things that are happening.
I think that will be a big change. I
expect [it] in the next three to five
years. You might call them "Apple
kids" or "Mac generation." It will
be interesting. And these are the
kids that are going to write the great
software of the nineties, whose
names we don't know, who are just
graduating from high school or col
lege-the John Stuart Mills of the
late twentieth century.

Editor's note:
See bi@graphy, page 262.
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The way \\e see it, the so-so, the pretty
good and the just plain average are things for
someone else. Not for us.
And most certainly not
for you.
That's the reason why
every COMPAQ personal
Before creating anything,
computer product ever
we start with a clean slate, introduced has been de
and talk to personal
computer users like you.
signed to deliver on a sim
ple promise: to simply work better. It's what
makes our high-performance PCs different
from all the others.
The whole process starts with you.
Before we design our products, we sit
down and talk with computer users like you.
To see what you want. And what you need.
Then we take these ideas and combine
them with the latest technology and our own
innovative thinking.
The result is a line of PCs
with the right performance
for whatever you want to do.
Performance that comes
from more than just the pro
cessor. It includes features like
high-speed disk drives and

VGA graphics. Room to customize and upgrade
with expansion cards and peripherals. And the
compatibility to work with the best of industry
standard technology.
This attention to detail is one reason why
our PCs consistently earn the highest marks for

marks for satis
faction from
PC users.
You'll see
this thinking in
COMPAQ personal computers earn an
impressive number ofindustry awards.
every COMPAQ
But it's all the things you can do with
our PCs that's really impressive.
PC system,
desktop, portable and laptop we introduce.
The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386N and
COMPAQ DESKPRO 286N are the first COMPAQ
personal computers designed with specific
network features. They're
optimized to work in com
bination with the COMPAQ
SYSTEMPRO PC System
The new COMPAQ S!I 3865120,
like all our laptops, is designed to
fit where you work. Whether
you 're on the 35th floor over
looking Manhattan or at 35,000
feet over the Rockies.

COMPAQ. DESKPRO. Registered U.S. Palenl and Trademark Office. SYSTEMPRO is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. Producl names menlioned herein may be trademarks and/ or registered trademarks of other companies.
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works K.
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The COMPAQ SYSTEMPRO brings an un
precedented combination of performance and
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All told, every COMPAQ
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simply working better.
For more informa
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A worldwide network of
Authorized Dealers is ready
an Authorized COMPAQ
and waiting to help you.
Computer Dealer, call 1-800-231-0900, Operator
117. In Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 117.
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What is the biggest obstacle to major new
breakthroughs in computing?

Oho

Tom McWilliams: I think that software
development is the biggest obstacle we
have. Programming languages today are
fairly low-level. You look at things like C,
FORTRAN, and so forth, [and] there's a
tremendous amount of continually rewrit
ing low-level code. I think that the thing we
need to do to make the biggest advance in
computing is to figure out more efficient
ways of programming these machines.

Inertia

of the whole PC market
cannot be underestimated.

-Michael Slater

Dennis Ritchie (see biography, page 336):
One of the basic criticisms that can be made
of the [C] language is that it doesn't help
much in doing large projects (i.e., it was
not designed with big monolithic programs
in mind) . It was designed in an environ
ment of multiple small programs that inter
act only by fairly restrictive means.
Jerry Pournelle: One of the biggest obsta
cles to the future of computing is C. C is the
last attempt of the high priesthood to con
trol the computing business. It's like the
scribes and the Pharisees who did not want
the masses to learn how to read and write.
Terry Winograd: I would say the big prob
lems are more on the software side. We
understand lx>w to build things that go
faster than we can use.
Jack Kilby: Well , my background, basical
ly, is in hardware. And so that leads me to
believe [that] any basic limitations are in
software. I think in hardware, we can do
most anything.
Bob Noyce: Oh, I think clearly software is
where the action is. Not the hardware. I
think again, we finally may go back to a
new architecture. I think the major break
throughs will have to be in software.
Dick Shaffer: Yes, software development.
Hardware is the easy part. I don't see any
major areas to increase power within ma
chines. Machines will continue to get
cheaper, faster, better, and the software
gap will not only continue but it will get
worse.
Michael Slater: More fundamentally, I
think that the packaging and system design
is a limit to the speed today. The chips
themselves, running today at 40 and 50

ILLUSTRATION : CA THARINE BENNETT

MHz, and ECL chips running today at 70
and 80 MHz, and we'll see CMOS chips at
50, 60, 70 MHz before long. The packag
ing is a real problem today. There's on the
order of 5, 6 nanoseconds essentially wast
ed in the delays associated with the pins of
each individual package.
Alvy Ray Smith: I haven' t heard of any
thing yet that limits them, so I don't see any
reason why we won't see these speeds. And
there are technologies lying in the wings for
when the current ones run out of speed. I
don't think that is going to be the problem. I
think the problem is how we actually use
them.
Andy Bechtolsheim: At the system level,
you will have to package things much
smaller and more carefully than before, be
cause the limits of the speed of light really
come into play at those kinds of frequen
cies, and people will probably use very ad
vanced tab- or chip-on-board-type technol
ogies to get the size of these machines way
down.
Tony Hoare: I'm sure there is [a techno
logical limit] around some corner. In fact,
as a software man, I sometimes feel that I
wish it would come sooner, because the in
creasing speed of the devices, first of all,
detracts attention from the remainings.
Look, it creates the illusion among the
users that it's going to solve problems of
complexity in software, and it's quite the
reverse.
John Markoff: I think the pace of software
development is going to continue to be the
principal bottleneck. And that's because
you can't manage the development of soft
ware in the same way that you can develop
the management of hardware. I met with
Charles Wang, who's the president of Com
puter Associates, and he said something
that was very funny. He said when a soft
ware program is running behind schedule,
what he does is he takes people offthe proj
ect. In his view of software development as
an art form, he looks for people who are
good musicians and philosophers to de
velop the software as well as being good
programmers . If it's an art form, then it
is not subject to traditional engineering
continued
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constraints. I don't think you can put hun
dreds and hundreds of people on a project
and get anything but mushy software.
Dennis Ritchie: There clearly is a soft
ware crisis. Of course, there's always been
a software crisis. We just don't know how
to do big systems very well. It's not clear
whether it could be fixed by fixing things at
the small (i.e., better programming lan
guages), or whether it's a matter of the de
sign of the whole thing.

Gary Klldall is founder, chairman, and staff
technical advisor at Digital Research, Inc. He
created the CP/M operating system.

Donald E. Knuth is professor of the art of com
puter programming at Stanford University. He
is the author of the renowned series The Art of
Computer Programming and of the TEX type
setting language. Knuth received the A. M. Tu
ring Award in 1974.

Paul Carroll: I very much believe that the
biggest obstacle is software design. Soft
ware is at the point where the automobile
was before Henry Ford came along, and
there really is no Henry Ford or no assem
bly line in sight. I'd voice all the standard
complaints: It's still too much artistry and
not enough engineering; the tools still
aren't adequate. The software developers
need to really get out more and talk to the
actual customers. Somebody also has to
come up with some way of dealing with all
the code that's already been written so that
it's a bit easier to update it.
Mitch Kapor: There are three obstacles
that I really worry about. The first is the
time and expense of doing software devel
opment. It's still an incredibly labor-inten
sive process for skilled craftsmen. The
equivalent of the assembly line for software
just doesn't exist. A second obstacle to in
novation and breakthroughs is the installed
base drag. The more tens of millions of
people you have using [a product], the less
possible it is to do anything innovative, be
cause [what] the customers want is refine
ments of existing stuff. A third obstacle is,
I think, a lack of an adequate base of re
search funding from the government and
the private sector. When the Japanese can
spend $50,000,000 a year on a national ini
tiative [for] interactive 3-D graphics or vir
tual reality, if you will-most of it pri
vate-we 're not doing anything on that
scale or like that. It's very sad.
BYTE: You mentioned the installed base.

Does anyone else see that as an obstacle?
Brit Hume: The installed base is of itself a
majorobstacle ofa sort because of the need
for compatibility. But I don't know how-it
may be impossible to know for sure-how
great an obstacle that is.
Stewart Alsop: There is a joke that people
tell, and I'm not the source of it, so I don't
want to take credit for it. It's a great joke,
and the joke is that there is a reason that
282
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God was able to make the world in seven
days, and that was because he didn't have
an installed base. It's not the fact that we
have users, because that's wonderful. The
biggest obstacle is our inability to perceive
what the opportunities of the future were.
We built into existing equipment funda
mental obstacles to implementing this new
stuff. We have a tremendous amount of
equipment installed that fundamentally can
not be upgraded.
Bjarne Stroustrup: The more acceptance
that technology gets, the harder it is to
change. If enough people are stuck at the
same level, they think it's the truth. So
emotion is there, and inertia is always
building up. I'm not just talking about lan
guages; I'm talking about operating sys
tems, hardware architectures, etc. It takes
a greater and greater effort.
Gordon Bell: The software [for the Intel
platform] is like nothing we've ever seen
before that has this inertia associated with
it, because you put value on the software,
you put so much value on your data. Some
of it, I think, is valuable. Some of it isn't. A
lot of times, I think people would be better
throwing the whole damn thing off and
starting over again.
Bjarne Stroustrup: My professor from
Cambridge, David Wheeler, claimed that
the time needed for an idea to come from
the lab to be generally available had always
been increasing. A couple of years ago, he
claimed that the median delay was 15
years. By his law, it should be almost 20
years now. When things work, all the good
aspects and the less good aspects mingle in
a general inertia that makes it harder to
change.
Alan Kay: So the biggest barrier is actu
ally resistance to change. And McLuhan
had this great quote. He said, "Innovation
for the holders of conventional wisdom is
not novelty, but annihilation ." That's the
biggest problem. Of course, the Japanese
don't seem to be particularly threatened by
novelty. They put it on like a suit, and it
doesn't affect their identity.
Doug Engelhart: Our cultures evolved in
given environments in which change was
not a very large factor. It's only been, say,
the last 100 years, and much less, even, for
the really rapid change.
Danny Hillis: I think it's in the ability of
the users to absorb change. I think that
continued
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sometimes the technological possibilities
have gotten tremendously ahead of the
users' ability to put them to work. And I see
that as the limiting factor in technology
development.
Ken Olsen: There are major breakthroughs
all the time. Unbelievable ones, you know.
Computing changes so much. But almost
nothing happens suddenly out of the sky.
Almost everything is engineering. It takes
time-sometimes a short period of time,
like we're seeing in the computer business
today.
Doug Engelhart: The biggest impediment
is the perspective people have about what
can be done, what's a candidate for change,
how much value there'd be, how much
change there's going to necessarily be.
Some ofthe attitudes about change that I re
member-well, if the computers are so
smart, why should I change?
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Dick Shaffer: The people are the factor. I
don't think we will have any more brilliant
programs, any faster, useful programs,
any faster than we've got now . I don't know
why we should expect the computer to be
any more useful for creating computer pro
grams than we expect it to be useful for
creating novels or painting pictures . Soft
ware creation is just as hard as any other
kind of creation. There's only a certain
amount the tool can do, and it's not the
most important part.
Bob Frankston: The biggest limitation is
the failure of imagination that people tend
to project. Actually, the biggest obstacle is
marketing surveys, is people projecting
from what we have now, the people trying
to meet felt needs. It's the unfelt needs that
are always the exciting ones. You've got to
have a leap of imagination, and the biggest
obstacle is change of paradigm. The real
impact in computers is not the silicon. It's
not even the current software. It's the re
thinking.
Rich Malloy: People get used to doing
something in a certain way and have a great
deal of difficulty trying to do something
different, even though it's better. It has to
be much, much better to get people to
change products. Getting people to break
out of their traditional ways of doing things
may be more ofa problem than getting them
to use computers in the first place.
Nicholas Negroponte: I think it's people. I
think that the breakthroughs we' re going to
see in the next decade will come from ap

plications-they're not going to come from
fundamental material science. Really, ap
plications are going to push most of the
breakthroughs.
Steve Leininger: I think that one of the
things that's going to limit progress is that
to do something new now basically re
quires a corporate commitment. You are
talking about serious design dollars-ser
ious cash outlays . So, a lot of the innovative
stuff isn't going to be accidently designed
in a garage anymore .
Lee Felsenstein: The high cost of capital
in the U.S. has resulted in significant dis
tortions of the development process. Ven
ture capitalists require a 20-to-1 payback in
a few years or else they 'll can you, ditch the
project. When you have that kind of evolu
tionary imperative going on, everybody
goes to work on what is supposed to be
really high paying-off projects. And all the
projects that will pay off reasonably well
over a reasonable period of time, die. As a
result, we have evolved the industry into a
real Las Vegas scene: Everybody is walk
ing around talking big and doing nothing
but gambling.
BYTE: Will the relalionship between hard
ware and software change in the 1990s?
Michael Slater: I think it will change, to
some degree. What the software industry
has had to struggle through in the last five
to 10 years are rapidly evolving micropro
cessor architectures. You look back where
we were 10 years ago with the 8086 archi
tecture, and then having gone through the
286, and on to the 386. The 8086 architec
ture really was not adequate for developing
sophisticated software. It did not have
enough addressing range. It had the seg
mented address scheme. Then the 286 im
posed a memory management scheme that
was fundamentally ill-conceived . Now that
the industry is moving on to the 386 archi
tecture, I think you won't see that same sort
of painful discontinuity introduced, in that
the 386 architecture, I believe, can last
(from the software point of view) for an
other decade. The 486, for example, im
plements really the same architecture as
the 386.
Tom Kurtz (see page 270): The hardware
vendors are not going to stop inventing bet
ter and better hardware. They're getting in
volved with distributed stuff-it's even
more complicated. Most of the applications
that are written now are monoprocessor
applications. They' re not designed to serve

as the headquarters for a distributed appli
cation .
Jonathan Sachs: But what's happening,
interestingly, even now, [is that] the hard
ware technology is already pretty firmly in
the next generation beyond what anyone is
using in PCs now, with some of the RISC
chips and Intel i860 and MIPS and Motor
ola 96002. None of these chips will run any
of the existing software that we have now. If
this were 1980, then those chips might very
well form the backbone of PCs going for
ward. But this is 1990, and there are 10
years of68000s and 8086s out there, and an
applications buffer that's built up, and op
erating systems and everything else. I think
we are getting into a situation where the
hardware is going to get pretty far out in
front of the software-much more than it
is now.
Rod Canion: I think what we're seeing
now is the hardware changing at such a
rapid pace that we're going to be in an era
where software is the pacing item for some
period of time. I just think that operating

systems, Windows 3, OS/2 for the 386, and
the applications that take advantage of
those-those are going to be years in the
making, and the hardware is going to con
tinue advancing at a rapid rate in the mean
time. So, we're going to see hardware out
in front of software for quite a while.
David Evans: Well, we do know some little
things. We know that some of the things we
have done in software are simply too
slow, too weak, or whatever. It's a moving
boundary, and these functions perform,
and you have to decide how to do it. The
tools that are being used for designing
chips, for example, are very much pat
terned after the software tools.

Steve Leininger is president of Adaptive Plus.
He was the inventor of the TRS-80 and chief ar
chitect of Tandy's Model 11, Model Ill, and
Color Computer. He is also involved in the Cen

Tony Hoare: We will see quite clearly that
the same kind of errors and confusions that
arise in the software field could very easily
be reproduced in the hardware development
field when the complexity of the hardware
begins to rival that of the software.

ter for Computer Assistance to the Disabled.

Gordon Bell: I guess I don't see much of a
continued
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he biggest barrier

is resistance to change.
-Alan Kay
change. I think software people have gotten
really quite independent of hardware at this
point, and they are off in their world. And
the bulk of the software is not going to
change much at all, to sort of buffet where
there's a lot of change required when you
work on these parallel machines. Why,
then there is some interaction. You need
that separation so that they can both evolve
quite independently.

Rich Malloy is editor in chief of BYTEWEEK, a
newsletter covering the personal computer in
dustry, and associate managing editor of BYTE,
where he directs the news department.

Doug Engelhart: I think [software's] go
' ing to get more and more important.
Carma McClure (see page 292): Yes, I
think software is going to start catching up,

R. MALLOY PHOTO: DAWN MATTHEWS

OVERCOME

and I think there are lots of reasons for that.
First of all, CASE brought it on and started
the whole thing, and now, we have hard
ware vendors interested in developing soft
ware tools, and so we have the momentum,
the money, the recognition, and the tech
nology that we never had before to support
it. Also, artificial intelligence techniques
are now a little easier and more practical to
use and embed in our tools. So I think you
are going to see some changes, but first of
all, we have to attack the integration prob
lems, building integrated tool environ
ments, and an important segment of that is
the issue surrounding repositories.

Brian Kernighan: I think that in some
ways the thing that's likely to change com
puting is somebody's got a better software
idea. For example, you couldn't have win
dows on your screen very effectively until
you had a fairly high-resolution screen, and
then you could start to think about win
dows. And you couldn't utilize things until
you had enough memory, and so it's clear
that the hardware and the software drive
each other. •
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Alvy Ray Smith:

On Graphics in the 1990s

What

does it mean to be able to talk
with pictures, instead of words? I think
that's what people want to do. I think
it's the natural form, the widest band
width implementation. So far, com
puters have been highly constrained in
making pictures. The reason they have
been highly constrained is real simple:
They just haven't had the horsepower.
The revolution that is happening, start
ing now, will be wide open by the year
2000 when that horsepower has finally
arrived on the desktop. This is easy for
me to see, the year 2000-all the profes
sional-quality images we'll be handing
each other, as casually as we hand Post
Script-printed black-and-white pages to
each other today.
What has to be put in place is the
story of the nineties. PostScript is a
good example of a piece of the infra
structure of computing that got put in
place to handle black-and-white, geom
etry-based picture making. What re
mains to be put in place? Well, there has
to be a 3-D, full-color infrastructure
put in place. Of course, Pixar's Render
Man is a piece of that infrastructure. [ It
is] to color and 3-D what Postscript is to
black and white and 2-D. And that's on
the geometry side of things. And ~ome
where another piece of infrastructure
that is going to be put in place is the
color standard, so that people can wheel
and deal color and get the same color out
on all the different output devices that
exist now, and will exist in the year
2000. It's a very difficult problem, but
it will be solved within the next few
years . That will be in place by the year
2000. (When I say infrastructure- I
guess that's an OK word-what I mean
by that is what you get on your desktop
when you buy a machine, stuff that's as

sumed to be there , that you don't have to
go out and buy-part of the basic stuff
that you buy when you buy a computer
in the year 2000.)
When I look at the desktop market
place right now , the big gaping hole of
applications, the big missing set of ap
plications, are those that deal with
color. And I mean real color. Photogra
phy, color printing, full-color presenta
tions, video production, full multi
media production, film production,
[and so forth]. I think a lot sooner than
2000, but they will be strongly in place.
It's hard to see it right now . It is still
fairly difficult to do full-color pictures,
single pictures , but when you have 1000
MIPS-wow! You can start doing real
time image rotations. I don't mean sim
ple, several-thousand-line polygon
images, I mean several million sample
point-full-color, each sample point.
You 'll be able to rotate those things,
drawing into perspective, or rescale
them without loss of quality in real
time.
I've seen all the work, but I still can't
believe we'll be able to do that in no
time on our desktop computer software
by the year 2000. But that's what we'll
be able to do. So, it will be easy to do
pictures, movies . That's what I'm try
ing to say, that those things will all be
possible by the year 2000. What is hard
to predict is how that's going to change
how we deal with each other. I think it
is going to have a massive impact on
everything.
The key thing- concept- that will
describe how people will deal with pic
tures is spatial editing. What does that
mean? What we mean by the word edit
ing in film and video is the placement of
segments of film or video in time. An

artist called an editor comes in and ar
ranges the sequences in time. [The] big
change in the next decade will be that
the same freedom will be granted,
hopefully, to arrange things in the
space of a picture.
I don't know if you have ever tried to
model a 3-D picture, but it's very hard.
So, one of the class of applications that
there is going to be a lot of [is] modelers .
But I think what is going to happen [is,]
instead of handing people over the mod
eling process , we' II hand over models to
them. In other words, the marketplace
will be catalogs of premodeled objects
or predescribed textures . Instead of me,
as the user, having to sit down- I've got
this desk in front of me, my books, tele
phone, paper-instead of having to
model each one of those things in order
to [create] a picture of it, I would just
take the catalog, an electronic catalog,
off the shelf here, plug it into my desk
top computer, and pick off that particu
lar lamp and that particular set of
books. The stuff is already done. I, as a
spatial editor, can go in and place those
objects in my [rendering] at my discre
tion. I can change their relative sizes,
and I can change the colors maybe, and I
can map different appearances onto
their surfaces, customize their look.
But my job as a picture maker will be
more like editing than constructing.
I'm just convinced that that's the fu
ture that we'll see unfold here. What I
am describing is the RGB full-color
marketplace of the nineties. There will
be a host of companies thatare required
to make products available to fill this
market up.

Editor's note:
See biography , page 352.
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New Features

Menus or commands - you r choice Rewritten
documentation includes statistics tutorials Fast, built-in drivers for
SYGRAPH Global mapping and many new plots Multi way repeated
measures Means model for missing cells designs Post-hoc tests
Interactive stepwise regression.

Statistics

Basic statistics, frequencies, I-tests. post-hoc tests
Multi way crosstabs with log-linear modeling, association
coefficients, PRE statistics. Mantel - Haenszel, asymptotic standard
errors Nonparametric statistics (sign, runs, Wilcoxon, Kruskal
Wallis, Friedman two-way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, Kolmogorov
Smirnov, Li lliefors, Kenda ll coefficient of concordance) Pairwise/
listwise deletion of missing values, Pearson correlation, SSCP,
covariance, Spearman, Gamma, Kendall Tau, Euclidean distances,
binary similarities Linear, polynomial, multiple, stepwise. weighted
regression with extended diagnostics Multivariate general linear
model includes multi way ANOVA, ANCOVA, MANOVA, repeated
measures, canonical correlation Principal components, factor
analysis, rotations, components scores Multidimensional scaling
Multiple and canonical discriminant analysis, Bayesian classification
Cluster analysis (hierarchical , single , average, complete, median,
centroid linkage, k-means, cases. variables) Time series (smoothers,
exponential smoothing, seasonal and nonseasonal ARIMA, ACF,
PACF, CCF, transformations, Fourier analysis) Nonlinear estimation
(nonlinear regression, maximum likelihood estimation, and more).

Graphics

Overlay plots

Drivers for most graphics devices
Scatterplots Line and vector graphs
Vector, dot, bubble and quantile plots Bar graphs (single, multiple,
stacked , range) Box plots (single and grouped) Stem-and-leaf
diagrams Linear, quadratic, step, spline, polynomial , LOWESS,
exponential smoothing Confidence intervals and ellipses (any alpha
value) Smooth mathematical functions Rectangular or polar
coordinates Log and power scales ANOVA interaction plots
Histograms (regular, cumulative, fuzzy) Stripe and jitter plots
Gaussian histogram smoothing Scatterplot matrices Voronoi

Two-dimensional: Error bars

tesselations Minimum spanning tree Maps with geographic
projections (U.S. state boundary file included, county and world
boundary files available) Chernoff faces Star plots Fourier plots
Pie charts Contour plots on regularly and irregularly spaced points
Control charts and limits Three-dimensional: Data plots Smooth
function plots Vector plots Linear, quadratic. spline, least squares
surface smoothing Typefaces that print in perspective.

Data Management Import/export Lotus, dBase. and DIF
files Full screen data editor Full screen text editor Unlimited
cases Missing data, arrays, character variables Capability to
process hierarchical, rectangular or triangular files, irregular length
records Character, numeric, and nested sorts Merge and append
large files Unlimited numeric and character variable transformations
Subgroup processing with SELECT and BY Value labels and RECODE
statements Macro processor with programming language, screen
control, file manipulation, applications generation, and report writing .
SYSTAT operates on IBM PC 's" and compatibles , MS-DOS';"
VAX°'/Microvax and Macintosh" Site licenses, quantity prices and
training seminars available . No fees for technical support.

SYSTAT

...............@

SVSTAT. Intelligent software.

For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc. 1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201-3793 Tel : 708.864.5670 Fax: 708.492.3567
For international representatives call: Australia 61.3.4974755, Canada 416 .424.1700, Finland 358.0.6923800, France 33.1.40935000,
Germany 49.61.265950, Italy 39.587.213640, Japan 81.3.5902311, New Zealand 64.71.562675, Norway 47.3.892240, Sweden 46.8.110620,
Switzerland 41 .31 .416611, The Netherlands 31.3402.66336, UK: Letchworth 44.462.482822, London 44 .81.6926636, London SE 44.0753.841686
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What do you think of the reassertion of power
by data-processing and MIS departments?

Iii

eople say that

standards stifle innovation,
and in communications,
that's not true. Standards
enable communications.

-John Warnock

Stewart Alsop: It infuriates me. Some
how, the notion goes, in order to implement
these new technologies that have multime
dia and effective networking and group
ware and host connectivity and buzzword,
buzzword, buzzword, we have to have more
complex computer systems. And if we're
going to have complex computer systems,
then we have to get DP and MIS back into
the loop, because they understand this
stuff, and those "poor dumb users" don't.
And the "poor dumb users" are going to
screw up the computers. So we need DP
and MIS to protect the computers from
those "poor dumb end users." And it's
like, what year is this? Back to the Future,
Part 15.
Steve Leininger: To me, I think some of
that control is just sort of natural. I don't
think people who've been in charge of just
the small microclusters or the stand-alones
have been necessarily responsive to the
needs of a much greater organization. So, I
guess I think it's OK.
Jerry Pournelle: It's negative, and it won't
happen. It won't last. You may remember
that Pournelle's Law [is] one user, at least
one computer. That was Pournelle's First
Law.
Jim Blinn: One of the nice things I find
about the PC environment, one of my fun
damental philosophies of life, is [that] I
don't like concentrations of power-any
where, for any purpose. And the fact [that]
the PCs are very generic and spread the
power out, I think is good. Any sort of or
ganization that tries to coalesce it in one
place, I'm not too happy about.
Jonathan Titus: You know, maybe I'm
completely wrong. Maybe the idea of big
ger servers is the way things are going to
go, but I think if you look at things tradi
tionally, you find that large things tend to
fragment rather than to coalesce. I think
that's what will happen with the large con
centrations of computer power within com
panies.
Tom McWilliams: I think that there is a
very strong role for larger machines to sup
port machines on the desktop. I see the ma
chines on the desktop replacing the tradi

ILL US TR ATION: CA TH A RINE BENNE TT

tional dumb terminal with very intelligent
boxes that provide [a] very good user inter
face and do local computing for jobs that sit
on those machines.
John Markoff: In my company, I really
see the struggle going on. There's a tre
mendous amount of tension that's a direct
consequence of this sort of clash of the
mainframe view of the world versus the
desktop view. And clearly, one of the con
sequences of networks is that there will be a
reassertion of centralized control. But I
think that there are certain aspects to per
sonal computer technology that are just ge
nies out of the bottle and they' re never go
ing to be able to put it back. There are some
companies now, there seems to be a trend to
actually do away with MIS: Some places
here in NYC, there are no more MIS de
partments. Some companies in the Valley
have done away with mainframes and are
going to entirely distributed computing
models. There's more freedom.
Bill Stallings: I think there is a flavor of
trying to hold all the strands together from
a central location so that you have coopera
tive computing-but, at the same time, not
centralizing procurement or even all the
ownership of data, because that tends to in
hibit things, and particularly in the micro
area. [You need a] true distributed system
that is integrated. There's sort of a tension
there of trying to balance central planning
and central integration-distributed coop
eration-and the thing that allows this sort
of a balancing act is the standards.
Jonathan Titus: Well, I think we're see
ing, these days, actually a fragmentation of
service departments like that. And we'll
continue to see it. I think the reemergence
has come only because we're finding we
need network servers, and the network
servers tend to be controlled by the MIS de
partments because they're a big box and
they're connected into a lot of different
places.
BYTE: How do you think it will affect
the microcomputer users and their com
panies?
Terry Winograd: Stand-alone computing
continued
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will get more limited. I think networking is
inevitable.
Steve Leininger: As long as you don't
hook yourself onto the network, you 're OK.
Tom McWilliams: I don't actually see that
larger central machines are at odds with
machines on desktops. I think that you
need both.

Jim P. Manzi is president and CEO of Lotus De
velopment Corp., where he directs corporate
strategy and the overall operation of the
company.

John Marte off is a reporter for the New York
Times, where he covers computers and tech
nology. Markoff has also been a West Coast
technical editor for BYTE.

Carma L. McClure is an independent author,
lecturer. and consultant specializing in soft

Dennis Ritchie: One of the aspects of any
kind of PC, using it as the generic term, is
that this is a box that you own. You may not
understand everything that goes on inside
it, but, in some sense, you have control over
it. Whereas, if you're dealing with a com
puter center or an MIS department, there's
a definite lack of control. The other side of
that is that as systems get more sophisti
cated, the amount of work involved just to
do your own administration is increasing,
and things are getting more complicated.
They're getting harder to understand. You
have to understand more in order to use
them effectively.
Jonathan Titus: I hope it has as little effect
on the end user as possible. In effect, they
may not even know where their server is, or
specifically what's in it. And I think, too,
that the computers will become so power
ful that the idea of a central server may, in
fact, disappear. It may be, with all these
computers linked together, one is a control
ler but bits and pieces of what I'm working
on may be stored across a lot ofthe different
systems in the network.
Tony Hoare: I think it's a sad step because,
again, it gives you an advice and consultan
cy bottleneck where people can't do what
they want until they can get the attention of
an expert who will tell them how they can
do it. The promising sign for the personal
computer is that people can develop their
own application and then perhaps integrate
later as the need for it becomes apparent.
And that has tended, I think, to breakdown
the centralized power structure of data
processing departments, which can be a
significant barrier to progress-particular
ly when, in these very progressive times,
things are changing so rapidly.

ware methodologies, tools, and law and project
management. She is a leading authority on
CASE.
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Jim Manzi: But fundamentally, all [that
the users] want to do is get data, do some
thing with the data, share it with some
body, and send it off, and get it updated.
And a forward-thinking IS manager wants
the same thing to happen, because the con
cept of end-user computing is obviously
proven. I view it less as a conflict and more
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as a conversion.
Ken Olsen: Oh, I think it's very good and
very important. Having a bunch of people
using their own microcomputers is obvi
ously unwise if they do the wrong thing.
And they have no communication with the
world. The things you do most of the times
in the office involve everybody else. Al
most anything you do should be integrated.
Dick Pick: It's going to have to come. The
point is, if you're going to run an organiza
tion that uses computers, you've got to have
some centralization to it. I have the same
problem. I've got the equivalent of an MIS
department, [but] it's only one person.
You've got to have somebody who takes
ownership of the corporate database, and
that traditionally has been the MIS depart
ment. I don't see how else they're going to
tie all these PCs back together into a corpo
rate tool as opposed to a personal tool.
Steve Leininger: What made the personal
computer great is the apparent speed of
having all that horsepower dedicated just to
you, for word processing or other data ma
nipulation. If you're talking about a big
company, they can't afford to have the in
formation that runs the company-today's
inventory, this kind of stuff-scattered all
over the place.
Dick Shaffer: I think it's essential for large
organizations. As the computer becomes
more important to companies, you have to
have some kind of control over it.
Charles Simonyi: Actually, I think that it
is a good thing. I think what really is hap
pening is the embracing of the computer by
the MIS people as more than a control. You
can't control the personal use of computers.
I don't think there is any issue there.
BYTE: Is this a positive move or a negaJive

one?
Gordon Bell: It's only negative if it starts
impeding things. I don't think it's going to
do that. I don't think they can. There's no
way that they can get in the way of progress.
I mean, just maintaining the network I
don't think is any more harmful than the
fact that in every company you have a tele
phone czar taking care of the telephone. I
don't see that as any different. What gets
harmful is when you rule out certain kinds
of machines.
Paul Carroll: It has positive and negative
continued
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attributes. It's very important for compa
nies to be able to hook all these machines
together in a network, and somebody's got
to do it, so it might as well be the MIS
types. More and more, the business types
will become involved in the development of
applications for their computers and in the
use of the computers. And I view that as
very much a positive development.

Thomas M. McWllllams is a vice president at
Amdahl Corp. He is a pioneer in the design and
development of computer-aided engineering
systems.

D

contend that the

purpose of computers is
human freedom.

Doug Engelhart: Somebody in the organi
zation needs to start being responsible for
the larger system, of harnessing the capa
bilities of this. So, if not the DP/MIS peo
pie, who?

-Ted Nelson

Lee Felsenstein: [I agree.] Somebody has
to take that role. It would be nice to develop
networks that can be self-managing. That,
in microcosm, is really the problem [that]
we've got with industrial society as a
whole: working out those technologies
using a broad sense of technology
through the operation of which it becomes
sort of natural as to how to organize things.

want to standardize and regulate , in a sen
sible fashion, the use of personal computers
and especially databases throughout their
corporations. However, more illicitly, what
is also happening is that data-processing
managers are fighting back, trying to re
capture lost territory; trying to keep the
mainframe necessary is the hub of this, and
trying to become the sovereigns once again.
This is quite unfortunate, and I don't think
it will be that sweeping. But who knows

Ted Nelson: Corporations legitimately

cominued

Neural Networks are Solving Real Problems
Circuit board problem diagnosis • Psythlatrlc tvaluatlons • Stock market
predictions • Salts forecasts • 011 exploration • Optimizing biological experiment
resalts • Price forecasts • Analysis of medical tests • Optimizing scheduled
machine maintenance • Predld~n student performance • Horst racing picks •
Fadory and shop problem ana s • Optimizing raw material orders • Sptdral
analysis • Stltction of criminal nvvstlgation targets • Employee stltctlon •
Process control • Product quality control and much, much more.
Since NeuroShell learns by example, handles fuzzy logic, can give tight data fits, and doesn't try to
capture knowledge in rules, it is also being used as an alternative in many cases to expert systems,
the 103 algorithm, and regression analysis.

How anyone can use neural networks
NeuroShell is ready to use for real problems
on your IBM PC or compatible, and still only
$195. No programming or Ph.D. required! Free
telephone assistance (including setting up your
problem). Free shipping by mail in US, Canada,
and Mexico ($12 elsewhere). Add 5% tax in MD.

Ward Systczms Group. Inc.
Z45 w~t Patrick SL
Frczdvrick, HD Z1701

(301) 662-7950 FAX (301) 663-6656
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For those times, there's this.
Meet a genuine breakthrough: the Verran AC Datalink. It lets
you connect virtually any computer to a printer. Or a modem.
Or a plotter. Or a terminal. All without cables. The connec
tion takes place through your building's electrical wiring
and works at distances of300 feet or more.
Think ofit. No more torn -up offices, expensive
wiring solutions, or cabling headaches. The Verran AC
DataLink is the perfect answer for quick connections
between computers and peripherals-even if they're
in different offices.
The applications are numerous-from office moves to demon
strations to special needs for temporary staff.You can even connect
extra terminals to a largercomputer without cabling-a feature which
can be invaluable when additional programmers come on board.
There's no software required. A pair of AC Data Links is all you
need. just connect one to your computer and one to a peripheral.
Then plug each into a standard electrical outlet. That's it. You're up
and running in minutes.

The AC DataLinks take care of everything: error correction,
translation when needed, even adaptors for parallel (Centronics)
or serial (RS-232) connections. So you can enjoy
virtually universal compatibility between
computers and peripherals-even use a paral
lel printer from a serial portr You can also
select an encryption code for each pair of
AC DataLinks, providing a high level of
data security.
And here's another breakthrough from
Verran: the AC Data Link DPS (Dedicated Printer
Sharer) which allows up to seven computers con
nected to AC DataLinks to share the same printer.
It's like having a printer for each computer-at a fraction ofthe cost.
Status and queuing information is provided by the AC DataLinks,
so you'll enjoy more efficient printer use than ever before. The AC
DataLink DPS is suitable for any printer with a parallel port.
Want to free yourself from the ties that bind' See your local
computer dealer to learn more about Verran AC Data Link products.
Or contact GEC-Marconi for more information.

VERRAN AC DATALINK/DPS
Cable-Free Computer Connection

AC DataLink just $345.
AC DataLink DPS just $395.
(Suggested retail prices.)

From GEC-Marconi Software Systems
Suite 450, 12110 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 22090
703-648-1551
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Jay Minar designs medical instrumentation for
Ventritex, Inc. He was principal designer of the
Amiga computer and creator of the Amiga custom chip set. He also designed the chip sets
for the Atari VCS and the Atari 400 and 800
computers.

politically? Politically, many different
things can happen.

community and MIS working together to
solve these problems.

Carma McClure: I think you might find
that everybody goes off on their own and
then they say "wait a minute, wait a min
ute. We are stepping on one another's toes
here, we're not doing what we should be
doing, and so let's get back together and
have some sort of control and manage
ment." So I think that it will go full circle
like that.

Wayne Ratliff: There are pos1t1ves and
negatives to it. Yes, I do see it happening,
and neither side is going to gain control, I
don't think. The microcomputer people are
the ones who dared move away from the
mainframes. And they thought it was an
exciting environment. So, we have this lit
tle pendulum effect going in the computer
business-it will swing back and forth for
ever probably.

Rod Canion: I think it's a necessary thing.
What we saw was a pendulum swinging
from one extreme to the other, [from]
where MIS had all the power to the point
where the users themselves had basically
almost all the power. The unifying force is
the networking ofPCs and workstations to
gether [so] that no longer can an individual
really take full advantage ofhis PC by him
self. He needs to have other people in
valved. So you need a group like MIS. I
think what we're going to see in the next
several years is a medium being reached-a
I balance being reached between the user
1
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Read Mac Disks in a PC
MatchMaker

John Warnock: I think all of these socio
logical changes in the industrial portion of
our society go in cycles. There's sort of a
centralization, decentralization, centraliza
tion, decentralization-and as far as I can
see, in the computer business, I've seen
about three of these cycles. I don't see any
reason to see that stop. You need to have a
more global view of this and say, "Hey,
that's a behavior of that overall social sys
tem and not something that has any long
term effect." You just have to ride the cur
rent trend. •

The Open & Shut Case for
MicroGuard Data
Protection.

- the best way to share data between a PC and
a Mac. The MatchMaker card lets you plug a
Macintosh floppy drive into a PC.

OPEN

•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-install half-size card.
Use any external Macintosh drive.
DOS-like command software included.
1 year warranty, Made in USA.
Also available; MatchPoint-PC to
read/write Apple II disks.

''. ..by far the most cost effective solution ... " PC WEEK

to unwanted intruders.
MitroGunrd pm1ec1s vour data at
all levels: Access to hardware
devices, lo soflware runctions and
to disk areas. You tailor access
precisely to your securi1y needs.

Ovtimize data protection
If you've ever been afraid a fired wo rker will damage data ...
If you know your competitors would love to peek into your
files ... MicroGuard is the answer. In every instance, the
savings in time and money are substantial, and often •
immeasurable.. Find out more today.

Dealers welcome.

Mic:r-aSalu'tian§
Computer Products
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10 virrually every program 0111he
market. MicroGuard is designed
specifically forrhe PC* and
compatibles, and is transparenl to
!he user. DOS and applications
run freely.

8 Abba Hillel St.. Ramat Gan, Israel
Tel. 972-3-7511982 Fax. 972-3-7512304
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THEONLYWAYCOMPETITIVE DRIVES
CAN Go FASTER THAN 9MS.
With effective access times as low as 9ms, the Plus Impu lse~ AT®Series, hard disks don't need rockets
to fly. They're the perfect match for today's disk-intensive applications.
Impulse isn't only fast, it's affordable. Compare it to any other disk drive in its class and you'll see how
competitively priced it is.
Impulse isn't only fast and affordable, it's compatible with all leading 286/386 PCs. And it's available
now. In 40, 80, 105, 120, 170 and 210 megabytes (330 and 425MB shipping soon). With integrated
IDE-AT or SCSI controllers.
Get in touch with your Impulse reseller today. For more
information, call 800-624-5545 in the US. and Canada.
Leave the rockets to them. And the flying to Plus.
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Ted Nelson:

On the Xanadu Project
The issue [that] most deeply con
cerned me was the problem of the total
arbitrariness of writing, and how in the
world you decide among and work out
the details of different forms of organi
zation of a document. Then I took a
computer course, and it was like being
struck by lightning. I came up with the
following five realizations. (We're talk
ing October of 1960.)
I. The computer screen would be man
kind's new home.
2. We would have new forms of docu
ments and new literary genre-which I
did not yet call hypertext-which would
be nonsequential writings because we
would no longer be constrained to the
sequential organization of text. There
fore, the arbitrariness of sequential or
ganization could be thrown away. The
reader would be free to explore, and
conversely, the author would be freed
from the problems of unnecessary, su
perfluous, gratuitous organization. In
other words, deciding which comes first
(over which we have to make so much
effort) is totally unnecessary when nei
ther part comes first.
3. This would be the heart of an entire
new literature [that] would subsume all
ofthe literature ofthe past; that is, all of
the writings, all of the ideas from be
fore, and everything that was published
on paper would again be published in
electronic form. But, as nonsequential
organization took over, all of the pieces
could be reused in new ways.
4. This would require a worldwide de
livery network, which would be a net
work of computers.
5. [The delivery system] would be fran
chised.

And the amazing thing is that this vision
is coming about, essentially all five
points, as I foresaw them 30 years ago.
Now being completed 30 years later
[is] the program for what I thought of as
a writer's console . But remember that,
since I consider writing the king of the
problems, the most intricate type of
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mental endeavor bringing to bear all the
arbitrariness of every type of decision, I
took this to be the model fer every other
hard problem; decisions facing heads of
corporations and heads of state seemed
to be trivial by comparison. ·Of course,
that was a writer's perspective.
The most important thing I needed in
the software does not exist yet. And one
of the reasons I'm so pissed off at the
entire computer world is that they have
not understood what I consider to be es
sentially the most fundamental prob
lem, and that is what I call transclusion .
Transclusion means that a thing can
be in two places at once. Suppose you
write a sentence you like, or there's a
paragraph that needs to be quoted from
one document to another. [Copying it]
loses the connection-the thread that
ties them together. But in transclusion,
you make a virtual copy from one place
into the other so that there is a hole in
one place that you wanted [the sen
tence], which is filled always from the
other place whenever you get to the
hole. The Xanadu system [that] we're
working on here at Autodesk is based on
transclusion.

Transclusion in Action
As you consider the organization of
something--Where are you going to use
this piece? Are you going to use it in
document A or document B?-as soon
as you decide not to use it in document
A, that frees it up fer document B. But if
you are still undecided, then you want it
in both places and you want to be noti
fied when it is [used]. And in deciding
to use it in one, you want to see what its
status is in the others. That's one use for
transclusion. And that was fundamental
to my first design-transclusion and
fragments.
Secondly, I wantto get to keep a con
tinuous journal and be able to transclude
all the fragments into all the potential
projects where they should go, and then
be able to see side by side all the poten
tial places I would want to use them.

Then as soon as one [fragment] was
used, or you decide not to use it some
where else, then it's freed up.
Yoo [also] wanttobeabletocompare
different successor versions of the same
document-to see if this one is better
than that-or different alternative de
signs for the same document. And in
that case, you want all the "meat" mate
rial in one-all the material that's in
both designs for the document-to be
transcluded back and forth so you can
look at this organization in two or more
different ways.
The third use of transclusion is for
electronic publishing, because it basi
cally solves a lot of the copyright prob
lem if you have a network in which
things are stored, a repository network
for publishing, and that's the other part
of what we're working on. And remem
ber, I talked about the great network. So
this software would be the fundament of
this great network and this repository
network for publishing.
All you have to do is publish; you
publish a document by placing it in the
repository and saying "I hereby publish
it." That means I'm responsible for the
contents. You pay a registration fee; the
publisher pays a registration fee and a
storage fee and then gets royalties back
automatically every time fragments are
sent out.
But the trick is, how does transclu
sion fit in? It cleans up the whole issue
of copyright permissions, because now
that it's in a repository, you can quote
anyone else freely without asking their
permission. Why? Because you are just
transcluding material. You' re leaving
holes in your material to be filled from
these other documents at the time of de
livery to the person's screen, which
means that the customer is buying the
fragments from the original author
whenever those quotations are read. So,
nothing is misquoted, nothing is out of
context, credit is apportioned correctly,
and royalties are apportioned correctly.
So to me, the basic piece of software
is a transclusive fragment sorter where

I

you sit with thousands of little flips of
sticky notes, and you sort them into dif
ferent projects with transclusion, so that
any sticky note can mean any number of
things. A file card-whatever you want
to call it-can be in any number of
places at once, with an umbilical cord
connecting all the instances.

The Xanadu Server
So, this project has never at any time
been inactive as far as I'm concerned,
and it has always proceeded toward the
system we are working on [and] are
about to bring out.
I contend that the purpose of com
puters is human freedom. And the bet
ter world we must have will be one in
which computers make life simpler, not
harder, allow us to tie together our work
and have control of it, and bring us clari
fying overviews and understanding of
everything we see and do. Whereas
right now, computers are still quite the
opposite.
Imagine, if you will, the year 2020,
when a billion people around the planet
are at their screens. And each is able to
withdraw from a great repository any
fragments of anything that has been
published, as well as the private docu
ments he or she has access to. So, you 're
able to bring to your screen not just en
cyclopedias, not just novels, not just the
works ofHorace and Cicero and Marcus
Aurelius and Shakespeare and Goethe,
but obscure stuff from South America
and Africa that people have written in
the last 5 minutes. And [you're able] to
make comments and footnotes and to
transclude and quote from anything else
that's published, with automatic roy
alty.
So, I was talking about the year 2020,
the 2020 vision. The question is, how
we get there from here? Well, it's very
specific in my plans . Autodesk and
Xanadu Operating Company, which is
now a subsidiary of Autodesk, will be
bringing out the Xanadu Server, which
will be, I believe , the new paradigm for

the storage of information because it has
links and transclusion built right in. It
will replace the file model, and we will
redesign all software around this mod
el, because this has been the correct
model all along. Just because people
have insisted on doing things stupidly
the last 30 years doesn't mean that they
can't finally get the idea.
People can understand things .they
see. I know. I've come to realize it The
next generation of software will be built
around the transclusive model of data
handling, which opens up all your data
in every direction and allows you to rep
resent the true interconnection of the in
formation within it. Right now , there is
no good way of representing intercon
nection . Wehavetrivial linking systems
in the smaller hypertext systems. But
Xanadu has a truly general linking sys
tem with an open-ended and very pow
erful linking structure, as well as trans
clusion. And so, because it will allow
the exact representation of all intercon
nections, Xanadu seems to me the shoo
in for becoming the standard for data
storage in the future. And since it's
built around the concept of networking,
and access of many people to the same
data, it then leads to the publishing
system .
The back-end server will be coming
out next year, as I say, from Xanadu
Operating Company , and that will run
on the Sun, the Macintosh, and the
larger PCs-the 386s. This will hit on
the LAN and serve as many people at
once with the fragments necessary to
support their documents . Yoo see, up
till now, we've had this dumb model
where you store a whole document, then
you go in and change one word, and then
you store the whole document again.
What sense does that make? What you
want to do is store the changes or have a
rational means of keeping track of the
current state of the document without
re-storing the entire book to change one
word .
Being able to treat [stored data] as a
seamless interconnected whole is abso

lutely vital, and this is what a truly gen
eralized link server will allow. So, all
of this will be within our grasp or will
be reachable when the back-end server
gives us a chance to build new applica
tions around these forms of intercon
nection.
Two years later, we need only two
more steps to go from the back-end
server, as Xanadu Operating Company
will be delivering it, and the worldwide
publishing network of which I spoke.
And these steps essentially involve the
addition of the internetwork protocol
and the addition of the royalty mecha
nism. So this ought to be doable within
two years.

Transclusion Tomorrow
The plan is to open the franchise first in
northern California, for a chain of
McDonald's-like information stands,
which will form a repository network.
Yoo'll be able to put your private docu
ments in, and thus it will be a mini-self
storage system for information, just as
you go to a mini-self-storage place to put
your sofa and your old TV where you
can get at it.
When we go to the publishing system,
all you do is press the publish button,
and whatever data you wish to publish
[is] published in this universal linking
and transclusive data structure with
automatic royalty. And this, too, will be
offered at the Xanadu stands. The user
comes into the stand to learn how to use
the system and to start up an account. So
rather than learn the system out of a
manual or from some class, you come
into a McDonald's-like atmosphere
where a person will sit down and show
you how to use the system.
Now you take your account and your
software home and fire it up from home
and modem in. You can modem in to
any of the Xanadu staff or connect
through other networks .

Editor's note:
See biography, page 304.

Genuine 486™
System...
azing 386™
PRICE!
Yes, full powered 80486 computer
systems with all the traditional
N orthgate features and performance.
And a price that says "BUY NOW!"

()()
Delivered to Your Home or Office
YOU CAN'T IMAGINE WHAT
SPEED REALLY IS until you have
Northgate's new Elegance 486 under your
fingertips. Feel the power! It delivers
everything a 486 should do ... AND
MORE! Applications-even CAD
appear on the screen almost before you
release the keys. Gone is the aggravation
of waiting!

And look at this! A Maxtor 200Mb hard
drive. Breaks performance barriers with
ISMS speed ... yet doesn't make a peep.
Impressed? There's more. 4Mb of
RAM (expandable to 16Mb). And 64K of
25NS read/write-back cache (expandable
to 256K). Of course, it comes with a
Northgate OmniKej"' keyboard-your
choice of PLUS or ULTRA models.
PLUS, Northgate has a full range of
expansion options! Monitors, hard drives,
tape backups, memory cards, printers,
modems, and more. Custom configure the
system that's right for you.
Use a Northgate 486/25 for 30 days.
If it fails to do everything we say, just
return it.
Special 486/33 Upgrade Offer
Buy your Elegance 486/25 now. And
when you need more processing power,
we'll upgrade it to a 486/33MHz for
just $1500.00!

Sizzling performance requires the
hottest components ... and that's what
Northgate delivers.

ORDER TODAY! Be sure to ask about
custom configurations, leasing and
financing programs.

486 processor combines the capabilities
of an enhanced 386, fast 387 math
coprocessor, an advanced cache controller
and SK of supporting static cache memory.
Result? Incredible processing speed!

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS ADAY

Now add in Northgate's new proprietary
motherboard. Unique design maximizes
the power and features of the 486
processor.

800-548-1993

N otice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgatc now has TDD capability.
Dial 800-535-0602.

I Norrhgate Parkway, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
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486/25
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• 25 MHz Intel 80486" 1processor
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point coprocessor
• Industry Standard Architecture
(ISA) bus
• 4Mb of 32-bit DRAM
(expandable to 8Mb on the
motherboard; total system RAM
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• Proprietary, U.S.-made
motherboard
• 200Mb Maxtor hard drive with
15 MS access rime
• 64K SRAM read/write-back
cache (optional 256K cache
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• High density 1.2Mb-5.25 11 and
1.44Mb-3.5 11 floppy drives; also
reads, writes and formats low
density disks
• Eight expansion card slots; one
32-bir, six 16-bir and one 8-bir
• Weitek numeric co-processor
support
• Two serial and one parallel ports
• 14 11 monochrome monitor
• Hercules compatible video
controller
• MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC
software; Smart Drive disk
caching software
• On-line users guide to system
and MS-DOS 4.01
• 220 watt power supply
• Elegance 7 drive-bay custom
rower cabinet pictured (desktop
style available)
• Clock/calendar with 5 year
battery backup
• Your choice of exclusive award
winning 011111iKey/PLUS or
ULTRA keyboard
• Park utility
• Frant mounted controls for
high/low speed operation, system
reset, and keyboard lockout
• Total compatibility with all of
your existing AT peripherals and
1/0 boards
• FCC Class B Certified

Superior Northgate Support
Famous 30-Day Performance Guarantee. Norrhgare backs
every system with our famous no-risk policy. If you aren't 100%
satisfied, return it-no questions asked.
Warranties. Your system is covered by a I -year limited
warranty (5 years on keyboard). If a part fails, we'll ship a
new one overnight at our expense-before we receive your
troubled part.

Industry's Best Unlimited Toll-Free Technical Support.
February 7, 1990, BYTE Magazine, Dr. Jerry Pournelle,' on
Norrhgare technical support ... "has become the standard that
other mail order computer companies must march."
Our system consultants are on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week to answer your questions. On-site service is available to
most locations if we can't solve your problems over the phone.
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B Y T E SUMMIT
To what extent will computer literacy
stratify society in the 1990s?
Charles Simonyi: That is an interesting
question. I believe that computers are a
very positive force, and computer literacy
endows the literate person with some added
powers. And, just like literacy, it makes the
person more powerful. Of course, it is pos
sible to view any sort ofpower as something
that distinguishes people that have it [from
those who] don't have it.

D

don't know ii it's

computer literacy that's
going to stratify [society] so
much as it is just
economics.

-Jim Blinn

Rod Canion: I think that's not something
that's going to happen. I think there's some
of that today, but it probably won't get any
worse than it is today. I think during the de
cade we' re going to see computers become
easier and easier for more and more people
to use. So computer literacy is going to be
less of a factor as computers become more
straightforward and a simpler mechanism
to use.
Mitch Kapor: I believe that those people
who are comfortable in the operation of
computers are going to enjoy certain ad
vantagesoverthose who are not. That is, in
part, a class-related distinction. What I
think is unfortunate is that it [wouldn't be]
necessary in a slightly better world. The
issue of computer literacy would be much
less of an issue because computers would be
substantially easier to use.
Charles Simonyi: Whether or not it is easy
to become computer-literate, I think it is to
tally within the means of practically every
one. It is certainly that much less expensive
than a set of encyclopedias, but more im
portantly I think people recognize its im
portance.
Gordon Campbell: Well, I think you're
going to see two things happening again. I
think there will be a continued push for
higher and more competent levels of com
puter literacy. The other side of the coin is
that I don't believe it's going to be that
major a problem in our society because I
think we will compensate by having all
these extra MIPS. And the extra MIPS will
provide more friendly user interfaces-less
efficient ones, but more user-friendly ones.
Even people that aren't computer-literate
will be able to use [them].
Ken Sakamura: This is why intelligent ob
jects will become so important. Rather
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than make society more stratified, I think
future computers will be power equalizers.
An intelligent object is something that any
body can use; it doesn't take the kind of
special training or education that PCs to
day require.
John Caulfield: It's very interesting, and
my judgment is that computer literacy will
increase. And I'm looking forward to the
end of the century to a lot more human-ori
ented interaction. We're beginning to see
this in artificial reality. It sounds hokey
and like it could only have arisen in Cali
fornia. But, having said that, it's also real
and useful. And I think less computer liter
acy will be needed. The trend of the Mac
will continue, and so "computer literacy"
as we mean it now, in my judgment, will be
irrelevant 10 years from now. Everybody
will be able to use them.
Jerry Pournelle: I think if you can't use a
computer 50 years from now, you will be in
almost exactly the same position as a per
son who cannot read or write now. The dif
ference is that I think using the computer
will be easier 50 years from now than it is
to learn to read and write.
Alvy Ray Smith: To me, it's just like, in
order to be a person within our society,
you' re going to have to learn how to use the
tools.
Grace Hopper: I think there will be some
people who don't need computers at all .
The others will make use of them.
Ryoichi Mori: The more computer literacy
distributes into society, the less it will be
valuable.
Gordon Campbell: I think when we have
all these MIPS to burn and people will have
the option just to talk to their computer,
that will change a lot of things.
Donald Knuth: There is no universal
way-there's not an easy, one-dimensional
scale that's saying somebody is computer
literate or not, or anything like that. I see
the need for a lot of different flavors of soft
ware for different people with different
approaches.
continued
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Jay Miner: More and more computers are
being designed by computers, and the abil
ity of the average person being able to af
ford a computer, let alone understand it and
learn how to use it, is a very big problem.
And the only people that will be getting
good jobs will be those that can use com
puters. And it's a real problem, very big
problem. It's stratification.

Ryolchi Mori is professor at the Institute of In
formation Sciences and Electronics, University
of Tsukuba, in Japan. His primary interest lies in

John Kemeny: I think it will be stratified,
but I think it will not be those who have ac
cess and those who don't. I think it is more
likely to be those who really understand
how to use computers than those who don't.
I mean, it is closely related to what you are
saying, but it is slightly different.

digital systems for the free distribution of elec
tronic information, a concept known as
superdistribution.

Paul Carroll: I'm hoping that will become
a non-issue. Nick Donofrio, who runs
IBM's workstation operation, recently said
that he thinks the current generation is as
computer-literate as any generation from
here on will have to be. I think he might be
right. People are starting to get the idea that
you really do need to make computers far,
far easier to use.
Seymour Papert: We must make computa
tion democratic, or there will be an elitist
atmosphere and more haves and have-nots.
It would be disastrous. I think there is a
worldwide movement against elitism.

Nicholas Nagroponte is professor of media
technology and co founder and director of the
Media laboratory at MIT. He oversees the Media
lab's research into new ways for people to in 
teract with technology.

Federico Faggin: I think that it is going to
be similar to what has happened in the past.
People [who] have access to education ver
sus people who do not causes the same
"stratification." I don't know if I like that
word. But, people [with] an appropriate
education are able to live in society and
function in society naturally better than the
people who don't have one.
Dick Shaffer: I think computer literacy is a
non-issue. We are moving toward the point
where understanding how computers work
will be regarded as about as essential to life
as understanding how cars work.
Robert Noyce: I think with the increasing
capabilities of microcomputers, we will be
able to use them [more easily], and more
and more people will be able to use and
have access to them.

Theodor H. Nelson is the founder of the Xana
du Project and the developer of the hypertext
concept. A subsidiary of Autodesk, Inc ., Xanadu
Operating Co. will ship the Xanadu server next
year.
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Rich Malloy: I think the process of using a
computer will simplify itself to such an ex
tent that it won't be much of a factor. Right
now, you do have to know something about
a computer to use it. But it could be the case
that knowledge of how to use the computer
will be as important JO years from now as

knowledge ofusing a slide rule is today. It's
just basically OK, interesting, but not
really crucial. I think as interfaces get bet
ter, computer literacy will pretty much dis
appear as a topic.
Nicholas Negroponte: Let's take JO years
as a number. There will be no such thing as
a person who can't use a computer. It's not
computer literacy that we should be work
ing on, but sort of human-literacy. Com
puters have to become human-literate.
John Markoff: I basically argue that ma
chines are going to become human-literate
faster than humans will become computer
literate. That just seems to be the dynamic,
which I actually think is a very unfortunate
trend, but it's almost done by necessity.
America is not a very literate society. You
look at the obvious things, like how many
people know how to program their VCRs,
and you realize that only IO percent of the
people can program their VCR. The bat
tle's over. A small fraction of society will
stay very computer-literate, and [for] the
rest of society, they'll develop machines
that are as easy to use as televisions.
Jerry Pournelle: It's a leveler. It levels to
some extent by intelligence, but it's the
same as learning to read and write 2000
years ago. In Jesus' time, those who could
read and write were [in] a different caste
from those who could not. Nowadays, the
high priesthood has sort of tried to take
over the computing business. But small
computers have a way of leveling things like
that. These are great levelers.
Paul Carroll: I'm at least hoping, maybe
naively, that from here on, people less and
less will have to think of a computer as a
computer and will be able to think of it
more as something that I do my typing on or
something that I do my analysis on or some
thing that I do my homework on. They will
get away from this idea that there's some
how a mystique attached to computers and
we all need to know what the clock speed of
our CPU is.
Dick Pick: It's not so much the computer
knowledge as the fact of digital aptitude,
and digital aptitude is related to smartness.
It's not an equal world. And people who
are cleverer and smarter always have a bet
ter opportunity to get by in the business
world.
Jack Kilby: Just as literacy has had an ef
fect on stratifying society, I think micro
conrinued
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computer literacy will have a similar ef
fect-but possibly less. In the workplace,
an increasing fraction of jobs will require
more computer skills.

whatever job they do, what [people] will
find out is that they're just that much more
effective with the best computer support
and tools.

can't live without it. Maybe if we get to a
paperless society of some sort, then you just
can't live without a computer, just the way
you can't live without a car in California.

Brit Hume: Well, I'm not sure it will strat
ify; it's hard to tell, because the people I
know who are computer-literate come from
all kinds of different educational back
grounds. It's not the kind of thing that you
associate with the word stratification. I
know people who are basically blue-collar
workers and electronics enthusiasts, and re
pairmen who are hunt-and-peck typists,
and I've been in their basements and seen
their systems. I find it the most democratic
and accessible of technologies, and it's ac
cessible to all kinds of people because it
isn't very expensive.

Jim Blinn: I don't know if it's computer
literacy that's going to stratify [society] so
much as it is just economics.

Dick Pick: Well, I don't think they're com
ing anywhere close to being used as they are
going to be in education. I think they can
change education overnight if there was
good software that supported that function.
I think to do it right is still pretty compli
cated. But I think that what's going to have
a major impact is when they really start
using computers in conjunction with hu
man beings and education directly.

Jim Blinn: Computers now are cheaper
than stereo sets to a large extent. A cheap
computer, to the level of being able to
understand what you expect out of [com
puters], you can get for a couple hundred
bucks.
David Evans: It seems to me that there'll
be wide ranges ofliteracy, as there are with
other things.
Dick Pick: Actually, I think it will be less
than it's been in the past. I think that every
body is scared about technology as being
evil, but once the data is out there, once the
technology comes to this, I think it is going
to have a tremendous impact on making the
society freer. I think [that] in general, soci
ety is going to benefit from it substantially.
Jonathan Titus: Well, my read is that it
doesn't matter, because I'm not necessar
ily telephone-literate, yet [I can] carry on a
pretty decent conversation, and I'm not fax
literate, but I can send something almost
across the world to somebody else's fax
machine. I think that the computer applica
tions will have to take into account the fact
that unsophisticated people will use them,
and be so easy and so intuitive to use that
you don't have to worry about computer lit
eracy. People don't care about how things
are stored, or where they go, or what the
connectors look like. They simply want it
to hook up and do what it's supposed to do
as quickly and easily as possible.
Andy Bechtolsheim: I read a survey that
there are 61:h million people in the U.S.
who have an M. S. or engineering or medi
cal kind of degree-professionals-that
should be using some reasonably advanced
computers in their work. I would think that,
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Stewart Alsop: Computers are like auto
mobiles. I don't mean in a technical sense,
but in the sense that they have some signifi
cance to society in general. I guess you
could make the argument that automobiles
have stratified society, but fundamentally
we all have access to the value that cars pro
vide. I think computers are very similar in
that respect.
Ken Olsen: What comes under the title of
computer literacy usually is more harmful
than good. Playing games doesn't make
you literate. If you really were computer
literate, you would know that transportable
software comes from having a language
[that] is disciplined. The computer-illiter
ate person is one who thinks that to have
transportable software, you get it from a
pegboard, bubble-wrapped, in a computer
store, and you play it in any PC. That's na
ive. Playing a video game in a drug store is
not computer literacy. It's fun.
BYTE: Computer literacy seems to be a
topic that splits you just about down the
middle. How about its effeet on education?
David Evans: I think we're going to learn a
lot more about how to use computers as
tools for teaching. I think we have a long
way to go there. If you've tried to look up
something in the Encyclopaedia Britannica
lately, you can appreciate that maybe there
is a better way of doing it.
Bill Joy: I'm not sure you can improve edu
cation by giving people computers. I think
you need to improve education by doing
other things. Give people pencils and paper
and good teachers, and [a positive] attitude
around education. Computers are, like,
fifth on my list to address that problem.
Wayne Ratliff: Well, kids are a lot more
adaptable than adults. Adults are the ones
that worry about it. And I think it is going
to happen naturally with kids. It will hap
pen in schools. There will be some, well,
stratification, because not every family can
afford a computer, although they are going
to get cheaper and cheaper. Maybe at some
point, maybe in 10 years, they'll be at the
point where it will be just like a car-you

Ryoichi Mori: The consequences will vary
widely. For young people who seek a good
job, it can be a life-or-death experience.
Quite significant portions of education will
be spent to give better computer literacy.
Gordon Bell: You see, the problem I have
with the computer [is,] I know what the im
pact could be. What bothers me is, I see the
potential. I see what we actually realize,
and it's 1/100 of its potential, in terms of
being able to be, say, a universal instructor.
I mean, what we have there fundamentally
is something that can let any kid go off and
do experiments in their own home. And
that, to me, is the universal science lab.
That's what we ought to be shooting for.
Federico Faggin: I think it is very impor
tant to put a lot of emphasis on education.
Not just because of the computer, but be
cause we have already seen what happens if
education is not a priority in society.
Gordon Bell: There's potential with the
computer to do some fairly outstanding
things by being able to use a machine in the
educational process. But so far, the educa
tors, I think, have really shunned the ma
chine. To me, that's a "socio" problem
more than a computer [problem]. It may be
an economics problem, too. I haven't really
looked at it. We ought to be able to lift the
whole educational system up very rapidly if
we sort of say everybody has to be able to
understand at this level.
Dick Pick: The only way you can really get
people to build educational systems is if
you entrepreneurialize the education sys
tem, and that means getting rid of the way it
works now, and putting it into a business
environment. Then it would happen. I don't
see that happening in the near future. It
will happen. It will happen out in the uni
versities, but it's not going to happen as
continued
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quickly as it could happen if it was a way to
make money. People are in business to
make money. That's the way it is.
BYTE: And what about computer literacy
in society as a whole? Will it have an effect
there?

Jonathan Sachs: It's kind ofa fault of capi
talism as a whole that it doesn't go after the
very lowest groups and try to provide ser
vices of any kind to them because they can't
afford them. I don'tthink it's going to be so
much of an obstacle that divides people
more ofa reflection of the way society is.
John Warnock: I think that that will defi
nitely be the goal, that less-affluent people
will be able to get them. The costs would
come down, and the performance would be
there at the low end of the market, where if
they didn't get them by purchasing them di
rectly, they would get them like they get
cable TV. But, on the other hand, I know
that there are very few people who can run
a VCR. There are very few people who can
run even the cable box that's on top of their
television in any kind of a complete, func
tional way. The challenge of computers is
to get [them] to where they are much more
natural and easy to use.
Bob Frankston: We go back to a societal
understanding of what computation is.
Those on the wrong side are going to suf
fer. And it's not so much economics as try
ing to explain what education enables you to
do in society. If you're uneducated, you
don't even know how to fill out a welfare
form. I'm not saying if you 're educated you
don't need to, but there's a lot of societal
mechanisms to help out, and to the extent
you understand how to use them and you
have skills that are valued, you have an
advantage.
Danny Hillis: I hope we're going to reach a
point with computing where anyone who is
literate will be computer-literate. And be
cause I think fundamentally a computer is
no more difficult to interact with than a
book, in one sense I think computer litera
cy will become much broader. On the other
hand, I think we have a real problem with
literacy [as a whole]. And I think that there
is a danger that we are heading toward a
two-class society-computers are just a
piece of it-that of the people who feel in
control of their destiny, and people who
feel not in control of their destiny.
Stephen Wolfram: I think it's up to the
people in the industry to make sure that
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there isn't such a segment. It's like asking
what's going to happen to the segment of
society that can't understand how to use
more sophisticated telephones or whatever.
The answer is, you try to build telephones
where people can use them. Really, it
should be the case that absolutely every
body should be able to use a computer.
Now, I think there will be a bunch of differ
ent levels of computer usage.

Niklaus Wirth: On the one hand, [we]
hear about unemployment, and on the other
hand, we continuously experience that we
do not get people for doing the work which
should get done. And if you look at it close
1y, you have unemployment among the un
trained and you have greatdemand for peo
ple in areas where some qualifications,
particularly high qualifications, are re
colllinued
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passes every expectation.
The ARC Proturbo 386~25
delivers outstanding per
formance and value.
It's powerful enough to
serve many users if your
needs involve PC networks.
Yet, with its small footprint
and price tag, it can still be
considered a personal com
puter. So, if you don't need

to share you can afford to
keep it all to yourself.
The Proturbo 386/25 so
perfectly fits such a wide
range of requirements that
it has become the most
popular product in our 10
year PC manufacturing his
tory.
386 is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.
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quested. !think that the computer, unfortu
nately, helps in widening the gap between
these two categories and even among the
people in the profession. That gap will wid
en between very competent ones who have
mastered their subject and those who just
do it as a job from eight to five.
Jonathan Titus: We still have a ways to go
to convince the average person that there's
a real, practical use for computers day to
day, week to week, and month to month.
Just as the telephone is almost indispens
able these days, I think that in the next, let's
say, seven to 10 years, the home computer,
or some form of computing device in the
home, will be almost indispensable.
Jim Blinn: It's just one of those things that
you need to know how to do.
Bob Frankston: Computers force you to
rethink. Once you learn a foreign language,
you understand English better. Well, com
puter literacy is the foreign language of so
ciety. It makes you understand the other
things you're doing better. And that's what
I view as the core to computer literacy and
where the value comes toward dealing with
society.
Tom McWilliams: Actually, I think that
in the nineties, we're seeing a great deal of
increasing computing power per dollar. I
think an awful lot of that computing power
will go to make the user interface better. I
think that in the nineties you 'II see more
voice input and more visual integration:
imaging on the screen, so that you can mix
things like live video on the screen with text
and voice-if you can imagine, a very nice
mail system where you could literally talk,
type, or have a video in your mail. A lot of
things I think will greatly ease the ability to
use computers so that basically the com
puters will come more to the masses rather
than the masses having to come to the
computers.

much easier. If one thinks of that as a
model for computers-there are these
agents that do things for you, [like] don't let
the telephone ring in the middle of dinner,
and are so interconnected [that your com
puter] knows your flight to Detroit is de
layed 2 hours, so it tells your alarm clock
you can sleep a little later.
Terry Winograd: Is the question one of

SR. SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS
& SYSTEMS ARCHITECTS
Let's Get Right To The Point
Central Point Software has
become the world leader in
PC Utility Software by pro
viding our talented staff
with a stimulating en
vironment that has
enabled them to
produce
such highly
acclaimed products
as PC Tools™. Our
aggressive expan
sion plans have cre
ated a substantial
number of immedi
ate openings for
skilled profession
als to develop our
next generation of
software based on
the new GUI inter
face for Windows and Pres
entation Manager.

BYTE: What kinds of questions, then,
does computer literacy raise for the fu
We are seeking profession
ture?
als capable of taking concep
Nicholas Negroponte: Will computers
make your life better and your day more
pleasant and so forth? My answer is, un
equivocally, yes. In the old days, the very
wealthy had servants, a maid and so on,
who did things for them. Having a gardener
or chauffeur didn't mean that you couldn't
enjoy planting a garden or driving. But you
did have at your disposition a retinue of ser
vants who were there to make your life

technological determinism, or is it a piece
in a puzzle? There are some people on each
side: Some people who say it stratifies, and
some people who say it empowers. What is
the goal? To have a computer in every
home? If so, computers will go one way. If
it is for schools, computers will go another
way . It is a mixed bag. Neither the utopian
nor big-brother fantasy [will] play out uni
formly.•

tual ideas and implementing
them into products. You'll
be challenged to develop su
perior MS-DOS and/or WIN
DOW software in a profes

sional C, Assembler and/or
C++ environment. Requires
a BS or MSCS, EE or equiva
lent development experi
ence, and significant
expertise in prod
uct develop
ment in an
MS-DOS en
vironment.
Located just min
utes from down
town Portland, in
the beautiful and af
fordable Pacific
Northwest, we offer
exceptional oppor
tunities for profes
sional and personal
growth in a casual
work environment. Mail or
Fax your resume to Central

Point Software, 15220 N.W.
Greenbrier Pkwy., #200,
Beaverton, OR 97006.
(503)690-2221 FAX. For
questions, call Bob Clay COL
LECTat (503)690-2217. Equal
Opportunity Employer. Prin
cipals only, please.

Centred Point Software,.w..
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Dennis Ritchie:

Nicholas Negroponte:

OnPlan9

On Future TV

In terms of the operating-system-re
lated stuff, [we're working on] a new
system called Plan 9. It's not Unix, al
though the interface is rather similar.
It's not an attempt to re-create Unix as
such. It's an attempt at a fresh go.
All the code is new. It's fairly highly
distributed, and it's intended to be quite
growable. A single configuration can
grow gracefully into quite large ones by
adding CPU servers and file servers and
so forth. The computation tends to be
split between both the terminal and
CPU servers, [which] run a very similar
version of the same operating system,
and sort of talk co each other over some
kind of a network.
The intent is to be able to produce sys
tems that have a reasonable amount of
CPU powernearby (within the display),
that connect seamlessly to much larger
sets of resources that are more remote
(in particular, in rooms that can be air
conditioned and serviced by technicians
instead of the user), and have this all
done fairly smoothly so that you can't
really tell by looking at it where some
thing's being done. And second, [do
this] in a way that doesn't have all ofthe
barnacles and so forth that have grown
up over Unix over the years.
The system itself is very much a re
search effort at this point. There's no
thought certainly in the immediate fu
ture, or perhaps even the longer-term
future, of having this [become a] prod
uct. It's very much experimental. In
fact, it's not even the dominant platform
for our own computation in the research
group. It has some users, but [we're
still] knocking off the rough edges and
whatnot, so it's not universal. The ter
minal hardware that it runs on is very
much like a diskless workstation. It has
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extensive memory and a CPU and mrm
ory map and a network connection and a
bit-mapped display, but the way in
which it interacts with the rest of the
world is more tightly coupled with the
other resources .
The main problem at the moment
the main conceptual problem-is that it
looks like the communications band
width it wants is a bit too large to be con
veniently taken home. It works fine in
the office. One of the things that we like
very much about our current world is
that the same facilities are available
both in the office and at home. Moder
ate-speed phone lines are adequate for
that.
[Plan 9] looks as if it's pushing the
edge as far as the speed is concerned,
even though we're very hopeful that the
phone company, speaking genera II y,
can provide some sort of more adequate
bandwidth. ISON is the next hope. On
the other hand, because this thing is
new enough, the amount of engineering
and squeezing has not been done that
might be useful. It works fine at Tl
rates, a megabit per second, and that's
very much achievable in local context.
It's also achievable at home, but it's ex
pensive. It's not as if you needed to be
on an Ethernet. A tenth or a twentieth
the speed of the Ethernet is sufficient.
But that's still a bit rich for really far
away, where you actually have to rent
stuff from the phone company. And
things like ISON, those experiments
should be coming fairly soon.
[Plan 9] starts out afresh, makes
some fresh assumptions about inter
faces and design.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 336.

There are a lot of things about the
future of television, but one of the
things we can say, unequivocally, is
that it will be digital. And once it's
digital, you can start doing a great
deal more than our current sort of
analog, rather outdated systems. I
think that the merger, or combina
tion of television technology and
computer technology , is going to
happen within the next decade.
Quite curiously, you have TV
manufacturers right now who are
putting more and more computing
into the TV set, and you have every
computer manufacturer you can
name putting more and more video
into their computers. And these
groups are really not talking to each
other yet.
I think what will happen is that
people who are putting computing
into TV sets-I think they'll fail, be
cause I don't think the market is go
ing to help them very much. What's
going to happen is that computing
people who have started putting
more and more video into their com
puters will find, 10 years from now,
that they are the de facto TV set.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 304.

Ed Yourdon:

On the Future of Software Development

We

are building very different
kinds of systems than we built in the
1970s. For one thing, there's obviously
much more emphasis now on the user
interface.
I've heard Bill Joy of Sun Microsys
tems say that a typical software system
today (you know, a windows, graphic
user-interface kind ofworld) has 75 per
cent of the code tied up in the user inter
face, and only 25 percent doing number
crunching. You know, most of the earli
er methodologies provided no assis
tance-no guidance at all-for the user
interface side ofthings, and it is such an
obvious candidate for object-oriented
design.
Also, [earlier methodologies] pro
vided almost no emphasis on reusabil
ity, which many of us are now begin
ning to think will be one of the big
solutions to the productivity problem.
[Earlier methodologies] had a little bit
of notation for showing a library module
in the structured-design approach. But
this whole object-oriented concept of in
heritance and subclasses and so on
really, I think, causes a profound differ
ence in the way that people approach
problems.

If you watch your typical program
mer or software engineer who's grown
up using, say, my methodology or any
of the other comparable ones, you 'II see
that the way they approach a problem is
by taking out a clean sheet of paper or a
blank CASE tool and trying to invent a
system from first principles, as if it had
never been done before, because that's
how they have been taught. Whereas, if
you watch a Smalltalk programmer,
given a new problem, he will immedi
ately say to himself, "This must be a
specialization or a slight variation on
something that already exists. Let me
browse through my library and invent
some new subclass that inherits a whole
bunch of stuff from existing class
structures."
So the person who works with a
good, strong, object-oriented set of
tools inevitably will look at a problem as
a design by exception or design by re
finement process, which is a whole dif
ferent way of looking at problems . So I
think that [object orientation is] terri
bly, terribly important.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 366.
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Buyour IBM-compatible color
printer and get this Mac-compatible
color printer free.
The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix.

Macs that might come along. Automatically switch
ing
from port to port to keep everybody happy.
Only $7995
Add to that certified PANTONE"'* Color that can
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything
be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com
a color printer that will do more for less money than
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter ever before.
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not
So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how
only can you hook it up to an office full of PCs via
to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX.
serial or parallel, but it will also accommodate any
Then you can kill two birds with one color printer.

The New 1'!ktronixPhaserPX~

•rantone, lnc.'s check-stand;::ird tradem:Hk. for color reprod uction and color reproduction materials. Copyright© 1990 Tektronix, Inc.

Buyour Mac-compatible color
printerand get this IBM-compatible
colOr printer free.
The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix.

Only$7995
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not
only can you hook it up to an office full of Macs via
AppleTalk, but it will also accommodate the PCs and

workstations that might come along. Automatically
switching from port to port to keep everybody happy.
Add to that certified PANTONE"'* Color that can
be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got
a color printer that will do more for less money than
ever before.
So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how
to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX.
Then you can kill two birds with one color printer.

The New TektronixPhaserPX®
:\II rights reserved. Phaser is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. :\II other trademarks mentioned herein belong to other companies.
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Scalable fonts in acartridge.
No longer just adream.
Imagine how your documents
would look if you could substitute
ordinary printer fonts with typeset
style fonts. Instead ofTimes®,you
could use distinctive CG Palacio®.Or
add flair with Letraset®Revuer".
Imagine choosing from up to 51 differ
ent fonts, including CG Bodoni®, CG
Palacio, Shannon rn, Revue and ITC
Bookman®, that can be scaled to any
size, in quarter point increments from
0.25 to 999.75.
You've dreamed about such things
for your Hewlett-Packard LaserJet'" Ill.
Pacific Outlines®make the dream real.
These easy-to-use cartridges
eliminate the need for soft fonts,
accelerating your work and saving disk
space. Pacific Outlines offer quality
scalable type from Agfa/Compugraphic,
and ready-to-use software drivers for
several major software applications.
Offered at a price that won't cause
nightmares. To learn more, call or
write: Pacific Data Products,
9125 Rehco Rd., San Diego, CA 92121,
(619) 552-0880. FAX: (619) 552-0889.
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What do you think will be the next
11

big one," the next huge success,

in the software world?
Charles Simonyi: I don't know. What will
it do for you? If it doesn't do something that
the people are doing right now in great fre
quency, it couldn't possibly be that im
portant.

Bn

application

isn't any less life-changing if
it only changes a few
people's lives. It still
changes them as
profoundly.

-Jonathan Sachs

Brit Hume: I must say that I do kind of root
for some of these interesting new programs
that they're developing to run under Win
dows and OS/2. There' s a lot to be said for
that kind of interface. It is easier to learn
and use. But so far it's hard to see that
there's going to be a massive migration any
time soon to that sort of thing.
Bob Frankston: The next step is that my
windowing system will have animation as a
fundamental capability. We know what we
want to do, we know how to do it-we're
just waiting for the prices to come in line.
The challenge is always to do things a little
more before most people realize they're
economically feasible.
Bill Stallinllli: Animation. That's some
thing that takes advantage of the capacities
available, and the advances are being made
in image processing and video processing.
And applications that'll involve [anima
tion] can be things like training. It's kind of
the next generation of presentation soft
ware-systems that would make it easy to
put together animation. I think that that
could have a really big impact in business.
Jerry Pournelle: It'll be integrated multi
media stuff-make use of glass disks and
visual images and music and sound.
Tom McWilliams: If I had to speculate
off-the-cuff, I would say the integration of
live video and voice into some sort of tools
to help you do your office work. There are a
lot of companies that still have a tremen
dous paper mill, which is very inefficient.
So I think that the computing horsepower is
going to be there-and the network band
width-to help you really automate the
office. We ought to get rid of interoffice
mail. I think you can do it much better. The
enhancements of video and voice on top of
written text is a very powerful communica
tion mechanism.

ILL USTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

Doug Engelhart: Multimedia hypertext. I
think it's going to be the way in which the
electronic document, so to speak, is going
to emerge, and it's going to be hyperdocu
ments. That's going to put a tremendous
amount of pressure on standards for inter
communicating for the document that
won't have it-a much more challenging era
of standardization than I know of that we've
done before, because of the diversity of the
forms of what we call a document.
Bill Gates: Group productivity, advanced
mail stuff-a lot of opportunity there. And
everybody recognizes that. The idea of
dealing with heterogeneous information,
the type of stuff you get in personal infor
mation management-I still don't think
anybody's done a very good job there. Par
ticularly as we get these notebook ma
chines with handwriting and the graphics
interface, there are some real opportunities
to advance that.
Dick Pick: Certainly, there is sort of a rev
olution going on now in the general area of
visualization CAD/CAM. That's what's
driving all those workstations out there, I
would imagine. I would say that's the one
that's kind of hot now.
Doug Engelhart: I think [it's] the evolu
tion of portrayals and symbologies that we
haven't really harnessed very effectively
through all the decades and so haven't been
a part of our general way of externalizing
our thoughts and our communications.
That's the part of the augmentation area
that I think is just really, really [exciting].
It's like the means by which we can actu
ally transfer from our head into some kind
of external model of what our concepts
[are] and the communication we're trying
to do and attitudes and feelings and the por
trayal back to us, whether it's by sound,
smell, anything else (vision, three-dimen
sional, dynamics, others)-sensory im
mersion and virtual realities and all ofthat.
John Markoff: I don't think I could name
the exact application, but I think it's going
to have to be in the communications area.
continued
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It's going to have to be something that can
make communications extremely transpar
ent. And whatever the software is, it's got
to be an order of magnitude more conve
nient than terminal-emulation programs or
communications programs today.

The late Robert N. Noyce was president and
CEO of Sematech. and vice chairman of Intel,
which he cofounded. He and Jack Kilby are cred

Bill Gates: In this client/server thing, the
idea of seeing corporate data graphically,
being able to browse around it very easily,
and have it sort of remember what stuff you
like to see and make it easy to call up. That
whole way of seeing your corporate data
nobody's really done very well with that.
That's a big area. Some people call it data
base front end, but that's just because
they're using the old label on a new thing.

ited as independent coinventors of the inte
grated circuit. Along with Kilby, Noyce was the
recipient of the first Charles Stark Draper prize
from the National Academy of Engineering.

Grace Hopper: Ever since the early days
of COBOL, something has disappointed
me. I thought that when we designed CO
BOL, if you remember, we designed the
ability to use the library-the subroutine.
And I thought the Insurance Association
would immediately get together and write
all the subroutines necessary for insurance
companies to meet government needs. It's
never been done. Then banks never wrote
that subroutine that would provide for all
the reports. And those libraries don't exist.
That libraries ability in COBOL has never
been used the way it should have been. It
should have been one subroutine.
BYTE: Do you think there will be any
other "killer" applications, like word pro
cessing and spreadsheets, that dramatical
ly increase microcomputer usage?

Kenneth H. Olsen is founder and president of

Digital Equipment Corp . . the nation's second
largest computer maker. He precipitated the

Grace Hopper: Oh, yes. We haven't yet
thought up all the things we can do with
this technology, and how to match them
together.

movement toward smaller, interactive com
puters with the PDP-1, the first minicomputer,
and has led DEC to a leadership position in
networked computers and systems integration.

Jim Blinn: We seem to be entering in the
world of generic things, generic entertain
ment, generic music, and generic software.
The one thing about the PC area-it's not
necessarily IBM PC-type things, but other
sorts of machines, Macintosh and what
ever-is the fact that you can get lots of dif
ferent software from lots of different places
that can work together and can talk to each
other, and the output of one can be used as
the input of the other. This is a fairly re
markable thing from the computer end.
Jonathan Sachs: I think there is a limit
ed number of generic product categories.
A spreadsheet is a really nice generic tool.
A word processor is probably the ultimate
generic tool, because almost everybody
writes at some point in their life. But I
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think it's a really rare event for a new prod
uct category like that to come into being. I
think we've seen the big generic applica
tions. I think we've seen the specific appli
cations-you know, the sky's the limit. An
application isn't any less life-changing if it
only changes a few people's Ii ves. It still
changes them as profoundly. I guess the
answer is yes, but not for everybody at
once.
Tom Kurtz: The chances of coming up
with a product that will somehow take off
the way the spreadsheet took off are really
small.
Dick Shaffer: I think stylus-based systems
have the potential for important applica
tions. But you have to build a whole new
class of machines before you can even get to
that level of applications. I'm talking about
the computer that takes the place of your
notebook, takes the place of your diary,
your calendar, your phone book. It is no
heavier than the paper book you carry
around, and it is more useful than that. It is
your basic digital life organizer. I can see
that as reasonable. At least three [compa
nies] in the U.S. [are in this field], and in
Japan, every major vendor of computer sys
tems has a project in that area.
Wayne Ratliff: But any breakthroughs you
can't predict. Is there room for break
throughs? I suppose so . I mean, if someone
could make speech recognition reliable
really working-that would do it. I think
speech recognition is going to be what
turns the corner on computers. As soon as
they get as good as the HAL 9000, that
number is going to squish to about 90 per
cent. It's going to do a flip-flop. It's going
to become the inverse, the complement of
what it used to be, in very, very short order.
Rich Malloy: I don't know. I would say a
product that would be a little different than
what we're using now. A lot of products on
computers allow us to do more work, but
they also require more on our part. And
what would be interesting is some kind of
software that would allow us to do a lot of
work with very, very little work on our
part, sort of a work amplifier.
Brian Kernighan: We have made progress
in getting programs that are better, that run
better, that have fewer errors, and so on,
when we've been able to get machines to
write them for us. Now, I don't see auto
matic programming, where you simply say
to the machine, "OK, I need a program to
continued
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Turbo C++
Delivers Power
To Programmers
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So what's all the hoopla about?
MemoryMAX.• for one thing. A breakthrough in
memory management that can give you more than
620K so you can run today's memory-intensive
applications, including, for example, dBASE IV@
on Novell NetWare•.
In fact, John Dvorak calls MemoryMAX nothing
short of "amazing:'
The Press goes on to mention that because
DR DOS 5.0 is fully DOS compatible, you can run
all your current DOS applications. And because it is
easy to install and requires no hard disk reformat-

cottee- - - - 

ting, upgrading to DR DOS is simple. Since DR DOS
5.0 also includes ViewMAX,., a graphical interface,
DOS is easier than ever to use.
Now if we could just get a word in edgewise, we
would simply like to add that DR DOS 5.0 is available
now. Call us at (800) 848-1498 Dept. DR-44 today.

DRDOS5.0

For Laptop and Notebook manufacturers, DR DOS 5.0 s fully executable from either RAM or ROM. And, it's available
with BatteryMAX••, a battery-saving feature that can increase battery life 2-3 times (dependent upon OEM implementation).
Digital Research is a registered trademark. and the Digital Research logo. DR DOS.
MemoryMAX. ViewMAX, and BatteryMAX are trademarks of Digital Researc h Inc. Copyright © 1990, Digital Re search Inc.
Reprinted from PC Week May 14, 1990. Copyright© 1990Ziff Communications Company.
Reprinted with permission from The San Francisco Examiner. Copyright© 1990 The San Francisco Exarniner.
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do this," and lo and behold, out it comes.
But I think what we will see more of is
places where people understand some
corner of activity well enough that they can
go from a specification of a solution to a
working program to do it fairly quickly. I
don't think we're ever going to get to the
point where the machine will write all our
programs for us, but we can do better than
we're doing now.
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Jim Blinn: The one main software innova
tion that I've been most impressed with in
the past 10 years, I think, is object-oriented
programming-the fact that it enhances the
stability, it could take little bits and pieces
of a program-device drivers, interrupt
stealers, this type of thing-written at dif
ferent times by different people, and have
them still be able to be plugged together, if
it's done carefully.

me

haven't yet

thought up all the things we
can do with this technology.

-Grace Hopper

\_qPTl-NET ®
The software solution
for network CD-ROM access
OPTI-NET is the unique software-only solution for shared CD-ROM
access for NetBIOS® and Novell®'s IPX®/SPX® based systems.
And, the new OPTI-NET YAP version allows LAN-wide access to
CD-ROM drives installed directly on a Novell Advanced NetWare ®
file server or external bridge.

"On the pertormance
side, OPTl-NET flies.
It's fast, and ...
it operates transparently."

In addition, Online offers
complete packaged solutions
for CD-ROM networking.
We're the exclusive distributor
of the Grolier Electronic
Encyclopedia'"network version,
now with VGA images!

M. Keith T hompson, PC Magazine
February 27, 1990

Call Kim Mote or Cheryl McGarry at (800) 922-9204. In Maryland
call (301) 428-3700. OEM, VAR, and distributor inquiries are invited.
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Paul Carroll: I don't think that there will
be a next killer application, in the sense that
spreadsheets, word processors, and data
bases were. There are some very powerful
things that will become available. Multi
media is important, electronic mail is ex
tremely important, handwriting recogni
tion, and then maybe a decade after that,
voice recognition will be important things.
Groupware is also very important. It does
not seem to me that any one of those things
will be an isolated app in the way a spread
sheet is. I think electronic mail will be
come a part of everything. I think group
ware is a concept that will be folded into
things. I think multimedia is a technology
that will find its way into different things.
Brit Hume: I think that it's interesting that
we've had to wait so long for a major new
application, and there hasn't been one in a
very long time. And you see the efforts that
people have made to develop something
truly new, and what tends to happen is, we
have glorified utilities being passed off as
new applications. But when you get right
down to it, it's not really an application, it's
a housekeeping program. And I think the
same can be said for some of the communi
cations software that has been loaded up
with all kinds of wondrous bells and whis
tles. But when you get right down to it, a
communications program in a sense is
really a utility. It is not something you use
to create work . It is simply something you
use to move something from one place to
another. Important, indeed indispensable,
but it is not like a spreadsheet, a database,
or a word processing program, something
that can itself be the substance of your
work. And we haven't seen anything in
some time that would be a brand-new way
to use a computer to create work. The last
really new application we had was desktop
publishing. •
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We thought so too. The PowerStation is an exact
ZSTEM 220 terminal emulation software for connecting to
VT200/VT300 layout keyboard that plugs into your PC.
your VAX. ZSTEM 240 includes full VT241 emulation and
The PowerStation brings VAX applications to your
complete VT340 16 color ReGIS & sixel graphics. If you
PC without having to rely on messy labels.
only need text, ZSTEM 220 will give you fast, accurate and
complete VT220/320 emulation.
Here's the opportunity to standardize on one keyboard
throughout your department. The PowerStation key
With KEA's top-notch technical support and documentation,
board has been designed to work on PCs, XTs, ATs, PS/2s,
plus a solid warranty, you can be assured of quality products
and the AT&T PC. And you can switch effortlessly
backed by quality people. Find out why Digital Review Labs
says KEA's PowerStation is "a godsend'.' Call today!
between real Vfs and the PowerStation.
The PowerStation eliminates keyboard remapping when
Toll-Free Order Desk
KEA Systems Ltd.
you run PC versions of your favorite VAX applications,
1-800-663-8702
3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101
including EDT+, WPS-PC, WPS-PLUS/DOS, and nu/TPU.
Burnaby, B.C., Canada VSJ 5Gl
Andthe keyboard can be used with regular DOS applications. Phone: 604-431-0727
The PowerStation keyboard comes with ZSTEM 240 or
Fax: 604-431-0818
l'owerStation, ZSTEM and the l<EA logo arc trademarks of KEA Systems Lld. A 11 other brand and product names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of th ei r respective holders
©Copyright KEA Systems Ltd., 1989. All rights reserved.
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Bill Joy:

II

On the Longevity of Unix

II

I

am always reevaluating what we
should do to keep Unix evolving.
The system is the only operating sys
tem that has been around for a long
time-it's like 20 years old-that
runs on micros .
The Mac system is maybe eight to
10 years old OS/2 is a year old And
DOS, maybe 10 years old . So,
[Unix] is the only one that has sur
vived 20 years, and it has survived
because it reinvents itself. It goes
through cultural renewal.
I think we have a very healthy cul-

ture of constantly figuring out what
to change to keep the system rele
vant. I try to be a rabble-rouser, I
guess, to encourage people to con
tinue to change the system. So,
we've got a big intellectual invest
ment in this sort of moving cloud of
capability that the system has. I
spend a lot of time doing that. That's
sort of a social project as well as a
technical one.

II

Editor's note:
See biography, page 262.
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Grace Hopper:

On the Value of Data
Since 1943, when the first computers
appeared, we've gone after hardware.
We've gone after faster hardware. Ev
eryone is worried about hardware .
Along about '51 , '52, John Mauchley
came out with that first short code, and
then came FORTRAN, then came CO
BOL, and we started the software
world, and we developed the languages,
and the user-friendly stuff, and every
thing. Nobody has yet looked at the
data.
There are clearly two kinds of appli
cations-two major classes of applica
tions. The big scientific/engineering re
search, which is largely mathematical
in nature, [and] then there is the large
data-processing world, which is largely
arithmetic in nature. So, we never
really designed computers for either
world, because we wound up building
von Neumann computers. And until we
look at the data, we will not come up
with a new articulation.
I've been thinking about data flow
and the different kinds of data flow.
Now, sometimes data flows like rivers,
sometimes it flows like that lava out in

Hawaii, sometimes it's like a marching
company of marines: organized, disci
plined. [And] sometimes it's more like
the flow over the wing of an airplane,
which gives the lift and has the turbu
lence to fly, too . We've never looked at
the data, how it arises and how it flows .
I think as we build these systems to
compute, we'll become more aware of
the data flow and more aware of types of
data. For instance, the scientific/engi
neering field doesn't give a hoot about
an alphabetic character. It is largely
binary and floating. In data processing,
it's integers and add, subtract, multiply,
and divide: only arithmetic and com
parisons of those alpha-decimal char
acters.
We haven't looked at the amount of
work being done on data. Long ago, in
the earliest computers, we discovered
that you could always go faster if you
had more space, more storage. We've
never looked atthe value ofthe data, the
value of an education.
Well, some of the stuff going through
the computer is a heck of a lot more
valuable to us than the other stuff is.

Nobody has even gotten a little bit philo
sophical about the value of information:
All information is good; put it in the
computer and run it over the lines.
We need to look at the stuff and what
can we afford to lose, what can't we af
ford to lose. Part of it is leading us to
ward the future. Part of it's just a relic
of the past, and so on. With just a nar
row look, we've taken these lovely com
puters, faster transistors, everything
under the sun, better language, more
software-pile it in. We never think of
what we're doing it on.
I think until organizations begin to
look at the information, as long as .they
look only at the computers and tele
phone I ines that they control, they' re not
doing their job. They're not looking at
the information itself. They're not look
ing at the value of the information.
They're not looking at who uses it and
why, the kind of information, what it
does, where it comes from. The value is
a big thing we've never looked at.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 257.
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Why is software so far behind hardware?
Bjarne Stroustrup: Why are we lagging so
far behind? I'm not so sure we're lagging
far behind. I think people are skewing their
comparisons.

0 .....
understatement, because

Niklaus Wirth: Well, first of all, I don't
know whether software is so far behind
hardware. It depends on what do you mean,
"behind." I guess what you mean is that
hardware technology has made such vast
improvements-they give you 10 times the
power for 10 times Jess money now
whereas software seems to become more
and more expensive.
Wayne Ratliff: As soon as computers are
made bigger or faster, you can take advan
tage of them almost immediately. In that
case, we keep right in pace with hardware. I
guess overall, I don't agree. I think that
software is actually outstripping hardware.

hardware is astonishing, and
software is primeval.

-Ted Nelson

John Warnock: The systems are getting
extremely large. The management of soft
ware and the management of innovation in
software [are] extremely difficult. If you' re
looking at OS/2 and Unix and DOS, these
are all 1960s operating systems. They don't
have the concepts of really first-rate, ad
vanced-technology operating systems. The
industry has to figure out a way of abstract
ing itselfout of the current mess it's in.
Wayne Ratliff: Actually, I kind ofcame to
the opinion that software's exceeding, out
stripping hardware fairly rapidly. Hard
ware is sort ofalways trying to keep up. We
always need these 20-MHz and 33-MHz
and 50-MHz machines to try to make soft
ware jobs that are already invented practi
cal. I think [that] the biggest point where
software isn't really keeping up is not soft
ware's fault. I don't know if it is anyone's
fault. But it's the fact that users have so
much invested, there is so much momen
tum in DOS. DOS has a 640K limitation,
software limitation, ultimately. That is
really holding things up.
Alvy Ray Smith: Well, it's very clear that
we are going to have to tighten up our soft
ware act. I suspect that we'll have to do
things like CASE tools and something
equally important so that we can work to
gether. My own strong vision of how it's
going to turn out is that picturing will be
come a major part of what you see on the
desktop. And by picturing, I mean any use
of a computer to make pictures.
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Jonathan Titus: I think it'sjusthowwede
velop software. We tend to develop soft
ware the same way we did when I was pro
gramming PDP-8 minicomputers with 8K
of memory. It's one instruction after the
other. We really haven't yet gotten to the
point where computer-aided software engi
neering or CASE-type tools help out very
much. What we want to do is draw a grand
picture of what we want to have happen,
and work that down through our CASE
tools.
Michael Slater: But I think there will al
ways be an inherent couple-year lag in the
software really taking full advantage, sim
ply because it takes a long time to develop
sophisticated software. I don't think there's
really any way around that.
Stewart Alsop: That's a natural process.
Software has to come after hardware. This
is the chicken-and-egg conversation that
people always have. Without hardware,
software is nothing. Without software,
hardware is nothing. But you've got to have
the hardware first. You can't write the soft
ware until you've got the hardware, so
there's always going to be a delay between
hardware and software.
Jim Blinn: In the past, somebody comes
up with some hardware, and the software
people can't do a whole lot until the hard
ware exists. They can do some simulations
and so forth on other computers, but once
the hardware comes out, the software peo
ple go to town and start doing things.
Meanwhile, the hardware people are mak
ing something new. Before the software
people have a chance to really exercise the
existing hardware for all it's worth, that
hardware is obsolete, and the new hardware
comes along. The thing that is going to
change that is some stability in the hard
ware end, like systems of machines that are
software-compatible, VAXes, for example,
or PCs or whatnot, so that software devel
opment 10 years ago still is relevant to the
hardware now. Even though the hardware
might be able to do more, at least the stuff
you did 10 years ago is still usable.
Tom McWilliams: First off, hardware at
the level that the user sees [it], mainly at the
instruction set and so forth-architec
tures-have made advances. But, the ma
chines aren't radically different from what
they were years ago. Most of the hardware
ILLUSTRA TION: CA TH A RINE BENNETT

advances have been driven by the underly
ing manufacturing process technologies:
the ability to make faster, smaller transis
tors and so forth, rather than revolutionary
ideas in hardware. The problem is that to
change the language people program in re
quires that you retrain all the people and
you rewrite all the software.
Ted Nelson: In one sense, it's an under
statement, because hardware is astonish
ing, and software is primeval. On the other
hand, hardware that can only chase its own
tail is an empty exercise. The brilliance
[with] which hardware has been built is
mindboggling. The dunderheadedness
with which we have been unable to do de
cent software is also mindboggling.
Bjarne Stroustrup: Yeah, the hardware
we have today is astonishing. I mean a
pocket calculator can outperform the first
digital computer. On the other hand, the
user interface used to be, you took this
paper tape and walked up to that monstros
ity to feed it, and the output came on a
printer or in some cases some dots on a
screen that you had to convert back from
binaries to something digital. And these
days, the user interface to the average user
is this point and click and there's pictures
coming up and there's network software
that allows me to get a message deposited in
my friend's mailbox in Lund [Sweden] in
about 1 second. I'm not sure software's
behind.
Wayne Ratliff: There's certainly a lot of
evolution and speed capability and capac
ity. I think that software, if anything, has
gone through pretty giant revolutions. I
mean, look at the GUI interface-that's just
a dazzling thing that's happened in the last
10 years.
John Markoff: I guess I think it's because
it's not an engineering discipline. Software
is closer to the act of writing literature than
it is to engineering. For that reason, you
know, there's good art and bad art, and it
has to do with human creativity. I think the
reason there are too many different inter
faces is, we don't understand how to do it
right.
BYTE: Do you think software'sjust more
difficult than hardware? Is that part ofthe
reason?
Dennis Ritchie: I think that inherently it's
simply more complicated. It's possible to
put more structure into the software. Any
physical object has a natural size, beyond
S. PAPEAT PHOTO: .KRAMER PHOTOGRAPHY

which you really can't push it. A micropro
cessor chip is a very, very complicated ob
ject. But, nevertheless, there is a certain
size, and you know the size in advance. If it
looks as if you can't achieve your objective
within that sort of size bound, you simply
say at some point, "We just can't do this."
It fails. It falls over. It just doesn't happen.
Either that or you keep it within the size.
With software, there's always a tendency to
believe that you can add more, and the com
plexity can simply grow almost without
bound.
Rich Malloy: I think the problem is basi
cally because the hardware is easier to do.
It's much easier to get sidetracked in devel
oping software and to get carried away in
various features and to go off on various
tangents that take away from the current
project, the current goal. Whereas [with]
hardware, you're pretty much limited by
the size of the chip and by the complexity,
and people are planning much more care
fully about what the chip should do.

Seymour Pepert is professor of mathematics
and education at MIT. He is cofounder of the
MIT Artificial Intelligence laboratory, where
his research led to the development of the logo
programming language.

Stephen Wolfram: Software, in a sense,
requires a much more sophisticated design
than hardware in order to work properly.
What your piece ofhardware is supposed to
do is fairly well understood. The details of
the engineering of getting it to [work]
quickly and so on and cheaply, that's a hard
problem, but it's a fairly well defined prob
lem. In software, things are a little less well
defined. You take some general area like
mathematical computation or something,
and you have to design a system that can be
effective in letting people do that kind of
computation-that's pretty hard.
David Evans: I think that we're building
more complex systems, more complex soft
ware systems, than we are hardware sys
tems, for example. What's late now is the
software-the systems stuff. And some in
fer that we don't understand it as well as we
do the hardware, or it's more complex.
Bill Stallings: On the hardware side, as
you get into more and more complex appli
cations, what you need is a lot more speed,
processing power, and a lot more through
put. And the transmission systems and the
processing speeds, the storage capacity is
continuing to expand at an extremely rapid
rate. It's almost straightforward how you
do that. You know that every x years you' re
going to multiply the storage capacity by a
factor of 4, as far as things like RAM chips
[are concerned]. And those are almost
physics problems. But, on the software

Richard A. Pick is president of Pick Systems,
which develops and markets the Pick Operating
System. He developed the underlying con
cepts for the Pick system while at TRW during
his nearly 30 years in the computer industry.
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side, how do you go from using a mouse to
using voice input? That's a qualitative dif
ference, not just a quantitative difference.
To keep driving to more and more sophisti
cated applications, you need quantitative
improvements in the hardware and qualita
tive improvements in the software. And it's
a lot tougher to do the latter.
Charles Simonyi: It might be the case that
software is inherently harder than hard
ware, and the usual argument [is,] "How
come you know a bridge can be built on
time but the software cannot be built on
time approximately?" The reason is that a
bridge includes a lot of repetitive compo
nents, like all the rivets are the same, and
in software every time you seem to be doing
the same thing, you either create a loop or
create a subroutine. In principle, you never
do the same thing twice in software. That is
why I think it is the hardest thing in the
world, because you never repeat anything.
Brian Kernighan: It's too hard to write
programs. It's incredibly hard to write pro
grams. We have to tell the damn machine
too much about how to do things. We often
don't understand it well enough to spell it
out in detail. When you spell it out in too
much detail, you lose track of what' s going
on in the details. It just doesn't work. The
field is just riddled with examples of things
that are too big, not well thought out, don't
work right anyway, or are years behind
schedule, everywhere.
C. Wayne Ratliff is president of Ratliff Software
Production, Inc. He is the creator of dBASE II
and dBASE Ill, the most successful DBMSes for
personal computers. In 1978, he wrote
Vulcan, the precursor to dBASE II, on a home
built computer.

Dennis Ritchie: I think it's because soft
ware simply is able to grow in complexity
and in size and without being easily pre
dicted how complex and large it's going to
be to do a particular job. And there is
no special bound to the extra stuff you're
tempted to add.
Donald Knuth: I think that software just
has so many more problems to solve than
hardware does. If you ask the hardware
people to make hardware compilers or
spreadsheets or whatever, they wouldn't be
any better at it.
Bill Stallings: I think it's because you 're
no longer dealing with a small, sort of elite
trained group of people using the software.
You're trying to make functionality avail
able to the people that are doing the work in
an organization. And you 're getting into
issues like ease of use, and even more into
issues like artificial intelligence to do that.
Brian Kernighan: I don't know . I suppose
you could argue that part of the problem
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with software is that it's, on the surface, so
flexible that people get sucked into flexing
it, spending all of their time changing, re
fining, and we '11 just fix it up in the soft
ware thing. And you spend more and more
of your time changing requirements for
programs. Part of it is, perhaps, that it still
seems to be an art form that everybody
thinks they can do, whereas hardware is not
an art form where everybody thinks that
they're experts. Well, I guess it's partly
natural. I do software, not hardware, so I
think the software is necessarily harder.
It's more macho to write software .
Alan Kay: The best new software things
I've seen in the last couple of years, I've
seen in Japan. Software is not any more dif
ficult to do than hardware.
Stewart Alsop: We got into a particular sit
uation where software got way behind hard
ware, because you can deal with hardware
all you want, but you can't create standards
without software. So, I'd say that over the
next couple of years, by 1993, that we will
have finally made our way through that
transition. The gap between hardware and
software will go back to a natural gap in
stead of the unnatural gap that we've had,
of software being three and four years, five
years behind the hardware, instead of just
18 months.
Bill Gates: There's just some reasons it fell
behind. It won't be behind. It will be catch
ing up.
Stewart Alsop: The thing people forget is,
this never has happened before . We have
never had an industry like the personal
computer industry. We've never had a
product that was a multipurpose technol
ogy like personal computers . All other
technol.ogies before have been dedicated to
a particular purpose. What makes PCs dif
ferent is they can be configured to deal
with lots of different things.
BYTE: That does seem to shed some new
light on the subject. Perhaps we're expect
ing too much ofsoftware_
Doug Engelhart: [Software is] a different
kind of challenge without the same bounds
that the hardware thing has. And then, it's
not as visible. To make an analogy, it's as
though you were building something physi
cal-you have a limited number of kinds
of parts and ways to assemble them, etc.
There's still a lot of room for cleverness
and design. But in software, you've got a
continued
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beyond the front end tools provided by other vendors. JAM has
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applications quickly and easily.

.... With JAM, you can create

and link together the screens, windows, fields and menus that
make up an application. The result is a working prototype that
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menus-all without coding.
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t might be that

software is inherently harder
than hardware.
-Charles Simonyi
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limitless number of complements you can
put together. It certainly needs more disci
pline and methodology and tools, but it's
tough, a much [more] wide-open intellectu
al problem.
Charles Simonyi: Some of it is psychologi
cal, in that software people are very, very
cognizant of the efficiency, or rather the
lack of efficiency, in their product, where
as they are not very cognizant of the same
in the hardware side. When we publish a
product, we know how much it could be im
proved by extra effort. So, in a way, we al
ways feel kind of ashamed that we haven't
exploited the absolute maximum that is of
fered by the hardware. But for all we know,
the hardware hasn't exploited its own po
tential. It is very frustrating .how far the
ideal in your mind is from the reality in the
product.
Niklaus Wirth: The point is, if only hard
ware would make these advances and soft
ware not, then my question would be, why
not put everything into hardware? The fact
is we have software because the custom tai
loring of the machines is so expensive that
it is still much cheaper to use software than
hardware.
Gordon Campbell: I think the fundamen
tal limit is cost on the hardware side. I think
it was Bob Noyce who somewhere gave an
example a lot of years ago. He said that if
the automotive industry had made the same
kind of progress that the semiconductor in
dustry had, that today we'd all be able to go
out and buy Rolls Royces that would get
more than 1000 miles per gallon and cost
less than $100. And somebody else added
later that that's probably true, but the fun
damental problem, if we'd approached it
the same way as the semiconductor indus
try did, is that we could put 10 of them on
the head of a pin. •
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Douglas Engelhart:

On Bootstrapping
I'm strongly embedded in a frame
work that I developed in 1960-61 and
published in 1962 that's been underly
ing what I've been doing ever since. It's
the concept of bootstrapping. If you're
facing very, very complex organization
or social or institutional changes, why
not, as early as possible, get as far
ahead in the computer age to support
humans doing that? Which is why I call
it bootstrapping-why not use the com
puter to help you make the transfor
mations?
We're really trying to get that strate
gy going. That is leading to a lot of
things. We're actually making headway
in getting some large organizations in
terested in actually starting this kind of
bootstrapping. The very first stuff of
that is forming a common-interest com
munity. It's an active, collaborative pro
totype.
I'm giving these three-day seminars,
and here's all the stuffthey go through,
200-something slides. It's leading to
this whole bootstrap philosophy and
saying organizational effectiveness is
the goal, talking about paradigms and
frameworks as being the tesic problem,
so any strategy for going after it has to
accommodate these.
Also, the changes that are coming
about are so many and so rapid. So we
have to find new ways, because our old
ways couldn't cope with that rate of
change. In these new ways, things like
pilot experimental groupings of people
and new tools, that's going to be very
important. There are so many dimen
sions to explore that cooperation among
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different people is important to learn
like that. The vendors are going to have
to start realizing-as well as our user
organizations-that the time it takes to
shift the skills and the methods and all
of that to fit the best one, given, profile
of functions, that's where our expense
and the time are going to be. So [organi
zations] want to have a lot more cooper
ation between the vendors and the user
groups, and the user groups have to get
more active.
There's a special role for some kinds
of groupware in that if we push that
ahead faster, that will just help make
the whole process go so much better.
That's [why] what I call an "open hy
perdocument" system is something
whose payoff will just be immense, and
it should be pursued real rapidly. And
the fact that users aren't getting experi
ence in that yet, and vendors aren't, so
the better thing [is] to try to generate an
environment in which that kind of expe
rience could get accelerated so you can
know sensibly how to aim for products
and standards and-whew! That leads
to the bootstrap community and what
we're trying to get launched.
In the strategy, we're just saying, if
an organization really is interested, here
would be a way to get started: Join this
special-interest community. You'd have
to get active enough in it. It would be
sort of a prototype way of working in it
self. Here's the best targets of activity to
use in it. So we have eight to 15 compa
nies of different sizes who are external
organizations.
There was a voluntary organization of

a committee from among the represen
tatives of companies who came to our
seminar in January who said "Well,
let's just draft a trial business plan." So
now that is converging to a trial, so
we're planning a meeting with any com
pany that's interested enough-and gov
ernment organization and university
and vendor-to come together for a
meeting to converge on some plan that
sounds sensible enough and then go
back home and see ifit will [fly].
It's building up momentum in a good
way. There's a rapidly growing move
ment in America on this total quality
management theme. Three years ago or
so, the Department of Commerce an
nounced [that] they were going to give
an annual set of awards to organizations
that best met the criteria they had been
establishing for this quality manage
ment. More and more companies are
saying, "Hey, we're going to go after
that award." In the process, one of the
[by-products] is a continuous improve
ment plan with lots of verifiable as
pects. This strategy that I talk about
wouldn't work unless there were some
high-level, continuously present com
mitment in the company to make their
changes. Otherwise, who's interested in
talking about strategy? Heretofore, I'd
try to talk about this, and I wouldn't
know how to find someone in a com
pany. ~lmost everybody is tied to some
project or deliverable or bottom-line
thing. So, that is a big change.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 236.
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What changes will we see in programming
in the 1990s?
Bob Frankston: Programming is still bot
tlenecked in the expression of the ideas-or
coding, to use a less grandiose term. We 're
going to be able to reduce the problem, ba
sically make it easier to go from a design or
conception to actually something that im
plements it.

D

here has got to

be a better way, and it's kind
of halfway between
programming and natural
language.

Stephen Wolfram: I think one of the
things that is part of the issue is what the
building blocks for making software actu
ally should be. Right now, most software is
written in the C programming language or
possibly some extension of that, and that's a
pretty low level at which to create software.
It's sort of interesting to think about, in
general, how you can use high-level inter
active symbolic programming languages to
build general-purpose-type software.
Gary Kildall: I think that the actual
brand-new language to replace something
like C is really not necessary at this point,
because C is sort of an intermediate-what
I think of as an eye-level language and as
sembly language. And it seems to do the
trick at that level.

-Esther Dyson
Esther Dyson: But the real issue is what
you do with the software and the model of
the system, and stuff like that. And so
things like object-oriented programming
and all these other buzzy terms will prob
ably get way oversold but, in the end, will
probably really matter and be widely used.
But they'll be so widely used that no one
notices them.
John Kemeny: I still believe you have a
great advantage with a universal language.
Bjarne Stroustrup: I think the idea of
spanning the whole spectrum of program
ming with one language is absurd. It's like
this strange notion some people have that
there is one language that is the best for
all people and all applications . It's crazy.
Let's face it. It's like saying there should be
exactly one kind of car and ignoring the fact
that there's towns and there's country and
there's trucks and there's fire engines, all
kinds of things. Variety has its place.
Carma McClure: I think right now what
we see [in] the first half of the 1990s are
what I would call evolutionary-not revolu
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

tionary-changes to software development,
meaning that basically the same languages
dominate, the same methods still domi
nate, as have dominated our industry
since-what-the 1970s to 1980s. You are
still going to find languages like COBOL,
for example, being the number one choice
for developing business applications. And
you 're going to hear a lot of interest in ob
ject-oriented techniques, and a lot of peo
ple beginning to use them and beginning to
learn about them, certainly-but I don't
think they are going IC' have a real major
impact until maybe three to five years from
now. And I see them sort of infiltrating our
methods, and you see the traditional struc
tured methodology like Yourdon or some
thing extended to include object-oriented.
So, rather than giving the old ones up and
replacing them, say with object-oriented
techniques, we see them being extended to
incorporate object-oriented techniques.
Alan Kay: I think the main thing is that
there's no accounting for taste. The fact
that COBOL is still around and going
strong-even though it was obsolete by
around 1965 or so, as far as a language with
power [is concerned]-says something
about the staying power of the familiar.
Esther Dyson: But there has got to be a
better way, and it's kind of halfway be
tween programming and natural language.
Just as people don't think of themselves as
telephone operators-they think of them
selves as dialers-people won't think of
themselves as programmers. They'll think
of themselves as trainers, just the way I
spent [six months] training my secretary.
Every day new problems arise, and I show
her how I want them handled, and some
times I give her examples, sometimes I give
her instructions. It's an iterative training
process. So, in the same way, you ' re going
to train your computer, both by giving it in
structions [and] having it watch you, but it
will just feel more natural. Ten years from
now, people are going to say, "Oh, yeah,
training your computer-that's so intu
itive." And ofcourse it won't be, but it will
be taken for granted.
Carma McClure: I think [developing soft
ware] is going to get significantly easier,
continued
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and I think one of the reasons will be that
we won't be developing them from scratch,
but we will [be] developing them from re
usable software components-I like to call
them software chips sometimes. And ob
ject-oriented methods are really the first
methods that we have where the concept of
reusability is really an integral technique
within object-oriented. And so, that is an
other reason object-oriented is important
and will play, I think, a more important
role in the future-because it really fits
with reusability as a development strategy.
Dannis M. Ritchie is a member of the Com
puter Science Research Center at AT&T Bell

Laboratories. He designed and implemented the

BYTE: Speaking of object-oriented meth
ods, do you think that's a real movement or
a passing fancy in the industry?

C language and. with Ken Thompson. created
the Unix operating system. He shared the 1983
A. M. Turing Award with Thompson.

Ed Yourdon: I think the industry is just be
ginning a transition into object-oriented
methodologies-I would say that that is go
ing to be the big one in the nineties, as a
replacement of the pure process-oriented
methodologies, like structured analysis
and structured design, and pure data-ori
ented information-engineering kind of
methodologies. And that's something that
I'm very much involved in right now, is the
whole object-oriented paradigm, which I
think the industry does need.
Seymour Papert: Structured program

America.

ming is good programming. In short,
what's being projected there is a way of
thinking that mathematicians like and
many engineers who are mathematical in
their way of thinking like. But it's out of
touch with the sort of thinking of very
many people, including many mathemati
cians who like to think in a way that's much
more playful, less planned, less systemati
cally organized, more exploratory.

Kan Sakamura (not shown) is founder and di

Paul Carroll: I don't know of anything

rector of the TRON Project, an effort spon

that would be beyond structured program
ming or object-oriented programming. It
does seem to me that object-oriented pro
gramming is a very powerful thing that
will take hold, and people are catching on
to the idea that prototyping really is impor
tant. We'II see far more of that.

Jonathan M. Sachs is an independent software
developer in Cambridge, Mass. In 1981. he
teamed up with Mitch Kaper to create Lotus
1-2-3. In 1985, he established the Sachs Foun
dation. which has been active in land preserva
tion in New England and in Central and South

sored by the University of Tokyo to develop and
standardize computers of the future. The proj
ect has already developed a real-time operating
system. standardized interfaces. and a 32-bit
microprocessor chip set. Professor Sakamura is
on the information science faculty at the
University of Tokyo.

Nikiaus Wirth: I think designing in an or
derly structured fashion is inherent to all
good engineering design. So whatever ad
ditional style differences will emerge in the
future, I think a structured approach is
mandatory anyway. I look at object-ori
ented programming not as something dra
matically different and new. There are one
or two things that characterize object-ori
ented design, but, by and large, you work
with the same concepts as you did before. It
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is not something radically new. [Except
for] relatively isolated instances you can
stick to your design methods that you have
used before, provided that they are orderly
and structured.

Bjarne Stroustrup: What's lagging be
hind is, of course, education. People get
these great languages, and they come out of
schools. They're taught how to write a pro
cedure and to get real benefits of languages
with inheritance, encapsulation-the good
stuff. You need to start off thinking in a
way that's appropriate to it. You have to
actually do object-oriented programming,
notjustyourold style of programming with
the funny syntax. And that again means
that you have to design your programs to
take advantage of those facilities. So educa
tion matters a lot. Design matters a lot. And
then you get tools that support that.

Bob Frankston: I tend to view things like
object-oriented programming as overhype
terms at this point. Yes, there's something
there, but it's just a means, and it's just part
of things.

Jerry Pournelle: In a sense, Modula was
object-oriented before anybody knew what
it meant. And basically what's going to
happen is the popular languages are going
to get more and more like Modula.

Niklaus Wirth: The crucial n.imple is
that when object-oriented preachers talk
about numbers, for them numbers are an
object of the class number. You can't add 3
and 4 anymore; you have to send the mes
sage to add 4 to yourself to the object 3.
Now, this is certainly counterproductive,
when you not only think in terms of com
puters, but it confuses people from what
they have learned before. That would be
counterproductive. Anything that you over
do is counterproductive. When such a new
method comes up, I think one should learn
to master that method and not become mas
tered by the method.
Stewart Alsop: The biggest advance I've
seen has been the Interface Builder in
NeXT-where I've seen real programmers,
in a commercial environment, trying to
make software for resale, actually find that
they had a real gain in productivity: Not in
a false sense of programmer A can write
800 lines of code a week instead of 400
lines of code a week, but in the sense that
they can take an idea and get from that
point to having working code that can be
tested and polished in significantly shorter
continued
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heblggest

limitation is the failure of
imagination that people tend
to project.

-Bob Frankston
times. And the reason the lnterface Builder
seems to have an effect is not so much that
there's an object-oriented development en
vironment, where you have componency
you can hook together-which is part of
it-but that it incorporates the notion of
prototyping, as part of the development
process, in a way that no existing computer
language has [ever] incorporated [it].
Dennis Ritchie: One thing that seems to be
happening is that people are getting away,
to a certain extent, from the procedural
sorts of things, which is independent of ob
ject-oriented and so forth. Maybe I'm be
ing unfair, but basically, that's a refine
ment or a variation of the same need of
procedural programming, a little different
style. But there are languages that are much
more involved in data-flow things where
the order of events is not so important but
the grand flow of it is that data is passing by
this program. That's something that I think
is likely to increase so that, to some extent,
[you're] increasing abstraction. Whether
all this will make programming, as such,
much easier for the average user, I don't
know. I tend to doubt it. It's hard to see that
it'll really make a gigantic change. It's not
clear that the average user really wants to
be a programmer, anyhow.
BYTE: What do you think we mean when
we talk about the average user doing pro
gramming?
Bob Frankston: There's going to be a lot
of empowering of the users in terms of pro
gramming so you'll be able to describe
things better. I will give spreadsheets, of
course, as an example of that, where the
real thing is [that] you empower the user to
take a description of the computer. There
was a middle ground. The computer didn't
speak the user's language literally, but
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there was a middle ground in which there
was-I hate to be anthropomorphic-some
sort of understanding. The key thing is,
they both dance with each other. That's go
ing to be more widely available as com
puters get the power in terms of raw MIPS,
and then we're going to handle some of the
software capabilities. How do you give the
user the ability to describe sort of interest
ing processes?
Carma McClure: I can see where lots of
packages go into the hands of end users
where they take the design of the system
and they play with the interface, and they
change it the way they want it, and then they
just generate the system that they need.
Chuck Peddle: This thing about the con
cept of the program generator that lets peo
ple tailor programs-I have a strong belief
that that is going to be important. I'm
really surprised it hasn't done better than it
has. So, I think that is a place to be looking
for-the higher-level, tailored, specialized
application.
John Markoff: I think that we'll see tools
that will permit the average user to custom
ize applications. Those are already there,
and they are going to get much better.
Apple's coming with stuff that will be built
into the operating system. Too!Book is
coming for Windows. Those are major
thrusts in that direction for the nonskilled
programmer. For real programmers, of ne
cessity, the evolution of the computer in
dustry is prying people away from the
machine. Because programs have to be
portable, people can't program in machine
language anymore. Usually, there is still a
penalty that is paid for that in terms of per
formance, but portability is more impor
tant than performance these days.
Niklaus Wirth: I don't know what the
average computer user is. A competent
computer user should in the future be able
to buy systems that he can relatively easily
extend and adapt to his particular needs, if
he has the competence to some program
ming. So good computer users will become
capable of doing such extension-custom
tailoring-themselves. But perhaps that is
not the average.
Gary Kildall: Usually, when you get be
yond just the basic language, general-pur
pose language, you get into special-pur
pose kinds of things. What you're really
trying to do is get a control language, and a
language built to really express that partic
ular application fairly nicely.

Stephen Wolfram: The problem is that in
troducing a new programming language is
a serious kind of sociological problem in
the sense that if you tell people, "We have
this great new programming language,"
people will immediately say, "Look, we're
not going to recode all of our billions of
lines of FORTRAN code or C code, or
whatever it is, in your great new program
ming language." And so, really, the only
way to introduce a new programming lan
guage is in a kind of Trojan-horse type of
approach: People start using it as an appli
cation program, but then kind of fall into
using it as a programming language.
Gary Kildall: C and most other languages
are basically what we think of as top-down
programming languages. You start with
main (), and you start writing the rest of
your program from there. But most of the
things that are happening in embedded con
trollers and microprocessors now are exact
ly the opposite. It's all from the bottom up.
It's all event-driven. And C and most other
languages do not have that [bottom-up]
perspective.
Stephen Wolfram: I think one really in
credibly important direction in building
software is going to be using higher-level
languages. And I think the kinds of things
one can expect to see happen in the next
few years are things like being able to build
graphical user interfaces and so on, using
specification languages that are high-level
symbolic languages, and being able to, for
example, have some symbolic data struc
ture that you can manipulate interactively
that represents dialog boxes, windows, and
things on your screen.
Gary Kildall: The improvements in the
languages, I think, are going to be more
oriented again toward some of the vertical
markets, like scripting languages and
things like that, where we'd have basic
primitives that we build in something like C
and just, you know, choose your favorite
language. And then you build up languages
that are really appropriate to the particular
application that you are doing.
Bjarne Stroustrup: People talk about Hy
perCard and such things-that's program
ming of a sort. They still edit from a profes
sional programmer point of view, but it's
not meant for professional programmers.
On the other hand, the casual programmer
looks at something like C + + or even Pas
cal and says, "This is horrible. This is in
comprehensible. It's useless. It's too hard
continued
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Data analysis software
from SPSS gives your PC
a winning advantage.
It doesn't matter which field you play
hardball in . With the right combination of
equipment and ability, you can be a hero.
You get that ability with SPSS.
Whether your equipment runs on
MS-DOS'" or PC-DOS;" OS/2™ or a
Macintosh:" So you turn raw data into
useful facts. And yourself into a smarter
decision maker.
With SPSS and its op tions, you can
interface directly with data from your
database, spreadsheet or other

application software. Then manipulate it
in countless ways. From data entry to
advanced statistics, forecasting,
presentation and more.
Voted #1 by the fans.
When the readers of PC Week chose
the top statistical software for "user
satisfaction" (12/5/88), their choice was
SPSS. And no wonder.
SPSS is designed not only for your
compu ter's operating system , but also
for its operator. With menu and help
systems, plus an on-line statistical
glossary. So you're always in control. For
market research, sales analysis, quality
control and more.

And you can always count on the
training, support, and ongoing
upgrades of SPSS. The team that's
come through for over 1 million users
since 1968.
Find out how SPSS can make you first
in your micro league, by calling

(312) 329-3315.
We'll give you the numbers to really
stand out in your field.

Sl'SSinc.
Best in the final analysis.

444 Nor th Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611
SPSS International BV: Aveling en West BO,
P.O. Box 115, 4200 AC Gorinchem,
The Netherlands

SPSS is a registered tradema rk of SPSS Inc. PC ·DOS and OS/2a re trademarks of International Business MachinesCorpo rat ion. MS ·DOS is a tr ade mark of Microsoft Corporation .
Macintosh is a registe red trademark of Apple Co mpute r. Inc. Not all options are avai lable on all ope rating systems.
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FUTURE

PROGRAMMING

Brian Kernighan: I think what we'll see
perhaps is that the set oftools that are avail
able to people are more and more flexible
so that people will be able to tailor them to
particular jobs, so that you could imagine
that they're kind of like programmable
tools. But the transition from not program
ming to programming should be very
smooth-where the program may do al
most what you want right away, but, if not,
you can fairly easily adjust it so that it does.

Bill Gates: Programmers are always the
professional people who might get at things
in a different way. But these visual tools
these object-oriented tools-they are fun
damentally the tools we're going to use.
The C of the eighties is C ++, with a li
brary of objects including visual objects
and application objects. It means that huge
portions of what you had to code before
the user interface pieces-are very easy to
change how requirements work. You don't
have to program all the algorithms about
how you do resource allocation or what
logic to use or how to categorize things.

Paul Carroll: I don't think we will see in
the next 10 to 15 years lay people do any
appreciable amount of programming. I
think they'll do a little customization of
their software, because software develop
ers will be able to cleverly hide that com
plexity from people. They'll just run peo
ple through a series of menus initially
asking them how they want to handle some
thing or other. You could in some sense
think of that as programming, although I
guess I don't. I certainly don't think people
want to go beyond that.

Niklaus Wirth: No, I think programming
will always remain important. I still re
member 30 years ago when a colleague at
Stanford asked me, "Can you imagine that
you at 50 will still [be] doing program
ming? That's nonsense, you will move up
somewhere. That is detailed, grutty work,"
and so on. And I have, together with a col
league, built a whole system, and I pro
grammed it myself, and I really enjoyed
[it]. I found it terribly interesting, but it
needs, somehow, a technical mind to enjoy
this kind of work.

BYTE: What kinds of changes do you
think we'll see in the jobs that program
mers do?

Seymour Papert: Many of the kind of pro
grammers we used to call hackers (before
the days when hacker was taken as a disrep
utable word) don't like to program in a
structured way. They like to make some
thing, maybe quick and dirty, that works.
That's another way ofdoing computation.

Bjarne Stroustrup: I think that the world
will be split up in what we call profession
al, or serious, programmers and casual
programmers. If you look at history, then,
people have always been talking about au
tomatic programming. They have been
talking about these grand new languages
that are going to eliminate the program
mer. It's al ways just the next technology
around. But if you look, programmers have
always been there. There has been a certain
skill to it. To do a really good program,
you have to know an application area, and
you have to know something about the craft
or engineering. If we're pretentious, or
maybe if we've learned a little bit, we need
both there.

Stephen Wolfram: I think also that the
notion of who's a programmer and who
isn't a programmer is going to get consider
ably blurred. It's already something that's
happened a bit with macros for [Lotus] 1-2
3, and happened-perhaps less than was
hoped, but happened somewhat-with Hy
perCard. And I think that, increasingly,
what one will see is higher-level languages
where writing in them is not so much
thought of as being programming. I think
part of people's feeling about program
ming is [that] programming involves doing
all of this quite obscure, very machine-ori
ented stuff, and that will be decreasingly
true.

John Kemeny: I still feel very strongly
that learning how to program is an essential
part of understanding computers. I don't
mean someone who is just going to use it
for word processing. But if you are going to
do any serious work on computers, you
really ought to program once in your life.
I've even argued that if they are never going
to write a program later in their life, the ex
perience of writing a few programs, and
particularly the experience of trying to de
bug programs, is a terribly important expe
rience in understanding computers. With
out it I don't think people have a feeling on
how much they should believe of what
comes out of a computer. •

to learn." It wasn't meant to be learned in 2
hours by a casual user.

Richard A. Shaffer is founder and principal in
Technologic Partners, a consulting and pub

lishing firm, and editor of Computer Letter, a
weekly financial newsletter about emerging
computer companies.

Charles SimonyI manages the development of
application programs for Microsoft Corp. At
Xerox PARC, he developed the first WYSIWYG
word processor for the Alto.

Michaal Slater is editor and publisher of Micro
processor Report. He also organizes the annual
Microprocessor Forum conference, consults on

microprocessor strategies, and conducts
training seminars.
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Stewart Alsop: I think programmers will
become more efficient, but it will require a
fundamental change in the approach to
programming, and a lot of programmers
are going to get waylaid by that change.
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One Word About Your
Hard Disk Controller

One Word About the PSI
hyperSTORE Controllers

Intelligent Mass Storage Controllers
Virtually all applications are disk
bound. Today's PCs have over 60
times the power of their ancestors
of just ten years ago, while hard
disk performance has only just
tripled. This makes mass storage
the PC's worst bottleneck. PSI has
eliminated this bottleneck with
the hyperSTORE Caching Disk
Controller, a sort of mass storage
co-processor. The hyperSTORE

does for disk-intensive programs
what a math co-processor does
for number-crunching software.
Databases, fileservers, multiuser
systems, and other disk-hungry
applications start screaming .. .
frustrated users stop screaming!
Call (800)486-F AST now to find
out more about PSI's line of
intelligent controllers. All you
have to gain is time.

hyperSTORE FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
· Works in any 286, 386, or i486 system
· Simultaneous support for any interface:
MFM, RLL, ESDI, SCSI, or AT/IDE

· Can control up to 28 physical disk drives
· OKB to 20MB of SIMM-based cache memory
· Supports all standard operating systems:
DOS, Windows, UNIX/Xenix, Netware, etc.

· Data mirroring option for fault tolerance
· No device drivers are required

"This thing is literally faster at disk access than the original PC was at
memory access."

-fern; Pournel/e, Info World, June 11, 1990
"PSI has created the power user's ultimate Lego set for disk
controllers: the hype rSTORE/1600"

-Alfred Poor, PC Magazine, June 12, 1990

Perceptive Solutions, Inc.
2700 Flora Street· Dallas, Texas 75201

'The real-world result will be blazing record handling from within a
data file as well as unstoppably fast program loads."

-Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine, Februan; 13, 1990

800-486-FAST · 214-954-1774 · Fax: 953-1774

European Inquiries: 4 75-284-9505

C 199D by PSI.All rights res(](ved. hyperSTORE and !he PSI logo are 11ademaiks cl Perceptive Solullons. Inc. Other brand and product

names are trademarks or regislerod 1rademarks o l 1heir respecllve companies. Specifications subject to change. Ad Code: BY9009.
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Chuck Peddle:

On Microprocessor Trends
Because of the enormous installed
base on the 8086 in the PC world
you've got a number estimated at
40,000 useful programs that are in gen
eral-purpose circulation, that use that
architecture-for some relatively long
period of time, probably through the
end of the century, the continued sup
porting of [that] installed base will be
terribly important to the marketplace.
There's a bunch ofways you can get that
done that are not necessarily buying the
latest, hottest product from Intel; but,
clearly, microcomputer systems, as op
posed to necessarily microprocessors,
are going to include some member of
[the 8086) family fer a long time.
Having said that, the next major thing
that is driving the marketplace at this
point is the fact that with the ASIC de
velopment tools that are available today,
and the compiler generators, and the
higher-level-language kinds of pro
grams that are going on and everything
else, you're starting to see a family of
what I call "customer-design general
purpose microprocessors" occurring in
the marketplace. And they are really
super-ASICs. SPARC and MIPS meet
that definition.
They're not strong enough and gener
al-purpose enough, and cheap enough,
and so ferth, to have as broad a market
following as, say, the 6502, or the 8088
or whatever. But they definitely have
enough general-purpose application
that multiple people will use them, and
there is some level of support for them.
So, that's a definite market trend. I
think [that] you will continue to see that
super-ASIC with some level of general
purpose, and I think this will probably
be where we get the richness of the de
velopment. I think we will see just a ton
of those coming out (a ton being some
number greater than 10).
And tot he extent that, if Intel contin
ues on the track that they are on-of
forcing the marketplace to pay higher

and higher prices to Intel, who is then,
at the same time, undercutting the very
guys that are buying from them with
their own end-product applications
there definitely is going to be some sort
of marketplace rebellion against the
level of control that Intel has. The rebel
lion won't be [an] overt "I won't ever
buy another Intel chip" kind of thing. It
will be that [vendors] slowly reverse this
trend by building in some version of an
Intel processor and putting in multiple
general-purpose control processors for
which they write all of their code. And
they don't write any more code fer the
Intel processors themselves. And they
use the Intel processors more as a com
patibility tool, la the 1401 simulator
on the 360. Over a period of time, may
be a decade, you reduce the dependency
on Intel as your only supplier.
Now, clearly there are some guys
who are not going to take that strategy.
The problem is that they are the guys
who are always going to be bitching
about [Intel's] price point and perfor
mance, and everything else.

a

The Importance ofMemory
[On another front], the low-cost control
oriented product has not kept up with
the growth in memories. They really
haven't done it. What I am saying is that
there isn't a family of products that are
aimed at memory-intensive, higher
performance control. Some people talk
about a SPARC doing that: It's the
wrong solution. The SPARC, because it
was a custom, was aimed at solving a
problem of, "How am I going to get
Unix running quickly; how do I run this
C problem?" and so it is tied to memory
in a funny way. And it's really not the
right answer, but it is the best one
around right now.
And 1 really believe that that's a tre
mendous market opportunity. I hope we
will see some number of general-pur

pose guys continue to play in the mar
ketplace, but solving a problem differ
ent than trying to take Intel oo head
to-head. And I think if they don't, they
lose.
Memory technology continues to
drive the processing capability we've
got. So I think you are going to see the
real focus on getting memories that are
good enough to keep up with some of
this processor capability and system ca
pability. I think that is where you are go
ing to really see a lot of the inventive
ness.
If you wanted to make a general com
ment on the most important difference
in the [last] 15 years, it is that the
amount of money that's on the table in
the industry, it's so big that it changes
the rules from 15 years ago.

The Payoff
I think we have to back off and ask our
selves what human beings need. What's
the human's problem? Human beings
need different things than we are driv
ing for right now. And [that is] the other
half of the thing I'm doing. I think that
there is a human solution fer how you
use a lot of this technology that nobody
else is working on. [I take that back];
there's too many people in the world to
make that [broad a] statement.
A lot of people aren't writing about
the solutions that I think people need. I
think that's important. I think that that
is where the applications are going to
come from.
What do human beings need to do
next? I think I know the answer, and
that's what I'm working on. We are in
the process of financing a company that
has a chance of making a major market
breakthrough, and we'll let you know if
we get it financed.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 325.
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Ryoichi Mori:

On Superdistribution

I

believe that the most fundamental
breakthrough that will have huge ef
fects is the realization of the smooth dis
tribution of digital information. If we
could establish a microelectronic meth
od to achieve this breakthrough, then it
would have the effects [on a scale] com
parable to the breakthroughs that made
the mass production of computer hard
ware economically possible.
I have been proposing a concept
superdistribution-to realize the break
through. Methods to realize satisfacto
rily fair transactions of digital infor
mation either place limitations on the
actions of users (e.g., prohibit the copy
ing of information) or keep and collect
usage records that hold who has used

how much of what software.
Limiting the actions of users has
proved very unpopular. It prevents the
healthy growth of the software market.
It is also widely recognized by most
software manufacturers that it does not
provide more profit for themselves.
Therefore, the collection of usage rec
ords is the only way to realize satisfac
torily fair transactions of digital infor
mation. Then the task for us is how to
realize it by making the generation and
collection of the usage records as com
fortable as possible so as to be accepted
by the users widely.
For the next 10 years, there is little
doubt [that] the semiconductor inte
gratedcircuittechnology [will] keepthe

I'

I
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same rate of progress-that is, an in
crease of the integrating density of four
times [for] each three years (l.6 times
every year).
If this prediction is right, social needs
for the microelectronic technology to
provide the smooth distribution of digi
tal information will become very
strong. The reason [for this] is that the
needs will become stronger as the scale
of the software-or computer-market
grows, and the cost of the microelec
tronic measure [needed] to realize that
smooth distribution [will go] down
rapidly.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 304.
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Me-Too Modem.
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it comes to high speed, dial-up PC modems-we mean the very
compatible kind-chances are, you had to settle for one of those me- too
modems that look and act pretty much the same, over and over.And over.
Chances are, you also .had to send your data at 9600 or 2400 bits per
second. Or slower.
·
With FORVAl~s new IM14400 internal PC modem, you can speed your
data over the phone lines at 14,400 bps. And if you're really in a hurry,
the IM14400's data compression mode will deliver your files and images
up to a very impressive 57,600 bps. Tha(s significantly faster than.
most me-too modems around.

FORVAL

Of Course, We Do Slow Things Down For The Competition.

IM!4400 Internal PC Modem

Being 14.4/57.6 kbps fast doesn't mean we wan'! slow down for the
me-loo's. With the IM14400's automatic step-down mode, we'll talk to
them at the CCITT speeds of 9600, 2400, and 1200 bps.
·
Whenever necessary. We also use the Hayes AT command .
set so you can run most popular communications software.
·
1
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TM

The .IM14400 is unmatched when it ·comes to
innovative features and technologies. To ensure
accuracy and compatibility, we've incorporated the latest
industry standards: the proposed V.32 extended transmission
speed, V.42/MNP2-4 error correction, and V.42 bis/MNP-5
data compression. We've also added FORVAL Turbo
Interface,™ .an extra safeguard to preserve data integrity
.· at speeds over 19,200 bps. ~e-too modems don't compare.

The End Of Obsolescence.

_A ~i~O Features: · •·.
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14.4 kbps (proposed V.32 his)
. . · •Maximum 57.6 kbps with.
V.42 bis/MNp,-5 compression.·.,.· · .
. • Error Correction V.42' (LAP~M and
MNP2-4) " . .
•Hayes™Kr command set compatible
• Autamatic/Mcmual lallback to
·s6oo; 2400 'bps and ''slower
. • Full duplex synchronous/ ·
.asynchronoµs
:·
opemlion
. • FORVAL.-Link™
· and FDRVAL Turbo.
lnterlaceTM . .
. • 5-year limited: warranty . .
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,._ AVAILABLE SOON IN ·STAND-.AUINE
. AND RA K~MOUNT VERSIONS. ·: " ·
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One more feature you won't
find anywhere else is FORVAL
.
· Link.™ This one-of-a-kirid customer
service lets you change or enhance the .· .
IM14400's performance right over the phone
·Jines: As your needs grow and new indiistry
standards emerge (like 19.2 kbps), your investment .
is still protected,
Call FORVAL toll-free today for more .details. Do it now, and
get a price that even the me-too modems will find hard
. to match. 1-800-FORVAL-l

F~RV/U
FORVAL AMERICA, INC. • Modern Division
6985 Union Park Center, Suite 425 Midvale, Utah 84047
Tel: (801) 561-8080 • Fdx: (801) S61 ~8777
: Copyright ©1990 FORVA L AMERICA. INC .. FORVAL-Link and fORVAL Tu rbo Interface are
tradema rks of fORVA LAMERICA. INC.; Hayes, Rayes Miciocompuler Products, Inc.; MN P, Microcom. Inc
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Esther Dyson:

On Computers and Eastern Europe

I

don't think you can go into the Sovi
et Union and Eastern Europe and make
deals with the state-run corporations,
with the industries that employ 60,000
people, 58 ,000 of whom are paper
pushers. I think that's the wrong way to
go about it. Compaq, for instance, is
dealing successfully with individual
dealers in Eastern Europe.
I think computers will be an impor
tant agent forchange in Eastern Europe.
In the Soviet Union, for instance, you
find many people setting up their own
businesses-selling T-shirts, or farm
produce, stuff like that. Now, with com
puters, you're getting the intelligent
sia involved in businesses. These are
people who have felt useless-useless
all their lives! Do you know what it
is like to feel useless all your life?
Computers are turning many of these
people into entrepreneurs. They are
creating the entrepreneurs these coun
tries need.
Computers are interesting and excit
ing. [That's why] they're important. If
you're a trained engineer, you don't
want to sell shoes, but you may find it

exciting to sell computers. There is an
excitement to computers that you don't
find in other areas.
I have done a lot of traveling in East
ern Europe recently-Hungary, East
Germany, the Soviet Union. (I will
never confuse Budapest with Bucharest
again.) I'm organizing a conference,
The East-West High Tech Forum (Bu
dapest, [Hungary,] October 21-24 ,
1990). I want to be the Ben Rosen of
Eastern Europe-not by supplying capi
tal, but by bringing people together and
supplying ideas and knowledge.
The revolutions [in Eastern Europe]
weren't brought about by computers-I
think television was far more important
in bringing about the changes-but I
think that computers, the computer in
dustry, will play an important part in
the economic revolution that will take
place over the next 10 years by provid
ing the entrepreneurs [that] these coun
tries need to develop true market econ
omies.

I
I

Editor's note:

See biography, page 236.
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perform Every Other
World Tuday.
The Micro Channel™Architecture NCR PC486/MC33
and S486/MC33. They're hot, and they're available.
"W'ilh thePC486/MC33, NCR has introduced innovations in technology that will drive themarket
to still higher lw ls of perfonnance...NCR is well on thewey to accomplishing itsgoal ofleading thepack
in this technology." - PERSONAL lflORKSflfTION, )me 1990.
"NCR PC486/MC 33 Shows Most Consistent Overall SpeedAdvantage:' - PC WEEK, June 4, 1990.

NCR PC486/MC33
Desktop

Our new NCR PC486/MC33 and its companion server are the hottest
performing 486-based systems in the world.
According to industry benchmarks, our systems deliver a staggering
27MIPS. That's 320/o faster than most 25MHz i486™-based PCs. Our systems
come in either asmall footprint desktop or highly
Standard Feat•es

expandable, floor-standing server configuration.
And they're available now.
Our performance advantage is made pos
sible by superior design. Both systems feature an
NCR- designed Micro Channel chipset that lets
you upgrade BIOS via software, without opening

33MHz i 486 Microprocessor
MieroChannel Architecture
Software·Upgradeable BIOS
Interleaved. Dual·Ported Memory
SuperVGA Integrated
On Main Processor Board
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Why have we failed
to come up with real" Al?
11

m

Danny Hillis: Partly what I think is hold
ing it up is [that] it's an extremely hard
problem. We should not expect it to make
progress in five years, or 10 years. It is
fundamentally one of the hardest problems
we've ever tackled. It's like the problem of
understanding the mechanisms of life. And
people aren't surprised that as soon as we
got microscopes, we didn't understand life
within five years. We 're still understand
ing it. We still only understand some of the
very simplest things.

obotics and

expert systems were easy by

Jerry Pournelle: It's just tough-a damn
hard problem, that's all. We don't know the
algorithms. We don't even know whether
or not we're on the right track to get the
algorithms.

(and believe me, this is not shared by many
people), that the AI community, about 10
years ago, started to work on the easy prob
lems and sort of abandoned the hard ones.
They started to work on robotics and expert
systems, which were easy by comparison to
really understanding intelligent behavior
and learning at the very early stages.
Paul Carroll: Most of the initial efforts in
expert systems were misguided. They were
trying to duplicate everything that one in
credibly astute expert in one field knew,
rather than tackling systems with broader
applications-customer service or some
thing else. People have changed their fo
cus, and the work done in AI from now on
will be more profitable.

comparison to really
understanding intelligent
behavior and learning at the
very early stages.

Jonathan Sachs: I guess I'm not one ofthe
people who say that computers will never
achieve intelligence, but I don't expect it I
think it's a long way away, and they have to
become a lot more powerful. There's a con
ceptual barrier that has to be broken where,
somehow, you can write a program that is
then capable of learning and becoming
smarter than the person who wrote it. I
think there's a qualitative difference be
tween that and anything that exists now.

-Nicholas Negroponte
Seymour Papert: A small part of intelli
gence is called stupidity, and AI will go
through this necessary phase. In the early
days, though, we dreamed about big prob
lems. A big problem is thinking about the
nature of intelligence. Once you could
make a little system that could pay off, it
could be used in the real world. But it
drained off energy thinking about small
problems. The long-term goal/problem is
to make a really intelligent machine. But it
may be the next generation before we can.
Dick Shaffer: The role of machines is to do
work for humans. Can you imagine if in 15
years or 500 years, people are parading in
the streets, and instead of saying, "Do not
kill animals, don't wear fur coats," they're
saying, "Be kind to your machine"? I don't
think I'm prepared for that, but it's not
irrational.
Nicholas Negroponte: The reason we have,
so to speak, not produced the results in AI
that people talked about is, in my opinion
ILLUSTRATION: CATHARINE BENNETT

Rich Malloy: The problem is just that
you're forcing one processor to do too
much, and it's just overwhelming in the AI
world. In the neural networks, you're bal
ancing things over a much larger number of
very simple processors and therefore able
to do more complex things. But I think the
problem is not so much in AI, but the prom
ise that was hyped about AI. And that's just
[that] people got carried away with it. But
there are some benefits. There are some
good expert systems that have resulted, and
there's some good work being done. But a
lot of the things that were promised about
AI will probably end up being accom
plished with neural networks.
Federico Faggin: One problem with AI, in
my opinion, was the approach of relying too
much on logic. And the second thing,
[which] is secondary, is that the computa
tion power required to solve [the AI] class
ofproblem is enormous. And it is enormous
whether you use the old method of AI or the
new method of neural networks. You need
a form of computation that relies on learn
ing, and learning as things change in the
real world without supervision, without
anybody telling the machine what to do.
All that AI has pursued is to break down a
problem into its logical parts and compo
nents, and on and on and on. That's what
neural networks are bringing-which is
new-the notion that you don't have to pro
gram in the kind of traditional way and try
to use logic. Although that does not mean
continued
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that logic is not an appropriate thing. Logic
is very appropriate for a certain class of
problems, [but] not for all of them.

Alvy Ray Smith is cofounder and execut ive v ice
president of Pixar, maker of the RenderMan
3-D graphics system. He has also been director
of computer graphics for the Computer Divi
sion of Lucasfilm Ltd.

Wiiiiam Stalllngs (not shown) is an indepen
dent consultant specializing in data and com
puter communications. His book, Oat a and Com
puter Communications, Third Edition (New

John Markoff: In the seventies and eight
ies, the model was just wrong. They were
trying to mimic things that humans do. Ex
pert systems that just basically use these
decision trees that are stepped through
they have some utility, but it had nothing to
do with the way humans think. I think the
stuff that's going on in terms of neural re
search and neural-net computing is prob
ably much more promising, and it will be
very interesting to see what comes out of
that. They're going to be successful at
making machines that can understand the
human voice. Vision is going to make a lot
of progress. But it'll come because you've
basically got a new model of how humans
function.

York: Macmillan, 1990), is the standard te xt in
the field .

Danny Hillis: I think that to me, artificial
intelligence is making progress at a pretty
respectable pace. In fact, we are learning
quite a bit of stuff. I think we 'II learn a lot
moreoverthe next 10 years. It will become
more popular in 10 years, and it will be
come less popular, and so on-it'll wax and
wane. But it's a problem that I expect to
spend the rest of my life working on.
BYTE: Do we understand enough about
the human brain to mimic it with com
puters? And if we do, do we have enough
CPU power available to do it?

Bjame Stroustrup is a member of the Comput er
Science Research Center at AT& T B ell Labora
tori es. He designed and developed the original
implementa t ion of C++.

Jonathan A. Titus is editorial director at EON
Magazine and EON N ews, which cover the
electronics industry. He is credited by Robert
Noyce and others with developing the first per
sonal computer, the 8008-based Mark-8, now
on display at the Smithsonian Institution.
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Paul Carroll: CPUs need to become more
powerful to facilitate developments in AI.
I'm intrigued by a book that Roger Penrose
wrote, called The Emperor's New Mind , in
which he argues that people, in fact, don't
understand the way the brain works, and
are quite far from understanding the way
the brain works. Without running through
the whole thing, he argues persuasively
that computers can only handle things that
are computable, whereas the brain has ways
of handling things that are noncomputable
in the classic mathematical sense. He says
that until we figure out ways to incorporate
those noncomputable attributes, we will
never be able to get a computer to duplicate
the brain 's process.
Dick Shaffer: I think we have come up
with machines that outperform people in
many significant areas and will continue
to do so. But we will not in the foreseeable
future build machines that out-think the
brain, for two reasons: (I) It's not worth
doing, and (2) we don't know how. At a
very fundamental level, we do not know

El

ta fundamental

level, we do not know how
the brain works.
-Dick Shaffer

how the brain works. We can't come up
with programs that at a behavioral level
have the same results, the same output.
What happens in between we hope is irrele
vant. We haven't been able to produce spe
cific results that are indistinguishable from
those that people get to by thinking. At that
level, we can do things that seem intelli
gent, but that's not what most people really
mean by thinking.
Paul Carroll: People tried to tackle the en
tire problem all at once rather than break
ing it off and doing it in bits and pieces .
People went through the logic that Turing
went through or the logic you find laid out
in Hofstadter's Godel, Escher, Bach, and
decided [that], because we can do a map
ping of a logical system onto a ma;:hine,
therefore we can have a computer think the
way a human does.
Seymour Papert:There are two obstacles
in AI. Logic is the first one. It looks for a
uniform approach: one thing that will be
the secret-the clue (e.g ., back propaga
tion, etc.). But there is no single theory
about how the mind works. The second ob
stacle for Al is that it became a victim of its
own worldly success. In the sixties, people
had a global goal of big intelligence for big
problems . You can't make the Society of
Mind in small systems. You have to have
really big systems.
Danny Hillis: I think, certainly, even the
most powerful computers today still fall
far short of the information-processing
bandwidth of the human brain. And I also
believe that even if we had infinitely power
ful computers, we still don't have a deep
enough understanding on how intelligence
works to solve the problems. I believe both
of those are holding it up.
Terry Winograd: This is right up my al
ley. One of the books that I've written,
continued
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but they are] very difficult for a computer
to understand. And I really wouldn't want
to predict when it will be that a computer
gets sufficiently complex to figure that out.

Understanding Computers and Cognition,
published by Addison-Wesley, talks about
lack of basic understanding of how thought
works. Some people think we don't have to
understand how the brain works. That may
be true in certain respects. Computers cer
tainly do arithmetic better. The natural
language systems we have now can put lan
guage understanding in the broader sense.

John E. Warnock is chairman and CEO of

Adobe Systems, Inc., the company he co
founded in 1982. He has been a principal scien
tist at Xerox PARC.

Nicholas Negroponte: There is a lot of
room for speech I/O that we can do [that
will] make computers much, much more
interesting to use without getting into the
other kind of what I'll call "transcription,"
where you're trying to go from the utter
ance to a full understanding of the text, at
which point it doesn't make any difference
whether it came from speech or typing.

Nicholas Negroponte: [Natural language
and speech input] should become practical
realities tomorrow, because speech input
does not require natural-language under
standing. There is a certain amount of
speech control that does not require natural
language. One of the things that have
screwed us up a bit is that we have always
coupled speech production and speech rec
ognition with natural language.

Danny Hillis: There is a big difference
between understanding a sentence well
enough to access a database and under
standing a sentence well enough to judge
good poetry from bad poetry. At what
point do you call the problems [of natural
language understanding and speech input]
solved? I think that in some simple ways
they'll be solved and put into practice in the
near future. I think they already are in
some very simple ways. And it will con
tinue improving over [the] decades. •

Jerry Pournelle: The problem with natural
spoken languages as they stand [is], "Time
flies like an arrow," and "Time wounds all
heels," and "There are flies on the fruit."
You don't have any problem juggling all of
that. We can understand [those sentences,
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"Man's greatness
lies in the power

of thought!'

THE
Gordon Bell:

On The Computer Museum

l·m

really excited about The Com
puter Museum [Boston, MA] at this
point because its [latest] exhibit is a
thing called a Walk-Through Com
puter. It's a many-times life-size com
puter. I mean, the monitor is, I think,
20 times real life. And it's got a key
board and some keys and stuff like that,
and you go in through it and look at it
and see a blown-up version of it with
traces and green boards and all the other
stuff.
Then you go through a bunch of dif
ferent stations. For example, you go to
the CPU, and the CPU is sitting there
with a projection TV, about a 36-inch
television set, and there are three views
[you] can have of [the CPU]. One view
is what's happening at the electron
level: watching voltages change on the
various parts of the chip. The second
view-there may be a l's and O's level,
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I'm not sure-but then the next view is
of instructions moving around to carry
all of that. And then the highest level is
this manic view of the application [that
the CPU] happens to be running. The
application is a program called [World]
Traveler, and you pick two cities, and it
then builds a map for you and gives you
a slide show of [points in between] . It's
all done in MacroMind [Director].
You can go to the little disk station
and find out how l 's and O's come off
that, and what the commands are, and
move to [higher levels]: "Get me a
block, and get me a picture." And so
you see all of these levels of how is it
really doing it.
It's a huge exhibit. I think altogether
it's a little over 5000 or 6000 square
feet.
Mitch Kapor was a major donor to
this exhibit and got it going. The Sloane

Foundation was a major giver. A lot of
companies gave both parts-in-kind and
cash, so it was about a $1,000,000 ex
hibit. The neat thing about that exhibit
is that [it] can be reproduced. That'll
probably cost on the order of $200,000
to $300,000 to reproduce. It's a beauti
fully done exhibit.
Ken Olsen and I started [The Com
puter Museum] at a Digital building in
1979. And then we quickly formed a
nonprofit public institution. And so I
think the museum is really happening
now. The Smithsonian just opened their
information exhibit, and it's got a lot of
computer things in it. It's got a lot ofar
tifacts, but it doesn't focus on the com
puter the way [The Computer Museum]
tends to.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 228.
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Experience the difference Instant Recall
Instant Information your way
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Carma McClure:

On Object-Oriented Technology
If you look at it, the smart program
mers-the really productive guys out
there, the guys that are four or five
times as productive as somebody else
have been using reusability as their se
cret weapons. It is practiced all over the
place, but it is not practiced on a corpo
rate or department level for the most
part. And what we are going to see is it
[being] raised up to that level, not just
the private domain of a few very fast
people-very productive people-but
really a standard way of doing things.
And a repository is the thing that is go
ing to allow us to manage [reusability]
in the integrated tool environment, to
[make us] able to take advantage, take it
out, analyze it, modify it, understand
the impact of change, and all that busi
ness. And it is really going to [enable]
higher levels of .reusability. I am not
talking about reusing a subroutine or a
macro but a design specification, the ar
chitectural structure.
I think that some of [the resistance to
object-oriented technology] has to do
with [the fact that] it's immature and it
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is still developing, and people are hav
ing trouble saying, "Well, what is it: Is
it a language, is it a technique, is it a
methodology?" And most people would
say, "Hey, it is not a methodology, it is
a technique," or "It is a way of looking
at things." And I think that as you get
into the use of workstations and PCs and
the wonderful graphics we have, we are
going in a direction of using more and
more graphic techniques to develop sys
tems. And our tools [will] use graphic
techniques. Object-oriented [technol
ogy] fits in perfectly with that kind of
view of the world.
What's the biggest obstacle to [get
ting] there? I think it's people. You
can't succeed with any of this unless the
organization is ready for it. It means
from the very top you have to have man
agement support, give people time [to]
change. People are always going to re
sist change, so you have to make this
something that is exciting, that is attrac
tive, and something that they feel they
need and that they really must do. So
a lot of it comes down to really a man

agement issue, a training issue for the
people.
In order to move toward what I call
higher levels of software automation in
the future, you are going to be using
more standardized systematic-type pro
cedures for developing software sys
tems; there is no way around that. You
can't automate unless you can define
and pin down the process, and so you
have to get people to accept that and
have a different view on where the cre
ativity lies.
Creativity is really in solving the
problem for the user; it is not in trans
forming a detailed design spec into the
best performance code. So you've got to
change that perspective on it, and I
think that is going to be the hardest
thing. Ithink it's getting the people pre
pared and ready to change, training
them in good skills, like analysis skills,
communication skills, and problem
solving skills.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 292.
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BYTEAndy Bechtolsheim:

On the Acceleration of Change
What's exciting to me is that the
rate of change-the curve-is accelerat
ing. It's sort of a [feedback] cycle where
we have these workstations-every en
gineer at Sun has their own SPARC
station now-[with] very good design
tools-CAD tools-on [them]. People
can just design better machines because
they have better tools. Once we use
those machines, we can design even bet
ter ones. So the machines and the tools
available today help us design much bet

ter computers than [we could] as little as
five years ago. And that is a fundamen
tal change.
Also, the engineers are just able toge~
these things out. Obviously, things are
not going to get simpler as we go faste r.
[The engineers) might have to do some
very elaborate multilevel caches and
some other th ings that need to be simu
lated very, very well, but' the tools are
just so much. better now ttian ever be-
fore .
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tures or other graphic images.
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[One such tool] actually simulates the
electromagnetic wave of each trace on
the PC board before you have a built PC
board, and it tells you, like, if you have a
reflection problem before you ever lay
out the board. That was unheard of just
a few years ago. That [sort ofthing] just
helps us to design faster machines more
efficiently.

Editor's note:
See biography, page 228.
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What is going to be necessary to develop
the new worldwide markets?
Jerry Pournelle: Freedom in the world.
That's an easy one.
Stewart Alsop: I don't think there should
be a world market for computers, because
computers are only valuable in the context
of the society and culture that they're being
used in. I think what we'll end up with is
three basic computer markets in the world.
We'II have a North American market, and a
European market, and the Asian market.

B

omputers are

utterly subversive of
dictatorships, because
they're such a powerful
instrument of
communication.

-Brit Hume

John Markoff: My view of the next decade
is [that] America will increasingly become
a design center, and manufacturing will in
creasingly move to being close to the mar
kets that it serves. So, in that sense, it will
be a very global economy. I don't think the
high-technology industry is any closer to
that than anything else.
Gordon Campbell: I think as a nation we
need to get much better at international
selling and working as an international
economic force. And that's something we
haven't done as well as we should.
Rich Malloy: Free trade is probably a more
global way of looking at it. And when you
open things up and you have a free market,
I think you have a lot of activity and a lot of
things going on, and it's very exciting.
When you start to regulate it or overregu
late it, things start to slow down and move
to freer markets.
Jerry Pournelle: Well, you must under
stand, I think the American way of doing
business isn't very American anymore. I
think we have glued regulations on top of
things to the point where it is silly. I think
the FCC is the worst enemy of American
productivity I know of in the computer
business. Let me elaborate on that for a
minute. In order to market a new computer,
you have got to essentially pay tribute to the
FCC of $20,000 to $30,000. That means
you have to get into the hands of the "vul
ture" capitalists in order to get your com
pany going nowadays.
Paul Carroll: The spread of computeriza
tion outside the U.S. will have a significant
effect. It's obviously already happened to a
large extent in Europe and at least Japan.
But I think that what goes on in Eastern Eu

ILL USTRA TION: CATHARINE BENNETT

rope over the next few years will be impor
tant, and I think it will also be important to
see what happens in parts of Southeast
Asia. I think it's naive to think that this will
all happen quickly. All you have to do is
take a look at how long it's taken the Euro
peans to get as far as they have in terms of
unity to see how slow the process will be.
Ken Sakamura: If Japanese PCs continue
the way they are now, I'd say they probably
won't be any more or less successful than
now. But let me stress that this is if Japa
nese PCs continue like they are now, i.e.,
[based on] MS-DOS or whatever the future
operating system is. I don't think we'll ever
see the day that Japanese PCs sell as well as
Japanese VCRs or TVs, at least not in
America. The problem with Japanese PCs
is really software. It's the lack of innova
tive software that's holding us back.
Charles Simonyi: I think the tremendous
opportunity is that Europe is a tremendous
growth area, in terms of market but also in
terms of production. Certainly, we are rec
ognizing how quite a bit of our revenue
comes from international business, and a
large percentage of that is Europe. But the
opportunity for producing software in Eu
rope has not been exploited yet.
Gordon Campbell: Another strength that
the U.S. has that we have to capitalize on is
that the fundamental business language in
the world is now English. That appears to
be the common bridge throughout almost
all of Asia. Even as we start exploring busi
ness opportunities in the U.S.S.R. and the
Eastern bloc, English is again becoming
the common way to communicate. So I
think some of these fundamental things we
really have to take advantage of if we're go
ing to be successful.
Stewart Alsop: But there are two things
that are important. One is that in an area
like Eastern Europe, the problem has abso
lutely nothing to do with technology. The
only problem they have is, they have no
money. And if there's no money, there's no
way to finance the development of com
puter technology. When it comes to where
political changes are happening very rapid
ly, the fundamental problems are econom
continued
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Terry Winograd (not shown) is professor of
computer science at Stanford University and is
noted for his work in natural-language
understanding in computers.

ic and political, but not technical. And then
the second thing is that while computing is
fundamental and universal in that respect,
it's also very cultural. I don't think it's pos
sible [to] design one [computer] and sell it
in multiple markets without changing it.
And I think it would be a pipe dream for the
industry to believe that the computer indus
try will be homogeneous around the world.
Computers are this sort ofmultipurpose ex
tension of the individual in that they have to
reflect the cultural differences of individ
uals, of people living in different cultures
and regions.

D

ha fundamental

problems a re economic
and political, but
not technical.
,,

-Stewart Alsop
Nlkleus Wirth is a professor at the Swiss Feder
al Institute of Technology (ETH). He is the de
signer of the Pascal and Modula-2 programming
languages, the Lilith workstation, and the
Oberon language and operating system. He is a
recipient of the A. M. Turing Award.

Stephen Wolfram is founder and president of
Wolfram Research, Inc., which produces
Mathematica. He has performed research into
the behavior of complex systems at the Insti
tute for Advanced Study at Princeton.

Rich Malloy: It's hard to gauge how much
the events of the past year have been the re
sult of electronic communication, but there
must be some factor there. When you have
information transferring so easily, it's hard
to control populations. And so you'll prob
ably see a tremendous move toward free so
cieties who can pretty much try to rule
themselves, as opposed to being ruled by a
smaller society or an individual. And that's
hard to stop; as Jerry Pournelle [says], you
can't put the genie back in the bottle.
Brit Hume: My sense is that just about
anything can go now. They're going to
need the hardware. But once they get the
hardware in their hands, I don't think there
is much you can do but stand back and hope
for the best. Anything you can do to en
courage the ownership of microcomputers
on the part ofpeople in Czechoslovakia and
Hungary and Poland and anywhere else is
fine. Computers are utterly subversive of
dictatorships, because they're such a pow
erful instrument of communication. My
sense is that this will either take off on its
own or it won't, and there's not a lot you
can do to affect the outcome of that. The
people there are either going to have the
talent and the wherewithal to do it, or
they're not.
Philippe Kahn: I think that those are very
intelligent populations, very highly educat
ed populations, who appreciate quality,
etc., and are willing to do business on that
level. I think that I see most U.S. compa
nies doing business in the Eastern bloc in
better and better ways.

Edward Yourdon is an independent manage
ment consultant and author, and publisher of
American Programmer, a journal that analyzes
software technology trends. He is known as
the developer of the "Yourdon method" of
structured analysis and design.
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Esther Dyson: I'm organizing a confer
ence, the East-West High-Tech Forum (Bu
dapest, [Hungary,] October 21-24, 1990),
which will bring together people in com
puters from the East and the West. I'm
meeting personally with every participant
in the conference. I want to bring business
people and small entrepreneurs from East-

ern Europe together with people m the
computer business in the West.
BYTE: Do you think we will ever see a

"global village" network?
Brit Hume: Of course. To some extent we
already do [have a global village network].
Some of what came out of China during the
Tiananmen Square protest was coming out
by modem, some of it by fax machine. So
there is some of that happening already. I
don't know what else it would take, but my
sense is that it's almost here.
Jerry Pournelle: You already have [a glob
al village network]. Getting closer. Ain't
going to be that long. You know the Chi
nese don't quite know how to shut down the
fax system even now. Arthur Koestler in
1946 said that the necessary and sufficient
condition for the end of totalitarianism is
the free exchange of ideas. Well, you can't
operate without it.
Dick Shaffer: If we see a global village, I
hope I own vacation spots in [places] in
which people can get cut off from that!
Then what will be valued will be isolation.
Paul Carroll: Even if we did all get to the
point where we were hooked up electroni
cally, there would still be so many lan
guage differences and cultural differences
that I don't expect to see anything ap
proaching a global village in my lifetime.
Dick Shaffer: The only thing we know
about the future is that predictions about it
are almost always wrong. Not only in de
gree but often terribly wrong in direction,
so, what I say, take it accordingly. I don't
think a global village will occur, except to
the extent that we can see via satellite real

LAPTOP & LASER MEMORY
AT MEMORABLE PRICES

time photographs of what's going on in
Vietnam. We know about assassinations in
Israel the next morning-and to that extent,
we 're already a global village.
John Markoff: I think we will never see a
global village in the McLuhan sense. Mc
Luhan's view ofthe global village was very
homogeneous, and I think one thing the
computer networks are doing that McLu
han didn't foresee falls out of the nature of
computer technology. Computers permit
people to communicate in a many-to-many
fashion, while television as a technology
was essentially a one-to-many broadcast.
And as a result, what the computers are go
ing to do is create tiny separate villages fo
cused on particular, very narrow passions
that individual groups might have .

BYTE: Is there anything else you would
like to say regarding computing in the
future?
Federico Faggin: The next 15 years are
probably going to be even more exciting
[than the last], in terms of technology and
application of technology, and even more.
We will not be able to anticipate many of
the things that we will be able to do. And if
we look back at the last 15 years where we
have had enormous surprises, and enor
mous impact of technology, well, we have
not seen anything yet. And neural networks
will play a role. Neural will definitely play
a role in this scenario.
Tom McWilliams: I guess the only thing
I'd like to say is that, in the next IO years,
we're likely to see changes that are every
bit as large as what we've seen in the last
IO. And I think that advancement of com
puting on the chip will allow us to drive
much better user interfaces, which will en
able you to make much wider use of com
puters than what we've been able to do in
the past with the relatively primitive user
interfaces.
Rod Canion: You've really hit the high
points with your questions. The key about it
is, we 're not at some plateau or some pinna
cle. We're just really on the increasing
slope of what the importance and the im
pact of microcomputers is going to be in the
coming decade. It's an exciting place to be.
All of us in the industry recognize how
lucky we are to be here, and [we] feel good
about what we're going to contribute to so
ciety and to the world. Then, after about a
minute of that, [it's time to] roll up our
sleeves and get to work. There's a lot to be
done.•
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WE ARE PRESENTLY SHIPPING THE FOUOWING MEMORY KITS:

2MB FOR TOSHIBA T1200XE. ................................................... $229
2MB FOR TOSHIBA TI600 .........................................................$229
2MB FOR TOSHIBA TI 100(TI100/10) ...................................CALL
2MB FOR TOSHIBA TI 100/20 .................................................CALL
512K FOR TOSHIBA T3l00e .......... ... .......................................CALL
2MB FOR TOSHIBA T3100e .................................:.....................$229
2MB FOR TOSHIBA TIIOOSX ....................................................$229
4MB FOR TOSHIBA T3100SX (SEE NOTE) ................ .............$689
2MB FOR TOSHIBA T3200SX .................................................... $229
4MB FOR TOSHIBA T3200SX (SEE NOTE) .............................$689
2MB FOR TOSHIBA T5100 .........................................................$229
2MB FOR TOSHIBA T5200 & T8500 .........................................$229
8MB FOR TOSHIBA T5200 & T8500 ................... ...................CALL
lMB FOR COMPAQ SLT/286 ......................................................$169
lMB FOR COMPAQ LTE/286 ...................................................... $139
2MB FOR COMPAQ LTE/286 ......................................................$229
lMB FOR SHARP PC-6220 NOTEBOOK ...............................CALL
2MB FOR SHARP PC-6220 NOTEBOOK ...............................CALL
lMB FOR SHARP PC-574120MHz80386SX .........................CALL
4MB FORSHARPPC-574120MHz80386SX .........................CALL
8MB FORSHARPPC-547120MHz80386SX .........................CALL
lMB FOR SHARP PC-5541 .......... ................................................$449
3MB FOR SHARP PC-5541 ..........................................................$749
lMB FOR Tl TRAVELMATE 2000 ...........................................CALL
2MB FOR TITRAVELMATE 2000 ...........................................CALL
lMB FOR Tl LT286 MODEL 12 ..................................................$229
lMB FOR Tl LT286 MODELS 25 & 45 ......................................$449
3MB FOR Tl LT286 MODELS 25 & 45 ......................................$749
lMB FOR Tl MICROLASER PRINTER ..................................CALL
2MB FOR Tl MICROLASER PRINTER ..................................CALL
4MB FOR Tl MICROLASER PRINTER ..................................CALL
lMB FOR SHARP JX-9500 LASER PRINTER .......................CALL
2MB FOR SHARP JX-9500 LASER PRINTER .......................CALL
lMB FOR DATAPRODUCTS LZR-650 LASER PRINTER ...CALL
4MB FOR DATAPRODUCTS LZR-650 LASER PRINTER ...CALL
Note/ : Our4MB Me11Wry Kils are not tius<UM ashaving2 setsof lhe 2 megabyte kils.
So w/ien you buy additional memory for your laptop or laser prinlLr, INS/Sf o n lhe OM
WE =tfacrure. Thats your only guarantee ofABSOLUTEPEACEOF MIND.

tote-a-lap
"Experts in portable intelligence"

550 Pilgrim Drive, Suite F
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 578-1901 • ext. 924 • FAX (415) 578-1914
Circle 542 on Reader Service Card
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SIATops The List... Again
64K to 5121( cache-memory
motherboards sizzle at Landmark
150.2 in 486/33 models
Optional !SA and El ~ A caching
disk controllers run up to 15
limes faster than standard

450 watt power supply and
thermostatically-controlled fans
for trouble-free operation
AMI BIOS features built-in setup
and diagnostics; and 100%
compatibility with Novell, XENIX
and OS/2

Plug-in motherboard/adapter cage
lifts out for fast bench service: also
available in rack mount version

When you're the industry leader, you've got to stay
ahead. So after BYTE magazine named our computer the
"worli'.s fastest 386, " 1 we took on the 486 world ... and
won again.
SIA's 486/33C just topped the charts in the March 1990
issue of PC Computing. 2 And no wonder. Our 486
computers feature motherboards with an exclusive
high-speed cache design, using 641\ to 5121\ static cache
memory for zero wait state and a Landmark rating up to
an amazing 150 MHz. And they're available with either
the ISA (AT) or EISA bus, each in 25-MHz and 33-MHz
versions.
But resellers know it takes more than speed to keep
ahead. That's why we offer them American-made

Ruggedized lower design with
hinged and lift off side and frant
panels for faster maintenance

components, 50+ hour burn-in, ruggedized construction,
customization, AT hardware interchangability, and AMI
BIOS to ensure compatibility and reliability. For the
details, just take a look through the tower of our 486/33C.
And we support our resellers. With exclusive channels,
area leads, excellent margins, five-color brochures,
double boxing, and 12-month warranties.
Our complete line of high-performance 386/486 PCs fits
your serious VAR applications in CAD, imaging, publish
ing and networking. And they're available in the con
figurations your client requires: desk, tower or rack
mount.
So if you or your clients want the top in performance,
reliability and speed, call SIA today at (312) 440-1275.
U.S. only circle 532 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 533)
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1 ~1 8~1}: p. 1:3.
PC Computing Editors." l l I lot •B6s- 1\rc You Read }'F'or The World\ Fastest ,..C?"
f'CCompuling (March 1990): p. 97.
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Systems Integration Associates.
The high-performance choice
for the serious reseller.

.....
-·..
~-

Systems lntegratien Associates
222 East Pearson
Chicago, lllinois6061 l

1975-1990
15 YEARS OF BITS, BYTES,
AND OTHER GREAT MOMENTS
Witness to the birth ofthe microcomputer, its infancy, childhood,
and adolescence, BYTE continues to press forward on behalfofits readers
Gene Smarte and Andrew Reinhardt
he founders of BYI'E were clever enough-or lucky
enough-to start their new magazine the same year the
microcomputer revolution ignited. Since 1975, BYTE's
history has paralleled that of the industry, reflecting its booms
and busts, its hype and hubris, and, above all, its intoxicating
energy.
Before 197 5, the drumbeats of change in the computer world
were heard but not understood. Intel had introduced the first
microprocessor, the 4004, in 1971, followed in 1972 by the 8
bit 8008 and in 1973 by the 8080. Nolan Bushnell of Atari revolu
tionized arcade games and later home entertainment with the
Pong game in 1972, and that same year a group of Californians
dedicated to demystifying computers formed the People's Com
puter Company. In 1973, Scelbi Computer Consulting created
what was arguably the first microcomputer, the 8008-based
Scelbi 8-H.
But it was in 1975 that things really took off. MITS intro
duced the Altair 8800, computer clubs started springing up all
over the U.S., and three chips that would dominate the early
years of the industry-the Zilog Z80, the MOS Technology 6502,
and the Motorola 6800-were all introduced. By 1976, dozens
of companies had joined the fray, the first microcomputer confer
ences were held, and the Apple II was just around the corner.
In the following pages, we replay the story of the microcom
puter industry, with a history of BYTE woven in. Compressing 15
years into 30 pages sharpens our hindsight; some products that
made hardly a ripple at their introduction have gone on to become
giants, while other stars have sunk out of sight. Most of all, it's
sobering to realize that despite the fantastic rate of growth and
change in the computer industry, we are still dealing with many
of the very same problems today that we faced five and even l 0
years ago.
To provide a little perspective, we've also tossed in real
world events. As a reminder of how young this industry is, recall
that the IBM PC hadn't even been announced when Ronald Rea
gan was inaugurated and that the Macintosh was introduced the
same year that Michael Jackson topped the charts with Thriller.
Perhaps we have all, at times, gotten caught up in compiler
speeds or register definitions and lost sight of the big picture.
In its early days, the microcomputer industry careened reck
lessly forward, often heedless of issues in the wider world. But
now, computers increasingly shape the direction of our world,
and as their role grows in importance, we must address important
questions about their social, political, economic, health, and
environmental impact. Follow our journey through history and
you will see once again just how quickly the microcomputer has
developed from a curiosity into a necessity.

T

Gene Smarte is BYTE's se
nior editor for special proj
ects. He can be reached on
BIX as "gsmarte." Andrew
Reinhardt is an associate
news editor for BYTE. He
can be reached on BIX as
"areinhardt. "
RESEARCH: AMANDA WATERFIELD
AND JEFF BERTDLUCCI
TIME LINE INDUSTRY PHOTOS,
1984- 1990: PAUL AVIS
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1975

SEPTEMBER
BYTE's first issue! The
state of the microcomputer
industry, if you can call it
that, was reflected in the
articles BYTE printed.
"Recycling Used !Cs" and
"Deciphering Mystery
Keyboards" clearly showed
that this endeavor was
meant for low-budget hobby
ists. BYTE begins the prac
tice of reviewing computers
by looking objectively at
the RGS 008A microcom
puter kit, and Don Lancas
ter had an article on the
"Serial Interface." As far
as software was concerned,
"Write Your Own Assem
bler" sort of says it all. Inter
esting!y, this technically
based type of article, appear
ing in the very first issue,
was to become BYTE's
hallmark.
0C1DBER-DECEMBER
The first Robert Tinney
cover illustration. Over the
years and continuing today,
Robert makes insightful con
tributions to BYTE. Hard
ware projects dominated be
cause there were few
commercial products avail
able and enthusiasts could
hardly afford them, anyway.
"Assembling an Altair
8800" and "Build A 6800
System With This Kit"
demonstrated that a few
manufacturers were trying
to fill needs. "The Software
Vacuum" demonstrated that
today's cry regarding hard
ware outpacing software is
nothing new.
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The Altair 8800 was fea
tured on the cover of Popu
lar Electronics as the
"World's First Minicom
puter Kit to Rival Com
mercial Models." Consid
ered the first real
microcomputer, it had an
Intel 8080 processor, 256
bytes of memory, and a tog
gle-switch-and-LED front
panel. The Altair sold for
$395 (or $498 fully assem
bled), but up to $2000
worth of peripherals were
needed to make it go. MITS
shipped about 2000 of the
machines in 1975. Pictured
below right is the interior.

[>

<] MOS Technology an
nounces the KIM-1, a $245
assembled single-board
computer based on the
6502, with lK bytes of
RAM, LED readout, cas
sette and serial interfaces,
and a 2K-byte ROM moni
tor. BYTE's write-up says
that the KIM-1 "will prove
attractive to readers who
are not inclined to fondle
hardware extensively."

[>

WORLD
Zilog announces the Z80
microprocessor, which will
become the heart of the
first major generation of non
Apple personal computers,
the CP/M machines. It is
available in February 1976.
The Homebrew Computer
Club is founded by Fred
Moore in Gordon French's
Menlo Park garage.
Scelbi Computer Consult
ing announces the Scelbi 8
B, a successor to the 8-H.
Both were based on the Intel
8008; the 8-B boosted
memory capacity from 4K to
16K bytes and offered tape
cassette and teletype inter
faces, an oscilloscope-type
CRT, and a ROM-based edi
tor, monitor, and
assembler.

First issue of BYTE is pub
lished by Wayne Green and
Carl Helmers.
Objective Design an
nounces Encounter, the first
microcomputer game,
which is shipped in assembly
language on paper tape.
Wavemate founded; intro
duces Jupiter II kit.
Southwest Technical Prod
ucts introduces the $450
M6800 computer kit,
which has a serial
terminal interface and
ROM monitor.

Microcomputer Associates
offers the JOLT kit (6502,
512 bytes of RAM, serial
interface to terminal, and
monitor in ROM) for $249.
IBM announces the IBM
5100, a 50-pound briefcase
size computer with 16K
bytes of RAM, BASIC, a 16
line by 64-character built-in
display, and a magnetic tape
storage system, for about
$9000.

Saigon falls.

Ted Nelson's Computer lib
is published.

Paul Terrell and Boyd Wil
son open the first Byte Shop
in Mountain View.

r

The Amateur Computer
Group of New Jersey is
founded.
IMS International an
nounces the IMSAI 8080, an
improved clone of the Al
tair 8800.
MOS Technology an
nounces the 6501 and 6502
microprocessors, which
cost only $20 and $25, re
spectively, versus $150 for
an Intel 8080. The 6502 will
later become the heart of
the Apple II line.
[::,

.•

Bill Gates and Paul Allen
write the first microcom
puter BASIC and found
Microsoft.

The last Apollo mission is
a joint flight with Soviet
cosmonauts; spacecrafts
link and crews share meals
and a press conference.

MITS announces its 4K
and SK-byte BASIC, devel
oped by Gates and Allen.

<1 The Sphere I used a
Motorola 6800 and offered
4K bytes of RAM, a key
board, video interface, and
ROM-based monitoring,
all for $650.
WOALD PHOTOS : UPl / BETTMANN

The Concorde supersonic
transport begins commer
cial flights.
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1976
JANUARY
All sorts of computer
related gizmos and interfaces
for the home and other hob
bies were appearing, along
with games.

FEBRUARY
Memory was a worry then
as now, as evidenced by
"How to Save the Bytes."
And as microcomputers be
gan to find their way into
more and more hands, one of
the early scare-scenarios of
the computer's proliferation
moved from giant climate
controlled data-processing
centers to desktops: "Could
a Computer Take Over?"

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
The 6502-based Apple I
C>
was a real bare bones com
puter: no case, power sup
ply, or peripherals. But
Steve Jobs (right) and
Steve Wozniak (left) took
one to The Byte Shop,
which ordered a few dozen
on the condition that the
kit be preassembled.
Thus was born Apple
Computer.
\l

APPLE COMPUTER , IN C.

APRIL

More home control and
other "We've got a com
puter, now what are we go
ing to do with it?" articles.
Don Lancaster writes
"How to Build a Memory
with One Layer Printed
Circuits." And now things
are starting to get interest
ing with "The Magic of
Computer Languages."

Despite advances, home
brewing was still in fashion
with recycling "Coincident
Current Ferrite Core Memo
ries," "Build a FAST Cas
sette Interface," and " Make
Your Own Printed
Circuits."
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JULY

AUGUST-DECEMBER
"What Do You Do With a
Video Disk?" is a question
that's finally getting an
swered today. Computers
with voices were croaking
in "The Time Has Come to
Talk," and welookedat
chips in "Microprocessor
Update: Zilog Z80." Inter
est in computer games con
tinued to grow . Steve Ciar
cia first appears with "Make
your Next Peripheral a Real
Eye Opener" as part of a
graphics focus in the No
vember issue.
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6.
Processor Technology in
troduces the Sol, designed
by Lee Felsenstein, a $995
kit with walnut sides and a
metal case.
The Cromemco TV
C>
Dazzler offered 128- by
128-pixel resolution,
required 512 bytes of
memory, and cost $215.

Dr. Dobb's Journal of
Computer Calisthenics and
Orthodontia: Running
light Without Overbyte pub
lishes its first issue.

WORLD
First microcomputer con
ference : David Bunnell of
MITS organizes the World
Altair Computer Convention
at the Airport Marina Hotel
in Albuquerque, New Mexi
co; 700 enthusiasts attend.
Among the products intro
duced: the Cromemco TV
Dazzler, the first microcom
puter color graphics board.
Texas Instruments an
nounces the TMS9000, the
first 16-bit microprocessor.
Apple Computer is formed.

PolyMorphic Systems ad
vertises the Poly 88, an 8080
machine based on the S-100
bus with 512 bytes of RAM,
interfaces for video, key
board, and cassette, and lK
bytes of ROM for $685 in
kit form.
Michael Shrayer writes
Electric Pencil, the first
word processor for
microcomputers.

Cromemco introduces Z-1,
the first Z80-based system,
with 8K bytes of RAM and
serial 1/0 for $2495 .
At the urging of Creative
Computing editor David Ahl,
the NCC show for the first
time devotes a day
of conference sessions to
microcomputers.

Crowther and Wood
develop the first Adventure
game for microcomputers .

Viking I (July 20) and
Viking II (Sept. 3) land
on Mars and send back
striking photographs of
a barren, rocky landscape.
Chao-En Lai dies in China
at 78.

Steve Jobs and Steve Woz
niak show the Apple I
computer to the Homebrew
Computer Club.

Mao Tse-tung, the father of
the Chinese revolution, dies
at 82.
Israeli commandos rescue
104 hostages held captive at
the Entebbe airport by
Ugandan dictator Idi Amin.

The first computer trade
show of national scope: the
Personal Computing Festi
val held in the Shelbourne
Hotel in Atlantic City; Jobs
demos the Apple, and the S
100 bus used in the Altair
and IMSAI acquires its
name.

The King Tut exhibit, first
of the blockbuster art shom;,
opens in Washington, D.C.

Steve Wozniak proposes to
Hewlett-Packard that it create
a personal computer. Steve
Jobs proposes the same to
Atari. Both are rejected.
!::::,,

RCA introduces the 1802
microprocessor. It is later
used in the RCA COS
MAC VIP system, which
was developed by Joseph
Weisbecker from a design
he pioneered five years
before called FRED. The
COSMAC included 2K
bytes of RAM, 512 bytes of
ROM, a hexadecimal key
pad, and interfaces for
video, cassette, and
audio. RCA later exited the
computer business.

<l Shugart announces its
51/.s-inch "minifloppy" disk
drive for $390.
WORLD PHOTOS: UPl/BETTMANN

Summer Olympics in
Montreal: 14-year old
Romanian pixie Nadia
Comaneci wins five perfect
10s in gymnastics.
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1977

COMPUTER INDUSTRY

JANUARY-FEBRUARY
"Build the 'Coffee Can
Special' EROM Eraser" and
"Build This Economy Flop
py Disk Interface" say it all.
"Tiny" was operative with
"A Review of Tom Pitman's
Tiny BASIC."

MAY
Steve Wozniak provides a
description of "The Apple
II," introduced, along with
the Commodore PET, at the
first West Coast Computer
Faire in April.

JULY-DECEMBER
Microcomputers were still
looking for jobs in "How to
Computerize Your Model
Railroad." "Speech Recog
nition for a Personal Com
puter System" showed that
this area was under explo
ration. Also, "SCORTOS:
Implementation of a Music
Language" and "Techniques
for Computer Performances
of Music" reflected this
growing field. Although
BASIC and assembly lan
guage dominated, " C: A
language for Microproces
sors?" hinted at things to
come. Games such as Othel
lo, Mastermind, NIM, and
others appeared. Homebrew
ing continued to be a focal
point in BYTE with the intro
duction of Ciarcia's Circuit
Cellar.

!:::>
The Apple II used a 6502
and offered 16K bytes of
RAM (expandable to
48K), 16K bytes of ROM,
a keyboard, cassette inter
face, eight-slot mother
board, game paddles, and
a color-capable graphics/
text display, for $1298.

Camp Retupmoc, the first C>
week-long computer camp,
is held in Terre Haute,
Indiana.

<l The TRS-80
(TRS stood for Tandy
Radio Shack) used a Z80
and had 4K bytes of RAM
and 4K bytes of ROM (in
cluding BASIC), a key
board, display, and cas
sette interface. Tandy spent
only $150,000 to develop
the system, including de
sign, tooling, and soft
ware. Reportedly, only a
few thousand were made
so that if it flopped, the sys
tems could be used to
track inventory in Radio
Shack stores.
374
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WORLD
Ohio Scientific Instruments
offers the first microcom
puter with Microsoft (float
ing-point) BASIC in ROM.

North Star Computers
announces the Horizon
(Z80, 16K bytes of RAM,
one 5 1A-inch floppy disk
drive, 12-slot S-100 bus,
serial 110) for $1999.

Computer Shack (later to
become ComputerLand)
opens its first franchise
store in Morristown, New
Jersey.

Micropolis introduces the
Metafloppy, a 5 1A-inch flop
py disk drive with the ca
pacity of 8-inch disks.

Jim Warren organizes the
first West Coast Computer
Faire in San Francisco.

Gary Kildall of Digital
Research develops the
CP/M (control program for
microcomputers) operating
system, which drives the first
generation of PCs but will
be passed up by IBM in favor
ofMS-DOS.
MITS is sold to Pertee
Computer Corp.

The venerable Compwer
world adds a section on
microcomputers.

Apple introduces the Apple II
attheWCCF.
Radio Shack introduces the
$600 TRS-80 .

Star Wan blows away
moviegoers and is the top
grossing film of the
decade.
The TV show Roots be
comes the most-watched
miniseries in TV history
and spurs crazes for genealo
gy and miniseries.
Heathkit introduces the
H-8 microcomputer kit
based on an 8080 proces
sor with an octal frontpanel keypad.

C>

C>
Commodore Business
Machines unveils the Com
modore PET (Personal
Electronic Transactor) at
the West Coast Computer
Faire in April. The 6502
based machine cost $595
assembled and included 4K
bytes of RAM, 14K bytes
of ROM, keyboard, display,
built-in cassette tape
drive, and SK Microsoft
BASIC.
WORLD PHOTOS: UPl/BETTMANN

Carter pardons Vietnam
War draft evaders.
Worst aircraft disaster in
world history: KLM and Pan
AM 747s crash on a runway
in Tenerife, the Canary Is
lands, killing 581 people.
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Elvis Presley dies at
Graceland.

'

Voyager 2 launched; it will
encounter Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune on its
way out of the solar system.
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1978

COMPUTER INDUSTRY

E'1TE

The Atari 400 (bottom)
[>
and 800 (top) were both
based on the 6502. The
800, which cost $1000, had
a full keyboard, SK bytes
of RAM (expandable to
48K), two ROM cartridge
slots, and custom sound
and graphics chips de
signed by Jay Miner (who
later designed the
Amiga's custom chips). The
400 had an unfortunate
membrane keyboard. Nei
ther machine shipped
until late 1979.

JANUARY-APRIL
The first "year of the
LAN" may have appeared
with "Personal Computers
in a Communications Net
work ." Robotics-related ar
ticles continued to appear.
Microcomputer training be
gins to get serious with "A
College Microcomputer Fa
cility." The long-lived TRS
80 gets a review.

JUNE-JULY
Real-world applications
continue to emerge: "A The
atrical Lighting Graphics
Package" and "Audio Pro
cessing with a Microproces
sor." Also, the fixed disk
drive, an expensive glint in
users' eyes, is described in
"A Look at Shugart's New
Fixed Disk Drive ." And
computer industry retro
spection is nothing new: "A
Short History of Comput
ing" and "The First Ten
Years of Amateur Comput
ing" appeared in July.
AUGUST-DECEMBER

In August we focused on
Pascal, the start of a long
lived tradition ofBYTE's
annual August language
issue. Computerized chess
programs proliferated. The
"Hobbyist Computerized
Bulletin Board" could only
hint at what we have today.
"FORTRAN and Its Gener
alizations" combined with
Pascal, C, and BASIC, to de
velop a rich set oflanguages
for the "hobbyist."
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<l The Digital Group an
nounces the Bytemaster, a
sewing-machine-size com
puter housing a display,
keyboard, and disk drive.
Never very popular, it pre
dates the Osborne 1.

Epson America intro
duces the MX-80 dot
matrix printer and revo
lutionizes the low-cost
printer market.
'V

WORLD
MicroPro International,
founded by Seymour Ruben
stein ofIMSAI, announces
WordMaster, precursor to
WordStar.
Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston team up to develop

VisiCalc.

Apple and RadioShack an
nounce 5 1A-inch floppy disk
drives.
Houston Instruments an
nounces HiPlot plotter.
Summagraphics announces
Bit Pad, the first digitizer.
Computer Headware an
nounces WHA TSIT database
manager.

Camp David agreements
bring together Israel and
Egypt.

The Supreme Court's
Bakke decision outlaws strict
racial quotas for affirma
tive action.
Louise Brown, the first
"test tube" baby, is born in
England.

!:J.
The Exidy Sorcerer sold
for $895 and included a
Z80; SK bytes of RAM;
12K bytes of ROM; a key
board; and serial, paral
lel, and cassette interfaces.
Its major innovations
were the use of plug-in
ROM cartridges for soft
ware and user-definable
characters.

Catholics get a
new pope, John
Paul I, but he
dies only 33
days later.

Polish cardi
nal John Paul
II is elevated
to the papacy.

Texas Instruments intro
duces Speak and Spell, the
first talking toy to use
digital speech synthesis.
California voters pass
Proposition 13, an antipro
perty tax initiative that
kicks off a national tax
revolt.
Sony introduces the Beta
format VCR and kicks off the
home-video revolution;
VHS arrives in 1979.

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
WORLD PHOTOS: VPl/BETTM ANN
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1979
E'1TI

COMPUTER INDUSTRY

,JANUARY-MARCH

Today's deluge ofjunk mail
might be traced back to "A
Computerized Mailing
List." More beneficial topics
covered were MUMPS,
IPS, and "Elements of Statis
tical Computation." Mac
ace-to-be JefRaskin looked
at "Unlimited Precision Di
vision." Computer security
was already an issue, as
"The Standard Data Encryp
tion Algorithm" shows.

-:_::_-~_-:~-_ --_.__--~-~~·- .- -.-. :-~--=:.

JlJNE-SEPTEMBER

Man keeps trying to figure
out the human brain: "A
Model of the Brain for
Robot Control. " Bubble
memories burst on the
scene. Math, graphics, and
music continue to be dis
cussed. The August issue
looks at Lisp and Motoro
la's curious new processor,
the 68000. And lest you
think that things were getting
sophisticated, "Soldering
Techniques" was published.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

Steve Ciarcia looked at
"The Intel 8086" system de
sign kit. Applications began
to look less odd, though eso
teric: "Noniterative Digital
Solution of Linear Transfer
Functions ." The problem of
memory crunching appeared
in an article on text com
pression using Huffman
codes. Programming diver
sity was demonstrated in
"Twenty-Four Ways to
Write a Loop ."
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Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston of Software Arts
show VisiCalc at the
WCCF. It is marketed by
Personal Software, later
to become VisiCorp.
Hayes Microcomputer
Products announces the
Micromodem 100 (bottom).
This auto-dial, auto
answer modem transmitted
at 110 to 300 bps and
retailed for $399.

v

M ICROMOD EM 100: HAYES M ICROCOM PU TE R PRODUCTS. INC .

WORLD
CompuServe founded .

The Source founded.
Magic Wand becomes
WordStar's first serious
competitor.

The first Apple clone ap
pears at the West Coast Com
puter Faire; it is called, ap
propriately enough, the
Orange.
Xerox, DEC, and Intel an
nounce Ethernet.

Wayne Ratliff develops the
Vulcan database program
that will later become
dBASEII.
Video games, such as
Space Invaders and Pac Man,
become a huge craze.

Three Mile Island disas
ter nearly melts down the
U.S. nuclear industry.

Intel introduces the 8088,
which will become the heart
of the IBM PC.
The TI-99/4, which in
cluded a color monitor in its
$1150 price, suffered
from slow performance (de
spite being based on the
16-bit TMS9900 processor),
an awkward keyboard,
and a lack of third-party
software support. The TI
99/4A was an improvement,
but the firm took a huge
loss on the machine and in
the end units sold for as
little as $99.

\l

Margaret Thatcher is
elected the first female
prime minister of Great
Britain.
An American Airlines
DC-10 crashes outside
Chicago in the worst disas
ter in U.S . aviation history,
killing all 275 aboard . The
FAA grounds all DC- lOs.
Sony introduces the Walk
man.
Sandanistas come to power
in Nicaragua.
Skylab, launched in 1973,
falls out oforbit over Austra
lia, leaving a fiery trail of
debris.
The U.S. government bails
out Chrysler in a $1.5 billion
deal.

Star Trek: The Motion Pic
ture is the first of a success

The Soviet Union invades
Afghanistan, starting the war
that will become its
"Vietnam."
Annual U.S. energy con
sumption peaks at 78.9
quadrillion BTUs.
Ninety hostages, includ
ing 63 Americans, are
seized in Iran by militant
student followers of the
Ayatollah Khomeini.

ful film series.

WORLD PHOTOS : UPl/BETTMANN
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY
<l The Sinclair Research
ZX80 was the first micro
computer to cost less than
$200. Based on a Z80 with
lK bytes of RAM and 4K
bytes of integer BASIC in
ROM, it had a membrane
keyboard and was the
brainchild of English ge
nius Clive Sinclair. The
successor ZX81 (inset)
was later sold by Timex and
dropped to less than $100
before Timex exited the
market.
'V

JANUARY-MARCH

Two articles foretold some
things to come: "Telephone
Dialing by Computer" and
"A Computer-Generated
Reminder Message," called
Tickler. Scientific applica
tions were emerging with
programs that solved the
Schrodinger wave equation
and modeled hydrocarbon
molecular bonding on an
Apple II.

JULY
The beginnings of VDI
might be traced to "Interac
tive Control of a Videocas
sette Recorder with a Per
sonal Computer," which
linked a Sony Betamax with
an Apple II or TRS-80.
Several articles made up an
"Education Forum." And,
significantly, "science fic
tion writer" Jerry Pournelle
began one of the longest-run
ning and most widely read
computer magazine columns.
SEPTEMBER

Personal computing gets
down to business with
"A Basic Floppy-Disk Ac
counting System," a "six
program package to keep
your budget records in
order." BYTE turns five
years old.
NOVEMBER

Digital imaging and visual
ization are big topics today.
Back in 1980, they were
just emerging with "Digital
Storage of Images. "
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The Commodore VIC-20
was targeted at the same
buyer as the TI-99/4, but
it was a better machine. It
used a 6502A and offered
SK bytes of RAM, BASIC
in ROM, serial, cassette,
and modem interfaces,
a color display, and ROM
software cartridges, for
$299. It became the first
million-seller in the history
of the industry.
'V

<l Personal Software
introduces Zork, the
Underground Empire, a
"second-generation"
computer adventure
game.

WORLD
The first issue of Infoworld
is published.
Apple announces the prob
lem-plagued Apple III for
$3495.
Shugart begins selling 5 1/.i
inch Winchester drives that
hold 80 times as much data
as a standard floppy and
transfer data 20 times
faster.
Radio Shack announces the
TRS-80 Color Computer.

Altos introduces the first
microprocessor-based multi
user system; the 8000-5
used a Z80A, supported up
to four people, and sold for
roughly $8500.
Apple goes public with 4.6
million shares sold at $22
apiece; Jobs and Wozniak
are instant multimillionaires.

Digital Research announces
CP/M-86.
Satellite Software Interna
tional, later WordPerfect
Corp., announces the first
version of WordPerfect for
Data General computers.
Apple's successor to the
hugely successful Apple II
was a business computer
called the Apple III that
was a disaster. Shipped a
year late, the machine ini
tially suffered a nearly
100 percent failure rate and
almost dragged down the
company.
Polish Solidarity trade
union forms; it will pave
the way for reform in
Eastern Europe nine years
later.
Ted Turner's CNN begins
broadcasting and changes
the face of TV news.
Ronald Reagan wins the
presidency.
Fire sweeps through MGM
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas
during the second Comdex
show, killing 84 people.

Mount St. Helens blows
up, killing at least 25 peo
ple and casting ash across
the northwestern U.S.
The U.S. hockey team wins
the gold at Lake Placid.

WORLD PHOTOS : UPl/BETTMANN
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E'1TI
MAY
BYTE looked at "The
Commodore VIC 20 Micro
computer: A Low-Cost,
High-Performance Consum
er Computer." Software
piracy and protection issues
were discussed."

The Alto, developed by
researchers at Xerox
PARC, paved the way for
the Macintosh. Although
never sold as a commercial
product, the Alto came
with the Smalltalk pro
gramming language, a
mouse, and Ethernet
connectivity.

JUNE
Gary Kildall explained
Digital Research's operating
systems, while Unix and
Xenix were moving down
from large-computer envi
ronments in other articles.
Author Stephen Wozniak
describes how "An 8-bit
microcomputer is har
nessed to the Herculean task
of computing the mathe
matical constant e to 115,925
places."
AIJGUSI'

Smalltalk isn't just small
talk anymore. Adele Gold
berg prefaces this very pop
ular topic and BYTE issue.

SEPTEMBER
How to benchmark systems
has been a popular topic for
years. In "A High-Level
Language Benchmark," the
now-classic Sieve of Eratos
thenes is introduced.
OCI'OBER-DECEMBER
Later-to-be editor in chief
Phil Lemmons provided a
first impression of the IBM
PC, noting that "The com
puter giant embraces soft
ware compatibility and sup
port for independent
peripheral manufacturers."
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Adam Osborne, publisher
of microprocessor books,
unveils the $1795 Osborne
1 Portable. It includes a
Z80, a 5-inch display, 64K
bytes of RAM, a keyboard
and keypad, two serial in
terfaces, two 5 114-inch flop
py disk drives and bun
dled software.

IBM introduces the PC,
which costs $3005 for an
8088, 64K bytes of RAM,
and a single 5114-inch floppy
disk drive. Its importance
cannot be understated.
\]

------------1
·------
-------

WORLD
Warner Amex, Atari, and
CompuServe announce cable
TV information service.
Steve Wozniak crashes his
private plane but survives to
return as an incognito grad
student at Berkeley. He spon
sors the money-losing US
Festivals.
Tracy Kidder's The Soul of
a New Machine, a chronicle
of the development of a
Data General minicomputer,
becomes a national
bestseller.

Timex contracts with Clive
Sinclair to market the Ti
mex/ Sinclair 1000, the
first under-$100 computer in
the U.S.

Assassination attempt on
Pope John Paul II in St.
Peter's Square, Rome, by
escaped Turkish criminal
Mehmet Ali Agca.

Atari and Mattel Intelli
vision video games are huge
hits in an otherwise disap
pointing Christmas season
for computer makers .

The as-yet-unidentified
AIDS epidemic is first re
ported in the Center for
Disease Control's Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly
Report.

Corvus introduces Omni
Net, an inexpensive twisted
pair LAN.

Francois Mitterand be
comes the first socialist pres
ident of France.
Anwar Sadat is murdered
by Moslem extremists.
Martial law imposed in Po
land by ruling Communist
leaders.

First launch of the space
shuttle, the Columbia.
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Sandra Day O'Connor is
confirmed as the first fe
male Supreme Court Jus
tice in U.S. history.

£::,.

Hayes introduces the
Smartmodem 300, which
becomes the industry
standard.
\J

Epson America shows the
HX-20, perhaps the first
laptop computer; the ma
chine weighs less than 3
pounds and uses a CMOS
version of the 6801, 16K
bytes of RAM, and a 20
character by 4-line display.

Iranian hostages released
minutes after Reagan
inaugurated.

Charles and Di tie the
knot.

Assassination attempt on
Ronald Reagan; the would-be
killer is a loner fixated on
actress Jodie Foster.
WORLD PHOTOS: UPl/BETTMANN
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E'1TI
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JANUARY
Real-world applications
continued to grow, and
BYTE published "A Closer
Look at the IBM Personal
Computer." And for
"under $200" you could add
a whopping 16K bytes to
your Sinclair ZX-80.
APRIL

BYTE looked at human fac
tors in human/machine inter
faces for both hardware and
software, a topic of consider
able interest today (and
probably well into the
future).
JUNE-AIJGUSI'

Multimedia is a hot topic
today, and BYTE provided
state-of-the-art information
on an emerging, accessible
technology, the videodisk.
More mainstream applica
tions emerge. LOGO, a lan
guage designed to introduce
kids to computers, gets
some in-depth adult treat
ment in a comprehensive
series of articles.
SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER
Steve Ciarcia begins his
MPX-16 Computer System
project, an IBM workalike.
BYTE evaluates Epson' s
unique QX-10/Valdocs sys
tem, we have reports from
the National Computer
Conference and the Hanover
Fair, and "A Comparison
of Five Compilers for Apple
BASIC" reinforces the
BYTE tradition of providing
in-depth technical material.

/:::,

Compaq Computer Corp.
announces the Compaq
Portable, an IBM PC
compatible system.

<l Commodore announces
the Commodore 64. Based
on the 6510, it included
64K bytes of RAM, 20K
bytes of ROM (including
Microsoft BASIC), a custom
sound chip, color graph
ics, and a serial interface.
It retailed for $595, but
eventually the price
dropped to around $200.

<] Kaypro (then called Non

Linear Systems) announces
the $1795 Kaycomp II
portable; with a 9-inch
screen and bundled soft
ware, it was targeted to
compete with the
Osborne.
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WORLD
GRiD Systems announces
its first pricey executive por
table, the futuristic-looking
$8000Compass101.

Lotus Development
introduces 1-2-3 at
Comdex .
Intel announces the 286.

Franklin Computer Corp.
announces the Ace 100,
an Apple II clone.
David Bunnell starts
PC Magazine.

Autodesk announces
AutoCAD, the first CAD
system for the PC.
Peter Norton Computing
introduces the Norton
Utilities.
Softsel publishes its first
Hot List, originally called
the "Top 100."

Radio Shack announces
the TRS-80 Model 16,
based on a 68000 and Z80,
with 128K bytes of RAM
and an 8-inch floppy disk
rlrive, for $4999.

All People

arc Created

Equal

lime magazine names the
computer its annual Man of
the Year.
Antitrust suit against AT&T
settled with signing of con
sent decree to break up the
Bell System.

"V

The Equal Rights Amend
ment is defeated after a 10
year struggle for passage.

Israel invades southern
Lebanon.
The movie Tron glorifies
video games and includes
an unprecedented computer
animation sequence but is
otherwise disappointing.

Falklands War: the QE2
is commandeered as a
troop carrier; the British
use the Harrier and the Ar
gentineans use the Exocet.
Columbia Data Products [>
announces the first IBM
PC clone, the MPC; it is
soon joined by Compaq and
Corona, but only Compaq
thrives.
Dr. Barney Clark receives
implant of first artificial
heart.
E.T. lands in theaters to
become the most successful
movie of all time.
WORLD PHOTOS : UPl/BETTMANN
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FEBRUARY-MARCH

Lisa arrives not quite dressed
for the ball. BYTE dis
cussed "A Proposed Floppy
Disk Format Standard,"
ANSI standard BASIC,
NAPLPS, the IEEE S-100
bus standard, and graphics
standards. Several articles,
such as "The Promise of Per
pendicular Magnetic Re
cording," played out new
mass storage scenarios.

-
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Radio Shack announces
the 4-pound TRS-80 Model
100 for $800.

APRIL-MAY
A series begins on the
68000 chip, which will later
proliferate in the Macin
toshes. We looked at copro
cessing with the 8087 chip,
provided for in the original
IBM PC by an empty
socket. Niklaus Wirth's
Modula-2 is introduced.
The promise of the paperless
office is as yet unfulfilled,
although BYTE devoted its
Theme to the topic in May.

Apple unveils the Lisa, a
$10,000 machine based on
the 32-bit 68000 and fea
turing a graphical user
interface and mouse.
Apple also announces the
Apple Ile, priced at $1395.

[>

AuGUSI'-NOVEMBER

In August, BYTE looked at
the C language and a little of
Unix, topics that often
dominate conversations to
day. "Computing on the
Run" looked at the develop
ing portables and the tech
nology behind them-rather
primitive by current stan
dards, yet intriguing and ex
citing then. Then, in Octo
ber, Unix received closer
scrutiny in its own Theme.
And for November, the "In
side the IBM PC" Theme
spearheaded BYTE's largest
issue so far, 720 pages.
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<J Tandy announces the
80186-basedTandy 2000.
Coleco unveils the Adam
at CES, but it becomes the
"Adam bomb."

The Gavilan computer, a
laptop with built-in soft
ware and a touchpad
"mouse," is introduced at
Comdex but never takes off.
\1

WORLD
Novell introduces Net
Ware, the first file server
LAN operating system.

Microsoft announces Word
(originally called Multi-Tool
Word).

Micro Edsels: Atari an
nounces the 1200XL, and
Mattel announces the
Aquarius.

Microsoft and a group of
Japanese companies an
nounce the MSX standard
for Z80-based computers.

IBM introduces the XT,
which adds a 10-MB hard
disk drive and three more
slots to the original PC de
sign, for $4995.

Osborne files for Chapter
11 bankruptcy.

PC Magazine sold to new
owners; most of staff quits
to form PC World.

IBM announces the PCjr,
which is arguably the com
pany's biggest failure of
the 1980s despite reengi
neering and huge
marketing.

AST introduces the hugely
successful SixPakPlus, a PC
add-in combining memory
expansion; serial, parallel,
and game ports; clock/cal
endar; and utility software.
Shugart shows a 1-gigabyte
WORM drive for $7600.
Borland International an
nounces Turbo Pascal for
CP/M and 8088 machines.
Ovation Technologies an
nounces Ovation, perhaps
the most hyped-up product
to that point, and it never
ships; the term vaporware
is coined to describe it.

\]

Compaq goes public, and 6
million shares are sold in
one day.
Canon displays a 300-dpi
laser printer engine for
OEMs that costs less than
$2000; it shows up the next
year in the HP LaserJet.
Microrim, founded by
Wayne Erickson in Novem
ber 1981, introduces
R:Base 4000, the first rela
tional database for PCs.
Microsoft announces Win
dows, but it doesn't ship for
two years.
The Semiconductor Indus
try Association reports a
book-to-bill ratio of 1.6,
the highest ever recorded.
AT&T announces Unix
System V.
Iomega introduces the first
Bernoulli Box, an innovative
removable disk drive.

Sally Ride becomes the
first U.S. woman in space
aboard the shuttle
Challenger.

Faked Hitler diaries cap
ture the news.

Dr. Luc Montagnier of the
Pasteur Institute in Paris dis
covers the virus that causes
AIDS.

Philippine opposition lead
er Benigno Aquino fatally
shot while disembarking at
Manilla Airport.

Soviets shoot down Korean
Air 007, killing 269 people.

Lech Walesa wins Nobel
Peace Prize.

U.S. Marine barracks in
Beirut are blown up by sui
cide-bomb terrorist; 241
lives are lost.

<J The Hewlett-Packard
HP 150 was an 8088-based
machine that offered a
unique touchscreen.

WORLD PHOTOS: UPl/BETTMANN
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FEBRUARY-MARCH

BYTE covers the new Mac
intosh and the design team
behind it. And we devoted
an entire Theme to the thorny
issues of benchmarking and
performance evaluation. In
March our "Feigning Real
ity" Theme looked at using
the computer to simulate
real-world activities.

MAY
"Professional Computing,"
how microcomputers were
faring in the workaday
world, was our May Theme.
In a feature, we noted that
Macintosh pricing "turns out
to be more expensive than
expected."

Satellite Software Inter
national brings out Word
Perfect for the IBM PC,
Victor 9000, DEC Rain
bow, Zenith Z-100, and
Tandy 2000.

Hewlett-Packard intro
duces the LaserJet and the
HP 110, an early 80C86
laptop.

"

JULY-SEPTEMBER

Computer users' fascina
tion with video continued
with our July Theme, while
in August we looked at Mod
ula-2 in depth. Despite the
IBM PC's success, nothing
could save the IBM PCjr we
reviewed in August. BYTE
produces its first yearly
IBM-only special issue.
Graphics gets its own
Theme in September.
0CroBER-NOVEMBER

For October, the BYTE
staff looks at the IBM PC AT
and the Theme is data
bases. In November, "New
Chips" was the Theme, and
we first looked into Soviet
computing with "AGAT: A
Soviet Apple II Computer."

Data General introduces
the DG/One laptop.

<J More of the fruit motif:
Britain produces the
Apricot PC.
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WORLD
With Lotus's Symphony,
the era of integrated packages
gets under way; the next
month, Ashton-Tate intro
duces Framework.
Visionary Alan Kay leaves
Atari to join Apple.
AT&T tries to muscle into
the game with its first DOS
machines, but the PC 6300
is greeted mostly with yawns.
Motorola introduces
the 68020.

Geraldine Ferraro be
comes the first woman on a
major party ticket, but
she can't save Mondale;
Reagan is reelected in a
landslide.

Former Commodore
president Jack Tramiel
buys Atari from Warner
Communications.
IBM also announces Top
View, a multitasking
windowing environment for
DOS programs that never
catches on.
Innovative Software (later
Informix) introduces Smart
Software.

Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi is assassi
nated by Sikh extremists.
U.S. Census Bureau re
ports that 15 million Ameri
cans own home computers
but only 53 percent use them.

6 Apple unveils the
Macintosh for $2495.

Commodore Business
Machines buys Amiga
Corp.
Computer Associates
buys Sorcim, the maker of
SuperCalc.
Visicorp sells much-touted
but never-delivered VisiOn
package to Control Data
Corp.

<l Apple introduces
the Apple lie.

Soviets pass up the summer
Olympics in L.A.
Deadly gas leak at Union
Carbide plant in Bhopal, In
dia, kills 2500-the worst
industrial accident in history.

IBM introduces the AT,
with a 286, 256K bytes of
RAM, a 16-bit bus, and a
new high-density floppy
disk drive for $5469.

'V

Visicorp merges via stock
swap with Paladin Software.
George Tate, cofounder of
Ashton-Tate, dies. There was
no Ashton; Tate's partner
was named Lashlee.
Lotus announces Jazz,
which went on to become
the company's first flop.
Exactly one year after
reaching its historic peak,
the SIA's book-to-bill ratio
reaches its lowest point
ever: 0.64.
Bishop Desmond Tutu d"
South Africa i'i awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize.
WORLD PHOTOS: UPJ/BETTMANN
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<J AT&T announces the

E'1TE

Unix PC, a 68010-based,
$5600 machine that failed
to establish Unix as a PC
standard.

THE SMALL SYSTEMS JOURN AL

JANUARY-APRIL

The Mac begins to make in
roads into our readership, as
evidenced by the number of
Mac-related articles. Febru
ary's Theme was Comput
ing and the Sciences. In
March, Jerry Pournelle re
ported on Hackercon, a first
of-its-kind convention. Al
gets plenty of ink in April,
with top names in the field
speaking their minds.

Commodore's Amiga
1000 features a multitask
ing, windowing operating
system and sells for $1295.

\J

MAY-AIJGUSI'

Smalltalk gets a mini-treat
ment in May, emphasizing
the growing interest in ob
ject-oriented programming.
"Inside AppleTalk" hinted
at the future of Apple-related
networking. BIX is an
nounced. Computers and
Space is the July Theme.
"The Amiga Personal
Computer" is covered in
August, as are the declara
tive languages.

t>

Atari announces the Atari
520ST at CES.

Tandy announces the
Model2001aptop. \J

SEPTEMBER-0CI"OBER

BYTE's 10th anniversary
issue is published in Septem
ber! October's "Simulating
Society" Theme presented
the idea of modeling and
predicting using personal
computers. BYTE's second
IBM Special Issue hits the
streets, reflecting the grow
ing influence on the
industry.
NOVEMBER

"Five C Compilers for the
Macintosh" indicated that the
Mac was gaining ground.
Years earlier, only MS-DOS
machines would have had
multiple compilers to choose
from. And "CD-ROMs and
Their Kin" reinforced the
coming optical revolution .
DECEMBER

A "Computer Conferenc
ing" Theme indicated that
BYTE readers and the tech
nology were ready to link up
via BIX, BBSes, and other
on-line electronic services.
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General Computer
HyperDrive, a hard disk
retrofitted into the Mac,
becomes available; it's a
short-lived market niche.

t>

WORLD
Coleco gives up on the
Adam and writes down the
loss.
One year after the Mac,
Apple unveils the Macintosh
Office, which includes
AppleTalk and the Laser
Writer, and renames the
doomed Lisa the Mac XL.
DEC admits it has stopped
making the Rainbow,
and then announces a new
and equally unsuccessful
version.
IBM, Toshiba, NEC, Fu
jitsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi
all report 1-MB DRAM
chips at the annual ISSCC.

Intel sues NEC over V20
and V30.
Microsoft announces Excel
for the Mac.

Quarterdeck Office Sys
tems releases the Desqview
windowing program multi
tasker.
Steven Jobs resigns from
Apple.

Lotus finally ships Jazz.
Lotus and Intel announce
an expanded memory speci
fication that will eventually
become LIM/EMS 3.2,
and Intel announces Above
Board.

Ansa introduces Paradox,
later to be bought by
Borland.

Lotus acquires Software
Arts; stops shipment
ofVisiCalc.

Intel announces the 386.

IBM introduces
its Token Ring network.
Gorbachev comes to
power in the U.S.S.R.

Microsoft finally ships
Windows 1.0 .
Reagan and Gorbachev hold
first superpower summit in
six years, in Geneva.

Aldus introduces the
original PageMaker for
the 512K-byte Mac.

IBM says it will drop
the PCjr in April.
Nevado de! Ruiz volcano
erupts in Columbia, killing
22,940.

Apple discontinues the Lisa.
Digital Research ships
GEM to end users; the
interface was eventually
used by the Atari ST and
Ventura Publisher.

South Africa imposes state
of emergency, including
press censorship.

Microsoft releases
C 3.0, its first
homegrown C.

Dayna Communications
announces MacCharlie,
which lets a Mac run IBM
PC software; many read
ers think it is an April
Fools' joke.
\J

Mexico City earthquake,
8 .1 on the Richter scale, kills
at least 4200.

--- - -

-

6
Toshiba introduces the
fantastically successful
TllOO laptop.

Ethiopian famine kills
millions, spurs worldwide
relief effort, including
"Live Aid" concert in Phil
adelphia and London.
WORLD PHOTOS ' UPllBE TT MANN
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<l The Apple IIGS is intro
duced on September 15.

THE SMALL SYSTE MS JOURN AL

JANUARY-MARCH
The Atari 520ST was the
focus of a Product Descrip
tion in January, and the
1040ST was previewed in
March. It's interesting to
note that despite the Atari's
and Amiga's potential, the
general-use personal com
puter industry remained
mostly divided between the
MS-DOS and (growing)
Macintosh camps. Febru
ary's "Text Processing"
Theme hinted at the future
popularity of desktop pub
lishing. In March, "Home
bound Computing" re
flected a growing interest in
telecomputing.

<l IBM introduces the Rf
PC, its first and not very
successful venture into
RISC-based desktop
workstations.

JUNE-JULY

We look at the Macintosh
Plus in a Product Description
and conclude that this is the
machine that Apple should
have made much earlier.
And the Theme is (brass fan
fare) "Computers and
Music." The growing accep
tance of-and even demand
for-MIDI-linked music
equipment begins to change
foundations of musical cre
ativity. In July, the "Engi
neer's Toolbox" Theme re
flects the increasing use of
personal computer assistance
in the engineering
disciplines.
AUGU5T-DECEMBER

The traditional August
"language" Theme is "Ob
ject-Oriented Languages,"
and their potential continues
to be explored today. Sep
tember's "68000 Machines"
Theme showed that the
Intel microprocessors were
not everyone's choice. We
previewed the Apple IIGS in
October and the Compaq
Deskpro 386 in November.
The proliferation of PC
products and peripherals led
to the BYTE "23 Modems"
group review process, the
forerunner oftoday's Prod
uct Focus.
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IBM introduces the PC
Convertible, a 12- to 16
pound battery-powered
laptop for $2000, which
becomes its second
unsuccessful portable.
\l

WORLD
Sperry and Burroughs
agree to merge into Unisys.

Corporation for Open
Systems formed.

Little-known Advanced
Logic Research announces
the first 386 PC ,
the Access 386.

U.S. International Trade
Commission rules 5-0 that
Japanese manufacturers are
dumping 256K-byte RAM
chips in the U.S., setting
the stage for the semiconduc
tor trade agreement and
later RAM crisis.

U.S. and Japan sign semi
conductor trade agreement to
halt chip dumping.
Peter Norton Computing
announces the Norton
Commander.

Challenger explodes,
causing national
outpouring of grief.

Ferdinand Marcos flees
the Philippines after
20-year rule; wife Imelda
leaves behind massive
shoe collection.
Swedish Premier
Olof Palme shot dead
while walking home from
a movie in Stockholm.

Motorola announces the
68030 microprocessor.
Lotus announces HAL.
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Halley's Comet returns
but is hard to see.

,•
"'

Statue of Liberty lOOth
birthday celebration is an
exercise in heart-swelling
pride and lovable vulgarity.

6
Compaq introduces the Flex
architecture Deskpro 386,
its first 386 and the first
Compaq machine to include
a separate memory bus. V

Microsoft introduces
Works for the Mac.

Iran-Contra scandal
revealed.

Chernobyl meltdown
drives nail in the coffin
of the nuclear industry,
heightens awareness of
environmental problems
in the Eastern bloc.
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY
<l Compaq introduces
the Portable III.

THE SMALL SYSTE MS JOURNAL

FEBRUARY-MARCH

We look at IBM competi
tors Advanced Logic Re
search and Compaq. Com
modore tries again with a
preview of "The Commo
dore A2000"; Borland
makes points with "Turbo
BASIC" and Turbo C.
APRIL-JUNE

The Mac II arrives at BYTE
in April. Its open-ended de
sign might have made all
the difference had it arrived
closer to the IBM PC's an
nouncement. Desktop pub
lishing is May's Theme,
echoing a ground swell of in
terest. The PS/2s, targets of
the June First Impression, re
define IBM's microcom
puter standards. OS/2 is
born. Zoomracks receives a
lukewarm review but will be
come a legal challenge to
Apple for attributes embod
ied in HyperCard software.

Apple introduces
the Mac II and the
Mac SE.

[>

JULY-SEPTEMBER

Benchmarks are a hot
topic, and BYTE rolls out an
attempt to fairly compare
386 and 68020 microproces
sors. The "year ofthe
LAN" resurfaces, but this
time the Mac is included.
We review six popular CAD
programs, complementing
July's review of five Mac
CAD programs. "A Pro
grammer's Introduction to
OS/2" is only the beginning
of the "operating-systems
wars" that still rage.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

Long-dominated by Lotus
1-2-3, the spreadsheet race
gets more interesting with
Excel, Quattro, and PlanPer
fect. The division between
personal computers and
workstations begins to blur
as we look at "Workstation
Technology" in the No
vember Theme. In Decem
ber, HyperCard gets a First
Impression.
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IBM introduces PS/2 line
and OS/2, the first IBM
386 (Model 80), and un
veils itsM"'A*S*H ads.

[>

WORLD
Paul Allen, the cofounder
of Microsoft, talks about his
new company, Asymetrix,
and its product plans. Tool
Book will show up nearly
3 '12 years later.
Traveling Software intro
duces LapLink file transfer
software for $130.

Microsoft announces
Excel for the PC, the first
real Windows application.
Lotus announces Agenda,
the product that brings vim
to PIMs.
AT&T and Sun agree to
share Unix technology.

IBM hooks up with Steve
Chen, formerly of Cray, and
announces plan to produce
a 64-CPU parallel system in
the early 1990s.

Borland introduces
Quattro.

IBM announces 4-MB
DRAM chips.
Lotus files a look-and-feel
lawsuit against Paperback
Software and Mosaic Soft
ware, charging they have
unfairly copied 1-2-3.

Reagan and Gorbachev
sign the INF nuclear
reduction treaty.

The Sematech consortium
of chip makers is announced
in Washington, D.C.

Canada's Meech Lake
Accord is passed, but it
fails to win approval within
three years.

IBM announces Systems
Application Architecture.
Palestine Intifada breaks
out in Israel.

Atari and Commodore
settle outstanding litigation.
Lotus signs 10-year agree
ment to develop software
for IBM mainframes,
starting with 1-2-3/M.

Commodore announces
the Amiga 2000 and 500.

v

Lotus announces
1-2-3 release 3.0.
Microsoft and 3Com
announce intention to de
velop OS/2 Lan Manager .
Borland acquires Ansa
Software and gets Paradox.
IBM introduces the
PC Convertible Model 3.
IBM introduces the
PS/2 Model 25.
Apple introduces Hyper
Card, which proves to be
enormously popular.
To merge the expanded
memory specifications of
LIM/EMS 3.2 and AST,
the companies join to an
nounce EMS 4.0.
Compaq announces it won't
sell a clone of the PS/2s, al
though it has designed such
a system.
WOALO PHOTOS: UPl/BETTMANN
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Wall Street crash wipes
508 points off the Dow.
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Microsoft and Ashton-Tate
team up to announce SQL
Server.

El'JTE
FEBRUARY
The Compaq Deskpro
386/20 reigns as perfor
mance champion; third
party Micro Channel mem
ory boards reflect interest
in the PS/2 line.

Apple and DEC announce
agreement to cooperate .

APRIL-JUNE
April has First Impressions
of Microsoft language prod
ucts that bridge to OS/2.
The In Depth is "Memory
Management." May 's
Product Focus on " Wo:
Processors for Desktop
Publishing" concludes that
word processing capabili
ties are not yet up to desktop
publishing products . In
June, BYTE unwraps its new
suite of benchmarks. We
focus on 9600-bps-and-be
yond modems. We review
OS/2 Standard Edition.

MIT and 11 companies
announce consortium to
develop industry standards
for workstations.

Informix announces
WingZ, a new spreadsheet
for the Mac.

Tandy introduces the
Tandy 5000MC, the second
Micro Channel clone (Dell
was first), and announces
Thor, a system for rewrit
able, erasable compact
disks, which still has not
shipped but is supposed to
be available in 1990 for
$500.

v

JULY-AlJGUST
Sun's 386i shows that the
distinction among PCs,
workstations, and mini
computers is fogging up. July
also has a First Impression
ofOS/2 Extended Edition. In
August, in addition to our
regular coverage of the Mac,
we begin a series of Mac
supplements .

SEP'fEl\{]JER-C>croBER
September's cover story is a
First Impression of the IBM
Model 70 and the Tandy
5000 MC. The portable To
shiba T5100 and GRiDCase 1530 show you can
pack power into small
packages. We review 20 af
fordable 386s, look at Pre
sentation Manager, and cover
five Mac scanners.

NOVEl\{]JER-DECEl\{]JER
The NeXT Computer tries
to usher in a new era by hit
ting the education market
with a technologically ad
vanced system. ALR's
FlexCache 25386 sets a new
speed record. The Mac Ilx
is covered in December. Six
months' worth of system
benchmarks are provided.
396
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NEC announces
the 4.4-pound UltraLite.

t>
Apple announces the
Macllx, 10 to 15 percent
faster than the Mac II.
Compaq introduces
the SLT/286.

t>

WORLD
NEC asks the court to in
validate Intel's copyrights on
the 8086/8088.
The memory shortage is
in full swing.
Apple files suit against
Microsoft and Hewlett-Pack
ard in federal district court,
charging that Windows in
fringes on Mac copyrights.
Lotus announces delay
in 1-2-3 release 3.0.

The EISA consortium,
also known as the "Gang of
Nine," is announced;
it will develop a 32-bit bus
alternative to IBM's Micro
Channel.
Ashton-Tate ships dBASE
IV after a series of delays.
The ARPANET worm
created by "bored" Cornell
graduate student Robert T.
Morris Jr. wreaks havoc
at an estimated 6000 sites
around the U.S.

MIPS announces
its RISC processor.
AT&T plans new software
to make Unix easier to use.
Quarterdeck and Phar Lap
develop the Virtual Control
Program Interface (VCPI),
the first standard for address
ing 386 virtual mode with
existing DOS applications.
IBM announces plan to li
cense NextStep from Steve
Jobs.
Maxtor introduces the first
magneto-optical rewritable
optical disk drive.
The Open Software Foun
dation is announced; it plans
to base its version of Unix
on IBM's AIX.
AMD introduces the 29000
32-bit microprocessor.
Intel announces the 386SX.

IBM and Microsoft ship
OS/21.1 with Presentation
Manager.

\J

Ashton-Tate files a look
and-feel lawsuit against Fox
Software and SCO on the
first day of Comdex.
The Systems Performance
Evaluation Cooperative
(SPEC) is formed between
Hewlett-Packard, Apollo,
MIPS, and Sun.
Brier announces 21-MB
floppy disk drive.
IBM ESD head William
Lowe leaves for Xerox, and
James Cannavino steps in.
OSF announces its selec
tions for the software compo
nents that will make up
Motif: DECWindows and a
modified PM from Micro
soft and Hewlett-Packard.

George Bush defeats
Michael Dukakis for the
presidency.

Irving King Jordon be
comes first deaf president of
Gallaudet University.

U.S.S. Vincennes shoots
down Iranian civilian
airliner, killing 290.

A pair of runners named
Joyner capture our fancy, as
Jackie Joyner-Kersee and
Florence Griffith-Joyner take
home Seoul gold.

Shroud of Turin is declared
to date only from thirteenth
century.

Earthquake rocks Soviet
Armenia, killing 25,000.

Caere announces
OmniPage.
Sun, Texas Instruments,
and Cypress announce agree
ment to promote SPARC.

Pan Am flight 103 is
bombed over Scotland.

Intel buys the DVI technol
ogy from GE.

The NeXT cube is
t>
announced at gala event
in San Francisco.

WORLD PHOTOS: UP l/BETT MAN N
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11\JTE

<J DEC introduces its first
RISC-based workstation,
the DECstation 3100.

JANUARY-MARCH

We inaugurate the BYTE
Awards, a yearly tip of the
hat to overachieving prod
ucts. "The X Window Sys
tem" emerges from MIT to
an enthusiastic audience, and
the growing interest in PC
communications is addressed
in an expanded In Depth.
The powerful Mac SE/30 is
the February cover story.
In March, we examine the
386-versus-286 question.

[:>
Apple introduces the
SE/30, a $4369 compact
Mac with a 68030.

<J Sun announces the 12.5
MIPS SPARCstation 1 for
a base price or $8995.
After a year's delay,
Lotus finally ships its 3-D
spreadsheet, 1-2-3 release
3.0, along with a junior
cousin, release 2.2.
'V

APRIL-JUNE

The TRON project looks
ahead to standardizing com
puter data and communica
tions. Two workstations from
Sun fuel the PCs-versus
workstations debates. Unix
gets expanded coverage in
May, and Intel's high-speed
i860 processor receives a
First Impression. In June,
speed is again the hot topic,
with First Impressions of two
new 386 machines.
JULY-SEPTEMBER

Graphical user interfaces
are explored in "A Guide to
GUis." In August, laptop
technology takes a leap for
ward with the Agilis and
Zenith entries. The first
486 machine is made in the
U .K. ! Four multiuser operat
ing systems are the subjects
of a Product Focus, and we
look at LANs in a special
supplement.
OCl'OBER-DECEMBER

Arriving from Apple are
the long-awaited Mac Porta
ble and Ilci. We spotlight
optical technology in both
the Product Focus and the
In Depth. If bus-related
things weren't complicated
enough, "EISA Arrives," in
the form of the Hewlett
Packard Vectra 486 PC.
With 32-bit processors
comes the In Depth software
topic "32 Bits and Above."
In December, the software
development furnace is
stoked by a Product Focus on
nine "CASE Tools."
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Poqet Computer Corp.
announces a 1-pound
DOS PC for $1995.

[:>

Apple announces the top
of-the-line Mac Ilci and the
long-awaited Mac Porta
ble, whose active-matrix
screen and built-in track
ball are overshadowed by
its 16-pound weight and
nearly $6000 price tag.
'V

WORLD
Borland unveils
Paradox 3.0.

Exxon Valdez oil spill
awakens environmentalism.

Informix finally ships
WingZ for the Mac.

China crushes protesters
in Tiananmen Square.

Intel takes the wraps off its
i860 superscalar RISC chip.
It also announces the i486.
Apple introduces the
powerful , compact Mac Hex
and has an instant hit.
Hewlett-Packard announces
that it will acquire Apollo.
Texas Instruments unveils the
TIGA-340 graphics standard.
Adobe announces Adobe
Type Manager.
Apple discloses details
about the System 7 .0
Mac OS.
Novell announces
NetWare386.
IBM unveils OfficeVision,
a multiplatfonn office soft
ware system that takes ad
vantage of PM and is a key
part of the SAA strategy.
Microsoft and IBM
announce OS/2 1.2.
Borland announces Turbo
Pascal 5.5 with object
oriented extensions.
NEC takes a shot at
Nintendo with the 16-bit
Turbografx-16 home
video game.

/:::,.

Compaq announces
the 8086- and 286-based
LTE notebook PCs.

Compaq takes the plunge
into multiprocessing PCs
with the EISA-based
System pro.

Microsoft ships Excel for
OS/2 PM, the first OS/2
spreadsheet.
Headstart Technologies in
troduces a PC with built-in
CD-ROM at Comdex.
Lotus starts shipping
Notes, a high-ticket
groupware application that
raised the bar.

Ayatollah Khomenei dies.
/:::,.

GRiD Systems announces
the handwriting-recogniz
ing GRiDPad.

IBM tries again in
portables with the 386
based Model P70.

Hurricane Hugo ravages
the Caribbean and South
Carolina.

\l
Earthquake rocks the San
Francisco Bay Area.

Seven computer and semi
conductor firms plan to form
a DRAM consortium called
U .S. Memories, but the plan
fails for lack of money.
Computer Associates
acquires Cullinet and
Cricket Software.
Hewlett-Packard ships
NewWave.
A dizzying wave of popu
lar uprisings transforms
Eastern Europe, and the
Berlin Wall comes down.

ALR announces the
first PC with an EISA bus,
a $13 ,000 486 box.
PHOTO MEL LIN DSTRO M
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El\ITE
JANUARY-APRIL
We chronicle IC technology
in "The State of Chips."
Computers and images
come together with sound in
February's "Multimedia"
In Depth. "The BYTE Unix
Benchmarks" tackle a
whole new world. Apple's
"wicked fast" Mac Ilfx is
our April cover story. And
just when you thought that
your high-speed 286 was go
ing to last a while longer,
we looked at 23 25-MHz 386
motherboards to tantalize
you. The quest for speed is
never satisfied.

6
Motorola unveils
the 68040 CPU.
PHOTO: JACK PURYEAR

MAY-AIJGUSI'

With the emergence of mul
timedia, the Commodore
Amiga 3000 is perhaps
right on time. AST and ALR
serve up a pair of 33-MHz
dervishes, and we feast on
"Desktop Supercomput
ing." One of the industry 's
worst-kept secrets, Win
dows 3 .0, is our June cover
story. Another "year of the
LAN" goes by, and we de
vote our State of the Art
(nee In Depth, nee Theme)
section to networking. We
investigate man/machine in
terfaces in July and devote
two months of First Impres
sions to sample applications
for Windows ("looks like we
finally got it right") 3.0.
SEPTEMBER
BYTE's 15th anniversary
reflects a mature but still
growing industry. How fit
ting that after 15 years word
processing, one of the first
and probably most-used ap
plications ever, is this
issue's Product Focus. Also,
features this month include
"The Creation of the IBM
PC, " written by David J.
Bradley, who was there when
it all began, and "Personal
Computing in Eastern Eu
rope ." Now that The Wall
is down, what impact will the
Iron Curtain countries have
on microcomputing?

Microsoft announces the
much-awaited, overhyped,
and exciting Windows 3.0
(shown here running Tool
Book from Asymetrix).

Dragon Systems ships the
30,000-word Dragon Dictate
voice-recognition system,
which runs on a fully loaded
386 and costs $9000.

Adobe introduces Post
Script Level 2, the first
majorupgrade to the page
description language stan
dard in six years.

Sharp demonstrates
the 6220 notebook PC,
a 4-pound 286 with a
backlit VGA screen and a
20-MB hard disk drive
for under $4000.

IBM unveils the entry-level
PS/l , a second attempt to
crack the home and home
office PC market.

Q/Cor begins shipping
20-MB "Flextra" floppy
disk drives made by Brier.

C-Cube introduces an
image-processing chip based
on the JPEG algorithm.

Lotus and Novell announce
plan to merge, which later
falls through.

Radius announces the
Pivot display for $1690.

Commodore gets serious
with the $3300 Amiga 3000.

Lotus ships 1-2-3/G,
its spreadsheet for PM.

Apple unofficially an
nounces HyperCard 2.0,
which adds multiple win
dows, color support, and
many other improvements.

~
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Borland announces
Turbo C++.

WORLD
Robert Noyce, cofounder of
Intel and inventor of semi
conductors, dies at 62.

Perrier is recalled for ben
zene contamination.

Earth Day 1990 is about
hope and hype.

Eleven companies agree to
DOS Protected Mode Inter
face (DPMI), a standard
technique for DOS applica
tions to access extended
memory.
Pioneer, LMSI, and Pana
sonic all announce rewritable
WORMs at Comdex.
WORLD PHO TOS : UPl/ BETTM A NN
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INTRODUCING THE AMAZING CARRY-1
BOOK SIZE PC
CITIZEN EXPANDS 9-WIRE
TECHNOLOGY TO THE CUTTING
EDGE' OPTIONAL COLOR KIT
PROVIDES VIV ID CO LOR OUTPUT
UNRIVALLED IN ITS PRICE RANGE'
• 5 RESIDENT FONTS • 240 X 216 DPI • 213 CPS DRAFT
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:~~~~~=
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PRINTER

'-

TEFAX .......... .. .................................................. $995.00

JETFONT SUPERSET-150 FONTS! $ 29
2 CARTRIDGES CONTAIN THE
EQUIVALENT OF 18 SEPARATE HP
CARTRIDGES WITHOUT DOWN·
LOADING'• FOR HP LASEAJET,
LASERJET+AND LASERJET II •
DRIVERS FOR WORDPERFECT .
WORD-ST AR 2000, IBM DISPLAY
WAITE 4. MS WOAD. WINDOWS. 1· 2·3 ,
DBASE II ANO MORE'
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I
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ITS so SMALL YOUU HARDL y KNOW IT'S
THERE' lrS THE PERFECT SOLUTION
FOR A CROWDED DESKTOP, A COST·
CONSCIOUS SCHOOL DISTR IC T OR A
CONVENIENT TRANSPORTABLE HOME
COMPUTER.

I'

1OMHZ/4.77MHZ 8088 · 1 CPU

KODAK DICONIX 150+
PORTABLE PRINTER

W lrn:l>-FOrlT POSTSCRIPT • AND 1 ™BRAM

THE ESSENT IAL SMALL
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER' ONE MACHINE CAN
REPLACE 5!
• G31G2 FAX MACHINE • 8 .5" SCANNING WIDTH • 200 OPI
SCANNER • SAME SIZE COPIER • INC LUDES FAX
SOFTWARE FOR IBM & MAC • YOUR PC CAN SEND FAXES
AUTOMATICALLY WITH SIMPLE SET ·UP

THIS HIGH PERFORMANC E 8088 ·BASED
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PC'S. ST ANO IT UPRIGHT. SIT IT UNDER A
MONITOR, PUT IT ANYWHERE YOU LIKE

;·

AMI BIOS ASSURES COMPATIBILITY

--------

256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K
BUil T-IN SERIA L, PARALLEL ANO GAME
ADAPTORS

THE PEFECT COMPANION FOR YOUR
LAPTOP OR OUR CARRY·1 PC'
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6.5'' X 11" X2"1
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BUil T -IN 3.5" 720K FLOPPY DRIVE

....I
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WORKS WITH ANY STANDARD KEYBOARD
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DICONIX-150 ............................... ...................... $399.95
FUJITSU COLOR PLOTTER

CARRY-1 ............................................................. $299.95
CARRY-1 B .......................................................... $399.95

COMPACT PLOTTER • HP7475ACOMPATIBLE • .025MM AES

ENHANCED VERSION -2 FLOP PY DRIVES (720K) & 640K RAM
CARRY·1K
82-KEY CARRY-1 KEYBOARD .............. $49.95

FPG-315 ............................................................. $799.00

OUTSTANDING SOFTWARE VAWES
QUATTRO PRO-THE POWER SPREADSHEET!
NEXT GENERATION POWER FOR STANDARD 8088 PCS'
BORLANOSVAOOMMTECHNOLOGY DELIVERS ADVANCED
FEATURES WITHIN 640K RAM!
• 30 & FAEEFORM LINKING/CONSOLOOATION • HOT LINK
UP TO 64 SPEADSHEETS • LOTUS 1·2·3 COMPATIBLE
• BUILT -IN DRAW PROGRAM. BITSTREAM FONTS ANO
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
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• FOR HP LASE RJET II PRlrlTERS

.
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SUPERSET

PARADOX 3.0- RELATIONAL DATABASE

JETFONT 4 IN l BUSINESS TYPEFACES

LOTICA FONT FOR HORIZIVEATICAL OUTPUT TO 240 COLS'

A SOPHISTICATED & POWERFUL DATABASE THAT'S EASY &
INTUITIVE TO USE!
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MENT · WYSIWYG REPORT GENERATOR • AUTOMATIC
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WINDOWS 3.0- "MAC" LIKE G.V.I.
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THE LATEST GRAPHICAL INT ERFACE FROM MICROSOFT
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• 100% HARDWARE COMPATIBLE WITH
NOVELL NE - 1000 ETHERNET CARD
• FOR THICK OR THIN ETHERNET
• 15· PIN ETHERNET CONNECTOR
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DFINET-300
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9600 BAUD V.32 MODEM $699
W"H SEND/RECEIVE FAX

MINI 2400 BPS MODEM$13ft95
W"H SEND ONLY FAX
.,

2400 BPS MNP ERROR $24ft95
CORRECTING MODEM
. ,

THIS NEW EXTERNAL MODEMS V.32 AND V.42 COMPATIBLE,
THE EMERGING 9600 BPS STANDARDS. PLUS IT NOW HAS
FULL GROUP 3 FAX SEND ANO RECEIVE CAPABILITY. THIS
MACHINE TRANSFORMS YOUR PC INTO A COMPLETE
PERSONAL INFORMATION CENTER

THIS TINY EXTERNAL MODEM PACKS A BIGGER PUNCH THAN
YOU'D EXPECT' NOT ONLY IS IT A FULL FUNCTION 2400 BPS
DATA MODEM BUT IT ALSO OPERATES AS ASEND·ONLYFAX
AT AAEMAAKABLYLOW PRICE'

AN ECONOMICALLY PRICED EXTERNAL MODEM THAT NOW
INCLUDES MNP-5 ERROR CORRECTION ANO DATA
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960014800/2400/1200 BPS OATA MODEM
CCITT V.32 ,V.42 ERROR CORRECTION COMPATIBLE
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2 YEAR WARRANTY
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2 YEAR WARRANTY
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95
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5
2400BPS MINI MODEM$11S9

IPLUG·IN CARD MODEM HAS SAME FEATURES AS ABOVE
MODEL. FOR 8088, 286/386 COMPUTERS

8088,286, 386 COMPATIBLE CARD

AS ABOVE BUT WITHOUT FAX CAPABILITY

2400112001300 BPS DATA MODEM

PRO-MAXI

MCT-24E

TEAMS Minimum order $10 00 For &hipping & h~1n d~ include $4 00 for ground and $5 50 lor air Orders over
1 lb and foreign orders may ro-quua !IM1!J~1 r !<h•ppng d i iuol!'!;;--conL!IC.1 our $a.l115 Dept for the amount. CA
residents must include r11PfJ#ICllblo sales tax. Prices sub1001to change without notice We are not responsible !or
typographical errors We reserve the right to limit quantities and to substitute manulacturer All merchandise
5

11

~~~~~~~oJig~1;:~~~D~ 'M~~r:v~~~~r~~d~~~ JC~ 1~~~ ~~~~e~~~~~~~ :~~~:~~~~~~? JbaA ~~a·~~~~~fCES~~c

PR0-24MNP
PR0-241 INTERNAL 2400

BAUD MODEM-NO MNP ..•• ..

$99.95

MON..ffl. 1 A.M. TO 5 P . M ., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO 3 P . M . (PST)

ORDER TOLL•FREE 800-538•5000
Copyright 1990 JOA MICAOOEVICES.
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From the architects of some of the world's
first and fastest i486'" desktop systems comes
a whole new revolution in personal comput

111anks to the system's Cupid-32 design, you

and SCO UNIX'" environments.
If you require one of the world's fastest
tower configurations, choose the 33 MHz,
i486-based Premium 486/33TE with SCSI

ing. AST's Premium"' tower series.
Offering unprecedented speed, enhanced
I/O, broad expandability and patent-pending
Cupid-32'" upgradeability, AST's powerful

can easily upgrade to EISA or i486 processing
whenever you're ready.
No matter which system you choose,

support, a 32-bit EISA bus and I28 KB

you can always depend on the outstanding

advanced cache.

service af1d suppo11 that makes AST an indus

At the other end of the spectrum is our

try leader. For more information on ASf's

floor-standing tower series systems provide a

cost-ellkient entry into tower-style comput

Premium tower series call 201-866-0200. Or

whole new alternative to traditional com

ing, the 33 MHz, 80386'"-based Premium

use our electronic Technical Information

puting in

MS-DOS~

EiVTI

=

Novell® NetWare'" 386
i ..

INF0'1
IWORLD

,,,=r

sf'iiR
GUT

ASt's Pr,·111/11111 tm<·crs arc: tfw 111•1t·rst 111c111bcrs r!f1lST's mrard-winniu,c;
Cupiti-32 j11111if.\; i11rf/{(li11g: f'trn1iu111 386SX116 - PC Ma;:;z:im: Ediwr's
Clt0ir1· mntrd. j,111 1990 and Compilft:r Pc:rsw1licli No. I Tllil'd J86SX,
}1111 1990: Pn:111iw11 386133 - re World B,·st /Jtq'. oa 1989 and
t11fi1tVorld Bc:rt In ltsCltm,}11/y 1989; Pri·111i1;111 486! 25 
111fili Vnrltl Ikst 111/ts ClclSS. i\lf1rch /990 ;t111tl ;1S"/" l'rt·mium
EIS11 (flmputas - Byt1• 1111'ard <!([xcdli-11..:L'. lkc t9.'i9.

386/33T with 64 KB of high-speed cache.
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-
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---

-

Network, 714-727-4723.
A'•1 m.1rk~·1s pri 1tlorh w"rl1h•1•h·
Cnrpot. H•' lk.lllqu.111vrs I' 0 Bo.~ l'JliSli,
(r\'llll', CA Y271J-'J6SX: 111 1 • IHIJll ' ·'11•1 llll' M11i1 ll1• (JS \ c.1!! -1-1 Iii s • H-B50. Ill J .1 1>,111
1·,iJl tU 3 lilt\ l.l7Hl: in 1h1· F.11 ],,,., r.1ll 1n1r l long Ko ni.:o!fi c,· . 11 X52 5 i!Oli -1333; 111
C.J11.ul. i rJJl .1Jt'i -l't 2t'i 751·1. 111 Au~ 1r.1h.1 1·.11J f'i l 2 -HK 7- 1 ~1 · 1 AST 1,,JSll1'1'hvr 10 US
i:m·1·r rrn11·nl ·IJ.:•'tl\' ll'~. l ;<'ll\'fJI s.·r\'11'•" Co mrJ ( I m1111l1<·r 1.~)(llul'il.U..."''' " ""4U
\" 1. AST IDJ.: D JnJ 1\~J !'r ,·mntm rq:1"•'f<'d .1m1 C:1p1d-32 loi.:o .uu! C 11111d-32 UJJe
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COMPUTERS

1he Power Of Choice.
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PERSONAL
COMPUTING IN
EASTERN EUROPE
The collapse ofstate-run economies has left
Eastern European countries in a state oftechnological chaos
Colin Barker
he revolution that spread democracy through
Eastern Europe last year-epitomized by the
destruction of the Berlin Wall-was driven by a
combination of economic collapse and popular
discontent. But economic stagnation and un
popular governments are not new in the East (i .e., Eastern
Europe) .
What gave this movement real force and cohesion across half
a continent and seven different countries was technology, espe
cially information technol
ogy: TV and radio, telephone
lines and fax machines, and
personal computers and desk
top publishing all made it dif
ficult for dictatorial Commu
nist governments to control
the flow of events.
Without complete control
of the media for propaganda,
even the brute force of a mas
sive secret police force was
not enough to suppress popu
lar dissent. Controlling the
printing presses is not enough
if people cap use personal
computers to produce inex
pensive newspapers and then
distribute the copy across
telephone lines to the far
reaches of their country. Nor
does owning the only TV sta
tion help, if the public's TVs
can also pick up unbiased
news from elsewhere.
In 1989, TV made those of
us on the other side of the Iron
Curtain witnesses to the first
ILLUSTRATION: JOHN LABBE © 1990

revolution facilitated by the humble PC. Now, as the dust settles
on the revolution and the people of Eastern Europe come to
terms with both democracy and the massive task of rebuilding
their countries after 40-odd years of Communist neglect, a
number of questions arise: What role will computer technology
play in this rebuilding process? What sort of computer industry
do the countries of the Communist bloc have? What sort of in
dustry can they build in the future? How much help do they
want (and can they expect) from the West?

Behind the Curtain
Until recently, not much was
known about the computer in
dustry of Eastern Europe,
since manyofthe nations took
great care to keep their activi
ties a secret. While more in
formation has emerged since
glasnost began five years ago,
there is still much that we in
the West do not know .
For example, most observ
ers agree that the countries of
the East are five, 10, 20, or
even 30 years behind the West
in some areas of technology.
The minicomputer most used
in the East is based on tech
nology first launched in the
West in 1975. However, that
doesn't necessarily mean that
the East will need 15 years to
catch up with the latest West
ern minicomputers.
An incident that occurred
in the early 1970s reveals the
continued
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confusion surrounding the West's assessment of the computing
and electronic capabilities of Eastern Europe: A Soviet pilot de
fected to the West in one of his country's latest fighter aircraft.
Western analysts were amazed to discover that air-to-ground
communication was conducted via a VHF radio that used vacu
um tubes rather than transistors. Was this aircraft a "plant,"
designed to make the West believe the Soviets were farther be
hind in technology than they really were? Or-as they suspect
ed-did Soviet pilots truly rely on obsolete technology for their
front-line communications? The question remains unresolved
to this day.

Back to the Basics
While the Soviet Union and parts of Eastern Europe can pro
duce some very advanced-looking technology, the secondary
technology is way behind the West. As a visitor to Moscow five
years ago, I was struck by the relatively good quality of the
Soviet-made color TV in my hotel room . Yet I was appalled at a
hotel electrical system that was so poorly put together that you
needed to wear rubber boots to safely operate the light switches
or elevator buttons. The showpiece Park of Economic Achieve
ment ' s technology pavilion could boast some fairly up-to-date
16-bit computers, but the domestic appliances on sale in the
GUM department store would not have looked out of place in a
British store in the 1950s.
Similarly, while the large state industries and government
departments have some reasonably sophisticated mainframes
and minicomputers, personal computers are few and far be
tween. Those personal computers built in the East are crudely

manufactured, and any systems from the West are usually obso
lete machines based on Intel 8088 or 8086 processors.
In general, microcomputer use in Eastern Europe and the So
viet Union has been sporadic. There have been a number of rea
sons for this. One is the Coordination Committee on Export
Controls , or COCOM, a body consisting ofthe NATO countries
and Japan and Australia. COCOM was set up in 1949 to coordi
nate the various countries' export policies. The aim was to pre
vent the Eastern bloc from obtaining Western technology that
could be militarily useful.
COCOM meets from time to time and imposes or lifts re
strictions on different products. Generally, the committee lifts
restrictions on older technologies as newer ones replace them in
the West. For example, until recently, Digital Equipment (DEC)
could sell PDP-11 s to the East but not VAXes. Anyone in the
West can export computers based on 8088, 8086, and 286 pro
cessors, but not the 32-bit 3 86 or i486 processors. The complete
range of 32-bit Motorola 680x0 processors was also barred
from export, so, while PC compatibles are used in the East, the
Mac, the Amiga, and the Atari ST are virtually unknown.
The COCOM restrictions affect almost every type of tech
nology imaginable, from fiber optics to TV . While some prod
ucts are banned from sale to the East, others are simply con
trolled. Additionally, while preventing the Communist bloc
from buying advanced microprocessors has slowed high tech
nology there, it is the COCOM restrictions on manufacturing
technology that have caused most of the problems for Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.
continued
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The Caching Baby Motherboards
A New Concept in PC Design

A.$ if being a Caching motherboard weren't enough,
we've redefined the stale·of·the·art with our new
full - functional ity Boby Boords.

486, Cache 386-33, Cache 386-25, 386-25,
386SX, Neat 286, AT 286 VLSI, XT

~386-20,

CACHinG
(714) 777-2818
1250 N. Lakeview Ave., #Q
Anaheim, CA 92807 FAX • (71 4) m -3608
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In college, you would have killed
for MathCAD. So why aren't you
calculating with it now?

100,000 engineers and scien
tists already let MathCAD do
their calculations for them.
Now that college is far behind
you, perhaps it's time you graduated
from sprea?sheets, calculators and
prograrnrrung.
Because in today's working world
ofengineering and science, there's
no time for anything less than
MathCAD. The software that lets
you perform engineering and
scientific calculations in a way
that's faster, more natural, and less
error-prone than any calculator,
spreadsheet, or program you could

MathCAD 2.5 includes 3-D plottioig, HPGL sketch
import, and PostScriptoutput.

write yourself.
Thanks to MathCAD's live
document interface;· you can enter
equations anywhere on
.
w
•
j : l iJ the screen, add text
, ~ ~ to support your work,
I - •
• !!!!!!!.. • ,.:
and graph the results.
IMM!fmij It also comes complete
~~'S with over 120 commonly
Ma.-ch 14,
used functions built right
1989 in-u<.
•
perfect ior
c
·
Bos• of •aa
m.
creating
7
B·"'' "r•s
complex equations and
formulas, as well as exponentials,
differentials, cubic splines, FFTs and
matrices.
You get three-dimensional
plotting, vivid graphing, and the
ability to import HPGL files from
most popular CAD programs,
including AutoCAD~
Done calculatingr MathCAD
prints all your analyses in
presentation-quality documents,
even on PostScript@ compatible
printers.
All of which has made MathCAD
far and away the best-selling math
software in the world. In fact, it's
used by over 100,000 engineers and
scientists - just like you.
There's MathCAD for the PC.
MathCAD for the Mac, written to
I

take full advantage of the
Macintosh® interface. And a Unix®
version that utilizes the speed and
unlimited memory of your Unix
workstation.
We also have Applications Packs
for Advanced Math, Statistics,
Mechanical, Chemical, and
Electrical Engineering. Each is a
collection of adaptable mathematical
models, designed to let you start
solving your real world problems
right away.
For a free
MathCAD demo
disk, orupgrade
information, dial
1-800-MATHCAD
(in MA, 617-577
1017). Or see
your software
ealer.
Available for IBM" compatibles, Macintosh
computers, and Unix workstations.
TM and ® signify manufacturer's trademark or rcgisccrcd
trademark, respectively.

1-800-MATHCAD

Math CAD"
MathSoft, Inc., 201 Broadway, Cambridge, l\1A 02139

U.K.: Adept Scientific 0462-480055; France: ISECEGOS 1·46092768; Gcnnany: Softline 07802-4036; Japan: CRC 03·665·9762; Finland: Zcncx Oy90·692-7677; Italy: Channel 02-4229441. PSE
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PC COMPATIBLE
ENGINEERING
Annabooks gives you 1he hardware, software, and firmware info1111a
1ion you need 10 design PC-compalible syslems faslcr and '.1e11er. Ami
you have con1rol of your design from !he ground up - our linnware and
software producls include sourer code! Plus all !he u1il111es you need.
Do hardware desi!!1i"' The I\ T Bus Design book and !he XT -AT
Handbook replan:- a whole shelf 01· rcl"erences. Siar! by gelling !hese
books:
i\lf BiosKit: an AT Bios with source code in C you can modify.
With setup & debug. 380 pages with disk, $199
XT BiosKit: Includes a debug. 270 pages with disk. $99
Intel Wildcard Supplement for XT BiosKit: lnclulles ASIC setup.
turbo speeds, also useful with many other modem XT boards.
60 pages with disk, $49
AT Bus Design: At last here are the complete timing specs to show
you how to design ISA and 8/16 bit EISA, $69.95
PromKit: Puts anything in Eprom or SRAM; DOS. your code.
data, you name it! With source on disk. $179
SysKit: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X
Bios in your desktop. Runs in ROM or TSR in RAM. Includes

source, of course, $69
XT-A T Handbook: The famous pocket-sized book jam~packed
with hardware & software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each.
Soft.ware tools:
You need MSC & MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products,

FREE

Menuon this ad when you order any pubhcat1on and get
a free XT-A T Handbook by Ch01sser & Foster!
Hurry bclore we come lo our senses and change our minds.

12145 Alla Carnie! Ci.. Suilc 250
San Dic~o. CA •J2 I 2X

Money-back guarantee

Turn Your PC Into
A Low Cost
Data Line Monitor
MODEL 902 PC COMSCOPE
•PRINT FEATURE
• HDLC/SDLC
• ASYNC/BISYNC
• TRAP ON ANY 15 EVENTS
•STORE DATA ON DISK
•TIME STAMPING

--z
&I: //:a_ &I:

~!!!!JJu--

TECHNOLOGY, INC.
404

$420
MADE IN USA

210 E. Pulaski Rd., Greenlawn, NY
11140. 515.423.32321516-385-8080
1·800·835·3298 •FAX: 516·385-8184
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T he personal
computer is the ultimate statement
offreedom in computing,
since it puts the power ofcomputing
and telecommunications
into the hands ofthe individual.

Working Backward
Many factors contributed to the microcomputer revolution in
the West, but one of the most important was the availability of
cheap microprocessors. It is one thing to design a microproces
sor; it is quite another to manufacture it inexpensively.
Computer scientists in the East can get their hands on any
microprocessor in use in the West. However, reverse-engineer
ing a chip once you have it is an incredibly labor- and time
intensive (though relatively unsophisticated) task. Using these
techniques, scientists in the East can, and do, work out how to
build any Western-designed microprocessor they choose.
The problem comes with the manufacturing process. Almost
any type of component can be built well or badly, except a
microprocessor. If a microprocessor isn't perfect, it won't
work. The plants, machinery, and labor skills required to build
microprocessors-especially at their current levels of sophisti
cation-are immense. Manufacture requires ultra-clean rooms
with advanced machinery, the purest of chemicals (which have
to be specially produced), and an educated and disciplined
work force. The countries of the Eastern bloc do not have the
plants, machinery, or labor skills to manufacture microproces
sors of any design less than 15 or so years old. They desperately
need Western help to do this, or they will wind up importing all
their chips. Up to now, of course, the COCOM restrictk>ns
have made it difficult for them to import any up-to-date proces
sors at all, or even the older processors in any large numbers.
The same is true, to some extent, of microcomputer assem
bly. The Soviets and others can design microcomputers; they
just find it very difficult to build them. Again, they are looking
for Western help, and there is no shortage of companies in the
West who want to help them.

Personal Politics
COCOM and the problems of manufacturing are not the only
factors that have slowed the development of the personal com
puter in the East. Political problems have also played a part.
Countries like Romania, Poland, and the Soviet Union have
been run as dictatorships, and dictatorships must control infor
mation within their societies to survive. By controlling infor
mation, they can limit freedom. The personal computer is the
ultimate statement of freedom in computing, since it puts the
power of computing and telecommunications into the hands of
the individual. That is why most of the East's computing effort
has been put into mainframe and minicomputer development,
and little into personal computers and distributed computing.
The access to and use oflarge-scale computer systems can be
controlled and monitored by the authorities to ensure that they
continued

Unleash 386 Power on
Your Microsoft C Code.
~Source-level

~Microsoft source and

~Graphics Library

~Supports Phar Lap

debugger

~Fast, tight code
~Generates high

performance code
for 32-bit protected
mode

library compatible

and Eclipse DOS
Extenders

~Protected-mode

version of compiler

~SAA Compatible

~Run-time

Compatible with
WATCOM
FORTRAN 77 /386

~100% ANSIC
Compatible

~Profiler
~Remote debugging

Experts Agree on WATCOM C:

Also announcing:

I"32-bit
When Novell wentlooking for a
compiler for use with the

WATCOM FORTRAN 77 / 386

1

NetWare 386 developer's kit, the
company selected WATCOM's... It's
clear that Novell chose wisely; this
product is a winner."
Fred Hommel
BYTE, December 1989

"WATCOM C broke with tradition
to make a fast, efficient C
programming environment that has
other C compiler designers rethinking
their strategy."
Bill Machrone
PC Magazine . January 17, 1989

I "Good things do get better."
I J ohn Dlugosz
Dr. Dobbs Journal, September 1989

Microsoft library- and source
compatibility makes WATCOM C7.0
/386 ideal for porting DOS
applications to 32-bit native mode.
This compiler enables full 386
performance without 640K
limitations.
Richard M. Smith, President
Phar Lnp Software , Inc.

"WATCOM's latest release of its
rising star is a clear winner...It is a
clearly superior value when
compared to all compilers ... "
Richard Relph
JNFOWORLD,May22, 1989

" ...W ATCOM C showed shining
performance."
Computer language, Feb. 1989

WATCOM C8.0 1386

WATCOM F77/386

• 100% ANSI C Optimizing Compiler
· 386 Run-time Library Object Code

• 100% ANSI FORTRAN 77
Optimizing Compiler plus extensions

• 386 Graphics Library

• 386 Run-time Library Object Code

• Windowed Source Level Debugger

• Windowed Source-level Debugger

• Profiler, Editor, MAKE and Linker

• Profiler, Editor, MAKE and Linker

• Object-code Librarian

• Object-code Librarian

• Object-code Disassembler

• Object-code Disassembler

• Protected-mode version of compiler

• Protected-mode version of compiler

• Supports Phar Lap and Eclipse DOS
extenders

• Run-time compatible with
WA TCOM C8.0 /386

i

• Based on WA TCOM C Technology
• Shares W ATCOM C Development
Tools
• Supports FULL ANSI FORTRAN 77
Language plus Extensions
• SAA Compatible
• Generates High-performance Code
for 32-bit 386 Native Mode

WATCOM. 415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3X2. Telephone: (519) 886-3700, Fax: (519) 747-4971
Trademark/Owner: Phar Lap/Pharlap. Inc.; Microsofl/Microsoft, Inc.; Eclipse/EclipseCompu1cr Solutions, Inc.
WATCOM & Exprcss C are trademarks ofWATCOM Systems Inc.
t:> Copyrighl 1990 WATCOM Products Inc.

1-800-265-4555
WAT~ ~y~f

Unleash Your 386, 486 & i860!
piler that is AT&T version 2.0 compatible . NOP
C++ contains a full ANSI C compiler as a subset.
NOP C is your choice if you have to compile a
mixture of ANSI, UNIX V, or K&R C applications.
Finally, ClearView, our new symbolic debugger,
uses windowing and a C-like inter reter with
FORTRAN extensions that make it easy to
debug C or FORTRAN programs without
resorting to an assembly language debugger.

NOP Fortran is your key to unlocking the
numeric power of Intel's 32-bit CPUs, including
the i860. If you're burning up a lot of VAX or Cray
time, you should seriously consider the Number
Smasher-860. It delivers super-computer
throughput, running in an ISA bus, for about the
price of a 486 system. With Number Smasher
860 and NOP C or Fortran-860, you can recom
pile all of your C or FORTRAN programs and
run them in any 286, 386, or 486 AT system.

mum advantage of 32 -bit protected mode
operation, including the 4 gigabyte address
space of the processor, plus access to
coprocessors from Intel, Weitek and Cyrix.
Each compiler includes a library of 135 charac
ter and pixel oriented graphics routines that
automatically detect and support the full range
of PC display adapters. In addition, we carry a
full line of third party libraries and utilities that
were ported with our languages.

MicroWay's compilers come with the features
you need to simplify porting to the 32-bit mode
of the 386, 486, or i860, including a 99% VAX/
VMS compatible FORTRAN and a dual dialect
C which is UNIX System V and ANSI compatible.
Each NOP compiler is designed to take maxi

The new releases of our languages include a
linker that uses incremental links to speed up
building very large programs, a new inlining
facility that makes it possible to inline functions
in any of our languages (this is an especially
important C optimization) and a true C++ com

386, 486 & 1860 Compllers

NumberSmasher-860™

Number Smasher-486™

Our NOP family of compilers generate globally
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on
the 386, 486 or i860 in protected mode under
UNIX, XENIX, or extended DOS. The com
pilers address 4 gigabytes of memory while
supporting the 80287, 80387, Weitek, and
Cyrix coprocessors. Applications can mix code
from all three compilers and assembly lan
guage.To simplify your ports, we have just
released a full -featured, windowing symbolic
debugger, ClearView-3/486, that works with
DOS versions of NOP 386 and 486 compilers .

The Number Smasher-860 is the highest perfor
mance coprocessor card ever to run in an ISA
or EISA bus or as part of a transputer system.
Delivers up to 80 million floating point operations
per second at 40 MHz and produces over 10
double precision Unpack mega flops. The board
comes standard with an ISA interface, two
transputer link adapters, your choice of NOP
Fortran, C++, C or Pascal for the i860 running
under MS-DOS or UNIX, plus 8 megabytes of
high speed memory ............ 33 MHz $5995
40 MHz $7200
32 MB version: add $5000

Personal Workstation magazine, June 1990,
said, "The Number Smasher-486 lives up to its
name. Its numeric performance exceeds that of
all 25-MHz systems we've tested to date. It gives
you top 486 performance for the best price:
NumberSmasher-486™ is a 25 MHz replace
ment motherboard for ATs and 80386s. This
motherboard supports an optional Weitek 4167
numeric coprocessor and up to 16 megabytes
of memory. Running with a 4167, our design
delivers up to 10 megaflops. The Number
Smasher-486 is priced from $3195.

Parallel Processing

Math Coprocessors

MicroWay's IBM compatible Monoputer, Quad
puter, Videoputer, and Linkputer boards work
together using lnmos transputers to provide
expandable, plug-in mainframe performance
for your desktop PC.

WEITEK, INTEL, CYRIX
4167-25 . ' ' ... .. . '' ' . .. '. ' ... '. $1395
4167-33'' ' .'.' .... . ... ' .. ' . '' '' $1795
3167-20/-25/-33 . ''' ' ' ' $595/$895/$1295
mW1167 Micro Channel-16/20 .. from $795
mW3167 Micro Channel-25/33 .. from $1395
mW3167/80387 Board . ..... . ...... $200
8087-2' .. ' . . ' $115
8087 . ''.' '.$80
80387-16SX . . $280
80287-8 .. . . $185
80387-16 . . . $295
80387-20SX . . $300
80367-25 ' ' ' ' ' $439
60387-20 . ' '$345
.. $540
60267XL . . $210
80367-33
287Turbo-20™ .................. $345
Cyrix CX63067FasMath ™ SX16MHz $275
20 MHz: $375 25 MHz: $460 33 MHz: $570

NOP Fortran™ is a full F77with F66 and DOD
extensions that is 99% VMS compatible.
NOP C™ runs in two modes-K&R with Sys V
and MSC extensions or 100% ANSI as
validated by Plum Hall.
NOP Pascal™ is a full ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with
extensions from C and BSD 4.2 Pascal.
NOP C++™ is a fully AT&T v.2.0 compatible
C++ compiler (not a preprocessor) that con
tains a full ANSI C compiler as a C++ subset.
NDP-860 compilers ......... each $1995
DOS 386SX versions-NOP Tools included $595
DOS 386 versions-NOP Tools included .$895
DOS 486 versions-NOP Tools included $1195
UNIX/XENIX versions ............ CALL
NOP VMEM Virtual Memory Manager $295
Eclipse or Phar Lap Tools . .. ... . . .. $495
NOP Link- Incremental Linker ....... $295
ClearView-3/486 Debugger™...... . ... $395
NDP Windows TM Library: $125, C Source: $250
NOP Plot™ ........ . . . . . ...... . .... $325
NOP/FFT™NDP or80x87 version . .. ea. $250
NOP to HALO '88 Graphics Interface
$100
Media Cybernetics' Halo '88 .... . ..... $395
NOP NAG™ Workstation library is a subset of
the NAG mainframe libraries. It contains 172
routines designed to solve differential equa
tions and eigenvalue problems, perform matrix
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are used only for purposes approved by the State. It is no sur
prise that, in a society that Jocks photocopiers and oversees
their use, computers and their use are also closely guarded.
But these problems are starting to disappear, although not in
a uniform way, across all the Eastern countries. COCOM is
relaxing many of its restrictions on Eastern Europe and the So
viet Union. The Intel 386 processors are now derestricted, al
though thereare still tight controls on the i486. The restrictions
on machinery and plants for chip and computer manufacture
have also been relaxed.
At the same time, many ofthe political restrictions on the use
of computers have gone, although to understand that fully, it is
perhaps best to look at some of the individual countries in
volved. Hungary and East Germany are commonly considered
to be the two Eastern European countries that are the most ad
vanced in computer technology.

Hungary: Leading the Eastern Division
Before the events of last year, Hungary was considered to be
one of the most repressive countries in the East, yet one of the
most economically advanced. These two facts are directly re
lated. Janos Kadar was the man the Soviets put in control of
Hungary after the uprising of 1956. In the early 1960s, he
struck a deal with Moscow. In return for guaranteeing the com
plete suppression of opposition to the Communist government,
he got a free hand to organize the Hungarian economy. Kadar
started, and successive premiers continued, a liberal (for East
ern Europe) policy of encouraging trade and economic ties be
tween Hungarian industry and agriculture and the West. As a
result, Hungary has become Eastern Europe's biggest importer
of goods from the West and the biggest exporter to the West.
Private companies and cooperatives thrive in Hungary, and the
institutions and industries there have decades of experience in
dealing with the West.
As you would expect, Hungary has a great need for comput
ing technology to keep this economic activity moving and has a
Jong history of dealing with companies like DEC and IBM.
Ashton-Tate and Borland, in particular, sell large amounts of
software to Hungary, which has been almost unique among
Eastern European countries in that it buys-rather than pi
rates-most of its Western software.
In hardware terms, the most common microcomputers are
IBM PC, XT, and AT compatibles-the latter almost entirely
based on 286 processors. Like all the countries of Eastern Eu
rope, Hungary is subject to the rules of COCOM, so there are
no legal 32-bit computers of any kind-although more than a
few VAXes are said to have found their way there via incredibly
circuitous routes and with no help from DEC. Most of the per
sonal computers are imported either from Hungary's neigh
bors, such as East Germany, or from Western Europe, Taiwan,
and Japan. What hardware industry the country has concen
trates on the mid- to high end of computing, although Muszer
technika, the country's largest computer supplier, has been
successful at selling personal computer products in the West.
The company sells a range of hardware add-ins, including a
SCSI controller for the PS/2s.
But Hungary is best known for the work done by its academ
ics and engineers in computing theory and software develop
ment, particularly in AI. John von Neumann (ofvon Neumann
architecture fame) was Hungarian and did much of his work at
the University of Budapest, which maintains a thriving com
puter science department. The most notable commercial com
puting work to spin off from there is in expert systems, espe
cially in pharmacology.
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East Germany: A Centralized Computer Economy
East Germany has suffered immense political and economic re
strictions. Its secret police force was the largest in Eastern Eu
rope, and its economy was rigorously controlled. Despite this,
East Germany has the largest computer industry in Eastern Eu
rope. The state-owned manufacturer Robotron makes every
thing from personal computers to mainframes. These systems
are often, but not invariably, imitations of Western systems.
Robotron manufactures a range of per~onal computers and
launched a new range of PC compatibles at the CeBit Fair in
Hannover this year.
Paradoxically, Robotron has the most to gain and the most to
lose in the process of liberalization. The company has devel
oped a mass of software aimed at manufacturing, including
MRP II (for material requirements planning), CAD/CAM, and
a variety of scientific packages. Some of these are already sold
in the West. With teams of skilled programmers, Robotron
could become a successful exporter.
But the hardware side, which is the core of the company's
business, is more problematic. The hardware is not up to the
quality of Western equipment, since Robotron has had a closed
market to sell to in the East. As it becomes easier for East Ger
many's neighbors to buy from the West, that market will start
to slow and eventually close unless the company changes
rapidly.
That change is likely to happen. As the move to German re
unification gathers pace, Robotron will become a Western
company. In fact, the West German computer giant, Siemens,
has already expressed an interest in buying Robotron. If this

sale goes through, Siemens will become the clear giant of com
puting in Europe, and Robotron will be a part of that. You can
expect to see a lot of software emanating from Siemens, much
of which will have been developed in East Germany.

Romania: Lagging Behind
While Hungary and East Germany have shown some promise in
the computer field, Romania has lost out. Let a Romanian ex
plain why. Nicora Paulian, whose company, Lixco, is based in
Bucharest, makes the following assessment of the computer in
dustry under Ceausescu:
There is a very weak computer culture in Romania,
due to the deliberate policy of the Ceausescu regime. For
example, there was a "de-electronization program"
which banned words like computer, software, robot, and
so on from appearing in the mass media. As a result, the
computer industry here lags some seven to 20 years be
hind Western technology. The problems came from the
fundamental economics governing the society: central
planning. Computing was introduced into the economy
by force, so a kind of repulsion developed among people
interacting with it. The Ceausescu regime tried to control
the movement of data, but in effect the opposite hap
pened as people used computers to exchange information
against the regime.
There are some IBM 360-like mainframes and PDP
11-like minicomputers. The majority of microcomputers
continued
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Lixco and other Romanian computer companies are rebuild
ing themselves in the wake of the revolution. While Paulian ac
knowledges the problems facing his country as it tries to take its
place in the world's computer industry, he believes that there is
an abundance of talent and creative ability in Romania's com
puter engineers and software writers.
The problems faced by Romanians, including Paulian, are
immense: a lack of infrastructure, poor electrical supplies, ter
rible telephone services, few networks, and little data commu
nications. His country's technological development is years be
hind the West, but all these things can be overcome. His
company builds digital circuits and microprocessors. There are
also plenty of people writing software. The biggest problem in
software up to now has been the impossibility of marketing and
selling it. The absence of copyright laws means that piracy is
endemic.

Out of Tumult, Opportunities

DAP Features:

Mi:cROSTAR

are 8-bit systems based on 8080 or Z80 processors that
have a 64K-byte RAM limit and run CP/M. They have
stiff keyboards, flickering black-and-white displays, un
reliable disk drives and media, and no modems.
There are a few hundred PC compatibles that are
manufactured locally, and a few dozen imported ATs .
They use MS-DOS. Unix is unheard of, and there are no
Macintoshes, Amigas, or Ataris.
The home computer is the Sinclair ZX Spectrum,
which has enjoyed tremendous success among hobbyists;
its clones are being built by the thousands. If you talk
about "personal computing" in Romania you are talking
about the Spectrum.
It is felt by many observers that this situation was de
liberately encouraged by the regime since there is little
"subversive" potential in the Spectrum. Disk drives
were hard to find, and printers were not allowed. In Ro
mania you needed a permit from the police just to own a
typewriter.
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All the countries of Eastern Europe, to a greater or lesser ex
tent, face the same problems . They are starting the computer
revolution from behind. They need resources, expertise, and
training. They lack money.
At this writing, East Germany has changed over to West Ger
man deutsche marks, but other Eastern European economies
are still based on currencies that are not acknowledged on the
international foreign exchange markets. Consequently, they
have no hard cash with which to pay for things. They can barter
for goods, and most of the trade in the computer industry be
tween the East and the West has been done this way through
agents. The agents give the Eastern country the computer, take
goods in exchange, sell the goods, and then pass on some of the
money to the Western computer company. It may not sound like
the best way of doing business, but it works .
·
Most of the economies of the Eastern countries are in disar
ray. Revolution and the uncertainty that follows it have taken
their toll on whatever reserves these countries had. Western
computer companies are going to have to make heavy invest
ments in the East if they expect to reap any reward. But there
are sound reasons for doing this. Suppliers from the Pacific
Rim are already there in force. Most of the PC compatibles
used in the Soviet Union come from countries like Taiwan. If
the West is not to be left out, it will have to move quickly. •

Colin Barker is a senior editor for BYTE in London. He can be
reached on BIX as "colin. b. "
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CREATION OF
THE IBM PC
David J. Bradley
A little-known system, the DataMaster, drove
many ofthe design choices for the original IBM PC
n August 1980, I had finished my work on what
was to become the IBM System/23 DataMaster.
The DataMaster was an Intel 8085-based sys
tem intended to run business applications writ
ten in BASIC. I had written some ofthe device
control code for that system and was looking at extending the
design to the 8086 architecture.
I had'heard rumors of a task force that was looking for a low
cost system design. The project sounded interesting, but I was
enjoying the DataMaster work.
Then my manager called me in. He told me that IBM's Boca
Raton division had been given the job of building a low-cost
system. Management had assembled a team of engineers, and
they needed someone to write the control code. I was to join 11
others in daily meetings at 8 a.m.
At that time, the design for the machine existed only as a few
descriptive charts. A year later, on August 12, 1981, we an
nounced the IBM Personal Computer. Here is the story of how
we made the design decisions that shaped the IBM PC.

Humble Beginnings
The DataMaster program began in February 1978. Many of its
design elements-the keyboard, for example-were later used
on the IBM PC. This same development effort also produced a
group of trained engineers already familiar with personal com
puter design.
The DataMaster was a single-element design. The one-piece
package contained the keyboard, a 12-inch monochrome dis
play, and a pair of 8-inch floppy disk drives. Although this de
sign was suitable for the System/23 business environment, it
didn't have the flexibility needed for a personal computer.
The DataMaster's 8-bit 8085 CPU was a very close relative
of the 8080 and executed the same instruction set. During the
design team's work on the DataMaster, we ran up against the
limits of the 64K-byte address space and had to invent an exter
nal paging mechanism to address at least 256K bytes of mem
ory. In designing this system, we became familiar with the
414
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Intel architecture and support chips.
The DataMaster system had a built-in BASIC interpreter, just
like many ofthe personal computer designs of the time. During
the DataMaster development, we "converged" our BASIC with
the BASIC used on the IBM System/34. That change delayed
the DataMaster by nearly a year.
That experience taught us two things about getting a product
to market rapidly: We needed to use an existing BASIC, and we
needed to streamline the IBM development process. Applying
what we learned was one of the reasons for the success of the
IBM PC. We went to Microsoft for a BASIC interpreter. And
we used our own fast-path development process, which in
cluded using executives to convince the rest of the corporation
that we were on the right track.

The First View
Refinement of the original PC design swapped the positions of
the power supply and the expansion cards, allowing the adapt
ers to extend the full length of the box. That move put the power
switch in the back corner-a long reach for users.
In the initial design, we included a pair of 5 1A-inch floppy
disk drives, a horizontal system board, and five expansion
slots. Because of our experience with the DataMaster, we made
the keyboard and display separate from the computer. The basic
logic was to go on the system board, but expansion cards would
give each system a unique flavor.
The width and depth of the box had to fit on a standard desk
top and still leave room for the keyboard. After subtracting
areas for the power supply and disk drives, the remaining space
determined the size of the system board and expansion cards.
The initial system design was quite different from the device
we finally announced. We shipped all systems with a minimum
continued

The one-piece DataMaster was a business-oriented
single-user system. It served as a model for many ofthe
features ofthe original IBM PC. ...

ILLUSTRATION: MASATO NISHIMURA© 1990
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of 16K bytes of RAM on the system board. All systems had 40K
bytes of ROM, which consisted of a 32K-byte BASIC interpret
er and an SK-byte BIOS. Our first design called for a total of
five slots-exactly the same number that ended up in the fin
ished product. We wound up actually developing most of the
features on our original list, with the exception of the 8-inch
disk drives; also, we changed the printer adapter to an industry
standard parallel port.
A major influence on the system design was the just-enacted
FCC Class B requirement for electronic devices in the home.
As the industry painfully learned in those early years, "hard
ening" the system to contain electromagnetic emissions was
difficult, and sometimes more art than science. We designed
the adapter-card brackets to fit securely in the enclosure to re
duce the leakage. Many hours of testing, including some open
field work conducted in the Everglades (where bug removal
took on a completely different meaning), were necessary to
make the system pass the FCC criteria.
We had learned from the DataMaster development and from
the experiences of others that even a company the size of IBM
couldn't develop all the hardware and software to make a per
sonal computer a success. From the beginning, we decided to
publish data concerning all the hardware and software inter
faces. Anyone designing an adapter or a program to run on the
IBM PC would get as much information as we had available. A
compilation of all the system specifications used during the sys
tem development and testing became the Technical Reference
Manual.
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Why the 8088?
There were a number of reasons why we chose the Intel 8088 as
the IBM PC's central processor.
l. The 64K-byte address limit had to be overcome. This re
quirement meant that we had to use a 16-bit microprocessor.
2. The processor and its peripherals had to be available imme
diately. There was no time for new LSI chip development, and
manufacturing lead times meant that quantities had to be avail
able right away.
3. We couldn't afford a long learning period; we had to use
technology we were familiar with. And we needec a rich set of
support chips-we wanted a system with a OMA controller, an
interrupt controller, timers, and parallel ports.
4. There had to be both an operating system and applications
software available for the processor.
We narrowed our decision down to the Intel 8086 or 8088.
The Boca Raton engineers were familiar with these processors
and their support chips. For programmers, the 8086/8088 ar
chitecture is a straightforward map from the 8080 architecture.
The Microsoft BASIC group had already ported its BASIC in
terpreter from the 8080 to the 8086. There was also a DOS that
ran on the 8086. Expansion of the address space was our pri
mary goal. We chose the 8088 because of its 8-bit data bus. The
smaller bus saved money in the areas of RAM, ROM, and logic
for the simple system.
A bonus we got from choosing this Intel processor was the
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numeric coprocessor. The 8087 gave the 8088 a fast partner for
floating-point calculations. But since the 8087 wasn't yet avail
able when the PC was announced, we simply left an empty
socket on the board and didn't disclose a use for it.

16K Bytes and Up
The IBM PC was offered with 16K bytes of RAM, expandable
to 64K bytes on the system board. We used 16K-bit DRAM
chips because they were readily available. We built two mem
ory-expansion cards, a 32K-byte and a 64K-byte card. With a
fully populated system board and three 64K-byte cards, you
could get up to 256K bytes of memory-at that time, an impres
sive amount for a personal computer.
We made one design choice that was unprecedented in a per
sonal computer: to include parity on the memory. We thought it
was very important to detect errors that might be caused by a
failure in the memory and not allow the corrupted data to prop
agate further in the system. We believed it was better to halt the
machine than to continue with errors. If an application program
wished to change the way the parity error was handled, it could
do so by simply changing the nonmaskable interrupt handler.
Why did DOS end up limited to 640K bytes? The answer is
surprisingly simple. The 8088 has an address space of l mega
byte. We reserved the upper I 28K bytes for ROM on the system
board. We wanted the video memory on the display adapters to
be in the processor address space, so we reserved a 128K-byte
section of memory for them. Finally, we reserved 128K bytes
of memory for ~OM or RAM on other adapter cards. At the

time, we thought those allotments were generous.
When you subtract the reserved sections, the remainder is
640K bytes. Since the capacity of the original IBM PC was
256K bytes of RAM, and the norm for systems at that time was
64K bytes, we felt comfortable with the design. Although 640K
bytes did become a limitation, so did the other reserved areas. I
don't think there was a better way of arranging the memory that
would have made a significant difference.

Supporting the Processor
The support chips brought a lot of function to the IBM PC .
OMA speeds up the 1/0 performance by relieving the processor
of transferring the data between memory and 1/0 devices. We
wanted the system to be able to perform multiple operations. A
good example is allowing the user to type ahead on the key
board while the disk transfers data. This feature enhanced the
system's convenience and utility. We also used OMA for mem
ory refresh, since it already had the control logic to request the
bus and provide addresses to memory.
Being able to type ahead also requires keyboard interrupts.
Using the eight-level interrupt controller relieved the processor
from checking 1/0 operations continuously.
Even though the hardware and firmware shipped with the
system didn't take full advantage of the OMA and interrupt ca
pabilities, we included these functions for others. For example,
the BIOS for the serial port didn't use the interrupt capabilities,
but the serial communications built into Advanced BASIC did.
Serial transmission and reception could take place under inter
rupt control while the BASIC program was executing.
The three-channel timer/counter let the IBM PC tell time, at
least as long as the power was on. It was also the refresh timer
and generated tones for the speaker. In addition, the counter
could be used for many of the system's timing functions-for
example, the code in the BIOS that read the cassette storage de
vice. That code used the timer to determine the length of a bit
cycle and decide whether a I or a 0 had been recorded.

Color and Text
We designed the IBM PC for two different roles: a business
computer and a home computer. To support this versatility, we
developed separate video adapters: CGA for the home and the
Monochrome Display Adapter (MDA) for business.
MDA was based on the DataMaster display, which was
monochrome and text-only. DataMaster used the Intel 827'
CRT controller to generate the display. While the 8275 cm
down on memory contention (by buffering each row of charac
ters internal to the chip), it had two problems: It was limited to
7 bits for each character and so could display only 128 different
characters, and it could set character attributes only by sacrific
ing a character position to the attribute specification. Thus,
highlighting a word required a preceding and following attri
bute byte-one to turn on highlighting, and one to turn it off.
MDA has a single mode, 25 rows of 80 columns of text. We
didn't use the DataMaster design because we preferred to do
our own-using the Motorola 6845 for video timings-and put
memory on the card for character and attribute storage. This
design allowed us to have 256 characters, and we could specify
the attributes for each character position. MDA was the first
multifunction board developed for the IBM PC. It had a single
parallel port to connect it to a printer.
For the IBM PC, we needed at least 256 characters to sup
port the major languages, because the I in IBM stands for "in
ternational." Our experience with the DataMaster gave us a
pretty good set to use. We also wanted "business graphics" in
continued
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Subscription
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the character set (e.g ., the lines and corners used to form
boxes). We filled the remaining spaces with some word pro
cessing marks, Greek letters, and a few math symbols .
We wanted CGAtobeable to work with a home TV as well as
with a TV-frequency monitor. That criterion pretty much de
termined all the important things-like the number of dots on
the screen. Two ofthe modes, 40- by 25-character text and 320
by 200-pixel all-points-addressable (APA), are constrained by
the limits ofa home TV. The remaining two modes, 80- by 25
character text and 640- by 200-pixel APA, require a monitor.
The color capabilities were determined by the memory we
could afford to put on the board-16K bytes of RAM. That
amount of memory allows four colors for the medium-resolu
tion APA and two colors for high resolution.
The organization of the memory, 16K bytes by 8 bits, gave
rise to one of the problems of CGA: In 80-column text mode,
the adapter had to fetch 160 bytes per line-80 characters and
80 attributes-leaving no time for the processor to read from or
write to the display. Any program that went directly to the dis
play memory quickly filled the screen with "snow." The read
and write routines in the BIOS waited for horizontal retrace be
fore accessing the memory. The scroll routine in the BIOS,
which had to move lots of data, simply turned off the display,
did the move, and then turned the display back on. There was a
noticeable blink as the screen scrolled, but it was less objection
able than the blizzard that would have occurred otherwise.

We want to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We'll do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription (new and old
address, if it's a change of address). If
the problem involves a payment, be sure
to include copies of the credit card
statement, or front and back of cancelled
checks. Include a ''business hours"
phone number if possible.
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PO. Box 850
Peterborough, NH 03458-0850
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• The UNIX Operating System,
Utilities and Bourne Shell Programming
• The UNIX Operating System,
Utilities and C Shell Programming
• The ANS C Programming Language and
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•Programming with QUICK C
• Programming with TURBO C
• Programming with INFORMIX/SQL
• Programming with INFORMIX/4GL
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• Programming with C-scape
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. software using what we teach. Each course consists of 10
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Because we planned on people using the IBM PC at home, we
included a port so a cassette could be used as a storage device.
The system was available with no disk drives, 16K bytes of
RAM, and Cassette BASIC in ROM. With this configuration,
you could load and execute BASIC programs from a standard
audiocassette tape player. We did optimize the system design
for business use, though, with bays for two floppy disk drives
and 64K bytes of RAM on the planar.
Disk-based systems far outsold those without, and just about
everyone who bought a cassette system eventually upgraded to
disks. Although the cassette port was retained on the PC for
compatibility, we removed it from the XT when that was
designed.

Bus Architecture: DataMaster Descendent
The IBM PC's bus architecture came from two sources: the
DataMaster definition and the new requirements of the 8088.
We wanted to keep the bus very similar to the DataMaster's,
since we had developed several adapter cards for that bus.
Keeping the bus similar would make the adaptation very sim
ple-just a new layout ofthe cards.
The 62-pin connector also came from the DataMaster. The
extensions for the 8088 were obvious-a few extra address
lines. The DataMaster used the same interrupt controller and a
similar DMA controller, so those signals were already on the
DataMaster bus. The final definition changed only five of the
originally proposed signal lines.
One thing we didn't foresee when we defined the system bus
was the proliferation of adapter cards for the PC. Although the
variety turned out to be a good thing because it gave customers
a wide choice of options, we hadn't allowed enough 1/0 ad
dresses for all the cards that eventually were developed.
Original expansion cards decoded only a 10-bit address, and
many cards used 8 or 16 addresses. Consequently, almost
every card ended up with a set of switches to select the 1/0 ad
dress it would respond to and the interrupt line it would use in a
continued
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given system. While the DIP switches were workable, they re
quired the user to review all the documentation every time an
other card had to be installed. The answer was a programmable
method ofdevice selection, which was one of the reasons for the
change to the Micro Channel architecture in the PS/2 family .

Keyboard Control

GETSUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,A Ts and a// compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386diagnosticsfor hybrids and

PS/2s!

For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors
System Expansion & Extended Memory
Floppy, Fixed & Non -standard Disk Drives
Standard & Non-standard Printers
System Board: OMA , Timers, Interrupt,
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

" EDITOR 'S CHOICE " -

All Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors
Para llel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA , Hercules & EGA
Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller
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Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only .. .. ..... . ... $169
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) . .. .. . . $ 60
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) . . $ 30
Service Diagnostics fo r AT and compatibles only . . ... .. ... .. . . . ..... $169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) . . . . . • . . . . . $ 60
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 15
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only . . ........ . . ..... . .. $245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $245
Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above-save $502) . $495
Service Diagnostics for PS/2 models 25/30 50/60 or 70/80 and compatibles
(please specify) . . . .
. ... . . $195
Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) ... $195
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all
CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers .. .. . .. .
. .. $125
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) . . . .
. .$ 60

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft.
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FIRST IN SOFT\o'iillllRE TECHNOLOGY P.O. Box 4178, Mountain Vew. CA 94040·0178
(408) 745-0234
Telex 270365

SUPERSOFT is a reg istered trademark of SuperSoft. In c.: CDC of Control Data Co rp.: IBM PC. AT & XT of
International Business Machines Corp.: MS-DOS of MicroSol t Corp.; NEC of t-EC Information Systems. Inc ..
PRIME of PRIME IN C.; Son y of Son y Corp.
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The IBM PC keyboard came from the DataMaster. We changed
the key tops to reflect the general-purpose nature of the PC,
replacing labels such as HELP with F4. Since the DataMaster
keyboard was inside the system box, it used a parallel connec
tion to the system board. For the IBM PC, we made the key
board separate and connected it to the system via a serial port
and a 6-foot coiled cable.
One of the questions often asked about the IBM PC is why we
chose the Ctrl-Alt-Del reset sequence. We proposed Ctrl-Alt
Del as a warm-boot sequence to provide some of the capability
of a reset switch. It is difficult to activate by mistake, since the
keys are widely separated. By storing a special character in a
particular memory location, the warm boot would bypass the
memory-test portion of the power-on self test (POST), taking
less time than turning the machine off and back on.
The difficulty with Ctrl-Alt-Del, however, is that for the re
set to work, the system must be capable of receiving input. If the
program has gone completely off into the weeds and has dis
abled the interrupts, the reset won't work. But production soft
ware should not exhibit this kind of behavior.
There were two other concerns with the original keyboard:
the placement of the Left Shift and Enter keys, and the lack of
indicators for Caps Lock, Num Lock, and Scroll Lock. The
keys ended up as they did because we wanted to support the
international keyboard, which has several additional keys. We
improved the layout with the IBM AT keyboard. That keyboard
also had the indicator lights for the shift states.

Firmware and Diagnostics
We intended for the PC's BIOS to serve as a buffer between the
hardware and a programmer. Some of the things it handles
(e.g., sending a character to the printer) are very simple. Other
operations (e.g ., decoding the scan codes from the keyboard
into the desired characters) are very complex. We wanted a pro
grammer to be free to concentrate on the problem, not the
hardware.
Another important part of the IBM PC was its diagnostic
strategy. The POST annoyed some users because the system
came to life slowly. But we thought it was important to test the
system before turning it over to an application, reasoning that it
was better to find a hardware problem before it caused a mis
take in your data.

Industry Revolution
When we first began development of the IBM PC, we didn't
appreciate the potential of the product. The company originally
estimated it would market a total of about 250,000 units over a
five-year period. As it turned out, there were some months
when we built and sold nearly that many systems.
IBM has since delivered millions of PCs to the marketplace.
The sales estimates may have been faulty, but the product cer
tainly wasn't. I'm very happy to have been a part of it. •
David J. Bradley is the manager ofAdvanced Processor Design,
Entry Systems Division, at IBM (Boca Raton, FL). He was a
member ofthe original team that designed the IBM PC and has
a Ph.D. in electrical engineering. He can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors."

Network Users

now there's
a fax modem that's
easy to share.

(Actual Size)
The LIGHTF AX 9624 lets you and your workgroup
share the convenience and timesavings of a 9600 bps
fax modem. Now everyone on your network can fax
documents from their workstations. No more waiting in
line at the printer and fax machine before you can send
your message . Simply choose the Print command in any
of your favorite applications to fax your documents.
Then, go back to work immediately, because the
LIGHTFAX 9624 transmits and receives with Complete
background operation. The LIGHTFAX 9624 lets you
fax what you can print, all from the convenience of
your individual workstation .
The LIGHTFAX 9624 improves the productivity of
networks that use:
•Novell
• Applel'alk • X-Windows
•TOPS
•UNIX
• NextStep
The LIGHTFAX 9624 is compatible with any
computer that uses a standard RS 232 interface, such as:
•Macintosh • Amiga
• PS/ 2
• AT
• Atari
*The LIGHTFAX 9624 is also a standard Hayes
Compatible 2400 , 1200, 1200/75 and 300 bps data
modem.

The LIGHTFAX 9624 has been approved for sale in
the United States, Australia, Switzerland, Sweden,
South Africa, Singapore, and Taiwan.
Comments from around the world:

j i "Excellent for Windows users"
""" -PC Week, 3/90.
"The light of the world in fax modems"
-Computer Ware, Italy, 3/ 90.
"No. 1 in Germany"
-Modem Contest, West Germany, 11/89.
"The best Modem in the Netherlands"
-Amiga Magazine, 10/ 88.
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Introducin Thrice The OCR
At H The Price.
Unbeatable OCR at an unbeatableprice.
If you didn't think you could afford the best OCR on the
market, think again. Think WordScan:" Calera's revolutionary
new OCR software.
Now it really makes sense to use OCR to elimi
nate most ofthe retyping you do every day. Because
WordScan's features are the best. At the best price ever.

The end ofordinary OCR.
What makes WordScan extraordinary are its
standard features. Like its ability to read
virtually any printed document directly into
your word processor, desktop publisher,
database or spreadsheet more accurately
than any other OCR product. Even bad photo
copies and faxes!
And WordScan Plus adds even more exclusive features.
Our unique pop-up ediiormakes proofing asnap. It pops up an
enlarged image of any questionable word for instant verification, so you

WE'LL PAY GOOD
MONEY FOR BAD OCR.
FOR AUMITEO TIME, TRADE IN YOUR

OLO OCR ANO GET HALF OFF THE PRICE ·

And you can reformat material any way you want with our style

sheet.feature. AnotherWordScan Plus exclusive!

don't have to refer to the

And the list goes on. Nobody el.~ecan match thesefeatures.

original hard copy.

WordScan and WordScan Plus are completely compatible with

Deferredprocessing

Windows 3.0 and they do everything with just 2MB of memory. At about

lets you scan documents now,

half the price you'd expect

and perform OCR later when

to pay for OCR that doesn't

you don't need the computer.

do half as much.

OF WORDSCAN OR WORDSCAN PLUS!
30·DAY, MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE_

CALL 800·544-7051
FOR DETA!LS.

You can even "clip"

WordScan is available

selected portions ofpages like

now at $595; WordScan Plus,

magazine articles, then

$995. Call 800-544-7051

stack them fordeferred processing. An important time-saver!

for the name of the Calera dealer nearest

Process multiple documents into separate files automatically.
just put a blank page between documents and WordScan does the rest.

you. And don't forget to ask for your free
copy of our OCR evaluation booklet.

CALERA
REC OGNITI ON SYSTEMS

2500 Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, CA95054 USA 800-544-7051; outside USA, 408-986-8006; FAX 408-986-1440
ID 1990 Calera Recognition Sy.;tems, Inc. Calera® is a registered trademark of Calera Hecognition Sy;tems, Inc. WordScan and TrueScan are trademarks of Calera Recognition S)~tems, Inc.
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Getting from OS-9 to OS-9000
involved more than adding three zeroes
Ben Smith
From looking at it, it would be difficult to
imagine the tiny Tandy Color Computer as a
multitasking powerhouse. With OS-9, how
ever, it can be, and the lessons learned in de
signing that microkernel operating system
have blossomed into commercial-quality soft
ware for 386- and Motorola 680x0-based computers.
In 1980, Microware Systems developed OS-9, a multiuser,
multitasking operating system for the underrated Motorola
6809 (the processor in the Color Computer). By 1983, the use
fulness of the small kernel and modular design had attracted
enough serious industrial users that Microware had ported its
operating system to the 16-/32-bit Motorola processors. With
the popularity of the Motorola VMEbus boards foruse in indus
trial controls, OS-9 became more than an occasional operating
system for commercial applications. You can still buy OS-9 (for
under $100) for the Tandy Color Computer, but you can also
find it on just about any Motorola-based personal computer, as
well as the industrial VME boards. It's also easier to spot in
Europe and Japan, areas where OS-9 is more commonly used
than in the U.S. It must have something going for it if it is used
so widely.

: Tiwo

A Quick Look at OS-9
OS-9 has a compact kernel around which you ~ink only the mod
ules you need. Device drivers (and other modules) can be added
anytime, without relinking the kernel. Writing device drivers
for OS-9 is easy compared to doing so for Unix System V re
lease 2 and lower. Also, OS-9 is fast; it was designed to take
full advantage of the capabilities of the Motorola processors.
Although the original version of OS-9 was a little ragged and
lacked many of the amenities of other operating systems, it has
grown to be a rich environment with no significant bugs.
To the user, OS-9 is somewhat like Unix. It has a shell and a
scripting language akin to the Bourne shell. Files are arranged
in a tree structure, with separate user areas. File access is
granted by permission to read, write, and execute for owner,

group, and world. Everything, including devices, is treated as a
file. Most utilities have Unix counterparts that behave in much
the same way.
The latest release from Microware is so much of an advance
that it is no longer called OS-9. Now we have . ..

The Birth of OS-9000
Of course, Motorola is not the only popular manufacturer of
high-performance microprocessors. Intel seems to be doing
pretty well with the 386-so well, in fact, that 386 systems are
inexpensive and widely available. Microware thought that it
should offer its real-time operating system to the industrial devel
opers who want to save some money and use the Intel-based PC
systems. Hence, OS-9000, a total rewrite ofOS-9, was born.
OS-9000 looks pretty much the same as OS-9 to the pro
grammer and user, but now it is written in C (rather than as
sembly language) for portability. Even at the onset, OS-9000
was available for the Motorola 68020, 68030, and (theoretical
ly) 68040, as well as the Intel 386 and i486.
Even though this is a completely new operating system, it is
more stable than most such first attempts. Microware cut its
teeth on OS-9, and the effort paid off. But it is a young operat
ing system, and many popular utilities still haven't been
brought over from OS-9. Actually, many of the utilities come
from the free source code that is available in the Unix commu
nity (see The Unix /bin, June, July, and August BYTE).
Enough of OS-9000 is conceptually like Unix that porting from
Unix to OS-9000 is far easier than porting from Unix to DOS or
OS/2.
The OS-9000 development tools are necessarily like their
Unix counterparts. Cross-development is not only possible, but
encouraged. And Unix isn't the only route to OS-9000; you can
also port applications from DOS and OS/2. The idea is that you
should be able to develop on any of these other operating sys
tems, using your favorite development tools, and end up with a
multitasking, real-time application for your OS-9000 system.
continued
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
OS-9000 (386 version) ..... ..... .. ......... .................$995
Microware Systems Corp.
1900 Northwest I 14th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
(515) 224-1929
Inquiry 1051.

The AC outlet tor vour car!
PowerTrip® gives you AC power from your car's
cigarette lighter! Safely runs:
• Computers
• Any 100 watt
AC electronics
• FAX machines

Journey to the Kernel and Beyond

• 220 volt version available

•only $199.95!

(US $299.95)

~

• Runs for hours with no
significant battery drain

Z1rco

10900 W. 44th Ave. Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA
Tel (303) 421-2013
FAX (303) 423-8346

Enhanc in g the Mobile Office

......- PC Compatible-..-.
Single Board Computers
for the OEM
DR DOS® Now Available

Quark®/PC
•
•
•
•

+

NEC V-40® Processor
Video/LCD Controller
8 or l 0 MHz Frequency
Up to 768K Memory
-. ,,
-
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t
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4" x 6

11

Quark®/PC II

'

• 80386 SX based
• EGA® Video/Color LCD
Controller
• SCSI Hard Disk Control
11
4" x 6
• Floppy Disk Control
• Up to 4 Mbytes Memory
To order or enquire call us today.
,-·-·

'

I

'

Megatel Computer Corporation
(416) 245-2953 FAX (416) 245·6505
125 Wendell Ave., Weston, Ontario M9N 3K9
REPS: Italy 39 331 256 524
W. Germany 49 6074 98031
U.K. 44 959 71011
Netherlands 31 838 541 301
Australia 61 03 568 0988
France 1 47 46 94 52

Austria 43 222 587 6475
Finland 358 0757 1711
Sweden 46 4097 1090
Norway 47 986 9970
Denmark 45 244 0488

Trademarks: Quark - F. + K. Monufacluring Co.
ORDOS - Oigila1 Research ltd. EGA - IBM Corp V-40 - NEC Corp

.....---111egatel----~
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The networking tools make it a simple BNC twist to extend it
out to these other systems.
·
Of course, there are fine tools on the native system, includ
ing a clean version of MicroEMACS, the Unix make project
management and file dependency program, and extensive
function libraries, including ANSI C, Unix, and real-time pro
gramming functions. It also includes a fine source code debug
ger, and a flexible and efficient C compiler and assembler.
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OS-9000 is not really unique in basic design (see Part I in this
series, "The QNX Operating System," August BYTE). It has a
small, fast kernel. The concept of a memory module is central
to the design. Memory modules are not limited to executable
code, but can also be used for data. In fact, you can design your
own module type as long as you follow a few rules of construc
tion. All modules share the same memory map, which is man
aged by the kernel.
Although access to modules can be controlled in the same
way as access to files, any module can generally access any
other module. This means different processes can easily share
the same data modules. With freedom comes responsibility,
and it is the programmer's responsibility to share modules in an
intelligent way. The operating system doesn't have enforced
layers of memory management. But the programmer is not
without the tools: OS-9000 has pipes, named pipes, signals,
and semaphores, as well as "events," so different processes can
communicate and synchronize their use of the resources.
These tools are called interprocess communication mecha
nisms. Unix developers are familiar with pipes and named
pipes, the first-in/first-out methods ofIPC. Unix also uses sig
nals to notify one process of independent or special conditions
that might need urgent attention. Semaphores are a traditional
way for different processes to set and respond to shared flags.
The OS-9000 event IPC is like a semaphore, but it is much more
sophisticated. Among the many elements in its structure, it has
a name, an owner, and a 32-bit value that can be set to any value
and incremented. There are nearly two dozen function calls
available for creating, linking, signaling, reading, waiting on,
and deleting events. Events are used primarily to synchronize
concurrent processes that are sharing resources.
All running processes and their associated modules are in
memory at the same time. If you want more processes, you add
more real memory. But there are system calls and utilities you
can use to load and unload modules as you require. Only by
keeping everything in real memory, in a constant position, can
the operating system make things happen at a predictable time,
the tenet ofreal-time computing.

How Real-Time Can You Get?
OS-9000 on a 386 machine gives you a real-time resolution of
Xoo second. You can be assured that any event will happen with
in ~ 0 second. This is more than fine enough to control many
industrial processes directly. This fineness of response time is
continued

FROM TINY KERNELS
MIGH1Y SYSTEMS GROW
In the UNIX* world, microkernel architecture is still only agerm of an
idea. With QNX*, it's been a reality for nearly a decade.

FAX service bureau. Or a dozen micros that replaced a $500,000 mini
system. With QNX, you can afford to think big.

QNX's advanced design has certainly proved fruitful. Our installed base
has now grown to over I00,000 systems in factories, laboratories, and
offices throughout the world..

Need realtime performance? QNX provides priority-driven, pre-emptive
task scheduling, and reaches speeds usually reserved for dedicated
realtime executives (27 ftSec per task switch on a 33 MHz 80386).

Why a microkernel? Because it gives you eve1)'thing a monolithic
"megakernel" can't. It's small, fast, and dedicated. While a typical UNIX
kernel attempts to juggle everything under the sun, the QNX kernel
concentrates only on scheduling tasks and coordinating message-passing
activity. All other OS functions - file handling, device 1/0, network
management, etc. - are taken care of by separate server tasks.

YetQNX is a fully integrated environment in which your development
system and your target system are one and the same. With QNX, you can
count on acomplete OS that includes a robust file system, built-in
peer-to-peer networking, and a rich set of development tools to boot.
Add to this the appeal of QNX Windows, our new 3·D server-based
OPEN LOOK GUI, and your applications will take on a whole new
dimension.

The result is an efficient, extensible, and verifiable operating system.
You can even customize QNX on the fly. Since you can start and stop
server tasks dynamically, you can easily add network support, install
new devices, or incorporate entirely new system services - without
having to take apart and rebuild the entire OS. Unlike most operating
systems, a microkernel OS is designed to stay out of your way.

Are you ready for your next operating system? You could always wait and
see what other systems may have in store someday.
Or you could join the growing community of QNX users and realize your
potential right now.

In the seamless environment of the QNX network, tasks can reside on any
node and can transparently access any resource attached to any node.
You can mix and match a wide range of Intel-based PCs, from vintage
8088s all the way up to 486 machines. And since an application can
harness the processing power of all the CPUs throughout the I.AN, the
result is a level of distributed performance you never dreamed possible
from a micro environment.
Which is why QNX developers can turn cost-effective platforms into such
powerful systems. Like a pair of PCs that run a large-scale international

For more information or a free demo disk,
please phone (613) 591·0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd., I75 Terrence Matthews Crescent, Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2M IW8
QSXist~tndemarkandQNXWit!OOMlsatrldaua.rkor~111mSofMr!-S~IJd.UMXisaregi.SteredlrM!tm1rlcandOP£HlOOl.'lsa1ra&m:ukofAT&T .
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Don't blame your dealer!

ALTERNATIVE OPERATING SYSTEMS

MOSt dc.leD •peQ.alizc in sdliAg C(lmplllall and have
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rason and p•)' only
1 $6 reaioclcing fee

pcrilan.
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5,}stcm Ins•a"alloo
RS232 lines can go up to about 50feet. Centronics
lines up to about 15feet. For further distances you
need line drivers. Be sun: to use isolated ones to avoid
problems with voltage drops and distant lightning. We
manufacture drivers and isolators with up to 50.000
volts isolatioo. No one else does.
#20001,Utltrmicsfow: driver lkV 4KB)°1"
#80001, RS232linc: driver
lk V
#80050, RS232linc driver 50kV
lkV
#88001,RS232i>olator
#88050, RS232 i>olator
50kV

$189
$229
$319
$129
$149

Portable Pala By!Tm with ba!lgrr
Instrument readings, drilling templates, programs 
you can transport all kinds of data in a small box.
# 22031, Utl!ronics 32K
# 22127,Utl!ronics 128K
# 88031, RS232
32K
# 88127, RS232
128K

$149
$319
$229
$319

Cgmpulm ran ryn up tn 9S'i C.SLcr
Your computer is forced to run with the brakes on
because standard printer and plotter buffers arc far too

small. If you print alot 1 printer buffer can accelerate
your syi;tcm by up to 95% and anyone can plug it in
within a f cw seconds.
# 22064,
# 22256,
# 22102,
# 88128,
# 88512,

c.c..zroruc1 64K
c.c..zroruc1 256K
c.c..zroruc1 1024K
RS232
128K
RS232
512K

$149
$229
$589
$229
$319

The Ideal T-swilrh is the ope yoo doo'! pol ice al J.l.ll
Now there is a fully electronic automatic T-Swiu:h
that lets you share one printer between two or four
computer,;. It does not need any operation and not
even a power supply.
# 25210, Utl1ronic1, 2 PCa shan: I prin~
$ 99
# 25410, Ut11ronic1,4 PCa ~I prin~
$189
I ir~ t wl~~
Wwk,dyle'l
Remember when you could walk into a place of
business and immediately recognize what was being
done there? People loved their job and surrounded
themselves with professionally-related artistic works.
Thanks to W.tT, this is again possible. We have
commissioocd West German artists to design art work
based on the PC-Codc:uble (order#l 7750), and part of
the MS-DOS command set (order #17760). Computer
professionals will find these prints to be both practical,
and be~utiful to display. Either print (approx. 20" by
28" in size) can be hanging in your office for $29.00.
If you with to surround yournelf, bolh prints can be
purchased together for as Httlc as $50.00.

To order by mail add S6 shipping and handfutg. FL
tc:sidcots add 6% wcs ta1. MSDOS is & tn.d analk ol
Microsoft Corp,. IBM ii & lndcmtllt ormMc.orp.
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a function of the operating system, not some special hardware.
Standard Unix, with its kernel-bound 1/0 and virtual memory,
gives you no guarantees as to when an event will occur.
If you want to control devices with millisecond and micro
second precision, you don't do that directly from an operating
system. Instead, you use a dedicated processor to control the
device, and it communicates with the operating system.
You probably won't be using OS-9000 for your common PC
applications, but you would for solving special industrial prob
lems. If you have a high-speed production printing machine, it
may be using OS-9000 to control the electron guns to cure the
ink. One OS-9000 licensee uses it for remote data collection on
relative aircraft and target positions while simultaneously con
trolling tracking radar and cameras. OS-9000 may have been
on the computer at a highway tollbooth that counted your
change and raised the barrier. The machinery that manufac
tures and bonds the plastic film that covers your flooring may
have been controlled by an OS-9000 machine. These are appli
cations for a real-time, multitasking operating system.
The value of OS-9000 and similar operating systems lies in
more than just the fineness of response time. The completeness
of the tool set is just as important. There are many system calls
for communication with external events as well as for IPC. This
is a controlling operating system; to do its job well, it needs to
communicate well.

For Whom and Why
You can use OS-9000 anywhere you want a multiuser, multi
tasking operating system. It has the basic tools and design fea
tures for any kind of application. It is particularly well suited
for system houses that focus on data acquisition and control of
specialized equipment. In this role, it can handle much of the
control as well as the human interface. Because of its standard
implementation of common networking facilities (TCP/IP and
NFS), it is well suited to handle just the control end, leaving the
human interface to another operating system.
To make the most ofthe libraries and utilities, you should be
well grounded in your understanding of the hardware you will
be working with and in general concepts of device drivers.
Everything is oriented toward the developer who wants to have
the responsibility of tight control over the system.
OS-9000 does not use any of those fashionable abstractions
that you find in Mach and QNX. There are no "threads" and
"messages in the mailbox." As a developer, you find yourself
doing bit shifts and masks. Even though the abstractions of
some of those other, small-kernel operating systems make it
easy to use them in multiprocessor and distributed computing
environments, a performance and code-size price is paid. OS
9000 is valuable to the developer of both Motorola- and Intel
based systems. This is a unique claim for a real-time operating
system.
OS-9000 has more than just history going for it. It places a lot
of power in the hands of the programmer, but be prepared for
the responsibility that accompanies it. If a task must be done in
real time, OS-9000 can do it, but you must learn to speak to the
operating system on its own level. While it lacks the high-level
abstractions of more popular commercial operating systems, it
delivers on the promise of split-second attention to events and
devices. As an operating system, OS-9000 deserves to be
judged on its own. •

W& T Products Corp.
P.O.Box 39559
Fl.Lauderdale, FL 33339

Editor's note: Next month, BYTE's Tom Yager looks at Theos.

Phone: 1-800~28-2086
Fax
: 1-305-491-5923

Ben Smith is a technical editor for BYTE. He can be reached on
BIX as "bensmith. "
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Sketch.

AutoSketch.
If you can sketch, you can AutoSketch.
compatibility and associative dimensioning. Ifs what
Which gives you real CAD power- speed, accuracy you'd expect from the makers of AutoCAD~ the
and easy revisions - all without a long,
world's most popular CAD package:--
drawn-out learning curve.
For a brochure or ordering information,
l'l./105l(fTQf
call 1-800-223-2521.
With AutoSketch version 3, you have
our easiest CAD yet with pull-down menus
We'll sketch in the details.
and on-screen icons. You also have DXF~ file
U.S.

$249

~~AUTODESK

Autodesk, AutoCAD, AutoSketch and Autodesk logo are registered trademarks and DXF is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc. 101990 Autodesk, Inc.
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SURVIVAL MANUALS
FOR NETWORK PROS.

Data Communications magazine presents the essential reference tools for the 1990's.
NETWORK MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE, VOL. 4.
The latest installment in the highly respected series
providing essential insights into fundamental
network-management techniques that will serve as
benchmarks for the '90s and beyond.
Price: $34.95. 337 pages. Item #70.
INTEGRATING VOICE AND DATA, VOL. 3.
Collected articles on such diverse topics as T1
basics, adetailed assessment of state of-the-art fiber
optics technology, and an in-depth look at the Inte
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
Price: $34.95. 319 pages. Item #66.
CONNECTIVITY AND STANDARDS, VOL. 3.
The essential handbook for information managers
charged with piloting their networks through the '90s
and into the 21st century. In-depth case histories and
reports on evolving protocols and standards aug
ment an invaluable collection of articles.
Price: $39.95. 730 pages. Item #63.

INSIDE X.25: A MANAGER'S GUIDE.
Ahands-on guide for engineers seeking to lift the
X.25 standard off the bookshelf and into the real
world of network problem solving. Provides a
historical perspective and introduces the basics of
packet switching, open systems interconnection and
the X.25 standard. Plus detailed assessments of
packet technologies, equipment, and networks.
Price: $39.95. 300 pages. Item #65.
DATA NETWORK DESIGN STRATEGIES, VOL. 4.
Aunique collection of articles presenting the best
thinking of the late 1980's on the wide range of net
work design alternatives that will come into play dur
ing the 1990's.
Price: $39.95. 694 pages. Item #64.
OMNICOM INDEX OF STANDARDS,
1990 EDITION.
Edited by Harold C. Folts
A totally new edition of the classic reference for
instant access to standards of leading U.S. and
international organizations, including CCITT, ANSI,
ISO, and IEEE. Cross referenced and indexed for
quick, easy access.
Price: $127.00. 955 pages. Item #71.

THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK
HANDBOOK, VOL. 3.
The authoritative chronicle of the LAN market of the
late '80s. Features insightful articles by LAN pioneers
and other experts.
Price: $39.95. 509 pages. Item #67.
BASIC GUIDE 10 DATA COMMUNICATIONS, ED. 2
This updated supplement to the first edition is essen·
tial reading for a comprehensive understanding of
data communications and aclear, insightful look at
emerging trends.
Price: $34.95. 350 pages. Item #62.

Special Bonus Discount: Deducl 10% on all
orders over $50.00. Sales Tax: Add applicable tax
for your locality. Shipping & Handling: Add $2.50
per book. Delivery: Allow 4weeks for U.S. orders;
international orders allow extra time. To order by
phone: Call (718) 8340170. To order by mail:
Send check and order to: Data Communications,
Box 059077, Brooklyn, NY 11205.
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SOUNDS
OF SUCCESS
Professional sound capabilities, once the exclusive domain of
high-end recording studios, are now available to PC users
Dean Friedman
ver the past few years, the advances in micro
computer graphics have been obvious to even
the most casual observer: Higher-resolution
images, full-motion digital video, and state-of
the-art animations can be seen in everything
from business presentations and logos on the evening news to
multimedia extravaganzas.
But what of the sounds that accompany those images? Are we
stuck with the pitiful beeps and buzzes of the early microcom
puter days? Hardly. Thanks to the advent of hardware and soft
ware that rival those of the computer graphics explosion, pro
ducers of audio/video presentations-everything from
computerized slide shows to scores for motion pictures-can
have professional sound capabilities available right on their
desktops (see the figure).

0

MIDI Made the Difference
The merging of music and microcomputers began innocently
with the establishment of MIDI, the industry standard for
music synthesizers. MIDI is a protocol for sending digital in
formation over serial lines between electronic musical instru
ments and equipment, including computers. The information
includes note on and note off, key velocity (speed of keystroke),
aftertouch (pressure applied after keystroke), pitch bend, mod
ulation wheel, foot pedal, and sound changes. With MIDI, a
musician can play a single keyboard and simultaneously trigger
a roomful of synthesizers. MIDI guitars, MIDI woodwind in
struments, and even MIDI acoustic voice trackers are also used
to control the array of equipment.
MIDI's potential became obvious when programmers began
writing applications that took advantage of its ability to inter
face synthesizers directly with personal computers. The first
and most important of these applications was the music se
quencer. Today, there are six categories of music software:
• Sequencers
• Editors/librarians

•
•
•
•

Notation programs
Pattern generators
Film score utilities
Everything else (for lack of a better term)

The Sequence of Things
In computer music parlance, a sequencer is a program that
records the events and gestures of a musical performance. The
electronic equivalent of a player piano roll , music sequencers
record the events of a musical performance-but not the actual
sounds. The sequencer can play back the instructions to the ap
propriate synthesizer or sound module, telling it exactly when
to trigger its sounds.
Unlike tape, the audio playback from a sequencer never de
grades in quality caused by generations of overdubs or by tape
wear. The playback from a sequencer is always first-genera
tion. Unlike tape, a sequenced performance can be sped up or
slowed down without transposing the music's pitch, and, con
versely, a sequenced performance can be transposed without
altering its tempo. With analog tape, pitch and tempo are per
manently intertwined; changing tempo automatically changes
pitch, and vice versa.
One other fundamental difference between a sequencer and
tape (analog or digital) is that, while tape permanently records
all the elements of a performance, including the sound that was
actually made during the performance, a sequencer only
records the skeletal outlines of a musical performance; that is,
the timings, durations, and numeric values ofthe keys that were
played. With this information, a musician can experiment with
different sounds in the same musical piece, auditioning a vari
ety of timbres until he or she finds the one that works best.
The sequencer didn't replace multi track analog or digital re
cording formats. Those are still necessary for handling acous
tic instruments like voice and guitar, and for mixing down to a
final two-track master audio format. But the sequencer allows
anyone with a personal computer and a few synthesizers to
continued
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FROM CONCEPT TO COMPOSITION:
A MICRO MUSIC SYSTEM
Record and play back music
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The versatility ofthe personal computer and its graphics screen make it an ideal front end for any electronic music system.
Software that performs sequencing, synthesis, sampling, and notation have made it possible to have an entire studio in a box.

prepare, and in some cases even master, a finished album in his
or herown virtual studio.
This basic concept spawned a musical revolution. It had the
effect of turning the recording industry on its head. In the pro
cess, it created a billion-dollar-a-year market for MIDI devices
and peripherals. Suddenly, a new world of polyphonic (more
than one note), multitimbral (more than one sound), multi
track, digital music systems became available to anyone who
could cough up the price of a cheap PC clone (or an even less
expensive Commodore 64) and a few synthesizers.
Recordings that previously would have cost upwards of
$100,000 are now made for only a few thousand dollars, and
even less as MIDI software and hardware evolve.
Dedicated music sequencers had existed prior to MIDI, but it
was only when the power of a microcomputer with graphics was
added to the MIDI network that sequencing packages flour
ished into elegant and intuitive music-making programs.

Sequencing Software
Although the basic job of sequencers remains the same, the
extra features in today ' s computer-based sequencers bring joy
to the work of making music. Four of the five main personal
computer platforms have high-end professional music sequenc
ers: the Amiga, Macintosh , Atari ST, and IBM PC. The fifth
platform, the NeXT machine, has the best standard hardware
with its compact-disk-quality audio, but it suffers from a dearth
of commercial music software.
The list of top-notch , high-end professional music sequenc
ing software packages includes Vision by Opcode, Performer
by Mark ofthe Unicorn, Cu base and Pro 24 by Steinberg/Jones,
Master Tracks Pro by Passport, Beyond and KCS by Dr. T, Se
quencer Plus by Voyetra Technologies, Personal Composer by
430
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a company of the same name, and Cakewalk by Twelve Tone
Systems. Used regularly in recording studios around the world,
they all provide the means to do graphics editing, since your
music sequence is depicted graphically , either in standard mu
sical notation or as rectangles on a pitch/time grid.
The graphics editing tools include the same kinds of cut-and
paste, copy, insert, and delete commands that you 'd find on
any word processor. The analogy is a good one: Music se
quencers let you manipulate and manage music in much the
same way a word processor lets you move and manipulate text.
Today's sequencers also offer graphics tools for editing
other MIDI parameters, such as aftertouch, key velocity, pitch
bend, and modulation wheel moves, as well as a host of continu
ous and intermittent controller messages. Controller messages
include additional and often simultaneous performance param
eters such as volume-pedal changes, sustain-pedal events, and
patch or sound changes.
In a program like Vision, for example, a pitch-bend move
ment can be graphically edited by simply drawing or reshaping
a curve under the affected note or notes. This type of graphics
controller editing represents a vast improvement over the first
generation of sequencers, in which the musician had to edit a
list of hundreds of numbers.
One of the newest implementations of graphics controller
editing is automated fader mixing. This feature displays a row
of 16 or 32 mixing faders, which the musician can assign to
control any of the common MIDI continuous controller param
eters (e.g., volume pedal and modulation wheel), as well as ad
ditional internal sequencer parameters (e.g., tempo) . As an il
lustration, ifthe musician assigns faders to the volume levels of
all his or her MIDI instruments and then records the sequence
continued

Now you can have the power and performance of A/tee's fully loaded 486 EISA
Tower delivered to your door! Check out these outstanding features:
486 EISA TOWER

CALL for more infotn.,.ion

Intel 486-25 CPU D 4 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive o 1.44 MB 3.5" drive D 150 MB 18ms ESDI hard drive
o ESDI controller w/32K cache o 16-bit VGA card o 14" VGA monitor (1024 x 768) o 2 serial, 1 parallel &
1 game ports o 101-key Keyb0ard o Genius Mouse o MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 o Eight 32-bits EISA slots

"AltecZip 386sare solid machines featuring
brand-name patts. A good buy,

they are clearly affordable"
PC Magazine. May30. 1989

"Computer users should find Allee machine
an excellent value with good performance."
PC Magazine.

Jul~
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A/tee sets the standard for the highest quality design and
manufacturing of all our products. We're fast, friendly, and
ready to help you select the right features for your needs.
Take a look at some of our other great systems:

$3,795

386/33VGA

Intel 386-33 CPU D 32K Cache o 4 Meg RAM o 1.2 MB 5.25"drive o 1.44
MB 3.5" drive D 150 MB 18ms ESDI hard drive D ESDI controller w/32K
cache D 16-bi t VGA card D 14" VGA monitor (1024 x 768) D 2 serial. 1
parallel & 1 game ports D 101-key Keyboard D Genius Mouse D MS
DOS 3.3 or 4.01
(25 Mhz Cache System deduct $400)

$2,895

386/25VGA

Intel 386-25 CPU D 4 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1.44 MB 3.5" drive
D 105 MB 18ms IDE hard drive D 16-bit VGA card D 14" VGA monitor
(1024 x 768) 0 2 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports D 101-key Keyboard D
Genius Mouse o MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$1,995

386/SXVGA

Intel 386SX-16 CPU o 2 Meg RAM o 1.2 MB 5.25"drive o 1.44 MB 3.5"
drive D 66 MB 25ms hard drive D 16-bit VGA card D 14" VGA monitor
(640 x 480) D 2 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports D 101-key Keyboard D
Genius Mouse o MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01
(20 Mhz 386/SX version add $150)

286/12VGACOMBO

$1,795

1 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1.44 MB 3.5" drive D 40 MB hard drive
D 16-bit VGA card D 14" VGA monitor (640 x 480) D 2 serial, 1 parallel &
1 game ports o 101-key Keyboard o Genius Mouse o MS-DOS 3.3or
4.01 D Panasonic 1180 printer w/cable D Surge protector

SUPER SUM WORK STATION

$650

80286-12 CPU o 1 Meg RAM o Floppy controller on board o 2 serial/1
parallel ports o Monochrome card on board o Monochrome Monitor
D Arcnet card
Various hard drive capacity available.

AL1EC
Technology Corp.

1-800-255-9971
Po/lcy:Sam edays hipping with standa rd coligurations for orders before~ PM EST.
Shipping and handling extra. Personal and company checks require 10 days to clear.
Prices are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. All returns must
be shipped prepaid, insured, in original condition and complete with documentation.
All returns must have AMA number. 30 day money-back guarantee does not include
shipping .

Allee 'I'

hnology Corporation• 18555 East Gale Avenue• Industry. CA 91748 • 818/912-8688 •FAX: 818/912-8048
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INTRODUCTION TO THE X WIN
DOW SYSTEM. By 0 . Jones. 511 pp.,
illus., softbound. Here's the new por
table software standard for worksta·
lions, presented in a complete, de
tailed tutorial. This book will help you
harness the system, cut down on re
dundant workstation events, exploit
private/shared color cells, and map
strategies.
585109·1
Pub. Pr., $32.00
INTRODUCING PC-DOS & MS-DOS,
Second Ed. By T. Sheldon. 403 pp.,
illus., softbound. This Second Edition
covers all releases through 4.0, as
well as Microsoft Windows and DOS
SHELL. Features the same hands-on
tutorialformatof the First Edition, with
expanded coverage of batch file tech·
niques that can dramatically increase
your computing speed.
565/651
Pub. Pr., $29.95
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS: Archi·
lectures and Implementations.
By J. Martin, with K. K. Chapman. 353
pp., illus. An indispensable reference
for all who buy, install, maintain, or
manage LAN services-. Provides com·
plete coverage of the concepts, archi·
lectures, and implementations of LAN
technology.
584900-3
Pub. Pr., $44.00
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when you join
BYTE Book Club®
VALUES UP TO $142.85!
· Your one source for computer books from over
100 different publishers
· the latest and best information in your field
• discounts of up to 40% off publishers' list prices
C: Step-by-Step. By M. Waite and S.
Prata. 629 pp., illus ., softbound. Mas
tering C has never been easier! This
updated version of the classic C
Primer Plus includes ANSI C ,
pointers, structures, bitwise opera
tors. and much more ... al in a format
that makes learning it faster and eas
ier than ever.
585146-6
Pub. Pr:, $29.95

A PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE TO SYS·
TEMS ANALYSIS. By M.E. Modell.
307 pp., illus. Detailed coverage of
what you need to know-what ques·
lions to ask, how to conduct a cost
benefit analysis, how to document
and validate your findings-to design
the best systems for your user's
needs.
Pub. Pr., $37.95
426/325

INSIDE THE NORTON UTILITIES:
Revised and Expanded. By R.
Krumm. 559 pp., illus ., softbound.
The "official guide" now covers all the
latest upgrades and shows you how to
g_
et the most from the Standard and
Advanced Editions, the Norton Com
mander, .Editor, Disk Doctor, and the
On-Line Guides.
585444-9
Pub. Pr., $24.95

DATA EXCHANGE : PC/MS-DOS. By
S. Ross. 426 pp., illus., softbound.
Now you can convert files quickly and
painlessly from word processing pro·
grams to spreadsheets ... from
spreadsheets to databases ... or
from databases to word processing
programs. Packed with simple, step
by-step instructions that will save you
headaches and money.
539/235
Pub. Pr., $24.95

MVS PERFORMANCE MANAGE·
MENT. By S. L. Samson. 400 pp.,
illus. This unique work demystifies
MVS and provides strategies for solv
ing performance problems. Extensive
coverage of control mechanisms
ranges from measurement and mod
eling to application tuning and work·
load management.
Pub. Pr., $39.95
545/ 286

DESIGN OF COMPUTER DATA
FILES, Second Ed. By 0. Hanson.
419 pp., illus. This comprehensive
book contains lucid descriptions of
the latest techniques and storage de
vices to help you design files for maxi
mum performance at minimum cost.
Easy to read, with scores of exam
ples, tables, and illustrations.
Pub. Pr., $37.95
585143-1

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL COM
PUTER CONSULTANT, Second Ed.
By A. R. Simon. 280 pp., illus. This
new edition of a best-seller is updated
to steer your career toward the
emerging opportunities of the '90s, in
cluding security, microcomputer net
working, systems integration, and
much more.
575/541
Pub. Pr., $29.95

POWER GRAPHICS USING TURBO
C. By K. Weiskamp, L. Heiny, and N.
Shammas. 367 pp., illus., softbound.
This easy-to-follow manual is packed
with practical examples of actual
code, guidelines for programming 2D
and 30 graphics using animation,
customizing CAD /CAM, the capa
bilities of the Borland Graphics inter·
face, and more.
585091-5
Pub. Pr., $22.95

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
USING C: The C Programmer's
Guide to AI Techniques. By H.
Schildt. 412 pp., 37 illus ., softbound.
This hands-on guide shows you how
to create your own Al applications and
systems using C. After an introduc
tory overview it provides coverage of
expert systems, logic, natural Ian·
guage processing, machine learning,
pattern recognition, and more, with
ready-to-run programs illustrating
each topic.
881255-0
Pub. Pr., $21.95

PROGRAMMING USING THE C
LANGUAGE. By R.C. Hutchison and
S.8. Just. 519 pp., illus. Whether you
want to understand programs in C
written by others, or write better C
programs of your own, this practical,
authoritative book gives you the tools
and guidance you need. Coverage
includes program organization, sort·
ing algorithms, recursion, linked lists,
and more - with many sample pro
grams.
315 / 4"18
Pub. Pr., $29.95

DATA PROCESSING IN UNIX. By R.
S. Tare. 438 pp., illus. The only guide
you'll ever need to harness the full
power of UNIX for database manage
ment. It sets out system selection cri·
teria ... examines such applications
as INFORMIX, INGRES, and UNIFY
. .. and explores flat file systems in
UNIX.
628/858
Pub. Pr., $39.95

CIARCIA:S CIRCUIT CELLAR, Vol.
VII. By S. Ciarcia. 256 pp., illus, soft·
bound. The latest volume in this best
selling series provides schematics,
operating explanations, and step-by
step building instructions for a wide
range of projects-from video digitiz·
ing to multitasking process control.
109/699
Pub. Pr., $19.95

1-2-3 RELEASE 3: The Complete
Reference. By M. Campbell.
881318-2
Pub. Pr., $28.95

TURBO PASCAL EXPRESS, Revised
Ed. By R. Jourdain.
Pub. Pr.. $39.95
584963-1

GRAPHICS DESIGN AND ANIMA
TION ON THE IBM MICROCOMPU
TERS. By J. Sanchez.
585375-2
Pub. Pr., $28.00

COBOL II: Programming Tech
niques; Efficiency Considera
tions; Debugging Techniques
(Includes Release 3 .1) . By H.
Bookman.
Pub. Pr., $39.95
065/330

MASTERING ORACLE: Featuring
Oracle's SQL Standard. By D. J.
Cronin.
585034-6
Pub. Pr., $24.95

ADVANCED MS-DOS BATCH FILE
PROGRAMMING. By D. Gookin.
585018-4
Pub. Pr.. $24.95

SECURITY IN COMPUTING. By C.P.
Pfleeger.
584941-0
Pub. Pr., $44.00

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE &
TURBO C. By C. F. Chabris.
Pub. Pr., $24.95
585052-4

VS COBOL II FOR COBOL PRO
GRAMMERS. By P. Kavanagh.
Pub. Pr., $39.95
335/710

POWER GRAPHICS PROGRAM
MING. By M. Abrash.
585443-0
Pub. Pr., $24.95

C: The Complete Reference, 2nd
Ed. By H. Schildt.
881538-X
Pub. Pr., $28.95
:.:.:;• ' " " ··"'~

32-BIT MICROPROCESSORS. Edited
by H. J. Mitchell.
425/85X

--- -- -

Pub. Pr., $49.95

ADVANCED 80386 PROGRAM
MING TECHNIQUES. ByJ. L. Turley.
881342-5
Pub. Pr., $22.95
NETWORKING SOFTWARE . By
C. B. Ungaro.
Pub. Pr., $44.95
606969-9

Any 3 books for $1.00 each . .. if you join now
and agree to purchase two more books-at
handsome discounts-during your first
year of membership.

80386: A Programming and De
sign Handbook, 2nd Ed. By P.
Brumm an:i D. Brumm.
585077-X
Pub. Pr., $24.95

ADVANCED GRAPHICS IN C: Pro
gramming and Techniques. By N.
Johnson.
Pub. Pr., $22.95
881257-7

PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTEL
LIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT. By D.W. Rolston.
536/147
Pub. Pr., $47.95

THE PAUL MACE GUIDE TO DATA
RECOVERY. By P. Mace.
584926-7
Pub. Pr., $21.95

VM PERFORMANCE MANAGE
MENT. By T Eddolls.
1891668
Pub. Pr.. $39.95

STRUCTURED WALKTHROUGHS,
4th Ed. By E. Yourdon.
Pub. Pr., $28.50
585016-8

DB2/SQL: A Professional Pro
grammer's Guide.By T Martyn and
T Hartley.
Pub. Pr., $39.95
406/669

C CHEST AND OTHER C TREA
SURES FROM DR. DOBB'S JOUR
NAL. Edited by A. Holub.
584807-4
Pub. Pr., $24.95

DA'rA COMMUNICATIONS: A
User's Guide, 3rd Ed. By K.
Sherman.
Pub. Pr., $34.00
585384-1

EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Refer
ence Guide. By B. D. Kliewer.
350/892
Pub. Pr., $32.95

OPERATING SYSTEMS. By M.
Milenkovic.
419/205
Pub. Pr., $44.95

FILE ORGANIZATION FOR DATA
BASE DESIGN. By G. Wiederhold.
Pub. Pr., $44.95
701/334

IBM PS/2: A Reference Guide. By
TJ Byers.
Pub. Pr., $39.95
095/272

INTRODUCTION TO SNA NET·
WORKING: A Guide !or Using
VTAM/NCP. ByJ. Ranade and G.C.
Sackett.
511/446
Pub. Pr., $39.95
ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE. By R. Ashley, J. Fer
nandez, and P. Ashley.
Pub. Pr., $27 .95
024/634
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P.O. Box 582
Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959
Please enroll me as a member and send me the three choices I
have listed below. Bill me only $3.00, plus local tax, postage and
handling. I agree to purchase a minimum of two additional books
during my first year as outlined under the Club plan described in
this ad. Membership in the club is cancellable by me any time
after the two book purchase requirement has been fulfilled. A
shipping and handling charge is added to all shipments.
Indicate in the boxes the code numbers of the books you want.
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STRETCHING TURBO C. By K. Por
ter.
584967 -4
Pub. Pr., $24.95

Address I Apt. # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City I State I Zip _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices subject to change without
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special conditions.
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Here's how BYTE Book Club® works to serve you:
• Important information ... we make ii easy to gel! Today, professionals
who perform best are those who are best informed. For reliable, hands-on
information, turn to the Byte Book Club. Every 3 or 4 weeks (12-15 times a
year), members receive the Club Bulletin offering more than 30 books - the
best, newest, most important books from all publishers.

simply cannot be matched by any bookstore. And all your books are conve
niently delivered right to your door. You also get 1Ofull days to decide whether
you want the Main Selection. (If the Club Bulletin ever comes late and you
receive a Main Selection you don't want, return it for credit at our expense.)

• Substantial savings . .. and a bonus program too! You enjoy substan
tial discounts- up to 40%1-on every book you buy. Plus, you're automatically
• Dependable service ... we're here to help! Whether you want informa
eligible for our Bonus Book Plan which allows you savings up to 70% on a wide
tion about a book or have a question about your membership, just call us fol/
free or drop us a line. To get only the books you want, make your choice on the
selection of books.
Reply Card and return it by the date specified. If you want the Main Selection,
•
Easy membership terms .. . it's worthwhile to belong! Your only
do nothing- it will be sent to you automatically. (A small shipping and handling
obligation is to purchase 2 more books - at handsome discounts - during the
charge is added to each shipment.)
next 12 months, after which you enjoy the benefits of membership with no
• Club convenience ... we do the work! You get a wide choice of books that
further obligation. You or the Club may cancel membership anytime thereafter.

Flll out the card and mall today! If the card is missing, write to:

BYTE Book Club, ®P.O.

Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-9959
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SOUNDS OF SUCCESS

of individual fader moves, he or she can program the volume
mix as part of the sequencer. The automated mix will keep all
relative volume levels in balance throughout a dynamic piece.

Libraries of Sound
Synthesizers and samplers (a close relative) store the instruc
tions used to create a sound in memory. These instructions are
called patches or programs. They contain the voice settings that
define each individually stored sound. With the pitifully small
display on most keyboards and sound modules-30 to 80 char
acters-it is very difficult for the musician to edit or design a
sound. A typical synthesized sound may have as many as a hun
dred different variables to describe its harmonic content, filter
and amplitude envelopes, pitch, volume, and so on. It's hard
enough to be aware of all the relationships of these variables. It
is extremely difficult if you can't see the values all at once.
Voice-editing software displays all of a synthesizer's internal
voice parameters simultaneously on a single monitor. What's
more, editors can depict complex voice parameters graphically
far better than the built-in LCDs of the synthesizer. It's far eas
ier to understand an envelope when you can see its shape than
when all you see is a list of numbers .
Some voice editors use the computing power of the computer
to manipulate voicing parameters in ways the synthesizer can't.
For example, a random-voice-generator option can produce
variations on a sound by manipulating the parameters automati
cally within a specified range.
Once sounds are defined, you can store them using a com
panion to the voice editor, known as a librarian. This utility is
simply a database for storing and retrieving patches or sounds.
Many synthesizers can store no more than 100 different sounds
internally, but a computer with a librarian can store thousands
ofpatches on a single disk. You can also sort, search, copy, and
delete patches.
In the past, owing to the unique architecture of each synthe
sizer, editors/librarians were instrument-specific. Every time
a new synthesizer was released, software houses scrambled to
be the first to sell software for it. The recent trend is toward
developing more generic editors/librarians. Such programs
either come bundled with multiple editors or include a MIDI
toolkit that you can use to design your own editor or librarian
templates. Some examples are MIDI Quest by Sound Quest,
GenEdit by Hybrid Arts, X-or by Dr. T, Master by CMS, Gal
axy by Opcode, and Super Librarian by Pixel Publishing.

The Final Score

Photo 1: Personal Composer is the first PC-based music
workstation program. It combines a 32-track MIDI
recorder/sequencer (top) with an event editor (middle) and
a score editor (bottom). Each part ofthe program affects
the other so that a musician can start with either of the editors
or the recorder and end up with both a publishable score
and the MIDI sequences that perform it. Since Personal
Composer is Lisp-based, it is fully extensible.

Since the first hint of MIDI's phenomenal success , electronic
musicians have fantasized about being able to sit down at a key
board, play a performance, and instantly print out a music
manuscript in perfect standard musical notation. Easier said
than done. It's easy enough to teach the computer to recognize
pitch, time, duration, and other objective values. But such deci
sions as how measures should be divided, where bar lines
should go, which notes should be beamed together, and what
kinds of expression markings are needed are all subjective.
Such decisions are generally too daunting for the computer to
make on its own. Therefore, some editing is usually necessary
before a manuscript can be considered complete. It's this post
input step that has given notation packages a reputation for be
ing a real bear to learn.
Some notation programs require input in the form of se
quencer files, rather than using live keyboard input. The nota
tion package needs to compile these files before it can produce
the music notation. Some of the notation packages have you
continued
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,..,.-,wo models with 20% smaller
.I footprint and F-Keys on top!
Why two models ...

Both OmniKey/101 models feature:
+ Compatible with virtually all

keypad with added equals key
handy for spreadsheet users

PC/XT/AT personal computers;
PS/2 compatible with adaptor

+ LED indicacors: shows Scroll,

+ Small footprint

Many people have become accustomed to the standard IBM layout with
F keys on top. For you, we've duplicated ... well nearly ... IBM's layout,
but with a couple of improvements.
IBM puts BACKSLASH near BACKSPACE and ENTER keys. By
doing so, they must reduce the size of one of the two keys.
Northgate believes BACKSLASH is better located on the bottom row
next to right hand SHIFT key. This gives you both a double wide
BACKSPACE and large L-shaped ENTER key.
Same crisp feel that made Northgate keyboards famous! ALPS
tactile mechanical key switches let you know each keystroke has
registered with a precise "click". You11 type faster and more accurately
with NO EXTRA EFFORT!

18 Vz "L x 7 'W;
20% smaller than IBM's IOI at
19%"L x 8% 'W

Caps, Number Lock status at a
glance

+ 12 function keys across the cop
+ Incerchangeable Caps Lock and

+ Double injected key caps for long
life and durability

+ Keys color-coded for use in

left Ctr! key

.Vord Perfect

+ Separate calculacor-style numeric

+ FCC Class B Certified

Backed by the industry's strongest warranty-five full years! If you
have any problems due to materials or workmanship Northgate will
promptly repair or replace your OmniKey/101 FREE!

g;:~;K~;Tof-~':2~~fr

ONLY

ss900

OmniKey/101-1 has 12 F-keys across the top and inverted T cursor
control keypad. A near duplication of IBM's layout.

Another "Smart Tool

OmniKey/101-N improves even more over the standard IBM! You get
an independent cursor keypad with diamond-shaped cursor control
layout. PLUS, we've conveniently placed the ESCAPE key next to #1.
And, you get an extra ASTERISK key on bottom row to speed
wildcard commands.

Call for the Dealer Nearest You or Place Your Order Direct

That's not all! OmniKey/101-N also has Northgate's exclusive F!3
Period/Comma Lock key-locks out<> . You'll never type
U>S>A>, when you want U.S.A.!
Race through spreadsheets! Change repeat/delay rate from 3-120
CPS inside DOS or a program-just hit F!4!
Try one for yourself! If you're not 100% satisfied your Omni Keyl IOI
lives up to everything we promise, return it. We11 refund all your money,
including ground shipping charges.

fer Business""'

800 526 2~46
•

•

~?n~eapolis, MN
HOURS: Mon.-Fri.
7a.m. - 9 p.m.; Sar.
8a.m. - 4 p.m. Central

Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Norchgace now has TDD capability. Dial: 800-535-0602.
FAX Your Order 612-476-6443. Dealer and disrriburor pricing available call: 800-328-5564.
Charge it on VISA or MasterCard.
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the BYTE subscriber list
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to send our subscribers material about
their products. We take great care to
screen these companies, choosing on
ly those who are reputable, and whose
products, services, or information we
feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for present
ing the latest personal computer goods
and services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate
this controlled use of our mailing list,
and look forward to finding informa
tion of interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names and
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we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of
this information is of benefit to our
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ture. Should you wish to restrict the
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quest to the following address.
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perform your music directly into the program, and then, after a
brief compilation period, they display it in notated form. Sev
eral notation programs (e.g., C-Lab's Notator, and Coda's
MusicProse and Finale) can actually display your performance
in notated form as you perform it.
There are some combination sequencer/notation packages on
the market. Personal Composer (see photo 1) was the first suc
cessful sequencer for the PC, and it has always offered notation
as an integral part of its package. Notator and Mark of the Uni
corn's Performer 3.4 have fluid, high-end sequencers that can
display notation in real time.
The problem with some of the most powerful notation pack
ages is that they are painfully difficult to learn. A professional
notation package like Finale is one of the most feature-packed
notation packages on the market, but it might take an experi
enced computer musician up to three months to become profi
cient. For some users, this learning curve can be justified in
view of its enormous power and flexibility.
Fortunately for those of us who barely take time to read the
introduction to the manual, the newer notation packages are de
signed with friendlier and more considerate user interfaces.
MusicProse provides a simpler user interface than its predeces
sor but has less powerful features.
Releasing scaled-down versions of complex programs is be
coming something of a fashion in music software applications.
While offering reduced features, these versions maintain file
compatibility with their more powerful counterparts, but they
have a much flatter learning curve. Some examples are Easy Vi
sion, Opcode's introductory version of Vision; Easy Perform
er, Mark of the Unicorn's introductory version of Performer;
and Tiger Cub, Dr. T's introductory version of Beyond.
One drawback of composing with computers is that there is
no way to derive inspiration by bouncing musical ideas off
other musicians. A slew of music applications referred to as
Random Pattern Generators and Compositional Aids respond
to this shortcoming. While they don't necessarily replace a live
musician, random pattern generators do succeed in turning the
personal computer into a contributing partner in composing
and performing. These applications apply random pattern algo
rithms to thematic source material. This source material is al
tered according to parameters established by the composer. Be
ing able to apply the randomizing power of the computer within
defined musical limits enables a composer to creatively gener
ate new textures and forms within a theme. In the hands of a
musician, this powerful tool can yield impressive results that
would not have developed by more conventional means.
Some good programs are Sybil by Scorpion Systems; Jam
box, Upbeat, and M by Intelligent Music; Sound Globs by
Twelve Tone Systems; and MIDI Mouse by Dr. T . Sybil is
unique in that it offers dynamic real-time performance fea
tures. M is one of the finest examples of an interactive pattern
generator. It has an appealing and intuitive user interface for
modifying musical material.
Some recent sequencer programs have random pattern gen
erators, although they tend to be less powerful than the stand
alone packages. A standout is the creatively designed music se
quencer called Bars & Pipes by Blue Ribbon Bakery. It has a
number of built-in randomizing tools, as well as the means to
create your own pattern-generating tools from scratch.

In Sync
To score soundtracks to film and video, it is critical to accu
rately lock a sequencer's timing onto the pulse of an audio- or
videotape machine or another sequencer. Early sequencers
cominued

/lritinal Northgate design with
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function keys on the left!

First keyboard to get back to basics with 12 function
keys on the left-the way many users prefer! In fact,
readers of Computer Shopper voted OmniKey/ 102 their

Best Buy!•
Touch that leads to better typing! The secret?
OmniKey's ALPS tactile mechanical key switches let you

Look at all these outstanding OmniKey/102 features:
• Compatible with virtually all
IBM-type personal computers,
including: PC/XT/AT and PS/2
systems

• Large L-shaped Enter, double
size Backspace, two oversized
Shift keys-easy to hit ... reduces
typing errors!

• Interchangeable left CTRL, ALT
and CAPS LOCK keys. Keep
them as shown or put them in a
standard IBM enhanced layout;
CAPS LOCK next to "A", ALT
next to space bar, CTRL under
SHI IT. On the right, ALT and
CTRL interchange, too

• LED indicators: shows Scroll,
Caps, Number lock status at a
glance

know each keystroke has registered with a precise "click."
No need to slow down to "eye check" the monitor
increases your typing speed with NO EXTRA EFFORT!

• Swap the right Backslash and
Asterisk keys- it's up to you!

Find out for yourself ... order your OmniKey/102
NOW! If you're not 100% pleased, return for full

• Inverted T-shaped cursor control
keypad

• Twelve F-keys on the left-for
quick access to CTRL, ALT,
SHIIT combination commands!

• Double injected key caps for long
life and durability
• ALPS click/tactile mechanical
key switches for a crisp,
responsive feel and faster, more
accurate typing
• Non-skid design! OmniKey/102
has a heavy steel base for
durability. Weighs 4.6 lbs.-won't
slide around no matter how fast
you type!
• Keys color coded for use in Word
Perfect

refund-including ground shipping charges!

• Separate calculator-style numeric
keypad with added equals key
great for spreadsheet users!

Backed by the industry's strongest warranty-five
full years! If you have any problems due to materials or

Call for the Dealer Nearest You or Place Your Order Direct

workmanship, Northgate will promptly repair or replace
your OmniKey/102 FREE!
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OmniKey/102

Another "Smart Tool
for Business"n•

FOB
Minneapolis, MN

• FCC Class B Certified

800-526-2446 ~~~-~s~~:.·~ :~.

8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Central
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Charge it on VISA or MasterCard

1 Northgate Parkway, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344

©North gatc Computer Syste ms. l nc . A.II righcs reserved. Nonhgouc, Om11iKcy 3nd the Big 'N' logo 3rc trademarks of Northgate Compu1er S)·scems. All 01her product br3nd n11nes 3rc lr3demarks or regis1ered uadem3rks of their respecti\·e owners. Specifications
suhjecc 10 change wi1houc nocicc. All models subject 10 aV3ibbi!icy. • Bcsc Buy for inpu1 device, Compmcr SMppcr, December, 1989.
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PC/AT Chassis
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Integrand's new Chassis/ System is not
another IBM mechanical and electrical
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design
approach has been taken using modular
construction. At present, over 40 optional
stock modules allow you to customize our
standard chassis to nearly any requirement.
Integrand offers high quality, advanced
design hardware along with applications
and technical support a// at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less?

Photo 2: A synthesizer and software , such as Dr. T's MT-32
Editor/Librarian (shown here), allow you to create entirely
new sounds that can then be used in musical compositions.

Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards
and Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced

,-~~~

~

Backplanes

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291

209/651-1203

TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
FAX 209/651-1353
We accept BankAmericard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM. PC. XT. AT lrademarks of International Business Machines
Drives and co mpute rboar ds not incl uded.
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accomplished this by locking onto an analog pulse on one of the
tracks of the tape, a method known as FSK (Frequency Shifted
Keying). It worked well but was prone to dropping out of sync,
and it required that both the sequencer and the tape machine
always started from the beginning of a performance.
Today, the preferred method of synchronization is via
SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers)
coding. As is obvious from the name, this is the time code stan
dard used in TV and film. It specifies time in frames per sec
ond. Most current sequencers address SMPTE time code either
directly or indirectly via another standard, MIDI time code,
that divides time into beats per quarter note.
The synchronous lock-on is achieved with an SMPTE-to
MIDI converter, which translates the musical timing divisions
of MIDI time code into the video- or film-frame realm of
SMPTE. Synchronization is accurate to the resolution of a
frame. It can begin anywhere instead of requiring a simulta
neous start from the beginning of a piece.
All high-end music sequencers have this important synchro
nizing ability, but sequencers alone don't address all the spe
cialized, complex needs of a musician who is adding sound to
visuals. As a result, a new category of music software known as
cueing software has quickly evolved. These programs are de
signed to work hand-in-hand with a music sequencer to auto
mate as much of the scoring process as possible.
Opcode's Cue, Passport's Clicktracks, and Dr. T's Hitman
all share the following features:
• They provide a fast and easy way to identify and tag the be
ginnings and ends of cues in a film (i.e. , the points in a film
that require music).
• They help calculate optimum tempos, enabling the composer
to catch the maximum number of hits (synchronized musical/
video events) during a cue.
• They can perform instantaneous time-format conversions ,
allowing you to translate a single cue point into NTSC or PAL
video frames, film frames, or beats per minute.
Some of these programs have limited sequencing features
themselves, allowing you to trigger single MIDI events or even
continued
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Build a multi-user,
85K, dBASE com
patible application
using pulldown menus,
popup windows, and
data entry from
pick lists.

correspond directly
to familiar dBASE
commands.

Source Included
As you become an
expert Code Base 4
user, you will find
yourself examining the
source code as you read
about the internal
operating principles
of Code Base 4.
Enjoy the benefits of
complete dBASE func
tionality, including data
entry, windows, menus,
multiple index files per
data base, dBASE
expression evaluation,
fields, filters, relations,
reindexing, and editing.

Portable
When you are done,
port your application
to Unix, Microsoft
Windows and OS/2
without modifying a
single line of code.
Then watch as your
application runs many
times faster than corre
sponding dBASE, Clipper
or Fox base programs.
Finally, you can keep
all the profits after you
have distributed unlimited
numbers of your executable
programs royalty free.

Compatible
Code Base 4 lets you access
and modify the data, index
and memo files of dBASE
III, dBASE IV, or Clipper.
Consquently, you can take
advantage of dBASE com
patible tools such as R&R
Relational Report Writer.
Switch between Turbo C,
Quick C, and Microsoft C.
Take advantage of integrated

development
environments, sophisticated
debuggers, and programs
which compile and link
in seconds.
Learn Code Base 4 by
consulting the comprehensive
206 page user's guide while
interactively executing Code
Base 4 routines from a
learning utility. Then try
example programs from the
diskettes or the user's guide.
You will easily remember the
Code Base 4 routines which
Circle 265 011 Reader Service Card

Order Today
Order Code Base 4 at $295
and you will soon know why
Sequiter Software Inc. and
most software dealers are
happy to give a 30 day
money back guarantee!!
Call ( 403) 448-0313
Fax (403) 448-0315

~!~2;,~~

111111

P.O. Box 5659, Station L
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada T6C 4G 1
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Read Mac Disks in a PC
MatchMaker
- the best way to share data between a PC and
a Mac. The MatchMaker card lets you plug a
Macintosh floppy drive into a PC.

complete sequences created in a dedicated sequencer. All the
features help enormously in minimizing the most tedious and
time-consuming aspects of soundtrack composing, leaving the
composer more time to actually compose music.

Multimedia Masters
There are some powerful software packages that allow you to
integrate audio and MIDI note events with video, graphics, and
animation-in other words, multimedia. One of the most prom
inent of these is Commodore's AmigaVision, the multimedia
icon-based authoring system that is being bundled with the new
Amiga 3000. Another is Showmaker by Gold Disk, a time-line-

•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-install half-size card.
Use any external Macintosh drive.
DOS-like command software included.
1 year warranty, Made in USA.
Also available; MatchPoint-PC to
read/write Apple II disks.

The

next music

software evolution is just now
getting offthe ground.

''. .. by far the most cost effective solution... " PC WEEK

Mic:raSalutian§
Computer Products

132 W Lincoln Hwy.
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 756-3411

based multimedia sequencer geared toward video production.
Both of these products make full use of the Amiga's native
multitasking operating system and offer features that allow you
to manipulate musical elements within a multimedia event.
MacroMind's Director is designed specifically for multi
media. A unique program from HIP Software, called Hook Up,
is a quirky icon-driven programming toolkit that allows you to
create interactive animations that trigger or are triggered by
MIDI events.
One of the most interesting and unusual programs to incor
porate music in a multimedia environment is Mandala by Very
Vivid. It allows you to employ video input to control animations
and musical MIDI events in real time. Standing in front of a
video camera, you can play virtual instruments in thin air
while actually triggering audio samples.

Special Software
As music software matures and moves beyond its formative
years, enhanced MIDI protocols and a collection of MIDI util
ities have evolved to address the needs of music and MIDI with
in the personal computer environment. MIDIBASIC by Al tech
Systems consists of 12 additional MIDI-related BASIC com
mands, enabling BASIC programmers to more easily create
music applications. A MIDI utility by Bartleby Software called
Monitor allows you to examine, send, and store MIDI data as
hexadecimal, decimal, or binary numbers, or as text.
With the proliferation of voice editors that provide features
for conventional synthesizers, it wasn't long before developers
exploited the audio circuitry in computers themselves. Synthia
by The Other Guys uses the four-channel digital-audio hard
ware of the Amiga. It is essentially a synthesizer/sampler on a
disk. New Wave Software's Dynamic Drums turns the Amiga
into a polyphonic drum machine. Drummer by Cool Shoes
turns the PC into the front end of a drum machine, triggering
(via MIDI) any remote drum module or synthesizer.

The New Music
Exotic random pattern generators and new MIDI utilities will
continue to come our way in varying forms, and the necessity of
continued
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·mtrie three-dimensional documentation
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in a PC environment

HyperMap"' is a hypermedia environment which allows
to construct visual data bases. HyperMap"' permits the
integration of images, graphics, data bases and texts in
a single system. All of tllis is achieved with the highly
popular PC environment and Microsoft"' Windows, using
a structure called «hyperstructure». HyperMap"' has
unlimited applications. Some examples are in Office
automation, Industry, Tourism, Real-Estate agencies,
Banks and Insurance companies, Education, Museums, etc.
HyperMap"' is an environment which has all the
necessary tools to create and query hyperstructures.
HyperMap"' permits acquisition of TIFF (enlarged
version), PCX and BMP images and DXF or WMF
graphics formats as well as editing of images and

'.

graphics (including image composition). Moreover, with
HyperMap"' 'stools texts and data base files (dBASE
111"' compatible) can be created or imported from ASCII
or dBASE 111"' format files. With HyperMap"' , images,
graphics, texts and data bases can be int egr ated in a 30
documentation structure through which the user can
move to consult information related with them.
HyperMapl!l has a set of tools to query and visualize
images as well as to consult information within the
hyperstructure through node or zone consulting or
querying of the associated dat a base. Hyper Map"' also
has tools for measuring distances, etc. in images and
graphics, as well as for printing, restoring, etc., images
and graphics.
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RESEARCH S.A.
Valencia, 93, Pral. 1a.
08029 Barcelona. Spain,
Tels.: + 34 (3) 323 6322 • 323 63 65
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
Here is the contact information for all the products mentioned in this article. The superscripts refer to the machines that each product
runs on: the Amiga (Am), the Atari ST (At), the I BM PC (PC), the Macintosh (M), and the Apple I/GS (GS).
AmigaVisionAm
Commodore Business Machines
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
Inquiry 1052.
Bars & PipesAm
Blue Ribbon Bakery
1248 Clairmont Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30030
(404) 377-1514
Inquiry 1053.
BeyondAm.At.M.PC
HitmanA1
KCSAm.At,M.PC
MIDI MouseAm.M
MT-32 Editor/LibrarianAt. PC
Tiger CubAm.A1.M:PC
X-orAt.PC
Dr. T
220 Boylston St.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 244-6954
Inquiry 1063.
CakewalkPc
Sound Gl~bsPC
Twelve Tone Systems
165 Bedford St.
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 273-4437
Inquiry 1054.
ClicktracksM
Master Tracks ProAm,Gs.M.PC
Passport
65 Miramontos St.
Half MoonBay , CA 94019
(415) 726-0280
Inquiry 1055.
CueM
EasyVisionM
GalaxyM
VisionM
Opcode
3641 Haven Dr., Suite A
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 369-8131
Inquiry 1056.

CubaseAm.At
Pro 24Am.At
Steinberg/Jones
17700 Raymer St., Suite 1001
Northridge, CA 91325
(818) 993-4091
Inquiry 1057.
DirectorM
MacroMind
410Townsend St., Suite 408
San Francisco, CA 94107
( 415) 442-0200
Inquiry 1058.
DrummerPC
Cool Shoes Software
P.O. Box 391
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 229-9942
Inquiry 1059.
Dynamic DrumsPC
New Wave Software
P.O. Box438
St. Clare Shores, MI 48080
(313) 771-4465
Inquiry 1060.
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NotatorA1
C-Lab/DigiDesign
1360 Willow Rd., Suite 101
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 327-8811
Inquiry 1181.

JamboxM
MAm,M.PC
UpbeatM
Intelligent Music
116 North Lake Ave.
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 434-4110
Inquiry 1065.

Personal ComposerPC
Personal Composer
2448 76th Ave. SE
Mercer Island, WA 98040
(800) 446-8088
Inquiry 1183.

Mandala Am
Very Vivid, Inc.
P.O. Box 127, Station B
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada MST 2T3
(416) 686-7850
Inquiry 1066.
MasterM.PC
CMS
382 North Lemon Ave.
Walnut, CA 91789
(714) 594-5051
Inquiry 1067.

Easy PerformerM
PerformerM
Performer 3.4M
Mark of the Unicorn
222 Third St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 576-2760
Inquiry 1182.

MIDIBASlCM,PC
Altech Systems
122 Faris Industrial Park Dr.
Shreveport, LA 71106
(318) 226-1702
Inquiry 1068.

FinaleM
MusicProseM
Coda
1401 East 79th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55425
(800) 843-2066
Inquiry 1061.

MIDI Quest Am.A1.M.PC
Sound Quest
1573 Eglinton Ave. W, Suite 200
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M6E 2G9
(800) 387-8720
Inquiry 1069.

GenEditAt.M
Hybrid Arts
8522 National Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90232
(213) 841-0348
Inquiry 1062.

MonitorPC
Bartleby Software
P.O. Box 671112
Dallas, TX 75367
(214) 363-2967
Inquiry 1070.

incorporating music into multimedia environments will spawn
more applications for integrating music with video, graphics,
and other media. But it appears that the basic music software
tools-the sequencer, the voice editor/librarian (see photo 2),
and the notator-are already mature.
The next music software evolution is just now getting off the
ground. It is occurring in tandem with an evolution in music
hardware: software/hardware packages for digital multitrack
recording direct to disk. Opcode and DigiDesign are working
together to create a system that will access and control Digi
design 's Sound tools system-a two-track, 16-bit, CD-quality
digital recording module-from within Opcode's Vision sequenc
er. The merging of sequencing and digital recording represents
the birth of the music workstation, and the ultimate realization
442

HookUpM
HIP Software
117 Harvard St., Suite 3
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 661-2447
Inquiry 1064.

Sequencer PlusPC
Voyetra Technologies
333 Fifth Ave.
Pelham, NY 10803
(914) 738-4500
Inquiry 1184.
ShowmakerAm
Gold Disk
P.O. Box 789, Streetsville
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada LSM 2C2
( 416) 828-0913
Inquiry 1185.
Super LibrarianAm.Ai.M.PC
Pixel Publishing
1573 Eglinton Ave ., Suite 3
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M6E 2G9
(416) 785-3036
Inquiry 1186.
SybilAt.M.PC
Scorpion Systems
175 Fifth Ave., Suite 2624
New York, NY 10010
(415) 864-2956
Inquiry 1187.
SynthiaAm
The Other Guys
P.O. BoxH
Logan, VT 84321
(800) 942-9402
Inquiry 1188.

of the home recording-studio-in-a-box fantasized by every mu
sician that's ever yearned to produce master recordings.
In a world that is increasingly defined by how well we learn
to communicate with and relate to computers, being able to
work with them as fluid musical instruments and creative part
ners capable of warmth and subtlety of expression offers hope
that our futures might not be as sterile and unfeeling as many
sometimes fear. •

Dean Friedman is a composer living in Peekskill, New York.
Among his many compositions is the 1970s hit "Ariel." He is
also the designer of the Nickelodeon game "Eat-a-Bug." Cur
rently he is writing film and TV scores. He can be reached on
BJX c/o "editors."

Introducing the high speed modems from U.S. Robotics

Now with V.42bis
Until now, high speed modem users had the best of
one world. They either had speed or compatibility.
U.S. Robotics just changed all that.

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS ...
With the new line of high speed modems from
U.S. Robotics - the Courier HST, the Courier HST Dual
Standard and the Courier V.32 - you can now have both
the highest speeds and the most compatibility.

For speed - its the Courier HST which delivers
throughput up to 35,500 bits per second with MNP® level
1·5 error control and V.42bis. And it still costs less than
$1 ,000.
For Compatibility- the Courier V.32 provides CCITT
standard modulations from 300 bps to 9600 bps for under
$995. And with MNP levels 1-5 and V.42bis you will get
complete data integrity plus throughputs approaching
24,000 bps.

U.S. ROBOTICS - THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
You would expect the broadest high speed modem line
from U.S. Robotics. We manufactured our first HST
in 1987, and it quickly became the standard on over
8,000 bulletin boards and for over 40,000 users. Rated #1
by Data Communications magazine, it confirmed what
our customers knew all along - U.S. Robotics delivers
the best modem value. And we've been doing that for 13
years - for over 1,000,000 customers.
When you look for high speed modems, don't settle for
half a solution. Look to U.S. Robotics. Call today for
details on the high speed modems that give you the best
of all worlds.

Call 1-800-Dial USA. (1-800-342-5877)

~'ilobotics®

The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications

8100 North McCormick Boulevard, Skokie, Illinois 60076
U.S. Robotics, Courier and HST are trademarks of U.S. Robotics, Inc. Other computer

For the best of all worlds - it's the Courier HST Dual
S\andafd, combining th e blinding speed of the Courier
HST with the compatibility of the V.32. At $1,295, it
costs less than some featureless V.32-only modems.

and software names identified by® or r'1 are trademarks of their respective
manufacturers. Prices are suggested retail prices in U.S. Dollars.
For sales in the United Kin gdom, please call Miracom, Ltd .. Ipswich, England.
Telephone: 0473 233888. For Canadian sales. call 1-800-553-3560.

·ostScript Power To The Peoplel
The QMS-PS® 410 Printer. Developed by the
greatest minds in the industry. .. Yours.

Before engineering the QMS-PS 410, we performed
one very important task. We listened. Then we took
everything we heard, added a few surprises, and
built a revolutionary laser printer with a
suggested retail price of just $2795!
You said make it Adobe®
Postscript®. So we did. And
now you can enjoy the design
flexibility only Postscript offers as
well as 45 resident typefaces and thou
sands of Postscript software applications.
You said make it reliable. So we used
the Canon®LX print engine manufactured
by the undisputed world leader in high-quality,
easy-maintenance print engines.
You said make setup easy. So we made it truly
and completely plug-and-play. Out of the box, it
connects to IBM®PC's and compatibles, Apple®
Macintoshes®and mini and mainframe computers.
You said make it flexible. So we added HP®LaserJet®
Series II emulation to support non-Postscript printing
applications.
You said make it simple. So we gave the QMS-PS 410
the intelligence to actually "think for you" by automati
cally switching between emulations and interfaces! This
printer has ESP (Emulation Sensing Processor), which
interprets incoming data and automatically chooses the
appropriate printer language. And you can send data
simultaneously to its AppleTalk®, serial and parallel
interfaces! There's no need to change switch settings
or send complicated software commands.
You said make it fast. So we created a super-fast
controller with a 68020 processor and third generation
QMS®ASAP™ technology (Advanced Systems Architec
ture for Postscript), which incorporates the latest in
component and controller design.
You said make it expandable. So we made a variety of
options available, including an HP-GL®emulation card,
Adobe typeface cards, HP compatible font cards, memory
upgrades and extended paper handling capabilities.

Call Now and Let the QMS-PS 41 O
Liberate You!

1-800-523-2696
In Europe (31)-30/420129
You see, listening to you gave us the insight to
develop a printer that offers real world solutions to
real world problems. And the QMS-PS 410 delivers
Postscript power to the people by giving you more solu
tions than any other printer on the market. Affordable.
Reliable. Flexible. Solutions that set you free!

...
I

POSTSCRIPT®

Thefollowing are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respocl\ve companies·.OMS,the OMS logo.
OMS-PS and ASAP of OMS, Incorporated. IBM of lnternatK>nal Business Machine, Incorporated. Adobe,
Postscript and the Adobe Postscript logo of Adobe Systems. Incorporated. Canon of Canon USA,
Incorporated. Apple, AppleTalk and Macintosh of Apple Computer, lnco1porated. HP, HP-GL and LaserJet
of Hewlett-Pad<ard Company. Centronics of Centronics Data Computer, Incorporated.
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Bill McGinnis

OF MONITORS
AND EMISSIONS
The least-changed
computer peripheral is
about to change

nless you've confined your
computing to an abacus, where
the only emissions are splin
ters, you've probably heard
about the controversy surrounding ex
tremely low-frequency (ELF) and very
low-frequency (VLF) magnetic emis
sions from video monitors. Whether the
health hazards being blamed on such
emissions are real or not, many manufac
turers-especi a11 y those outside the
U .S.-have begun producing so-called
low-radiation monitors. In this month's
Under the Hood, I'll take a look at dis
play monitors and the steps that are being
taken to reduce emissions from them.

U

Electronics and Emissions
Before you can reduce emissions from a
video display terminal (VDT), you have
to be able to identify the types of emis
sions and their origins. You should also
observe the effects of such emissions and
understand any regulations that apply.
Most electronic equipment produces
two kinds of emissions: electric and
magnetic. These emissions are emitted
or radiated as electromagnetic energy
fields. It is generally accepted that if the
electromagnetic energy field produces
ions while passing through matter, it is
an ionizing field. If not, it is a nonioniz
ing field. X-rays are an example of ioniz
ing electromagnetic fields used to treat
some medical conditions. Nonionizing
fields are lower-frequency fields includ
ing ELF, VLF, radio, TV, and micro
wave communications.
To prevent misunderstandings, the sci
entific community generally refers to the
propagation of nonionizing energy as
emissions and the propagationofionizing
ILLUSTRATION: TIM TEEBKEN © 1990

energy as radiation (see the text box
"Clarifying the Confusion" on page
446). Therefore, it's inaccurate to con
sider ELF and VLF emissions as some
how related to ionizing radiations, such
as those generated by x-ray or nuclear
sources.
The electric and magnetic emissions
generated by electronic equipment can
be carried along conductors, such as
power and interconnecting cables. Some
components generate emissions during
their normal circuit operation.
You've observed at least some effects
from both of these types of emissions.
The phenomenon is called electromag
netic interference. An example of con
ducted EMI is the disruption of TV re
ception by noise on the power line
created by an electric shaver, a blender,
or other electric devices. You've prob
ably also noticed EMI as noise interfer
ence in audio systems, video displays,
and telecommunication equipment.

Some earlier computer systems caused
so much interference that you couldn't
operate them in the same room with your
radio or TV. Eventually, these systems
were taken off the market because they
couldn't be made to comply with emis
sion requirements. Manufacturers found
it was more cost-effective to design sys
tems from the beginning to comply with
regulations. You may begin to see this
approach used to reduce video monitor
ELF and VLF emissions.
The huge volume of complaints about
EMI caused regulatory agencies world
wide to take action (see the text box
"Who's Monitoring the Monitor Stan
dards?" on page 448). One such U.S.
agency is the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). One of its charters
is to regulate the emission levels from
computing equipment so they don't inter
fere excessively with licensed broadcast
services.
continued
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,Clarifying the Confusion

Attenuation The decrease in ampli
tude of an electromagnetic emission
during its transmission from one point
to the next.
Deflection circuit A set of coils in
stalled on the neck of a CRT. They con
trol the movement of the electron beam
across the CRT face when they are ener
gized by the sweep frequency.

EMS Electromagnetic susceptibil
ity-how easily the operation ofan elec
tronic device is disrupted.

Magnetic field A state produced by a
varying current flow in a conductor,
which can induce a voltage in a second
conductor.
Nonionizing Any electromagnetic
radiation or emission incapable of di
rectly or indirectly producing ions when
it passes through matter.

Electric field An electric flux den
sity produced by a varying voltage.

Filament voltage A voltage applied
to the filament of a CRT. It heats the
cathode to a point where electrons are
emitted and then accelerated to hit the
CRT's phosphor-coated face .

ELF Extremely low frequency-the
frequency range from 3 Hz to 3000 Hz.

Hertz The basic unit of measure for
frequencies (i.e., cycles per second) ,

EMC Electromagnetic compatibil
ity-the ability of different electronic
devices to work together without caus
ing interference to each other.

Ionizing Any electromagnetic or par
ticulate radiation capable of directly or
indirectly producing ions in its passage
through matter.

Sweep frequency The amplitude
varying voltage applied to the deflection
coils to move the electron beam across
the CRT face. Horizontal frequencies
range from 15 ,000 Hz to 32,000 Hz,
and vertical sweep frequencies range
from 50 Hz to 90 Hz.

EMI Electromagnetic interference
emissions that cause electronic equip
ment to malfunction.

Isotropic probe A probe that has
equal emission reception in all direc
tions.

:V.LF Ver_y: low frequency - the fr.e
rquency range from 3000 Hz to -30 ,000
Hz.

CRT
MAGNETIC FIELD
SYSTEM
4

3
Horizontal control is
applied to pins 1 and 2
Vertical control is
applied to pins 3 and 4

Figure 1: A CRT magnetic deflection
system positions the electron beam on
the face ofthe CRT. Sweep frequency
circuits apply voltages to the horizontal
and vertical deflection coils to position
the electron beam.
446

Emission An act of dispersal. This
term generally refers to electromagnetic
energy.
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FCC regulations set levels of con
ducted emissions over the frequency
range of 450 kHz to 30 MHz and for radi
ated emissions from 30 MHz to I 000
MHz. They selected these frequency
ranges to be sensitive to areas where re
ceiving equipment exhibited electromag
netic susceptibility . The goal is to
achieve electromagnetic compatibility, a
condition that allows a variety of elec
tronic equipment to operate in close
proximity without interference.
Basic VDT Operation
The CRT is the main component in most
VDTs. It has an electron gun that emits a
beam of electrons. The beam is acceler
ated by a high voltage applied to the tube
and strikes the CRT's phosphor-coated
face. This coating glows when struck by
the electron beam.
Control circuits are needed to adjust
the intensity of the beam and move it
across the tube's face to create a usable
video display. Voltages are applied to the
control grid to adjust the brightness of
the CRT screen. The focus control ad
justs the size of the electron beam image
on the face of the CRT. The movement of
the electron beam across the face of the
tube is controlled by voltages applied to
the horizontal and vertical deflection
system (see figure I) .

Radiation I) The emission ofelectro
magnetic energy. 2) Moving nuclear
particles.

The horizontal coils are energized by
a sweep frequency that ranges from
15 ,000 Hz to 32,000 Hz , depending on
the VDT's design. The resulting varying
magnetic field moves the electron beam
from side to side. A vertical sweep fre
quency ranging from 50 Hz to 90 Hz is
applied to the vertical deflection coils,
causing the electron beam to move up
and down.
The majority of the emissions in the
VLF region are a result of drive voltages
applied to the horizontal deflection coils.
Emissions in the ELF band come from
two primary sources: the vertical deflec
tion coils, which are energized at rates of
from 50 Hz to 90 Hz; and power supply
components, which generally operate
from either 50 Hz or 60 Hz. Studies have
shown that the emissions from color
monitors are higher than those from sim
ilar-size monochrome monitors because
of the higher operating voltages on color
CRTs.
Research on the effects of low-level
magnetic fields has gone on for many
years and still goes on. Part of this re
search is focused on the effects of vary
ing or pulsating fields, such as those
found in the magnetic fields emitting
from the CRT's deflection coils. There
has been very little agreement on the
continued
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Who's Monitoring the Monitor Standards?
past few years, improvements
technology have rapidly
Itakeninn thedisplay
place, and today, computer de
signers have many options: There are
several advantages to each type of dis
play. But as displays have evolved, so
has concern over the emissions from
CRTs and how to measure them.
In 1988 , a standard was adopted by a
Swedish commission regarding methods
for measuring electrostatic fields and
electric and magnetic alternating fields.
While this regulation applies only to
equipment imported int0, or used in,
Sweden, i~ ,do.es serve as a model for
other countries, and we will pn1bal5J'y
see similar regulations enac;:ted else
where.
In addition, some Taiwanese periph

eral manufacturers have already em:
braced the c-0ncept of designing for (e
duced low- freq uency emissions by
beginning to produce lowered ELF dis
plays. It is expected that VDT manufac
turers woFldwide may follbw this lead.
In the U.S. , IEEE Committee P-1140
has been formed and is meeting to re
view ANSI standard C95 .1. It will eval
uate measurement techniques and fre
quency coverage of the standard. One of
the committee's action items is to con
sider increasing the standard's frequen
cy range . Some members are p oposing
that the range be extended down to as
low as 50 Hz. It is possible that a first
draft could be finished by mid-199 l.
Interest in the ANSI standard rewrite
primarily concerns how it applies to

High- and Low-Frequency
Emission Control

SOURCES OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
IN VIDEO DISPLAY UNITS
- - - - ---. out
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Figure 2: The face ofthe CRT is shielded with a well-grounded EM/ window.
The CRT glass envelope, deflection coils, power supplies , and the terminal itself
are shielded with metals that have good ferromagnetic properties and good
conductivity, such as iron and nickel.
validity and magnitude of the problem .
Only a few countries, with Sweden in the
forefront, have actually initiated stan
dards regulating the levels of emissions
in the VLF region.
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computing equipment, though C95. l
will also apply to other equipment that
operates within this standard's frequen
cy range . The p obable effect of the
ANSI standard rewrite will be consider
ation of emissions and their levels in the
lower end of the spectrum. Doubtless,
all electronic manufacturers will be
closely monitoring the outcome of the
committee's deliberations.
Reducing ELF emissions is some
what similar to reducing hydrocarbon
emissions on automobiles. The basic op
erating characteristics of a vehicle are
relatively unaffected by the modifica
tion. The same is true of a VDT. The
r.educed-emission CRT video monitor's
operation remains essentially the same
as the unmodified model.

What kinds of options are available to
designers who are seeking to reduce the
ELF and VLF magnetic emissions from
VDTs? Unfortunately, there aren't many
choices.

Computers are brought into compliance
with earlier EMC regulations by apply
ing techniques of circuit design that min
imize the source of emissions and pro
vide improved filtering and additional
shielding. Radiated emissions requiring
suppression were electric and could be
shielded with thin sheet metal , metal
screen, or even sprayed-on coatings.
These techniques do not significantly
contribute to the weight of the device, nor
do they present unachievable constraints
on the material selection or design of
equipment enclosures.
By nature, electric and electrostatic
fields are high-impedance and are easily
contained by shields or screens. EMI
shielded windows are available that fit
over the face of a CRT (see figure 2). An
EMI-shielded window is a metal screen
bonded to, or a thin-film metal deposit
on, a glass CRT cover. Such shields will
reduce VLF electric emissions by a fac
tor of over 1000. The screen's attenua
tion of VLF magnetic emissions is so
small as to be almost unmeasurable.
In contrast, magnetic fields are low
impedance. Reducing magnetic emis
sions begins with selecting the appro
priate materials. Highly conductive
materials, such as copper or aluminum,
are excellent choices for reducing elec
tric emissions but not magnetic emis
sions. Magnetic emissions are best re
duced by using ferrous materials. Other
materials can be used, but the electric
continued
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Recording the Past ...
. . . Plotting the Future

Our reputation precedes us! From 5 subsidiaries and 35 distributors in more
than 40 countries worldwide, thousands of customers purchased more in 1989
than ever before. And they were able to choose new products from an ever- _ _i...,..;..i~;,;i,o~--"'\
expanding array of plotters, penless plotters, digitizers, recorders and supplies.
The Graphtec reputation is one of building products that work well and last a
long time. We earned that reputation the hard way, by delivering over 40 years
of the best innovation, support, and after-sales service in the industry.
To see what we mean, look no further than our KW series of digitizers. These
precision instruments come in a full range of sizes, from A3 to AO. Designed for
professional use, they include such features as electromagnetic cross-transmission
coordinate sensing, for ± 0.25 mm accuracy and 0.025 mm resolution, a range of
cordless cursors and styli for tangle-free operation, emulation of other industry
standard protocols, and an RS-232C interface.
Choose the Graphtec reputation, and get Graphtec quality.

GRRPHTEC CORPORATION

Mita 43rd Mori Bldg., 13-16, Mita 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan Tel:(03)453-0511 Fax:(03)453-7187
U.S.A.: American Graphtec, Inc. Tel :(714)261-7568 Fax: (714)833-7568
Australia: Southern Graphtec Ply. Ltd. Tel:(02)148-4888 Fax: (02)748-4882
Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH Tel:(040)511·5059 Fax:(040)511·9155
United Kingdom: Graphtec (UK) Ltd. Tel:(0270)625·115 Fax:(0270)626-733
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while

modern displays have
high resolution and
excellent color ranges,
most are still built with
CRTs that are really
just big, obtrusive
electron tubes.

working on an update of ANSI C95. I
(see the text box "Who's Monitoring the
Monitor Standards?").

Equipment Changes
The computer industry has undergone
tremendous changes since users first
fired up their 16K-byte machines with
their cumbersome cassette-tape storage
and small TVs used for video display.
Today's computers are much faster and
more efficient, and they have almost un

8051

limited storage capabilities . Yet the
VDTs retain more similarities to those
old TVs than differences .
While modern displays have higher
resolution and excellent color ranges,
most are still built with CRTs that are
really just big, obtrusive electron tubes.
At least they are relatively inexpensive
and they can produce large, full-color
images. The tube size usually deter
mines the VDT's overall dimensions and
co11tinued
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THE LEADING IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR TECHNOLOGY.

and magnetic attenuation ratios will be
similar to those of iron.
One way to shield against magnetic
emissions is to place a 0.254-mm-thick
iron sheet 10 cm from a 20,000-Hz emis
sion source. The theoretical attenuation
of the electric emission in this example
will be by a factor of about 560 trillion.
However, the attenuation of magnetic
emissions is only about 1000. The atten
uation of magnetic emission is even less
as the frequency is lowered. The 60-Hz
attenuation ratio is less than 3 for the
above material.

Measurement Techniques
The analysis of electric and magnetic
emissions from electronic equipment be
gins with the proper selection of the an
tenna/probe. The probe measures only
selected electric or magnetic fields. It
must not respond to spurious emissions
that will interfere with the accuracy of
the measurements.
The probe should be almost isotropic
so that its response to an emission field is
not dependent on the position of the
probe. The design uses three dipoles for
electric fields and three loops for mag
netic fields, with one aligned with each
of the x-, y-, and z-axes to achieve near
isotropic operation.
This is the preferred isotropic probe
technique for manufacturing instru
ments that are used to test compliance
with ANSI standard C95 .1. This stan
dard addresses safe levels of human ex
posures to radio-frequency electromag
netic fields in the frequency range of 300
kHz to 100 GHz. It starts at a higher fre
quency, and the field-strength levels are
much higher than those from VDTs.
Currently, IEEE Committee P-1140 is

Austr alia (02) 654 1873. Austria (0222) 38 7638. Bene lux +3 1 1858-16133, Canada 514 689-5889, Denmark (02)
65 81 11 , Fi nland 90-452 1255, France 101)-69 4 12 80 1, Great Britai n 0962-73 31 40, Israel 103) 48 48 32, Italy
1011 ) 77 1 00 10, Korea (02) 784 784 I, New Zealand 109) 392-464, Portuga l 101) 83 56 70, Sweden, Norway 1040)
92 24 25, Singapore 065 284-6077, Spain (931 2 17 2340, Switzerland (01) 740 41 05, Taiwan 1021 7640215, Thailand
(021 28 1-9 596, West Germany 08 13 1-1687, USA FAX 1408) 378-7869.
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Shh!
Don't tell your boss about EasyFlow!
Don't say how much time you saved on flowcharts and
data flow diagrams. EasyFlow, unlike most "screen
draw" programs, is dedicated to fast composition and
modification of flowcharts and data flow diagrams.
Don't breathe a word about the automatic line routing,
automatic text centering, the slick cut & paste
or how you created charts and then cleanly moved them
into a desktop publishing program.
Tell your boss your had to sweat bullets
to come up with these amazing results.
Don't point out that EasyFlow works with most
matrix printers, laser printers and plotters.
Keep the 200 page manual out of sight. Don't get
caught with one of the 350 context sensitive
help messages on your screen.
Don't let the boss know that EasyFlow only costs
$149.95 and that RUSH delivery is available.
Do tell the boss you are a hard working genius
but don't mention the other 80,000 geniuses whose
bosses don't know either.

Flowcharting Malle Easy.

HavenTree Software Limited
PO. Box 1093 -A Thousand Island Park, NY 13692
Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668 Info: (613 ) 544-6035 ext.80
Fax: (613) 544-9632
From our fax to yours... Info Fax: (613) 544-2049
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weight. The tube requires a filament
voltage, a high-voltage power supply,
and deflection circuits, all of which can
contribute to the VDT's ELF and VLF
electromagnetic emissions.
Redesigning current video monitors
could include adding shielding to the
CRT body, magnetic deflection coils,
and power supplies, and enclosing the
entire monitor (see figure 2). The addi
tional shielding, however, would add
weight, increase cost, and make cabinet
designs harder to modify. Better ap
proaches include improving the circuit
design, finding new ways to sweep the
electron beam over the CRT face, or em
ploying electrostatic deflection systems
such as those used by most oscilloscopes.

Alternate Video Displays
Alternate display technologies are evolv
ing in three main areas: gas-plasma,
electroluminescent, and LCD, which is
used in many portable computers. This
reduction in display excitation voltage
will reduce the magnitude of display-re
lated electromagnetic emissions.
The size and resolution of today's al
ternative displays are not equal to those
of CR Ts, but they are rapidly improving.
Some manufacturers are responding to
the debate about low-frequency emis
sions by offering VDTs with specified
lower-level magnetic emissions. Two Tai
wanese companies offering such moni
tors are ADI Systems and Copam Elec
tronics. Both are medium-size mono
chrome monitors.
Other manufacturers are beginning to
offer flat-panel displays such as the Phil
ips PM 12522. This unit is advertised as
being completely free of emissions and
generating virtually no heat. It has a 640
by 480-pixel, 12-inch LCD screen.
The future of monitors is wide open,
with many possibilities in the offing. Al
ready being considered are holographic
and optical-projection monitors that will
produce three-dimensional displays .
Emission levels should be lower, because
this type of equipment will be easier to
shield than current CRT monitors. To
morrow's displays will have greatly re
duced ELF and VLF magnetic emissions
by using either redesigned CRT displays
or alternate display technologies. •

Bill McGinnis is manager ofthe RF Mea
surements and Analysis Section for the
Southwest Research Institute, a nonprofit
R&D organization in San Antonio, Texas.
He has over 25 years of experience with
electromagnetic compatibility measure
ments , analysis, and design. He can be
reached on BIX c/o "editors. "
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There are plenty of places to get information in this
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality
information, there's only one that rises to the top:
BYTE WEEK.
BYTE WEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each
week, the most important news and information
from the previous week is presented in a readable
and concise manner. BYTEWEEK offers you what no
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly
evolving computer industry as it happens with the
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's
experienced editorial staff can provide.

The Crop.

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and
Canada). Your subscription to BYTEWEEK also
includes a free subscription to BIX, BYTE's exclusive
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this
opportunity!

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit
card or we'll bill you.

One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
BYTEWEEK offers a money-back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied.
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The joy of C-scape
Elegant graphics and text
he C-scape™ Interface
T
Management System is a flexible
library of C functions for data entry
and validation, menus, text editing,
context-sensitive help, and windowing.
C-scape's powerful Look & Feel™
Screen Designer lets you create full·
featured screens and automatically
generates complete C source code.
C-scape includes easily modifiable high
level functions as well as primitives to
construct new functions. Its object·
oriented design helps you build more
functional, more flexible, more portable,
and more unique applications- and
you'll have more fun doing it.

The industry standout. Many
thousands of software developers world
\\ide have turned to the pleasure of
• ~ C-scape. The press agrees:
'"'{
"C-scape is by far the best.
. . . Ajoy to use," wrote
IEEE Computer. Major
companies have selected C-scape as a
standard for software development.
C-scape's open architecture lets you use
it with data base, graphics, or other C
and C++ libraries. C-scape runs in text or
graphics mode, so you can display text
and graphics simultaneously. To port
from DOS or OS/2 to UNIX, AIX, QNX, or
VMS, just recompile. C-scape also

Graphics. Run in color in text or graphics mode.
Read images from PCX files.

Object-oriented architecture. Add custom
features and create reusable code modules. C++
compatible.
Mouse support. Fully-integrated mouse support for
menu selections, data entry fields, and to move and
resize windows.
Portability. Hardware independent code. Supports
DOS, OS/2, UNIX, AIX, VMS, others. Autodetects
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. Supports Phar Lap and
Rational DOS extenders.
Text editing. Text editors with word wrap, block
commands, and search and replace.
Field flexibility. Masked, protected, marked,
required, no-echo, and named fields with complete
data validation. Time, date, money, pop-up list, and
many more higher-level functions; create your own.
Windows. Pop-up, tiled, bordered and exploding
windows; size and numbers limited only by RAM.

Menus. Pop-up, pull-down, 123-style, or slug menus;
create your own .
Context-sensitive help. I.ink help messages to
individual screens or fields. Cross reference messages
to create hypertext-like help.
Code gene ration. Build any type of screen or form
with the Look & Feel™ Screen Designer, test it, then
automatically convert it to C code.

supports Phar Lap and Rational DOS
extenders.

Trial with a smile. C-scape is
powe1ful, flexible, portable, and easy to
try. Test C-scape for 30 days. It offers a
thorough manual and function reference,
sample programs with source code, and
an optional screen designer and sou rce
l!I. ~ code generator. Oakland
4'
provides access to a 24
hour BBS, telephone servi
ces, and an international
network of companies providing in
country support. No royalties, runtime
licenses, runtime modules. After you
register, you get complete library source
code at no extra cost.

1

Call 800-233-3733 (617-491 -7311 in
Massachusetts, 206-746-8767 in Washing
ton; see below for International). After
the joy of C-scape, programming will
never be the same.
DOS, OS/2 (Borland and Microsoft
support): with Look & Feel, $499; library
only, $399; UNIX, etc. start at $999;
prices include Ii brary source. Training
in Cambridge and Seattle each month.
Mastercard and Visa accepted.

Screen flexibility. Call screens from files at run
time or link them in. Automatic vertical/horizontal
scrolling.

International support. Offices in Berlin, Germany,
with an international network of technical companies
providing local training, support and consulting.

0 I<lAND

Oakland Group, Inc. 675 ~lass ac husetts Ave., Cambridge, ~L~ 021:39 USA. F'AX: 617-868-4HO. Oakland Group, GmbH. Alt ~loabi t 91-B, D-1000 Berlin 21 , F'.R.G .
(O:JO) :391 5045, F'AX: (0:30) :39:3 4:398. Oakland International Technical Network (training, support, consulting): Australia i\oble Systems (02) 564-1200; Benelux n t
Data (02159) 468 14 ; Denmark Ravenholm (042) 887249; Austria-Germany-Switzerland ES:Vl 07127/5244; Norway Ravenholm (02) H8855; Sweden Linsoft (0 1:3) 111588;
U.K. Systemstar (0992) 500919. Photo by Jessica A. Boyatt; Ka1tji by K11ji Aso. Picture shows a C-scape program combin ing data entry with video images loaded from PCX
files. C-scape and Look & F'eel are trademarks of Oakland Group, Inc.; other trademarks belong lo their respective companies. Copyright © 1990, by Oak land Group, Inc.
Features, prices, and terms subject to change.
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Rick Grehan

VIRTUALLY
VIRTUAL MEMORY

Now you can write
programs to get
at all that high-priced
memory

hese are the days of DOS ex
tenders, of the mutated MS
DOS . If you could hear the dia
logue of an interaction between
modern applications and MS-DOS, it
might go something like this:

T

MS-DOS: "I have all this data I need to
put in memory, but I seem to have run out
of usable RAM."
Application: "No problem, here's an
extra 2 megabytes. I'll put the data there
for you."
MS-DOS: "Two megabytes! How'd you
do that?"
Application: "Never mind, just give me
the data and don't ask for details."

This is information-hiding on a grand
scale. MS-DOS is unaware of any mem
ory lurking past I MB, and all these TSR
programs and EMS drivers transport
data in and out over that border like
worker termites tending to an imprisoned
queen. It's a grim scene, but you can at
least comfort yourself by witnessing all
the useful work that MS-DOS continues
to do.
Some time ago, I put together a mem
ory management system that uses han
dles as a means of coping with memory
fragmentation in MS-DOS. (See "If
Memory Serves ... , " August 1989
BYTE.) The system works well enough,
but it suffers from the same memory re
striction that MS-DOS does: The upper
limit is 640K bytes, less the memory
used by the operating system and appli
cation code. Since knocking down walls
seems to be a trend these days, I decided
ILLUSTRATION: BARRY FITZGERALD © 1990

that it was time to breach the 640K-byte
barrier.
This month, I'll present an upgraded
version of my handle-based memory
management system. The upgrade con
sists of swap capabilities: This new mem
ory manager uses EMS memory (if pres
ent), as well as a swap file on the disk.
(See the text box "Using EMS" on page
459 for an explanation of how expanded
memory is implemented.)

The Swap
The insides of this version of my memory
manager operate much like the previous
incarnation. Your application makes a re
quest for a chunk of memory. The man
ager carves a slice out of the heap, tags
the slice with an m-node, and passes the
m-node's address back to your program.
When your program is done with a piece
of memory, your application informs the
memory manager accordingly, and the
memory chunk's associated m-node is

flagged to indicate the memory block is
not in use. Memory allocation and re
lease is dynamic.
As before, when the memory manager
receives a request that cannot be ful
filled, it attempts to compact the heap in
order to consolidate separate "bubbles"
of unused memory into a large contigu
ous free block. This is fine as long as the
net amount of memory requested does
not exceed the limit of the heap. Once re
quests do exceed heap size, you're sim
ply out of luck.
Now, however, I've given the memory
manager an extra option: It can attempt
to swap unlocked blocks either into EMS
RAM or off to the disk. Naturally, for
the sake of speed, the memory manager
will take a crack at EMS first. Blocks
that are swapped to EMS or to disk re
lease their memory back into the heap so
that the request that triggered everything
can be fulfilled.
continued
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It works like this: Suppose the applica
tion program makes an SK-byte request,
and that the map of memory usage looks
something like the diagram in figure la.
Since the largest free block is only 3K
bytes, the memory manager performs a
compaction. The result is shown in fig
ure lb. Once again, the memory man
ager looks for a free block to satisfy the
SK-byte request, but it discovers that the
largest free chunk it has been able to
scrounge together is 6K bytes. It's time
to do some swapping.
So, the memory manager starts at the
top of the m-node list and works its way
down, keeping a running total of free and
unlocked memory. Once this total meets
or exceeds the requested amount, the
memory manager begins swapping used
blocks out to EMS or disk, consolidating
the freed memory as it goes. In the exam
ple in figure le, the memory manager
swaps out the 6K-byte block referenced
by m-node A and combines it with 6K
bytes of already-free memory, for a total
of 12K bytes. The SK-byte request can
now be satisfied.
Notice that the memory manager

moves down from the top of the m-node
list in its search for blocks to swap (an
other payoff for having the m-nodes on a
doubly linked list). The selection method
used is a first-fit algorithm, since it stops
as soon as it's found a contiguous set of
blocks that satisfies the original request.
An advantage of this technique is that it
saves the memory manager from having
to perform another compaction after the
swap. Newly freed blocks are immedi
ately concatenated to already-free mem
ory that has bubbled up to high memory
in the preceding compaction.
Since the m-node of a swapped block
is pulled out of the list altogether, the ap
plication had better not lose the m-node
number. Of course, this is true of m
nodes in any case-if you forget an m
node number, there's no real way to get it
back. However, in the original memory
manager, m-nodes were kept on one of
two lists: an in-use list of m-nodes refer
encing blocks in the heap, and a "free"
list of m-nodes that weren't attached to
any heap memory blocks. The free list
supplied m-nodes to the in-use list as the
heap was carved into more numerous

pieces. Now, m-nodes swapped out to
EMS (or to the disk) simply hang around
in limbo until the application requests the
data that them-nodes are riding herd on.

TheM-Node
My original version built a doubly linked
list of pointer blocks that I dubbed m
nodes. Each m-node was 4 words big and
consisted ofthe following:
• a base address, which pointed to
the start of the referenced memory
block;
• a length word, which indicated (in
paragraphs) how big the referenced
memory block was;
• a next m-node field, which pointed
to the following m-node in the
doubly linked list; and
• a previous m-node, which pointed
to the preceding m-node in the list.
My program kept m-nodes arranged in
memory so that as you traversed the list
"upward," you moved through m-nodes
that referenced memory blocks stored at
continued

COMPACTION
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M-node
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LJ = M-node referencing free block

Points to EMS or disk block

M-node list

c::::::::::::J Free block

~

Used block

~

Locked block

Figure 1: Swapping memory out ofthe heap begins when a memory request comes in.
(a) The request is for BK bytes, and no free blocks ofBK bytes exist. (b) The memory manager compacts the heap.freeing
a block of6K bytes. Not good enough, so (c) the manager swaps a 6K-byte block out to EMS memory or disk.
A 12K-byte block is now available, and the BK-byte request is granted.
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Object/1 reduces
OS/2 and SQL SeIVer pro
to this.

Graphic User
Int.erface
applications
have made life
"point and
click" simple
for end users.
But not for programmers. Conven
tional languages are simply not well
suited to developing applications in the
fast-growing graphical environment.
Object/l changes all that It is
the first and only development tool
specifically created to work with
Presentation Manager, and other

graphical interfaces such as WINOOWS
and X Windows.
Object/1 provides you with a rich
object-oriented programming lan
guage, a debugger and other utilities,
and a sophisticat.ed forms paint.er that
enables you to build graphical front
ends for your applications. Whats
more, Object/l's int.erfaces to database
engines like SQL Server and MDBS IV
allow you to writ.e OS/2 applications
by pointing and clicking inst.ead of
writing miles of code.
How good is new Object/l?
According to Steve Ballmer, Executive

•

VP of Systems Software for Microsoft,
"OQject/11nakes it easy to ckvelop
applicatWrls thal combine the power
ofMicrosqft SQL Server with the
graphical user interface ofOS/2
Presenwtion Manager.' And Object/1
was named 1989 Product of the Year
by the Swedish magazine Data Thk:nik
while it was still in beta testing.
Call 1-800-323-3629 for a free
technical white paper on new Object/l.
International inquiries, call (317)
447-1122. With today's skyrocketing
demand for GUI applications, it's time
to get clicking.

~mdbs

Object/I • MDBS IV · KnowledgeMan/2 • GURU
1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg IL 60173
(800) 323-3629/(708) 303-6300/FAX (708) 303-6830
mdbs, Object/l, MDBS !\\ Knowle9geMan/2,and GURU are registered trademarks ofmdbs, Inc. Other brands and product names are registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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higher and higher addresses. Further
more, adjacent m-nodes referenced adja
cent memory blocks. That-and the fact
that the m-node list was doubly linked
made the compaction algorithm easier to
code.
I borrowed the most significant bit
from the next and previous m-node point-

er words to act as status indicators. I used
one to indicate when the m-node was
pointing at a used block, and another to
indicate if the block was locked (i.e.,
could not be moved during compaction) .
As far as them-node is concerned, not
much has changed in this updated ver
sion (see figure 2). The only real alter-

M-NODE STRUCTURE
Status bits
Location bits

Previous

:t"t+-- -- - - - - i

Next

To previous m-node
To next m-node

Length
Base address
f - - - 16 bits

--1

Status bits
00 - Block is free
01 - Block is in use/unlocked
11 - Block is in use/locked

Location bits
00 - In system memory
01 - In EMS
10 - On disk
11 - Reserved

Figure 2: M-nodes are "tags" for memory blocks, whether those blocks are in the
heap (in system memory), in EMS memory, or on the disk.

USING EMS
EMS page

126 blocks
of 128
bytes each

I
From an m-node
in conventional memory

•

D

-

.

To next
MAT entry
on this cha in

MAT entry referencing used EMS memory
MAT entry referencing free EMS memory

Figure 3: Each 16K-byte EMS page is divided into 128 blocks of 128 bytes each.
In this figure , a chunk ofheap memory has been swapped to EMS memory, and its
data occupies EMS blocks 2, 4, and 7 on this EMS page. The MAT entries form
a chain, linking the pieces of the data. Each MAT entry carries the EMS page
number and block offset of the next entry in the chain, so MAT entry chains can
stretch across several EMS pages.

ation is that I've now stolen 2 bits each
from the top of the next and previous
pointers. (In case you're worried that
this has reduced the number of m-nodes
that the linked list can bear, don't. Four
teen bits is still enough to reference
16,000 m-nodes, the maximum number
that you'd be able to fit in a single 64K
byte segment anyway .)
The 2 bits at the high end of the previ
ous m-node field are the status bits, as be
fore; they tell if the block is in use and, if
so, whether it is locked or movable. The
two highmost bits of the next m-node
field indicate the current location of the
memory block that the m-node refer
ences, whether it's in system memory,
EMS memory, or the swap file. When
ever the system has swapped out a mem
ory block and the application program
tells the memory manager to go fetch that
block, the memory manager looks at the
location bits to see where it put the data.
Consequently, the format and contents of
the base address pointer change if the ref
erenced block is either in EMS or on the
disk.

EMSandMATs
Rather than attempt to treat EMS mem
ory as an extended heap, the memory
manager subdivides each 16K-byte page
of EMS memory into 128 blocks of 128
bytes (see figure 3). The first two blocks
on an EMS page (i.e., at the lowest mem
ory address) hold a table of 16-bit point
ers. I'll call this table the MAT (for
memory access table and in honor of the
disk file allocation table), and I'll refer to
the pointers as MAT entries. Each MAT
entry "manages" one of the 128 remain
ing blocks in the page.
MAT entries serve as members of
linked I"ists. The low 9 bits of a MAT en
try hold the next EMS page in the list,
while the high 7 bits hold the 128-byte
block number on that page. When you
initialize the memory manager, all the
EMS memory it is able to obtain is free,
so all MAT entries are placed on a single,
huge, free list. As the manager moves
data into EMS, it pulls MAT entries off
the free list one by one, copies data into
the corresponding block in EMS mem
ory, and links the MAT entries into an
other list anchored by an m-node.
This explanation demands an exam
ple. Suppose the memory manager has
determined that it must move a 256-byte
memory block into EMS memory. The
program checks at the head of the free
MAT entry list and, from that, deter
mines the page and block number of the
first free MAT entry. The program then
continued
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Using EMS
he memory manager described in
this month 's article uses a subset of
all the functions provided by EMS 4.0.
Furthermore, the technique by which
the memory manager swaps data be
tween the heap and EMS is not the only
way to do it; depending on the final ap
plication, there could well be more effi
cient uses of EMS as swap space than
the one I've chosen.
It's easiest to think of EMS memory
as memory that's "off to the side"; DOS
isn't aware of it until the expanded
memory manager (EMM) goes to get it.
You can have up to 32 megabytes of
EMS memory available (my memory
manager will attempt to grab, at most, 8
megabytes), carved into blocks of 16K
bytes each. Such a block is referred to as

T

a page.
Before a program can use EMS, it
must first verify that an EMS driver is
present in the system. You do this by
calling function 35H of the standard
DOS INT 21 H; this is the DOS function
for retrieving an interrupt vector. Spe
cifically, you're looking for the inter
rupt vector for interrupt 67H-the inter
rupt that an EMM drive (if present) will
connect through. So, the call looks like
this:
MOV
MOV
INT

AL,67H
AH,J5H
21H

and when it returns, the ES register will
contain the . segment where the driver
starts. Ten bytes into that segment, your
program should find the string
"EMMXXXXO." If that string isn't
there, no EMS driver is in the system.
Usually, this is sufficient to proceed.
But if a program is overly cautious, it
might execute an INT 67H with the AH
registers loaded with a 40H. This is the
EMS get status function; it returns in
formation in the AH register that indi
cates whether the EMS hardware and
software are operating properly.
Your program's next job is to find out
if there's enough EMS memory free for
whatever task the application has lined
up. For this, you call the EMS get un
al.located page count by issuing an INT
67H with the AH register loaded with
42H. On return, you 'II find the total
number of EMS pages in the DX regis-

ter, and the number of unallocated
pages (i.e., those not already claimed
by someone) in the BX register. If there
is enough EMS memory, your program
should then load BX with the number of
pages it wants and issue an INT 67H
with AH loaded with 43H, the allocate
pages function. (All EMS functions re
turn an error code in the AH register.
It's 0 ifthe function was successful. I'm
assuming that your program is checking
AH after each call to EMS to verify that
things are running smoothly.)
The allocate pages function returns a
handle in the DX register. Actually, the
handle is in the low 8 bits of the DX reg
ister, but the EMS specification forbids
your program to modify the upper 8 bits
of a handle. This handle is a unique
number between 1 and 255 that identi
fies the set of EMS pages you've just al
located. Of course, your program can
simply grab all the pages it needs up
front and use only one handle (this is
what my memory manager does) . Or,
you might want to logically group por
tions of EMS memory so that pages used
by one set of routines are referenced by
one handle, while pages used by another
group of routines are referenced by an
other handle.
To actually use your EMS pages, you
"map" them into a region of memory
below the 1-MB horizon referred to as
the page frame. Here's where you get
into a distinction between logical and
physical pages.
A logical page is a member of that set
of pages you have allocated. The EMS
gave you a handle to that set. You refer
ence a logical page by a sequence num
ber; so if you allocated n pages, the se
quence numbers range from 0 to n- 1.
A physical page refers to the location
in conventional memory where the Iogi-

To

actually
use your EMS pages,
you "map" them
into the page frame.

cal page will "appear" when you map it
in. Typically, the physical pages are lo
cated in the page frame, which shows up
at the 768K-byte mark, just above the
video memory region and adapter card
memory. Physical pages are the same
size as logical pages and are numbered
from 0 up through the number of physi
cal pages that the EMS driver supports.
(The location of physical pages is not
this restricted across all EMS imple
mentations, and there are EMS func
tions that return the addresses of physi
cal page locations.)
So, if you want access to logical page
4 through physical page 0, your pro
gram would execute the following:
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
INT

AH,44H
AL,O
BX,4
DX,handle
67H

where handle is the handle that EMS
gave you when you allocated your logi
cal pages. When this code fragment ex
ecutes, logical page 4 is accessible at
memory location COOO:OO (768K).
Finally, when your program is fin
ished with EMS memory, it's a good
idea to return the memory to the system.
You do this by issuing an INT 67H with
the AH registers set to 45H and the DX
register holding the handle. This is the
deallocate pages function, and it re
leases pages your program had com
mandeered. Without it, successive exe
cution of programs would claim more
and more EMS memory until the well
simply dried up.
Of course, there are many more EMS
functions than those I've covered here .
Your program can alter the page size
in which case you'll be dealing with
what are referred to as "nonstandard
pages." There are even powerful block
move functions that allow you to blur
the lines between the pages: Your pro
gram can copy chunks of memory
larger than 16K bytes to and from EMS
(or from one location in EMS to an
other), and the driver will handle the
details of the data spilling over the top
of one logical page and into the bottom
of the next logical page, as well as deal
with the headaches of overlapping
source and destination.
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BBS Sysops
•Are you looking for ways to improve
your board? Something that will set
you apart from other boards in your
area?
eAre your subscribers interested in
Microcomputers? Listen to this!

Announcing the Bulletin
Board EXchange
The Bulletin Board Exchange allows
you to become a publisher of Micro
BYTES Daily, an on-line news service
from BYTE. Bulletin Board Exchange/
MicroBYTES is a custom package of
news and features designed especially
for local BBSes, and is available only
to sysops.
Every Monday through Friday you get
articles about developments in micro
computing, telecommunications and
selected new product announcements.
Get the latest .news about MS DOS
machines, Macintoshs, Unix worksta
tions, Amigas, Atari STs, peripherals
and software.
All the stories are
reported, written, and edited by the
staff of BYTE Magazine, BYTEweek
and BIX, and our world-wide network
of reporters and editors.
Not only do you get a great resource
for your subscribers, but you also get
access to BIX which will cut your cost
of exchanging information and
conducting BBS network business.

All this is just $49 a quarter.

I

Your one-year subscription to the
Bulletin Board Exchange (billed quar
terly) may be cancelled any time
without further charge; just notify us.
If you prefer, you may subscribe for
three months only, at just $69.
If you call BIX direct, you pay no
hourly telecommunications charge. If
you call using Tymnet, the rates are
only $3/hour on evenings and week
ends and $6/hour on .weekdays. You
may also purchase unlimited off-peak
Tymnet for just $20 a month.

loads the associated page into the page
frame and copies the first half of the 256
byte block into the 128-byte EMS block
referenced by the MAT entry. It does the
same with the second half of the 256-byte
block: locating a free MAT entry, load
ing the page, and copying the data in.
Next, the memory manager sets the
first MAT entry's contents to point to the
second MAT entry, thus constructing a
chain that links together the two halves
of the original 256-byte block. The mem
ory manager anchors this chain to them
node that originally pointed to the 256
byte block by linking the first MAT entry
into the m-node. This linking process is
simply a matter of copying the MAT's
page/offset word into the m-node's base
address field. Finally, the memory man
ager detaches them-node from the in-use
list and makes its associated heap mem
ory available for use.
Of course, the software has set the
original m-node's status bits to indicate
that the data referenced by that m-node is
now off in EMS memory. So, the next
time the application wants that data in
memory, the memory manager looks in
the m-node, sees that the data is in EMS
memory, and follows the chain of MAT
entries to pull the data back together.

Swap File
Once conventional memory has been
consumed, the memory manager takes a
whack at moving things out to EMS
memory. If EMS memory is either not
present or filled, the memory manager
turns to the swap file on the disk. (The
reason for the system's choice of EMS
memory over the disk should be obvious:
speed.)
Memory is kept in the swap file in
1026-byte records. The arrangement is
illustrated in figure 4, and you can see

that the first 2 bytes of each record serve
to hook the records together in yet an
other singly linked list. The list is an
chored by an m-node in memory that
points to the last record of the list-the
base address field of the m-node holds
the record number. When swapped out to
disk, a memory block from the heap is
spread through the swap file in a chain of
1K-byte records. As you can see, swap
ping to disk works conceptually just like
swapping to EMS memory.
Perhaps you found it odd that the m
node points to the last record of the list
(by "last" I mean that record holding the
data that is loaded at higher addresses
when the block is in the heap) . I chose
this scheme to minimize the disk's head
movement as records are being written
out. If the records were connected by for
ward links-with the m-node pointing to
the first record of the list-imagine what
would happen as a memory block was be
ing written out. The memory manager
would write out the first record, allocate
the next record, go back to connect the
first record to the second, return to the
second record to load it with data, allo
cate the third, and so on. Before the
memory manager could write a new
record, it would have to go "back" to the
previous record to build the forward link.
In my scheme, the memory manager
simply remembers the record number
just written and writes the backward link
followed by the actual data in one swoop.
The moral: It is easier to remember
where you came from than to know
where you're going.
Conceptually, swapping to disk works
just like swapping to EMS. A block from
the heap is carved into 1K-byte chunks
that are moved out to the disk. On the
disk, these chunks are connected by a
continued
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serve as links in a backward-pointing chain. Data swapped out of the heap is
chopped into 1 K-byte pieces when written to the swap file. Note that the head of
the chain actually begins with the record storing the data to be Loaded highest
in memory.

Don't
take our
word for it,
take theirs ...
"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It's
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a
good compiler.''

Victor Schneider
Dr. Dobb's Journal , June 88 (Letter to the editor)

"Overall, Power C's peiformance is remarkable for the price. Quite
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C "standards", Power C is a
heavyweight contender in the educational, hobbyist, and perhaps even the
professional market - at a bantamweight price."

Stephen Davis
PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review)

"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19 .95, and is very competitive with
Turbo C. Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in both features and
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or for the
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous librmy
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any
desire to program in C, or want a more powe1ful C compiler, get a copy of
Power C."'

Michael Cortese
Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review)

''The Ct race debugger is where Mix really shines. It is magnificent. It's not
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C,
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end
compiler (Codeview)."

Technical Specifications

Power Cincludes: Power Ccompile r with integrated Make ,
Power CLinker, Power CLibraries (450 functions), the Power
C book (680 pages), and support for
"" ANSI standard
7 IEEE floating point
7 8087180287 coprocessor
7 auto-sensing of 8087/80287
17'" automatic register variables
17'" unlimited program size
17'" mixed model (near & far pointers)
"" graphics on CGA, EGA, VGA, & Hercules
Optional Products:
V" Power Ctrace debugger
7 Library source code
7 BCD business math

0

rder now by calling our toll free
number or mail the coupon to
Mix Software, 1132 Commerce
Drive, Richardson, TX 75081.

1-800-333-0330
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements:
DOS 2.0 or later, 320K memory. 2 floppy drives or hard drive .
Runs on IBM PC . XT, Al PS /2 and compatibles.

60 day money back guarantee
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

CilY - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __ __
Telephone - - - - - - - - ---::::-::-
Paying by:
O Money Order
D Check
0 Visa
D MC
D AX
D Discover
Card# - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Card Expiration Date-- -- - - - - 
Computer Name
Size
_________ oDisksw·
o 3Vi"
Product(s) (Not Copy Protected)
$_ _
D Power C compiler ($19 .95)
$_ _
D Power Ctrace debugger ($19 .95)
$_ _
D Library Source Code ($10 .00)
(includ es assembler & library manager)

David Weinberger
Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review)
Circle 188 on Reader Service Card

D BCD Business Math ($10.00)
Add Shipping ($5 USA  $20 Foreign)
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax
Total amount of your order

$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
$_ _
B

Power C & Power Ctr ace are trademarks of Mix Software Inc. Quick C & Codeview are registered trademarks of Microsott Corp. Turbo C is a registered trademark ot Borland International.
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is to identify local
behavior in programs.
Before a program enters
a loop that accesses
blocks that have already
been allocated,
lock those blocks.

chain of pointers ultimately linked to an
m-node.

C++ I Views™
.fi;r Microsoft Windows

An application development framework with the
most complete C++ object class library for MS
Windows development.
A powerful object oriented development
environment with the first, fully functional
object class Browser for C++.
A cost-effective a nd essential productivity tool
for the next generation of software systems.
Order today at the introductory price of$495.00
(plus shipping). Comes with full source code
for over 60 classes - NO Royalties.
CNS, Inc. - So ftware Products
7090 Shady Oak Rd ., Minneapolis, MN 5534 4
612-944-0170, Fax 612-944-0923

... providing and advancing
object-oriented methodology.

Lock Those Blocks
Anytime a system gets this complex,
loopholes appear. In particular, suppose
you've maxed out system memory, and
you make a request for a 16K-byte block.
Well , the memory manager will first try
a compaction-which will fail- and then
it will proceed from the high end of
memory, swapping unlocked blocks out
to the disk. Let's say it swaps out two SK
byte blocks, freeing up enough space for
your 16K-byte request. You store some
data in your newly acquired 16K bytes,
and then you turn around and request
something out of one of the SK-byte
blocks that just got swapped out to disk.
Well, the system has to go back, move the
brand-new 16K-byte block out, and move
that SK-byte block back in. You could be
in for some thrashing, as a small subset
of memory blocks are swapped back and
forth.
The solution is to lock the memory
blocks that you expect to access fre
quently. This will keep them from get
ting swapped out. In the example I just
gave, if you lock the 16K-byte block as
well as the two SK-byte blocks, some
other blocks (that we will presume are
not currently being accessed by the pro
gram) will be swapped out instead.
The key is to identify local behavior in
your programs. Before your program en
ters a tight loop that accesses several
blocks that have already been allocated,
lock those blocks. In this way, they
won't get swapped, and your program
won't have to be continuously passing
through the handle-to-address calcula
tion routine.
continued
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP 111:
SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY
EVEN MORE MODELS.
It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the

long-time best-selling IBM®PC-based
interactive CAE tool even better.
Take modeling power.We've significantly
expanded math expression capabilities to
permit comprehensive analog behavioral
modeling. And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT
and Level 3 MOS, you're now ready for
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even
MESFET modeling.
Analysis and simulation is faster, too.
Because the program's now in "C" and
assembly language. That also means more
capacity-for simulating even larger
circuits.
As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation
and a schematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC, fourier and
transient -via SPICE-like routines.The
ability to combine digital/analog circuit
simulations using integrated switch

Transient ana~) ·sis
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Schematic editor

models and parameterized macros. And
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation.
And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's
extended routine list- from impedance,
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte
Carlo for statistical analysis of production
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for
plotting virtually any function. The support
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers.
Cost? Still only $1495. Evaluation ver
sions still only $150. Brochure and demo
disk still free for the asking. Call or write
for yours today. And see how easily you can
get ideas up and flying.

----------- -------- ·--- -
--· - - - ------------Monte Carlo a11a~)1sis
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1021 S. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

HANDS

ON

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

Finale
You might be tempted to try your hand at
more complex swapping algorithms; I'm
sure plenty abound. But beware: You 'll
be treading into the domain ofthe classic
knapsack problem (see my June "Cloak
and Data" column).
Imagine that you are given a box (di
mensions specified) for which you have
to select blocks from a pile of random
sizes. The selection must fit the box with
the least wasted space. You are into a
problem that-in the general case-is
computationally intractable. But this is
precisely the sort of situation you face
when trying to determine what combina
tion of blocks in the heap would satisfy a
given memory request. Unfortunately,
an algorithm to solve such a problem in a
reasonable amount of time doesn't exist.
If it did, you could immediately rewrite
the memory manager to be vastly more
efficient than what I've provided.
Another approach at improving the
swapping routine would be to add some
sort of usage information to the m-node.
This would enable you to put together a
least-recently-used (LRU) swapping al
gorithm, so that freshly allocated blocks

would tend not to be immediately
swapped out (this would ease the thrash
ing headache I mentioned in the preced
ing section).
There would be an added complica
tion: Currently, since the swapping rou
tine swaps out blocks from the high end
of the heap, it does not have to pass
through another compaction to consoli
date freed memory. In the general case,
an LRU swapping algorithm would re
quire a second compaction after the swap
took place, since newly created (and
therefore unswappable) blocks would
have the effect of partitioning freed
memory.
You may also want to modify the pro
gram's swap size. I chose a small size for
EMS memory to reduce fragmentation ;
on average, there will be fewer unused
bytes at the end ofthe last 128-byte EMS
block in a chain than, say, a 1K-byte
block. I chose a larger size for the disk to
reduce access time (I was much less con
cerned about EMS access time). Had I
chosen a smal 1 swap size for the disk,
swapping out a large block would have re
quired multiple disk accesses.
Of course, this means that there are

more unused bytes at the end of the last
disk block in a chain. Your application
may allocate most of the memory it needs
in chunks that are-on average-only
500 bytes. You may therefore want to set
the disk swap size to, say, 512 bytes. Bet
ter yet, you could modify the memory
manager so that, at initialization time,
the application tells the memory manager
what swap size to use for both disk and
EMS.•

Editor's note: The routines described in
this column are written in 8088 assembly.
The complete source includes an inter
face to Turbo C (for MS-DOS). It is
available in a variety of formats. See
page 5 for details.

Rick Grehan is the director of the BYTE
Lab. He has a B.S. in physics and applied
mathematics and an M.S. in computer
science/mathematics from Memphis
State University. He can be reached on
BIX as "rick_g."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Save ..Man-Years of Effort" with Turbo 5.5
Don't Start from Scratch
with Object-Oriented Pascal

Object Professional includes
clear, comprehensive documentation,
on-line help, full source code,
technical support, and hot demo
programs. Pay NO royalties. You'll
get up to speed fast with OOP!

Object Professional is a huge library
of over 200 object types and 2000
methods that
will multiply
"The range of objects is
your produc
fanra stic . Object Professional
tivity. Window
,____ _.-- could literally save you
object types let
r:.t;.:.~CK::Qllml
man-years of effort. "
you use over
Jeff Duntemann
lapping and
resizeable
Object Professional 1.0,
windows. The
only $150.
windows include • scrolling data
entry screens • pick lists • menus
• file selection • printed forms
AMulti-User B-Tree Toolkit
• help capability and more.
Write powerful network
Build your programs using
compatible databases faster and
proven data object types like stacks,
easier using B-Tree Filer 5.0.
linked lists, virtual arrays, and more.
You'll have the fastest, safest, most
System-oriented routines provide
flexible databases - no rigid struc
swappable TSRs in only 6K of RAM ,
ture, no TSR hassles, no running out
EMS management, and much more.

of files. And they're compatible with
Novell, 3Com, MS-NET, and others.
You get • Fixed and variable
length records • Two billion
records per database • Up to I 00
indexes per index file • Fail-safe
mode with journaling • Units for
sorting, browsing, reindexing, and
network control.
B-Tree Filer includes full source
code, documentation, technical
support, and you pay NO royalties.

"B -Tree Filer .. . a well rounded,
feature -rich approach to
B-Tree databases ."
Computer Langua ge, 1/90

Sa 1isfac1ion gu;1ran1i:cd or you r m oni:y hack w ithi n 30 days.

Add SS pi:r ordc:r fo r shi pping in U.S. a nd Ca nada. Inquire
ahou1 o ilier shippi ng d iargc:s. OPro n:quiri:s T urho 5.5.

BTF requires Turbo 4.0. 5.0. 5.5. or QuickPascal.
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SAM - 5PM PST Monday through Friday. USA & C anada.
For morl' info nna1ion call (408) 438-8608. Fax: (408) 43878610.
T urhoPowt:r Sof1warl' PO Box 66747 S...~ u s Valky. CA 95067-0747
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Unchartable Perfonnance
Sun workstations...move over.
The Micronics 80486-33 EISA board is here.

Fast. Micronics' 486 system
board is designed for true 33MHz
operation. The
Micronics design also supports
both the 80486 CPU burst mode
and EISA burst mode for maxi
mum CPU perfonnance. It has
write-through cache, which is es
sential for EISA bus
architecture where OMA is
frequently used. The write
through cache continually
updates both cache memory and
RAM memory so that after a
OMA operation, the cache
memory is always validated.
Powerful. Perfonning with
32-bit processing power, the
Micronics 80486-33 EISA
"machine" provides RISC-like
penonnance in a CISC
architecture. An ideal platf01m
for UNIX/XENIX time sharing
systems, high perfonnance CAD/
CAE and file servers. The 80486
EISA is also perfect for OS-2
Presentation Manager and X
Windows applications.

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

Solid. The 80486-33 EISA
features 8 expansion slots with 6
EISA bus master slots, all of
which allow for seamless
integration of 16-bit and 8-bit
AT/ISA 1/0 cards. Additionally,
you 'II have no more worries
when your memory needs
intensify. The 80486-33 EISA
provides over ten various
memory capacity choices from I
to 64MB on-board! These
memory configurations utilize
256K, IMB or 4MB SIMM
memory concurrently.

Micronics offers a complete
line of advanced quality
engineered 80386 and 80486
system boards.

Watch us run
Landmark offthe scale.

MICR mNICS
COMPUTER

S

I

NC

.

232 E. Warren Avenue, Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 651 -2300
Fax (415) 651-5666

BIX Conference News

Are Compaqs so compatible and reli

• IGX-The BIX Interactive Games

able that they're boring? JournalistAllan

Exchange has a new schedule:

Davidson, the new moderator of the

Sunday 4-6 pm Mirthquest

BIX Compaq conference, wants to.hear

Place: the.realms/cbix

your opinion. (join compaq)

Sunday 9-12 pm Times Inn

Discuss the pros and cons of several dif

Place: other.times/times.inn
ferent RISC microprocessors, including
Monday 9-12 pm Nexus Inn

the 29000, SPARC, and R3000. (join

Place: d.horizons/cbix

cpus/risc starting at message 869)

Monday 9:30-11 :30 pm Boldseekers
BIX Exchange News

Place: the.realms/cbix
Monday 10-12 pm Trivia

through college. In this conference,

• IBM Exchange-IBM CBix discus

Place: fun.n.games/game.room

you can also spend some time musing

sions begin nightly at 10 pm (eastern).

Tuesday 9-12 pm Times Inn

about public policy and where we are

(join ibm.exchange)

Place: other.times/times.inn

headed. BIXen present their own pub

Repair to the 'ibm.repairshop' confer

Tuesday 9:30-11:30 pm Heavy Metal

lic awards to "Teachers Who Made a

ence for two new topics: how to build

Place: d.horizons/cbix

Difference" as a way to pay top educa

your own IBM clone (clone.building);

Tuesday 12-3 am Nexus Inn

tors back. Since BIXen tend to be people

learn how they work (electronics).

Place: d.horizons/cbix

involved with technology, the spotlight

(join ibm.repairshop)

Wednesday 9-12 pm Nexus Inn

often falls on Math and the Sciences.

Place: d.horizons/cbix

(join education)

Thursday 9-12 pm Times Inn

Anyone who enjoys sports-football,

•Mac Exchange-When is WYSI
WYG not needed? When is it needed

Place: other.times/times.inn
Thursday 11 pm-2am Games Melange
Place: fun.n.games/game.room

baseball, rugby, soccer, basketball, and
others-will become fans of this new
conference. (join sports.leisure)

Friday 9-12 pm Nexus Inn

and why? In September subscribers to
the BIX Macintosh Exchange will con
tinue their discussion on what would
make the "perfect" Mac word pro

Cineman Syndicate reports are now

cessor (also known as the "Word 5.0

available on BIX. Weekly reviews on

wish list"). They'll be looking at all

books, videos, music, and movies from

the aspects of this and other word-

a variety of sources are offered. Weekly

processor attributes in 'mac.business.'

trivia is also available. (join cineman)

(join mac.business)

Interested in the theory and practice

A careful eye will be kept on Cuper

of compiler-building? Discuss parsers,

tine for any product announcements.

code generation, optimization, and

Check out the 'rumors' topic in the

for any of these events can be found in their

design with guest experts who will be

'mac.sandbox' conference. (join mac.

appropriate conferences.

joining us all month long in September

sandbox)

Place: d.horizons/cbix
Friday 12-3 am Nexus Inn
Place: d.horizons/cbix
Saturday 9-12 pm Times Inn
Place: other.times/times.inn
Saturday 12-3 am Nexus Inn
Place: d.horizons/cbix
All times are eastern. Description or rules

•Other Conference News and
Events-September always means a

for this special discussion. (join sof t.eng/
• Writers Exchange-You'll find reg
compilers)
ular market news postings for writers.

new school year. On BIX, you can meet

The Financial conference has created

with your fellow educators in the Edu

an 'east.europe' topic where you'll find

cation conference. The BIX Education

on-going discussions on starting a new

conference has often been described

business in the changing economy of

as highend, but that doesn't mean the

Yugoslavia. The discussion includes sev

• Telecom Exchange-New topic:

BIXen don't get down to the day-to-day

eral participants logging onto BIX from

get the facts on FAX technology. (join

operation of schools from pre-school

Yugoslavia. (join financial/east.europe)

telecomm.tech/fax)

(join writers/markets)
Hugh Kenner discusses the art of writ
ing in 'writers.' (jo in writers)
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• Imagine a setting in which com
munal wisdom is on tap. A place that
has the fit and feel of a small, friendly
town, yet the sophistication and
resources of a global community.
One which you can visit electroni
cally-to increase your knowledge
of computers and their applications,
hone your skills, share insights with
thousands of other computer pros,
and have fun. Such a community
would be called BIX.
Subscribe to BIX, the flat-fee,
on-line information service.
BIX is your access to industry news.
And to many special interest Ex
changes-such as our Amiga, IBM,

Mac, Writers', and Interactive Games
Exchanges-which include thousands
of free, downloadable programs. All
for just $39 per quarter.*
Subscribe via your computer...
Set your program for full duplex. 7
bits, even parity, I stop bit. Call BIX
on our registration-only number: 800
225-4129. In MA: call 617-861-9767.
International: call NU 1310690 I 57800.
Then hit the return key, and respond:
Prompt:
login
Name?

You Enter:
bix
bix.ville

You may buy off-peak access via

Tymnet at $20 per month or $3 per
hour, or you may buy peak access at
$6 per hour.**
•Based on a $I 56 annual fee, billed quarterly.
Telecommunications

charges

are

extra.

You may cancel at any time without future

charges.
··Available

only

in

contiguous

48

states.

Tymnet rates subject to change.

800-227-2983 • In NH 603-924-7681

EllX

Intelligent
multiport,
supports RS-422

·Eight Serial
Ports
One Board

RS-422/RS-485
Boards for AT,
Micro Channel

SmartLynx AT™ intelligent
4-port serial adapter for PC-AT
and compatibles supports
RS-422 and most multi-user
operating systems. On-board
processor takes burden off CPU.
For order info, call:

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT
slot. RJ-11 modular connectors.
16450 UARTS are standard. Optional
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, ISA,
or EISA compatible. Priced below
$500! Quantity Pricing Available!
Call for our PC Interface Handbook:

RS-422/RS-485 asynchronous
serial communication boards from
Qua tech Iavailable in 1 to 4 ports
for PC-AT and compatibles and 1
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170

Cjl

GUATECH

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway

Akron. OH 44311
PC-AT is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Synchronous
Communication
Boards for AT
Quatech synchronous/
asynchronous serial boards for
PC-AT and compatibles support
RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485
communication.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170

Cjl

GUATECH

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway

Akron. OH 44311

PC-AT and PC are registered
trademarks of IBM Corp.
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Joystick
Adapter
forPS/2
GPA-1000 works with
IBM Micro Channel for PS/2
Models 50, 60, 70, and 80. Connect
two joysticks or four paddles. Also
compatible with IBM Game
Control Adapter for PC-XT and AT.
Call our toll free order line:

1-800-553-1170

Cjl

GUATECH

1-800-553-1170
gcaUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron, OH 44311

PC-AT is a trademark or
registered trademark of IBM Corp.
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Communications
Data
Acquisition

"PC-AT (ISA) lnlerlaces"

Cjl

GUATECH

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Ak ron. OH 44311

PC-AT, Micro Channel. an d PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
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Digital
1/0Board
Single-slot Qua tech PXB-721 tor
PC-AT has 72 digital 110 lines.
Connect three choices of data
acquisition modules. Supports
Labtech Notebook':"'
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170
"PS/2 Micro Channel Interlaces"
~OUATECH

Cjl

GUATECH

Phone: (216) 434-3154 • FAX: (216) 434-1409
TELEX: 510-101-2726

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

PC-AT. PS/2 and Micro Channel are
registered trademarks of IBMCorporation.

LabTech Notebook is a trademark of
Laboratories Technologies Corp.
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2 parallel,
2 serial, I board
Qua tech DSDP-402 for PC-AT
has two parallel ports, and two
serial ports for any combina
tion of RS-232, 422, and 485
communication. DSDP-100,
two parallel and two RS-232
ports, available at lower cost
Fororder info, call :

1-800-553-1170

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway

Akron. OH 44311

gcaUATECH

IBM, Micro Channel, PS/2, PC-XT, AT,
and Game Control Adapter are trademarks
or registered trademarks of IBM Corp.

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
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1-800-553-1170

Akron, OH 44311
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The WSB-100 Wave Form Synthe
sizer Board from Qua tech has the
best set of numbers in the market.
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K
memory at $1290, it's making
waves in more ways than one. The
WSB-100 is also a star performer
as a digital pulse/word generator
with the optional digital module.
Call for our free
Fe Interface Handbook
1-800-553-1170
~GUATECH
662 Woll Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44:UJ
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El'JTE

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
BUYER'S MART
• BYTE BITS
• PRODUCT SPOTS
• MICRO PRODUCT CENTER
CATALOG SHOWCASE

ILLUSTRATION: JULIE E MURPHR EE © 1989
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Catalog Showcase
Order your copies of the most current catalogs
from the market leaders
Order directly from the advertiser, or
Circle the company's inquiry number on the
Reader Service card in the back of the issue, or

Advertisers: The Catalog Showcase is the most
effective low-cost way to promote your product
line to an influential audience.
Call Scott Gagnon for more details.

Use the Fax response page for quicker delivery.

(603) 924-2651 Fax: (603) 924-2683

WLT PC EXPRESS

Intel Development Tools

Standard with all of our PCs
• 3 years on-site service, free
• 3-year warranty, free
• Lifetime telephone support, free
• 30-day money-back guarantee
Ca ll for our catalog of
industry standard 286, 386, MCA PCs
1-800-272-9771

Choosing the right architecture and devel
opment support are two of the most impor
tant decisions you face today. For success
f u I microcomputer development, Intel
offers you the total solution with the most
up-to-date and powerful tools avai lable.
And we also offer you the easiest way
to buy. Our Development Tools Catalog
lists all our tools products in one guide.
Call us atl-800-874-6835, or FAX us at
503-696-4633 to get your free copy today.
Intel Corporation, Development Tools
Operation, 5200 NE Elam Young Parkway,
JFl-15, Hillsboro, OR 97124
1-800-874-6835
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ITT POWERSYSTEMS CORP.
The ITT PowerSystems Selection Guide
provides a brief description of ITT's full line
of Uninterruptible Power Supp li es (UPS),
Stanby Power Systems (SPS), and Power
Line Conditioners (PLC). Complete
technical specifi cations for each product
line along with ordering information is also
included in this four-color brochure. For
your free copy, call(602)889-7600 or write
ITT PowerSystems, 3400 E. Britannia Drive,
Suite 122, Tucson, Arizona 85706.
1-602-889-7600

FAX 503-696-4633
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Jensen Tools Inc.
Tools, Tool Kits, Cases and Test Equipment
Computer/electronic tools, tool kits, and
test equipment are detailed in a new
Catalog, free from Jensen Tools. Included
are state-of-the-art field service systems and
diagnostic software; tools and test equip
ment for servicing computers, telecom
munication systems, LANs, and other
electronic equipment; cases and shipping
containers, soldering supplies, static control
products, work holding devices and more.
For a free catalog, write or call Jensen
Tools Inc., 7815 S. 46th Street, Phoenix AZ
85044.
1-602-968-6231 I
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Strawberry Tree

Jameco Electronics

Data Acquisition and Control
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Catalog of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for IBM and
Macintosh computers for process control or
laboratory measurement of thermocouple
temperature, vo lt age, current, and
chromatography ana l ysis. The cata log
includes WorkBenchMac"' and WorkBench
PC'" software for data acqu i sition and
contro l using a revolution ary new icon
based graphical interface.
Strawberry Tree, 160 South Wolfe Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
1-408-736-8800
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30-day Money-back Guarantee ...
Large Selection, Competitive Prices ...
High Quality Technical Assistance ...
Our staff of 30 techn icians is on hand eight
hours a day to answer your technical
questions before and after your purchase.
99. 99% of all Products are in stock ...
Jameco stocks over 4,000 different prod
ucts. 99.99% of these products are avail
able for off-the-shelf shipment al any lime.
Fast Shipment...
Most orders shipped within 24 hours.
Guaranteed shipment within 48 hours for
a 11 in-stock items.
1-415-592-8097
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Catalog Showcase
Best Power Technology, Inc.
FR EE , money-saving literature tells you how
to protect your computer from power prob
lems such as su rges, sags, spikes, noise,
brownouts, blackouts and lightning. These
powe r prob lems ca n damage de li ca te
equipment and cause loss of va luable data.
Learn h ow Best Power Tec h no logy ' s
uninterr uptible power systems, ranging from
500 VA to 18 KVA, ca n p rotec t yo ur
computer. Contact: Best Power Technology,
Inc., P.O. Box 280, Necedah, W I 54646.
1-608-565-7200, ext. 1766
Toll-free 1-800-356-5794, ext . 1766

1 -----~~
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Contee U.S.A. Inc.

CompuAdd
Get the news from CompuAdd! New 486
power with the CompuAdd 425, new
computi n g conven i ence with t he
Co mpuAdd Compan i on notebook and
316SL laptop systems. Fr om the i ndustry
leader in mai l order sales and service, the
Comp u Add ca talog offers sys tems, k its,
upg r ades, softwa re, accesso ri es an d
hundreds more items. A ll with the
unequa l led CompuAdd value : the best
p ri ce / performance rat io plus our famous
guarantees and service.
1-800-477-9707
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Contee U.S.A. Inc.

PC Data Acquisition Packages

PC Data Acquisition Boards

Co ntee, the wor ld's largest supp li er of PC
data acqu isitio n interfaces, has ava il ab le
easy-to- insta l I hardware and software data
to allow IBM-compatible PCs to be used for
acq uiri ng data on tempera ture, pressu re,
f l ow, co u nt, and from any RS232
instrument.

Contee, the world's largest supp lier of PC
data acqu isit ion interfaces, offers a free
1 50-page catalog on its range of IBM PC
da t a acqu i si t i on and con t ro l boa r ds,
software, and accessories.
1-800-888-8884

1-800-888-8884
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B&B Electronics Catalog
ELEc:TRONICS CAT&LOG

We help you solve RS-232 problems.
The free B & B Electronics Catalog is full of
RS-232 Interfaces: RS-232 to RS-422 con
verters, RS-232 to Cu rr ent Loop converters,
Modem Security Devices, Sp litters, Com
biners, Four Port Switches, and many, many
more RS -232 problem solvers.
Pre- and pos t-sa le technica l suppor t.
Most items shipped within 24 hours. Direct
from manufactu rer to you. Money-back
guarantee. One-year warranty.
Contact us for custom designs also .
B & B Elect ro nics Mfg. Co ., 4050 1 Bake r
Road, PO Box 1040, Ottawa, IL 61350.
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National Instruments
Free 488-page fu ll-color catalog describing
ins t rumentat ion hardwa re and software
products fo r pe r so n a l compute r s and
workstations. Applicat ion software for data
ana lysis and presentation and fo r collecting
data using instruments and plug -in boards.
Features GP IB interfaces, data acquisition
and DSP boards, d ri ve r leve l software,
signa l co nditioning and VX I contro ll ers.
1-512-794-0100

1-81 5-434-0846
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BYTE Catalog Showcase
C.al.1lhft Showca$C
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The Catalog Showcase was created as a ser
vice to ou r readers, making it easy for them
to locate and order the catalogs they need.
This new program offers an efficient way to
promote your p rod uc t lin e by se nding
cata logs on l y t o those who request them.
Make your ca talog available to the 500,000
i nf lu e n t i a l r eade r s w i th e no r mo us
purchasing clout wit hin their companies.
1-603-924-2651

Circle 198
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Specialized Products Co.
Electronic tools and test equipment
Co lo r, i l lust rated 250-page catalog
details comprehensive selection of toolkits,
test equ ipment, telecom equipment and
datacommunicat i on products . Specia l
emphasis on i n-house and fie ld service.
Indexed cata log shows digita l multimeters,
breakout boxes, osci lloscopes, BERT testers,
ha nd too l s a nd exte nsive selection of
instrument and shipping cases, plus over 50
standard tool kits. Complete specifications
and prices are provided for all products.
Specialized Products Company, 3 13 1
Premier Drive, Irving, TX 75063 USA.
1-214- 550 -1923
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furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive t.exl (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can
be accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone numbet. Do
not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months.prior to issue date. For ex
ample: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill L ne, Peterborough,
NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754.

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
~eaders in requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1990.
RATES: 1x-$590 3x-$550 6x-$525 12x-$475 24x-$450
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted.

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must
T

...
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING

BAR CODE

ACCESSORIES

"166 MHz PC

BAR CODE READERS

HEWLETT PACKARD
Buy 

Proprietary technologies allow us to deliver our PC com
patible workstation years ahead of the industry. Take ad
vantage of inexpensive PC software (vs. UNIX), and the
performance our platform oflers, to execute applications
previously run on minis and supers. We're offering the
first 5000 of our 1993 production units at wholesale pric

Sell -

Trade

Laser Jet 111110

Color Pro (7440)

g:~~i~°etHP 2 Megt4 Meg

~~~~~~ DXUEXL

Rugg ed Writer
Orallmaster 1111
Electrostatic PlollersC1600 (Qj)ize)fC 1601 (E Si ze)
Science Accessories Corporalion Sonic Digitizers
36" x 48" (2750)
60'' x 72" (3175)

ing. Educational and quantity discounts.

' I
"'

For PC, XT, AT. & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS·232
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top rated
n independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix,
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers. magstripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions

T. E. Dasher & Associates

Eclectech, Inc.

4117 Second Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222

Dept. 4142, P.O. Box 12887. Research Triangle Park, NC 2noo

Phone: (205) S91..C747 Fax: (205) 591-1108

Inquiry 581 .

417·A Ingalls SI., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458·9938

.......

Inquiry 586.

ACCESSORIES

NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY

Plot it on your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR
Serial or prinler po11. Detecls: ALPHA• BETA• GAMPAA • X-RAV.
MicroR, 1CXXl times the resolution ol standa1d geiger counte1s.
Excellenl !or !racking RADON GAS. Find sources.
Plot • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
Cail/Write for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISA/MASTER Phone orders. Not satisfied? Full refund.

Increase your market share! Use JAKE to add a natural
language front end to your application. JAKE translales
English queries and commands into C function calls
and data structures. JAKE offers context-sensitive
semantic processing; interfaces easily; < 64K mem.

Tel: (302) 655-3800

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.

JAKE $495.

Aware Electronics Corp.

INTERACTIVE DEMO $10

5525 Scotts Valley Or. #22. Scotts Valley. CA 95066

(408) 438-6922

$149.50

Inquiry 582.

PORTABLE READER
Banery-operated. handhold reader w"r'l1 64 Kstalic RAM,
2x16 LCD display. 32-key keyboard, Reaf'fime·Clock.
Wand or laser scanner. Program prompts and data
checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer

by RS·232 port or PC. PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On·
Line Reader. 30·day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417·A Ingalls SI.• Santa Cruz , CA 95060

(408) 4!>8-99l9

(8001 345..C220

Inquiry 587.

•

muLISP® 87 for MS-DOS

BIG SAVINGS ON RIBBONS!
Get 50 better-than-n ew ribbons for each one you
buy with our new Wet Ribbon Re-inker. Easy to use.
Fits most cartridges. Printer safe. Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
SPECIAL OFFER! CALL lDDAY!

Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environ
ment. muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times faster &
take 112 to 1/J the space of other LISPs. 450 Com
mon LISP functions, mulli·window editing & debug
ging, flavors. graphics primitives, lessons & help.
demo programs, comprehensive manual.

I

BLUE RIBBON INK, LTD.
3n3 Cherry Creek Dr. Nor1h, #500
Denver, CO 80209
(800) 477-3465
(303) 377-4655

I

(808) 734-5801

Inquiry 583.

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics characters to ~ur pro

gram. Print from ANY MS·DOS language. Bar codes:
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI. Code 39. Epson, Oki. IBM dot
matrix text up to V2n. LaserJet up to 2''. Font car1ridges
not required. $179-$239. 30·day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions

Soft Warehouse, Inc.
3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816

4f7.A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

Inquiry 588.

CUT RIBBON COSTS!
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black

BAR CODE READERS

1000s of satisfied usel5. Money·back guarantee.

Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all
clones and any RS·232 Terminal. Transparent to
yw operating syslem. Available with Steel
wands, Lasers. Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same
day shipping, 30·day money·back guarantee.
One·year warranty. Reseller discounls available.

BORG INDUSTRIES

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

professional print since 1982. Yoo
models: Manual E·Zee Inker Electric E-Zee Inker Ink Master (Electric) -

1

can choose from 3
$39.50
$94.50
$189.00

52S MAIN ST., .w-IESV lllE, IA 50647
1-800-553-2404
In IA: 319·987-2976

Inquiry 584.

2190 A Regal Parkway, Eubess, TX 76040

I

(800) 648·4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685·6232

Inquiry 589.

•

BAR CODE
COMPANION AND EXTENDER
Placu a IUl)'l>Oard and moni!Of up ro 600' lrom ~CPU
whh EXTENDER and COMPA.NJON produm. Koep &
SO«> nod l<ey1)oatd/MonUo• at lhe CPU wilh COM
PANION . S11pportS MDA. CGA. EGA.. VGA, PS2. U..,s
slng le -%" C'..able_
Prices start at $149.00 for EXTENDER and $219.00 for
COMPANION 25 It. unit complete.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805
205-534-0011
International Fax R205-534-0010

nquiry 585.
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LABELING SOFTWARE
On EPSON, IBM , OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible
design on one easy screen. Any format/size. Up to ~20

fields/label. 18 !ext sizes to 3''readable at 100'. AIAG,
MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN , Code 39. File Input &
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)-$279. Other programs
from $49. 30-day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS
9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
H-P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES It
MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT
CODE 39, I 2/5, UPC AIE , EAN 8113
BIG TEXT & BAR CODE. SOFlfONTS

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Eube ss, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452

(817) 571·9015

11

II

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

RADIOACTIVE?

P.O. Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807

(800) 345-4220

FAX (817) 685-6232

-

BAR CODE

~

-~.

BAR CODE

BAR CODE PRINTING
Print bar codes from your custom program. ANSI C routines
generate and print Code39, 125, Codabar, UPC A/E, EAN 8113
and suppl emen ts. Supports Las erJet, OKI, and EPSON and
custom printers. Works with UNIX/XENIX, MSOOS an d
others. All SOURCE CODE included. No royalties. Single pat
tern $85.00. All pauerns $250.

Infinity Computer Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 269, Coopersburg, PA 18036
Voice: 215·965·7699
BBS: 215-965-8028

Inquiry 590.

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Electro-CAD $99

Bar Cods. Maijn9'1lc S1rip_e: Read~ & SmartGarCI EflQDderJ
Ro-ader fQI' mlaocomputcll'J & 110rmil"lal$, indudln;g ISM PS'2
& DlhQ. DEC, Mocln.,.,,, JJU, CT, ~. \'l\lllg. All
connect on the e'jboa.rd cable & are llans.puenl lo all soft·
W!tfO.. UPC 3~ l)tim P"Og rtlme, m1!:j nQ1iC Oll!f;od91$. & pot•
lab!& fHdllr! are also avail!hle.

Designed specifically for schematics and double-si ded board
laf outs, Eleclro-CAD produces high qua lity board images on
standard dot-matrix printers up to 11 by 15 inches. Virtually

"""°"

instanlaneous screen replots, rubber-banding, user definable
images. and many other features make Eleclre>·CAD th e best
tool for the job or your money back.
Call us for more inlormalion and l ast delivery.

a.

TPS Electronics

AEROUX Engineering

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303
415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
1·800·526·5920
FAX: 415·856-3843

32 West Anapamu Suite 228, Sanla Barbara, CA 93101

(805) 962-9695

Inquiry 595.

Inquiry 601 .

•
I

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions
Bar codes are easy with a FULL line of reade(s &
printers. They plug & play with your existing systems,
most all makes of CPU/printer/terminal/software in your

office, store, truck, factory or warehouse. Our bar code
DOS programs print on matrix or laser printers. 30 day
refund, 1 year warranty.

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
655-K North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621

TEL: (714) 990-1880

FAX: (714) 990·2503

Inquiry 591.

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• Keyboard wedges (lnternal/Exlernal) tor IBM PC/XT/Af. PS12
and porlables.
• AS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Kimtron lerminals
•Bar code and label printing software
• Full tv«:>-year warranty
I

• 30·Day Money-Back Guarantee
•Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
3140 Oe La Clltl Blvd .•Sutte 200/Sanla Clara, CA 95054/(408) 980-1880

800·666-4BAR

FAX: (415) 623·1372

I

CAD-DRAWING VIEWSTATION
.Ailowt non·GAO users to viOW dtlwin9$ on Pet, print. plot,,
"''""" pet..,.ol ......... •nd _,...,~ bet- Mo$. C h 
viEPM and layer.1. ~cura'le entity r~sentallM. E.uy to use.
• Slrlln VIEW/OWG for AuloCAD DWG files: $295

• Slrlln VIEW/PLUS for DWG, DXF, HPGL and dSase: $395

Developers: ask aboul linkable Slrlln VIEW/LIB. Dealers
welcome.

Slrlln Computer Corporation
225 Lowell Road, Hudson, NH 03051
(603) 595-0420

Inquiry 602.

Inquiry 596.

BASIC CLIP MUSIC
BAR CODE READERS Only $285
•Complete Bar Code Syslems AvaHable
• Ac5 like a 2nd Keyboard for IBM XTIAT. PS/2 and Clones,
Macinloshes and any RS·232C Terminal
• Wandlta.ser scaMer/Sla. reacB/Magnetic card reader comectivlfy
• POS Special Keyboard with Bar Code~gnellc Card Readers
• No software or hardware modification needed
• 30-day Money-back Guarantee

KASCO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
486 Casita Way, Los Allos, CA 94022

Tel: (41S) 949-0969

FAX: (415) 949-3814

Inquiry 592.

300 Songs & Sounds + 180 Pg. Book
Besides being a fun jJkebox,

The ENTER-tainer teaches oos,

BASIC, BAT Irle & display tricks. Many exciting musical projects! J!'s
geared Ior beginners, yet leaches rxos how to run music behind
QB or Capps. Source code, no roya lties. Money-back guarantee.
3..5" or two 5.25" disk.5. Needs so.sic 2.0 a later. $29.95+$3..50 s&h.
(Europe, Canada & Mexico sJh=$7, others::$11 , 1sl class air) For
fast VISA/MC orders - call:

(800) 727-4140

Price soon going up to $45!

POI Mlslc Soltwvt, 15n 4lllh St, Bouldei: CO 803o:J (303) 440-4140

CD-ROM
ALOE CORPOR.ATION
CD ROM players as low as $499 plus
selected disc. Choose from many titles.
Aide does consul t ing, joint venture and/or
royalty projects for qualified parties. Write,
call or fax for complete information. New
Ada release.
Box 1086, Glen Lake, MN 55346
1-800-727-9724 FAX: 1-612-934-2824

Inquiry 603.

Inquiry 597.

BRAILLE
5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON

BRAILLE PUBLISHING

PERCON decoders are now covered by a live
year limited warranty. That means you won't
spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That's reliability
you can count on!

Whether you have occasional word-processed memos or lull·
tenglh lextbooks, a Duxbury Translator enables conversion
to properly contracted and formatted braille. The choice of
professional publishers worldwide since 1975, Duxbury soft·
ware for MSDOS, Macintosh, Unix and olher syslems sup·
ports: English Braille and Computer Braille (bidirectionally),
Textbook Format, French, Spanish, Arabic, and others.

PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, 0 R 97402
Phone: (800) 873-7266
FAX: (503) 344· 1399

Duxbury Systems, Inc.
435 Ki ng St., P.O. Bo x 1504, Littleton, MA 01460 USA

508-486-9766

See our ad on page 484.

Inquiry 593.

Largest Selectlon and Best Price
Microsoft Programmers Library & Drive $949.
Computer Library $695 • Public Domain SNI $49.
NEC PC or Mac Drive Kit $749 • Bookshelf-Best Pr1cet
Drives from $499. Hundreds d titles from $29.

MCNISNAMEX/COD, Money-back Guarantee.
Call or write for free 120-page catalog.

Bureau of Electronlc Publlshlng
141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054
800-828-4766
THE SOURCE FOR CD-ROM
See our ad on page 76.•

Inquiry 598.

I

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. Looks just like keyboard datal
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser interlace.
Also, powertul Bar Code and Text printing soltware.
Great warranty. Dealer inquiries welcome.

J

CABLES AND ACCESSORIES
Parallel Printer Cables
$3.59 and Up
Serial Cables
$4.95 and Up
Switchboxes
$11.95 and Up
We can supply All your cabling needs. Master
Card & Visa Accepted. Dealer pricing available.
Corporate & Government accounts welcomed.

Seagull Scientific Systems

CONNECT-IT

15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052
206-451- 8966

P.O. Box 14337, Arlington, Texas 76094
M-F 9-6 p.m. est
(817) 461-9400

Inquiry 599.

CD ROM, Inc.
CD-ROM, WORM, MAGN£1tl-Ol'IV.L OIU\/ES. c;o.ROM OlstS
FOii IBM AND !AC. OPTICAL CONSULTING Sl;RVICES
' PUBLISHING ' DISTRIBUTION ' NETWORKING
DUALITY PROoucrs ANO SERVICES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

FREE Q\TALOG

TEL. 303-231-9373
1667 COLE BLVD ., SUITE 400, GOLDEN, CO 80401

FAX: 303·231·9581, CIS: 72007,544
VISAIMCJAf..EXIGOV'T. POs

Inquiry 604.

l""I

COMMUNICATIONS
BAR CODE READERS
Among the best and most widely used bar code
decoders. Reads all ma jor codes (39, I 215. S 215,

UPC/EAN/JAN, CODABAR, MSI). Connects between
keyboard and svstem. IBM, PS/2, MAC, DEC-VT com
patible. OS & software independent. Same day ship.
2 Year Warranty (pen incld).
Large Reseller Discounts

Solutions Engineering
4105 langdrum Lane, Bethesda, MD 20815

(800) 635-6533

Inquiry 594.

(301) 652-2738

SPECIAL-PARALLEL-PRINTER CABLES
for PC's and sim ilar systems
10 FT
US$ 69
100 FT
US $ 249
300 FT
US $649

PC SDLC SUPPORT

All intermediate lengths available on request.
Dealers are welcome. Delivery' FOB Munich. CO.D.

Uso S<lngoma hardware and sottware to ptOV de
a cost effoctiv11. robust arid ea!;)' to use SOLC !Ink
from MS-DOS. XENIX , AIX. PICK, PC-MOS. etc.
All real time communication functions performed
by intelligent co-processor card.
X.25 support also available.

E. HOLLER EDP-ACCESSOIRIES

Sangoma Technologies Inc.

Boehmerwaldstr. BA, D-8192 Geretsried, W-Germany

Tel. 08171131702

Inquiry 600.

Fax. 08171181275

(416) 474-1990
717 0 Warden Avenue -2. Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 802

Inquiry 605.
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DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

COMPUTER INSURANCE

Cross-Assemblers
Simulators
Disassemblers

'I NSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE prc1iides lull mplacem11n1 of hardware,
modia and purchased soflwato. ~ llttle as $49 a
year ~~s compmnenslv& coverage. BWiket
cOl'llrage; oo list el equipment need&d, One call
does it all. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat.. 9 te 5)

DISK CONVERSIONS
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT, Exxo n, WRDPLE X
also WP, WS, MS/WAD, DW4, MM , Samna, DEC
DX, MAS 11, Xerox.Writer, ASCII.

FREE TEST CONVERSION

PseudoCorp

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St., Ste. 835, B Segundo, CA 90245

(local 614-262-0559)

SefJ ovr ad on Pil!J9 500.

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

THE COMPLETE XT UPGRADE
The K-311 Upgrade Kit converts your XT to full 32·bil, 20MHz
80366 CPU and high speed disk performance. The K-311 Kit
includes 20MHz 80386 w/1Mb RAM, 16-bit Adaptec 1:1 con
troller, 63Mb 26Ms Mitsubishi disk drive, choice of 1.2 or
l.4Mb diskelle drive, Key Tronic 101 Plus keyboard, 200 W
PS, new drive cables. Matches or 011.ceeds the performance
ol a new S)Stem but at far less cost. Top quality, easy installa
tion, 1 year warranty. 51,795

Focus on Performance

THE #1 CHOICE

Fast, 6,000 lines per minute. C6805 Code Development
System, first C ompiler targeted to 6805 family. Built-in macro
cross assembler, optimizing C compiler, integrated edilor and
development shell. MS-DOS with S1 or HEX output.
Free next business day shipping in N. America.

In disk & tape conversion

Call now! (519) 888-6911

SG Corporation

for many leading corporations. government agencies,
law firms, and companies in

Grar>hlcs Unlimited Inc.

I

3000 Second St. Norlh, Minneapolis, MN 55411

(612) 588·7571 or (612) 520·2345
FAX: (612) 588·8783

421 King St. N., Wate rloo, Ontario N2J 4E 4 CAN

Fax 512.345.9575

Inquiry 619.

Inquiry 613.

Inquiry 607.

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

QUALITY CONVERSIONS

PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

to or from

• CROSS·DISASSEMBLERS
Analytic. Automatic label Generation
• CROSS·ASSEMBLERS
Relocatable. Macro, Universal Linker + Librarial
• C CROSS COMPILERS
• SOURCE TRANSL ATION UTILITIES

Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 36 Microprocessors
Hosts: PC/MS-DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000

ENERTEC, INC.

Horan Data Services converts over 2000 formats incl.
9-track tape, 3480 Cartridge and 8"', 5Y" .. or 3'h• disk
ettes. All densities & most operating systems suppo1ted.
Formats include EBCDIC. ASCII, databases, 5,P(VilQ..
sheets, and dedic.ated or PC word processors.

Order Today: (408) 773·8465
PO Box61919. Sun11yV3ie, CA 94086
f AX: I408) 773-8466

Call 1-800-677-8885
Hours S:OOAM to 5:30PM Eastern Time
817 Main Slreet, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202

LOG ISO FT

Fax: 215-362-2404

Inquiry 614.

Inquiry 608.

vi1tua!ly

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT!

5'Jppo11 lor Intel, Matorora. Zllog, Tl, RCA

BOX 1312, 811 W. Filth St.
Lansdale, PA 19446

Tel: 215-362-0966

f!N9ry industry--v.urtdwid e.

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed

Byte Craft Limited

4131 Spicewood Springs Road A4, Austin T X 78759

512·345·9843

(213) 322-6319

CROSS COMPILERS

COMPUTER UPGRADE

800·333-4131

(213) 545-6551
Inquiry 618.

Inquiry 612.

Inquiry 606.

Inquiry 620.

DATA CONVERSION
CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

8096 and
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupts,
plus the HSI, HSO, and AI D functions.
We also support the 8048149, 8060/85, 8051/52, and ZBO

controllers with excellent, reasonably p r iced Cross
Assemb lers and Simulators.

More than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer!
Word Pr ocessin g, DBMS, and Spreadsheet dala on Disks
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors,
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
#1 in the translation industry!

Lear Com Company

CompuData Translators, Inc.

Oswego Software

3345 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 4W, Los Angeles, CA 90010

Box 310
Oswego, IL 60543

New un ique full -function sim ulators for t he

CO 80215
FAX: (303) 232-8721

2440 Kipling St., Ste. 206, Lakewood,

(303) 232·2226

(213) 387-4477

Inquiry 609.

IBM PC • TO• HP FILE COPY
FASTER

EASIER TO USE

Update 1,grsion uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM
PC <to> HP File Cop y allows IBM PCs, PS/2,
compatibles to in terchange files with Hewlett
Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

1-800-825·8251

Inquiry 615.

708/554-3567
FAX 708/554·3573

Inquiry 621.

MACINTOSH CROSS ASSEMBLERS

DBMS/COPY

CONVERSION SERVICES

,.I.SM"-""'" Yol'Blcn 3DI ~od text o di~-mtJt•r,
and tormktai p11cb-gw. S or Ha output dowrJfQada to most
EPROM programme/'-!_ Macros-, cond1 ass'y, local & .au o
l•bols. s~ tal>lo cross-rot. ~149S5 eocl) ~u• SIH.
MCIY.fA.E_ Tecl·L bulletin av.all MoSI 8-bil! P\fs.
30 da y money b ac k guarantee.

CONVERTS YOUR DATA /N70 INFORMATION
Ncm your favorite stat package can access arr/ database.
OBMS/COPY can direclly conve11 any da\abase or spreadsheet file
{ORACLE, PARADOX, dBASE, LOrLIS etc.) into any stat package
file (Sb.S, SPSS. SYSTAT, etc.) and vice ve1'Sa. The PLUS version
allow.» sor1s, selections. and recal<:ulalions. $195. :»day guarantee.
VISAIMC/AMEXJPO/COO. Call for free limited version.

Convert any 9·track magnetic tape to or from over
2000 formals including 31/2;
8" dsk formats &
word processors. Disk·to·disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Services.

CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE INC.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.

MICRO DIALECTS, INC., Dept B

sw:

P.O. B ox 56627, Houston, TX 77256

P.O. Box 30014, Cincinnati, OH 45230
(513) 271-9100

(713) 667-4222

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #8
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert

FAX: (713) 667-3FAX

f.BOO·STATWOW

Inquiry 610.

Inquiry 616.

DATABASE
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
ReloGatable
Macros

PC Compatible

GUARANTEED,
SUPPORTED

~ 11

DEB UG SIMULAlORS • DISASSEMBLERS
EPROM PROGRAMMERS

MICRO COM PUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone Toll Free (800) 443-0779
In CA (415) 825·4200

.._~~~9-12~H-as_tin~g~s_o_r.,~C-o_n_co_rd~,_c_A_9_45-18~~~-'
J ~:
Inquiry 611 .
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WE'LL DO IT BETTER •. .
FOR LESS!

I

Conversion, Duplication, Arry Format

FREE TEST • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Plus, the Personal Touch: Ask Questions and
well explain it to you in simple English!!!

DATACOPY SERVICE
PO Bo:ic 820214. Dallas. TX 75382

1-800-969-0ATA

Inquiry 617.

I

INFO-TRAK
I

INFO.:TRAK is a new menu.driven dalabase/cataloguer pro
gram for the professional and the beginner. Ideal tor business,
home inventory, collections (books. stamps, coins, artwor'fcs,
etc.), investments etc. Features include SEARCH, add/delete
lines. edit data, create custom t~ PRINT and mae. (lBM
XT. AT and compatibles, DOS 2 .0 & up)

Only Wl. $3 ~ lcbed< or n:moy """ ooy)

JA-DAL TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 611, Yaphank, NY 11980
[NY ~. ~

214·272·7751

Inquiry 622.

7-

taxi

~

I

DAT ABASE MGMT SYSTEMS

DOCUMENT CONVERSIONS

FLOW CHARTS

SAVE TIME & MONEY!

Doc-to-Doc

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER

OCELOT2-THE SQU is a stand-alone database
engine with a complete DB2 compatible SOL interface
for developers who use BASIC, C, PASCAL, or COB OL

Quickly and cleanly conve1t your documents to and from
WordPerfe t, WordStar, MultiMate, ASCII, Tandy, Desk·
Mate Text, Lotus 1-2-3, Enable, Wang and DlsplayWrite.
Retain special attributes and formatting. Ooc·to·Ooc
gives you professional quality conversions at a con·
sumer price-$99.

RFFlow is a prores ional dra wing tool for flowcharts
& org charts (requires Microsoft"' W indows). 75
shapes automa tically adjust in size. Move, copy,
delete groups or objecls. 7 levels or zoom. Move
flowcharts to o ther applications via 1he Clipb oa rd.
Supports W indows printers, plotters, and cartridge
o r sort fonts. C all for free trial disk.

•packs the full power of SOL into a 640KB PC;
• requires only 320KB RAM for program development;
• outperforms the rest!

For IBM and clones: $195 & up. Free info.

OCELOT COMPUTER SERVICES INC.
~IW.

t0025 • toe Slraot, Edmonton, AB, C<inad 'T'!i.I Hl?
(4031 4.21'-4t87

Inquiry 623.

The MCS Group

1i

RFF ELECTRONICS

2465 W. Chicago St., Rapid City, SD 57702

(605) 341-2166

1053 Blln)'ill\ Court.la..t""1<t, C0 80538

Phone: (303) 663-5767

Inquiry 629.

EDUCATION

dBASE file access from C
Code Base 4 is a library of C rou tines w hich
g ives complet e dBAS E o r Clippe r f unc
tiona lit y and fi le compatibility. Use DOS,
Unix , OS/2 or MS W indows.

$295 with Source!

FREE DEMO

Call

(403) 448-0313

F ax

FORECASTING

B.Sc. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American lnslitute for Computer Sciences offers an in
depth corresponden_ce program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science
at home. BSC. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASfC,
PASCAL, C, Data File Processing, Data Structures &
Operating systems. MS program includes subjects in Soft
ware Engineering and Artificial lntelligeoce.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES

Sequiter Software Inc.
(403) 448-0315

DEMOS/TUTO RIALS

(800) 828-0136

Inquiry 636.

FRAME GRABBER

ENTERTAINMENT

INSTANT REPLAY Ill

Build Demos. Tutorials, Prototypes, Presentations, Music,
Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems. Includes
Screen Maker. Keystroke/Time Editcr, Program Memorizer:
and Animator. Rec'd Great Reviews! Simply the BESt Not
copy protected. No royalties. 60·day satisfact ion money
back guar. IBM and Compatb. $199.00 U.S.Chk/Cr. Crd.
Demo Diskette $5.00.

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

ADULT MODEM BBS FUN!
• West COM!'•

Hottest

$655.00

$499.00
599.00
895.00

$443.00
515.00
830.00

MANUFACTURERS 3 YEAR WARRANTY
THE KRUEGER COMPANY
(800) 245-2235
(602) 6211-5330

· ·~

Call for largo qwllllly ,..rc;tljl.

Inquiry 637.

DISASSEMBLERS

FREE COMPUTER MAGAZINE

80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM
• kcurale\y reconstruct, study & modify (64K+l programs with
a minimum o1 input or editing ol oulpul.
• lwoml>ly ~go O<llpu1 is MASfi~-<Omjlar1>1o.
• Exhaustive flow-trace distinguishes code from data.
• Best formals for each. Commented BIOS calls/DOS func
tions. SEGMENT/PAOC/olher vital pseudo-ops.

disk & manual)

VGAr TV (256K)
VGA-TV (512K)
VGA-TV GEIO

Inf ormation and Slgnup e,. Modem
(800) HOTTFUN [31t212 4 Bau d, 8INl1)
Voice lnforma1ion (818) 357·9570

$799.00

PUBl.ISHEflS• GS
5"5.00
555'.60
PUBl.ISHEAS" COLOR ai500
830.00
VGA TO VIO EO ADAPTERS

~~:~c,~~a~~a~:~:~ (~n~;o~ c~~:FlaJ1l~

ACCESS LAI

FRAME GRABBERS
LIST PRICE
YOUR PRICE

PUBLISHERS' VGA

"Over 18'" Adults Onlyl

Inqu iry 631.

(5114''

TYPE

Adult BBSl • 1000'• of

Sli1!19Ware Programs I • CB-Slyle Group and Ptivale
Cha11 • Exock: Adun Sections! • Glanl Me..age ea-i..,

272-0671

Inquiry 625.

PC-DISnDATa

Loon Valley Software
420 Summit Ave ., Suite 38, St. Paul, MN 55102-2699

205·933·0339
Inquiry 630.

P.O. Box 9252
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
(801)

Solutions to Forecasting Problems
ForeProfit:it, a comprehensive, easy-to·use package of
analytic, forecasting and market analysis techniques. Mov·
ing averages, exponential smoothing, multiple regression,
linear programming with tables and graphics output. $250.
The SoothSayer~ an ar1ilicial-intelligence·based, high-speed
analyzer to painlessly project piles ol numbers. $69. Both
run on MS-DOS computers, 512K or larger, lloppy or hard
drive. VISA or MC accepted.

2101 Magnolia Ave., Ste. 200, Birmingham, AL 35205

See our ad on page 439.

Inquiry 624.

FAX: (303) 669-4889

Inquiry 635.

$16 5

PRO/AM SOFTWARE
220 Cardigan Road, Centerville, OH 45459

(513) 435-4480 (9 A.M .-5 PM. EST M-F)

.3 8 6 SPYS
;:.~~~~ 1~·~~ea~r~~,:d".~~~ ga::p~

=

ton spacif1C3llyJOl.('C's with a3861386SX processor, Hi Res
EGA.grap~lts,_ 1 meg of m=.,
111\d 1 hard disk. Yov \I.ii
0

=~~~ ruif ~:.:':1 or ~~u~:; s~~

GENKI SOFTWARE CORPORATION
"Imagination powered by the .386"
(800) 673-9038

Mastercard or Visa

(301) 997-6333

Don't spend a ronuoe on comp'llter,
communlcatlons or business magazines.
The Sea Bi rd Directory lists over 200 titles
you can get free and runs on any IBM PC.
For more tnro. and

FREE DEMO DI SK,

1-800-782-0194

call :

or fax lo: 617-863-6684

P.O. Box 2563, Columbia, MO 21045

Inquiry 632.

Inquiry 626.

FRE E SUBSCRI PTION S
To More Than 200 Magazines

I'

-''

Inquiry 638.

GRAPHICS
SOFT-X-PLORE

NEMESIS™Go Master®

See "BYTE's May '88 issue pg. 78" Disassemble 500
kb(') program at 10,000/min. (')in any file, ROM/RAM
memory up to 80386 instruction set("). SDFT-X-plore:
• is for MS/DOS 2.0+ systems
• uses 20 algorithms and seven passes
- only $99.95 plus S&H w/30-day guarantee.
To order call (800) 336-1961 or inlo(203) 953-0236

r1

Or write:

RJSWANTEK INC.

178 6rookslde Ra., Newl ngton, CT 06)11
• Mi.I

ai

lhe mark*!

MC/VISA dlC'Cii)eOO

Inquiry 627.

Go, a game of strategic elegance, has been a way of Ille in
the Orienl !or over four thousand years. Many consider Go
to be the secret of the Japanese businessman's success.

'While chess isa game of war, Goisa game of market share"
(President of Nikko Hotels] .
" It you are Intereste d In Go, buy this program.''
Game of the Month J. Pournelle BYTE 7/fil

Toyogo, Inc.

The Leader in Computer Go.

PO Box F, Dept. Yl) Kaneohe, HI 96744

(808) 254-1166 or 1-800 -TOYOG0-9

Inquiry 633.

YOU CAN BE IN PICTURES
•Send us a VHS tape with the counter location of the
picture(s) you want.
• We'llconvertthe pictures to fiies & return them to you
on a 5'/•" floppy disk(s) in 1he format you request, with
a file viewing utility for an IBM VGA or compatible video
card with an analog monitor.
• Price: $9.99 + $.99 per Picture + $7.50 S&H

IEV,

JOJO S. Moin, Dept Ill. Salt
Cft:I, UT a<n~
Phone 801-466-9841 Ext 1i
FAX: 801-466-5921

Inquiry 639.

DISK DRIVES
PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs

1:.r Zodiacal Advisor 1:.r

EGAD Screen Print

CompatiKit/PC . . . .
$279
CompatiKit/AT
. .. . $219
Built-in floppy controllers-no problem.
Supports mullfple drives and lormats. l.etS your
comRuter use IBl'ii f!S/2 1.4 f'.) dls~ette• plus morel
Call tor ldnMr inrorm.atfon 01 to place an order.

Daily advice based on planetary positions for
your birthdate and current date. Includes
accurate ephemeris ($35). Also available:
Stock Market Simulation ($30), Klondike
Solitaire ($20); and more. (Tax & Shipping Inc.)
Call or write for brochure.

VISA/MC/COD/CHECK.

Prints conten ts of VGA, EGA, CGA displays on variety
of dot-matrix and laser printers. Prints in gray tones
or color. Crop box lets you print any region of the
screen. Enlarge graphics 1 to 4 times (reduction too).
Setup program for picking printer colors, etc. $35.00
Postpaid. Call or write for free catalog.

1-800-342·0987
505-672-1028
Warnock Enterprises

Micro Solutlons Computer Products
132 W Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115
s1snss-3411
See our ad on omtM 440.

Inquiry 628.

30 Glenview Court, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Inquiry 634.

LINDLEY SYSTEMS
4257 Berwick Pla ce, Woodbridge, VA 221g2.5119
(703) 590-8890

Inquiry 640.
SEPTEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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GRAPHICS

HARDWARE

IMAGE CAPTURE BOARD

STOCK-MASTER 4 .0

LATEST AWARD BIOS

Capture images from any VCR or Camcorder. Aesolulion up
to 512 x 480 pixels; 65,536 colors or 256 shades of grey. Im
ages saved in GIF, PCX , TIFF formats and more. For XT/ATI

Com m:cu·o li l gr11do ln1111nt<HY mttn,gemen1
&ollware at mk ro prlcu.

User d efinable har d drives, 101/102 keyboard
and 3.5" 1.44Mb flopp y support ar e now
av ailable in Award BIOS Ver. 3.1 for the IBM AT,
2 86 and 386 compa tibles.

PS2. Includes user friendly software and user's guide. One
year warranty. VGA required . Can capture from live video

(eliminates need forexpensivedigilal video). Ideal for Desktop
publishing, CAO, Animation. and Pictorial Databases.

$749

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

• Supports all 12
transaction types
• 'liend ~)'Sl11
• Quality Control
• Multiple Locations
• Purchase Order Tracking
• Open Order Reponing
• Serial/Lot # Tracking

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D.

PEGA Micrographics

I

P.O. Box 713, Weslerville, OH 43081, (614) 885-1007

1-800-477-PEGA

851 Prukvlaw elVd., Pittsburgh, PA 1s215
Orders: 800-423-3400
Tech: (412) 782-0384

Stock Slalus Reporling
Activity Hislory Analysis
Bill of Materials
Purchase Order Writing
Order Entry
Material Requirements
On Line Inqu iry

Applle d Micro Business Systems, Inc.
177·F Riverside Ave.. Newpo1t Beach, CA 92663 714-759-0582

Inquiry 647.

Inquiry 641 .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry 653.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR
APPLE II

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

I J

l

HyperCard
4k11H 1_. Mil

H & W micro, inc.
528-C FOREST PARKWAY
FOREST PARK, GA 30050

dFELLER Inventory

& MACINTOSH

Business nventory grograms written in modifiable dBASE

• Systems • Parts • Exchange Repairs

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR HARD DRIVE AT A
FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT.
FAST TURNAROUND !!! CALL FOR DETAILS.

11

$19

source code.
dFELLER Inventory $150.00
Requires dBASE 11 or 111 . PC·D.OSICPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00

Save

'"""
I OOAlOG
USA & Can ada:

up to
~

800-27 4-5343

with Hislory and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or c:EASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

on Mac

Jnternallonal: 617-891-6851
Fax:617-891-3556

CPU.

Feller Associates

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.

(404) 366-1600

550 CR PPA. Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486-6024

30 Clematis Awn ue • Waltham , MA 02154

Inquiry 642.

Inquiry 648.

Inquiry 654.
-

DISK DRIVE REPAIR
D ATA RE COVE RY
SALES of new, remanufactured and

--

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

LANS

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS COMPUTERS

The $25 Network

SC/FOX'"PCS \(Parallel Coproceasor Syatt1m) and PCS32 are
PC/XT/AT plug-in boards, 16 and 32 bit. 15 MI PS avera ge, SO MIPS
burst, PCS uses the Harris RT X 2000""16-bit real -time CPU with
1~ 18 mulliplier, 14 prioritized interruptS. 3 timerA:ounteis. 8-channel
110 bus. PCS32 uses the new SC32 32-bit Forth C PU.
SC/FOX sec (Slngle Board Computer) is an 18 MIPS average.
60 MIP S burst, Eurocard-size RTX 2000 stand-alone computer.

removable disk drives

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Try th e 1st truly low-cost LAN

•
•
•
•
•
•

SC/FOX SCSI 110 Plug.on board !or PCS or SBC with SCSJ, flop

ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE

py, 56K-baud serial, 16-bil parallel port s, and sollware drivers.
Forth sJw Included. C also available. Ideal for embedded real -time
control, data acQuisition, robolics, and signal processing.

1506 Dell Awnue, Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 370-3113

SILICON COMPOSERS INC.

We buy us ed drives good or bad

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

(415) 322-8763

P.O.

817-387-3339

208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 649.

Inquiry 643.

-

of output in seronds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM
compatible version $259. C128

+ G64 version $159.

DUNE SYSTEMS
~

(616) 983-2352

Inquiry 644.

1

-

-

Laptops: Tcs hiba • Zeni th • NEC • Sharp
• Epson • Mits ubishi • Compaq
Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems,
External Drives, Portable Prinlers, Memory, Key
Pads, Hard Drives, Balleries, and Auto Adaplers.

Computer Options Unlimited

MODULAR MICRO CONTROLS

2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, Ml 49085

Orders 800-628-7992

Laptop Savings

Complete family of 12 single board compu ters fully accom
modates any 8051 variant. Power management, plenty of 110,
full memory map. Optional floating point, PC-compatible
RS 232. PC versions reside on PC bus. Peewee's measure
3x5". 8051-optimized DIN52 bus allows stacking or backplane
mounting, interprocessor communication . Boards run
8052AH BASIC. Stalling al $99. Quick custom modilicalions.

• 8000 Nat. + Signetics
• 9000 TTL
• 14-24 Pin Chips
• .3" + .6" IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type

Modes

I', Oenton TX TIIZ02

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

8051 SUPERMARKET

CHIP CHECKER
• 74/54 TTL + CMOS
• 14/4000 CMOS

°""'"'

Inquiry 655.

HARDWARE/CONTROLLERS

HARDWARE

Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs
Uses serial ports and S·wire cable
Runs al 115K baud
RUMI n t>21ct;grounct toeaJJy 1ransp111ren1
Share any device, any file, any time
Needs only 14K of RAM

12 Maide n lane , Bound Brook , NJ 08805

Phone: 201-469-7678

109 S. Water St.. No11hfield. MN 55057
call or fax (50!) 645- 8315

Hours: 9am/10pm 7 days

Inquiry 650.

(Fax: 201-469-7544)
Worldwide sales

Inquiry 656.

HARDWARE/COPROCESSORS
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
Has optimum features for mon'rtor + control applications:
16 Chan /VD • 4 RS232/422 Po1ts • 48 Prag 1/0 Lines
• 8 Opt o INS • 8 HiDrive OUTs • 4 Timers • Watchdog
• 104K Memory • 5.25 x 80 Opllons: Resident FORTH
OS With "Tilf9et Compilet; EdilOI; A.ssernble(.
AU1o
t.oadlS1811: 5 MH>z 0085 • 4 Chlltl Di>\ • Battery a.a.;~
C1ock/RAM • N.-rfdng • PC Sup

E-PAC 1000+ $249.00

E-PAC 2000+ $449.00

EMAC INC.
PO Box 2042, Carbondale IL 62902

(618) 529-4525

Inquiry 645.

FREE INTERFACE CATALOG
Interface s for IBM compa libles. Digital 1/0
(8255) and Analog inpu t 8 bit resolu tio n
(0-255). C ontrol relays, motors, lights, measure
te mperature, vo ltag e. Sample interconnect ci r
cuits, BASIC programs, and 1/0 map ar e in
c luded.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Khz multi-channel /VD and DIA. up to 192 Kwords RAM,

Rock-bottom prices for all memory-upgrade kits for
Toshiba, Compaq, Sharp, and Texas Instruments!!

very high throughput to PC RAM and disk, and is priced
competitively with tr aditional Analog 10 boards.
Call us about your applica tions.

DALANCO SPRY

1'

89 W estland Ave ., Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 473-3610

nquiry 651.

TOTE-A-LAP
550 Pilgrim Drive, Suite F, Fosler City, CA 94404

(415) 578-1901
Inquiry 657.

DSP32C PCIAT COPROCESSOR BOARD
25 tJFLOP 32 bit Floating pail! DSP:
• High speed NUMERICS and GRAPHICS
• 640K Dll'I L PORTED on board memory
.ill ~
• 32 bit parallel an d serial 10 headers
-. I
• 15 ms 1024 point FFTfrom high level C
• Assembler. monitor, and math librarie s

Base board and ALL soltware $950. 640K $300

John Bell Engineering, Inc.

SYMMETRIC RESEARCH

400 Oxford Way, Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-8411 9am to 4pm Pacific Time

15 Central Way k9 , Kirkland, WA 98033

Inquiry 646.
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LAPTOP
MEMORY

DSP products for the IBM PC/Xf/AT. Our TMS320C25
based Model 250, with extensive software, features 250

Portable Computers
and Accessories
• Many makes, sizes, and slylos

• llnlqoo add·ons I()( a[I brancl"s
• Fast delivery
• Dealers and VARs welcome

Call for a free catalog 800-877-6044
or FAX 415-221 -6044

TransPacific
San Francisco, CA

(206) 828-6560

Inquiry 652.

Inquiry 658.

--

!

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

MEMORY BOARDS

New Laptop Products for:

PC ANALYZER
Repair PC's in Less Time
At Less Cost with the

S.S.T. MEMORY UPGRADES

Palmt()p s: Alatl Portlolio, Paquet
Noteboo l<s: Compaq LTE, NEC· UL, 1'anely 1001102,
Tandy 1100, TI-11112. Toshlba SE/XE, Ze11lll>·MS
PC-l.Jlptops: All 111<11 r brand• and mod&ls

IBM PS/2
2MB module-Model 50. 70
$243
2-llMB expan, t>ds,...Model 55. 70
SSO•
COMPAQ
4MB module-DESKPRO 386/20E, 25, S
$525
4MB expan. brd~DESKPRO 386/20E, 25, S $580
$2400
8MB single slot module-SYSTEMPRO
HP LASER JET
2MB upgrades
$257

kuDDlh1: Auto Adiipt1rs,. 8.a1 1n1tq. CD"l' Cun, ~·
Perl'p~1nJ1 : Por"..abf9 .fr~
Hard Db.\:s.,. 380Kl'L2M Dtwws..
~tlOM'd eovers, Modtm.t.. Bate-Ode Wands.. L.afxop Sol"twa:1it,,. .-.c.
For a free ,. ....r..ittt lo eitMogu•. p lRH• call or ~~lie :

ULTRASOFT INNOVATIONS INC.
1 Transborder Drive, PO Box 247, Champ lain, NY 12919

Tel: (514) 487-9293
Fax: (514) 487-9295 9-6 EST
Canadian Orders & Dealer Inquiries are Welcome

1·800-688-8993

LOGIMER
In-circuit PC Analyzer
for PC/XT/AT and Compatibles

TOTAL POWER INTERNATIONAL, INC.

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

(508) 453-7272

5 YR. WARRANTY

Factory Installed • 90-0ay Warranty

Toshiba, Amstrad, Sanyo, DG,
Kaypro, IBM, HP, etc. $295

The Portable Peripherals People

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS

DTP/WP/Forms and Sign Making

HYPERINTERFACE™ II

Apple MAC & IBM PC . Available languages: Russian, E. Euro
pean, Turkish , Greek & Indian. It's a DA on MAC, works wllh
virtually any application program. It's a TSR on PC, for GEM
based graphical WP, PerFOAM & Ventura in WYSIWYG.
Keybd remapping utility. Postscript , dot matrix, deskjel &
laserjel fonts. Vinyl cutting sys. for sign making for any of
the languages. Prices start at $250, demo $25. MCNisa

Menu Creator"' - An interactive WYSIWYG editor to
generate a menu-driven user interface for your software.
Screen Creator,,. - An interactive WYSIWYG editor for
quick and easy screen design and a screen database
manager for your software. Advanced Library - Ex·
tended capability for data entry for )<lur programs. FOR
TRAN , Pascal, C, BASIC supported.

Solustan, Inc.

Axonix Corporation

Avanpro Corp.
P.O. Box 969, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

378 Hillside Ave.. Needham MA 02194
Fax: 617-449-7759

(801) 466-9797

(213) 454-3866

Ph: 617-449-7666

Inquiry 660.

FAX: (508) 453-7395

Inquiry 671 .

MULTILINGUAL APPLICATIONS

LAPTOP BACKLIGHTS

(TIGJ

418 Bridge Street, Lowell, MA 01850

Inquiry 665.

Inquiry 659.

,\

....•

Inquiry 672.

Inquiry 6£6.

NETWORK/WORK GROUP

CoordiNet

TOSHIBA LAPTOP ENHANCEMENTS
MOOEM, DEDICATED: 2400 bps (T1200, T1600, T.l200SX)
SERIAL 10 CARDS: RS232, RS422. SCSI. HPIL, Barcode
BATTERY PACKS: 12V external battery + vehicle adapter

T

Contact us for more information:

PRODUCT R&D Corporation

TLIB'" 5.0 Version Control

An unbelievably easy-to-use workgroup package for Novell local area
networkS. F-aatures Include: public and privale calenda1s. electronic
mall, lelephone messages, projed managemen1, and documenl
management. CoordiNel Plus adds a Btrieve dalabase manager,
report generator, and llnic to lhe Sharp Wizard. Can be used either
as a 6K TSR or as a standalone program. Installs in 10 minutes
and reads Netware bindery to create user lists. Simple mouse (or
keyboard) dri ven "po i n ~and-cl lc k " user interface with lull contexl·
sensilive help. Manual Included but nol needed. Only $249 per
se1verl CoordiNet Plus only $495 per serYer. Demo disk $25.

FAX/MODEMS: 9600/2400 bps, software, acoustic port
MODEMS, INTERNAL: 2400 bps, acouslic or serial port

" TLIB" is a great system" - PC Tech Journal 3/88.
Full-featured configuration mgmt for software profes
sionals. All versions of your code instantly avajable. Very
compact, only changes are stored. Check-in/out locks,
revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for
Pansophlc, ADA, IBM, Unisys. DOS $139 (0512 $195).
5-station LAN $419 (OS/2 $595)

Software Artistry, Inc.

(Calif).

BURTONSYSTEMSSOFTWARE

3500 DePauw Blvd ., Suite 1100, Indianapolis, lN 46268

8051546-9713, Fax: 8051546-9716

Phone: (317) 876-3042

Inquiry 661.

f' O Bo x 4156, Cary, NC 27519

Fa.: (317) 876-3258

Inquiry 667.

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS

(919) 233-8128

Inquiry 673.

NETWORKS

ELIMINATE DUPLICATES

PARTY LINE YOUR PC'S

Duplicates on your mailing list cost more than embar
rassment. You're paying for all that extra postage and
tor the materials mailed. Invest $149.00 In Dupe
Eliminator and say goodbye to your dupes. Dupe
Eliminator is ony to use-and it works with ycu dBase,
ASCII, Arclisl and other compatible files.

If you have two b four PC's that need b tB interconnected to:

• SHARE PRIHTERS
• TRANSFER FILES
• SEND MESSAGES
and don't need the hassle or expense of a network, call us.
We have a simple and inexpensiye solution to your problem .
Complete lour-user kill retails for $229.95

1-800-368-5806

PC-lnterUnk from

SOFTWORX

801 E. Campbell Road #355, Richardson, TX 75081
Tel: 1·800-327·5013
Fax: 1·214-699·0330

Group 1 Software, Inc.
6404 t'ij 1.ano, Dept. SIT-80, Gn1ont>oh1 MD 20770-1400

ITSIAIPlJ' WORKS/

Inquiry 662.

Inquiry 668.

The EE-100 EPROM

Emulator ~

PQWDrl ul, Versal!IO. ind Comp0<l__ftOll Tool CI05'Jd loop
d~ e-AJ)Olbili ~

I

trom source cede genotJlliOn 1~

ln-cifc:ull debugging..

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
1-EE-,OCI Command Un it • 2-24 pin 2716-32 Detachable
Header Ceb!o • :2'· 21!1 pln ~2S& Detachable Header Cable
• 1·28 p.n 275 ~ 2 OtHactlable HNd91 (:;able • Hleslt,lbp
Power $\Jp
1 1~ AC to 6V OC • 1-Usor's GvlOe Miantsal
For more i nkJrma1ion call:

CompuLynk 1-800-969-9889
~~a~~ ·. ~ ~

Inquiry 674.

NEURAL NETWORKS

BrainMaker:

YOURS FREE!
"How to Manage Your Mailing List" Arclist~ & AccuMai1•• are
two po...verful programs for your IBM or compalible PC:
• Duplicate Recognition
• Poslal Olscooo.1 Pre-sons

I1

"The most fascinating computer soft
ware I've ever seen ... learn about this
stufl."John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, invenlories. Comprehensive
documentation. Menus. Only $195!
Certified by Intel and Micro Devices

t..i..1 Oe>igo & PtiMIJ>g

•

• Carrier Route and Zip+4 Insertion

•

~dllJ~

CorrocUon

• dBase® Compatible

Call 800-368-5806 for a FREE GUIDE

Free Brochure: 916/477-7481
California Scientific Software

Group 1 Software, Inc.

640<

1,.fLano.

Dept. BIT-acl, Groenbolt. MD 20770-1400

Inquiry 663

Bsupport for Btrieve®
The "Norton UtilitJes" for Btrieve users.

Bedil: DISPLAY, UPDATE, COPY, and DELETE.
EXPORT SDF lo dBASE & LOTUS. RECOVER damaged files.
Edilllnsert using Data Dic1ionary.
Bbug: TSR Btrieve debugger.. Displays info in pap-up window.
Brun: BUTIL replacement wilh Run~ime and C source.

BediUBbug: $120. Brun: $150. VISA/MC/COD/PO

8001359-2721 FAX: 5171887-2366

Information Architects, Inc.
P.O. Box 4184, East Lansing, Ml 48826·4184

Inquiry 675.

Inquiry 669.

OPTICAL DISK
'
~ ..---------------------------------1 ~

I

ONLY A NICKEL A NAME
NaN small business OWl'l8fS can reach their direct mail prospects
easiy and economically-with the PC 'mllow Page listings: • On·
line 900 database with millioos of U.S. companies available lor do-Yn
loading. • Updated monlhly with no minimum order. •Costs only
$1/minute-a nickel a name (charged to your phone bill). For a limited
ttne only, get our sta1t-up kit, the PC Prospec!or, designed 10 rrake
your direct mail markeling the most resulls-orienled possible. It's
yOO's for just the $6 phone charge fa ordering the software. Order
the PC Ye\\oH Pages ot 1he PC Ptospector today by simply calling
with either your modem or touch tone phone.

ERASABLE OPTICAL DISK DRIVE

SONY 5.25" 600 MB per disk, SONY 4mm 1.3GB per
tape. Mac II, SE. SUN workstati on, and olher SCSI
DEC Q-Bus, UNIBUS, and SCSI. 10 to 25 years war
ranty on Optical media. Highest quality in the industry.
Will supply complete Kit to build or Finished product.
International and Domestic order or lnqui y within .

BENO SYSTEMS INC

1-900-860-9210
~

Inquiry 664.

718-921-1200
FAX: 718 -748-1676

infot mation call 404-4S5-876l

Inquiry 670.

For QulckBasic programmers

SMARTmenu• plus SMARTOOLS

cuts your
development time by more than 60% by giving you an
integrated user interface that easily configures to your
applications. Dialogue boxes, pop-up & pull-down
menus, as well as "fill the form" type entries. For QB
4.0 or later. Libraries, tools & manual are $99 + S&H.

KALT E K
P.O. Box 2166, Marlinez, CA 94553

(41 5) 370-1920

Inquiry 676.
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PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS

PUBLIC DOMAIN
325 MEGABYTES Virus Free Share Ware

Functional Sizzle

C and C++ DOCUMENTATION TOOLS

Give your application a full-featured pop-up
calculator with memory, a 100-line scroll
able tape and more. Takes minutes and
costs only $395 with no royalties. Demo disk
$3.00. Specify language.
·

• C.CALL ($59) Graphic-trees of caller/called hierarchy.
• C-CMT (SH) Greale, liis.ort, vpdlllv 1;ommU'nl·bloda lcl"
each function, lisllng funclions and Identifiers used.
• C.LIST ($39) List, action-diagram. reformat programs.
• C-RE.F (S49J ~l/pa ra m t'lo r cross.-ro"..orenct11.
• SPECIAL ($149) All 4, plus integraled C-DOC program .

Liaison Systems, Inc.

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.

p_Q_ Box 82720, Kenmore, WA 98028

6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada l .5N-4Ui1

POB t 2J H , Okla City, OK 73157

(206) 486-4996 - 30-day money back guarantee. Visa /MC

(416) 858-4466

No Surcha1ge for Visa/MasterCard
W. ~lldl)o .CUC!' f'O'• lr om Educa!iollal, ~~th

Inquiry OT7.

Inquiry 683.

•

Oeatera/SysopsJEducalors..lnslant IBM Shareware Library for your
Custome1s, usergroup or S1udenls. Ois1ributed In 25 Megabyte in
crements on HD 1.211 .4 diskettes. $39.00 for flrsl 25 Megatr,1es, 1hen
add $40.00 for each 25 Megabyte Increment

Act!Alj5J·~~~~:r1 ;;;~~t~g~-~ ~ 11=::111.
Orders Only: 1-800-876-8496
Info/Tech: 1-405-524·5233

11

SHARE-NET

Inqui ry 689.

PROTOTYPING
TURBO PLUS $199.00

PROlOTYPES FROM CAD

Programming tools for use with Turbo Pascal 5.0 & 5.5.
Screen Painls1; Code Generator. 110 Fields, Dynamic

Wllh aul lh1t W.JI
8oardMaker• Sy.;tems produces sinDle/double sided, "ready
to-stuff" circuit boards up to 22" x 22" in·house. No chemicals
or photoDraPhic techniques. Lineichannelwidth down to 418 mils.
Accepts standard Gerber, HPGL, Quest, Emma formats_ Pay.;
for itself after 12 to 20 boards.

Menus, Programming Unit Ubrariss, OOP Support, and
Sample Programs inc luded. All routines work in both text

and graphics modes/ 60-day money-back guarantee/
Demo Disk avail. For IBM and compatibles.

N~~~~.~~~y~~!.o!~.~·
(801) 272-0671

nquiry 678.

l 11

Instant Board Circuits Corp.
20A Pamaron Way, Novato, CA 94949
Fax: (415) 883·2626

Tel: (415) 883·1717

Inquiry 684.

SOFTSHOPPE, INC.
Selected Programs, Latttsl Vttrsions, As Low
as $1.50, Same Day Shipping, and No
Minim um Orde r. For FREE CATALOG for
IBM PD/Shareware, CALL: 800·829-BEST
(2378) or ~AX 313·761-7639.

S~~0!~1~A~~r':1~1~6·~6~C-1'
Inquiry 690.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer
representing more than 440 manufacturers with over
1200 software products for IBM and Macintosh personal
compulers. We have serviced the professional program·
mer since 1984 by olfering sound advice and ION prices.
Call or write today to receive your FREE compr ehen 
sive Buyer's Guide .

Programmer's Connection
7249 Whipple Ave. NW
Norlh Canton, OH 44720

US 800-336-1166

Canada 800-225-1166
International 216-494-3781

Inquiry 679.

SHAREWARE
FOR IBMN AND COMP,ll;J'IBLES

FREE 112 PAGE CATALOG
OVER 3000 PROGRAMS

CALL 1-800-245-BYTE (2983)
BEST BITS & BYTES

SDK85(abu) and SDK86(1&bt1)
NOW AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA, INC. which has an
exclusive, world-wide, manufactur ing and marketing license
from Intel, Inc. The URDA SDK85 and SDK86 educat ional
trainers and microprocessor development syslems are now
furni shed fully assembled and boxed with manuals. Call
URDA, Inc. fOf new low prices and delivery schedules. Other
8, 16 and 32 bit systems are available.

Phone URDA, Inc.

P.O. Box 8225-B, Van Nuys, CA 91409
FOREIGN COUNTRIES SEND $4.00 FOR SHIPPING

1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732
Inq uiry 691 .

Inquiry 685..

SECURITY
SPEED FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT
AND CUT MAINTENANCE COSTS
FORWARN-Finds common programming errors such as mismatched
parameter lists and commonblockS. and uninitialized variables. Prints
delailed cross-references and call-tree diagrams. S329
FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT lDOLS-inciudes Pretfy (indents, renumbers.
changes GQTUs to l~T HE N-ELSES. etc. ) and 6 more tools. 1129.
For IBM PC. Also tor UNIX-ask tor details.

FREE CATALOG 1500+ disks
Public Domain - Shareware
Software for IBM compatibles

$1.44 per disk

4490 Burton Way #1223, Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Canadian Software
Distributors

(719) 531-6084

Box 199, Munster, Ontario, KOA 3PO CANADA

Qulbus Enterprises, Inc.
Inquiry 680.

Inquiry 686.

• MULTITASK Real Time
• SERIAL COMMUNICATION by Interrupt
MTASK~ Professional was designed for the specific re
quirements of Scientific Laboratories and Robotics
Departments.
Gratis: demonstration diskette.
Available for the present, for Turbo Pascal, Turbo C,
Quick Pascal. Turbo Basic. Evaluation software for only
$95 . Price $495 + Shipping $20 . Taxes not included.

RAMSI® lnternatlonal
53 rue Bernard lske, F-92350 Plessis Robinson, FRANCE
International FAX: 33 (1) 46.32.48.37

Inquiry 681.

FREE CATALOG

IBM SHAREWARE/PUBLIC DOMAIN
LOW AS $1.25/DISK

1-800-321-4270
CRANSTON SOFTWARE
PO Box 2679, Minneapolis, MN 55402-0679

Inquiry 687.

FIGHT PIRACY!
Since 1986, companies worldwide have been choosing Az·Tech
securily products. II you demand lhe s1rongesl protection available,
why not choose one of lhese "proven leaders" :
• EVERLOCK E:opy Pn:Dc.'lk>n
• EVEATRAK Soltware Securi ty
• EVERKEY Hardware "Key" Soflware Securily
For IBM and Compalibtes. 30 day money back guaranlee. Free info
and demo disk. available.

Az.:rech Software, Inc.
305 East Flllnklln, Alchmood. _l.!O 64065
(816) 776-2700
"
Fax: (816) 776-8398

(800) 227 0644
Inquiry 692.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

Completely Menu Driven
Quite
Defeats all HardwareJSoftware Copiers
Simply
No Source Code Changes
The Best
Multiple layering
Ways To
No Damaged Media
Protect
Full Hard Disk Support
Your Valuable
Unlfmi1M Me lGOl\g
Software Investment
• FREE Demo Disk

STOPVIEW"
STOPCOPY PLUS"
BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS" (301) 871-1094
14105 H- ·

La.• Sitver SpMg. MO 20 906

FAX: (301) 460-7545

Inquiry 693.

•
Unlversal Report Generator
Generate repor1s from AN Ytile or database! The Universal Report
Generator Is a programm ing library Iha! allows you to generate a
report from any tile or database fr om wilhin your C or Pascal pro.
grams. Features include outpul lo screen, printer, or text files; 1otals
and subtotals; calculated fields; free-form reporl layout automatic
sorts and query selection; and much more. Al so Includes a "point
and·shoot" mouse-driven report painter that can be used to easily
define reporls. Microsoft C. Turbo C, and Turbo Pascal $395. UNIX
version $499. Source code available. Demo disk $25.

Software Artistry, Inc.
3500 DePauw Blvd., Suite 1100, Indianapol is, IN 46268

Phone : (317) 876-3042

Fax: (317) 876-3258

nqu lry 682.
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FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM® PC's
TRY US! Get 15 disks full of our best selling
software-FREEi Great graphics, programmers
utilities, desktop publishing, finance, games,
education, plus our 1600 disk catalog. Pay only
$5.00 for shipping/handling - VISAIMCIAMEX

COP's Copylock II
• PrOCoci!S.

Ofl il.vtdoird dlskottes
• Cannot be copied by any device Incl. OQtloni Board
• Fully hard disk installable
• Normal back·up ot protected programs

• LAN·
• Creates safe demo version d your soflware
Standard Version $975, Automalic Version $1950

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY

DANCOTEC Computer

511-104 Encinl!as Blvd. • Encinitas CA 92024

CALL TODAY (619) 942-9998
Inquiry 688.

ft U!i
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Inquiry 694,
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SECURITY
BUGS!
BUGS!
BUGS!
WE EXTERMINATE!
Every program has bugs. How do you find them? DIMEN·
SIONAL REASONER•• is a new 1001 for finding and
eliminating bugs in FORTRAN and BASIC pr ograms. It uses

the new Al technique of Symbolic Dimensional Algebra to
eva\uate al\ o1 ')'OUf equations to see if they make sense. Just
add commenls defining variable units, we do the rest. 30-day
$$back.
PC/OOS $65, \AX $250. Visa/MC. Bulk discounts available.

DIMENSIONAL REASONER'"
205 Longie al Cl.. Aiken SC 29803

803-649· 7887

Inquiry 695.

--

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS

Mass2-MASS & VOLUME CALCULATOR
with MATERIALS DATABASE

• GENERAL LEOOER

• PURCH ORD/INVNlORY
• ORDER ENTRY
• .ICCOUNTS RECVABLE
• JOB COSTING
•JOB ESTIMATING
• SALES ANALYSIS
• BILL OF MATLS
•PAYROLL
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
$99 ea. + S&H

clATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD
4876-B Santa Monica Ave
San Diego, CA 92107

(619) 223-3344

Inquiry 701.

Easily calculate the volume & weight of hundreds of
s,tiapes. Never need to look up material densities again!
Differential and proportional comparisons made
automatically. Menu driven with on-line context sensitive
help. Flexible input system accepts Decimal, Fractional,
and Exponential notation. For IBM PCs and Com

patibles with 384K free.

DEMPSEY'S FORGE, Software Division
Rt 2 Bax 407, Gladys, VA 24554

Inquiry 706.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
BIT-LOCK® SECURITY

Piracy SURVNAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness of
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port-transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL part. Complemented by
economical KEY-LOK~ and multifeatured COMPU
LOCK.. including countdown, timeout, data encryption,
and multiproduct protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac)

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

(303) 770-1917

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featured, heads-down data 1mtry
with twcrpass w rification. edit language,
operator stats, much morel Designed far
the PS/2 , PC, XT. AT or compaJible.s.
LAN version available
PC 's from ~95

Control System Design & Slmulatlon for PC's
CODAS - II
Time & f r?Q. domain & s-plane design environment • Easy entry ol
transter functions • Open or closed loop systr.ms • Nyqubl. N!Chcis
or Bode plots • Root Loci • Oisc ~ le tJmdgmplrd
data systems • Nonlinear domain • Non.unity feedback •
Also available: PCS Process Control Slmulatlon

Produced by Gol!en & Verwer Partneis (UK)
Oistdbuted exclusively i n North America by

FREE 30 day trial
Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Bd.,
Woodway, WA 98020

Tel:
Fax :

200ITT61644.J

206!776-72 10

USA:

8001356-0203

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Bax 35241, Tucson, AZ. 85740

(602) 292-1962

Inquiry 696.

1st Defense

ANTI-VIRAL
software
Prorect your investment by removing rhal virus before it strikes.

$59.95
1st Defense Anti-Viral

Systems

ModaLoglc Incorporated
t04 1-t

~

8d.. &o,am,ew Hts, OH. 4.Cl"'1
(216) 838·5238

LP88-LINEAR PROGRAMMING

PC BASED DATA ACQUISITION

A gene1a!·purpose syslem lor solvirig l inear programs w ilh u p to 3,000 con·
stralnts and I S.000 variables. 9 uild LP88 into )'(!Ur <Mn progn1ms wt\h com·
piled Tur bo Pascal uni ts. LP88 1eadsflolrites Lotu s wo1kshaets. Use

Snap-Series Software is the best solution for Integrated
Data Acquisition, Anslysis, and Display without program
m i ng . Works with 1/0 hardware by 12 manufacturers.
and allows extensive time and frequency domain
analysis. Ideal for monitoring, waveform generation, and

1·2-3/Symphony as a ma1rixgene<at>t Of pose processor. Mariyother featUl'es
includin g interactive and bB\ch ope1atio n. sp1 eadsheet LP d 'isplay and
editing, equati on processor. problem/basis storage, primal.i::lual ro~n .
l ite 1/0 , Simplex re stall, report gene1a tor, sensili V'il Y analysis. $29 lor 'Mlrk·
Ing demo. $1 49 with manual and 6087suppor1. $299 wHh Turbo PasGal uni ts

Eastern Software Products, Inc.
P.O. Bax 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 360-7600

MS-DOS 2.11+ • Ohio Residents PDd $4.20
Specify either 3 112" or 51/•" disk

nquiry 697.

Inquiry 702.

DSP.

HEM Data Corporation
1733$ 12 Mile Road , SoU'lhf.le:ld , Ml .. 8076

Voice: (313) 559-5607

Fex: (313) 559-8008

Inquiry 726.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
COPY PROTECTION
he world's leading software manufacturers depend
on Soflguard copy protection systems. Your FREE
DISKETTE introduces you to Superl.DCk"'-invisible copy pr<>
tection for IBM-PC (and compatibles) and Macinlosh.
• Hard disk suppo1t
• No source code changes
• Customized versions
• LAN support
• New upgrades available

T

(408) 773 -9680

SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC.
710 l..akBway, Suire 200, Sunnyvale. CA 94086
FAX (408) 773-1405

Inquiry 698.

Boolean Logic Simulator
• LOG ICSIM-a designer's assistant
:

~~ak~hfc~~~~~~~~~lu:!~:g;ms

visible

: ~~ft/~ie~l~:fos}~fli3st~r;~mlc;~~ devices
& up, CGA. EGA, VGA
• For 1BM & clones,
• $89.95 includes 1 yr upgrade support
• $15.00 demo
• VISA, PO, MO, CHK

~

ARCTOS SYSTEMS CORP.
20 Sandwell Cr., Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 1V3

(613) 592-0947

• Schematic Entry
• SPIC E Simulator
• Model Libraries
• Monte Carlo Analysis
• Plotting/Graphics Output

lntusoft

I

lntusofl has a complete PC
based system including every
thing from schematic entry
thlt'IUQh SPICE simulation using
extended mem01y to com

prehensiw interadiw posr pro
cessing. Starting ar. $95 tor
ISSPICE, the complete syslem
sells for just Si9CI.

The leader in low cost, full P.O. Box 6607, San Pedro, CA 90734
featured c.4£ sohware
(213) 833·0710 FAX (213)833·9658

Inquiry 707.

Inquiry 703.

HANDS OFF THE BOARD®

Affordable Engineering Software

4-BAR SYNTHESIS IN A PC

1/2 SIZE SECURITY BOARD

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOO

Lear_links is a powerful 4-bar design package with
3 and 4 design position opt ions and many optimization
and analysis tools including full animation . It runs on

Stop floppy boot - Require password to boot PC
Real-time disk encrypt - prevenl boot sector virus
Prevent DOS FOAMAr/FDISK and low-level formals
Set hard disk READ ONLY or lurn ON/OFF
Turn floppies, printers and COM pmts ON/OFF

IBM XT, /'l Bus - DOS V3.0+ - $149.95 + $5.00 S/H

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.
PO BOX 111209, Pillsburgh, PA 15238

Circuit Analy sis • Root Loa..s • Thermal Analysis • Plot·

ter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Si gnal Processing
• Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Function/FFT

Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design • PC/MS
DOS • Macintosh • VISAIMC

Inquiry 699.

any IBM PCIXT, AT, PS/2, or compatibles with 256Kand
graphics display.
Ftill pacl<age: $475.00, lnteracilw Demo: $25.00

BV Engineering Professional Software

Lear Com Company

2023 Chicago Ave., Suite B· 13, Riverside. CA 92507

2440 Kipling SI., Ste. 206, Lakewood, C 0 80215

(714) 781-0252

(412) 781-5280

II

Analog Circuit Slmulatlon
• Macintosh and PC CAE

(303) 232-2226

FAX (303) 232-87'21

Inquiry 708.

Inquiry 704.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

MATFOR

PC TIME CLOCK
Au1oTime is an Empla,>ee Ma.nagem!tnf System that
allows you to t u rn any PC into an Electronic Time
Clock . AutoTime provides Time & Attendance, Job
Casting, Payroll Interlace, and Labor Distribu tion
repMll1g . Notwcrk compaLiblo. Prices st.an at $495.
Other Busi ness Products : Networl< FAX, Absence
Ca l ~ ln , db-EOL.

Chase Technologles
1617 Kingman Ave., San Jase, CA 95128

New MICROSAfE 20/30 Rel. 3.
Finite Element Analysis program for IBM PCs, MAC II Fam .,
and compatibles. Number ol nodes, elements and cood1h0fl_5
limited by disk space and model bandwidlh (11000 d.o.f.) Color
graphics support on various display cards (EGA. VGA. VEGA
and Hercules) $250. SAFECAD (bi-directional AUlOCAD
inlerface) $95. GRAFPLUS $55. Plus S/ H.

Computational Engineering Associates

Accept VISA/MasterCard. Send far brochure.
P.O. Bax 3194, Bellevue, WA 98009
Tel./Fax (206) 643-9941

3525 Del Mar Heights Ad ., Suite 183, San Diego, CA92130

(408) 998-2917

Inquiry 700.

MICROSTRESS CORP.

UNMATCHED VALUE FOR NUMERICAL COMPUTING
An lnterpreterwilh over 375 functions for Matrix Computa
tions, Calculus , Differential/Nonlinear Equations, Optimiza
tion, Linear/Dynamic Programming , Graphics, Advanced
Statistic s, Signal Processing, Analysis/Design of Control
Systems, and more . Extendible and Self.contained . $150
IBM/compalibles. Editions using extended memory on
286/386 also available.

(619) 259-8863

Inquiry 705.

Inquiry 709.
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

Selentllle

•

SCIENTIFIC20&3Dgraphic routines or IBM PC, VAX,

Grapt\les Svs1em

SUN and Macintosh. Powerful, easy to use. Multiple
fonts, device and machine independent. Uses max

Logarithmic, Time/Date & Linea r A xes.
!Oasy
Fitting e.nd D ata S mooth ing.
1-2-3 Interface & Numeric Spreadsheet.
Supports all Video & Device Standards.
10 C urves w it h up to 18,000 points oo..ch.

C"'""'

•
•

MINUTEMAN Software

Englnaorlng

POPULAR HGRAPH

2 . 1

S E GS

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'"
GPSStPC'" is an MS.DOS c001palible ""~io n of th"'
POPUlur mainframe simulation langLt1190 GPSS.
Graphics. onlmaUon and an 9Jdrfl mely lnterae1iv11 en
vironment allow a lotolly new view of your moaels. tt
you are ~emplatlng lhe crea,icn or modlllcatlon of
a complO"• ~em you need GPSS/PG lo help you
preOJCI Its behovlo~ Call now.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

resolution. Links with FORTRAN, Pascal, C, Moduia-2
and OuickBasic. $119.00
Custom software development.
UGraph-the graphics editor available now!

Heartland Software, Inc.

Advanced Micro Solutions

P.O. Box 17VY, Slow, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
(508) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext . 540

3817 Win.dove< Dr.
Edmond, OK 73013

234 S. Franklin, Ames, IA 50010
(515) 292-8216

40!;-340·0697
800-284-3381

Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 710.
'I

Circuit Analysls -

SPICE

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT

QuickGeomelry CAD/CAM Developer's Kit

Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.
*Version 381 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET.
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
*PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Call, write, or check inquiry # for more info.

AT L.ASTI IJse lhB P.1'1Sc l<ay to ma"'8 q..allty sealed BIW
or color rup<oductions al ~ dlsploy on any~ matri"'
inkjet. or laser prin1er ~r.cl. f'l>slsalpt) In up b 64 shades
of gray o< 256 CQlo"'- GRAPPLUS supports all W!r.;ions
of DOS with IBM ~ncl . EGA, VGA, Super I/GA). Her
cules, ar oampa1ibi. 9raphlc$ boards. Li111<able/OEM
versions ava Jobie. SS9ll5

Th.In! p1rty ond cu•10m d

lope1$: 9et )':JU' produCIS
to market sooner-ellminate 90% Cd devefOj)mem tNne

and expense.
Just call t uncllons for: reading and writi ng DXF

vectorized gGOmetry display far

•:r.

mes:

grnphles resolulion ;

~~~~:~:~~~)r;~~i~~~~~s.':~~~v~U~°rS~1 ~1:::

Northern Valley Software

1

28327 Rothrock Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

C source IMll!ablo la< MS/DOS, M..xitool\ UNI?<, w.>(,. otllar.
Call (617) 628-5217 loday tor free info or to order.

(213) 541-3677

Bulldlng Block Softw1re1 P.Q Box 1373, Somerville, MA 02144

Inquiry 711.

4740 - 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116
(800) 359-9000 x527 (206) 937-1081

Inq uiry 721 .

Inquiry 715.

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Jewell Technologles, Inc.

..

.

FRACTAL GRAFICS

Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge (USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month include Instrumentation • Data
Acq/Control • Design Automation . To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either cir
cle below or send request on letterhead to:

-

is a radical new drawlng program for yo:ur PC. Create
bmath1aki:ng Images and sciantlric mode~ in~ar.tct.l...a~
ly wllh your mouse. A<Jd cllomatlc eHe<:U to eny PCX
image. On-!fno tu1orlal. IOOOMM> Guld boole, and 200+
hands-on aX8lllples help you use and ur>derstand frac
tals and Chaos.
Onlr $79, Ff.lEE B•ochurol

Cedar Software

Personal Engineering Communications

R1 Box 5140, Morrisville,

VT 05661

-·

(802) 888-5275

Box 300. Brookline, MA 02146
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PLOTMATIC: ploller driver
PRINTMATIC: printer driver

For the IBM PC, XT,AT & compatibles. We support a
variety of compilers, graphics bds., plotters and printers.

MICROCOMPAT!BLES

l

D 20901 USA

301 Prelude Dr., Dept. B, Sliver Spring,

(301) 593-0683

__.._.

Inquiry 716.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
Now you can call 2·0 and 3-0 graphics routines within
your FORTRAN program .

nquiry 722.

Worstcase Gets Even Better!

The Ultlmate CAD/CAM Engine

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY

Analog Circuit Simulation

TurboGeometry Library 3.0. The most complele tool box of
20 & 30 routines available today! Over 300 routines. Sur
facing, Solids, Hidden line, Volumes, Areas, Translorms,
Perspectives, Decamp, Clipping, Tangents & more. 30 day
guar.. $199.95 w/source S&H Incl. Foreign $225.00. MS/PC
DOS 2.0+. Turbo Pascal, TurboC, MSC, MIX C,Zo1tecC++.
VISA/MC, PO. Chk, USA funds only.

PHONTM-THE FONTMAKER: Interactively create scale
atie, expandable and fillable oulline, stroke and bitmap fonts.
figures and logos. Create hand-writing fonts. Scale a type
style to various size fonts. Laser font Loader. Fast print your
creation al 60 to 600 dpl. Use same font for display a d print.
Free hand drawing. Use fonts with PC_VOi, SCANLIB, IBM
8514/A & others. $395.

ECA-2 Electronic Circuit Analysis offers the best Monte Carlo
and Worsl-Case analyses with all this and MORE in.eluded :
• /IC.. OC, Tran:1l im1
• lntsradiwlba:lch modes
Fourier, Temperature
•Full nonlinear simulator
• Sine, Pulse, PWL, SFFM, • On Line. Real Time
and Exponential
Graphics
generators
• Multiple plots

Tatum Labs, Inc.

3917 Research Park Or., B-1, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108

(313) 663-8810

.

NOVA INC.

Disk Software, Inc.
2116 E. Arapaho Rd. , 11487, Richardson, T >.: 75081
(214) 423-n88, (800) 635-7760, FAX (214) 423-n8a

2500 W. Higgins Road. #1144
Hollman Estales. IL 60195

CAL 708-882-4111
FAX 708-882-4173

i--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- £

Inquiry 713.

Inquiry 717.

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN

-- - . J

FORTRAN77-lo·Structured CTRANSLATOR

RAINDROP™

spaghet1i FORTRAN inlo neat, mainlainable C code. Run
time library source and Ctoolset included. It will make your
conversion process easy and will significantly reduce your
conversion and future maintenance costs. ASSISTANT II Plus
also produces structured FORTRAN. Easy lo use. At I w
prices. A must for conversion projects. Free sample trans
lations avaitabre.
Please call.write, or check inqui1y I far more information.

FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users ANO

FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS ASSISTANT II converls

Inquiry 723.

..

IMAGE TOOLS LIBRARY
SCANLIB: Image Capture. Animation. Scale image up, dONn.
Rotate, Mirror. Manage scanned images. Includes Text func
tions. 149 funcs. Modes from here. to 800X600X256. Faster
and bener package for PCX file handling. $195. "C",
PASCAL, FORT., MS BASK: 4.0-7.0. PCXIO: Source Libra1y
avail. in ''C" or Assembler for lasl read/write & display of PCX
files at any point on screen or memory. Color Mapping . $295.

developers. Hardcop as fast as 10 secs. Average b inar
size~ 6 kb te. 12 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALL: from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24-pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet

library $39.95+$3 slh.

NOVA INC.

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS

MICROTOOLS

8106 SI. David Cl., Springfield, VA 22153

P.O. BOX 27 45, Santa Clara, CA 95055-27 45, U.S.A.

2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144
Holtman Estates. ll 60195

(703) 440-0064

phone/fax (408) 243-758a

nquiry 714.

CALL 708·882·4111
FAX 708-882·4173

Inquiry 724.

Inquiry 718.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL

I

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG
Geological software for log plotting, gridding/con
touring, hydrol"!IY. digitizing, 3-D solid modelling,
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image pre>
cessing, scout ticket manager, over SO programs
in catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for
Free Catalog!

RockWare, Inc.

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

'I

FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer inlo
an HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged
lines. Vary hne width, color. Works with Autocad,
Drafix, etc. Supports NEC PS/P6, IBM Proprinter,
Epson LO/FX, Toshiba, HP L.aserjet, Okidata
29x/39x, Hercules/CGNEGANGA. $64 check/m.o./
VISNMC

Fplot Corporation

4251 Kipling SI., Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA

24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Asloria, NV 11103

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171

718-545-3505

Inquiry 719.
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VGA ColorWorks

V2.2

The most advanced image creation and manipulation package

~i =~=~~~~:~~~i~
on.I~. :Comflitllt
~pecial

Bbk!
sm ot g eanelrics and patlems.
effects include lint, shade, blend, mask, fountains, cut/paste, hard·
ware zoom emulalion, . . . much more {over 150 drawing controls).
Incl.« fonts, drive1s !or PostScripl, HP-LaserJet, HP.Paint.Jet, Ep
son LOIFX. Producing up to S4 grey levels or 4096 aim. S59. Ca ff
for our free fully operat'°nal demo.

SPG Inc.
1515 NW 1671h Street, Suite 110-l , Miami, FL 33169

(305) 362-6602

Inquiry 725.
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/MA THEMATICS
MATHEMATICIANS-ENGINEERS

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES for
C, FORTRAN, PASCAL & QulckBASIC

Have you ever seen functions of a complex
like to really understand
variable? Would
differential operators like div, grad and curl?
How about a peek into the fourth dimension?
Call or write for information on our latest PC
and Macintosh software.

you

• Suppo11s VIDEO, PRINTERS & PLOHERS.
•Linear, log, polar, smith, bar & pie charts.
• Scalable fonts, line types, markers.
• Mulliple plots on a page.
• Over 100 routines with full source code.
• 240 page manual. No royalties.

$295.00

(713) 491-2088

Lascaux Graphics

Sutrasoft

MicroMath Scientific Software
Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550

3220 Steuben Ave., Bronx , NY 10467

(212) 654-7429

10506 Permian Dr. • Sugar Land, TX n47B

Inquiry 727.

Inquiry 739.

Inquiry 733.
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SOFTWAR~LANGUAGES

DERIVE®
A Mathematical Assistant

DRUMA FORTH-83
Break the 64K barrier without 1paad/1pac1 penalty.

Powerful, altractlvaly priced. '83 Standard.
•
•
•
•
•

Makes math more inspiration and less perspiration!
Combines the power of computer algebra with 20 & 30
plotting and a friendly menu-dri ven user interface. Does
equation solving, calculus, trigonometry, vec1or & matrix
algebra , and more. Derive requires a PC compatible
computer & 512K memory.

1Mb+ automated memory management
Full OS interface, extensive utilities
On·line documentation, ASCII/block files
Other products: windows, modules, profiler
IBM PC/XTIAT including 386 compatibles
FREE learn/utility disks with purchase

DRUMA INC.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

6448 Hwy. 290 East E103, Austin, TX 78723

3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816

Inquiry 728.
~

PPM off91's a complete RM ol medical so tware ranging from simple
insurance claims pn::wo1H1nrii lo comprehensive AIR management.
PC CLAIM PLUS-clalms processing with ECS to over 100 major
Insurance carrleis-30 day money-back guarantee
THRESHOLD-complete A/A, patient billing, comprehensive prac·
tice management statistics
CLAIM NET-Nationwide electronic c!alms clearinghouse tnmsmlt:s
claims to over 100 insurance carriers
Software prices sla1t at $459.00.
Dealer inQuiries welcome.

T"

Physicians Practice Management

THE COMPUTER PLACE, INC.

350 E. New York, Indianapolis, IN 46204
800-428-3515
317-634-8080

Tel: (301) 330-6016
(301) 926-3415

Fax:

Inquiry 729.

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS
Optical Character Recognition

EASY TO C

Wordcraft
3827 Penniman Ave. , Oakland,

CA 94619

(800) 762·8003 (PST)

Stop retyping : PC-OCR" soflware w ill convert typed or
printed pages into editable text Hes for your word pro 
cesscr. Works w ith HP ScanJet. Panasonic and most other
scanners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User trainable {
you can teach PC-OCR"' to read virtually any typestyle,
incl. foreign fonts. Propo1tional text, matrix printer output.

Xerox copies OK. $385. CheckNISAIMC/AmExp/COD

.I

f I

Inquiry 730.
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Inquiry 731 .

"International include $25 for airmail shipping
Check, mcr.ey order. y 1SA, MC, and COD accepted.

PAI OCR

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
MATH EDITING FOR THE PC
[xII,,. (")]
+ ( I I F ds)
I
11.0
II
Va±f3X

• MathEdit constructs math equations to be Inserted into
WordPerfect. Word, li\brdStar, arn:J others.
• WYSIWYG interface-no codes need to be learned.
• MathEdit-$199

K-TALK
COMMUNICATIONS

Inquiry 732.

30 West Fifst Avenue, Suile 100

Columbus, Ohio 43201

t614) 294-3535

.. I

RELAY feature lets you quickly duplicate Jots of master
disks effortlessly. And you can protect your masters by
storing d isk images on your hard disk. Also supports
high-density formats-plus a whole lot more! $79+8/H,
Money Back Guarantee.

1309 El Cur1ola Blvd .. Lafayette, CA 94549

Inquiry 742.

SOFTWARE/VOICE

:SU~'"':a:c~~.A~c~~~T~:

Inquiry 737.
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Duplicate Disks Fast!
DlskDupe duplicates, formats and compares disks
amazingly fast-up to 200 disks an hour! Its unique

MULTI-VOICE®TOOLS

611 Tucker Street, Raleigh, NC 27603
800-762-5542
FAX: 919-828-5196

(303) 494-4872

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES

Multi-Voice Tools is a complete development Toolkit !or
Pascal or "C" to access all the features of the MTSON
or DIALOGIC Speech Boards. It is also a high level library
of procedures to build MULTI-LINE VOICE RESPONSE
systems in minutes. A powerful TELEPHONE ANSWERING
program is given as an example wilh source code .
DIALOGIC, RHETOREX, VBX $599, WATSON $99, Visa/MC

All for Only $184.00 including shipping•

4495 Onawa Pl. , Boulder CO 80303

Zephyr Cove, NV 69448

INCREDIBLE OCR

boltdl.. More thtrt 15.000 ptlsnDd usms..

ABK Software

P.O. Box 676 -

~~~(_4_1_5)~94_4_-_9_99_4~_o_rd_e_r_t_od_a_y_!~~l l

A total ioluUon to 1n )';!Ill" OCR nffds. Aocogniun maa, common
text l)'P•f.lals. and ca_11 qLKtdy learnmost omett. StlpPQRS al OI•
major word s:troteHOf'I. Fa"l»t and imore aecur.tta than ~mi

$199

(702) 588-3737

Opt-Tech Data Processing

Micro System Designs, Inc.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

Fast WYSIWYG Editor

DOS $149. OS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249.

Essex Publlshlng Co.

r

Leo - the best math editor available. See
equations as you type. Menu and control key
operation. Reads and writes TeX files.

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast SorVMerge/Select utility. Run as an MS
DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most
languages and lile types including Btrieve and dBASE
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much more! MS

P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 783-6940

Inquiry 736.

Leo for PCs -

SOFTWARE/SORT

Inquiry 741.

Inquiry 735.

The C Workshop interactive software teaches you
C. Do real C program exercises with built-in editor
and compiler. Feedback guides you to solution.
All you need to learn C, including our 384-page
book. $69.95 + $5 Ship. PC compatibles.
MCN/SNAE/check.

. MA ~164

Inquiry 740.

Medical Systems with ECS

FINAL LIQUIDATION!!

12105 Darnestown Ad. #9A
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

Quinn-Curtis
1191 CIM>stnul St., Uni! 2·5, 11...-

SOFTWARE MEDICAL

IBM • Compilers, SAVE UP to 80%1
Title
Retail Sale
COBOL V2.0(3'h" & 5'1•")
S900 $100
$?95 $ 00
Prof. FORTRAN V1 .3 (3'h" & 5'1•")
C Compiler (3112" or SY•")
$395 S 50
BASIC Compiler V2.0 (JW')
$A9~ $ ~O
1
Macro Assembler V2.0 (3 /a" or 51/•")
$195 S 40
VISA, MC, Check accepted, S and H fee $1 o per order

Send for FREE catalogue of soltware tools for Scientists and
Engineers. Includes: Scientific subrouline libraries, device
independent graphics libraries (including EGA, HP plotter
and Laser jet suppor1), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plot
ting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process
control software. Versions available for a variety of popular
languages.

(617) 965- 5660

Inquiry 734.

I

SchmtlllcJEngineenng/Graphlcs Libraries
Turbo Pascal, Turbo+ MSC, MS Fortra.n, Ba.sic

(808) 734-5801

Fax: 512-323·0403

Orders: 512-323·5411

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

1705 St

J-JIL~~~!~~!J.

Can. H2J 1N1

~;~ !~!'! .ppllcollot> _,,.m...f
8

""' can - -

8

Inquiry 743.

STATISTICS

C Scientific Library

JUST RELEASED STATISTIX 3.1

Create customized sclon&dtc and engineering IOOts wlth this com
protw.IMI Rl+w')' of 600 tutictioftl lnclt.ldina linear &lgtbq, ~
l')YIO"""' nuurhcc:ompu~ time series, •moathiQg Kid ffwlng,
•lnlfs OCI, J9Qr11111lon., l""'r and ~ PfO!iillllmmlPQ. non~ntlt

Yau can rely on STATISTIX to get your work done EASILY and QUICKLY.
Menu-driven. Powerful yet ~act. STATISTIX otters basic and advanced
stalistics with an easy-to-follow manual ILJ ol examples.

~ltftt, ~lrn!~ , cl1"""111nt 8qLI~ . airwdilll11Q Ind
gmphks. Superior dooJm9nWkn Us;abka, •~ltild. modlllll.
r•llabk, nu11;1r.,. and altofdabtil Several licensing ll'd JYS!lm op
tions are ~1Wilng at$295. FWqUNlon~JYf lettectiead
01'-$$-- on ~,.,..~-CSL°'1jl<'oO..idL

Elgenware Technologles
~3090

U Vis.1ai OrfYo. Saratoga, ~ 95070
(408) 857-1184
Fax: (408) 867-6575

Inquiry 738.

PC Magazine Editor's Choice!

"Technical suppott was excellerA . . "

PC Magazine.
Get the Quality you wanl at a price you can afford. U.S. & overseas price :
$199. Money-bacl{-Q"uarantee.

Tel: 612-631-2852 Fax: 612-636-3070
Analytical Software, P0 &. 130204.s1.Pau1. MN 55113

ln!'.luiry 744.
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STATISTICS

UTILITIES

TRANSLATORS

Cover all the bases of design ...
with Methodologist's Toolchest~ a comprehensive package

of five programs to aid In research design and analysis
Specifically, these programs ofter assistance in sampling,
data collection procedures. statistical analyses, experimen

tal design, and measurement and scaling. $499.95+slh. VISA,
MC, AMEX, PO, Checks accepted.

The Idea Works, Inc.
1Xl West Briarwood, Columbia, MO 65203

1·800·537·4866
FAX 314-445-4589
Oublde USA 314·44:>4SS4

Inquiry 745.

100% PASCAL-+ C
P2C lranslales Turbo Pascal 31415 into C coda (Turbo, Microsoft,
TopSpeed, ANSI) and supports all TP lealures: sets, nesled lunc 
lions, wilh, variant records, strings, files, interrupts, cons! expres
sions, graphics, units, dynamic memory management, mem & port
arrays, absolute variables; in shor1-everylhing except inllne and
object-oriented features.Comes wilh lull TP runtime library emulalion
and au1omalically generates project, make, header, and C files.
English manual (130+ pages) included. Proless!onal Edilion in
cludes complele source code tor emulalion libra1y.
Standard Ed. $395
Professional Ed, S595(MC, V1SI\, AMEX)

LAUER & WALLWITZ GMbH, Erikoeni!J)'Og

UNIX under DOS Ill
Get the Faal & Power of UNIX

•

Include awk, cb, cp, diff, ed, find, grep, ls, make, more, mv,
rm, sed, sort & 17 others. All V.3 and BSD 4.3 options
included, Thorough documentalion.
THE BERKELEY UTILITIES

$125 order now

800-542-0938

price EFFECTIVE JULY 15 $200

OPENetwork
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER USERS

~

D-6200 WIESBADEN, West Germany, Phone +49 (611) 42771

215 Berkeley Pl. (B-2), Brooklyn, NY 11217

Inquiry 756.

Inquiry 750.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER

NCSS 5.x Series I)

j
If

~o-use

$125

menus & spread sheet Multiple regression.

T-tests. ANO/A {up to 10 factors, rep. measures,
CCNariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box, scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many
new add·on modules.

HOW 10 PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER
And Make It Last Longer
FREE money-saving literature tells you how to P'otect your com·
puter and make it last longer wilh an unlnterruptible pawer supply.
SOOVA through 18KVA models from the world's largest marufac
turer of single-phase UPS.

Best Power Technology, Inc.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2

Toll-Free (800) 356·5794, Ext. 3858

865 East 400 No11h, Kaysville, U T 84037

Telephone: (608) 565-7200, E:d. 3858
See our Mon page 503.

Fax: 801-546·3907

Inquiry 746.

view, change or create formats, change a file's slatus,
change data in any seclor. MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/
Credil card welcome.

PO. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646

NCSS
Phone: 801-546-0445

Recover deleted files fast!
Disk Explorer now includes automalic file recovery. You
type in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and
restores it. Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk;

••

(416) 961-8243

Inquiry 751.

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM
The only statistical software encompassing
Forecasting & Time Series Analysis
Quality and Productivity Improvement
General Statistical Analysis
Available on DOS, OS/2 and Mac operating systems.
Call today for more information

Scientific Computing Associates
4513 Lincoln Ave., Suite 106, Lisle, IL 60532, USA

Phone: (708) 960·1698

FAX: (708) 960·1815

Inquiry 747.

COPYWRITE

DATASAVER AC POWER BACKUP

CopyWrite

Provides reliable, affordable power protection for LAN
Systems, Fileservers, CAD/CAM Systems, and all Desktop
Microcomputers. Low profile, convection cooled and auto
shutdown capabilities are some of the many user benefits.
Highest quality. Made in the U. S. A. (Dealer, VAR, OEM
inquiries welcome)
For Free Information Call or Write:

Removes
Copy Protection
No more diskettes,
manuals or
codewheels.

1OOO's of products copied.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

CUESTA SYSTEM CORPORATION

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl, Dept B.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 961-6448

3440 Roberto Court. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

(800) 332-3440

(805) 541-4160

Inquiry 752.

SURVEYS

UTILITIES

Spreadsheet Statistics
Comprehensive statistics and forecasting modules
for analyzing LOTUS worksheets. La.v cost $25
each. Convenient. Easy to use. Includes tutorial.
Ideal for vertical markets. Basic and advanced
statistics with graphics. Guaranteed best buy. Com
pare. Nothing else comes close. Free brochure.

StatPac Inc.

DEAL • STEAL • DEAL

REMOVE HARDWARE LOCKS

Cardllle I Autodlaler

Software ulility allows !or !he removal of hatdWare lodes. Oon't wail
for your lock or key device 10 ta~ or be slolen .
Gu.ar.anfeed to work! The following packages are available:

•
•
•
•

OBaselll+compalible
• Ally Mouse or none
More than 1,000,000 Records • Not Memo1y Resident
Not Copy prolected
• Cards can be sorted
Direct search and conlent
• Any Phone and Modem
search
This Is a MUST HAVE Ul\Uty, It's teal, eaty, and you can aHord It.
$19. 95

Engineering Concepts

RCAD

$199.00 CAO!(EY

MICROSTATION $99.00 PERSONAL OOSIGNEA
MasterCAM
$250.00 Smar!CAM
TANGO PCB
$ 99.00 CADVANCE

$ ff.00

$199.00
$250.00
$99.00

PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
PHONE (204) 669-4639
FAX (204) 668-3566

VISA and MASTERCARD Welcome

6500 Nicollet Jt.oe. S., Mir:ineapolis, MN 55423

314 N. Newell PL. Fullerton, CA 92632

SafeSoft Systems Inc.

(612) 866-9022

(714) 525·3519

191 l<ir lystomi Wa y. Winnipeg, MB, Canada. R2G 386

Inquiry 757.

Inquiry 753.

•

TERMINAL EMULATION
TEK 4207/4105/4014 Emulation
PC-PLOT-V is a complete communications program

which includes file transfer, script files, VT-100/2DD
emulation plus Tektronix graphics terminal emulation.

Supports COM1-4 plus support for DECnet, NETBIOS,
U-B Nett Graphics screenprint. $225. Free Catalog.

MicroPlot Systems Co.
1897 Red Fern Dr., Columbus, Ohio 43229

614·882·4786

614-882-3399 (BBS/FAX)

EZ-COPV PLUS™

Why You Want BATCOM!

MIS directors, etc. 2X+ faster lhan DOS. Read diskelte once, lhen, quickly
& accurately mass duplicale s.2s• & lS• disks on )Uur C7#n PCJXT/.GJ/etc.
form.,., co~es, ..mies, oplionalySERIALIZES & PRIN11i LABELS, "1 I smooth
operation. Save images to HO, more. .. Replaces dedicated hardware "Mirth

BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your
.bat files to .exe files to make them faster . BATCOM
extends DOS with many new commands so you can
read keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more.
In addition, BATCOM protects your source code. No

RAWlfSS DISK£ITTS fASlJ on the PC )OU a~eady oMl! THlS JS SOFlWARE
CN. Y1 Bypasses DOS for lhe utmost speed. Great lor publishers. developers,

S1000s.

Only $495 +s&h. NO\ Copy

PrOlected lor use

on

up 10 10

machmes.©

EZX, 917 Oakgrove Dr. #101-8890, Houston, TX 77058
INFO: 71311B0-99DO; BBS: 7131160-6160; FAX: 71311B0-0515

TONERS

SOUTHERN Cl-RTRIDGE SERVICE
3J MATHEWS DR
HILJON llEAD ISi.ANO, SC 299211

800·442·6288

Inquiry 749.
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5 Burley St., Wenham, MA 019 4

(508) 774-7036

Inquiry 758.

WORD PROCESSING

TONER CARTRIDGES
LASER PRINTERS $42.00 SHARP Z-5Dl70 $40.0D
PC COPIERS
S3J!.OO XEROX 1012 S140.00
NEW LONG LIFE EPS DURA-DRUM
$87.00
YOUR CARTRIDGES TESTED, REMANUFACTURED,
& FULLY GUARANTEED BY EXPERIENCED TECHS.
COLORS 24 HR. TURNAROUND
MCNISA

Wenham Software Company

Orders (V/MCIAXIO) & Brochures Toll Free : 1 • 800 • 359 • 9539

Inquiry 754.

Inquiry 748.

royalties! Only $59.95. Order today!

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5
"CPYA12PC" RELIABLY wriles360KB floppies on 1.2 MB drives, saviflg a
slot for a second hard disk or !ape back~ Only$79.00 + SIH
"BRIDGE-IT 3S" is a DEVICE DRIVER supporting 3 1h~ 720KBl1.44MB
driws for PC!XT/AT without upgrading DOS/BIOS. Only $39.00 t S/H

BRIDGE-IT 35 BUNDLED WITH INTERNAL 1.44MB DRIVE AT
$129.00

+ S/H

VISA/MC/COO

UPS BIR

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Sky Way Suite 220, San Carlos, CA 94070
1-415-593-8777(CA)
1-415·593·7675 (FAX)
1-416-855-1993 (CANADA)
1-800-523-8777
0908-260-188 (UK)
4711 4020 (FAG)

Inquiry 755.

DuangJan
Bilingual word processor for English and: Armenian,
Bengali, Burmese, Euro/Latin/African, Greek, Gujarati,
Hindi, Khmer, Lao, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil,
Telugu, Thai, Ukranian, Viet • ... Ont~ $\09+$5 slh

(foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor included. For any IBM

compatibles with dol·matrix & LaserJet printer. Demo

$9+$1 s/h. Visa/MC

MegaChomp Company
3438 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA

(215) 331-2748

Inquiry 759.

~9149-1606

FAX: (215) 331-4188

LOW

-- --
--- --- -- -
--
---
-  ---· -
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

model 30/286 .. ... ... . .... 1895
model 50/30 meg ..... . .... 2395
model 70/60 meg .... . . ... .3695
model 80/40 meg . ......... 4395
model 70/120 meg ......... 5595
model 80/115 meg . . . ... ... . Call
Call for other models

PRICE

LEADER

CD8/PAQ

SINCE 1983

386 S 40 meg ........ . .... . Call Call
386 20E - 40 meg . ... . . ........ 4015
286E 40 meg . .. .. . ... . .. .. .... 2150
386 110 meg/25 MHz ........ . ... 7295
386 60 meg/25 MHz .... .. ...... 5895
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz ....... 3995
CARD & MONITOR EXTRA
Call for other models

LAP-TOP

Mac llCX/80 Meg, 40 Meg RAM ... ... 5095
Mac-11/40 Meg .................... 4095
Mac-SE 30/40 Meg . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .3595
Call for 60 and 100 Meg
Lazer NT ......................... 3495
Lazer NTX ........................ 4795

WE STOCK

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EVEREX
GOLD STAR

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
SONY
ACER
HOUSlDN INSTRUMENTS

Paradise VGA+ ...... 219
Vega VRAM ...... . .. 409
ATI VGA Wonder ..... 259
Everex EGA ......... 149
Tatung 16 bit ........ 239

dBase IV ..... . . .. .. 455
Wordperfect 5.1 ...... 260
Aldus Page maker .... 495
Ventura Publisher . ... 525
Clipper . ... .... ... .. 435
WordStar 5.5 . . . . . . .150
EasyExtra ............ 40

MONITORS

PACIFIC
DATA PAODUCTS

Nee Multisync llA .. .. 499
Nee Multisync 3D .. .. 599
Magnavox EGA ...... 339
Nee Multisync 5D . .. 2350
Samsung EGA . . . ... 359
Sony 1302 .......... 619

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

Everex

Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz & 33
MHz
Up to 256K cache of very high speed RAM
2 Meg RAM , expandable to 16 Meg
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
Dos1BAs1c

Page II . ... . ..... 459
Page llP ......... 365
1-2-4 Mem II ...... 159
One Meg llP .. ... .180
25 in One Ill ...... 325
Headlines ........ 245

~

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
LAN BOARDS
8 bit Arcnet .. . .... .110
16 bit Arcnet . . . ... 220
8 bit Ethernet .. : .. . 190
16 bit Ethernet. . . .. 275
8 port Active Hub . .. 325
Token Ring Card . ... 399
Token hub 4-port .... 355
Call for other
LAN Accessories

Call!

Everex 386-33

DISKS

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

BOARDS

Enhanced keyboard
1. 2 MB floppy
DOS/BASIC

AST
AST
AST
AST
AST

AMDEK
HAYES
SAMSUNG
CALCOMP

Special of the Month

486..
. .. ...... . .... . .. Call
286 model 70 ....... . ...... 1190
386 model 300c ..... . ...... 2695
386 40 Meg ............... 3095
386SX ..................... Call
CARD & MONITOR EXTRA
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

DYSAN 51/4 HD I 31h HD. . .
. . . . . . 13/26
MAXELL 51/4 HD / 3112 HD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/25
Min. 10 Boxes Order

lDSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

Call! for
your
configuration

SIP, CIC

S/P, CIC

Compaq SLT 286-20/40 . . . . . .. . .... 3795/Call
Toshiba T1000 .
....
. . . .659
T1 DOOSE
. . Toshiba .... ..... Call
T1200HB..........
Sale! .. . ...... Call
T1600-40 Meg .. .. . .. .. .. .
. .Call
T1000 XE/10 MB .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .Call
T3200-40 Meg/SX40 . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. Call
T5100-40/100 ...... ..... .. . .. ...... ... Call
T5200-40/100 .
. . . . . . . . . .Call
T3100SX ..... ... ..... .. .. ... .. ... . .. Call
T1200 XE/20 MB . .. . .. .. .. . .
. ..... Call
Zenith 286-20/40 Meg . . . . .
. . . . . .Call
Mitsubishi 286-20/40 . ............. 1795/2195

Macintosh

Everex
Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz
1 Meg RAM
Set up utility in ROM

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

SPECIALS
HP Scan Jet .

. . 1425

HP Paint Jet . .

. . 965

Lotus Ver. 3.0 ......... 355
Kodak 150P ... .. . ... .370
Complete Fax
Board ............. 499
Okidata 391 .

. . .. 625

Epson L01050 . . . . .... 660
Panasonic 1124 . . . . .. 319
HP-7475 Plotter ...... 1595
SummaGraphic ..... .. 365

IRWIN & ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN
MAGNOVOX

LASER PRINTERS
HP Laser llD . ...... 2750
HP Laser 2P . . . . . . . . 995
HP Laser Ill ........ 1695
Panasonic 4450 ..... 1395
Brother HL-8-E . . . 1895
Nee LC 890 . ....... 3195
Toshiba Laser 6 . .... 1095

MODEMS
Everex 2400 lnt/Mnp ... 179
Hayes 2400B ...... ... 315
Hayes 9600B . . ...... 875
USRobotics Hst/Dual .. 1150
More in Stock .. .... . . Call

ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE CASH PRICES ONLY.
Visa and MasterCard 3% higher, American Express 5% higher

EXPORTS
Available
HOURS:

COMPUTERLANE

M-F 9-6

s

10-6

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING
Circle 6 9 on Reader Service Card

1-80().526-3482 (Oulside CA)
(818) 884 -8644 (In CA)
(818) 884-8253 (FAX)
Prices subject to change without notice
* Quantities are limited

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
CANOGA PARK
1h BLOCK W. OF IDPANGA

CA 91304
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
SEPTEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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Circle 70 on Reader Senice Card

Cilde SO on Ruda- Senlee Card

AutoCAD® Users
YOU

dBASE Data Entry

NEED THIS UTILITY!!!
FastBreak'"

FastBrcak',.. - Cookie-cw, hatch, 'break' and/or 'trim' thousanclr of AutoCAD®
e11tities: JDFACES, JDPOLYLINES, JDLINES, SOLIDS, TRACES, A RCS, CIRCLES,
LINES, POLYLINES, exploded SURFACES, MESHES, and JD-CONSTRUCTION...
and ALL within second'i in a single 'window' or'crossing' point and pick.
YES! YES! YES 1 -JDFACES, SOLIDS, TRACES, surfaces, spli11es, JD-meshes, and
any 2D or JD-consttuction can be broken and/or ttimmed using FauBreakr...'.11
AutoCAD® will not
break or trim 3DFACES
and other 30-construc
tion.

FastBreakno can do
the job - quickly , ac
curately, and reliably in
any UCS. The drawing
shown is SITE-30.DWG
with four enlarged insert

clips added. All four in
sert s were made on a 386
PC using Fas1Break in
lc;.s. 1h30 IWQ Qt{BulC S!!!

ClipVicwT,.. - is integrated into FastBreak and performs Automatic clipping or
trimming of the above entities to create inserts. Options include: Box or Bubble

boundaries, Inside or Outside (makes a hole) trim, and borders.
FastBreakn• and ClipView 1 "' are integrated into DOS executeable code, run
inte ractively in AutoCAD she ll s rrorn 256K, use fast block binary datab;ise, virtua l
memory paging, user friendly AutoLISP® interface, and perform FAST, FAST, FAST
in any AutoCAD Rel. 9 through Rel 10-386.
FastBreak 1 "' and ClipView 1 "' are licensed in a single user package. Contact your
dealer or buy direct (credit or money order, for UPS Next Day add $6. shpg. fee) from:

BZ Technical
P.O.Box 10, Bothell,WA 98041
Phone: 206/258-1568 or FAX: 206/487-1357
00
Retail price: $399. 95
Demo: $2s.
NOT Copy protected, NOT AutoLISP® encrypted, FULL documentation, technical
support, J.5" and 5.25" media.
"Quality software development located near the home of MICROSOFT® in Bothe/l's
High Technology Corridor."
AutoCAO and AutollSPare re~istered trademarks ol Autodesk .Inc. FastBreak and Clip\liew a111 trademarks of BZ Te chnica l

Only your imagination
limits how you benefit
from PERCON®
keyless data collection.

The TransTerm 5 is a work station data entryldisplay terminal for on -line
shop floor data collection into PC/ AT based systems. The unit is one of a
family of such terminals which feature LC displays for operator prompting and
data entry via a membrane keyboard or an optional barcode wand (Code 39).
A multi ·terminal polling controller (up to 250 stations) and a dBASE Ill+
compatible software package are also available. System costs below
$300.00 per station. Call for info.
Opt1ons-backlighting Jor display, RS-422 110. 20 Ma current loop 110 .
dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton·Tate. Inc

L'CJillPUT~J>\Tl5~.

INC.

302 N. Winchester· Olathe, KS 66062 • 913-829-0600 •Fax 913-829·0810

9-Track?
Just call us.
It doesn't get any easier than this. A wide variety of
PC-9-Track tape subsystems are available to you by
phone, including tape drives, cards, and software:
• DOS, UNIX, XENIX, PICK, NOVELL Support
• 486, 386, 286 & PS/2 Compatible
• Menu-Driven Software
• 2 Year Warranty on Controller Cards
• 800, 1600, 3200, 6250 bpi
• 24 Hour Delivery
• Excellent for Hard Disk Backup
~--

Checking out books or checking in employees-input
data quickly and accurately using bar codes or magnetic
stripes. PERCON has proven bar code solutions for IBM®,
DEC'~, and Apple Macintosh®. Call 1-800-8-PERCON.

PERCON
2190 W. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97402-3503
(503)344-1189 FAX(503)344-!399
©1 989Percon, Inc. PE:HCON, IBM, I ECanJApple M;1cintosh are trademarks.
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•

We invented the first PC-9-Track controller
have been on top
the world's best
~
selling cards. It's easy to find out
l.\ why: just call us.

-~--.. _ ten years ago, and
~
ever since with

\ 1~*
i

•

/

~

M~f~R~~~~ E~!~

5600 Kearf'f:
us & can., 1-619·571-5555 - FAX t-619-571-0982

*i-800-729-8725

Circle 214 on RellMrSenice Card

Cin:U 116 M#kllller Sef'lliu Card (RESEU.ERS: H7J

Cin:k 65 on &oder Serme Card

~COMPUCOm
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

14,400 bps speedModem™$299

Intel 80386SX-16 MHZ CPU
1 MB RAM Expandable to 8 MB
40 MB Hord Drive
VGA Color M onit or ( .31) a nd 16-bit Card
12 MB Floppy
2 serial. 1 paralle l
101 Keyboard
Case with power supply
2 Year Warr a nty

Cut Back on Your Contribution to Ma Bell.
S/1l'nl1\/od1'111's throughput - up to :ii.GKhps - is nearlr unbeliel'able. Full)'
Hares-compatible, MNl'-:i, DJSTM, 1;" option and more.

High-Speed Isn't Our Only Specialty.
Our ~-llHI bps product-Eunilr incl ud es Hares compati bi litr,
our DIS 1cd111ology improves the phone line. Trr mrd fax.

Other systems with the same configuration:
286-12: SI. 199 I 386-20SX: S 1.599 I 386-25: 51 .899 / 386-33: 52.349

All upgrade options are available.

LAPTOP SPECIAL
286 LAPTOP $1499

3865X LAPTOP $2599

• 1 MBRAM
• 20 MB Hord Drive
• 1.44 MB Floppy
• LCD. CGA Display
• Serial. Parallel Ports
• Battery Pock
• ACodopter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 MBRAM
40 MB Hord Drive 25 ms .
1.44 MB Floppy

and

SpeedModem 300-14,400 bps ... .... ... ..... .................$299
SpeedModem +F.F.Fax!.... ............. .. ......................$399
F.F.Fax! 9600 bps send/receive ... ........ .... ... .. ....... .... .$299
MNP·5 Modem 2400-4800 bps ................................. $169
DISMNP-5 Modem 2400-4800 bps .............................$193
DISModemPlus send-only fax ............... ...................$139
DISModem 2400bps ................................ .. ............$119
2400 bps Modem ................................................. $ 95

•iiiiiillli-lilliiiii:iii

Poper White VGA Display
Serial. Parallel Ports
Battery Pock
AC adopter

~ l :\P;L

FREE $69 EasyContM Communications Software



Find out why Byte Magazine says, "... areal deal... " (3/89 p.102).

Prices subjec t to change without no tice. Quantities ore limited.

Both Laptops include: FREE MS-DOS. t year warranty

Call for special sale on 286, 386 & 486 Mother Board and other components.

•

Call 1·800·ACT·ON·IT
(1-800-228-6648)

\ 1

1.S,A

5-Year Warranty. 30-Day Money Back Guarantee.

First Computer Systems, Inc.

Setting New Standards in Modem
Value and Performance

3951 Pleasantdale Road, Suite 224, Atlanta, GA 30340
Tel. (404) 441-1911 Toll Free (800) 325-1911 Fax (404) 441-1856

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYSTEM II
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES

en

1

z

w

:E
:::::>
a:
t

en

z

w

...J

m

<(

0

. C\

• 16K samples/channel
• Variable threshold levels
• 3 Extern al Clocks
• 11 Qualify lines

• 200 or 1OOMHz sampling rate
• 24 Channels, Timing and state
• Optional expansion to 72 channels
• 16 levels of triggering
$ 799-LA12100 (100 MHz)
$1299-LA27100 (100 MHz)
$1899-LA27200 (200 MHz)

Price is complete
Pods and Software
included

c UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER
a:

0

LL
LL

<(

•
:::::>
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LL

a:

w

;::
0

a.

PAL
GAL
EPROM
EE PROM
PROM
87xxx...

-

• 20 and 24 pin PALs, EPLDs
• 26V12, 18V10, 22 V10 GALs
• 2716-27020 EPROMs
• 87xxx MICROs
• EEPROMs (incl. 8 pin serial)

~



$475
•Byte SpliVMerge (16 & 32 bit)
• JEDEC, INTEL HEX, Motorola 'S' files
•Dallas NVS RAM programming
• PC/XT/ATCOMPATIBLE
• FREE software updates on BBS

Call - (201) 994-6669
•

Link Computer Graphics, Inc.

WI 4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston,

Cil'cle 161' on 1IMMkr Serrke Card

NJ 07039 FAX:99 4-0730

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN,
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE ...
SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound editing
allows you to create custom sound applications.

Vari able sample rate (to 20 KHz} and

compression levels. A four-voice music synthesizer is included also!
VOI CE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or
enter1ainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk
HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built -in speaker wi th separate volume and tone
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad
steel. Attaches to parallel prin ter port without affecting normal printer operation (U.S.
Patent 4.812,847). Headset microphone, prin ter cable, 9 volt AC adap ter (110 volt
UUCSA listed), and comprehensive user manual included.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $ 2 19.95
ORDER HOTLINE : (503) 3 42-1271 Mo n -Fr i, 8 AM to 5 PM PST
Visa/ MasterCard. company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval)
accepted Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type
when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign
inquiries contact Covox for C&F /CIF quotes. OEM configurations available.

30 ll4 Y MONEY BACKGUARANTEE IF NOT COMPlETEl Y SATISFIED

@

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG

covox INC.

675 Conger Stre et
Eugene, Oregon 97402

TEL (503) 342-1271
FAX (503) 342-1283
BBS (503) 342-4135

Cin:le 77 on ReaderSerriceCanl SEPTEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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Circle 176 on Readu Serviu Canl (RESEUERS: 177)

Circle 267 on IUader Servke Card

5 YEAR WARRANTY/ • FREE DELIVERY/
IBM PS/2 & LaserPdnter

Toshiba Laptoos
2MB Upgrades
$CALL
Models 1000SE, 1600, 3100e,
3100SX,3200SX,5100,5200

Apple Mac & NTX
4MB Memory Kit
Macintosh llfx
Laser Writer 11/NTX
1MB Memory Kit
Laser Writer 11/NTX

COMPAQ Memory

I

2MB Module Model 80's
$CALL
2MB Module
Mod. 70-E61;-121
$190
Mod. 70-A21 ;B21 ;A61 ;B61 $309
2-8MB Exp Boards
$CALL
Models 50, 60, 70 & 80
1, 2, 3.5MB Memory Boards $CALL
LaserPrinter 4019 & 4019e

$591

$264

1MB Add-On Module
$162
OeskPro 386/20,25,20e,25e
4MB Add-On Module
$411
OeskPro 386/20,25,20e,25e
2MB Module
$355
OeskPro 486/25, 386/33,
SystemPro
8MB Module
$2718
OeskPro 486/25,SystemPro
$245
1MB Module - LTE/286
2MB Module - LTE/286
$391
1MB Module - SLT
$327

HP LaserJet Memorv
1MB
2MB
4MB
2MB

Upgrade
Upgrade
Upgrade
Upgrade

- 11; 110; llP; Ill
- II ; 110
- II; 110
- llP ; Ill

$200
$318
$493
$287

Apple, AST, AT&T, DEC, Dell, Epson, NEC, SUN, Zenith, Others

~s§I§.~8~90 Q!II"8"

~

Call for latest pricing

TOLL FREE:

(800) 446-4525

NH (603) 526-6909

FAX (603) 526-6915

Established· 1980

Data Storage
without Moving Parts

• Diagnose comm pro blems
• Install new equipment
• Determine baud rates
• Reduce development time
• Troubleshoot faster
e SDLC. HDLC. X.25. BIS YNC e Parity & CRC che ck
• 40 hours on 9v batter y • 2K buffer with prin ter dump
Bit View shows you bidirectional data in ASC II. EBCDIC. or Hex for async and sync
data lines at baud ra tes from 300 to 38400 baud. Now find your comm problems
1n minutes instead oi hourst

Call (212)662-6012 or Fax (212)678-6143
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC.
415 Madison Avenue . 22 Fl.. New York. NY10017

El-ROUTE VERSION II

Flash·EPROM·Disk

486/25MHz
GIANT MEMORY Series

Flash-EPROM and SAAM
1 MB

Silicon-Disk ES25
1 MBEPROM
544 KB CMOS-RAM

EPROM·Disk EB
2 MB EPROM
Sharl Card

Memory-Card-Drive
SCSl/V24 Drive for
SRAM / ROM/(OTP)-Cards
Programming with " copy* .*"
Booting capability

altec

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT 5500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
El-ROUTE Version II lrom AMS !or IBM PC . PS/2 and Com
patibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers. trace width lrom 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch. flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplo tte rs as we ll
as Photo plotters and printers.
Schematic Caprure 5100. PCB Layout S250. Aulo Router S250.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 1305) 975-9515
ADVANCED MICRDCDMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.

altec elec tronic GmbH · Vahren walder Str. 205/7
D-3000Hannover 1·Tel.(49)511-63088-36· Fax-49

Circle 340 on Reader Service Canl

486
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1321 N.W. 65 Place· Ft. La uderd ale . FL 33309

GM Series Expands to 32Mb On-Board
64K External CacheJExpand to U8K
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 486 Chip-Set
SX,386/33,486/33Cadie OM SERIES ..Call

(800)627-6998/SALES
(713 )589-7100/INFO
HOMESMART COMPUTING
VISA • MCARD • AMX • COD

Circle 32 on Reader Service Canl

Circle 138 on Reader Service Canl

Circle 264 on Reader Service Card

Scottsdale Systems

PLOTTERS

COMPUTERS

IOLINE
A&OILP 3500 ........... S233Q
A&OILP 3700. .
2BBQ
LP-3700·8 . . .
. . .• . 312Q
LP-4000-1 wlRoH Feed . , , , , 3579

SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS
1

~~~~~~~~"i KMg.~i~~"i~~.·s~ e~~lili'i: ::::: :: :: :: :: Jm~
Choice of Full Size Desktop Cas eor Full Size Tower Case

LP-4000 -Sw /Roll Feed.
Vin yl Cutting Machines .

Each Scollsdale Machine Has a I Year Warranly on Paris
& Labor via Overnight Service on Wa rranleed Producls.

Allos W/Xenlx .......... . •. . •....•. . •.••• ......... .•• . SAVE
WYSE 386 25 MHz
WYSE 286

~,wE3~r{t~~'

:::: :: ~m~ ~~~::~m :::: :::: :::::s:m

MATH CO  PROCESSORS . •.••••• . • .. •••• . . SAVE

~n~g~~::~~:~~:~~

.. .. $~~~

WY -60 G/W/A-w /Ke yboard . . . 405
WY -99 GTA-w/Keyboard . . . 468
WY-150 G/W/A-w/Keyboard . . 367
WY-212 G/W-w /Keyboard . 1489
WY Height Adjustable Arm····. 95

OP~i~~n~en ~'. : :'.': I

OP~i3s51~~en ~'. : : '.c: I.•.•.

NEC40/5D·:::· : ::;100/2385

102311025 . . . ..... S3715/451Q
10430M/1044.
. . . .5B6Q/873Q
5902/5902A . . . . . . . 3BIQ/4275
OM 52224 . .
11.QIQ
HEWLETT PACKARD .... . SAVE
OPTICAL SCANNER & SOFTWARE

Roland THERMAL PLOTTERS
LTX-420 ...•. .. ••. . •. . IQ25Q
LTX-320
....•.•. . 7125
LTX-120 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2135
Roland CAMM MACHINES
Sol1ware&Accessories . .. SAVE

Data Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WYSE MONITORS
$316
. 395
· 443
· 365

Roland DRAFTING PLOTTERS
1Year Warranly
GRX-300 AR ...... . ..... $3'95
GRX-400 AR . . . . . . . . . . . . 355Q
Roland FLATBED PLOTTERS
1Year Warranly

SP600 ...• CALCOMP. . • • !SQQ

Mitsubishi Diamond Scan .. 528
Seiko 1440 . ••...•.•••• .. .. 615
Sony1303/l302/l304.. m /Mt/US
Hi1achl Supe r Sc an .. . . ... 1999
Phillps 20· HI-Res .
. .2059

IBM TERMINALS

IMTEC

lBM31 513YearwarrantY .... S4es lmTec 1270/1470..

KIMTRON
ACER
KT -IOPC -·· · -·--·- · · · ·· ·· s34g 4"Mulliscan . •..•.. .
. .. 436
14" VGA 640x460 . . •..•• , . . 34Q

1s'~. i~:f; ~~ rdle;s 4-b~llon

14" Amber nongl are . .... • ... 129

.. .. 14275
4628

Authorized Service for WYSE
LEASING AVAILABLE
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

Geni com an models . • .

Texas lns1ruments . • .

v

. ... sAVE

IDMEGA
E

Bernouilli Box

Mull.iware 386 & 286 Versions

Authorized Service lor

1!9iTrL\lulrix
BOARDS

Genoa/Intel . - . . • . . . . • • • . • A
~~2~~m All Models.
•... v

Oatashield
Safe Power Systems
Tripplife

VMl/Cobra All Models • . • .

Emerald

•

v

s~~re~~Aa~f~~~el s sA
Genoa all models
v

Paradise VGA Ptus . . . - . . . . . $2891
Paradise Prof .
. . 495 Irwin all models

. SAVE
· · SAVE

R~~~i~fT~l~;~~~~EMS

U.S.
All Models • . . . . . . . . . .

NOVELL

SAVE
. SAVE

ARCNET
CoaxSlarlopology . •.••..• .$112
16Bi1Coax . ... .. .. .. ... . . . $360
TIARA ETHERNET
Lancard/~rAii·~~C:ttNE.T . • • 21e

. .. SAVE

GENUS TABLET
12x12 w/Cursor. Slylus & Soll ware

Call For Pricing On
Larger Digitizers

E

~a~l~;hr·u· 600 MB : : : : . : . : ::::
SDFTWARc
MULfl USER
scoxenix386. .........

s10

concunen1 oos 386 10 Use< ..

010

Computone 4 to 1GPort Boards

Lancard/ A PC .. . . .... .
.QI
SYNOPTICS
2500/2510Workgroup . .... CALL

3 Year Warranly on Table1 . . S2QQ

Allsoflwaresa1esarellnal

CALL SERVICE FOR REPAIRS
ON PRINTERS. TERMINALS.
MONITORS. COMPUTERS.

lill!C!C

SERVICES CMon.-Fri.l.602-731-4742

Ea

--

APPLE llFX 4MB KIT $369

•

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

VISA

3 day International delivery available via Federal Express or OHL!
OR

"'°"''...c

FAX 602-966-8634

MEMOR'l_UPGRADES
CALL (714) 588·9866

E

HARD DR IVES
CDC IMPRIMIS
1 Year Warranty

1555 W. University Dr. #101, Tempe, AZ 85281

IBM PS/2 70& 80 4M8 (6450160) $675

E

A

Prices listed arefor cash. Discove1y, MasterCard and Visa add 1.61°/o: AZ r esi~entsadd6- 1/2%ta x:addJO.<i tor C.O.D.:add5%forP.0. lntema11onal ~rde1s welcome. All items are new with manufacturers warranty.
Returned p~oducls subject to 200/o restocking fee and in new condition in ong1nal packaging, with al warranty cards. manuals and ca~les. No er~! tSsued after 30days lrom date of shipment. We do fX?t guarantee
compatabihty. Personal and company checks take up to 5 days to clear. Prices and specilications subject to change. Product subtect to availability: all applicable trademarks recognized and on file .

602-966-8609

V

Relnever60 or200
POWER PROTECTION S
8

Con1rol Syslems/NEC
Number Nine/Laicornp.
MODEM

'.Y
SUMMAGRAPHICS
Lifetime Limited Warranty
12xl2 Summaskelch II . • . $355
12x18 Professional . . ..... 620

HITACHI . . . . . .

Panasonic 4450 . ... . . .... . . 13Q5
LPB6111. ...... .•• • . .. 1795
LPB4 . . .................. .gsQ
LAPTOPS
Samsung2B6 .. •• . ••...• . .12199

Diconix 150P/ 300P
.... 339 B-120-121.4 MB ln1ernal . . . $8!15
NEC P·2200 . . • . . . .....•. .1315 144·1.44 MB ln1ernal . . . _. . 1095
NECP-5200 . .. .•.. ••• ,,, . . . 505
Pricesdonotinc/udeinterface
NEC P-5300 . . ....... -.. . -.. .. 65Q
ALLOY
S
NEC LC-890 .
. . •••..•• . .315Q Alloy IMP2 & IMP 8 Ca:ds
A

Authorized Service for

KURTA
Lifetime Warranty On Kurta JS-1
15-1. 12x1 2 Cordless 4-bu!lon
cursor. pen stylus and
1
1
43
S Q
curso r. pen Slylus and
inlerlace k1I ·  - · - ·
· · 629
g:~g~~~ 23120 . 12 x12 . ... $365
Cal Comp 9100 Series .. • .. SAVE
Cal Comp 9500 Series .
. SAVE
Cal Comp Wiz . . . . • • • • • • • 165

1

. 1199

. ,, ...... .. . 1299 Panasonic 4420 .

Canon BJ 13 0E . _. •. .
. .725
Panasonic1191
• . • • .237
Pana sonic 1160 . •.•..••.••. . . 185
Okidala all models . . , •. • • g
OTCallmodels . ..•..•..... A
Toshiba all models . ........

DIGITIZERS

$90/121

.... . 348/293
. .. . .. 425

LASER PRINTERS

Citizen all models . • • . • • . •

Panasonic RS-5051506.1103711315 Roland Pio Her sand CAMM Machines
Microl ek .
. .. ..... SAVE UNITED INNOVATIONS
Model 7DOOA-C / ~.. •. SI 899
AMT ACCEL 500lnlells-Plol116QQ
Model 8000A-D . _ ... . .. 2D59
Model 9000A-E . .. . .;.,~ 2829

WY 530G / A 14" Mono . ... S169
WY 550 AW 14· Mono . ... 179
WY 650 .. 12" VG A Color
459
WY 700W15" Mono .. . ... 695

Link MC 5 . . ••• _. _..... . .. 405 lmTec 1430/1441V
Allos 7 . .... _. _. . .
. . 457 lmTec 1432M .

AM T ACCEL .

3935 OXY -1300 Electrostatic
Paper Hold • . • • . • • . • . . • 1625

Blades & Hot Tips. . . . . . . .
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
!mg. Mkr. . • . . • . • • • • • • • S!lB2
OMP 52152 MP ....... 242511866
OMP 61/62 . ... . .... 2Q41/3BQ5
OMP 61 OL ... • •••.. • ••• 3743
OMP 62 OL .. ENT.ER • . ... • 4737

QUME
OVT 101 Plu s G/AJW
..
OV T 119 Plus G/A/W .
OVT 203 Plus GI AIW . ·
OVT PCT G/AJW · ••• · · - · - 

PRINTERS

~t~u~1:ro_ :: ::.::: '.: . . : : Im ~UPM~a~:~\:i & IBM. : : .... : : : ~m

Roland DESKTOP PLOTTERS
1Year Warranly
OXY-1100
SBQS
OXY-1200 Elec1ros1a1rc
Paper Hold ...... , . _•. _ 1295

NEC•AIJDMONITDRS 14991840

TERMINALS/MONITORS
WYSE TERMINALS

1-800-777-2369

- Since 1980 

FAX (714) 588-9872

FAX

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

ISM PS/2 MEMORY
Models 30-286, Exp. Board 1497259

512K K11

30F5348

7M6 K.1
30F5360 .
Models 70-E61 1121 ,55SX,65SX

$64.00
.. $180.00

1MEI
64SD603
S99.00
Models 70·E611121 ,50Z,55SX,65SX
21.48
6•50604 ··············· $189.00
Models SSSX, 65SX, 34F3077 & 34F3011
4MB

Model 70-A21
2MB

34F2933 ............... S675 .00

Oeskpro 386·16

1MBIVt
1MB
<MB
2MB

115144-001 .

6•50J79 ............. $21i9.00

2-8M8 w.?M 5450505 .............. $499.00
2· 14MI! w.?M 34F3077 .... ... ..... $599.00
ol-\6M8 wl4M 3<1F3011 ......... ...... w.19.00o
Models 50,SOZ,55SX & 60
2-BMB
1497259
S599.0Q

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
Hewlett-Packard LaserJel llP & Ill

2MB

U 48

33474B ..
.. $130.00
;n475B ....... ...... $180.00
334 778
SJ<O.OD

HewleU-Packard LaserJet II & 110

1MB
2MB
4MB

AST MEMORY
5121< Ku
2MB K,1

5005 10-010 ... ... ..... ... S5U11
5-00511H11l2
$172.00

Premium 386-16/20C
1MB Kit
500510·007

4M8 ~II

500510 008 . .

2Me

~it

·~ia ~"

soo~10002

500510 -

.

Vectra OSJ20PC, RS/25PC and 20C

Apple Lasetwriler, Epson, 011'1ettl,
and Fac/f memory a/so avaJ/ab/e now!

.. .. s1n.oo
$369.00

Premium 386-SX/25133 &486-25
1MB
500118 00~•............... $95 .00

10391:!4 ...... ....... $269.00
10391 37 .. . .... $369.00
563-1300 ......... $150.00
S63-1880 ............ $225.00

$95.00
. $·369.00

Premium 386-20
1MSl<1e
500!>10 ·00l1 ................ S1SO.OO
4 M8 K 1~
500510-0041...
. $3.fi9.00
Bravo 386-SX

Vectra OS/16S

Canon LBP-811 Laser Printer

1M8
2MB

Bravo-286,Workstatlon

33'430.
.... SISS.00
33<«8 .............. $189.00
33445B ..
...... $345.00

IBM Laser 4019

1M8
2MB

.... $225.00

ALL Compaq boards also available!

6•50375 ......... .. ... $145.00

All Models 70 and 80

1MB

$255. 00

11 364& 001
$U9.00
112534-001 .... ............... $U9.00

Models 80-111 /311

2M6

108070.00 1

4" 8 Kd
108072-001 ....... ... .... .. $7~. DD
Deskpro 386S

Oeskpro 386-33, 486-33 & SystemPro

6450608 ............... $199. 00

Model 80-141

1MB

COMPAQ MEMORY
Deskpro 286-E.386·20/20E/25
1M6
113131 001
$139.00
4MB
113132•001 ······--··········· $369.00

HEWLETI·PACKARD MEMORY
I Mfi:l

01511.QA . ................... $112.00

•MB

01542A

1MB
4MB

.... $349.00

01640A. ................ $126.00
01 642A .................. $365.00

Vectra 486 PC

..
, ...9

41,!l!

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card (RESEU E RS: 119)

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE
MEMORY SPECIALS
TOSHIBA MEMORY
1MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
4MB
2MB
4MB
2MB
2MB
6MB

Model 1000SE/ XE ........... $329.00
Modl>I 1OOOSEIXE ..
.... $469.0Q
Model Tl200XE
$289.00
Model T1600 .................. $289.00
Model T3100E .. .
. ..... $289.00
Model T3100S X
$289.00
Mod•I T31oosx .
. $6ll9 .00
~- T3200SX: .
$289.00
$6119.00
Model T3200SX
M«!<>I T51 00
$289.00
Model T5200.T8500
. S:Z49.00
Model T5200,T8500 . ... . $1300.00

ZENITH MEMORY
1MB
2MB
2MB
2MB

SuperSpo'I 286 & 266E . $199.00
SuperSpml 2B6 & 286E ...• $455.00

Supo<Spon

SXiAlplla .. ..• $4SS .OO

SupmSpor1 S)(Jlle1a .. ...... $4$$ .0 0

COMPAQ MEMORY
1MB
2MB
1MB
4MB

P0<ta1>10 LTE 286 ..
Pa<t.""o LTE 286
SL T-286 •
SLT -266 -

. $195.00
. S295LOO

. $245.00
.. $1395.00

NEC MEMORY
1MB
2MB

Pio$p"°" 286 .
P>OSpood 396 .

. SZl"0.00
...... $450.00

ZENITH MEMORY
Zenith Z-386120125133 & 33E
1MB
ZA3Et.l800ME
<MB
ZA.3800MK .
Zeni1h Z-386/20125 & 33
2MB
ZA3600MG ..

..... $199.00

Zenith Z-386 SX
2.,8
Z-WS· I

.... $255.00

EXPANSION BOARDS
BocaRam/AT Plus
Up 10 8MB lor any AT or 16 bit compatible machines
running up 10 33MHz. Ofle1s conven1ional.

expanded or extended memory. proviOes a
maximum ol 2MB UM/EMS 4.0. Uses 1:0:1-10 Dram .

Order Now: S/MATBO ...........$ 149.00
with 2MB S/MAT82 ........... $299.00

SIMM MODULES
IBM TYPE APPLE-MAC
ADD SS.DO FORSIPPS

1Mx8-12 ....... $61.00

"11Mx9 ·80 .. ..... $J110.00 I MIC8- 1Qi

..... $65.(IO

1Mx9 · 12 ......... $69.00 1Mx8-80 ..... $71.50
1 ~h9- IO ...... .°S?G.50 256•9-12 . .. $23.40
1Mx~ · OO .... ..... $79.00 256<8 ·10
$24.00
1Mx9·70
.. ~9 . 00 25.6• 8 · 60~ .. .. $24...70

~:~ :: :.. : :~~:~~ M•l;tJ¢e
256x!HIO
$26.00 ·All l)lle> and package10
256x9·60 ....
..a>'~• - CALL!

= .oo

WE ACCEPT PURCllASEORDERS FROM
UNIVERSITIES, QUALIFIED FIRM S
AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
SEND AU. P.o :s ANDMAIL ORDERS TO;

36 Argonaul. Suile 140
Aliso Viejo. Calilornia 92656

PH: (714 ) 588-9666 FAX: (714) 588·9672
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

.$99.00
$675.00

"" NO SUACHAROE Ota MC OR vtS.l
o/ Terms: MC. Visa. AmEx (Add 4%). COO, Cash. Nel JO
days on purctiase orders from qualified fir s
ti" ·20~ An:lloGi:lng fftan all l'IOl'I~
return s & rel use d 01 der
AMA required.
ti" o\IP'Cd.l:li. llW!IPllTp: guaran!eed 100% ~
o/ PR ICE S A.NCI AY AILAD!Ui"'r SUBJECT TO CHANGC

•••
SEPTEMBER 1990 • B Y T E

487

We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms,
Universities and Government Agencies

--

1-(800)-533-0055

FfH~~As~l~~~~61N

\11'S.il

111!~nM•
Mi •[iifl iii(~frM
•r.aG ·· ~ ·

80f\ls

u.r01 si - ,20m

I r.AG I !j . 1(i(lft)
IMO a'i · acni

M 15

no

$'7S
~

1r.tG 1 9 - 7Dn'
S90
ALSO IH STA TIC COL

pn1 1.n1~n"'A!ti
256 x 9 - 120ns .. ........ $21

1MG x 8 · 120ns ....... 562
IMG x 8 · 100ns ... .. . $67

IMG x 8 · 80ns .... .. .. $72
256 x 8. 120ns ....... $24
256 x 8 · 100ns ....... ,.. $39

tifo1
Uf!:l14-:.l'''.$ f1
386125133 (1MG)
110
(2MG) .... $299
Super
(lMG) .... $359
Spori 286 (4MG) .. $1179

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS

~unn•

$.Ii.DO

1MG & I ltrJn:J
1UGt.l · liOn:s

$7 ,2$

"5 u•o- Foi rl'IOOOHIQ·
$'.i!il!)
lt21 'All

u.1u • 1.

MS0608-C70 --fet tr.IOdul
70"21Mt .~1 . B61 $295

256x 1·
256 x 1 ·
256 x 1 ·
256x 1 ·
256 x 1 •
256 x 1 ·

"EW

34F2933 - 4MG Memory
WJ'9
Modula

6450608 · For 70A21
2MG x9 · BOns ....... $200

..Ckl&dl
For70e61,70-121.SOZ
& sosx

INTERNATIO NAL ORDERS: (714) 251-8689

.

I Mt:O 
u.tc. 1: I l:?Cln.$

256 x 9 - 100ns . . .. S24 6450372 - 2MG Module
256 x 9 - sons ..
.. S27 !or6450367 ...... ... $449
256x 9 · 60ns ..... .... .S39

1'·1•1·ll' 'fi
H?Q!fi1W

.-

Iµ>-tJµ ;[o)•li!IO

We Accept International Orders
with fast delivery via OHL, Federal Express, Ai r Mail

10ti1i

~ . ?S

s.a.oo

M OE..L

fib
150ns
120ns
IOOn s
eons
70ns
60ns

..

COMPAQ MEMORY
1MG

BOCA RESEARCH
TOPHA T - Does backlill cor:iventional memory
from S12 to 640K on AT/ with GK ........... $69

4MG

TOPH A T II · Same as TophAT/ wi th 128K $85
$ 1.80

$2.00
S'li!.2:$
~.75

$3,2'$
. $2.75

2MG

SMG

5320

52495

BOCARAM!X T Provides upto2MG of expanded
memory for 8 bit bus. Opera!es up to 12 MHz·
Uses 2S6K 0 -RAM/ with GK ..... ............ $120
with S12K .. ...... $179
BOCARAMIAT Provides up 10 2MG LIM EMS 4.0
and/or 4MG of ex tended. expanded or backfill
memory. For 16 bit bus. Operates up to 16MHz.
Uses2 S6 K D·RAMlwi1h GK .................... $140
with S12K ............. $199

fiiR

256 x 4 · 120ns .. . 5 5.50
256 x 4 · IOOns .... 5 6.50
256x4 · 80ns .. .... 57.00

B~x7!~!~'Aerx:a~~;lrg;id~:c~~llto~~~r~l.

lMG x 9 · 80ns .... .. . $ 105

$6

6450375
!MG For 80·041 . .... 5149

64 x 1 . 120ns .... .. 5 1.85
64 x 1 . lOOns ..
52.49

Operates up to 33MHz and is sel thru software.
Uses 1MG 0-RAMI wi1h GK ................ $140

64 x 1 ·150ns ... . 51.25

~sg~~;ao. 111&311

wilh2MG .. ...... $349

jb

BOCARAMIA T l/0 PLUS Provides up to 4MG of
extended. expanded or backfill memory.For 16
bit bus. Operates up to 33 MHz and is sel lhru
sollware. Has serial and parallel port Uses

--,------'~«ns 64 x 4. 1sons
.. S2.25
64S<l&t» ... .....••..... $.100 64 x 4 · 120ns ........ 52.50
For70E611121.50Z&55SX 64 x 4 · IOOns ....... 52.75
"10or moso urnts ... 5190

64x4 · SOns ..... .. . 53.50

IJ'{fti!il#•irlffdl

f£j!Hfjt·1i93•lj

2'Si6

5142!13·100ns

12'(1n:s
3(1F$llll fKr1 ·2HJ

SlS
$11

1.1) •

M6[.) •l3fi1fHW
IMG x 9 · 100ns ........ S95
30F5360{Kil·2ea) ... 5190

115

51258 · 100ns
.... 52.25
5 1258 · 80ns ..... 53.00
51258 · 70ns . ... 54.25

LAPTOP MEMORY
. .. $499
2MG Card· Toshiba Porta ble T1600 ..
.. .. . $299
2MG Card· Toshiba Porlable T3100SX ..
. .... $299
4MGCard·Toshiba Portable T3100S X
$799
512K Card· Toshiba Porlable T3100e ........ .. $ 149
2MG Card· Toshiba Por1able T 310 0e .
$299
2MG Card· Toshiba Por1 ;ible T3200SX
. $299
4MG Card·Toshiba Porlable T3200S X ... . . .... $699
3MG Card ·Toshiba Po11ab!e T3200
$499
2MG Card·ToshibaPortab!e T5 100 .
.$299
2MG Module· Toshiba Por!able T5200
$299

2MG Card· Toshiba Por1able T1200e .

2 & 20
2 & 20
(9K) ... ... .. .... .. ..... .. ...... ..... $ 89
2 & 20 (1 MG) .. ..... ................... $135
2 & 20 (2 MG)
........ $ 189
2 & 20 (4 MG)
..... $345
2P & 3

•

.

1MG D·RAM/

ORCHID

-I{~

wilhOK .................$165
with 2 MG .. ........ $379

RAMQU EST 8116 The only card

expandable to 32MG, for IBM PCs, XTs, ATs.
PS/2 Model 30-286 as well as compatibles.

BOCARAM 30

Provides up to 2MG of

r~~~,~~G' ~~~7i~ !18~ -~~~-- ~-~~~ - ~~i~

expanded memory for IBM PS/2 model 2S, 30
and 8·bit bus PC that utilize 3.S in. floppy disks
Uses 2S6K D·RAM/ with GK .... ...... ....... $1 49
with 2 MG ... .... ..... $329

RAMOUEST EXTRAThe only Mullilunclion

BOCARAM 50Z Provides up to 2MG. 0 wait

1

1

card that provides up to 8MG and two serial
ports on one board fort he IBM PS/2 Models SO.
60 & 80. Guaranteed EMS 4.0 and OS/2
compatible. Easy to install with only 4 key·
s!rokes. Use s2S6Kandlor 1MG SIMM"s.... $229

R:!1a?i~~Te~;r~~~~P~~P~J~~~·~g:0&M~0

stale, expanded or extended memory lor ISM
PS/2 model SO, SOZ,60. Us es 1MG 0 -RAM/
wilh GK ..... .
... $160

BOC A RAM 50160

with 2MG ............. $379
Provides up to 4MG

expanded, ex tended or backfill memory for PS/
2 model SO, 60. Uses 1MG D·RAM/

with9K ............... $1 60
with 2MG ............ $379

which fully supports both 16 and 32-bit memory
access. Includes 1 SER and 1 PAR port plus
freeserialcable. EMS 4.0 and OS/2compatible.

Uses 256K and/or 1MG SIMMS ............ $299

... ····· . . $349

TIN V T URBO 286 Lowcost. high speed. half
slot PC/XT - Accelerates your PCIXT with a

MODEMS

VIDEO ADAPTERS
A Tl TECHNOLOGIES
VGA

WONDER

5 12'"

(512K

video

merno ry)High perfcrmance VGA graphics.
100% register-level compatibilily in VGA ,
EGA, CGA. MDA and Hercules. Displays
Super-VGA 800x600 in 2S6 colors and
1024x768in 16colors. Switch!essinstallalion.

~VEREJC:-

TINY

EVER EX E v ere om 1 2 lnlernal 1200 BAUD
EVEREX Evercom 24 lnlerna l 2400 BAUD
E\IEREX Exlernal 2400

1

$:59

D-RAM TESTERS

1

110 SER 2 Add 2nd serial port. to 1/0 AT or 1/0
XT

.... $15.95

BOCA MCA PARALLE L CARD Adds 1
parallel port to PS/2 System ... ............ $89

BOCA MCA SERIAL/PARALLEL
PS/2 System ........................................ $ 139

..$ 11 9. 00

"" "" """" $ 14 9.95
Te sts speed plus pa ramelers

UNl·003 RT

... $199.95

Tests standard SIMM Modules

256 X 8. 256 X 9. 1MG X 9. 1MG X8

BOCA RESEARCH

W E AR WARR ANTY

1024 VGA 1024 X 768 in 16 simultaneous

~

colors. 640/480 in 2S6 colors. 132 col X SO,
43.2S. 1024 X 768 + 800/600 drivers/ 132 col

...... ........ .... ..... ....... ............. ... .... $269
SUPER VGA 800 X 600 Resolulioni 256K
RAM/ 8 or , 6 bit. 132 col X S0.43.2S/ LIM
Drivers/ 800 X 600 drivers for Windows. Auto

DEST PERSONAL SCAN Combines two ol
the best scanning platforms into one. compact
unit. Full page hand held and ten page sheel
feed scanning in one device. Perform "free
hand" scanning with the full page hand held unit
- books, m_aps, technical documen!s, oddly·
shapped onginals. a.re easily scanned. Place
the hand held unit mto lhe feeder base and
automatically scan up to ten pages at a time.
wilh in seconds.
The DEST Personal scanner comes bundled
with Recognize!, DEST's critically .acclaimed

.. $169

VGA 640 X 480 Resolution/ 2S6K RAM. 8 or 16
. ....... $139

Multi EG A 640 X 480 Resolu tion on multiple

~~~~e~~rg~i~i!~~~~~~~t;c4:8. Vilnslo~s~~~

Lolus
................................ .... ...... $1 19
EGA 640 X 350 Resolution/ 256K RAM .$ 129

UNI TEX

~~:~r~. °f~~c:,~;~~~~~~ri~~~~~~~o~~~~c~~

EGA CARD 640 X 480, 16 color, EGNMGN

oiler the most cost effeclive, high accuracy
OCR solution available for the PC.
300 dpi resolution. Halftone scanning with 64
levels of gray ..................... .................... $695

CGAIHercules .. , .•..• , ........ , , , ,, .. ··-···· ...... $99

VGA CARD 1024 X 768. 16 color,VGN EGN
MGNCGA ...........
. ....................... $129

Retail Office
4025 S. lnduslrial Blvd .
Las Vegas. NV 89103
Phone : (702) 732 -8689
FAX : (702) 732·0390
Mon - Fri Sam - 5pm
Sat
9am -1pm

0

Tests all paramelers excepl speed
64 x 1 I 2S6 x 1 / 1M x 1

SUPER SPECIAL

.. ............ ...................... .. ..... ... $259

bi1 .. ...........................

hall slot

~~~n~ ~~1~~~ 1 ~~~· ~e~~alp~~~t~~~.~~~~.'.~$~~

CARO Adds 2 serial and 1 pa rallel port lo

S~

S-19
S1t9

except with 800x600 in 16 colors and 1024x768
in 4 colors. lns:ludM M i crosoft co mPi'tl Qr ~

CAD.. .........................................

XTHigh-speed

microprocessor. 80287 Mathchip socket$259

V~!r~~r~£i~1~) ~~~=~~s~~;~;~d~:~~~~:
Cl!l1lru'

TURBO

accelerator for PCIXT - Accelerates your PC/
XT up to 4 times faster wilh a 12 MHz 80286

UNITEX 12001 lntemal 1200 BAUD
UNITE X 1200E Exlernal 1200 BAUD
UNIT EX 24001 lnterna12400BAUD
UNITE X 2400E Exlemal2400 BAUD

l~~~~~~.~..~~~~:.~.?..~~~~~.'. .~. ~ .~~.~.5!~39
1

~~~~!~~~~~ ~.i:~.~~~.~~-~-:~~~..~~~~:. ~.~$2c~i{1

AND
HAYES
COMPATIBLE

11

No surcharge 1or MC or VISA
Terms MC· VISA· COD• CASH • AMEX add 4%
Pu1chase Orders 1rom qualilied hrms
20% resro cking lee on non-defecti ve rel urns
Price s sub1ec1 to change

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO
P.O. Box 19772
Irvine. CA 92713

EVEREX
RA M 3 000 DELUXE Up lo 3MG . Selectable
memory addresses. Expanded Memory
Speclficalions (EMS) 4.0 I OS/2. Can be used
to backfill base memory up to 640K and the rest
as expanded and/or extended memory. Uses

256K D-RAM ....... .. ........... ...... ..... .......... $99
With 512K
....... $139
RA M 8000 Up to 8MG capacity/support lo
base. extended or expanded memory in any
combination. Fully compatible with Lo 1us. ln lel.
Microsolt. EMS 4.0. EEMS. Supports Mulli
Tasking and OMA Multi- Tasking _in hardware.
1

~~1\ ~i~J~7~~~~~~~ f~t~r~Pe;~~~~i~~t~ ~~

wait slate. uses 1MGD·RAM ....... .......... $275

R~e.12~~~de~~~ ~OP~~d~~c~%'~~yPfno~~o
combination.
Compalibre w1lh Lotus. Inter.
Microsoft, EMS4.0. Operates with no additional
wail states. Uses IMG 0-RAM ... ........ $169

UNITEX
3 BUTTON MOUSE ·Microsoft Compatible
wtsottware included .................. .............$49

384 Multi fun c tion Card .. .... ............. $89
for PC/XTExpands to 384K-SER/PARICLK!
Game pon. Uses 64K ORAM

Mail Order Division & Retail Store
17222 Armstrong Ave. • Irvine, CA 92714
Phone : (714) 251·UNTX(251·8 6 8 9)
Fax: (714) 251·8943
Mon - Fri 7am - 5pm
Sat
Sam -2pm

We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms,
Universities and Government Agencies

CALL for pricing on additional
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES, HARD DISK DRIVES,
PRINTERS AND MONITORS

SAMSUNG 286 I 12 MHz

Special Price! Comes with 40 Meg Mini-Scribe Hard Drive
SAMSUNG 286!12MHz
• 12mhz Motherboard with CPU Intel
80286/12(zero wait state)
• 80387 Math Co-processor Socket
• Switchable Speed
• 8 Expansion Slots
• 1MB RAM
(E xpandable to 8)
• 40MG Mini-Scribe

• 1. 1 FD/HD Controller
Hard Drive
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive
• With A Tl VGA Card
or Mono Card & Monitor • 1 Parallel Printer Port
•
•
•
•
•

OUR PRICE

$999

1 Serial Port (RS-232 Interface)
101-Key Enhanced Keyboard
DOS 3.3
200 Watt Power Supply
FCC Class B approved

1 YEAR WARRANTY

DFI COMPUTER SYSTEMS

The New 386 Personal Computer Systems from DFI have some incredible features that outperform machines
that cost hundreds ofdollars more! We have the configuration with exactly the options you want.
DFl-386-20

DFl-386-25

DFl-386-33

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20MHz
1 MG RAM
Floppy disk drive 1.2 or 1.44
Fast IDE 1. 1 hardlfloppy drive controller
Mono Card & Monitor
200 Watt Power Supply
FCC Class B approved
101 keyboard
1 Year On-Site warranty

25MHz
1 MG RAM
Floppy disk drive 1.2 or 1.44
Fast IDE 1.1 hard/floppy drive controller
Mono Card & Monitor
200 Watt Power Supply
FCC Class B approved
101 keyboard
1 Year On-Site warranty

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE
Add VGA card & Monitor... $350
Add 40MG Hard Drive... $275

Add VGA card & Monitor... $350
Add 40MG Hard Drive... $275

$1159

$1299

33MHz
1 MG RAM
Floppy disk drive 1.2 or 1.44
Fast IDE 1 1 hard/floppy drive controller
Mono Card & Monitor
32K Cache Memory
200 Watt Power Supply
FCC Class B approved
101 keyboard
1 Year On-Site warranty
OUR PRICE

Add VGA card & Monitor... $350
Add 40MG Hard Drive... $275

$2199

KAYPRO COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Choose the System that's perfect for your needs! From the affordable MC-IO, the additional speed and power of
the MC-20 , to the advanced 32-bit processing with speeds of over 25MHz of the MC-30, Kaypro has your system.
MC-10

MC-20

MC-30 Series

• 8088·10mhz
• 512K RAM
• 1 360K floppy disk drive

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 1 parallel port
• 1 serial port
• 1 game port
• clock/ calendar with
battery back-up
• 101 keyboard
• 150 watt power supply
• FCC class B approved
• DowJones48hourdepot
service

$429

•
•
I •
I •

•
•
•
•
•
•

80286-12mhz (zero wait
state)
1 MB RAM
1:1 HD/FD controller
1 1.2MB floppy disk drive
1 parallel I port
1 serial port
1 game port
1O1 keyboard
200 watt power supply
FCC class B approved
Dow Jones 48 hour depot
service

Retail Office
4025 S. Industria l Blvd.
Las Vegas. NV 89 103
Phone : (702) 732-8689
FAX: (702) 732·0390
Mon - Fri Barn - 5pm
Sat
9am - lpm

$649

1MBRAM
1:1 HD/FD controller
1 1.2MB floppy disk drive
1 parallel! port
1 serial po11
1 game port
101 keyboard
200 watt power supply
FCC class B approved
Dow Jones 48 hour
depot service

MC-30SX
• 80386-16MHz SX

MC-30120
• 80386-20MHz

$999
$1299

MC-30125
• 80386-25MHz

$1399

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL KAYPRO PRODUCTS
'Pt/cos do 1101 Include monitor

•

Terms Cash· MG or VISA no surcharge
AMEX only add 4'1'o handling tee
COD. Purchase Orders from quahhed hr ms
20% restocking lee on ncn-defecl1 ve returns
Prices sub1ect to change

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO
P.O. Box 19772
Irvine, CA 92713

Circle 310 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 311)

Mail Order Division & Retail Store
17222 Armstrong Ave . • Irvine, CA 927 14
Phone (714) 251 · UNTX(251· 8 6 8 9)
Fax : (714) 251-8943
Mon - Fri 7am - 5pm
Sat
Bam-2pm

Circle 309 on Reader Service Card

There is aDifference.

TIJI\illCCCIDWf

LijetimeFree Update;

YOUR l.C. SOURCE

- f..\
EP-1140

COLLIMATOR PEN 

$895

(INFRA-RED)

Alow power collimator pen containing a
MOVPE ornwn gain guided GaAIAs laser.
This collimator pen delivers a maximum
CW output power of 2.5 mW at 25".
These collimated laser sources are
designed for industrial applications
such as data retrieval. telemetry,
alignment, etc.
The non-hermetic stainless
steel encapsulalion of the pen
is specttocally designed for
easy alignment in an optical
read or write system, and
consists of a lens and a
laser device. The lens
system collimates the
diverging laser light.
The wavefront quality
is diffraction limited.
The housing is circular and precision manufactured with a
diameter of 11.0 mm and an accuracy between +and - 11 µ m.

LIST PAIGE: S180..QO OUR PRICE:

LASER DIODE - 
Designed for general industrial
low power applications such as
reading optical discs, optical
memories, barcode sc anners, se
curity systems, alignment, etc.
The gain guided laser is con
structed on an n-type gallium
arsenide substrate with aMetal Or
ganic Vapor Phase Epitaxial proc
ess (MOVPE).
The device is mounted in a
hermetic SOT148D encapsula
tion. (diameter 9.0 mm)
The SB1053 is standard
equipped with amonitor diode, iso
lated from the case and optically
coupled to the rear-emittinQ fascet of
the laser.This fast-responding moni
tor diode can be used as a sensor to
control the laser optical output level.

OUR PRICE:

$9. 99

•WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF COMPONENTS! •

2758

2716
2716--1
TMS2716
27C16
2732
2732A·2

24
24
24

1·24
3.99
6.49
3.99

2048x8

3.79
6.29
3.99
3.79
3.79
3.69

3.60
3.60
3.51

3.24
3.24
3.16

3 .19
5.79
1.99
4 .19
3.99

3.03
5.50
1.89
3.98
3.79

2.73
4.95
1.70
3.58
3.41

3.79
3.99
3.29
6.79
4.19

3.60
3.79
3 .13
6.45
3.98

3.24
3 .41
2.82
5.81
3.58

"'"'!"·)

5.79
5.09
5.79
5.79
5.29

5.50
4.84
5.50
5.50
5.03

4.95
4.35
4.95
4.95
4.53

250ns 12.5v·CMOS)
200ns 12.5v1
25011s 12.5vj
250ns 112.Sv·CMOS)

4.79
5.29
7.49
6 .99
6.99

455
5.03
7.12
6.64
6.64

4.09
4.53
6.41
5.98
5.98

131,072 xB 200ns( 12.Sv-CMOS)
8192.tB
450ns
8192.t8
450ns

17.99
13.99
14.99

'"'

450ns
450ns (25v-CMOS)

24
24
24
24
24

2046118
204Bx8
4096x8
40961(8

4096x8

200ns21v
250ns 21v

2732.4-4
TMS2532
TMS2532
27C32
2764·20

24

4096x8
4096:.8
4096x8
4096x8
8192x8

450ns(25v)

2764
2764A·20
2764A

28
28
28

TMS2564

28

27C04

28

2732A

27128·20
27128
27128A
27C128
27256-20
27256
27C256
27512·20
27512
27C5 12

27C1024
68764
68766

24
24
24

28

28
28
28

28
28
28
28

28
28
28
32
24
24

8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8

450nsl25vl
:~g~~ rnJ:i

~~~g: f~~:)CMOS)
250ns/21vl

~g~l~~:;:i
~;g~: ~~~~CMOS)

16,384x8 200nsf21l
16,384x8 250ns21v

~~:~~:: ~ ~ggg: n~lv)
32.768'. ,,,,. ,, ..,
16.384'8

32.768
65.536
65.S36
65.536

x8
.t B
x8
x8

25·99

100.

3.79

3.41
5.55
3 .41
2.82
3.24

6.17
3.79
3 .13
3.60
5.98
3.79

3,29

~ M , •CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG!•

5.38
3.41

17.09 15.38
13.29 11.96
14.24 12.82

roe.;

~CORN
TRONICS
10010 Canoga Ave., Unit B·B •Chatsworth, CA 9131t

•

490

~

. ~ . sag&S. Complete package.

Single Line ~ ..$295.00
Muni-Une .........$895 00

"¥
~

~

tO.·~~ -~~lallltl,
Call : (415) 522-3800
FAX; f4151522·5!S6

~Q

TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC. ~
1t25 AT\.ANTlC NE., Al.AME ~ CA IJ-4501

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card
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Thinking of buying a

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA: !800! 824-3432
IN CALIFORNIA; ........ 818 341-8833
ORDER BY FAX. ........ 818 998-7975

BYTE • SEPTEMBER 1990

Versions avei lBblo for HP Sorlos 111111 and Canon LBP-4 laser printer:i
All products a1e 1rademork& of thoir respective companfe,
A1twork forlhis od crented with Jla&er 5 and included software

Circle 286 on Reader Service Card

Intelligent Solutions
NetWare, DOS, OS/2 & Xenix

N 0 V l l l
l A II 5
AUTHOR l l ( O

"TETEDAND
APPROVED
Netwa,e Compatible ••

SCSI

CONTROLLERS
FORISA&MCA

Novell tested
under NetWare 286
Use with NetWare
286 or 386
Use any size
SCSI disk drive
Handle large SCSI
hard drives and
erasable opticals

~~~hone:

1-800-225-2102

LPC Serial/2A
HDLC/SDLC Data
Communication Controller
for IBM PC/ AT Bus

~

• LaserMaster
• Intel Vlsual Edge'"
• Kofax board
J Laser 5 gives you the functions
of all three boards combined into one,
plus EMS:
• Fast laser printing
• Halftones on a laser printer
• Group 4 file printing and display

~

BP~
Circle 47 on Reader Service Card

La~er ~ri~t~t ~ntr.01~
~

-----

A progranuner is not just another programmer. That is
why BP Microsystems is commiled to bringing our
customers lhe highest quality programmers at an
affordable price. This commitment is evident in our
EP-1140 E/EPROM programmersupporlingthousands
of 24·, 28, 32· and 40 pin devices. A32-pin model,
EP-1132, is available also for$695. And. all of our
programmers include fulure chip support at no charge
and an uncondilional money back guarantee.

(713) 461-9430

~TALL

DESCRIPTION
25BK4
1024:ir.8
450ns
1024xB
45 0ns
204Bx8

j~~!!~~=~

· Le\ Powllf1ine lranslo'nn your PCfXT/AT/'386
lnlO a mul 1~lne vC>it:@rocessing command.4
~ center. Have you~mpulor Intelligently
~
process you1 sales. inqui ries and mes·

TREE SYSTEMS
2585 E. Bayshore Rd. • Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-1980 •FAX (415) 493-7639

EPROMS
STOCKI PINS
1702
24
2708
24

.t-'..>

,

J Laser 5 ••• $399

11NFRA-REDI

m .oo

..!

~ _.1V</ICE MAW~TELEMARKETING
UI" ' CALL PROCESSING

$39. 99

• QUALITY COMPONENTS ... LOW PRICES SINCE 1983 •

LIST PAIGE:

.

Dual Channel Synchronous
Controller (Z8SC30)
• Runs SOOK BAUD
• Full Duplex DMA
• HDLC LapB software option

•• C~ MocUEs. Inc.
2348C Walsh A"·e.

Sant.a Clara, CA 95051
Tel: (408) 496-1881
Fax: (408) 496-t886

IBM PC AT is a trademark of IBM Inc

Circle 68 on Reader Service Card

Infra-Red
Remote Control
OCTACOMM®/IR
Change TV channels from your PC. Control
DOS programs from a hand-held remote.
Use a PC to send and receive the infra-red sig
nals used by hand-held remote controllers like
those used with TVs, VCRs and other devices.

Maintainsadatahase of!R signals learned/mm
your own hand-held remote controller. Hard
ware altaches to lhe serial port of the IBM-PC.
Software for DOS 2.0 and greater.

Price: $395.00
Houston Computer Services, Inc.

(216) 234-6387

~ FAX: (216) 234-2233
The SCSI Professionals

6801 ENGLE ROAD, CLEVELAND, OH 44130

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card

11331 Richmond Ave nue I Suite 101 / Hous1on, Tcxu 77082

(713)493-9900
MIC - Visa- Discover-AmEx- COD
OCTACOMM is 3. registered tr:idcmark
of Houslon Compulc-r Services, Inc.

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

There's A Better Way To Add
Data Acquisition and Control
To Your Computer
A Sampling ofProducts from Our
Summer 1990 Catalog
Call 1-800-221-0916 for Yours
Relay Card: 8 rnlVid.Jafy oontroled irrlJ.stial relays. 3A
at120VAC.SPST.
RE-140:$142
High-Speed 12-0it AID conve1er: 8 emrnelyfast
(10µs) arialog inpu1s. 0-SV, on board aflll. FA-154: $179
8BilAtoD :8Analog i~. 0-5.1V. 20mVsteps. 7500
readrgslsec.
AD-142: $142
12 Bil A to D: Range: ±4V. Ql.OOaJd aflll· 1mV
resolution. O:nlecsion time 130ms. 1channel;expn:t
wi1hRE-156orMX-155
AN-146:$153
Temperature Sensor: Range 0-200"F. 10mVt'. 2"
ResolutionwithAD-142.
TS-111:$12

Digital Input: 8 ~eel i~.
f)'BSeflCe or switch dosures.

What is the A·Bus?
The A-Bus is a system for connecting
devices to your computer. All A·Bus
devices work together: no matter what
computer you have. With the A·Bus, you
can perform a myriad of functions:
Sensing. Detecting or reading a switch
closure or voltage presence.
Measuring. Determining a force, fre
quency, temperature, weight, or any other
quantity. These are converted to voltages
which are then measured by A·Bus cards.

Why should you choose
the A·Bus?
It's affordable. From the $65 Digital
Input Card to the $299 Smart Stepper
Controller, you get much more than your
money's worth.

ariaJog inpu1s or time schedules. Logging. Runs in
tad<goord.
OS.100:$129

Reed Relay Card: 8 reed relays (20mA at 60VDC, SPST).
RE-1!!6: $11S

DigitalOulputDriwr: 8outputs:250mAat12V. For
relays, solenoids, stewer motors, larrps.
ST-143:$78

It's reliable. Built to commercial stan
dards using prime components.

Clock with AlaJTTI: Pcmerful docWC3lerd3'. Battery

Governing. Control the level or position
of a device. Move objects, drive motors.

It's built in America. Local manufacture
means quality on-time support.

In simple terms: A-Bus cards are data

It's proven. Thousands of applications
installed around the world, on sea, in the
air, and on land.

~ALPHA ffeJif©@J[ll]©il~
Call (203) 656-1806 or Fax 203 656 0756

UK Distributor: Pinna Electronics, Scotland .... ....... ........ .......... Tel: (0294) 605296
Asia: Batarn Development Agency, Singapore ... ... .. .... ..... .... ..T el: 473-451 8
Sca ndinavia : A/S Con-lrade, Norway ....... ..... ............... .. .... ........ .Tel: (04) 4 1 83 5 1

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card

Odin Software: PC oomixIDble. Control relays from

:;vvithes. (8255A)

It's versatile. You mix and match low
cost boards to fit your project.

242-B West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820 USA

latched Digital Input: 8 cptoisolated i~. Each i-p.Jt
ndividJaly latched to catch switch cloot.res and alarm
~IJ.157:$85
Smart Quad Stepper Controller: On txJa'd rnOq:IDFs
sor controls four imtors simullaneously.Uses sirtl)le
oommardslike''WOVEARM 10.2 (INCHES) LEFT". Set
position, ramping, speed, units.... Many i~ for limit
~etc. Stewer motors avaiatie.
SC149:$299

Ws simple. Easy connection to your
computer and simple wiring with screw
terminals. Designed to be easy to inte
grate in software.

Switching. Open or close a circuit.
Switch any type of electrical device.

acquisition and control building blocks
which can be assembled into any system.

Read vdtage
H-141: $65

Fax: (0294) 68286
Fax: 479-6496
Fax: (04) 41 94 72

DIA converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/AC0'1Verterwi1h ou1p.Jt
arrpifiers.
DA-147:$149

24 line TTL VO: Connect24signals, ffi O/SV IENe!s or
00.148:$72
32 Channel l'v\Jltiplexer: SWitr:tles up to 32 channels to a
single oorrm:in.
MX-155: $83
~-

Q.-144:~

Touch Tone Decoder: ~tones to urlq.Je values.
PH-145:$87
A·Bus Prctltyping card:

PR-152:$16

Counter Timer: Three 16 bit oounters1irners. Gou nt
p.ilses, rreasurefitqueocy

CT-150:$132

Cobra Robot Ann: 5 axis robot Conneds to prini:lr port.
Excelent resolution and repeatanlity.
SX-1SKl:$548

M:JthertxJatd: Hold; ~to 5 A·Buscards. 11.13-120:$100
A-Bus~:
IBMPC!Xf/AT&~.

AR-133:$69
11.taoCtwtnel Adapler:
AR-170: $93
Parallel Adapters also a~ for~ II, Comrno00re
64,128, rns.ao
Serial~: ConnectA·BussystemstoanyR&232
port.
SA-129:$149
Serial Processor: Built in BASIC for off~ine monitoring,
logging,decision making.
SP-127: $100

SEPTEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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CALL 800-654·7762 ·WITH YOUR BEST ·

PRICE AND WE'LL BEAT IT*!!
"We guarantee lowest pricing on Seagate, Everex, Panasonic, DTK Systems, Samsung, all memory expansions,
and many more name brandproducts. Also, NEVADA COMPUTER specializes in over stock, discontinued, excess,
liquidation, bankrupt, etc. INVENTORIES, of which we purchase large quantities under dealer cost and offer
to you at a fraction of everybody elses pricing. Savings up to 90% offl All new with at least 90 day warranties.''

ffm,~
Descrlpllon
1MB Add·On Module
1MB Add·on Module
4MB Add-on Module
4MB Add-on Module
1MB Memory Exp Bd
1MB Memory Exp. Bd
4MB Memory Exp. Bd
4MB Memory Exp. Bd
1MB Memory Exp. Bd
4MB Memory Exp. Bd
1MB Upgrade Bd
4MB Upgrade Bd

Your
Equiv. Compaq
For
Parl N
Model N
low Price
17900
113131-001 3B6/20/25/20e/286E
1a9ao
113646-001
Deskpro 386S
113132·001 38612fV25/ZOE/286E
359"
112534-001
Deskpro 386S
499110
29900
113644-001
Deskpro 386/20e
113633·001
Deskpro 386S
309"
113645-001
Deskpro 386/20e
79900
79900
113634-001
Deskpro 386S
117428-001
286E
469"
117429-001
286E
1299"
39900
110235·001
SlT/286
129900
108070-001
386/16

§]F§~~!mm~lJ~!ffiffJ
4Meg
339''
1Meg
13400
H' llP 104900
All memOI)'

2Meg
18900
HP LASER JET 11
149900 HP 111
179900
~oards oip1nd1ble lo 4 Mea. $poclly M.ocblne

tlli±:l±tt!M~~
. .EMSJ_ _4....0,_D~S/2-'. '-"'"'
RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to 3 Meg. (E..__
aack-""'
up-''-'base

SBll

56

.

ggoo

RAM BODO Up to 8MG capacity/support to base extended or expanded
memory in any combination. Fully compatible wilh Lotus, Intel.
Microsoll. EMS 4.0, EFMS. Supporls Mullilasking and OMA Mull>Tasking
in hardware software conligurable (no dip switches to set). Full 16MG

10MH1 or ltss
16 811

6Mlt.!
BMHl
llO'ZB/.10 IOWI!
eocm-12 talllOI>

aaoo

118"

mM

14900
18900

218"
2711"

80387-25 25MHz
80387-33 33MHz

309"
35900
45900
559 00

80387-SX

2!19"

SOW·Xl

228"

M"l 386/16 or 3B6 C
Specily Machine Type

rnmmijEfilfrf~~~1j±rn

RAM 10000 Up to 10 MB extended or expanded memory.
~~ro~lh Lot.us: .Intel: Mic~os~tt~ E_Ms 4 .Uses_..

1JgOo

Your
Low Price
69 00
18900
10400
19900
20900
14900
31900
99900
68900

For
Model N
30/286
30/286
70-E61 & 121
70-£61 & 121
70-A21
80-041
80-111 & 311

70180
70/80
1

f

150NS
Description
1''
64 x 1
,oos
64 X 4
\\\OU~\Ot.'f.
2"
1
1"
256 x 1
'~.\\ \-0
256 X 4
()Ii· ()IS.
1 Meg x 1

16 BIT MEMORY BOARD FOR 2B6, 386 AT
DK-8Meg Board • 4.0 LIM Compatible • New 5 Year Warranty
• Conventional. Expanded and Extended Memory
• Supports DDS, OS/2, LIM/EMS & EEMS
• Operates with CPU Speeds to 33 MHz
OK
- 12900
2 Meg - 25900
4 Meg - 3B900
B Meg - 54900

2MG
2MG
4MG
512K
2MG
2MG
4MG
3MG
2MG
2MG
3MG

120NS
1"
2"
1"
B"
5"

100NS
2"
3"
2"

goo

6"

BDNS

70NS

3"
2"
1000
6"

4"
13•5
7"

[Jffifil\1~~[ l~ U1 Qfl

1 M19
~

Equiv. IBMPS2
Parl#
30F 534B
30F 5360
6450603
6450604
6450608
6450375
6450379
6450605
34F 2933

[Il t I rH I~~M iq~1P~ l r i r~ ; ID

2 Meg Workstation 286/386

~~~~~ '. ~'. ~~t~~e _expa_n ~'.D~- - ~~ro wa_it. ~'.ate, u~~ ~M~. . 19900

o

8Mlt.!

B02B7
80287-8

4

~ e ~o~Ra~~ expanded andfor ex!ended memory Uses

SMH1 or les:s

B087
8087-2
80B7-1

32 Bil
80B07-16 16MHz
803B7·20 20MHz

Description
512K Upgrade
2MB Upgrade
1MB Module
2MB Module
2M! Module
1MB Mem. Board
2MB Mem. Board
2MB Exp. BMB
4MB Module

.. 29800

Card Toshiba Portable T1600 . .
Card Toshiba Porlable T3100SX .
Card Toshiba Portable T3100SX .
Card Toshiba Portable T3100e
Card Toshiba Portable T3100e .
Card Toshiba Portable 13200SX
Card Toshiba Portable T3200SX
Card Toshiba Portable 13200
Card Toshiba Portable T5100
Module Toshiba Portable T5200
Module Toshiba Desktop T8500

.29800
.79800
. 14800
. .. . . 29800
298110
.69800
.49800
29800
. 29800
. 34800

LIQUIDATIONS

• 300 DPI • 16 Secs per page • 32 Level Gray Scale
• 1 year warranty • Ready to go Interlace card and cable included

List 1595

Your Price

~

49900

PC Pilnt 8'I Z-Soll 1.65.

1!19'"

OPTIONS: OCR.

WHIU SUPPLIES usr 

• Aulomatic Group Ill Digital Fax • Background operation
• Send text, screen images. scanned pages
• Hayes compatible modem built on • Fax 960017200/4800/2400
• Software • telephone cord • New. factory seated

WITH , YEAR WARRANTY

'- .·

.=- ·D

List

Sttoi Ft•lkl (•"'> ""''"' whll HP) .

QTY LEFT

• 6.5MB per minute • Wangtec 5099EN24 drive
• Wangtec 8 bit Oic60 controller • Software • Menu driven
• OC600 cartridge • Easy installation

List 99900 Your

Price

39900

14
9
109
14

40MB backup no con1ro11er 18900

ll l11 ·

Microsoft File for Mac 2.0
BOMB tor Mac 11 & SE by Everex
Nee Cutsheel Feed for 2000/3500 series
Wlrdstar 5.0

MANUFACJUREO BY ZOOM PC 2400 HC
INlERNAl MODEM
• fully Hay!S Compailb~ • Moni!Of Sp•ll!r with \toluml! Control

•
•
•
•

2400000 Stud bnsml.slon R1te • AOdre..able COM U..3.•
C.mpolil* wrtl1 IBM PC. xr. Al illld Co<n!>•tilll"
Full Duplex Oper.ilbi • Complete ~itb PruCo<11m SoftWJrt
T..i Yw ManufacllJror's l'lir1>nry • Auto Diallltulll 1'11$00.,

Lbl 199"

Yo111 Pike

Z..00 llAllD EXTERNAi. MODEM

IBM DIRECT REPUCElllEllT
1511 WATI XT Comp. • UL Allllt • 11Cl'WI' i\put SMidl • 4 dtivt! 4!1"
200

no• Each

wmmw& AT comp. • UL J\Jltx • 110/22().1 ~Pill IWllch
• 4 drives

. 6!1'•

. Us! 299" Yoor Prico 99"

4900
499"
49"
129"

27
14
175
9

695

14900

SALE PRICE
US Robotics 2400 Modem for PS2
ggoo
Sta"•iriter F-10 40CPS Leiter Quality
39900
PFS Prool or Grapl\
19 00
Bernoulli Box 2 -~1<1!1 SCSI lnlerface 699"

ST1U·O
ST125-I
ST1311-D
ST1J8.1

20rnB 40m= 35"
2<tln6 2am..c l5"
»nil 4°'11RC 3.$"

Sl'lJ8A lllUI

»n8 li5tMte

$72$M
8l'2m·11RUI

6Sm9

srza

Your Price

30118

XT KIT

$299
$319

$339

zarns.c is·

~g

~li5ms.c

$249

4lm8 28miec

sm
sm

$2111

28~

S&29

sm
EY·923

e...eom

12 301Yl200 i>ll• Bue°'" Solr.,.,.

EY·!M1 E>otICom 24 2400 11.>ud lnL Bltcom Solt""" .
EV-945 E<le<nil 2400 Ba"'1
EY·!MZ NIXI PS2 ... _•_. 19!1"

360K 1;, HI. 5V•
.. 5900
.. ,7900
1.2 Meg 5V•
720K 3'h" Drive w/SV~" mounting
.... 6900
1.44 Meg 3Ylo Drive w/51~o mounting.
.. ..... .. 89"
.a900
36()( Tandon TM 100-2 Full HI (The original IBM)
We also cariy Sony, Teac & others. Please Call
ORDERS ONLY

800-654-7762
TECHNICAL I CUSTOMER SERVICE I ORDER STATUS:

702-294·0204

FAX 702-294-1168
l'rlCl!sS11'1}de11oc11111gf
II ""f.lidl ta ltl'; 'WlmllY unl111s statllll otbl!lrwls11.

~1,...,lll........,.nDlll' re•P«ll~Co.'.s.
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2:'1"'

39"'
goo
109"

2:'1"

SE HABLA ESPANOL

Ml SURCHARGE FDR MC/VISA/AE

• WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

TERMS:

• WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS
IN VENTORY-FAX OR CALL
• NO SOFlWARE RETURNS

"APPLIES 10 ADVERrlSED PRICES
IN THIS M/IGAZINE ONLY!

8 Bil WO Controller.FDR H.ARDDRIVES_
.. 59"
16 Bit WO Controller 2:1 .109" 16 Bit Everex HD/Floppy 1.1 .99"
FOR FLOPPYS
Super Floppy Controller 1.2. 360K. 720K & 1.44 Drives
.. 69"
Formerly
Mead
Computer

MC • VISA • COO CASH • NET
Purchase Orders lrom Oualilled Fhms
P1usonal Checks• COO add SS.OD
20o/a Restocking Fee on Returns Within 15 Days
No Refunds Aller 30 Days

1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unil 101
Boulder City, NV 89005

SHIPPING: (min.

8 1 ~)

UPS

Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

Terminal Emulation
TEK 4105/ 4010

.... .. 5.25" 3M Brand Diskeltes .
. 3.50" 3M Brand Diskettes

JC GOLD CARD

3M DAT A' CARTRIDGES

The JCS 486, the New Performance
Leadtr In Pe.-.onal 486 SyslemboJords

DC-2000 ..... _.. . 13.95 DC·600A .:.... _._18.99
DC-3QOXLP ... . 17.39 oc:s1SOXTD .. .. 19.99

"-w

• Intel 80486125(86) CPU

3M COMPUTER TAPES

• SKB Cache int~ in CPU
• llath Copn>eessor inl"!J'ated in CPU
RAii for V-Kleo & Symm BIOS
• Secord Level Cacti.. Memory
expar-dadable to 512KB
• we1-.k 4167 m.meric coproce&SO< rocket
• 30 DAV llONEV BACK GUARANTEE

VT320
• VT320, VT220, VT102 emulation
• File transfer
• 132 column modes
• Colorsupport
·Hot key
• Extensive network support

486 Complete System ...........$3985
lrcble 4IE Memory, 1!!011111 l!SOI HOD,

ESDI Cache Co~i.... 12 or U4MB FOO,
MS DOS, AT VO, 101 Koybo..-d

803U/20 CPU Bd, C&T <hlpset
$ 590
8038&125 CPU Bd, C&T <hlpset
$ 695
8038&125 Ca<he Bd, C&T <hlpset $10!l5
Dealer loqulries wdoome ,..,,
Jemlnl Electronics
(408)727~88
3400 De la Cruz Blvd. Uni T
P'.U:
Sa1la Clara Ca, "5054
(408)727-7687

Circle 153 on Reader Service Canl

•• Diversified Computer Systems, Inc.
3775 lrisAvenue. Suite 18
Boulder. CO 80301(303)447-9251
FAX 303-447-1406

Circle 98 on Reader Service Canl

PC Communications

Coprocessors

C Programmable Controller

3M HIGHLAND DISKETTES .
5.25" DS-00

5 25" OS-HD

3~... ...... ...... 3M Higliland ... .... .. .. 61i!~
6~... ....... 3.5-0" BRANO NAME. ...... 14i!....

•

DS-DD

Quantity Discounts Available

OS- HO

41,~.ox

5.25" BASF Brand Diskeltes

71,~'°'

n,tox . 3.50" BASF Brand Diskeltes . . 13~,t,.
BASF 5.25" OS·DD No-Logo Bulk
•32 ·-- · with sleeves labels &WIP tabs

2400' w/tape seal ... . 10 9S 600' w/tape seal
. 6.%
1200' w/tape seal ... .. 7.95 300' w/tape seal ...... 5.45

~'j

Verbatim DataLifePlus ~
Te/lonlfuformall"1

OS-DD

Ourcommunications coprocessors oflload serial and
parallel communications tasks from PC's used in
dedicated applications. RS232 and RS485 style
communications. Easily programmed using C. A
memory mapped interlace to the host PC allows high
speed data transfer and simple buffer schemes.
From 64k to 512k of memory local to the coprocessor
but accessible from the host PC. Used in many in
dustrial and business systems to dramatically im
prove performance compared to standard PC serial
port implementations.

Z-World Engineering

Z-World Engineering

1340 Covell Blvd .. Davis, CA 95616

(916) 753-3722

Fax: (916) 753-5141

5~,t~,
7!~.,.

DS:-HU

Quantity Discounts Available

._.. .5.25" Datalife Plus Diskeltes .. .. 9~.~ !.
..... .3.50" OalalifeDiskettes.. _.. 14~.~..,

DS-DD

"No-Logo"

DS-HD

.39 ....... ... 525" Color-Bulk . ...• 69
.69.__ ....... .. 3.50" Color-Bulk . .. .. .... .... 109
BULK DISKETTES

1340 Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616

(916) 753-3722

Circle 325 on Reader Service Canl

700-''1"-2400'-C55 .. 12.55
700-''2 "-2400'-Cl43 .. 13.45
DEC-TK-52 .
. 3795
Opl. RewriteDisks .. 169.00

Trademarks: VTf02. VT220- DEC: Tektronix- Tektronics Inc.

Little GianfM
This shirt pocket
sized computer
interfaces di
rectly tothe out
side world. Use
it to control any
thing. Instantly C
programmable
with your PC
and our Dynamic C. ROM and battery backed
RAM to 1024k bytes. 8 Channel, 10112 bit, ND
with conditioning. High voltage/current drivers.
Battery backed time/date clock. Watchdog/power
fai l. 4 serial channels. 24 parallel ports. Timers.
Integral power supply. Terminations for field wir
ing. Expansion connector. Plastic/ metal packag
ing available. OEM versions from $199.00.

777-''2"-2400'-C55 .11.45
777-'/1"-1200'-C55 . .. 8.95
DEC-TK-50 . .
. 25.95
IBM-3480. .
. .. 4.95

Fax: (916) 753-5141

Circle 326 on ReaJer Service Canl

5.25" OS/DD

.25*

BLACKJACK COMPUTER

5.25" OS/HD 3.50" OS/OD

.46*

3.50" OS/HD

.45

.99

' WITH SLEEVE S. LABELS ANO W /P TABS

('~ ~!~K'-!J6 Original Toner Cartridges
Laser jet Series I P/N 92285A .
Laserjet Series II P/N 92295A
Laserjet Series llP P/N 902275A ..

The ultimate card-counting
weapon, operated under complete
concealment within the casinos.
CPU, "magic" shoes, 1/0 switches,
sensors, power supplies, extensive
training and support provided. Win
consistently with the latest genera
tion of the technology every casino
fears the most.
Contact
(714) 865-1191
Circle 40 on Reader Service Canl

Madel 70-E61/0611121
Call
1 MB '603'
Mcx!ej 70-E611121150Zi55sx
2MB '604'
Call
Others
Call

256K, 1M8
4MB,X8,X9

COMPAQ

Modems. FAX Switches

SIMMS/SIPS
Call

OTHERS PRODUCTS
1ll6Ef.lB6.20120El2~RT

1MB
4MB
Others

3
Call
Call
Call

Call

~1AooON

~'IA MERICA
Div. ROHM Corp.

HP LaserJet ll,llD,llP,111
1MB
2MB
4MB

Call
Cati
Call

.. 75.95
. 75.95
. 63.95

BWhalney, Irvine, CA 92718
TEL(714)-855·9537
FAX (714)-855-0727
VISA/MIC
Prices subjeci to change

TEL 1-800-292-7771
Circle lZ on Reader Service Canl

TERMS: No surcharge on VISA, Mastercard or AMEX. Order
packaging and processing =52.95 per order. COD orders add S3 95
PO's accepted from recognized institutions on Net 30 days. UC. TIT
and Bank Ora fl acceptable. Price quoted for case (100 disks or 10
cartridges). For quantities less than 1case add 10%. SHIPPING:
UPS surface $1 .9515 carlridges:S0.95150 diskettes. I Prices subjec1
to change wi thout notice. Errors and omissions not accepted All
warranties are from manufacturers. )

1nforma1 1o n Line

1 ·ouu-;:u:.:i-:rno I

TLX-9102404712

n

1-801-255-0080

FAX-801-572-3327

DISKCOTECH

213 Collage Avenue
P.O . Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091
SEPTEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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Circle 157 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 158)

KNAPCO
MASTER DISTRIBUTORS

IEMERSON

UPSI

YES!!!

KNAPCO

DELIVER
~
EMERSON
POWER!!!

·-

....

- -

-I

I -

~ ·'
I
_,
-· 1
----=
- EMERSON MODELS
I

- ~.

MODB... 10 150Va$177.
MODB... 20 300Va $244.
MODB... 30 500Va $3411.
MODB... 40 800Va $5119.
MODB... 50 1400Va $798.
UPS 600 $798. $499.
UPS1250 $1398. $789.
UPS 1500 $1798. $995.

8031/51
Single Board
Computer

$99
A fast and inexpensive way to implement
an embedded oontroller. 8031/32
processor, 8+ parallel 1/0, up to 2 RS232
serial ports, +5 volt operation. The
development board option allows simple
debuggingof 8031/51 family programs.

H1E

HiTech Equipment Corp
9400 Activity Road
San Diego, CA 92 t 26
(619) 566-1892

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

OCR Software that works with your
scanner... It ls last and accurate... It has all
of the features you could ask for...
SX-OCR Reads Tex t

• ~c~;~?~~ih::l~~:k~itt~c~~r·~~:r~~~~~~ocumc nts, prod ucing
lcucrs lo illuMratcd P'Oduc1 ca1afog.s

SX-OCA Can Learn
• SX-OCR can be taught to read nearly cvcr)1hing lhrough its train·
•

$479.
$1999.
$3799.
1&5999

• SX -t>CR uniquely separates graphics from text in oner.can . and
remembers both.
• SX -OCR can import and export popular image formatr.r.uch as
PCX and TIFF
Syste m Requirements

•PC-AT with &tOK RAM and 2mb available on hard disk· EMS
memory can be used in place of the hard dir.k r.pace to speed up

~~r?~~b)~~~~~hicsmonitor:

•
CGA, EGA , VGA, Hercules, Wyse,
Gcniur.,andothers
•Available on 5 11~· Dir.kettes, 3 1/2" Dir.kener.availablc on request

•Abaton,AST,
~~~~~c~,w~~~~!~i~'. YRt~ht,htf~l~~~~i~C:;,"~~~a~\~~~~~'.
Mitsubishi and others; also will work with any r.ean
1

ncr th:it 'A·ill make a .PCX lilc or a bilc\'cl .TIF l'ilc

Dealer Inquiries
Invired

--

I/I

~~

Circle 88 on Reader Service Card

UNIVERSAL/GANG
PROGRAMMER

Not
Protected

$695.00
includes
One Year
Update
and
Warranty
HUSKY · programs EE/EPROMS . CMOS PLDS ,
and Micr os. It's your besl bel when low cosl
and quality are both important.
From the people who make CUPL and ALLPRO.

~
=

-

$439

:::d

true SINEWAVE or ONLINE

KNAPCO DELIVERS THE BEST PRICES 1!11

SHAPE ©

LINE TAMERS
FERRO POWER CONDITIONER
suR ~E s uprcREsson

~

1,0 VA.
JOO VA.
4~ VA.
600 VA.
800 VA.
1000VA.

R EGUlAT ON }%

4

OuTlns 6 h. CoRd
l~EE STd . 587foR Noise

etail

S16,.
S220.
S28,.
$}}0.
S43,.
SHO.

Dealer
$110.
$16~.

$214.
$247.
$}09.
$}19.

ORDER HOT LINE

800-827-4718
rAID
SERIAL BOX $9.9j
ALL UPS BA TTERIES IN ]
STOCK FOR QUICK SHIP
813 - 449 - 0019
N-22
FAX 81' - 449 - 0101

KNAPCO
QUALITY DISTRIBUTION FOR 45 YEARS

1201 HAMLET A VE.
CLEARWATER FL 34616
494
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LOGICAL
D•v•c••·•NC.

Circle 162on Reader Service Card
(RESELLERS: 163)

1-800-331-7766
Circle 164 on Reader Service Card
(RESELLERS: 165)

Laser Printers Memory Upgrades

QUARTERHORSE

.,,,.•••••••i.!!EJ.......... ......................

High Capacity
Tape Subsystems

u

CALL

MB ...$23 5.00

for Disk Backup, Dale AcqulsHlon, end
Archiving
o n IBM PC/Xf/AT & PS/2
Everything you naad In a single high quality
package: Drive. SCSI Hos t Adopter. Enclosure.
and DSl's Backup Software.

• 150 Mb 1/4' CT.. .. .... .$1.395.
• 320 Mb 1/4' CT.......... S l .495.
• 1.2 Gb 4mm DAT.. .. . $3.195.
• 2.3 Gb Bmm HS.. .. ..... $3.695.
Optional Application Interface Library
(in 'C") available, Full Support.

DATA STRATEGIES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
9020 cop11o1 a! h . Hwy. sun e 570
Aust in. h . 78759
(512l 338·4745 f AXC 512l 34 S.1 328

Circle 8 2 on Reader Service Card

1201 N.W. 65th Place
Fl. Lauderdale, FL 33309
FAX: (305) 974 8531

LOGICAL

Fax : (305) 974-8531
1-800-331-7766

t

~~B .~~~ll~~1:..m5
HP WUD'-====1
[(£::: SCALL)l
4MB .. $l9J

4MB ...$3115

IBM 4019

~

..$225 2MB ..$295 3.5MB ..$395
_I
.MB
...................................
flrt!!!~<lD'..Af'!1.'!!~!:- ~IM_M{$IP

~,

.

l'S/2 ((M•dob"b SCALL

, _MB X 36 - 80ns .....$195. 00

llCJmpA~

'l::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

•

•

~~'.~.~

=• MB X 9 - 80 ns .....
. .. $42500
MB X 9 - 70/811/100 ns ......$Cu ll/S71/$68
; 256K X 9- 70/80/100 ns ......$C.ll/Sl 9/S l8

ii

i
SUN Systems
'!t1.!1.:!~~~~--.82~~;;:!~~
.... . ~ Macrotron Systems, Inc.

[

MSI

I

. .......

Technology Corporation
--._..
....
....... -....

made in U.S.A.

! 11~.= ..:al f EMERSON UPS I

$479
..... .,..

"''"'""II"......,.,"'

JsXJOCR... S395.liiS .

Call for informarion 1-800·759-4001

~Desktop

PA~M/PLD SOFTWARE
Sets The Standard

AccuCard NOW $1119.
11 i=m.,._~

l~~:ddi~gn~i~i~~&°~cas~tomatkall~ avoidr.dirl, boxer., lines, logos
;md graphics while converting text 1magcsto ASCII Jiles

SX-OCR Manai;ies Graph ic s

TRUE ON UNE MODELS
PCET
$798.
AP 1.5KVA $3217.
AP 3KVA $5550
AP 5KVA $9499.

3 1

• ~~~~~Rc~cat" d~ds ~ncs~:~l~~~~~~~lS" tc~t, footnotes and head
sx.ot'~ _will :iutoma1.e the lyping process. from simple business

•

• Tel (415)651- 9115

J40J/ Clipper

Cr. Fr<mo•t, CA. 94538
Fa.r (415) 651· 6922

i~:;::h}1u to cha11xe wlo 11u1ict:.

Circle 166 on Reader Service Card

"Parlez-vous Q-TEL™?"

Oui ... Si. ..ja... now the answer
is Yes wherever you go internationally-thanks to our new Q-TEL International Database.
Q-TEL speaks everyone's language when you're talking about one single source of tele
communications rate, tariff and regulatory information. Domestically, you've already seen
how our Q-TEL Databases (Q-TEL 1000, Q-TEL 5000 Plus, Q-TEL 7000 and Q-TEL 9000)
can define a better bottom line for you. Now watch how the newest Q-TEL database
translates into maximum cost savings for you internationally.
All our Q-TEL products have superior performance packaging, adapting easily to your
applications with the most current and accurate rate, tariff and regulatory information to keep
you updated and on top of industry activity.
So why not parlay our advanced telecommunications capabilities into a unique profit
opportunity for you. Remember, whatever your role in telecommunications-manufacturer,
seller, user of equipment or services-you also get our 20 years of
telecommunications experience, backed by the information network
of McGraw-Hill. Parlez with us today... Call: 1-800-526-5307 ext.: 290

c~ First-Rate hiformation

...

=iiiiiit............·-~-T.-~-T_·_c_o_MP.--~· ~DE~L:L~·;-1· ......;,;, ;;;;;--.....--.....-.........................~

!I

~OW. I.OW PRICES

£SIAllLISliED 1985

CORPORATE &SGllOOI. P:O.S. WELCOMEOIC

VISA MASTERCARD SAME DAY SH IPPING

DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS
IBM PS/2 MODEL 70 & 80

SIMM AND SIPP MODULES

$19 .50
$55.00
$60.00
$63.00

256x 9-10
1MEGxB-10(MAC)
1MEGx9-10
1MEGx9-BO

ORCHID BOARDS
(FOR ALL PS/2'S)
$519.00
NE'll

$345.00

INTEL MATH COPROCESSORS
8087 -1, 2
80287 -6, 8, 10
80387 -16,20,25 ,33
80387-SX

1MEG-SONS
2MEG/70-E61, 121
2MEG/70-A21
2MEG/B0-111, 311
4MEG

$99.00
$199.00
$199.00
$279.00
$875.00

COMPAQ MEMORY

RAMOUEST EXTRA 16/32
2MEG
Nt\\IPRODESIGNERll W/1 MEG

6450603
6450604
6450608
6450379
30F2933

1MEG
2MEG
4MEG

BOCA RESEARCH

714855-0411

$129.00
$349.00

H.P. LASER JET UPGRADES
NEW

NEVJ B0287XL
80287XLT

BOCARAM/AT PLUS
2MEG
4MEG
BOCARAM/AT
512
2MEG
BOCARAM/AT 10 PLUS
2MEG
4MEG

1 MEG ADD-ON MODULE
DESK PRO 386/20, 25
4MEG ADD-ON MODULE
DESKPRO 386/20, 20E, 25

ll&!ID
$104.00
$169.00
$309.00

1 MEG
2MEG
4MEG

l!P&lll
$119.00
$189.00
$329.00

LAPIDPMEMORY
$345.00
$425.00
$189.00
$329.00
$370.00
$470.00

512K FOR TOSHIBA 13100E
2MG FOR TOSHIBA T1600
2MG FOR TOSHIBA 13100E
2MG FOR TOSHIBA 13100SX
2MG FOR TOSHIBA T3200SX
2MG FOR TOSHIBA T5100
2MG FOR TOSHIBA 15200
3MG FOR TOSHIBA 13200

DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS, INC.

FAX 714 855-8504

Distributing Computer Upgrades Worldwide
PRICE SSUBJECTTO CH ANGE

Circle I 06 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 107)
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TM

~
"gives you all the C

SIBEC-11

language routines you
need to write an impres
sive scientific graphing
program ofyour own.
Highly recommended.*"

• Intel 8052AH-llA51C CPU
• PROM pruwa1wm•r
• Now H'C/llirc>.~ 5V.Supp/y only

- PC Magazine

• Enhanccrl mt'mvr>' mappinR ;
S11ppurt.<> 2K-64K cf(•vi<T'.~
ru a tut.ii uf 128K.

sin( y ] * cos(x-y)

Still onl y $228.00 QTY I
Ca ll Now! 1603) 469-3232

DYNAMIC RAMS
4Mx9 sons $365.00
PS2 2M 604 / 608 $175.00
1Mx9 10ons
$62.00
1Mx8 10ons
$58.00
256x4 1oons
$ 6.25
~ 1Mx1 10ons 4-'.ldM•X
41464 120ns
$ 2.75
~ 41256 120ns '4if'Jllil0- f
51258 80ns
$ 3.85
4164 120ns
$ 1.90
• For qu<1nl1ty d.scoun1. h.gh.specd

p;irt~.

• l\IATHJ:Hl!.l!!<ll.!i!lllli

SIPP .

3C87

. Pl ease Call I

""""""

$CALL

80381 ·33 »ntt.l"
10387°25 ~t:
10391.20 rorrtt

SS40 00 2C87·20 ~
$4.JSOQ 2C87·12 t;it:'.tU
Sl!iO OQ 2ce1. ,o 11)-ntt:

S256.00
,22000
s 1e.t co

8GJ.87-t6 lCndW
8038tS)C 1crntt.t

$.305 IX! 8087•1
ll)fte
-Sl6000 • V 20 B/IQmH1

S. 85'15

$1 51500

lnquu<' .1hou1 our PK051 IS051-l!U52 procluo cit•vtfopm<'nl
I.~
t

lnr 1111' lBM l'C/Xl/Al : S595.
nmpih·r: $295

,11)1!

UOS1/1Hli2 UASIC

[IJ Binary Technology. Inc. CllC lffil
M o on ST • PO llo> 07 • Me11 t1 en, NH

03770

Pr ~o

Sno...-utor ~"~"

M a.sio<C;irdN" ~

;iO<l J'(. f'•..::es ~r., ..ubt<!Cltocl'l.:lr>ou
UPSG ro.H1d J SOO."-ir J7 00( l rtJ)

Mlr~mu m Ol<!Cr SIOOO Sno~ 4H.md llnQ

AU. MERCl-W-IOISE IS 1()0'j(, GUAfW'm:EO WfTl-1 PllOMPr DEINEnY

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card

MULTI-SPEED !!!
9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for IBM PC/AT/386
,S. ~ 4 I

1 YEAR WARRANTY

IBM® PC (with source code) $395
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

Macintosh® (no source code) $295
Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

Licensed for personal use only

•IBM/ANSI compatible at aoo•/1600/3200 bpi
• Controller, cables and software included
• Interfaces for PS/2°, Xenix• and DEC'

• scs1•, AT or MCA' Bus 1/0 at 25/50/100 ips.
*OPTIONAL

SHOWN W/OF'TIONAL DUST COVER

AKSystems Inc.
20741 Marilla St.
TEL:818/709 -8100

Chatsworth CA 91311
FAX: 818/407-5889

Circle 13 on Reader Service Card

"its ease of use, high
resolution graphics,
emulation, and price
make it a more attrac
tive purchase than the
other products.*"
- MINI-MICRO Systems
Only $150 until 3/1/90
$195 thereafter
Circle 263 on Reader Service Card

*Full reprints on request

Scoent!loc Endleavar~
508 North Kentucky Street
Kingston, TN 37763 USA
(615) 376-4146 FAX:(615) 376-1571
496
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6809

Single Board Computer

New, Gridless, 100% Autoroutlng
Create schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HiWIRE-Plus® and your IBM
PC. With the new, gridless, multilayer autor
outer (AR) for HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed
circuit layouts is even faster. AR and
HiWIRE-Plus are each $895 and come with
30-day money-back guarantees. Credit
cards welcome.

\\'IN'l'lm

Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

Circle 320 on Reader Service Card

Circle 321 on Reader Selvice Carrl

UllDP h • rwglstered tndemark of AT&T. UNIX WORLD la not aftlliated with AT&T.
•UMirW011£D.. no·rfslc guaran tee: If not satisfied, uncel •nd receive• full refu nd for the balance of JOUr•ub9crlptlon,
A aGr w·Hill publication
_ _.;_;;~~~:£:.:~::.!:i!::i!Jl!S~~

TELEPHONE
PRODUCT CENTER
. . . .111111

BACKLIT NOTEBOOK

$1295
only 61bs $34tmo

POQET $Call
ATARI Portfolio

$379-$15/mo

$

•

$$ •

··IHlfll
l~
F2000
F3000

\.;.::,,.

S550
$699

P~inl.19
Fax pnone 15
Fax phone 20
Fax pnone 23
4MB
Z386SX
2MB

Fax p rione 25
Fax p hone 35
Sl99

R~Miltt~·

LTE 286
IMB/2MB S295/475
DeskPro 286

20/20E/25/286-E
IMB/4MB Sl65/440
OeskPro 386S
1MB/4MB Sl65/495
DeskPro 386/33

1ww•
2MB

S295

512K/2MB S75/225
Mdl70-E61/121
IM B
Sl25
Mdl 70 A -21
2MB
S245
Mdl 80 141
IMB
Sl 99
Mdl80111/211
2MB
S299
4019Loser 1MBS299

lflih/M4Mll
411
l MB/2MB S145/209
HPllP/111
I M8/2MB S145/245

fipi:llI•ll

M'.287-6

s125

80287- 10
80287- 12
80367- 10
aoo87-20
&1387-25
80087-33

Sl95
S204
S269
S295
S389
S455

Fax22 2
Fax 270
Fax 350
Fax450
Fax 630
Fax 705
Fax 850

S419
S629
S749
S929
$865
Sl 149
Sl495
Sl595
Sl845
Sl995
$2479
$3089

g~r.t-·N~IfPortable

KXF 100
KXF120
KXF220
KXF 320
KXF 50
KXF90
KX 110

S585
S749
Sl045
Sl335
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

N·m·!lil:B
UF 170
PDE 120E
PDE 160E
PDE l?OE

S925
S495
S679
S979

!!!!1~111;1;u11
M
39
M 1400 [s°;;ij S528
M 1800 \.,..• S568
Ml850
$698
F25
S769
F37
$849
F40
SI 110
F45
Sl299
Guis l l0/220v S499
Samsung I 010 S399

F0230
F0333
F0510
FO 550
FO 750
F0800
F05200
ux 110
ux 18 1
Audiovox l l0/220v
AF2000
$499

!~}JIY·W
Hayes JT 9600 S459
9600 FAX+ 2400
Modem card S299
Complete
PC 9600
$394
9600 Fax card S184

Mf£t•'·'~®•
2400 ext
9600 int
9600 ext
IBM PS/2 9600

SCall
S395
SCall
SCall

SCANNERS
$665
S2779
$4779
S599

S745
HP Scanjet
Sl385
Oscam 400dpi full pg +
doc feed + OCR
$695
Panasonic 505U
S784

Panasonic 506U
S1075
Panasonic 307U
S989
Complete PC 1,2 pg Sl65
Complete PC full pg
Logilech 5' ScanMan
+OCR
S299
Mars 400ap14 • Hand Scan
+OCR
Sl79
Mais S00.... 5' HondScon

+OCR

$299

Terms: These are pre-paymenl prices discounled 2.9% for cash. Discover. VISNMC/COD are nol considered pre-payment Rgllld<1119 20'f.. VI• accepl Casltas Checks. We check for slolen credil cards. Prices and availability
subject lo change, all sales are final. Defective items repaired, in warranty_ A$5.95 handling charge will be added lo all orders. NO RETURNS. Monthly f,nancing payments are approximations only.

Write COBOL Applications
for DOS, UNIX, VMS, Novell
and BOS with UJli! compiler.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-user
DBMSTools
Screen Builder
Report Writer
Text Editor
Debugger

•
•
•
•
•
•

IEEE 488
Easiest to use,
GUARANTEED!

Multi-platrorm
TransportableObject
Subroutine Library
Utility Toolkit
Terminal-independent
Many more features

Circle 95 on &oder Service Card

@Nashua..

•IBM PC. PS/2. Maci111osh. HP, Sun. DEC
• IEEE dev ice: drivers fur DOS. UNIX,
Lotus 1-2<~. VMS. XENIX & Mar.:intosh
• Menu or icon -dri ven acqui si lion solhv;1rc
• IEEE analyzers. cxpamlcrs. cxlcndcr:-;, hulle rs
• Ana log 1/0. digilal 1/0. RS-232. RS-422. SCS I.
nmdcm & Cc1llrrn1ics co nveners to IEEE 488

Call or write for complete information.
BOS National, Inc.
2607 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, TX 75229
(214) 9S6-7n2

Free Catalog & Demo Disks
(216) 439-4091

llS!

lOtech

~ <5(j":

25971 Cannon Rd. • Cleveland, 0 H44146

Circle 46 on &oder Service Card

Circle 150 on &oder Service Card

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC!XTI AT

8051, 8096, 68HC11, 68008
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

We feature a series of single board
computers for process control
applications. Available as bare
boards or assembled and tested.
Optional EPROM resident System
Monitors and BASIC interpreters are
also available.
ALLEN SYSTEMS
2346 Brandon Road
Columbus, Ohio 43221
614-488-7122

Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250
BPI 9'rrack tape. System can also be used for
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4
megabytes per minute on PCs and com
patibles. Subsystems include 7" or 10"2''
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and
DOS compatible software. For more informa
tion, call us today'

OllRLSTRR._
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311

Telephone: (818) 882-5822

Circle 246 on &oderService Card

SAME DAY SHIPPING
R & R Electronics

PCS 486 WORKSTATION

6050-X, McDonough Drive, Norcross. GA 30093
(404) 368-1777 • Fax (404) 368-9659

FAST!

Prices subject to change without notice

LASER BEAM PRINTER
OUR PRICE IS SO LOW THAT THE
MANUFACTURER WOULD BE VERY
UPSET IF WE WERE TO PUBLISH IT.
SO WE CAN ONLY SAY "THE PRICE
IS LOW & INCLUDES ONE TONER
CARTRIDGE & UPS TWO DAY AIR
DELIVERY"

CALL FOR PRICE

Landmark 155 MHz
Norton SI 101
Power Meter 15.2 MIPS

SIMMs
PS/2, AST etc. Call

1Mx9-70
1Mx9-80
1Mx9-100

$75
$72
$70

256Kx9-80
256Kx9-100
1Mx8-80

$22
$20
$69

Other Cards

Call

$2.50
$2.30
$2.20
$2.10
$2.00

64xl-100
64x4-100
256x4-100
lMxl-80
lMxl-100

$1.90
$3.00
$7.50
$7.25
$7.00

INTEL - llT - CYRIX - WEITEK
8087
8087-2
8087-1
80287-6
80287-8
80287-10

=

$ 88

$115
$165
$135
$185
$210

80287-12
80387-SX
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

800-736-3644

Circle 251 on &oder Service Card

• EIK 1n1ornal/6'11< oir1 cacho
•

D-RAMS
256K-70
256K-80
256K-100
256K-120
256K-150

• Intel 80486 25/33 MHz
prooessor

$275
$288
$315
$355
$445
$548

-VISA

~

Mbytes baste memory

• I 2 Mbyle SV.- lloppy
Opt;ons

• 2S/33 MHz W"'lek <167
CO-pIQCeSSOf

• Up lo 16 Mbytes memory
• Hard disk - 100 Mbytes
lo I GByte
• Removable hard disk
• Non-stop power supply

~FA~
~Rg~si\?~ti
1

= ' - '.e;;;;;;SYSTEMS.

(408) 263-0222

550 Valley Way, Milpitas, CA 95035

Circle 226 on Reader Service Card

Mil'imum Order $?0,00 NO $.lRCliAAGE on VISA I MC
COO orders add $3.50 Shipping charges determined by
items end delivery method required by customer.
( Prices are subject to change without notice l 
• t

-=
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PC-LabCaTd

PC-LabCa.-d

All-in-One
80286-12MHz CPU Card

Compact & Rugged Chassis
for PC-Bus Node Computer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12MHz 80286 microprocessor
Socketed for 80287 math coprocessor
Popular AMI BIOS assures compatibility
Up to 4 Mb flexible memory configuration
Built-in HD/FD interface
Supports 2 serial/I parallel ports
VI.'il CMOS for low power consumption

• i"Jssive backplane with 5 AT slots
• Built-in 65 watt power supply
•Supports one 3.5" or 5.25" floppy drive
•Supports one 3.5" hanl disk
• Built-in 8 ohm speaker and cooling fan
• Dimensions 4.76" x 15.85" x 9.7"
• Low cost and easy·to·use

A1

A

,/JI

For Your Catalog Call Advantech
408-293-6786
~

For Your Catalog Call Advantech
408-293-6786
~
Circle 20 on ll£ader Service Card

• Excellent solution for PC running out of slots
• Bus extender between host PC and expansion unit
• All signals buffered on extended slots
• Supports OMA and wait-state insertion
• Cable assembly for one meter extension

PCXU-205

PCA-6125

Circle 20 on ll£ader Service Card

as lowas$200.00(a $50.00 Savings)

A New Project

ONY Boxes of 10 - 3.5" DD & HD

O!Jr lin• of mo:;:ro Ooss-assemblara are easy 10 u91!1 and lull featured,
including conditional aswnbly and unlimited mclude files.
1

3M Boxes of 10 - 5.25" DD & HD

:o~;~~rJl~9~a~.sb~~i~~PJn dl:~~~;'~f:rsa~ohue~~~n~~~e~~~ifha~
original assembly language source.

DD 360K .....S6,S0/1o, HD 1.2MB....S11.50/eoo

s

Set To Go

~~,~~d::J~~~~~~~Pn~~dthe nexttime yourbosssays 'Getto work.",

s

Qualfly Solullons
Pssudl C.Orp has boon providing quality solutions for microprocessor
problllTI s since 1985.

BROAD RANGE OF SUPPORT
•

~ioreg:

External ...... S129. [ Ca~e: $9.95 Spec. XT/ All

H!tachi6301

6800

~~~hie~~cr~
•

llllll 805 1

"110f0tol

:'Dfd;I

AJlproductsr9Qi.iffM

800·288·8025

Intel 8096

~C,.~ 1~r~

~~61K110 ~e?~196

Ofoomp~.

So What Are You Waiting Fol'? Call us;

PseudoCorp
Profersiri:,~?:b'1c'ff:::'ri~!:/:~'!t:e~ Group

12132 Sherman Way, N. Hollywood CA 91605
CALL OR MAIL
B!!:!~.D

Newport News, VA 23606

(804) 873-1947

Circle 19 on ll£ader Service Card

FAX: (804)873-2154

Circle 234 on Reader Service Card

Real Time
Waveform

POS·EQUIPMENT

Display.
•
•

Printers
Displays
Keyboards
Scanners
Drawers

Applications for
MS-DOS/UNIX

dietrich

SINCE 1928

Zahringer Sta~e 326
D-7800 FREIBURG/Germany
Phone 49-761-54915
FAX 49-761-56881

Circle 8 9 on ll£ade r Service Card

SDLC
HDLC
PAD

•
•

Only CODAS waveform recording systems
offer !rue real lime waveform display.
For IBM AT, PS/2 Micro Channel*, and
compatibles.
Record up lo 16 waveforms lo disk in
real lime al up lo 50,000 samples per
second for instant playback, analysis,
and manipulation.
Includes all necessary hardware and
software forfasl, turnkey startup.
Includes Microsoft C-compalible library
offunction calls for customization.
For a FREE Eva[uation Package, call:
1·800·553·9006. In Ohio, 1·216·434-4284.

DATA Q

INSTRUMENTS. INC.

825 Sweitzer Ave., Akron, OH 44311
•mM. AT. l'S/l. and Micro Channel are trademarks or registered
lradcmarks of IUM Corp. Microsoll C is a trademark or Mitrosof! Corp.

Circle 84.o'ri ll£"rDJ" Service Card

• C source code
•ROM-able
• Full porting provided
• No OS required

.

Currently we support the following microprocessor families (with
more rn developmenl):

ZOOM 4800Bd Sendf'AX/Modem Internal... $U9.

A.;;E!f!CAt. Sfft:!!!P

X.25
QLLC
ADCCP

Our

No Source!

!Min. 2 each)
• Dc-2000... 15.95 e Dc-2120... 24.95
e DC-2080 ... 20.95 e DC-GOOA ... 20.95
e DC-6150 ... 22.95 e DC 6250 ... 28.95
- CAU FOR LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

.A

fi I

Tel: 408-293·6786 Fax: 408-293-4697
International: Taipei, Taiwan
Advantech
Tel:886-2-9181567 Fa x:886-2-9184566 ~

Get It To Market-FAST

~,;:Jmi~~ :~ te~le~~:~~~~~ ~~h~l:e ~~~~rJ:~~e~~~~~·

DD lMB ... S8.95/e.. HD 2MB .... S16.96/Boo

3M DATA CARTRIDGES

Advantech
USA & Canada: San jose,CA

Circle 20 on ll£aderService Card

Cross-Assemblers., row .. sso oo
Simulators .. row .. s100.oo
Cross-Disassemblers .. row .. s100.oo
Developer Packages
(CHOOSE FROM-Blue, Orange, Green, Red,
\l!llow, Gray, White, & Black-OS/OD, BOOK)

PC Bus Extension Kit
for XTs & ATs
PCX-795

GCOM, Inc.
41 E. University
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 352-4266
Specialists in Computer Communications
FAX 217-352-2215

Circle 124 on ll£ader Service Card

Advertise your
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
For more information
call Mark Stone at
603-924-6830

11\ITE
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Circle 49 on ll£ader Service Card

14

_SB._. T55

Since 1976...Low Prices,
Full Service. Satisfaction or
Your Money Back!

JADE COMPUT§§‘
PRO-286
12 MHz

J'E5€Ec"6Tvril7'F€ii
F
._.. Ultra 486 1

:

$8898

‘lg! 7 1"‘

V -_
: 1

G1
H-2?‘.
‘.:'*'*'-'"'- '

Y

ark/113-4

Monitor Optional
. Tnie ZS MHz. 80486 CPU

12 MHz or 20 MHz'
Zero wait state
1 Megabyte of HAM
12 M8 or E44 M8 drive
Hard/floppy controller
Six l6Bit 8 Two 8Bit
expansion slots
- I02 key enhanced keyboard

V
-

W5

g’U'ﬁ;\ Mqtermﬂﬂa M

1 MB 0132 BIT RAM

. Full Size Pl'U1E5SlOl'1Bl Case

Upands to 8* B M3
Built-in High Speed C8109
100% Novell 8i IBM
Compatible

. 200 Watt Power SulJD|Y
Built-in Clot k/Cal E ndarg
. Assembled Bi Tested in USA i

. 101 Key Enhanced Keyppeid

1 2 MB 5i/,- Qisk Drive

H

0 "'1!

Disk/Dual rioppy Up“ ¢°""°

Monitor & Hard Drive 0pti0r15
BO MB
System

soo MB

\

. Norton Sl 13 7/203 ti

20 MHZ

51798
51998
—FIRE BREATHING 386-

|

_
" '
'
. L(;i1d\|TiaaarrkVi§r§'?t€ ‘

I

M°9abY¢9 I

System

. 80386 p|'0CEl550l’ running at
- Full size case
_
16 MHz (SX). 20 MHz. 25 MHz - One 32-BIL Five l6l3it
Two 8-Bit slots
or 33 MHZ
1 MB RAM expands to 4 M8 - 102 K9] enhanced Keyboard
. 200 W att [)0 W8'5Up|J1 Y
. 384K Shadow RAM _
. Clock/Calendar
.12
. MB or 144 MB Drive
- Norton S.|.18/Z!/316/31.6
1:1 interleave Hard Disl</
. Landmark 21/25.5/32.6/435
- 80387 Socket

Megabyte

Panasonic
..5169
..5238
..5Z89
..5428

1

5* “_‘-'3__-_,
17*}

r . ;I;=

EPL-6000 laser Printer.. .Call

80287-12
80387-SX
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

.5278
.5318
.5348
.5388
.5488
.5598

zcav-8 .....5l98
2C87—iO ....$2z8

2C87~12 ....$2e8
zcav-20 ..._$328

Card $ 1 4

P PACKARD

New LaserJet llP . . . . . . . . . . . ..5998
H.P. LaserJet ill . . . . . . . . . .. 51698
H.P. DeskJet Plus . . . . . . . . . . . .5698
H.P. Deskwriter/For Mac . . . . . .5848
Extra Toner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .598
Extra Ink Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . ..519
Trlppllte Battery Back-up

_

38yo-J..O3%
HEWLETT

$~=°°5§‘§,'§S
Q0‘

PACKARD

,

5

Pacific Page P0566191 U "P/"I ' ' ' '

Paciﬁc Page Posrseipt l-1 " »-Mr; -~ ' - 3278
pop 25in i (172 F°"‘$1 ‘-1 "H ""3398
PDP Z5 i" ‘-MZFOMS) U l/ll‘/ll-11‘-P248

750 Watt UPS ..... . . . . . ..5498
1200 Watt UPS . . . . . . . . . . . . .5698
3‘/2" Disk Drives
720K lntemal/extemal . . . . 578/178
1.44 MB lntemal/extemal .588/5188
Trlppllte Line Stabilizer
600 Watt Line Conditioner .. . . .598
1200 Watt Une Conditioner . . .5158
1800 Watt Une Conditioner . ..5188

P°P
4 MB Memory Card ior l_J ll/l|D

1?/|:A1\é)U[RAM.-5-igg 2MB.........529B
AME‘
1498
.

Only

Newl Memory Card for Ll llP/lll $298
_1__s14B 2MB....._...r

‘{V'$"_’5'Ff'5'_A_§19g 4ME.........*548

|

Megabyte

| Megabyte

s

4_01 i $88

$998Complete
I $1898
|$1s98
VGA System
51358151698 |$‘l898

pm 29 MHZ 1“ 1395

For 25 MHz Cache add ‘B98

pm 15 M", ,¢¢ -495

For as Mm Cache add -1198

2 B

Trackballs
Logitech Trackman Serial . .
Logitech Trackman BUS
MicioSpeed PC Trac Serial. i

|n-tern a] Mgdem

8 i-iiiﬁgi

Monitor

450 Watt UPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5398

\

3'3 'i_

Monitor 8 Hard Drive Options (16 MHz SX)
40
80
Floppy

Complete Monographics System

mmsm oos

8087 . . . . . .588
8087-2 . ..5118
8087-1 .. .5158
80287. . . .5128
80287-8 ..5198
80287-10 .5228
80287 XL .5228

VGA Package

[A] HEWLETT

|

‘I-‘or 20 MHZ System Add ‘Z98

IT!‘ Co-Processors

I

I ‘ F|olJOVDiskC0ntroller

51 098 I 51398] 51698 I

$4493 $4898 $6998 intel°

25 MHZ

' 5251MHzZ98
5‘l
398
Cache 33 MHz Cache

Complete VGA System

~1 $41981
$4298 l$o898
Complete VGA System
KX-1180
KX-1191
KX—1124
KX-1624

I

$798 | $1098 I $1398 I

*

Complete Monographics 5Y5t°m

LX-810 ...5178
FX-850 . . . .Call
FX~105O ...Call
LQ-510 . . .5289
LQ-850 .. . .Call
LQ-950 ... .Call
LQ-1010 ...Call
LQ-1050 ...C'a1|
LQ-2550 . . . Call

- 200 watt power supply
- B0287 socket
. Clock/Calendar

Monitor Optional

Complete Monographics System

Weitek 3167 FPP Socket

EPSON'

l’__

5
"is
—o

4 Buy
9, ‘Q
00uuG‘

16MHz(SX)

=:---~ $898

|

Monitor & Hard Drive Options (12 MHz)
40
30
Floppy

. one Vear warranfy

' Fast
' 1:1 interleave Dual Hard “H

40 MB
system

I

Super-386

|.
40
cu‘,
est?'5
=

—2B6 POWER HOUSE—
-80286 processor
running at

Twice The speed _
mu.

Monitor Optional

1711

Double The Power. J

U

JADE COMPUTER

W/Software

MicroSpeed PC:Trac BUS ..

1200 internal w/software . . . . . .544
1200 baud external . . . . . . . . . . .588
2400 baud extemal
.....5128

2400 PS/Zintemal ........ .998

Roland Plotters
DXY-1 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5798
All Roland Models Available

JADE COMPUTER
Technicon 5102

Printer $1 Z8
120 CPS. 9 PIN Printer
- Near Letter Quality Printing . Four Pnnt Styles
- EPSON/IBM Compatible
. One Year Warranty
A lntemational Character Set

Tape Back-up
40 MB lntemal . .
150 M8 Internal .
250 MB internal .
For Extemal Add .

. . . . . . . . . . . .5268
. . . . . . . . . . . .5628
. . . . . . . . . . . .5728
. . . . . . . . . . . . 5128

Mlcmspeed Fasﬂrap 5983]
M"3F°5P@@d FBSITFBP BU5 -

.$98
$108
.$8e
.$9e
5108
5118

Panasonic
voA
Pa.'iaSync Monitor
1024 x 768
14" .28 Dot Pitch
Logltech
LogiMouse Hi-Rez. Bus . . ..
LogiMouse Hi-Rez Serial .. .

.588
.598

Microsoft BUS Mouse
ZOO DP!
w/Dr'ivers Software

s

48

Scanner
Diamond Flower HS-3000 Plus .5198
. 588
OCR Software for HS-3000
Keyboard
102 enhanced click
.568
Keyboard Drawer . . . . . . . . . . . .. .534

No Surcharge
for Credit Cards!

@

Qii
;D

@

Callfomla
Torrance. Costa Mesa. Woodland Hills
Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale
Texas
Georgia Arizona
Addison. Houston Smyrna Phoenix

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046. Hawthorne. Califomla 90251-5046 213-973-7707

mu

Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-55()()

G
M_ ri E rs O 1 '.>-UH"

Not an emsin stock at Qur nine reqaii iocatit-,n5_
Circle 152 on Reader Service Cani

inside California 1-800-Z62-1710

10 Day Money Back Guarantee ii
We accept checks. credit cards (or purchase orders from qualiﬁed ﬁrms and institutions.) No
surcharge m credit card orders. CA.. TX. GA._& AZ. residents add salesttax. Prices and availability
subject to change without notice. 54.00 minimum shipping and handling charge.
SEPTEMBER 1990 - B Y T E
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FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
ON ALL SPREE SYSTEMS

PLEASE CALL ON
SPECIAL CONFIGURATION

286-12 MHZ

"

386-20 MHZ

80286 12 MHZ AT
1 MEG MEMORY
1.2 01' 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE
40 MEG HARD DISK

80386 20 MHZ AT
1 MEG MEMORY
1.2 or 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE
40 MEG HARD DISK
101 KEYBOARD W/TRACKBALL
VGA MONITOR 8: CARD w/256K
TWO SERIAL PORTS
ONE PARALLEL PORT

101 KEYBOARD w/TRACKBALL
VGA MONITOR at CARD w/256K
TWO SERIAL PORTS
ONE PARALLEL

25 .1205 'l‘§iI‘l1' $1899

$1499
-.-.;.;.~. :I)))x':':':‘:'I':"'14?P:'P§‘:‘§‘:\:'§)P?2:’:/.K4:'§;\:')?I‘:‘9\14:';\:'53?PPM‘!'39)?P)PY:§':';(\:':'Il§;‘:':¢E:'

I
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— All Seagates Available CALL FOR PRICING >

<55? Seagate
ST225
ST125
ST13B
ST251-1

65MS
2BMS
28MS
2BMS
ST1 51
24MS
ST4096
2BMS
RLL DRIVES
ST225Fl 7OMS
ST238Fl 65MS
ST138F1 28MS
ST250R 7OMS
ST157Fl 28MS
ST277F1 28MS
SCSI DRI VES
ST138N 28MS
ST157N 28MS
ST177N 24MS
ST1096N 24MS

DTK

EMERSON

BAREBONE AT (10 MHZ)
CASE I MB 9 PS
$299

CARD & MONITOR
$109

$3 29.

(Unbelievable)

9

$439.

DELTAGOLD XT

EMERSQN

s12i< - 1 0I2[IIII2H~ZI)/O CARD
KEYBOARD - MS oos - BASIC
$449

VGA
$399
mi

Driv80nl/

XTKR

21 MEG
21 MEG
32MEG
42MEG
42MEG
80MEG

$199.
$229.
$279.
$329.
$379.
$559.

$239.
$279

21 MEG
32MEG
32MEG
42MEG
49MEG
64MEG

$189.
$219.
$259.
$279.

$239.
$259.
$309.
$339.
$419
$439.

32MEG
48MEG
60MEG
83MEG

$369.
$379.

$349.

$439.
$559.
$799.

$389.
$609.

MONOCHROME MONITOR & CARD
'

SONIC 11149/"1.

$399
$489

REPLACEMENT

HA\/ES

POWER SUPPLY

COMPATIBLE

53% wgg gig

1200 INTERNAL $39
2400 INTERNAL $19

$609

$349.

BA

T I000 SE
T I200 FB
T I200 HB
T 1600 20 MEG
T 1600 40 MEG
T 3100 E 40 MEG
T 3100 SX
T 3200 1.44 20 MEG
T 3200 SX
T 5100
T 5100 100 MEG
T 5200 40 MEG
T 5200 100 MEG

MONITOIWCARD

$ 599
$1100
$1319
$1799
$2999
$3359
$2819
$3550
$3299
$3779
$3899
$4499
$4619
$4979

ACCESSORIES
AC ADAPTER T-100/1100+
2400 B MODEMS
CARRY CASE FABRIC
UNIV. 9 VOLT ADAPTER

4100
199.00
39.99
CALL
199.00
79.00
279.00
79.00

BATIHIY RECI-IARGER

CALL
CALL
CALL

UPGRADE 132 MEG
BATTERY CHARGER
LOW CAP BATTERY PACK
FABRIC CARRY CASE
2 MB INT. MEM. BRD.

279.00
69.00
89.00
199.00
699.00

99.00
1079.00
LEATHER CARRY CASE
FABRIC CARRY CASE

LEATHER CARRY CASE

LAPLINK 6: Ail. LAPTOPS

299.00
99.00
699.00
49.00
179.00
539.00
99.00
299.00

99.00
99.00
CALL

HP DESK IET PLUS
HP II P (‘B E-'§§i<“§i=I5
HP II
[ID 'S§§'1<"§§i§
HP II D [4/3 §§I=”K“§§$
HP III
[1/H L‘E.‘=".<‘E.I§

$ 699
$ 979
$1565
$2750
$1775

MEMORY & ACC.
HP ll 81
1 MB
2MB
4 MB
TONER
HP ll
1 MB
2 MB
TONER

ll D
$249
$359
$599
s 79
P
$250
$359
s 59

PACIFIC DATA
FONTS
POSTSCRIPTS
$479
SPREADSHEET $110
25 IN ONE
$265
PLOTTER
$249
HEADLINE
$749

-AlLRl'.i£¢‘$§ '
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Circle 283 on Reader Service Card

Circle 51 on Reader Service Card

How to Protect
Your Computer

LOW COST
INTERFACE
CARDS FOR
PCIXTIAT

386SX SYSTEM SPECIAL
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 386SX Mic roprocessor
1MB RAM Expandable to SMB
20MB Seagate Hard Drive
1.2M8or 1.44MB Floppy Drive
1: 1 Hard & Floppy Controller
• 101 Key Exlended Keyboard
• Monochrome Monitor &
Adapter w /Printer Porl
• Choice of Slimline, Desktop or
Mini Tower($20 Exira) C ase
• One Year Warranty

$1,095
Same Config uration
as above with

266·12
366-20
366·25
366·33

And Make It Last Longer

Options
VGA Color
Add $395

$695
$1495
$1695
$1995

40MB HD
BOMB HD

Add $120
Add $350
Second Floppy Add $89
All other upgrades CALL

MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL

FREE money-making literature. What you need
to know ahout UPS - uninterruptihlc power
systems. How to get complete prolCL'tion from
power line prohlcms. 500 VA to 18 KVA models
from the world's largest manufacturer of
single-phase UPS.

80286-12
80386-SX
80386-20
80386-25
80386-33
Special tt

Best Power Technology, Inc.

0 Wait . Exp to 4MB, AMI BIOS. OK $129
Shadow RAM, Exp to 8MB, OK
$319
Norton Si=22.5, AMI BIOS. OK
$629
0 Wait, AMI BIOS, Exp to 8MB, OK $899
64K Cache. 0 Wait, AMI BIOS, OK $ 11 99
80486-25 128K Cache, 0 Watt
CALL

RS-4851422 Card [PC485]
•
•
•
•
•
•

[Dual-Port RS-4851422[PCL743]

Toll-Free (800) 356-5794, ext. 3869

3 W. Columbia Ave.
Palisades Park, NJ 07650

(608) 565-7200, ex t. 3869

(201) 941 - 1961

Circle 36 on R£atler Service Card

IEEE-488 Card [PC488A]

$145

C]
zer

$445

IEEE- 488 Card [PC4

IWith Built-In Bus Anal

Circle 31 on R£ader Service Card

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS

llif MAAYMAC®

• Software Suppon for BASICA. QuickBASIC andGWBASIC.
• Additional libra1ies for C. Pascal, FORTRAN.Assembly available - 550 (all)
Full rangeofTalkcr, ljstener, Conuoller. SeriaUParallel Poll. SRQ,clc...
• Powerrul menu-driven BUS ANALYZER can he run in the background while
4 programs or commands arc elliccutcd; Features Program Slepping, Bruk
poinls, Real Time Bus Da1a Caplure (4K buffer), lns1an1 Screen Toggling.
• Complele Contl"Ollu I T a\ku I Listener capability. Based on NEC-72 JO •
• Memo1y-rcsident Printer Port Emulalion U1ili1y included(LPTt-3).
• Compalible wilh Ni's CPIB·PCll. TMS-9914 based card - $345.

jDIGITALl/O Card [PCL720]

of discounting
Tandy® computers,
Fax and Radio
Shack® products
MODEL
HRT 256-4 256 x 256 x 4
495
HRT 256-B 256 x 256 x B
795
HRT 512-B
512 x 512 x B
995
HP,T 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995
- IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE
- OIGITALl2E IN REAL TIME
- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN
- 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HRT 256-4
16 level gray scale out
- SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR
RETURN OLD BOARD ANO JUST PAY DIFFERENCE

PHONE 416·497-6493

$175 1

• Two independent channels I UAR Ts: 2 or4 wire oper::ition. Malli. Baud56KB.
• Dipswitch configur::ible asCOMl · 4 (IRQ2-7). On board terminator resistor.

Avantech Solutions, Inc.

PO. Box 280. Nec-cdah. WI 54646

~r?HRT

$951125

Serial Async. Communicalion up to4,000n; l or 4 wires; NSJ6450 UART;
Can be configured as COM l-COM~; Maximum Baud Rate 56KB.
Flexible configuration option~. RTS or OTR con1rol of1r:msmission direc1ion.
Full/11alr duplex opualion. Supports hardware handshaking(RlS.CIS).
Dual drivcrs/rcceivcrs;Jfandles 64 de,·ices;Compatible with mos I comm. srtwr.
High sp«d , ·ersion available (suppons baud ra1es up to 256KB ) - $165

LOW COST
DATA
AQUISITION
& CONTROL
CARDS
FOR PCIXTIAT

Tandy®

11a«11e l1aaek®

$175 1

We will meet or beat...

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

mf MAAYMAC

1Nousrn1Es 1Nc.

22511 Kary Fwy.

Kary (Houston), TX 77450
1-713-392-0747 FAX (713) 574-4567

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES
PO. BOX 76
LEWISTON. N.Y. 14092

[ 12 BIT AID & DIA [PCL711s]

$295 1

Toll Free 800-231-3680

FAX 416-497-1988
I

Circle 136 on R£ader Service Card

Circle 172 on R£ader Service Card

$395

12 BIT AID & DIA [PCL812]

PERFORMANCE LEADER
33 ~~z B.3 MIPS System from

-,.

I·~

o 386-33 MHz 64K Cache
o 4 MB memory SIMMs
o 200 MB HD, 1.2 MB FD
o 101 Keyboard , 25, lP Ports
o

.: ...__-=-~ll

s2, 799

Tower Case

IJ!pgr_ade Yo_ur All Besl Price/Per lormei ]
386-25,33 M Hz Cachll Board s rrom S 599

fro111 $20 IPl:ly "nly) to $469 Unp ~tl'nn """· / pl:•)')
Quality Software I Hardware
- in use worldwide!
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee if not Satisfied
• JUST LIKE HAVING A TAPE RECORDER IN A PC.
• Fastest, easiest Editors with the most features for tho price.

: ~~~c:cirs~~r~~~iH~~~~
~~~~~~~1~~~~a:!~~Brch.
Business:
Slide Shows -Works
Grasp.08.C...
• For

Tcaining.

with

• For Engineering: FlnClion Gen.. Clear Voice Alarms. Storage Scope...
• For Fun: Create Your Own Mac.r.ke Boot-up Sounds. Alter Your Voice...
Ordera:B00-969-4411 by Silicon Shack FAX: 408-374-4412

5120 Campbell Ave. # 112, San Jose, CA 95130 .

Technical: 408-446-4521
Ask for FREE PRODUCr CATALOG orml\1-PC sound products.
Developers: Ask about TurboSound - PC voice sound engine.
• .•• ,..,.....,.,. i;.• .,.~';~';!',:;;';~"::,~.~:~:-..;.~:.!-;:~;';;;;;;',:',,'~;;:;:;:~~

·•m.."'"'

Circle 268 on R£aderService Card

O

64K expa ndable to 256K Cache
33 : Landmark 58.7, MIPS 8.3, SI 45.9
25: Landmark 43.5, MIPS 6.0, SI 31.6
Up to 8 MB SIMM on board

o

8 Slots : 6 16-bit, 1 32-bit, 1 8-bit

o
o

Supports INTEL/WEITEK Coprocessors
TWO Year Warranty

o

~:::CENT
hr~ehnolog)·

lnr.

~
~

•
•
•
•
•

~~n2s"'~~c~B~?h~~~~~;r~:~~~~s~~~~;~~~~~~:~s~~n1'0\~i~5~~~ :~J.5
0/A converler: 2 channels: 12 bit resolution.: Outpul Range 0-SV.
Digilal J/O: 16 Input/ 160utput channels; All I/Os Til.. compatible.
Coun1er: I channel programmable int erval counter/timer; Uses Intel 8254.
DMA and interrupt capability. Utility software for Basic included.

[FAST 12BIT AIDIA [PCL718]

S795 I

co1wei1e1~ 16 single ended or 8 differential channels; 12 bil resolulion:
Programmable scan ra1e: Built-in Interrupt andDf\.fAcon1rol circuitry.
Conversion speed 60,000 smplsls« (standard), 100,000 smp\s/sec (optional).
• Input ranges: Bipolar ~ lOV, ~s v, ~ 2.SV. ~ IV, ~o.SV; Unipolar 10.S,2.IV.

• AID

: m~i~:t"l~Q~e~~ ~~.n~6 i~~~~ ~~: ~1~:i~~ ~j~~st~~m~~~~

1

1

~sv
P.~i ~led::

coUfl!er~mcr;

• Counhr.16 bit progr. inlerv:il
Uses Intel IQS.t:
• Sonware: Utility soflware for BASIC and OuickBASIC included.
Supported by l.abDAS (Sl95/ 495). ASYST, lABTECH, UnkclScope

[6Channel12 bit DIA [PCL726]

$495 1

ISTEPPER MOTOR CARD

$395 J

• Capable of independent and simultaneous control of up to 3 stepper motors.
• Sp«d: Programmable from 3.3 PPS to 3410 PPS; Built-in acceleration control.
• Ou1pu1 Mode: One clock (Pulse, Direc1ion) or [WO clock (CW, CCW pulses)
:

f1~%~~~i~ti1 ~~~11nc:~~~\~~~o~~~~O=u~,it1~~~~]~~ liming.
MC I VlSA I AJ\.·1EX

Call todayfordatasheets!

Circle 52 on Reader Service Card
B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
750N. PASTORIA AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 USA
TEL: (408)730-5511 FAX: (.i08)730-5521 BBS:(408)730-2JI7

1. 114.

Circle 196 on R£oder Service Card
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33 MHz 80486 Motherboard

80C51

Faster than Everex Step I 81 ALR
15 MIPS! $2,990 0ly1

C 0 O R D INA TED

MOTION CONTROL

BASIC-52 BOARD

Indexer LPI‘ "‘
. Powerful

includes:
' Intel 8OC51FA, new PWM array
v RS422/485, auto RX/TX flow
FGHIIIIBS:

-

Extemal 64K or 256K Write Back Cache
lR05 Design/WeIterSupport
Burst Mode Design forMaxlmum Throughput
Expand up to 16MB
MIPS
Cache
Bk
4B6/25
11.4
6-1K
2599
386/33
8.3
64K
1479
386/25
6.2
6-1K
1229
386/20
4.9
64K
1069
~ We manufacture motherboard and
complete system with FCC/UL Available

4M
2899
1779
1529
1369

Technology Power Enterprise, Inc.
46560 Fremont Blvd #1 1e. Fremont CA 94538
Tel (415) <s2:+<>1o2 FAX (415>o2&<>4<s2
Circle 289 on Reader Service Card

3M DISKS

II
“em "_

Unformatted Formatted

5 1/4" os/oo $ -58 ea

$ -63 ea

5 1/4~ D5/HD $1.01 ea

$1.07 ea

s 1/2" os/op $ -83 ea

$ -90 ea

3 1/2" DS/HD $1.53 ea

$1.62 ea

Smart“ Mouse &
100% Microsoft® Compatible

2-Buttons / Lifetime Warranty
DB9 8. DB25 Connectors (serial version)
Order #MOUSE $29.95
Designed for IBM PCIXT, AT 8 compatibles.

1-800-258-0028

S&H:FOB Grand Rapids. Ml. Ml residents + 4% tax.
Prices smjoct to change. COD + $5.50.
E
Proclllon DIII PfDd\JClI“'|
P
no

P.O. Bow 85 7
Grind “Kidd. MI 49518
51 5-595-2242 FAXZ515-W5-9U47

Circle 224 on Reader Service Card

NEWUNIUUEP0WERFULI
INTRODUCING...

._ -I .~

./ .-/J»

vi

~*$§r
Q
I
'
'
'
¢
'
~

0
~
~
~
'

‘kit OPTIONS iii
Prototyping Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$39US
PC/RS232 (i RS422/485 . . . .$44US

Prgmr 27Cxxx, 87051/xx . . . . . . . .$15QUS

BINARY DATA ACQUISITION CORP.

1735 Bayly Street, Pickering, Ontario LIW 367
Canada, Phone (416) 420-8029 Fax (416) 831-0510
Cashiers Cheque or Visa
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card

$335.00

TECIT-12.5
$250.00

=
3
s
§§
=a
'

3
g

R
1-‘-5
3K
33

1MB COMP DeskPro sass $225.00
SIMM AST Prem3B6/33Mhz 160.00
80 ns 72.00
1Mx9
snru
SIMII 256Kx9 100 ns 23.00
7.15
80 ns
1Mx1
1Mbh
41255 256KX1 60 ns 4.10
41256 256Kx1 80 ns 3.10
41255 256KX1 100 ns 2.15
41255 256Kxi 120 ns 1.95
2.45
64Kx4 100 ns
44a4
41254 ' 64KX4 100 ns 5.95
EPROM
27C1DDO 128Kx8 200 ns $17.50
27512
64Kx8 200 ns
7.50
27256
32KxB 200 ns
5.75
27128
l6Kx8 250 ns
3.75
STATIC RAM
62256P-10 32Kx8 100 ns 57.50
4.50
6264;‘-12 8Kx8 120 ns

25 as

’

=

Send from within WordPerlect
Automatic inward routing via ‘ITI/CSID
Uses no TSR Memory
Includes facsimile modem & network software
Send FAX messages Irom any workstation
Merge text and graphics
Automatic personalized cover sheets
Can both send and receive
Secure Journal to Users

Get FAX Power Today!
ALL TE F§® 1-800-289-3329
Circle I4 on Reader Service Card

El Accepts ‘plain English" commands from any
language or program that can write to a lilc including
BASIC, C. Pascal, spreadsheet and database macros,
high level laboratory software, and even from DOS
batchfilcsl HPGLconvcrteravailablc.

El Full functions forup to six axes including step,
direction, reduced current, power, limit switches,
home, accclleration, position tracking, line drawingand

more.
U Super Manual covers everything. Easy to read.
Easy to use. Numerous examples.
U Whyjighr with RS-232 and cryptic commandsANDpay
S500 or more per axis?

Inquire about Indexer LPT today!

Ability Systemscm.
I422 Arnold Ave. Roslyn, PA 19001 (215)657-4338

/ '

SAY DCUVDW
INCLIJIXD ON
FEDEX ORDERS
HECUVIO UT
R $1
H35 I Q

,

0067-280207$12(ID307-li.B00$205.
387-16ID00B0357357- 20

8¢e%Q,

alt/35 L-r * 421

Ho minimum man. '~<.r-. --.» [l='l\'.1rO(l\'t
lnml I '»P=i-"2 l‘LIQ'(I “st to -.11»: r_A'~n1r'4.--1.!‘

Circle I84 on Reader Service Card

.7“, /-

I IC TEST (TIL 74/54 8. 40/45 series)
I MEMORY TEST
I HEX T0 BINARY code converter for INTEL 80/86 HEX
MOTOROLA 51/52 HEX and TEKTHONICS HEX
I HIGH SPEED
I -10 PIN test socket WlII'I 40 sets ol software controlled
circuit, 40 sets of programmable
I "GO" KEV 5 “GOOD” —LED permit stand alone machine

operation
I 4 SOCKET ADAPTEFI (OPTION)

— I Year Wa/ranry & 30 Days Money Back Guarantee —

UHDEH TIILL FREE I-B00-633-3449
IN CALIF. (Tel): 408-74811491 (FAX]4Uli'7-108492

CSIJ IVIICQCIUICS
1400 Coleman Ave, #D»13. Santa Clara. CA 95050

Circle 81 an Reader Service Cam

Special Offer
CD-TB10/AT 10 slot TRAM
motherboard. Onboard root
transputer with 1-20 MB
memory, FIFO, C004 and T222.
High speed 16-bit AT bus interface. B008 compatible.
Entry level price . . .US$ 2,700
Size 2 TRAM’s with T800-20
1,040
1,320
2,240
3,590

Cresco Data A/S, 148, Oeresunclsvej
DK-2300 Copenhagen 8., Denmark
Phone +45 31 55 42 70
Fax +45 31 55 01 53
Circle 79 on Reader Service Card

-.

I Microcomputer (B748, 8751. H7051 & Z8 series)

. (918)267-4961

US$
USS
USS
U5$

.

I E(E)Pli0Ms general
NMO5 & CMOS (16k IO 512k. 1M IO 4M BITS]
I BIPOLAR FROMS
I PAL, CMOS PAL, GAL, PEEL, EPLD, I-PL

1v:ir;noP§=0CE§S0F\s u1\1ur.~.trEO. INC

1MB RAM
2MB RAM
4IvIB RAM
8MB RAM

FOFI PC XT/AT/386

‘TL,’__ .,-Q:

(coo, VISA, MC)

Master-Carr: VISA ctr uf-'5 CASH (201.1

CD3IRAM2»1,
CD-TRAM2-2,
CD-TRAM2-4,
CDTRAM2-8,

ururvensnt
PROGRAMMER
s. resren

MODEL: ALL—O3
$

Introduction of new transputer products

.

movement of cameras, positioning stages, valves,
robotics. optis. custom plotters, machine tools, or
other motion or positioning applications.

SAME DAY SHIPPING (usu/t1_1_v1| W

OPEN 6 DAYS, 7:0 m10m= SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT.

In ll

Cl Use IBM type personal computer to control

QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN In! JLILV 29

DYNAMIC RAM

TSCI7

O

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

OUTSIDE ortuu-rout so SALES wt
2MB Upgrade LJ IIP a 111
$183.00

-20

<1

El Software easily converts printer port into multi
ax‘rss tc p motor controller .

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

S

E
A:

‘§

. Economical $199

RS232, auto override select
128K static RAM, battery back up
32K CMOS EPROM, 8K Basic-52
Battery operated & NiCd charge
On board power supply, 300ma
Hitachi LMxx LCD driver port
PC communication software

IC

i

. Easy To Use

$120 to re aira
hard disk allure!

That same $120 could have
paid for breakdown insur- g r‘

4,-

ance on a basic comIr
i ~
puter system for an
__ _ 1
..f-'
entire year. Insurance
.$‘2'aT1r-='-1
"
against hard disk failures
and any other losses. Now SAFEWARE FlX:IT
provides insurance for mechanical breakdown,
(wear and tear) as well as external losses
(theft, fire, power surges, natural disasters
and more). Allin a single policy, for as little
as $100. per year Call free for full information.

. ‘I.l.;.3.Il.!l;82.2;?.if_l?€?.
SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agency Inc.
2929FI\IO I-ggh gérzeet
-<
Ti
Columbus. Oil-l(43202

-:: .=-'::.1-1

Not Available in All States

Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

Complete PC Systems

LOW COST 15-BIT
AID CONVERTER

For Complex Stand-Alone Applications

for IBM'"' PC/XT/AT COMPUTERS
UNUSUAL SPECIFICATIONS:

·Now Available' Systems that are functionally
equivalent to large PC's, in compact packages.
Our systems are based on single board CPU's and
include all hardware, software, and support
needed to run your special applications.
·Run DOS applications without a disk using our
BIOS. Store DOS and user programs in EPROM's.
·Debug Monitor, BIOS for disk capability, utilities,
and source code are available.
• Compatible with PC systems. Run 8088 code and
DOS applications. Use standard PC/ AT cards in
passive backplanes for expansion.
Our CPU cards use V40!V50 micros and drive
PC/AT bus. Options: lmeg RAM, 256K ROM,
5serial ports, SCSI, CMOS, floppy, printer, graphics.
~
CPU Cards $249 (q25)
n-7 - Systems $499 (q1)
W
Customization available
(303)444-7737
" ·- " --~

ff!Jiff)

Years since introduction:

6

Total returns for
non-performance:

O

Failures in field
(including outright abuse):

4

Total service charges
parts and labor:

$0.00
still $265.00

Price:

LAWSON LABS, INC.

m

5700 RA IBE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
800·321·5355 or 406·387·5355

655 Hawthorne Ave. Boulder. CO 60304 FAX (303) 766-9983

Circle 156 on Reader Service Card

Circle 160 on Reatkr Service Card

UNIPRO,

LOGIC,

_

.

.

~

XELTEK

·

the PC/XT/AT/386 based universal program
mer/tester programs PROMs, EPROMs,
EEPROMs up to 4MB and 32-bit wide, PALs,
PLDs, GALs, EPLDs, PEELs, and Micro Con
trollers. JEDEC file compatibility and Test Vec
tor verification allow the use of most popular
PLO compilers. The unit also tests TTL/CMOS
Logic ICs and Dynamic/Static RAMs. 40-pin
Gold ZIF socket, built-in protection
for short circuit and over current,
high speed parallel inter
face to the PC, and menudriven software are included
at $585.

___

XELTEK

_.,

764 San Ale so Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
TEL: (408) 727-6995 •FAX: (408) 727·6996

Circle 323 on Reader Service Card

9-Track Tape
For Your

IBM PC/XT/AT/PS-2"
Read 1600 bpi 9-track
tapes from a micro, mini or
mainframe in EBCDIC or
ASCII as mirror image or
by individual files.
Use the 2000 PC'" for
disk backup, data inter
change or archival storage.
PC/XTIAT/PS-2aretrademarkso! IBM.
2000 PC is a trademark of Digi-Data.
DIGl-DATA CORPORATION

II

the universal PLD programmer supports extensive
library of industry-standard logic types, including
latest EPLOs, PLAs, GALS, FPLs. and PEELS. The
pull-down menu driven software accepts JEOEC
files from most PLO
design softwares. The full
screen editor for Fuse Maps
and Test Vectors is included
at $395. Tango-PLO, the
logic design software
generates JEDEC files by
schematic entry, logic
minimization, logic
simulation. and
design compilation
at $495.
LOGIC and Tango
PLD are bundled
fOJ $J4.5.

0

~~:~u~. ;;6y2~~4~~~~

(301) 498-0200
.... 800-782-6395
•
FAX (301) 498-0771

~® ... First in Value
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764 San Aleso Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
TEL: (408) 727-6995 • FAX (408) 727-6996

Circle 324 on Reader Service Card

WRITE or CALL Ill YOUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE 8 & 8 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG TODAY!
Pages and pages ol photographs
and illustrated. descriptivetext
lor B&B's complete line of RS 232 converters, RS-422 con·
verters, current loop convert
ers. adapters, break -out box 
es. data switches. data split·
ters. short haul modems,
surge protectors, and much.

much more_ Most products meet
FCC Part lSJ. Your RS·232 needs
for quality, service and competitive
prices will be more than met by B&B
ELECTRONICS . Manufacturer to you, no mid
dleman! Money·back guarantee! Same-day
shipment! One-year warranty on products!
Technical support is available.

Write For Your FREE Catalog Today!

8&D !;;.!~~~!!-!!!!!:~

PC BASED UNIVERSAYI
PROGRAMMER $695/895
IDEVICE
• Prngrams Ef.JEPROMs, MICROs, BIPOLARs,PALs, GA Ls, EPLDs, PEELS.
(current libraries support over 900 devices by over JS manufacturers).
• Sonware driven pin drivers. DIA generaled programming voltages (8 bil
DA Cs used to generate voltages from S-2SV with O.JV resolution for all pin.~}.
• Fast device programming I verify I read via dedicated parallel interface.
• Upgradeable for virtually any fulure programmable de vices up lo 40 pins.
• Sclf-subsis1ent operation. No additional modules or plug-in adapters required.
• Includes user friendly MEMORY BUFFER FULL SCREEN EDITOR.
Commands include: Fill, Move, Insert, Delete, Search. Data entry can be done
in ASCllor HEX form. FIJSEMAP EDITOR for Logic devices.
• Friendly Menu-Driven interrace. Device selection by PIN and Manufacturer.
• Supports 8116/32 bit data word formats.
• Programming a!goritl1ms: Normal, Intelligent I & II, Quick Pulse Program·
ming. Automatic selection of fast est algorithm for any given part.
• Verify operation performed al normal & worst case operating voltage.
• Functional test: JEDEC standard functional testing for logic devices.
'rrL Logic func1ional test for 74u./54u. series devices and memrny devices.
Test libra ry can be updated by the user. User definable test pattern generation.
• File formals accepted: JEDEC (rull), JEDEC(kernal), Bina1)', MOS Tech·
nology, Motorola Hex, lnll'I Hex, Tektronix Hex.
• Base price ($695) includes Interface card, cable, Memmy+Micro+ Dipolar
libra1y, Til/CMOSIMEMOR Y device 1esl capability, one year free updates.
• <;:omplete price ($895) includes all of the above plus Logic Device Library.
• library upda1es can be received via floppy or B&C Customer Support BBS.
• Full I year warranty. Cusmmer support via voice line, Fax & dedicated BBS .

UNIVERSAL RS-232
[PROGRAMMER

$345/495 1

• Programs EfJEProms, ZPRams,lnlcl Mieras, Flash EProms,Memory Cards.
•Stand-Alone Mode for EfJEProm and MemrnyCard Duplication/Verify.
• All 24/28/32 pin EE/EProms lo 4 MBits (upgradeable to 32 megabits).
• Mieros:8741/A,-2/A,-4,-8,-9,-5t,-C51 ,-CSJFA/B,-52,-53,-S5,-C521,-C541,9761.
• Model UPIOO ( $345). Model UP200 ($495) accepls dedicated modules.
• Memory Cards Programming Module (Seiko/Epson.Fujitsu.) · $145.
•GANG ProgrammingModule(4sod:ets)- $145.
• Optional built-in Eraserfrimer module· S50; Conduclive foam pad.
• On-Board Programming cap3bility; Custom interface modules available.
• User friend. ; Menu-Driven Interface Program for IBM-PC and Macintosh.
• Can be operated with :my computer containing an RS-232 serial porl.
• OEM open board programmer configurations available (from$245).
• One year frec software updates and Customer SupporL
• Customer support via voice line, dedicated BBS or fax ; Full I yearwarranly.

[INTELLIGENT
ROM EMULATOR
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Emulates2716 lhrough 27512 EProms (2k to 64k bytes) with a single unit.
Megabit parts can be emulated with multiple units (Mega adapter required).
Connec1s to the standard parallel printerporL Uses standard printer cable.
FAST da1a loading via parallel printer pon (64k byles in less than IO seconds).
lnielligent •1n-Cireuil-Emulalor• type features include: Address Compare
(with HALT output}, Address Snapshot (for target addr. bus monitoring),
Trigger Input (for eicternal events monitoring}, Programmable Reset Output.
Powerrul Memory bulfer editor. Selectable wordsizes (8,16,32).
User friendly software. Command set includes: Load, Write, Display, Run,
Type, Edit, Fill, Run-Command-File, Monitor, Port,Resel, lie Ip, Calculalor.
Cascadable lo 8 unils. Includes target cable wilh Trigger, Hall & Reset clips.
CMOS model with NiCad ~hargeable 9V ballery backup - $495.
(Can be used in stand-alonl' mode; Built-in battery recharging circuiliy.)
File formats accepted: Binary, Intel llex, Molorola S.

J\.1C /VISA I AJ\.'1EX

Call today for datashccts!

4002J Baker Road P.O. Box 1040 • Ottawa, IL 61350

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.

Phone: 815-434-0846

750 N. PASTORIAAVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 USA
TEL: (408)730-55Jl FAX:(408)730-5521 BBS:(408)730-2317
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Advanced Concepts, 50
Advanced Micro Devices, 19
Aldus, 81
All The Fax, 52
Altech Systems, 429
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Arnet, 50
Artisoft, 65
Ashton-Tate, 19, 132, 401
Asymetrix, 159
AT&E, 19
AT&T,89
AutoSoft, 64
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995
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Feith Systems, 44
Feldstar Software, 58
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HIP Software, 429
Huff Software, 132
Hybrid Arts, 429

1002
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C-Lab/DigiDesign, 429
1181
981
C .E. Software, 81
Canon USA, 43
1125
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Claris, 19, 132
1072
CMS, 429
1067
Coda, 429
1061
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429
1052
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Cool Shoes Software, 429
1059
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989
Cornerstone Technology, 212
853
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1152
Cray, 89
Cyma, 58
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Dariana Techology, 50
1141
Data General, 89, 113
Dayna Communicalions, 19
Decisus, 93
1101
Delta Point, 132
1073
DigiBoard, 52
1144
Digipro, 214
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Digital Equipment, 89, 113, 154,
401
854
Digital Research, 65
990
Distributed Processing
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997
Dr. T,429
1063
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1121
Dycam,48
1136
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857
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Baen Books, 65
Bartleby Software, 429
Bell Labs,89
Blue Ribbon Bakery, 429
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BV Engineering, 62
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National Science Foundation, 19
1001
NBI, 120
NEC, 128
NEC Technologies, 19
1076
New Horizons, 132
1060
New Wave Software, 429
1126
Nisca, 43
Novell, 19
1158
nuLogic, 62
Number Nine, 44
1134
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Object Management Group, 19
Oce Graphics, 19
On Technology, 81
983
Opcode, 429
1056
Outbound Systems, 169
856

IBM, 89, 401, 414
learn Simulations, 81
Information Research, 113
Intel, 19, 414
lntelligenceWare, 62
Intelligent Music, 429
Intex .> olutions, 58
IXI Scitware, 81
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KnowWare, 93

1103
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65
986
Lixco, 401
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Lotus Development, 19,
887
113, 182

M
MacroMind, 429
1058
Mark of the Unicorn, 429
1182
MOBS, 206
887
Metagraphics Software, 56
1148
Microelectronics and Computer
Technology, 19
1167
Microlytics, 64
Mi cronies Computers, 42
1122
Microprose Software, 65
998
MicroSlate, 42
1124
Microsoft, 132, 159, 414
1075
MicroSolutions Computer
100('
Products, 120
Microware Systems, 423
1051
Motorola, 401, 414, 423
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Q/Cor, 188
QMS, 19
Quark, 81
Quicksoft, 64, 65

1139
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1003
1186
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996
1163
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Radius, 212
RasterOps, 120
Robotron, 401

Samna, 132
Sample Line, 152
Scorpion Systems, 429
Seiko, 19
Seiko Instruments, 43
Shiva, 185
Siemens, 401
Softview, 58
Sony,43
Sound Quest, 429
Spinnaker Software, 132
SPSS, 93
Steinberg/Jones, 429
Strand Software
Technologies, 56
Sun, 89
Sun Moon Star, 42

1079
1075
1187
1127
855
1155
1128
1069
1080
1102
1057
1150
1123
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p
Pacific Data .-',oducts, 48
Palantir, 132
Paragon Concepts, 132
Passport, 429
Perceptive Solutions, 65
Personal Composer, 429
Peter Norton Computing, 120
Pixel Publishing, 429
Pocket Soft, 56
Project Software
& Development, 58

s

852
999

T/Maker, 132
Tandy, 19, 423
Tatung, 44
The Other Guys, 429
TKi,64
Top Level, 56
TransComputer, 44
Trilobyte, 62
Twelve Tone Systems, 429

u

Unison Technology, 52
Universal Technical
Systems, 62
USVideo, 65

v

Very Vivid, 429
Visionware, 89
Voyetra Technologies, 429

1081
1133
1188
1164
1149
1129
1161
1054

1146
1159
991

1066
1184
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WordPerfect, 132
Working Software, 132
WYSIWYG, 132
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Xircom,48
XTree, 52
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Zenith Data Systems, 19
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ABACUS . . ..
. .. . . 1ea
ABACUS • • . . . . . . . • • . • • . . • • • 1ea
ABILITY SYSTEMS CORP . • . . • 504
ACM ...... . ..... .
. ... 203
ADD ON AMERICA . .
. . 493
AK SYSTEMS . ... •.••..••.•• 496
ALL THE FAX .. ..... ....... . 504
ALLEN SYSTEMS . . • • . • • • . . • • 499
ALPHA PRODUCTS • .. •. . , ••. 491
ALA .. . . .. ......... ... . • .. . . 2,3
ALA . .. . •• .. ..•• ... .•. . •• ... 2,3
ALTEC ELECTRONIC GMBH . . 488
ALTEC TECHNOLOGY ... . •• . , 431
AMERICAL GROUP
500
AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . . • . . 500
AMERICAN ADVANTECH . • • • • • 500
AMERICAN ADVANTECH .. .... 500
AMERICAN POWERCONVERSION99
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION99
AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . . 310
AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . . 310
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS . 137
ANNABOOKS . . . • • . • . • • . • • . . 404
APPLIED DATA COMM . . . . . . . . 206
APPLIED DATA COMM .•• . •• .• 206
ARTISOFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
ARTISOFT . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • 142
ASHTON-TATE . .... . •..•. 224,225
ASHTON-TATE .. .. •• . . .. . 224,225
ASTRESEARCH . •.•• .. • • ... 400B
ASTRESEARCH .
. . . . 4008
A TRON CADRE TECHNOLOGIES . 29
AVANTECH SOLUTIONS.INC. . 503
A .M.S........... ..... • ....• 466
B & B ELECTRONICS . • . . . • • . • 505
B & B ELECTRONICS CATALOG 471
BASF .. ..••••.•••..••. . •• ... 166
BAYTECHNICALASSOCIATES . 247
BAYTECHNICALASSOCIATES. 247
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
BEST POWER TECH. ,INC
503
BEST POWER TECH.,INC ..... 471
BETTER SOFTWARE TECH ... . . 150
BETTERSOFTWARETECH ..... 150
BINARY Cl'\TA ACQUISITION OORP 504
BINARY TECHNOLOGY.INC .
496
BIX ... , , , • , , .... . . , ......• .. 215
BIX . ... • ...•.. .•......•.... 450
BIX ... ......• . ....... ... .. . 480
BI X . .• .. •• . .•... .... . ... 4ea,467
BLACKJACKCOMPUTER .
493
BLAISE COMPUTING.INC ...... .. 8
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . .. 11
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . .. . . 11
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL .. , 219
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL ... 219
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL .. . 251
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . • • 251
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . • 293
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . . 293
BOS NATIONAL.INC . . . . . . . . . . 499
BP MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . . . . . 490
BUFFALO PRODUCTS.INC . . . 191
BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUB . . 76
BUYERS MART .
. . ... 472-482
BYTE BITS
. . . . .. 500
BYTE BOOK CLUB
. . 432A-B
BYTE BOOK CLUB .•••••• . 432,433
BYTE CARD DECK • . • • . . • . . . • 240
BYTE CATALOG SHOWCASE . . . 471
BYTE SUB.MESSAGE ..••.•. , 436
BYTEWEEKINEWSLETTER . . . . 453
BZ TECHNICAL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 464
B&C MICROSYSTEMS.INC . . • • 503
B&C MICROSYSTEMS.INC . • • . 503
B&C MICROSYSTEMS.INC . . • . 505
CACHING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . 402
CACHING TECHNOLOGY • . • • . 402
CALERA RECOGNITION SYS . 422
CANON (OPTICAL CARD) ..... .. . 63
CANON (PRINTER) . . . . . . . . . . . 1B9
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . ... 72
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . ... 73
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . . 462
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE .. . 311
CHANTALSYSTEMSCORP . •.• 149
CHANTAL SYSTEMS CORP.
149
CHRONOLOGIC CORP . • . . • . . 357
CHRONOLOGIC CORP • • . • . . . 357
CLEOCOMMUNICATIONS,INC .. 112
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83 CNS.INC . .. . ... . ... .. . . .... 482
339 COGNIVISION RESEARCH S.A. 441
COMPAQ . . ...... . ... . ... 276,279
344 COMPUADD . .. . . .. . . • . . . . . 471
48B COMPUADD .. . • , , •• . , • . . 240A-F
85 COMPUCOM .
465
469 COMPUSERVE . .• , .. . ..... . . 350
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 272A-B
347 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES .
273
348 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES . . . 273
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB . .. 98A-B
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB . . . . . . 97
67 COMPUTER FRIENDS.INC .... 180
6B COMPUTER MODULES.INC . . . 490
89 COMPUTERLANE ..••..••• , . 483
70 COMPUTERWISE,INC .•. , . • .. 484
71 COMTROL . .. • .. .. • .. • • .. .. 167
72 CONTEC U.S.A.,INC • . • • . . • . . 471
73 CONTEC U.S.A .,INC ... •. . , , • 471
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD. , • 380
74 CORE INTERNATIONAL. ..
419
75 CORE INTERNATIONAL. .. .. .. 419
7B COREL SYSTEMS .. . .. .... . .. 411
n covox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465
7B covox . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . 485
79 CRESCO DATAAIS . . • .. • •...• 504
80 CURTIS.INC . ,, .•• , •• , .•••.. .. 94
81 C&J MICRONICS . .•. . . ..•. . . 504
DAMARK INT'L,INC , •• . , , •• , , 447
DATA COMMUNICATIONS . • , , . 426
470 DATA GENERAL (N.A.) ..... 332,333
494
62 DATA STRATEGIES INT'L. .
. .. 41
83 DATA TRANSLATION
471 DATALUX CORPORATION . • , . • 274
472 DATALUXCORPORATION . ,., . 274
1234 DATAPRO (INT'L) . . . . .
349
84 DATAQ INSTRUMENTS.INC . . , • 500
85 DELL . .
. •. .. •. . •.... .. .. Cll,1
88 DELL ... . .. . •• , ••. , • . . . . .. 151
DELL . . . . .
. . 152A-B
B7 DELL . • • . .. • .. • • .
. . . . . . 153
474 DELL . .. ..... . .. ... . 21BB-D,217
475 DESCRIBE.INC . . . ... . . , , •• .. 347
BB DESKTOP TECHNOLOGY CORP 494
89 DIETRICH POS EQUIPMENT . .• 500
90 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING,INC .... . 37
91 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING.INC ..... 37
476 DIGITAL RESEARCH .. ..... , . 319
92 DIGl-DATACORP .... . .... ... 505
93 DISKCOTECH ... • , , ... , ••• , • 493
94 DISKCOTECH . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . 493
95 DISKETTE CONNECTION . . • • . 499
98 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ... 115
97 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ... 115
98 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS . 493
99 DIVERSIFIED TECHNOLOGY .... 84
100 DP-TEK . , , •• , , ••• , • , , , ... , • . 164
101 DP-TEK .... .. ..... ..
. . . . 184
102 DROVER TECHNOLOGIES,INC . 407
103 DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP .... 157
104 DTK . . . . • . . . . . .. . .
. 185
105 DTK . . .................... .. 185
106 DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS.INC . 495
107 DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS.INC
495
106 ECOSOFT,INC .............. 200
109 ELEXOR ASSOCIATES, INC . . . . 496
EPSON
.... 8,9
111 ERGOCOMPUTING ..
. . 11B,119
112 ERGO COMPUTING . ...... 116,119
EVEREX SYSTEMS COMP . 143,144
113 EVEREXSYSTEMS COMPUTERS145
114 EVEREX SYSTEMS COMPUTERS148
115 FAIRCOM . . .
. ... 65
118 FIRSTCOMPUTER SYS.,INC. • • 485
117 FIRSTCOMPUTERSYS.,INC . .. 4B5
116 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL487
119 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL487
336 FLAGSTAFF . . . . . . . • • . .. . . . . 202
120 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY, NC . . .. 51
4n FORVALAMERICA . . •• . • • . .•. 345
478 FORVAL AMERICA . • •.. •• .. •• 345
121 FOX SOFTWARE . . ... .••. ....... 7
479 FRECOM . • • . . • . . • • . . . • • . . . . 267
122 FRECOM . . • .. • . . . . • .. . • . . . • 40B
330 FTP SOFTWARE.INC (INT'L) ... 175
4BO FUTURE SOFT ENGINEERING . 2BO
4B1 FUTURE SOFT ENGINEERING . 280
123 GALACTICOMM . ... .. . .. . . . .. 114
GATEWAY 2000 . . .
. . 266A-H
124 GCOM,INC .. . . • . . . • . . . • .
500
125 GENERIC SOFTWARE . . •• ..• • 427
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GENERIC SOFTWARE .
427
GIBSON RESEARCH CORP .. .. .BB
GIBSON RESEARCH CORP .... . 68
GOLDSTAR (INT'L) . . .
. 332,333
GRAPHTEC CORP . . . .
. . . . 449
GREENVIEW • . , •. . , • . •. , . .. . . 74
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS ...... 21B
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS . . .... 21B
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE .....•.. 28B
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . . •..•.. 288
GTEK,INC ...... • •. • .. • , . • •• 201
201
GTEK,INC . . . . . • . . .. . . . .
G.W. COMPUTERS.INC . . ... • 32B
HARD FACTS . . . . . • • . .. .. • . • 231
HAUPPAUGECOMPUTERWKS 1n
HAVEN TREE SOFTWARE LTD . 452
HEWLETT PACKARD PERIP . 25-27
HEWLETT PACKARD PERIP . . . 141
HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES . • • 503
HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP . . . 494
HOMESMARTCOMPUTING . . . 488
HOUSTON COMPUTER SERV . . 490
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT . . .
409
IBM WORKSTATIONS ... ..... 46,47
l.C. EXPRESS . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 496
IN FOCUS SYS.,INC ... .•• .. ... . 95
IN FOCUS SYS.,INC .••. •• , , ... . 95
INFORMATION & CONTROL LAB . B6
INFORMIX SOFTWARE,INC. .
. . 31
INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS.INC . .•. 207
INTEGRAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 288
INTEGRAND RESEARCH CORP 438
INTEL
. .. . . • . . . • . . . . . . 233
233
INTEL . • • • . .. • . . • . . . .
N TEL CORP/DEV.TOOLS . .•..•. 470
10 TECH . . . . . . . . . . . .
499
ITT POWERSYSTEMS CORP . . • 470
JADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS . 501
JAMECO . •• , • • , . • • • • .. • • • • • 253
JAMECO . . . .. .... . .. . .. . 254,255
JAMECO ELECTRONICS ...... 470
JAMES RIVER GROUP ,INC .
. . 82
JOA MICRODEVICES . . .. . 513-515
JOA MICRODEVICES ... .. 513-515
JOA MICRODEVICES . • , ..... 400A
JOA MICRODEVICES . •.• . .. . 400A
JEMINI ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . 493
JENSEN TOOLS.INC . •••.•••• 470
JYACC . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .
327
JYACC . . .. .•...•• . •• . •• . .• . 327
KADAKPRODUCTS . • .. • .. .. . . 110
KEA SYSTEMS .
321
KENSINGTON MICROWARE LTD 261
KILA SYSTEMS . . . .
. . . . 505
KNAPCO . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . • . . 494
KNAPCO . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 494
KNOWLEDGE GARDEN . • . . . . . 364
LAHEY. . .
. .. .. 102
LAWSON LABS . .. . . . . . . . . . . 505
LEXPERTISE . . . . . • • . .. . .. • . 237
LIGHTSPEEDTECHNOLOGY,INC421
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 465
LOGICAL DEVICES, INC .
494
LOGICAL DEVICES,INC . ••••. , 494
LOGICAL DEVICES.INC . . . . . . . 494
LOGICAL DEVICES.INC . • • • • • . 494
LOGITECH,INC . . . .. • . .. .. • • • 259
LOGITECH,INC . .. . . . . . . . .. . 259
LOTUS (123) ... . . . .. , ..... .. .. 79
LOTUS (MAGELLAN) . . . . . . • . . 331
MACROTRON SYSTEMS, INC . 494
MANNESMANN TALLY . • . . .. . . 199
MANNESMANN TALLY . . . • . . . . 199
MAP INFO . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 190
MARK WILLIAMS CO .••.••. .... 75
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES . • . . . • 503
MATHSOFT .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 403
MAXIT/OSBORNE M·H (INT'L) . . 348
MAXIT /OSBORNE M·H (INT'L) . • 348
457
MOBS . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .
MOBS .. • .. • • .. • .. • • .. . . . . . 457
MEASUREMENT & CONTROLSYS 4ea
MEASUREMENT &CONTROL SYS 488
424
MEGATEL . . . . . . . . . . . .
MERRITT COM'UTER PROD.,INC. 440
MICRO SOLUTKJNS COMP.PROD . 29B
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP.PROD . 440
MICROLOGIC .
. ..... . 15B
MICRONICS COMPUTERS, INC . 465
MICROPRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
MICROPRESS .. . ... .... . .. . . 102
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184 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD . . 504
MICROSOFT . .. .. . . .. .. . ..... . 21
MICROSOFT .... .. . . .. . .... . . . 71
1B5 MIC ROST AR LABORATORIES . . . 410
MICROWAY . .•• .. • . , ••..• .. • 239
MICROWAY .. •...•. .... •. .. . 275
MICROWAY . . • , ..•.. .• , , •. . • 337
MICROWAY . ..... . ....... . .. 406
503 MIS . . . .
. ... 308
504 MIS •.• .....••.. •• . .• . •• . .• 30B
505 MITCHELL PACIFIC COMPUTER 380
186 MITSUBISHI . . . . . .. . • • . . • • . . 179
187 MITSUBISHI .. ..... , . • . .. • . • 179
506 MITSUBISHI
355
507 MITSUBISHI . ....... , • • . • • . . 355
16B MIX SOFTWARE . ...... . .. . .. 4B1
169 MKS .... .. . ... ..... .. . . . ..... 63
50B MOUSE SYSTEMS CORP . ••• , 313
192 NANAO . .
. . .. . . . • • . .. . • • 139
193 NANAO . . . . .
139
194 NANTUCKET. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204
195 NANTUCKET . ••.••. , ••.•• . .• 205
198 NASCENTTECHNOLOGY • . . . • 503
197 NATIONAL COMPUTER RIBBONS 70
199 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . . . . cm
196 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . • • . 471
200 NATIONAL TELEVAR ... .. . . . . . 152
509 NCR CORPORATION (N.A.) . 348,349
510 NEC HOME ELECTRONICS. 220,221
201 NEC TECHNOLOGIES (N.A.) .
175
202 NEURALWARE,INC . . . ..... . .. 118
203 NEVADA COMPUTER CORP . •• 492
511 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP . . . . 359
512 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP . . .• 359
513 NISCA,INC . .. . . . . • • . • • • . . • . 329
204 NOHAU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 451
205 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 12, 13
514 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 268,287
515 NORTHGATE COt.f'l.ITER SYS 300,301
516 NORTHGATE COt.f'l.ITER SYS 382,3B3
206 NORTHGATE COt.f'l.ITER SYS 412,413
207 NORTHGATECOMPUTERSYS . 435
20B NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 437
NRl/MCGRAW·HILL (N.A.) . . 84A-B
210 NUMONICS . • . •• ...•.. • .. • .... 80
211 NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES .... . 67
212 OAKLAND GROUP, THE . .
454
213 OKIDATA ... .•.. . •. . .•. .. 130,131
517 OMNITEL,INC ... . .. .... .. . .. 326
518 ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP . ... 320
519 ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP . . . . 320
181
ORACLE .. .. . . .
214 OVERLAND DATA. . . . • • • . • .
484
215 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . . .. 173
21B PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .... 173
520 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
.. 31B
521 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. . .. 318
217 PANASONIC (MONITOR) . .
. .. 15
522 PANASONIC (LASERPRINTER) 2B3
21B PARA SYSTEMS.INC
. . . 103
219 PATTON & PATTON .. . .. . .. . .. . . ea
PC CONNECTION .
. .. . 104, 105
PC CONNECTION .. . ...... 106,107
PC CONNECTION . . . ... .. 106, 109
523 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC . 342
524 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC . 342
220 PERCON .. .. . .. . .. • • • • . . .. . 484
525 PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY 361
221 PERSONAL TEX,INC .
. ... 210
222 PHAR LAP SOFTWARE . . . ... . . 111
223 PINNACLE MICRO . .. ·. .
147
528 PLUS DEVELOPMENT . . . . • . . . 297
224 PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS • 504
225 PROCOMP USA • . .. . . . . .. . . • 490
228 PROFESSIONAL COt.f'l.ITER SYS 499
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE .... 57
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE ... . 59
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . 60,81
PROGRAMMER 'S SHOP .. 192-195
232 PROTECH . , ••• . •.. .. . ... . . . . 125
233 PROTECH .
. ..... . 125
234 PSEUDOCORP .
• • • 500
235 OMS.INC . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . 444
238 OMS,INC .
. . . . . . . . • • . . • • 444
237 QUA TECH.INC .. • . ••.•••• , .• 46B
23B QUA TECH, INC .... .. . ....... 486
239 QUA TECH, INC .. • . •• . . . ••.•• 486
240 QUA TECH.INC . •• , .. , .... , .. 46B
241 QUA TECH, INC . • . . • • . . • . . . . . 486
242 QUA TECH, INC .. • , , ..... , ••• 468
243 QUA TECH,INC . •• , •. , , • . , • • • 486
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* Correspond directly with company.
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245
248
247
248
527
249
250
251
252
331
253
254
528
529
510
531
255
258
257
258
259
280
281
282
283
284
285
288
532
533
287
288
289
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272
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273
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275
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538
537
345
277
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279
280
282
283
538
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288
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288
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540
290
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292
293
295
298
297
298
299
300
541
284
302
303
542
304
543
544
305
306
307
308
309
545
548
310
311

508

PageNo.

QUA TECH,INC .. ............ 488
QUA TECH,INC . .. . . .. . . • • .. • 488
QUALSTARCORP . .
. .... 499
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS .
425
QUARTERDECK . . .... . .. . 188, 187
QUARTERDECK . , .. . ........ 249
QUINTUS COMPUTER SYS.,INC 174
QUINTUSCOMPUTERSYS.,INC 174
R & R ELECTRONICS .. , • • • .. • 499
RADIO SHACK .......... .. .. . CIV
RAIMA CORP . . .
. . . . ... 45
RAINBOW .. .. .. ............ .. 53
.. ... 53
RAINBOW .. .. .. ..
RAINBOW . .. .. . .. .. .. . • . .. . 305
RAINBOW . ................. 305
RIO COMPUTERS ........... 280
RIO COMPUTERS .. .. .. .. .. . 280
.. 117
ROSE ELECTRONICS
SAFEWARE,INC . . . . . . • . . • • . . 504
SAMSUNG . . .. ..... . ...... 54,55
. .. 54,55
SAMSUNG • • . . .. .
SANTACRUZ OPERATION ...... 49
SAS INSTITUTE.INC .... . .... . .. 90
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . • , • 496
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . . . .• 496
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .. , , • 498
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS . . . . . . 487
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY . .. , • 307
SEQUITER SOFTWARE.INC ... 439
SHARP .. ....... ........... 209
SIA .. ...................... 388
SIA . . . . .. .. ............... 388
SIGMA DATA . ....... . ....... 488
SILICON SHACK LTD .. • .. .. .. 503
SNW COMPUTERS & ELECT. . . . 84
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS123
SOFTWARE SECURITY .
244
SPECIALITY SCFTWARE DEV.CORP183
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS CO . 471
SPECTRUM .... ............. 483
SPECURITY INDUSTRIES LTD . 296
SPSS ............. ... . , , • , , 339
STATSOFT . . .
.77
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE .. ... 96
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE , , • , . 98
STORAGE DIMENSIONS . . . . . • 341
STORAGE DIMENSIONS . • , • . • 341
STRAWBERRY TREE . . .
470
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP . . .. 211
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP .. • , • . 211
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP . .... . 211
SUN MICROSYSTEMS . .... 128, 127
SUPERSOFT. .
. . . . 420
SUPREME ENTERPRISES . • . . 502
SYSTAT . ... ... ... , , • , , , .. , , 290
TALKING TECHNOLOGY ,INC . . 490
TALL TREE SYSTEMS .... •• , . 490
TATUNG . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 158
TATUNG ...... . ........... .. 158
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT . . . . . 504
TEKTRONIX . .. .. .... . . . . 314,315
TEKTRONIX . . .
. .. 314,315
TELEBYTE . . .
. . . . . .. 404
TELEPHONE PRODUCT CENTER498
TEXl\S INSTRUMENTS ........ 181
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS ... . 32A-B
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS .. ... 32,33
THE PERISCOPE COMPANY ..... 89
THE PERISCOPE COMPANY ..... 89
THE SOFTWARE LINK
170
THE SOFTWARE LINK .
170
171
THE SOFTWARE LINK .
THESOFTWARELINK . ,, • • • ,. 171
TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES , • . . 354
. .. 92
TOOLS '91 .
TOSHIBA .. . .. .......... ... 18, 17
TOSHIBA .
...
. .... 18, 17
TOTE-A-LAP . ......... ,, .. .. 387
lOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . .. . . .... 86
TOUCHSTONE . . . . .
245
245
TOUCHSTONE ... , ... , .. .
TRANS ERA .. ....... .. . . , ... 100
TRANS ERA ......... . ....... 100
TULIN CORPORATION .. .'.. . . . . 94
TURBO POWER .......... , , • 484
UNICORN
. . . . . . .. 490
UNISON TECHNOLOGIES . 283-285
UNISON TECHNOLOGIES. 283-285
UNITEX . ..... . .... ...... 488,489
UNITEX . .. . . . . .. . .. ... . 488,489
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312
313
314

482
315
318
317
547
548
549
319
320
321
341
322
323
324
550
327
328
329

325
328

UNIXWORLD .• , , ••• , .• .. 496A-B
UNIXWORLD ....... , ... , , , • 497
US ROBOTICS • .. . .. .. .. .. .. 443
VENTURA PUBLISHER ..... .... 18
VENTURCOM
. . 91
VENTURCOM ....
. .. 91
VERMONT CREATIVE SOF1WARE35
VERMONT CREATIVE S/W . . . . 353
VERRAN • , ... , .. . . .. • . . .. . . 295
VICTORY ENTERPRISE . •••. .... 88
VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING .. 418
VIDEOTEXTBOOKTRAINING .. 418
VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD . .. 309
WARD SYSTEMS GROUP
294
WARD SYSTEMS GROUP .... , 294
WATCOM PRODUCTS . . . . . .
405
WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH .• 428
WINTEK ... ... .. . . . .... .... 498
WINTEK .. ................. 498
WLTPCEXPRESS ........... 470
WYSIWYG CORP .. ... ... . .. ... 98
XELTEK .. , , ... , .. , , , . .. . .. . 505
XELTEK ........ ....... .. ... 505
XIRCOM .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 302
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS . . .. . 22,23
ZIRCO .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 424
ZIRCO ... , .... , .. . , , .• , , ... 424
. ... 39
ZORTECH .. .. .. .. .
ZORTECH . .............. .. ... 89
Z·WORLD ENGINEERING •• , , , 493
Z·WORLD ENGINEERING . • . . . 493

INTERNATIONAL SECTION

841S 1-98

No North American Inquiries please.
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1218

1217
1218
1219
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1228
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1238
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1244
1237
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1258
1257
1258
1259

3EST . . . . .
. . IS·78
404 TECHNOLOGY.
IS-68
ACCEL. .
. ... . . .. . IS-114
ADI CORP .. .. .. ..
.. . 15·87
AGC .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15-81
ALADDIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... IS-57
AMOS LTD . . . .
IS-18
AMERICAN BUYNG & EXPORTINGl5-52
AOC INT' L USA. .
. ... IS·33
AOC INT'L USA..
.. 15-33
AOC INT'L USA .
. 15-33
AROGSY . . .
. . .. 15-44
ATICO .
. .. IS·B0,81
...... IS-52
BIG DISK LTD
BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY .. . IS·70
BYTE SUB MESSAGE • . . . . . . IS-44
BYTE SUB MESSAGE . . . . . . . IS-82
BYTECH SA . , .. , ..... , ... . IS·82
CAFCOMPUTERCORP .... .. IS-95
CAPRIC •. , ..... ..... ...... IS-77
CLARION SOFTWARE . ...... IS-29
CLARION SOFTWARE . . . .... IS-29
COBALT BLUE ...... .. . ... . IS-58
COMPEX . .......... ...... . IS·42
COMPEX ...... .......... .. IS-42
15-43
COMPEX . . .
COMPEX . .... , ..... , , , .. .. IS·43
COMPUCLASSICS . . . . .
IS·14
COMPUTER QUICK . .
. . IS-74
COPYMASTER INT'L . . ...... 15-63
COSI SYSTEMS . .
. .. IS-78
CYBEX .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . IS-58
CTS LTD ... ... , . .. . . . • . .. • IS·78
ELONEX .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. . IS-55
FAST ELECTRONIC . .
. . 15-53
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING . . IS-41
GALAXY MICROCRAFTSYS .. IS-78
GAMMA PRODUCTIONS ... . . IS·48
GAMMA PRODUCTIONS . . . IS·48
GLOCKENSPIEL. •••• , , , •• .. IS·11
GREY MATTER .... . ... . .... IS-73
IGEL . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . IS-9
IMT FRANCE . ... . .... .. .... IS-54
INES .............. , . .. ... IS-68
INTERQUAD LTD .•.•. .. . ... . IS-5
INTERQUAD LTD . . . . .
. . IS·7
INTRA ELECTRONICS . . . . .. IS-92
IQ ENGINEERING.
. ... . .. 15·31
IQ ENGINEERING ... .•... ... IS·31
ISLAND SYSTEMS
. .. IS-32
ISLAND SYSTEMS ..•• , .• .. . 15-32
IXI LTD .... ................ IS·78
l.E.F. . .
. ............ IS-59

Inquiry No.
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1288
1287
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1278
1277
1248
1247
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1288
1287
1245
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1298
1297
1298
1299
1300

Page No.

JC INFO SYSTEMS.. .. . .. .. IS-21
KUN YING ENTERPRISE ..... IS-93
LASERMASTER
. IS-69
.. ... IS-69
LASERMASTER
LOGIDATA TECH.,INC . .. . . .. IS-91
M3PC ............... .. . IS·24,25
MASHOV .. .... , , ...... , • .. IS·71
MAYFAIR MICROS ..... ... .. IS·40
MICRO DATABASE SYSTEMS,INC IS-47
MICRO DATABASE SYSTEMS.INC IS-47
MICROMINT ... , , •• , , . ..... IS-38
MINOLTA. .
. IS·12, 13
PACIFIC TECHNOLOGIES.
. IS-35
PERFORMANCE TECH . . . . . . IS·75
PHILIPS .. .......... ....... IS·23
PROGRAMMER'SODYSSEY . IS· tB
PROLOG DEVELOPMENT CTR IS·85
PROLOG DEVELOPMENT CTR IS-65
SAGE/POLYTRON . . .. ... IS-48,49
SAMPO TECH.CORP ....... . IS·89
SCHNELLMANN INTERHANDELSAG IS·51
SCO COMM COMPUTERS .... IS-70
SIEMENS AG .. .
. .. IS-19
SMART SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . IS-72
SOFTLINE . ........ .... . ... IS-45
SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION. IS·87
SOFTWARE DMI . . • • . . • • . . . . IS-88
SOFTWARE DMI . , • • . . . . . . . . IS-70
SOFTWARE DMI. .
. ... ... IS-80
SUN'S ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD IS-90
SURAH,INC. . .
. IS-78
TATUNG CO .............. . IS-85
TEAC ..... , .......... , .... IS·79
TECHNICAL TRANSLATION . . IS· 80
TRANSTOOLS . .. .. . • • .. .. . IS·28
TRIANGLE DIGITAL
..... . IS·BO
TRIGEM .. .. . ..
.. IS-2
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS . IS·17
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS . IS·17
USA SOFTWARE ... .. ...... 15-37
VEGAS COMPUTER COMM ... 15-38
VEGASCOMPUTERCOMM . . . 15-39
VIKING SOFTWARE SERVICE. IS-54

INT'L DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS
• BIESOFT .
. . ........ . .. IS
" BYTEWEEKJNEWSLETTER ... .... IS
"C USERS JOURNAL .. , ...... , , • . IS
" COMPUTER SOLUTIONS • , , ••.• . IS
" DIGITASK BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTDIS
" DSP DEVELOPMENT . .
. . IS
"GATEWAY 2000 . . .. .
. . . IS
• GIBBS LABORATORIES . ...... ... IS
" MICROSOFT SYSTEMS JOURNAL . IS
•PARA SYSTEMS ..... . , . ....... . IS
"PROGRAMMER'S JOURNAL. ..... IS
" REASONABLE SOLUTIONS ...... IS
•SOFTWARE BLACKSMITH ........ IS
" STATIC BUSTER,INC .. , , .. , ... . . IS
"TECH SPECIALIST MAGAZINE ... . IS
" TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . .. •• , • .. . IS
" TRANS ERA , ...... , .. , , ... , .. . IS
" VIRUS BULLETIN LTD
.. IS

REGIONAL SECTIONS
Midwest

84MW1-18

1310ACT
. MW·9
1311 ACT . . ........ . ......... .. MW·9
1312 BSI. ........... . .... . ..... MW·t3
1313BSI..
. MW·13
1328BYTECARD DECK ... , ..• , .. . MW·2
• CCMl/MCGRAW·HILL. .. . .... . MW-4
1314 DERBY TECHNOLOGY .... ... MW·5
t3t5DERBYTECHNOLOGY . .. . . . . MW·5
13181NTERFACEGROUP .. .. . .. .. MW·3
1317MICROCOMCOMPUTERS .. . MW·11
1318MYODA,INC . . . . .
. . . . ... MW·18
1319MYODA,INC . . .
. .. MW·18
1320 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . MW·10
1321 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . MW·10
1322 SCANTECH '90.. .
. . MW·15
1323 SCANTECH '90 . . •.. . • ..• ... MW·15
1324TECH CITY .. ....... . ... , .. . MW·7
1325 TECH CITY . ... ..... ,, . . ... MW-7

Inquiry No.

Northeast

Page No.

84NEt-24

1331 AYDIN CONTROLS ....
. .. NE-11
1332 AYDIN CONTROLS . ........ .. NE·11
1333 BOFFIN LTD . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . NE·21
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . NE·23
1334 BSI . . .
1335 BSI. .•• . ...• , . ... , .. .. • . . • NE-23
1338 BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS .. NE·18
1337 BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS . . NE·18
1359BYTECARD DECK ••..• . .•.. NE·t8
1339 COMPUL YNK .. .... .. .... . , NE·t3
1340 DEERFIELD DATA SYSTEMS . .. NE·2
1341 GEMS COMPUTERS, INC.
NE-7
1338 INFO '901CAHNERS EXPOSITION GAP NE·3
1342 INTERFACE GROUP ....... .. NE·5
1348 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT. , NE·24
" MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT . NE·24A-B
1347 MICROCOM COMPUTERS . . . NE-8
1348 MYODA,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . NE·t5
1349MYODA,INC .. .. , .. , .. , .• , , NE·15
1350POWERCARDSUPPLY .. . .... NE-4
1351 POWERCARD SUPPLY ••••• , • NE-4
1352 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC .. NE·10
1353 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC .. NE·tO
1354 SOUTHWESTERN NETWORK SYS NE·9
1355 SOUTHWESTERN NETWORK SYS NE·9
1358 TECH CITY . .. ... , .. . .. . . .. NE·19
1357TECH CITY .... .. . ..... . , .. NE-19
1358 UNITED INNOVATIONS . . . • . NE·18
"UNIX EXPO . .. , , ..... , • , , .. NE-17
PaclllcCoaat

84PC1-24

"AME.FOUNMTIDN FORTHE BLIND . PC·18
1383BSI ... .................... PC-17
1384 BSI. .. • , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , PC·17
1382 BYTE CARD DECK . . • . . . . . • . PC-2
"CCMl/MCGRAW·HILL. . , ...••• PC-4
1387CONVEXRESOURCES •• , ... PC·13
1388 INTERFACE GROUP • . . • . . • . . PC-3
1389METAWARE
...... ... PC·19
1370MICACOMPUTER .. ..... . .. . PC·9
1371 MICA COMPUTER . . . . . . . . . . . PC·9
" MJCROCOMPUTING MKTG.CNCL PC·24
1372 MICROCOM COMPUTERS ... PC·15
1373 MYODA,INC . . .
. . .. . PC·7
1374 MYODA,INC ... , •• , .. , ... , .. PC-7
1381 NSTL . .... ......... ... . . PC·22,23
1375 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC .. PC-10
1378 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC .. PC-10
1377 SPECTRALINNOVATIONS . , •• , PC·5
1378 TECH CITY .. , •• , , ........ . PC·21
1379TECH CITY . . . . . . .
. . . PC-21
1380ZERICON ... , , ... , , .. , .. , .. PC-11
South

84S01 - 24

1387 ACT . .
. .. S0-19
1388ACT ....... , . .. . ......... . S0·19
1389 BOFFIN LTD ... ...... , , •• , . S0-20
1390 BSI .. . . . . .
. .. S0·21
1391 BSI. .... • , , .. , .. , • , .. , .. .. S0·21
1417BYTECARDDECK.
. ... S0-18
1392CACHECOMPUTERS . . .. . S0·23
1393 COMTEKSOLUTIONS,INC .... S0-8
1394 COMTEK SOLUTIONS.INC .... S0-8
1395DERBYTECHNOlOGY • . , .• , S0·13
1398 DERBY TECHNOLOGY ...... S0·13
1397 GEMS COMPUTERS.INC . . . . . . 50·5
13981NTERFACE GROUP . . . . . ... S0-7
1399 MICROCOM COMPUTERS . •• S0-15
1400 MYODA,INC . .
. .. . S0-24
1401 MYODA,INC ..... ........ .. S0-24
1402 PROGRAMMED INTELLIGENCE CORP S0·3
1403 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . S0-12
1404 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . S0-12
1405SCANTECH '90. . . . . . . . . . . . . S0·17
1408SCANTECH'90... .
S0-17
1407 SOUTHWESTERN NETWORK SYS S0-11
1408 SOUTHWESTERN NETWORK SYS S0-11
1409SYSTEM POWERHOUSE,INC. S0-18
1410SYSTEM POWERHOUSE.INC . S0-18
t411TECHCITY ...... ........ . . . S0-9
1412TECHCITY .. ....... .. . ... . . S0-9
1413 TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS.,INC S0-4
1414 TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS., INC S0·4
1415 TRIPP LITE ............ ... . . S0-2
14t8TRIPPLITE .. ............. S0·2
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.
* Correspond directly with company.
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307
323
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HARDWARE
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20
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1216
1392
59
80
335
1224
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66
71
79
1233
96
97
99
100
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136
138
468
489
150
1280
160
1301
1302
181
185
•
204
517
1350
1351
225
237
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239
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241
242
243
244
245
1280
287
270
288
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289
542
1293
801
80
1259
168
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223
•
1294
802
14
1336
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122
479
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157
158
803

ADD INS
AMERICANADVANTECH .. ... . 500
AROGSY .......... . .. .. ... IS-44
BLUECHIPTECHNOLOGY ... IS-70
CACHE COMPUTERS . . . . . . S0-23
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP .... 72
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . . .. 73
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . . 482
COMPEX . . . . . . .
. . . . IS-42
COMPEX .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . IS-42
COMPEX , ........ , .... , • . . IS-43
COMPEX .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . IS-43
COMPUTER MODULES, INC . . . 490
COMTROL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167
CRESCO DATA A/S .. . . . .. . .
504
CTSLTD ..... . . . ....... . .. IS-76
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ... 115
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ... 115
DIVERSIFIED TECHNOLOGY .... 114
DP-TEK . . . . ........... . . . ... 164
DP-TEK .... .. . .... • . , ..... .. 164
FORVAL AMERICA . . . . . . . . . . . 345
FORVAL AMERICA . . . • • • • • • . . 345
FRECOM .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287
GALAXY MICROCRAFT SYS .. IS-78
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS ..... . 216
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS .. . . .. 216
201
GTEK,INC . . . . .
GTEK,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201
HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES . . . 503
HOMESMARTCOMPUTING . . . 468
INTEL ... . . ... . ... , • , , • .. .. 233
INTEL . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . 233
10 TECH . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 499
JC INFO SYSTEMS .. , , , . •• , . IS-21
LAWSON LABS.
..
505
MAXIT/OSBORNE M-H ~NT~. . 348
MAXIT/OSBORNE M-H Nr L . . 346
MICRONICSCOMPUTE S,I C. 465
MICROSTAR LABORATORIES .. . 410
MICROWAY .. . .. ..... .... . . . 239
MICROWAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 337
MICROWAY . . . . . .
'08
NOHAU .. ... , . . . .
451
OMNITEL,INC . . . . . . . .
328
POWERCARD SUPPLY . . . . NE-4
POWERCARD SUPPLY . . . . . . NE-4
PROCOMP USA . , , • .. . . . .. . • 490
CUA TECH.INC .. ..•• , , • . • .
466
CUA TECH.INC ............ , 466
QUA TECH.INC . .. • . . . . .. . . . . 468
QUA TECH,INC . . .. .. • • • • .. . . 468
CUA TECH.INC . . ....... • , , , , 466
QUA TECH.INC . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 466
QUA TECH.INC . . . . .......... 4118
QUA TECH.INC . . . . . .. . .. • . . . 4118
QUA TECH.INC . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4118
SCHNEU.MANN INTERHANOELS AG IS-51
SIGMA o<ITA . . ... ... ... . ... . 466
SPECIALITY SOFTWARE DEV.CORP183
TALL TREE SYSTEMS . . . . . . . 490
TATUNG CO . ... . . . . .... . . . IS-85
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT . . . 504
TOTE-A-LAP . . . . . . . . .. • . • • .. 367
TRIANGLE DIGITAL . . . . . . . . . IS-80
DRIVES
CURTIS,INC ....... .. .... . .. .. 94
l.E.F ........ .... .... ...... IS·59
MITSUBISHI . .. .. .. • .. .. • .. . 179
MITSUBISHI . . . . . .
. . .. . 179
PINNACLE MICRO . . . . . . . . . . . 147
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY . . . 307
TRIGEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-2
FACSIMILE
ALL THE FAX . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 504
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS . NE-18
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS. NE-16
FRECOM .. . •.•..••• , .. .. .. . 406
FRECOM ....... . .. ....... , . 287
INTEROUAD LTD . . .. .. .. . . . . IS-7
KNAPCO . . . .. . . . . . .. . • • • .. • 494
KNAPCO ... . ............... 494
GRAPHICS TABLETS

277 SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP ... . .. 211
278 SUMMAGRAPHICSCORP . ..... 211
279 SUMMAGRAPHICSCORP ... . . . 211
804
47
81
161
164

Inquiry No.

HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS
BINARY TECHNOLOGY,INC . . .
BP MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . . . . .
C&J MICRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . .
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . .
LOGICAL DEVICES.INC . •. •• , ,

496
490
504
465
494

Page No.

LOGICAL DEVICES,INC .
TULIN CORPORATION .
XELTEK . ........... .
XELTEK .. ........... .

805

. . 494
. .... 94
. . 505
. . 505

INSTRUMENTATION

84 DATAO INSTRUMENTS.INC .. .. 500
109 ELEXOR ASSOCIATES.INC . .
496
290 TELEBYTE . . . .
. . . 404
806
471
472
334
139
496
1281
508
205
207
208
210
220

KEYBOARDS/MICE
DATALUXCORPORATION .... . 274
DATALUX CORPORATION . .... 274
GRAPHTEC CORP . . . . . . . . . . . 449
HOUSlON COMPUTER SERV . . 490
KEA SYSTEMS . .
. . 321
KUN YING ENTERPRISE . . . . . IS·93
MOUSE SYSTEMS CORP .. . .. 313
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS .. 12,13
NORTHGATECOMPUTERSYS ... 435
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS . . . 437
NUMONICS . ... . .. ... .. . . . . . . . 80
PERCON ... ........... ..... 484

807

MASS STORAGE

ACCEL. . . . . . • • .. • .. . . . .. . . IS-64
AK SYSTEMS . . . . . . . .
498
ALTEC ELECTRONIC GMBH . . 496
CANON (OPTICAL CARD). . . . . . . 83
CORE INTERNATIONAL.. . .
419
CORE INTERNATIONAL ..... .. 419
DATA STRATEGIES JNT'L. , . • . • 494
DIGl-DATA CORP . . . , , , , , , , , , 505
FLAGSTAFF . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 202
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMPUTER PROO 296
MICRO SOLUTIONSCOMPUTER PROO 440
ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP . . . . 320
ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP . . . . 320
OVERLAND o<ITA ........ . ... 464
PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS.INC . 342
PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC . 342
PLUS DEVELOPMENT . . . . . . . . 297
QUALSTAR CORP . . . . . . . . . . . 4119
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY .. . .. 307
1290 TEAC . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . IS-79
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS ... . 32A-B
293 TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS .. . .. 32,33
547 VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD . . . 309

1203
13
340
57
74
75
82
92
338
502
180
516
519
214
523
524
528
248

MISCELLANEOUS

808
15
20
26
27
35
39
40
1230
77
76
89
1237
143
144
467
146
1254
1255
497
168
179
268
285
295
296
1415
1416
325
326

-

457
458
459
460
65
477
478
479
123
68
1264
304
1295
1296
•

ALPHA PRODUCTS . . . . . . . . .. 491
AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . , • , , 500
APPLIED DATA COMM . . . . . . . . 208
APPLIED o<ITA COMM . . . . • • . . 208
BASF .. .. . . .. . . . ...... . . .... 166
EltjAfly DATAACOUISITION CORP 504
BLACKJACK COMPUTER .. . .. 493
COPYMASTER INT'L . . . . . . . . IS-83
covox . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . 485
covox . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465
DIETRICH POS EQUIPMENT. . 500
IGEL ...... . ....... . . .. .. .. IS-9
IN FOCUS SYS.,INC ... . .... .. . . 95
IN FOCUS SYS.,JNC .. ..... . . . .. 95
INTEGRAND .. • • • .. .. • .. . . . 288
INTEGRAND RESEARCH CORP 438
IQ ENGINEERING ... . ... . ... IS-31
JO ENGINEERING .. .. . . .... . IS-31
KENSINGTON MICROWARE LTD 261
MACROTRONSYSTEMS,INC .. 494
MERRITT COMPUTER PR:JD.,INC. 440
SILICONSHACKLTD .. . . . . .. . 503
TALKING TECHNOLOGY.INC .. 490
THE PERISCOPE COMPANY . .. .. 89
THE PERISCOPE COMPANY ... . . 89
TRIPP LITE ........ ...... .. S0-2
TRIPP LITE . ..... . .. . . ... . . 50-2
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING . . . . . 493
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING . . . . . 493
MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 247
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 247
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
COMPUCOM .. . . ... ....... , • 465
FORVAL AMERICA . . • . . •..••• 345
FORVAL AMERICA . . ......... 345
FRECOM . ..... ..... , ••. , •• , 287
GALACTICOMM .. . . . ..... . . . . 114
LIGHT SPEED TECH.,INC. . . . . . 421
LOGIDATA TECH.,INC . ... . . . IS-91
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS .
. .. 66
UNIVERSALDATASYSTEMS . IS-17
UNIVERSAL o<ITASYSTEMS . IS-17
US ROBOTICS . . . . .
443

810
1204 ADICORP .... .
1209 AOC INT'L USA .

MONITORS
• IS-87
. . IS-33

Inquiry No.
1210
1211
1251
506
507
192
193
510
217
1276
287
288

Page No.

AOC INT'L USA
.... IS-33
AOC INT'L USA
.... IS-33
INTEROUAD LTD .... ... ..... IS-5
MITSUBISHI . .. • .. . . • . • . . .. . 355
MITSUBISHI . ..... , .• , , • . • . • 355
NANAO . ... , .. . • • . .. . . .
139
NANAO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS . 220,221
PANASONIC(MONITOR) .. .. .... 15
PHILIPS . ... ... . ... ....... . IS-23
TATUNG ...... . .. . .. . ... , • .. 158
TATUNG •. , , ........ . .... . .. 158
NETWORK HARDWARE

811
1201
1202
457
456
459
480
399
•
71
80
1232
96
97
1250
176
177
525
257
258
297
298
299
300
482
550
812

3EST . . .••. , , •.• • , . , .
IS-78
404 TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . IS-66
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 247
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 247
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 334
BUFFALO PRODUCTS, INC . . . . 191
CLEOCOMMUNICATIONS,INC .. 112
COMTROL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187
CURTJS,INC . . .. .......... .... 94
CYBEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-58
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ... 115
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING .. . 115
JNES .. . . . ...... . .. .. .. . . . IS-66
MEASlJ1e.'ENT & CONTROL SYS 468
MEASlJ1e.'ENT &CONTROLSYS 468
PERFORMANCETECHNOLOGY 361
SAMSUNG .. . .
. . . . .. 54,55
SAMSUNG .. .. . .. ..
. 54,55
THE SOFTWARE LINK
170
THE SOFTWARE LINK . . .. .... 170
THE SOFTWARE LINK . . . . • • . . 171
THE SOFTWARE LINK . .. . .... 171
VERRAN .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 295
XIRCOM . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . 302

Inquiry No.
20
451
452
455
458
1331
1332
1333
1389
1312
1313
1334
1335
1383
1364
1390
1391
54
55
1218

503
504
1318
1319
1348
1349
1373
1374
1400
1401
196

AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . . . . . 500
AMERICANRESEARCHCORP .. 310
AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . . 310
AST RESEARCH . .. . .. . ..... 400B
AST RESEARCH ..... . ...... 400B
AYDIN CONTROLS ... . . ... NE-11
AYDIN CONTROLS .. . ..• . ... NE-11
BOFFIN LTD .. .. . • . . . . . . .. NE-21
BOFFIN LTD .... ...... .... S0-20
BSI.. . , .. . ... . .. ... . .. . . . MW-13
BSI. ., , , ... ... .. •• • . . .. .. MW-13
BSI. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . NE-23
BSI. .. . . . . .. .. . . • . • . . . .. . NE-23
BSI.. ................ ,, , . PC-17
BSI. ..
. . .. ... .. .. ..... PC-17
BSI. .. .... , .... , ... , • .. . . S0-21
BSI.. .......... . ....... .. S0-21
CACHING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . 402
CACHING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . 402
CAFCOMPUTERCORP . . .. . . IS-95
COMPAO ........ . ... .... 278,279
COMPUADD . . .. .... , •••• 240A-F
COMPUL YNK .. .. . . .. . .... NE-13
COMTEK SOLUTIONS.INC .. . S0-8
COMTEK SOLUTIONS, INC . . . S0-8
DEERFIELD DATA SYSTEMS. . NE-2
DELL . .•• , .. . . . .......... . . Cll,1
DELL ................. . .. . . . 151
DELL . . . . . • . . ... .. . ... 152A- B
DELL . ..... .... ..... , • , . . ... 153
DELL . ... . ............ . . 216B-D
DELL ... . . .......... . ...... 217
DERBY TECHNOLOGY ... . , . MW-5
DERBY TECHNOLOGY ...... MW-5
DERBY TECHNOLOGY . . ... S0-13
DERBYTECHNOLOGY . . ... S0-13
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING,JNC ... . . 37
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTJNG,JNC . . . . 37
DTK . .. .. . .. . .. . .... . .. .. ... 185
DTK . ... . ...... ....... . . .... 185
ELONEX . ......... . . . ..... IS-55
EPSON ..
. .. 8,9
ERGO COMPUTING . .
. 118, 119
ERGOCOMPUTING . . . .. .. 118,119
EVEREX SYSTEMS COMP . 143,144
EVEREXSYSTEMSCOMPUTERS145
EVE REX SYSTEMS COMPUTERS146
FIRSTCOMPUTERSYS.,INC . .. 485
FIRST COMPUTER SYS.,INC. . . 485
FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY.INC ... . 51
GATEWAY2000 .......... 288A-H
GOLDSTAR (lNT"ll . .. .. ... 332,333
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTERWRKS 177
HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP ... 494
IBM WORKSTATIONS .. ..... . 46,47
INTRA ELECTRONICS .
. IS-92
JEMINI ELECTRONICS
. . 493
KILA SYSTEMS.. . . . . . . . . ... 505
KNAPCO . . . . . • • . • • • . .. • • • . . 494
KNAPCO . ... ..... , . .. . . . .
494
M3PC . .. . .. ... . .... .. .. IS-24,25
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT . NE-24
MANCHESTER ECUPMENT NE-24A- B
MEGATEL .. .. ... ......... . . 424
MICA COMPUTER ... , .•. , , , PC·9
MICA COMPUTER . . . . . . . . . . PC-9
MJCROCOM COMPUTERS .. MW-11
MJCROCOMCOMPUTERS . •• NE-6
MICROCOMCOMPUTERS .. PC-15
MICROCOMCOMPUTERS . . S0-15
MICROMINT ..... .... , ... .. IS-36
MICROWAY .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 275
MIS ... .................... 308
MIS . ..... ... .... ... ... . . .. 308
MYODA,INC ... . . ..... . . .. MW-18
MYODA,INC . , . , .•••••. , , . MW -18
MYODA,INC . ............. NE-15
MYODA,INC . . . .. .. . . .. ... NE-15
MYODA,INC . .... ....... . . . PC-7
MYODA,INC , • , , . , . , .. , , •.. PC-7
MYODA,INC .... ... . . . .. .. S0-24
MYODA,JNC . .. ... . . . ... .. . S0-24
NASCENT TECH'K>LOGY ..... 503

515
518
206
1381
1274
228
252
1320
1321
1352
1353
1375
1378
1403
1404
530
531
1279
268
532
533

NORTHGATECOMPUTERSYS 300,301
NORTHGATECOMPUTERSYS 382,383
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 412,413
NSTL . .. .. .... . . . ..... . PC-22,23
PACIFIC TECHNOLOGIES . .. . IS-35
PROFESSIONALCOMPUTER SYS 499
RADIO SHACK ............... CJV
RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC MW-10
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC MW-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . NE-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC , NE-10
RESOURCECONCEPTS,JNC .PC-10
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC . PC-10
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC S0-12
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC S0-12
RIO COMPUTERS . .. ... .. ... 280
RIO COMPUTERS .. .. .. • .. .. 280
SAMPO TECH.CORP .. ...... IS-89
SHARP ...... . . .. .......... 209
SIA ..... .... ... .. .. ........ 368
SIA. . , ...... , .. , ...... , .... 368

468
1339
1393
1394
1340
85
68
87
474
474
1314
1315
1395
1396
90
91
104
105

PRINTERS/PLOTIERS

56 CANON (PRINTER) . . . . . . . . . . . 189
1340 DEERFIELD o<ITASYSTEMS . . NE-2
HEWLETT PACKARD PERIP .. 25,27
HEWLETTPACKARDPERIP ... 141
1262 LASERMASTER . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-69
1283 LASERMASTER . . . • • • • • . . . . IS-69
187 MANNESMANN TALLY . . . . .. . . 199
188 MANNESMANN TALLY . . . . . . . . 19 9
1273 MINQTA .....
. ..... IS-12, 13
200 NATIONAL TELEVAR ... . ... . .. 152
201 NEC TECHNOLOGIES (NA) . . . 175
511 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP .... 359
512 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP .... 359
213 OKJo<ITA . ..... . . . ...... . 130,131
215 PACIFIC o<ITA PRODUCTS .... 173
216 PACIFIC o<ITA PRODUCTS . . . . 173
520 PACIFIC o<ITA PRODUCTS . . ... 318
521 PACIFICo<ITAPRODUCTS .. . .. 318
522 PANASONIC (LASER PRINTER) 283
235 OMS.INC .. .. • . • • • . • .. • • .. .. 444
238 OMS.INC . . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. . . 444
1288 SURAH,INC.. ........ .... . . IS-78
539 TEKTRONIX . .. , •• , • , , • .. 314,315
540 TEKTRONIX . . . . . . . . . . . 314,315
1358 UNITED INNOVATIONS . .. .. NE-16
1380 ZERICON . . . . . . .
. . . . PC-11
813

PRINTER RIBBONS/SUPPLIES

197 NATIONALCOMPUTERRIBBONS 70
814
1217
56
1238
140
500
501
513
815
1206
1236
232
233
528
529
253
254
534
816
1310
1311
1387
1388
1205

SCANNERS/IMAGE PROCESSORS
BYTECH SA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-62
CALERA RECOGNITION SYS . . 422
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING .. IS-41
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT . . . . 409
LOGITECH,INC . . . . . . . .
259
LOGITECH,INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259
NISCA,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329
SOFTWARE SECURITY
.. . .. . . .. IS-57
ALADDIN .
FAST ELECTRONIC . ...• . . .. IS-53
PROTECH . . .. . . . . . . .. .. • . . . 125
PROTECH .. ............... .. 125
RAINBOW • • . • .. • .. • .. • • .. .. 305
RAINBOW . ................. 305
RAINBOW . • .. . . . .
. .. 53
RAINBOW . .
. ... .. . ...... . . 53
SOFTWARE SECURITY ..•. , .• 244
SYSTEMS

ACT ........ .. .. . . ... . .... MW-9
ACT .
. .. MW-9
ACT . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . S0 -19
ACf .. , ............. .. .. . S0-19
AGC ..... . . . ... ....... .... IS-81
ALLEN SYSTEMS . • . • . . • .
499
18 ALA.. .... . ............
2,3
. . 2,3
17 ALA ...... . .. . . . .. . ..
18 ALTECTECHNOLOGY.
431

Page No.

111
112
•
113
114
116
117
120
•
1243
134
137
141
1253
153
158
157
158
1285
1348
178
1370
1371
1317
1347
1372
1399
1272
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the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
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liability for errors or omissions.
* Correspond directly with company.
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Inquiry No.
1282
1354
1355
1407
1408
536
537
1245
1409
1410
1324
1325
1358
1357
1378
1371f
1411
1412
292
•
293
1413
1414
302
303
1298
1299
315
321
327

SIEMENS AG ........ . .. ... IS·19
saJTHWESTEAN NETWORK SYS NE-9
SOUTHWESTEAN NETWORKSYS NE-9
SOUTHWESTERN NETWORKSYS . S0-11
SOUTHWESTERNNETWORKS'YS . S0-11
STORAGE DIMENSIONS . ... . . 341
STORAGE DIMENSIONS . . • • • . 341
SUN 'S ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD IS-90
SYSTEM POWERHOUSE.INC S0-16
SYSTEM POWERHOUSE.INC S0-16
TECH CITY .,, .... , •• , ... . . MW·7
TECH CITY __ ....... . .. . .. MW-7
TECH CITY . . •• , ..•• , , •• , , NE-19
TECHCITY . .. . . ........ . . NE-19
TECH CITY . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . PC-21
TECH CITY • , .... , , , .... , , PC-21
TECHCITY ................ S0-9
TECH CllY . . . .. . . . . ..
S0-9
TEXASINSTRUMENTS . . . ... 161
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS . . .. 32A-B
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS . ... . 32,33
TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS.,INCS0-4
TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS.,INCS0-4
lOSHIBA . . . . . . .
16, 17
TOSHIBA . . . .. . ..... ... . .. . 18, 17
VEGAS COMPUTER COMM . . . IS-38
VEGAS COMPUTER COMM ... IS-39
VICTORY ENTERPRISE .
. .. 88
WINTE K
496
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS . . . . 22,23
TERMINALS

817

70 COMPUTERWISE,INC • • . . . . . 484
818

UPS

21 AMERICAN POWERCONVERSION99
22 AMERICAN POWERCONVERSION99
36 BEST POWER TECH.INC . . ... 503
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 272A-B
347 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES . .. 273
348 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES . . . 273
157 KNAPCO .. •• . , • .. . . • . . • • • . . 494
158 KNAPCO . . . ...... . .... , •• . , 494
218 PARA SYSTEMS.INC .... . ..... 103
545 UNISON TECHNOLOGIES .. 283,285
546 UNISON TECHNOLOGIES .. 283,285
328 ZIRCO ..................... 424
329 ZIRCO ........ .... ... ... . .. 424

Inquiry No.
494
495
1369
199
202
211
219
249
250
261
262
283
272
273
27 4
538
543
544
548
549
824

819

APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS

Scientific/Technical
249
250
260
1377
538
820

QUINTUS COMPUTER SYS.,INC 174
QUINTUS COMPUTER SYS.,INC 174
SAS INSTITUTE.INC ..... . .. . ... 90
SPECTRAL INNOVATIONS . . . . PC-5
SYSTAT . . .
. __ . ... 290
APPLE/MAC UTILITIES

147 INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS .INC . .

207

825

PC-13

IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

Bualne11 Office
453
454
463
464
466
487
339
121
1240
1241
146
499
1265
•
200
1402
331
255
265
1300
823

-Proceulng

828
23
32
1367
125
126
320
321
827
98
330
480
481

76
103
130
131
145
829
28
29
470
169
518
519
1275

ASHTON-TATE . .
. 224,225
ASHTON-TATE .... .. .. . .. 224,225
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . . 293
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . , • 293
CHRONOLOGIC CORP
357
CHRONOLOGIC CORP . . . . . . . 357
COGNIVISION RESEARCH S.A. 441
FOX SOFTWARE .......
.7
GAMMAPRODUCTIONS
. . IS-46
GAMMAPRODUCTIONS ..... IS·46
INFORMIXSOFTWARE,INC . . ... 31
LEXPERTISE
. . . . . . . 237
M3PC . . . . . .
. ... IS-24,25
MICROLOGIC . . . . . . .
. .. 156
NATIONAL TELEVAR . . ........ 152
PROGRAMMEDINTEWGENCECORPS0-3
RAIMA CORP .. .. .. ..
.. .. 45
ROSE ELECTRONICS ...... . . . 117
SEQUITER SOFTWARE.INC . . . 439
VIKING SOFTWARE SERVICE , IS-54

44
45
461
462
551
552
83
115
1242
159
332
333
1369
188
194
195
1248
1247
275
278
305
306
308

IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

Sclontlllc/Tochnlcal
110
83
103
108
135
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IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

IBM/MSDOS - CAD
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS . 137
A.M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486
CONVE XRESOURCES ..... PC-13
GENERIC SOFTWARE . ....... 427
GENERIC SOFTWARE •• ,, •••. 427
WINTEK .. • , •• , .. .. , ... . ... 498
WINTEK
. ••• 498
IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS
DIVERSIFIED COM'llTER SYS . . .
FTP SOFTWARE, INC (INT'L) . .
FUTURE SOFT ENGINEERING .
FUTURE SOFT ENGINEERING .

493
175
280
280

IBM/MSDOS GRAPHICS
COREL SYSTEMS . ...... ... . . 411
DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP .... 157
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS . . . ... 216
GROUNDHOG GRAPHICS .. . ... 216
INFORMATION&CONTROLLAB . 68
IBM/MSDOS - LAN
ARTISOFT . .. ..... . ... , . , . , , 142
ARTISOFT . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 142
DATA GENERAL (N.A.) . . . . . 332,333
MAP INFO . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . 190
ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP . ., 320
ONLINE PRODUCTS CORP
320
PERFORMANCE TECH .. . ... IS-75
IBM/MSDOS LANGUAGES

Inquiry No.
81
62
1221
1222
1223
1231
124
127
128
129
1249
1256
1257
•
498
1266
1270
1271
211
212
222
248
527
256
1278
1285
1287
282
541

832

Page No.

CHANTAL SYSTEMS CORP . . 149
CHANTAL SYSTEMS CORP . . . 149
CLARION SOFTWARE . . . .. IS-29
CLARION SOFTWARE . .
. . IS-29
COBALT BLUE . . .
. . IS-56
COSI SYSTEMS ............ IS-76
GCOM,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
GIBSON RESEARCH CORP ... . . 86
GIBSON RESEARCH CORP ... . . 86
GREENVIEW . . . .
. . 74
IMT FRANCE .. . . • ,, • • , ••••• IS-54
ISLAND SYSTEMS .
. . . IS-32
ISLAND SYSTEMS .. .... .... IS-32
JAMES RIVER GROUP.INC . . .. .. 82
KNOWLEDGE GARDEN . . . . . . . 384
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1214 BIG DISK LTD .
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. 504
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. ....... 89
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COMPUADD .. .. .
.. .. 471
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COMPULYNK .. .. . .. .. .. NE-13
COMPUTER FRIENDS.INC . . . . 160
COMPUTERQUICK . .
. .. IS-74
COMPUTERLANE . . . . . . . . . . . 483
COMTEK SOLUTIONS.INC ... S0-6
COMTEK SOLUTIONS.INC . .. S0-6
CONTEC U.S.A.,INC . . .
471
CONTEC U.S.A.,INC
. . . 471
CONVEX RESOURCES . . .
PC-13
DAMARK INT'L,INC . . . • . . . • . . 447
DERBY TECHNOLOGY . . . . MW-5
DERBY TECHNOLOGY . ..... MW-5
DERBY TECHNOLOGY .
. S0-13
DERBYTECHNOLOGY . .. . . S0-13
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING.INC .. . .. 37
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING.INC ..... 37
DISKCOTECH . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . 493
DISKCOTECH .. . .. . . .. . . .. • • 493
DISKETTE CONNECTION . .. _ . 499
DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS.INC . 495
DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS.INC . 495
FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL487
FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL467
GEMS COMPUTERS.INC .... . NE-7
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1395
1396
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91
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94
95
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1.C. EXPRESS .. . . .. . . ... •... 496
INTELCORP/DEV.TOOLS . . . •• 470
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470
JADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS . 501
JAMECO . •. , ............ , • • 253
JAMECO ................ 254,255
JAMECO ELECTRONICS .
470
JOA MICRODEVICES.
. .. 513,515
JOA MICRODEVICES.
. . 513,515
JOA MICROOEVICES ....... . 400A
JOA MICRODEVICES. . . ... 400A
JENSEN TOOLS.INC ..... •... 470
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES . .
503
MAYFAIR MICROS .... . ..... IS-40
MICROCOM COMPUTERS . . MW·11
MICROCOM COMPUTERS ..• NE-6
MICROCOM COMPUTERS
PC-15
MICROCOM COMPUTERS
S0-15
MCROCOMPUTING MKTG.CNCL PC-24
MICROPROCESSORS LN.. TD . . . . 504
MYODA,INC ... • , , , ••••• , . MW-16
MYODA,INC ...... . . . . . . . MW-16
MYODA,INC , ... , , ...... , • NE-15
MYODA,INC ..•. , ......... NE-15
MYODA,INC .
. . • . . . . . • PC-7
MYODA,INC ... • , , , •• , ••. , • PC-7
MYODA,INC . . . .
. . $0-24
MYODA,INC .... . ......... S0-24
NATIONAL COMPUTER RIBBONS 70
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1375
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·correspond directly with company.
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NATIONALINSTRRUMENTS .. 471
NEVADACOMPUTERCORP.. 492
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 12,13
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 412,413
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 435
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS. 437
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 266,267
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 300,301
l'01THGATE COMPUTER SYS 362,363
PC CONNECTION .... . .... 104, 105
PC CONNECTION.
. . . 106,107
PC CONNECTION ..... .. . . 108, 109
PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS
504
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE .... 57
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . . . 59
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . 60,61
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ... 192, 195
R & R ELECTRONICS . , •• , , , .. 499
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC MW-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC MW-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . NE-10
RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC .NE-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . PC-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . PC-10
RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC 50·12
RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC 50·12
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS. .
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SIA . .. ..... .. ..... .. . .. . . 368
SIA ........ .. .............. 366
SMARTSOFTWARE .. .. . . ... 15·72
SNW COMPUTERS & ELECT. . . . 84
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291
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309
310
311
1297
316
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319
341

SOFTLINE .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. IS-45
SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION . 15·67
471
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS CO
STRAWBERRY TREE......
470
SUPREME ENTERPRISES . . . . 502
SYSTEM POWERHOUSE.INC S0-16
SYSTEMPOWERHOUSE,INC S0-16
TELEPHONE PRODUCT CENTER498
TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS.,INCS0-4
TEXCOMP BUSINESS SYS..INCS0-4
UNICORN ...... . . . . . ..... . . 490
UNITEX . .......... .. .... 488,489
UNITEX ................. 488,489
USA SOFTWARE ........... IS-37
VIDEOTEXTBOOKTRAINING. 418
VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING .. 416
WIESEMANN & THEISGMBH . . 426
WL TPC EXPRESS . • , , •. , •• , • 470
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MISCELLANEOUS
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ON-LINE SERVICES

BIX.
.. ..... 215
BIX .............. . ... .. .... 450
BIX .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460
450 BIX . . . .......... .. ... ... 466,467
469 COMPUSERVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD ... 380
488 HARD FACTS . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 231

846 OPERATING SYSTEMS

25 ANNABOOKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 404
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB ... 96A-B
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB ... . ... 97
1338 INFO '90/CAHNERS EXPOSITION GRP 3
1291 TECHNICAL TRANSLATION . 1$·80
UNIX EXPO .. . . .. .
. NE-17
482 VERRAN . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 295

478
155
1277
247
259
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313
314

DIGITAL RESEARCH .. .. .. . .. 319
KADAKPRODUCTS ..... . . . ... 110
PROGRAMMER'S ODYSSEY . IS-16
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS .
425
SANTA CRUZ OPERATION
. .. 49
THE SOFTWARE LINK . .
170
THE SOFTWARE LINK
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THESOFTWARELINK
171
THE SOFTWARE LINK
171
VENTURCOM
. 91
VENTURCOM ...... .. . . ...... . 91

847

RECRUITMENT

11 ACM ........... . ......... .. 203
465 CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE
311
1281 SCOCOMM COMPUTERS .... IS-70
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processed immediately.
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663 11401141 114211431144114511461147 114811491150115111521153115411551156
680 115111501159 1100 11611162 115311841 16s 116611511168 11691110111111121173
697 1114 1115111511n11101179 11so 11e11'1821103 11841 165118611871 16811 8 91190
714 1191119211931194119511961197 119811991 200 120112021203 1204 120512061207
131 12001209121012111212121312u121s 1216 1211 121012191220 1221122212231224
748 12251226122112201229123012311ia2 123312341235 12:io1zi11m123912401241
765 1242124312441245124612471248 1249 125012511252125312541255125612571256
782 12s912eo12511252125312841265126612511266 1269121012111212121312141215
799 127612771278 12791280 128112821283128412851266128712881289129012911292
8 t6 12931294129512961297129812991300 13011302 13031304130 51306130713081309
633 1310 131113121313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 13191320 132113221323 13241325 1326
650 132713281329133013311332133313341335 13361337 1336 1lJ9 1340 134113421343
667 1344 1345 1346 1347 13481349 1350 1351 13521353 13541355 1356 1357 13581359 1360
884 1361 13621363 1364 1365 t 366 t 3671368 1369t370 t3111312 1373 1374 13751376t3n
901 13781379138013811382138313641385 1388 1387 ;388 1389 1390 13911392 13931394
918 1395 1396 1397 1398 13991 400 14011402 1403 1404 1405 1406 1407 14061 409 1410 141 1
935 141214 131414 14151416 1417 14181419142014211422 1423 142414251426 1427 1428
952 1429 1430 14311432143314341 435 14361 4371 438 14391440 1441 1442 1443 1444 1445

953 954 955 958 957 958 959 960 961 962 963 964 965 966 967 966 969
970 971 972 973 974 975 976
978 979 980 981 9R2 983 984 985 966

en

14461447144614491450145114521453 1454 1455 1456145714581459 1460 14611462
14631464 146514661467146814691470 1471 1472 t473t4741475147614n 14781479

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PART#
4116-1 50

SI ZE
16384x1
65536x 1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x4
262144 x1
262144x1
262144x 1
262 144x1
262144x4
262 144x4
1048576x1
1048576x1
1048576x 1

4164-150
4164-120
4164-100
TMS4464 -1 2
4 1256 -150
41 256 -120
4125 6-100
41 256-80
414256-100
41 4256-80
lMB-120
1MB -100
1MB-80

SPEED

PINS
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
20
18

150ns
150ns
120ns

100ns
120ns

150ns
120ns
100n s

sons

100ns

sons

120ns

100ns

PRICE
1.49
2.49
2.89
3. 39
3.95
2.59
2.95
3.15
3.75
12.9 5

13.45
11.95
12.35
12.9 5

18
18

sons

SIMM/SIP MODULES
PART#
4125 6A 9B-12
41256A9B-BO
421000A8B-10
421000A9B-10
4 21000A9B ·80
256K 9SIP-80
25 6K9 SIP· 60
1MBx9SIP-80

SIZE

SPEED

256K x 9
256K x 9

120ns

lMBxa

100ns

1MBx9

100n s

1MB x 9
256K X 9
256K X 9
1MB x 9

sons

sons

sons

60ns
BOns

FOR
S IMM/PC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/MAC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/ PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC

PRICE
36.95
49.95
109.95
113.95
119.95
54. 95
64. 95
124.95

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
8 -BIT CO-PROCESSORS
8087
8087-2
8087-1

S MHz
89.95
B MHz 129.95
10 MHz 169.95

16-BIT CO-PROCESSORS
80287
80287-8

6 MHz
8 MHz

80287-10
BOC827

10 MHz 239.95
12MHz 299.95

inter

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

WITH MANUAL & SOFTWARE GU ID E

139.9 5
209.95

MINI 25MHZ 386

Ef)

$

799

• NORTON SI 26.6 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 30.1
• MEMORY INTERL EAVING FOR NEAR ZERO WAIT ST ATES
- SOCK ETED FOR 80387 COPROCESSOR
• USES 80NS 256K OR 1MB SIMM/DIP RAMS
- 16MB RAM CAPACITY: 8MB ON BOARD. 8MB USING
OPTIONAL RAM CA RD (OKB INST ALLED)
- ON-BOARD RAM: 11 2MB USING 4/ 8 256K SIMMS OR 4/BMB
USING 418 1MB SIMMS - FIVE 16-BIT SLOTS. TWO 8 -BIT
SLOTS, ON E 32 -BIT SLOT FOR PROPR IETARY RAM CARD
- AM I BIOS - SIZE: 8.5" X 13"

12.5MHZ286

$199 95

• NORTON SI 14.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 16.S
• S T ANDA RD 8088 LAYOUT
- 286-COMPATIBLE - 6112 .SM HZ KEYBOARD SELECT SPEEDS
- EXPA NDABLE TO 4MB ON BOARD: 5 12K/1 MB USING 18/36
256KX 1 DRAMS; 2/4MB USING 18/36 1 MBX1 DRAMS (OKB
INSTALLED)
• MEMORY SP EED: 120NS FOR 1 WAIT. 100NS FOR 0 WA IT

MCT-M286-12 ... ..... ... ..... ...... ........... ... -·----·-···· $199.95

MCT-M386-25
"SE LECTED AS T OP PERFORMER" BY BYTE M AG .,
MCT-M386-M25 PROPRI ET ARYRAMCA RD.

A PRIL

1990

.... $99.95
1/ 2MB USING 36172 256KX 1 DRAMS OR 4/BMB USING 36172
I MBX1 DRAMS

32-BIT CO-PROCESSORS
80387- 16
80387-SX
80387-20SX
80387-20
80387-2 5
80387-3 3

16MHz 359.95

l GMHz 319.9 5
16 MHz 399.95
20 MHz 399.9 5
25 MHz 499 .9 5
33M Hz 649.00

NEW! THE ULTIMATE IN 287'S!

80287-XL T ................... $ 247.95
FO R COMP AQ l TE1286, T ANOY 2800

80287-XL ..................... $247.95

16MHZ MINI 386-SX $

FOR Al l OTHER 286·8ASED SYST EMS

llT ADVANCED CO-PROCESSORS
INTEL COMPATIBLE' FASTER CA LCULATION AND LOWER
POWER CONSUMPTION. 2C87 AVG. 1.8 X FAS TER THAN
80287 (B YTE SEPT. 1987).

32-BIT CO-PROCESSORS

16-BITCO-PROCESSORS
10 MH z $239.95
2C87-10

3C87-16
3C87-20
3C87-25
3C87-33

2C87- 12
2C87·20

12 MHz
20 MHz

299.9 5
349 .95

1O MHz
12 MH z
20 MHz
20 MHz

$3 59.9 5
399.95
499.95
64 9.95

CYRIX CO-PROCESSORS

" - 

-

NEIY STATE-OF-THE-AAT MATI-1 CO-PRO
CESSORS SAVE YOU LONGE\ll TY l'JOARIES•
WI TH MANUAL & SOF1WAAE GUIDE . F ULL
UNCONOITIOWU. 5-YEAR GUARANTEE I
. $2 99.95
. 349.95
.... 439.95

83087-33
33MHz .. 549.99
83DS B7-1 6 (SX) 16MH z . 269.95
83S87-20 (SX) 20MHz .. 329. 95

33MHZ CACHE 386

$1495

•NORTON SI 4S.9 •LANDMARK AT SPEED S0.8
• 33MHZ 80386 CPU - 64K ZERO WAIT STATIC RAM CACHE
• 11214/BMB ON-BOARD RAM USING 80NS SIMMS (OKB
INS T ALLED)
- 112MB USING 418 256K SIMMS OR 4/BMB USING 4/ 8 1MB
SIMMS - SOCKETED FOR 80387 -33 MATH CO-PROCESSOR
- 8 EXPANSION SLOTS (ONE 32-B IT, SIX 16-BIT. ON E 8-BIT)
- AM I BIOS ASSURES IBM COMPATIBILITY
• 8133MHZ KEYBOARD ADJUST ABLE SPE EDS

MCT-386MBC-33 ............................................. $1495.00
MCT-386MBC-25 25MHZ VERSION ..... .. ... ......... .... .. $999.00

A.l.R. 486
MOTHERBOARD!

MINl25MHZ
CACHE 386

$1299
wrrHRAMCARD

• NORTON SI 30.S • LANDMARK AT SPEED 40.7
•
-

25MHZ 80386 • REQUIRES 1 OF THE RAM CARDS BELOW
SHADOW RAM FOR ROM BIOS
MEMORY CACH ING FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
MEMO RY IN TERLEAVING FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATE
OPERA TION (8 BANKS OF MEMORY REQUIRED)

- SOCKETED FOR 80387 OR W EITEK 3 167 COPROCESSORS

MCT-C386-25 ......... ................... ................... .... $1199.00
FOR CAD/CAM/CAE
WORKSTATIONS. LAN
APPLICATIONS, MUL T l
TASKING AND MUL Tl
USER APPUCA TIONS
REO . UNIX OR XENIX'
- 25MHZ - BASED ON
INTEL 80486 PROC ESSOR - SOCKETED FOR W EITEK 4167
MA TH CO-PROCESSOR · BK O F INTERNAL RAM CACH E
- SUPPORTS SHADOW RA M WI TH AN INT ER NAL CACHE
CONTROLL ER - EXPANDAB LE TO 4, 8 OR 16MB USING 256K
OR 1MB SIMMS (OK ON-BOA RD) - EI GHT 16-BIT BUS SLOTS •
6 LAYER BOARD DESIGN

AIR-486MB25 .............. ................................... $2,999.00

39995

• NORTON SI 1S.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 20.8

RAM CARDS (ONE REQUIRED FOR OPERATION):

1 / 2/ 4MB USING 8116/ 32 256KX4 DRAMS AND 418116 256KX1
DRAMS (OK INS T ALLED)

MCT-C386-M4 ...................................................... $99.95
11 2MB USING 36/ 72 256KX1 DRAMS OR 4/BMB USING 36172
1 MBX1 DRAMS (OK INS T)

MCT-C386-M8 ..................... .................. .. .. ........... $99.95
11214MB USING 418116 256K SIMMS. 418116MB USING 4/8116
1MB SIM MS OR 10 MB USING 8 1MBSIM MSAND 8 256K
SIMMS (OK INST ALLED)

MCT-C386-M16 .................................................... $99.95

CALL FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG!

- USES 16MH Z INT EL 80386SX CPU
- EX PANDABL E T O 8MB ON BOARD
• 512Kl1 MB USIN G 18/36 256KX1 DRAMS OR 214 256K SIPS OR
418 256KX 4 AND 2/4 256KX1 DRAMS: 214MB USING 18/36
1MBX 1 DRAMS OR 214 1MB SIPS: 618MB US IN G 36 1MBX1
DRAMS AN D 2/4 1MB SIPS AMI BIOS
- CHOOSEFASTO WAITST ATEOR 1 WAIT ST ATE FOR
ECO NOMICAL USE OF SLOWER RA M
- FIVE 16-B IT & THREE 8 -BIT EXPANSION SLOTS
- CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY NE W ENHANCED ADVANCED
TE CHNOLOGY (N EAT) CHIPSE T
- SOC KE TFO R 80387SX- 16 COPROC ESSOR
- 8.5" X 13" SIZE FITS IN MI Nl-286 AND FULL-SIZE 286 CASES

MCT-386SX ........................................................ $399.95

20MHZ 286
• NORTON SI 20.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 26.3
• NEAT CHIP SET HAS POWE R TO COMPETE WITH 386
SYSTEMS
• EXPANDABLE FRO M 5 12K TO 8MB: 512KllM B USING 18/36
256KX 1 DRAMS OR 2/4 256K SIP S: 214MB USING 18136 1MBX1
DRAMS OR 214 1 MB SIPS; 6/ 8MB USING 36 1MBX1 DRA MS
A ND 214 1 MB SIPS
- 20/IOMH Z KEYBOARD SELECT ABLE SPEEDS - AMI BIOS
• SHADOW RA M AN D PAG E INTERLE AVED MEM ORY
- FASTO WAIT STATE OR 1 WA IT ST ATE FOR SLOWER RAM
- 8.5" X 13'" FITS MOS T 8088, MINl·286 & FULL SIZE 286 CASES
- FIVE 16-BIT & THR EE 8-BIT SLOTS
- SOCKET FOR 80287- 12 MATH CO-P ROCESSOR

MCT-M286-20N ........... ....... .............. ......•........... $389.95

16MHZ 286 W/NEAT CHIPSET

5

289 95

MCT-M286-16N NORTON SI 16 .2 / LANDMARK AT 21.1

12MHZ 286 W/NEAT CHIPSET 5 269 9s
MCT-M286-12N NORTON 5112. 0 /LANDMARK AT 15.5

10MHZ 8088

NORTONSl2.1

$99 95

• 8088- COM -PA TIBLE: OPER ATE S AT 4.77/IOMHZ
• KEYBOARD SEL EC T-ABLE CL OC K SPEEDS • SOCK ETF O R
8087 -1 COPROCESSOR • 8 SLOTS• MCTBIOS • 640 K RA M
CAPAC ITY(OKB INST.)

MCT-TURB0-10 .. ....... ......... .... ............................. $99.95

~

CUSTOMER SERVICE 800-538-5001

MON.-FRI. 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M. (PST)

E3

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 800-538·5002

ORDER TOLL•FREE 800•538•5000

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 7)

SEPTEMBER 1990 • BYTE

c!~
513

RELISYS MULTISYNCH
• 14" NON-GL ARE SCREEN • BOO X 560 MAX RESOLUTION
• CGAIEGAIVGA COMPATIBLE • TTUANALOG MODE

VGA
PACKAGE

JOA-MULTI

$499 95

• 14" ANALOG VGA MONITOR • GLARE RESIST ANT SCREEN
• 720 X 480MAXIMUM RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE

VGA COLOR ANO
CLARITY AT AN EGA
PRICE' • 8-BIT VGA
CARD IS FULLY
COMPATIBLE WITH
IBM VGA • 720 X 540
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION ,
640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS
• 528 X 480 IN 256 COLORS
• HIGH RESOLUTION ANALOG
MONITOR • EGAICGAIMONO ANO HERCULES COMPATIBLE
• DRIVERS FOR WINDOWS, GEM, 1·2-3, SYMPHONY,
AUTOCAO & VENTURA

VGA-PKG-8 ........................................................ $499.95

J.6-BIT VGA PACKAGE
16-BIT VERSION INCLUDES MCT -VGA- 16

VGA-PKG-16 ...................................................... $529.00

VGA-MONITOR

EGA-MONITOR

GM-1489
MONO-SAMSUNG SAMSUNG 12" FLAT SCREEN $129.95
JDR·MONO 12" MONO WITH GREEN SCREEN .. ..... $69.95
MONO-VGA PAPERWHITE VGA MONITOR ............. $139.95
NEC-MULTl-30 NEC MUL Tl -30 MUL TISYNC .... .. $649.00
CM-1440 SEIKO DUAL FIXED FREQUENCY .. ..... $599.00
T AXAN-P DUAL PAGE MONO MONITOR & CARD ... $1499.00

DISPLAY CARDS

CABLES AND GENDER CHANGERS
MOLDED; GOLD-PLATED CONTACTS; 100% SHIELDED
CBL-PRNTR-25
25 FT. PC PRINTER CABLE
15.95
15.95
CBL·PRINTR-RA
RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE
CBL·DB25-MM
DB25 MALE-DB25 MALE 6 FT.
9.95
9.95
CBL·DB25-MF
DB25 MALE-DB25 FEMALE 6 FT.
CBL-9-SERIAL
DB9 FEMALE·DB25 MALE 6 FT.
6.95
14.95
CBL·CNT-MM
36-PIN CENTRONICS -M/M
GENDER-VGA
DB9·DB15 ADAPTOR
4.95
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE· CALL FOR MORE INFO

.-..oros~
wJlh a lull rrne ol proro1ypj';/es
JOA caie.rs ro me d:':i"U:~ Here are j~sl a few exam
.
and prog1amml"9 ;-tor our compl11lo J1nel
Rsquesr ou' caialo!I

27C25~

2 7 5 12
27C101-20

SPEED

Vpp

J.50ns

25V
21V
12.SV
12.5V
12.5V
12.5 V
12.5V
12.SV
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V

8192x8
8192x8
16384x8
16334idl
32768x8
32768x8
65536x8
131072x8

:<50ns
450ns
250ns

<!OOns
250ns

200ns
250ns
250n•

250ns
200ns

EPROM PROGRAMMER

PINS PRICE

24
24
Z8
ZS
28
Z8
28
28
Z8
28
32

3 .95
3.95
3.49
3.69
4.25
4 . 25

s.u

4 , 95

5.95

7.95
24 . 95

$129 95

• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX
EPROMS UP TO 27512 ·SPLIT
OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF
SEVERAL DIFFERENT SIZED
EPROMS (VARIOUS FORMATS AND
VOLTAGES) • READ, WRITE, COPY,
BLANK CHECK ANO VERIFY • HEX
AND INTEL HEX FORMATS SOFTWARE

MOD-EPROM

DATARASE II EPROM ERASER $39 95
•SMALL SIZE! • ERASES A~Lj
SIZE EPROMS UP- 'fQ 4 AT A
J\ME·· MOST IN 3 MINUTES
•WALL PLUG POWER SUPPLY

DATARASEll

514

MONO GRAPHICS/PRINTER

$49.95

8088/286COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPA TIBLE
MONOGRAPHICS ·SUPPOR TS LOTUS 1-2-3 • 720 X 348
DISPLAY •ADDRESS PARALLEL PRINTER PORT AS LPT1 OR 2

$249 95
ACCOMMODATES ALL MOTHER
BOARDS
INCLUDES 250 WA TT POWER
SUPPLY
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY ANO
4 HARD DRIVES
TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES
SPEED DISPLAY, POWER. DISK LEDS
MOUNTING HARDWARE,
FACEPLATES ANO SPEAKER INCLUDED

CASE-100 ........................... $249.95
CASE-200 "SUPERFOOT"-HOLDS 11 DRIVES .......... $499.95
CASE-120 "M INIFOOT" W/200 WATT PS .
$199.95

STANDARD
CASES
FULL SIZE SLIDE CASE

CASE-70 ....... $89.95
CASE-50 FOR 8088 OR MINl-86 MOTHERBOARDS .... $59.95
CASE-FLIP FLIP-TOP XT·STYLE CASE .. ..................... $39.95
CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT-STYLE CASE .... ............ $39.95
CASE-JR .......... ................................................... $149.95
WITH 150W POWER SUPPLY . FOR 8088 OR MINl -286 BOARDS.

CASE-JR-200 ............... ....................................... $189.95
WITH 200W PO WE R SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MIN l-286 BOARDS
NOTE: CASES DO NOT INCLUDE DRIVES.

PC POWER SUPPUES
PS-135 135 WATT FOR 8088 · U.L. APPROVED.
.. $59.95
PS-150 150 WA TT FOR 8088 · UL APPROVED .. .. ........ $69.95
PS-200X 200 WA TT FOR 8088 • UL APPROVED .......... $89.95
PS-200 200 WA TT FOR 2861386 · UL APPROVED ...... $89.95
..... .. . .. .. . $129.95
PS-250 250 WATT FOR 2861386.

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPUES

MCT-MGP
OTHER DISPLAY CARDS

MCT-MG 8-BIT MONO W/OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT .. $79.95
MCT-MGAIO 286 MONO WITH SER/PAR/ GAME ..... $99.95
MCT ·CGP CGA GRAPHICS FOR RGB MONITOR ...... $49.95
MCT-EGA EGA CARD WITH 256K RAM ............... $149.95

• LOGICALLY GROUPED • ACCESSES ALL VO SIGNAL
CONNECTIONS • ACCEPTS. 9, 15, 19, 25 OR 37-PIN 0-SUBS
PDS-600 8·BIT . ............. $~9.95 POS-610 16·BIT .•• $59.95

ABOVE CARDS WITH DECODE
• INCLUDES ADDRESS DECODING LOGIC, DATA BUFFERING,
2LSI CIRCUITS FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGIT ALl/0 AND
COUNTER· TIMER FUNCTIONS
PDS-801 G-err ...............$79.95 POS.611 1B·BIT .•. $89.95

CONDITIONED CRITICAL LOAD/BACK-UP DURING BLACKOUT
PART NO.

VA FREQ.

EMERSON-20 300 60hz
EMERSON-30 500 60hz
EMERSON-40 800 60hz

•

JCA·PR1
JDA.-PR2
JOR-PR2-PK
JDR·PR 10

JDR·PR1 Q.PK

CURRENT BATTERY

2 .50A
4.20A
6.70A

PRICE

1Omin. $299.95
1Omin. $499.95
10min. $699.95

PROTOTYPE CARDS
8-lllT WITH +5V AND GROUND Pl.ANE
A1lOVE WITH r.'O OECOOING LAYOUT
PARTS KJT FOFI JDR·PRZ ASOVE
16-BIT WITH UO DECODING LAYOUT
PARTS KIT FOR .IOR·PR10 AllOVE

:1.7.DS

29.95
8.95
34.95
U .95

MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

EPROMS
2764-250
2764-200
2 7 12 8
271 28A·200
27256

MCT-VGA-16
. ......... $149.95
MCT-VGA-8 8-BIT VERSION.. .
MCT ·VGA-1024 1024X768 IN TERLACED VGA .... $189.95
MCT·VGA VGAWITHTTLSUPPORT ................... $189.95

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD CARDS

waM.D

8192x8

$169.95

• 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM EXPANDABLE
TO 512K • 64LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE

PCODE ............................................................... $49.95
PCOOE WITH QA PLUS .
. ..................... .......... ...... $69.95

2764

$139. 95

J.4" SCREEN MONO

• GLARE-RESISTANT 14" SCREEN WITH AMBER DISPLAY
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE

16-BITVGA

TO DIAGNOSE. PLUG IT INTO A CARD SLOT, ,
REA D THE INDICATORDISPLAY & CHECK
THE MANUAL FOR THE CORRESPONDING
POW-ER-ONSELF-TESTCODE.
COMPATIBLE W/80286 & 80386-BASED
SYSTEMS.

SIZE
2048x8
4096x8

$339.95

EGA MONITOR

•14" NON-GLARE SCREEN WITH 640 X 350 MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION • DISPLAY 16 COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY

POST CODE DIAGNOSES
SYSTEM PROBLEMS!

PART#
2 7 16 • 1
2732A

$379.95

REL YSIS VGA MONITOR

Littlefoot™ CASE

B Y T E • SEPTEMBER 1990

EACH MODULE IN THIS SYSTEM USES A COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD, SO YOU CAN USE JUST ONE SLOT
TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS & MORE!

EPROM MODIJLE

1

119 95

• PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPA OMS, CMOS EPAOMS 3 EePR014S
FROM 16K JO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER • l\UTO ,
BLANK CHECK/PROGRAMNERlFY • II?\> 5 , 12!>. 12:15. l l . 21 &
25 VOLTS• NORMAL, INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE & QUICK

• UNIVERSAL IITTEilFACE FDA ALL
THE PROGRAMMING MOOIJil.ESI
• SELECTABLE ADDRESSES
PREVENTS CONFLICTS
• MOLDED CAllLE

PULSE.PROGRAMM1NG ALGORITHMS

MOO-MEP
.
MOD· MEP-4 4-EPROM PROGRAMM ER .. .. ....... - .. $169.95
MOO-MEP-8 8-fil'ROM PROGRAMMER  -----...... $259.95
MOl>-MEP-16 16-EPROM PROORAMMER ............... $499.95

MOO-MAC

UNIVERSAL $
49995
MODULE

PAL MODULE

• PROGRAMS EPROMS, EEPROMS, PALS, Bl-POLAR PROMS,
8748 & 8751 SERIES DEVICES; 16V8 AND 20V8 GALS
(GENER-IC ARRAY LOGIC) FROM LATTICE,
NS, SGS ·TESTS TTL. CMOS,
DYNAMIC & STATIC RAMS
•LOAD DISK, SAVE DISK,
EDIT, BLANK CHECK,
PROGRAM, AUTO, READ
MASTER, VERIFY ANO
COMPARE • TEXTOOL
SOCKET FOR .3" TO
.6" WIDE C'S (8-40 PINS)

·PROGRAMS MMI , NS, Tl 2Q & Tl 24 PIN DEVICES • BLANK
CHECK, PROGRAM , AUTO, READ M/\STER. VERIF.TY & SECUR·
ITY FUSE BLOW

MOD-MUP
MOD-MUP-EA 4-UNIT ADAPTOR . ..

ENTRY-LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENTFROM CUPL. FULL SUP
PORT FOR 16L8, 16R4, 16R6, 16R8, 20L8, 20R4, 20R8 ANO 20X8.

...................... $99.95

MOD-MPL

OTHER MODULES
MOD-MMP MICROPROCESSOR PRO ~ RAM MER ..... $179.95
MOD-MIC DIGITAL IC & MEMORYTESTER .............. $129.95
MOD-MBP Bl-POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER ............ $259.95

PAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE $

99 95

MOD-MPL-SOFT

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card ( RESEUERS: 7)

• I 53.5MB CAPACITY
• ESDI INTERFACE
•AVG ACCESS TIM E : 18MS.
• RECORDING : 19. 612 BPI BIT.
1,240 TRACK DENSITIES
• 20 SEC. START/STOP TIME
• REO. DC+5V, +12V POWER
• USES 2-7 ALL METHOD ANO NAZ
TRANSFER MODE
5655 ................... ........ ............ ............................ $849.00

MICROPOUS DRIVES
KITS : F/H CONTROLLER. CABLES. NOVELL NE TWARE-286.
1355 157.5MB ESDI. 23MS .......... . KIT: $1049 .. ... DRIVE: $949
1375 157.5MB SCSI, 23MS ... . ... KIT: $1099 ..... DRIVE: $899
1558 338. 1 MB ESDI, 18MS ........ ... KIT: $1799 ... DRIVE: $1 61 9
157833 8.1MBSCS l, 18MS ...., ... .. KIT: $1 79 9 ... 0RIVE : $16 19
. ....... ........ DRIVE: $2499
15 66 676 .8MB ESDI, 16MS
1588 676.8MB SCSI, 16MS ............... ..... .... .,.,.,_.. . DRIVE: $2499

HARD DISKS
21.4MB s199 65.SMB

s3s9

DRIVE KITS
21.4MB s249

80.2MB

$569

32.7MB

32.7MB

$219

42.BMB

5

SIZE
21.4MB
32.7MB ALL
42.8MB
43 .lMB SCSI
65.5MB ALL
80.2MB
84. 9MBSCSI
122.7MB ALL
21.4MB
32. 1MB ALL

&)>Seagate

339

MOOEL
ST-225

ST·239
ST-251-1

ST·2S1 N
ST·717·1

ST-4096

AVG.

SPEED
65MS
65MS
2BMS
40MS

FORM
FAC10
S-1/4"

S199

$249

S..H4•

SZ19

5--HA·

~39

$;!79
$389

5·1

$4 19
$<149

211MS
28MS
ST·196N 28MS
ST-4 1ol4R 28MS

S-1 14"

$3ll9

S-11.

S:569

!i-1 /4"
S-114"

$499
-$ 699

ST· 125

J· l ~

S259

ST-138R

40M$
4QMS

~g

3-112"

S759

5859

1299
$33g

$J73
S429

. .;~· MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
DRNE CONTROLLERS
• 80 TRAC KS • 135 TPI • ULTRA HIGH DEN SITY
• READ1WRITE 720K DISKS, TOO
• INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE
FDD-1.44 X BLACK FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44A BEIGE FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44SOFT SOF TWAREDR IVER..
.. .... .. . $19 .95
MF355A 3-1 /2"MITS UBIS HI 1.44MB, BEIGE .......... ..... $129 . 95
MF355X 3-1/2" MIT SUBISHI 1.44 MB, BLAC K ........... .. $129.95
FDD-360 5-1/4" DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K ........ .. .. ... .. ... . $69.95
FD·55B 5-1/4" TE AC DOUBLE -S IDED OD 360K ..
. .... $89.95
FDD·1.2 5-1/4" DOUB LE ·SIDEO HO 1.2M.
. ... . .. ..... $89.95
FD-55G 5-1 /4" TE AC DOUBLE -SIDED HD 1.2M ............ $129.95

1.44MB
FLOPPY

MULTI 1/0 CARD

$4995

MULTI 1/0 FLOPPY

• 8088 OR 286 COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY DRIVES
(3 60K, 720K , 1.2MB & 1.44MB) • USER SELECTABLE AS A
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY (3RD OR 4TH) FLOPPY DRIVE
MCT-FDC-HD

HIGH DENSrrY 4·FLOPPY CARD $59.95
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES • CABLES FOR 4
INTERNAL DRIVES • BIOS FOR ANY COMBO OF DRIVES
MCT-FDC-HD4

$29.95

FC-3001 101-KEY, 12 F-KEYS & CALCULATOR ............ $74.95
BTC·5339 10 1-KE Y WITH 12 FUNCTION KE YS
.. $69.95
BTC-5339R CO MPACT 101-KEY, 30% SMALLER ...... ... $79.95
MAX-5339 101-KE Y MAXI-SWITCH (286 ONLY) . . .. ..... $84.95
K103-A AUDIBLE "CLICK" 101-KEY KEYBOARD ........ ... $84.95

• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES TO IBM ~OR
COMPATIBLE • OSI OOANDDS I ODCOMPATIBLE
MCT·FDC

PC· TRAC
~r~~,:~~ 1 ~2,-~~~~LESV~~~~~J& YJ

.

$79.95

286/386 FLOPPY/HARD

$149.95

286/386 1:1 INrERl.EAVE

• INC LUDES MAP DEVICE DR IVE
WITH BALLISTIC GAIN
P C -TRAC W/RS -232C SER IAL INTERFACE
FAST-TRAP TH E3-AXISMOUSEALTERNA TI VE!

HARD DISK

• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10. 20, 30 ANO
40MB • CAN DIVID E 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES
MCT·HDC
MCT·RLL ALL CARD SUPPOR TS 2 ALL DRIVES ..... $ 119.9 5

• FLOPPY /HARD DISK CONTROL IN AN AT DESIGN •FOR UP
TO 2 FL OPPIES (360K /720K/1.2MB /1.44MBJ & 2 HARO DRIV ES
MCT·AFH

$8995

$169,95

• CONTROLS 2 HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360KJ720K/1 .2MB /
1.44MBJ • CONCURREN TL y USE HARD & FL OPPY DRIVES
MCT -FAFH

.~~3'!~~fs": !~~~~~~s. ~
~
WGrrECHMICE
• 3-BUTTON SERIES 9 • 320 DPI RES. • SER IAL PS/2 COMPAT.
LOGC9 SERIAL MOUSE ......... ......... .. .... .. ..... ........... ... $9B .95
LOGC9-C SERIAL MOUSE (NO T PS/2 COMPATI BLE) .. $79.95
LOGC9-P SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW ........... $109 .95
LOGC9-PC SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINT /CAD ......... $154 .95
LOGB9 BUS MOUS E ..................  ..................... .. ... $ 89.95
LOGB9-P BUS MOUSE WI TH PAINTSHOW .. .. .. .. .... $104.95
LOGB9-PC BUS MOUSE WI TH PAINT /CAD .. ............... $149.95

GENISCAN
SCANNER
s19995
• UP TO 400 DP I • 32
LE VELS OF GRAY SCALE
• W/INTERFACE CARO ,SCA N
EDIT II AND DR.GENIUS
GS-4500 ........ $199.95

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 7)

4800/2400 BPS
FAX MODEM

s11995

• 4800 BAUD GROUP Ill FAX TRANSMISSION ONLY • 2400
BPS DATA MODEM · W/MENU DRIVEN PROF AX SOFTWARE
• SENDS DOS TEXT, PCX & TIFF FILES TO FAX TRANS.
MCT-FAXM ............................. .......................... $119.95
MCT-241 INTERNAL 2400 BAUD DA T A MODEM ......... $89.95
MCT 121 INTERNAL 1200 BAUD DATA MODEM
$59.95

VNA2400
BAUD MODEM s119

95

• 2400/1200/300 BAUD OPERATION • HAYES
AT COMMAND SET COMPAT. • EXTENDED
S-REGIS TER PROGRAMMING• SPEAKER
• 2NO PHONE JACK • AUTO DIAL TONE/
REDIAL • STD. RS-232C INTERFACE
VIV A-24E .................................. $119.95
VIVA-24MNP ... ................ ......... $129.95
ERROR CORRECTING VERSION

FAX SWITCHER

$79.95 .

• SUPP ORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES
• SERIAL. PARALLEL, GAME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR
MCT-MIO

286/386 MULTI 1/0 CARD

$59.95

• SERI AL, PAR ALLEL ANO GAME PORTS • USES 1 6450
SERIAL SUPPO RT CHIP S FOR HIGH SPEED OPERA TION
MCT-AIO

MEMORY CARDS
$49.95

576K RAM CARD

• USER SELEC TAB LE CONFIGURATION TO 576K • USES 64K
AND 256K DRAMS (0K INS TALLED)
MCT-RAM

286/386 EXPANDED MEMORY $129.95
• USER EXPANDAB LE TO 2MB USING1MB DRAMS • CON
FORMS FULLY TO LIM EMS 3.2 • RAM DISK SOFTWARE
MCT-AEMS
MCT-AEMS-256 USES 41256 DRAMS
..... $129 .95

8088 EXPANDED MEMORY

$129.95

• 2MB RAM CAPAC IT Y · USES 64K OR 256K DRAMS
MCT-EMS

li'JIE.;Ji'J;llJ!JJ'J;l!. !JjJ!JE.iD l'JE.!..t;!JJi /E.
We speak English, Espanol, Portugues & Italiano!
Our International Department will he/ p with customs
documentation  Ask for Sonia (408) 559-1200

$109 .95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . ,

MENUS, MOUSE -2-3 • REO. 256K MIN. MEMORY
TRACKMAN SERI AL VERSI ON  NO CARD REO . .. .. . $98.95
TRACKMAN-B BUS VE RSIO N . ................................... $95.95
W/SHO RTCARO FOR 8088, 286, 386 OR PS12 MODELS 25 & 30

$59.95

• SERI AL PORT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BA TTERY
• PAR ALLEL POR T rs AD DRESSABLE AS LP T1 OR LPT2
MCT-10

FLOPPY DISK

BTC-5060 84-KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS .............. $59 .95
MAX-5060 MAX l-SWITCH84-KEY(286 ONLY) ............ $64 .95

INTERFACE CARDS

MULTIFUNCTION 1/0 CARDS

ENHANCED KEYBOARDS

STANDARD KEYBOARDS

s279

'9

T

t'9 ~

r "I

T y

~

.,.,..

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
VOICEMASTER KEY

$129 95
TURNS KEYSTROKE EN·
TRIES INTO MACROS YOU
COMMAND WITH SPEECH!
OPERATES AS A TERMl
NATED AND STAY RESI
DENT PROGRAM; NEEDS
ONLY 67K OF MEMORY
• RECALL S CONTRO L ALT/SHIFT COMMANDS! •COM
PATIBLE W/LOTUS 1-2-3, WORDSTAR, WORDPERFECT.
DBASE 111+ , SIDEKICK, MOST BUSINESS PROGRAMS;
CONTROLLABLE FROM CUSTOM PROGRAMS IN C,
BASIC, PASCAL OR ASSEMBLER • 1/2-SIZE CARD
• HEAD-SET AND SOFTWARE (5-1/4") • 16 FIELDS, EACH
CAPABLE OF STRINGING 16 MACROS (2 56 TOTAL)
• RE Q UIRES BOBB. 2B6, 386 OR PS/2 25 OR 30, 256K OF
MEMORY AND MSDOS 2.1 OR HIGHER
VOICEMASTER INTERNAL MODEL . ........... $129.95
VOICEMASTER·E EXTERNAL . ...... ................. $187 .95
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CHAOS MANOR
MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

Lefties Unite
Dear Jerry,
Could I ask you to take up the cudgel
on behalf of an undefended minority? We
lefties are used to being called "sinister"
and "gauche," and we've adapted re
markably to a hostile world, but some
times it seems to have gone too far in its
oppression.
Logitech seems to have come out, fi
nally, with the perfect trackball in the
TrackMan. It is, however, unrelenting in
its right-handedness. A few inquiries to
Logitech force me to conclude that the
company has no plans for a left-handed
model. Were the company to make one,
thousands ofus southpaws would flock to
it-in gratitude, if nothing else. Perhaps
you could put a few bees in Logitech's
(or somebody's) bonnet.
David A. Frecker
Corpus Christi, TX

new environment, had great color, could
validate input every which way, and
could tidy everything away in subrou
tines. Maybe I went overboard in trying
these things; I'd be the last to claim that
the resulting code was neat, disciplined,
or elegant. But beyond a certain size, the
RUN instruction locked the machine
with no error message-which I take to
mean that the product, and not my code,
is at fault.
I called the Microsoft help number in
the U. K., and the people there said to
save the code in a text file, not the special
fast file type supported in QuickBASIC.
They called it "binding ." This worked
for a while, but then the program hung
again.
Is this binding peculiar to QuickBA
SIC 4.5 (maybe the European version),
or is it a well-known though undocu
mented characteristic of QuickBASIC?
Garry Owens
Dublin, Ireland

am not literate in Russian. I am very lit
erate in APL, however, and I think I
could maintain just about any system
written in one of its several dialects.
Unfortunately, there are not a whole
lot of programmers who are APL-liter
ate. This, however, has not prevented
novices from coding in APL, and there's
a lot of code written in APL by people
who have not been professionally trained
to code within standards of readability,
documentation, or efficiency. Neverthe
less, they get the job done-and leave the
maintenance for others. My years of ex
perience at several companies have indi
cated that code written by novices is far
more difficult to maintain than sophisti
cated code written by professionals. This
has led me to believe that the problems
programmers have with APL have more
to do with their competence level (liter
acy level, if you prefer) than with the
language.
So while you may not want to maintain
an APL system, I thrive on doing so. On
the other hand, I would not ask someone
to pay me to maintain C code.
Gregg W . Taylor
Keller, TX

I think you should take up your Bible and
look into Matthew 21. Actually, if a
I haven 't had your problem, although I
right-handed trackball becomes a com
mercial success, a left-handed one will am told that if a program gets extremely
large it can happen, and the code must be
not be far behind, while saddling a com
pany with the necessity to do both when compiled external to the programming
introducing the product is a fair way to environment. I always compile externally
anyway, because the internal compiler I agree that there are not many people
prevent it from happening at all.
I find that my computer table isn't set links in all the library routines whether who are APL-literate. I am persuaded
that it is a wonderful language for the
up for a trackball, which is a surprise; I used or not, resulting in enormous code.
small number ofpeople whoare.-Jerry
I also recommend the Crescent Quick
need one that is 3 inches wide or less so
that it will sit in my keyboard drawer with BASIC toolkit.-Jerry
Computers for Cetaceans
my keyboard. -Jerry
Dear Jerry,
APL Minority
I am a marine biologist with the Uni
Dear Jerry,
BASIC Fear and Loathing
Dear Jerry,
I must take issue with a comment you versity of Houston-Clear Lake Dolphin
You and others said nice things about made in response to a letter regarding a Research Team. The Dolphin Research
QuickBASIC 4.5, so I persuaded my wife system that was written in APL (Decem Team is a volunteer organization consist
to buy it for me.
ber 1989). In these days when the trade ing primarily of behavioral psychologists
Although I last professionally pro magazines are full of warnings regarding and environmental biologists. Although
grammed in about 1972 (PL/I on an IBM the amount of experience needed to code UHCL gives us office space, we depend
360), six years ago I used the family C for Presentation Manager, it sounds entirely on donations to continue oper
Apple II to write a boat-race scoring sys odd to me that someone would make a re ating.
The primary objectives ofthe research
tem for the junior section of our local mark about not wanting to maintain APL
sailing club. This resulted in a loss of all code. I personally wouldn't want to team are interdisciplinary behavioral re
human knowledge of how to score the maintain C code, but that is because I am search and public education about ma
rine mammals and their role in the ma
races, so when my home computer so inexperienced with C.
I also don't choose to read and write rine environment. The research consists
changed to a PS/2, I needed to rewrite.
Russian, but that is not a reflection on of observation of wild populations of dol
Hence, I used QuickBASIC.
First, all went well-it was a super Russian; it's a reflection on the fact that I phins near Galveston Island, compilation
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of a fin photo-identification catalogue,
and anatomical studies of dolphin
corpses and skeletons.
To raise awareness and educate the
general public about dolphins and their
relation to the marine environment, team
members have assisted in painting two
cetacean murals on Galveston's seawall,
writing and publishing a booklet called
Galveston's Dolphins, and assembling a
skeletal display at UHCL. In addition,
team members regularly give presenta
tions to all interested groups. The re
search and education that the team par
ticipates in is important in understanding
these animals and their environment.
Our present efforts are hampered by
the lack of adequate computer equipment
for data analysis. Presently we are sub
sisting with a dual floppy disk drive
Leading Edge computer and an old Mac
intosh system. This is fine for a small
database, but as our volume of data
grows, so do our computer needs. In ad
dition to database use, we are growing
into other applications as well, namely:
setting up computer communications be
tween the main office at the UHCL and
the office on Galveston Island; using
computer mapping programs to track an
imals' movements within the study area;
and computer imaging to enhance and
help analyze photographs used to iden
tify individual animals. It recently came
to my attention that you cannot keep sys
tems that you review, and frequently do
nate them to worthy causes. If you have a
system that you think would be appropri
ate for us (either an IBM compatible or a
Macintosh), we would appreciate being
considered for such a donation.
Chiara DeNeve
University ofHouston-Clear Lake
Houston, TX
You would not imagine-or perhaps you
would-just how many letters I get re
questing equipment. The sad truth is that
I don't have surplus equipment: Either
the companies that send me stuff want it
back, or it's pretty thoroughly used up be
fore it ever leaves here. Cheetah, Priam,
and Maximum Storage did make up a sys

tem for the Lowell Observatory, but I'm
on the board ofthat institution.
My advice to you and all the others
who write me is to ask a local organiza
tion; in your case, I'd say Texas Instru
ments in Austin , Tandy in Fort Worth, or
any ofthe myriad good to excellent small
computer companies. I've found that Tex
ans are usually willing to take care of
their own!
You can also try Non-Profit Comput
ing, Inc., at 40 Wall St., Suite 2124, New
York, NY 10005. Good luck.-Jerry

Perfect Word Processors?
Dear Jerry,
I was so intrigued with your January
column that I have decided to subscribe
to BYTE in order to follow more closely
your quest for a new word processing
program. I, too, am looking for a new
word processor.
I started out with MultiMate. I had no
real complaints, but for a long time the
company seemed to take little interest in
providing improvements, and I decided
that it was about to go the way of the dino
saurs. It turns out that my gloomy predic
tion was wrong, but by then I had gone on
to Microsoft Word. Although I don't pre
tend to have mastered it, Word seems to
be able to do just about everything except
wash the dishes . Unfortunately, it also
has an extremely irritating gimmick. To
issue a command, you must first press
the Escape key. This goes against all
logic. Most software programs use the
Escape key as a whoops-I-made-a-mis
take-get-me-out-of -here button, and key
boards put it in an out-of-the-way loca
tion so you don't press it accidentally. I
thought I would get used to this peculiar
ity, but I have not. In fact, I find myself
trying to do things in Lotus 1-2-3 that are
much easier done in a word processor, so
it is time to look for something else.
Everyone seems to think that Word
Perfect is the ultimate, but I don't agree.
Since most offices use the program, it
has become a fad. But those things come
and go. I remember when MultiMate was
the office standard. In any case, I can't
get excited about a program whose com

mands are so arcane that you need a
translator like PluPerfect.
In a slightly different vein, I am curi
ous to know ifl am the only person in the
world who doesn't care about bigger and
better spelling checkers and computer
ized style editors. Most of my work in
volves large numbers of proper names, so
a spelling checker is virtually useless.
And a spelling checker can't solve the
worst problem of modern newspaper and
magazine writers, which is learning the
difference between words like sights and
sites or affect and effect. As for style
checkers, I think they are an abomina
tion. There are always a few exceptions,
but most articles you read these days on
any subject might just as well have been
written by a computer. There is so little
human personality left after the thing
has been "style checked" that you end up
with pabulum for the mind.
Since you are in the rather enviable po
sition of being able to do some hands-on
exploration of various word processors, I
look forward to reading about your
reactions .
Elaine Obenchain
Woodstock, IL
Recently, the MultiMate people have
started a veritable campaign to get me in
terested in their word processor, and I fi 
nally have a copy, after some years.
Although Escape as a menu and com
mand-introduction key probably is coun
terintuitive, Write (following Electric
Pencil) did it that way, and I was able to
write quite a few books with it.
With spelling checkers, good enough is
usually good enough; I do like having the
ability to add case-sensitive names to my
own dictionary, since I tend to make up
character names like Chowpeentulk, and
creatures like grendels. . .. -Jerry •
Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
or on BIX as "jerryp. "
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PRINT QUEUE
Hugh Kenner

Images Beget Images
Mighty images from tiny blobs
-and shoots, and branches-do grow

L

et's attempt what the physics mavens call a thought ex
periment. Here, before your eyes, is a card mottled with
blobs of gray, a photo of fat Uncle Felix. And right here,
by golly, is fat Uncle Felix himself, by no definition a card of
any sort. Yet the eye does detect some match between photo and
Uncle Felix.
Next: Here, before your eyes, is a graph (1979-1989) of the
Gross National Product, a card scrawled with lines. And right
here ... but wait a minute, where's the GNP we'd hoped to
match to the card? No. The GNP, unlike Uncle Felix, is not
producible-except as the graph itself, or else as some columns
of numbers the graph models, or maybe as some figment the
numbers claim to clothe, a fey Salome a-dance in economists'
heads.
So we're long used to pictures of things that do not exist the
way fat Uncle Felix does. Those are special cases? Not accord
ing to Visualization by Rich
ard Mark Friedhoff and Wil
1iam Benzon (Harry N.
Abrams, 1990, $49 . 50),
which sets out to persuade you
of a further proposition: that
nothing, not even Uncle Fe
lix, exists for your eye the
way you thought Uncle Felix
did. Your eye and brain create
an Uncle Felix, whether scan
ning his bulky presence or his
. photo. And that's not too re
mote from the way you accept
a visual GNP.
Time was when we thought
otherwise. The eye just re
laxed as photons streamed to
ward its retina, where recep
tors sorted out red, blue, and
green for the brain to merge
(hence Uncle Felix's salmon
pink necktie). That notion,
now more than two centuries
old, never did explain why we
see things "truly " colored
through green sunglasses, or
under ruddy late-day light; or
why reds next to blues look
different from reds next to
yellows.
Visualization is dedicated
to Dr. Edwin H. Land, and if
you accept Land's Retinex
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model of how vision works (as an astonishing demonstration I
saw in 1975 inclines me to do), you'll be prepared to accept that
the brain is ever busy at computing visual results from minimal
cues. Feed your retina merely two colored images, and your
brain can show you a whole spectrum. The key word is images,
not blobs . Of images we al ways try to make sense, in a way that
extends to filling in colors and shades. Making sense of the
blobs that constitute Uncle Felix's photo, we perceive them as
an image and then as a man. And our knowledge of "man" is
what enables our skill at perceiving a man-image.
Moreover, "images" can be pretty abstract. On page 26 of
Visualization, we're shown a rectangle cut into dark-gray and
light-gray halves. But lay a pencil over the boundary: Lo, the
whole thing becomes medium-gray! Once the frontier where
two shades collide is removed, we no longer know that we're
meant to see two shades. So we simply don't see them. They
become as one.
What all this has to do with
a book subtitled The Second
Computer Revolution is some
thing the authors aren't deft at
explaining. Never mind, look
at the pictures, some 140 of
them in color. They are pic
tures of things never seen:
Things for which either (1) no
corresponding Uncle Felix is
producible, or (2) some real
Uncle Felix never got within
camera range.
Example of no Uncle Felix:
A picture where reds and
blues map magnetic polarities
in an iron crystal ; that's quite
as abstract as the GNP. Ex
ample of an inaccessible Un
cle Felix: A cinema flyover of
a moon of Uranus, which no
one has really flown over with
a movie camera. It was syn
thesized from flat Voyager II
images, "combining image
processing, computer graph
ics, computer stereopsis, and
animation."
We're shown four frames,
with alarming deep canyons
and craters, side views mathe
matically re-created from the
plan-views Voyager II re
ILLUSTRATION: PETER KALABOKIS © 1990

turned across 2 billion miles. Imagine the illusion the projected
film produces, of gazing across Miranda from a moving bubble
a mere dozen miles up! Imagine, too, from what subtle cues it
was reconstructed! Yet how firmly.
Image processing, computer graphics, computer stereopsis,
animation: Those are all frighteningly computation-inten
sive-millions upon millions of instructions per second, weeks
of CPU time. And then we merely glance at what they yield.
Pictures seem quick, till we learn to look at them the way we've
learned to look, long, long, at Botticelli's Venus, though for
other satisfactions. If she's just an undressed lady atop a sea
shell, our way of looking is skewed. And a fractal "mountain"
that has never existed, something synthesized by algorithms
out of bytes? If that can seem just another hunk of rock, well,
we need educated eyes to look again.
And a synthesized tree? In July 1984, Alvy Ray Smith wrote
of graftals in the SIGGRAPH annual, Computer Graphics. In
July 1986, the magazine Computer Language published Turbo
Pascal graftals programs that Steve Estvanik and Ken Birdwell
had derived from Smith's article (buggy as printed, still
they're fun to play with) . Graftals was Smith's term for graph
ics programs that mimic, more or less, the way plants and trees
grow, programs that don't start from the final image but build
it, so to speak, in the plant's way, from the moment a shoot
breaks ground.
That there's a graspable order in the way plants build is a
very old intuition. Leonardo da Vinci in the sixteenth century
thought that "in each year the total estimated size of the
branches ... equals the size of the trunk." By "size," he seems
to have meant "volume of wood"; thus, when a trunk splits into
two boughs, their summed cross-sectional area (assuming pro
portional lengths) should equal the trunk's .
In the 1840s, the Victorian art critic John Ruskin had a simi
lar idea; artists had to understand how trees grew to draw them
right, and equivalent splitting was the way Ruskin said they
grew, right down to the tiniest twigs. Though not exact, the
Leonardo/Ruskin Law does seem acceptably close for making
drawings look right.
In 19I 7, late in a horrible war, D' Arey Wentworth Thomp
son published On Growth and Form. He revised it in I 942,
when we were immersed in another horrible war. Its I I I6
pages seem to say: Whatever may be passing, some things do
abide; and whatever abides obeys mathematical laws. Such laws
tell us that 300 feet is about the maximum height of a tree, be
fore it bends and falls of its own weight. If its foliage is heavy
(as in oak versus pine), that maximum will be less. No matter
what the numbers may be, Thompson persuades us over and
over that they do exist.
So if we want to set a computer to drawing a tree (or a tumble
weed), we're hemmed in by enough numerical constraints to
set any programmer aglow. A plant, moreover, seems to be fol
lowing a -program; it rises from its root, divides; rises some
more, divides, even as the earlier divisions are dividing ....
But at each division it preserves, so to speak, meaning; thus,
the branch of an elm doesn't suddenly resemble a cactus. The
scenario has been likened to the one Noam Chomsky offered,
decades ago, for language: Concise rules that change simple
sentences into complex ones without loss of essential content.

Concise rules, likewise, for a plant?
Maybe. But plants grow by parallel computation-analogous
things all happening at once-which does complicate matters.
The Algorithmic Beauty of Plants by Przemyslaw Prusin
kiewicz and A ristid Lindenmayer (Springer-Verlag, 1990,
$39. 95) summarizes what seems to be known of the algo
rithms, has sumptuous photos of computer-generated images
(the color plates include unbelievably lifelike roses), and un
happily reads like a set of SIGGRAPH papers stunned and laid
end to end.
After I968, the late Dr. Lindenmayer, known for his L-Sys
tem, was the doyen of this field; the bibliography lists no fewer
than I I of his papers. His death shifted the compiling of a text
to Prusinkiewicz and four collaborators. They've been rigorous
to (I'd almost say) the point ofunreadability. Actually, they are
transparently readable for their intended audience: workers
who need firm theory to underpin envisaged graphics pro
grams. The rest of us can skim, and can gaze at the marvelous
pictures.
And we can note how Benoit Mandelbrot's fractal self-simi
larities turn up on the first page. Yes, plants are self-similar; a
young shoot's favoring of the south side can continue, out to the
furthest branches. Yet (following a hint in the bibliography) we
can learn, from Norman MacDonald's Trees and Networks,
that "self-similar" may be a theme to use with caution. Lung
airways, tree branchings, paradigms of self-similarity, resem
ble one another, yes. But not exactly, because trees must sus
tain their own weight and lungs need not. That's the sort of
thing Thompson insisted on: There are always physical con
straints.
The gist of The Algorithmic Beauty ofPlants is that "produc
tion rules" are feasible and fruitful; rules that derive a complex
configuration from a simple one by systematic replacement of
terms. Thus, two rules: (I) replace a by ab; (2) replace b by a
allow us to start with b and obtain, successively, a, ab, aba,
abaab, abaababa, abaababaabaab . .. where you can see a
wild symmetry (note how a's tend to pair). Let a and b denote
laws by which twigs branch, and you see a tree taking more and
more intricate shape.
You see, too, how self-similarity comes in; hence, why trees
(as Mandelbrot insists) are fractal. Still, remember the physi
cal! And devise some more rules.
Addendum: After my review of books on fractals (June) was
finished, the mail brought a program called Mandelbrot 3
(Midnight Beach, l 805A Felt St., Santa Cruz, CA 95062,
(408) 479-9916) for the IBM PC and clones. Unlike the Fract
Int I discussed, it handles only the basic Mandelbrot and Julia
sets. But it handles them very fast and with superexcellent
graphics. Be sure to get version 2.03, which won't lock up in
the absence of a mouse. (You have a mouse? Well, even mice
are mortal.) •
Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity. His reviews have appeared in publications like the New
York Times and Harper's. His recent books include A Sinking
Island and Mazes. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Mitch Kapor

LITIGATION
VS. INNOVATION
Let's strike a balance
between protecting
intellectual rights and
encouraging innovation
he personal computer revolution
was catalyzed by young rebels,
dropouts, and visionaries who
helped forge what has become a
multibillion-dollar industry of global im
port. These people fundamentally
changed how computers were used and
how business-and government-got
work done, by making computers useful
and accessible to millions of ordinary cit
izens without special computer exper
tise. I like to think that the company I
founded, Lotus Development, played an
important role in that.
As a software entrepreneur, my per
spective on intellectual property isn't
grounded in theory or law-it's based on
my experiences trying to turn innovative
ideas into real businesses.
Let me make a bias clear up front: I
like new ideas. I like being part of a cre
ative community of software designers,
each trying to surpass the others. I like
having the market tell us which innova
tions are exciting and which aren't. I like
the fact that copying and distributing pi
rate versions of our software is a punish
able crime.
Let me tell you what I don't like. I
don't like companies acting as if they
have a monopoly on a good idea. I don't
like companies forgetting that, like it or
not, they also learn from their competi
tors and their competitors' customers.
Pamela Samuelson, an intellectual
property scholar at Emory University in
Atlanta, describes intellectual-property
advocates as ranging along a scale from
minimalists, who believe in the bare es
sentials of protection, to maximalists,
who insist that intellectual property is so
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precious that it must be surrounded by a
phalanx of razor-edged laws .
I am a minimalist. That doesn't mean
I don't care about intellectual-property
protection; it means that I don't want
protection to become the dominant
theme, or even a dominant theme, of this
industry. If you want to keep this indus
try as vibrant and successful as it's been,
then a properly constructed intellectual
property policy will respect protection
but give preference to innovation. Over
protection of intellectual property is as
pernicious as underprotection in its sti
fling effects on innovation and the conse
quent loss to society.
Unfortunately, the computer industry
is experiencing an unsteady but stubborn
march to extend the scope of copyright.
Twisting and straining each step of the
way to secure additional copyright pro
tections, too many companies seem to
have decided that it's easier to sue their
rivals than compete with them. Litiga
tion is becoming a business tactic, not a
practice of last resort. Software should
not be an industry driven by litigation.
That would be bad for both the industry
and its millions of customers.
It would be great if we could just draw
a line and, say, outlaw software clones of
specific application programs. But I'm
concerned about where the line ultimate
ly gets drawn. The next foreseeable step,
in which litigants seek to protect individ
ual features and elements of programs,
per se, under copyright, would be one
step too far.
Speaking from my own observation,
the so-called spreadsheet clones have
achieved but the tiniest of market shares,
and I don't believe that's an accident.
Cloning applications is an unviable busi
ness strategy. Success in the software
business depends on many factors: docu
mentation, training, customer support,
and the quality of customer relations in
general. All these factors favor the large,
well-financed software companies.
Software is complex and idiosyncratic;

unless someone is deliberately copying
the internals of the code, reproducing a
sophisticated application with quality
and utility equivalent to the original is
difficult and expensive. Any firm with
the resources to do a good job at this pre
fers to create original products that rep
resent a greater opportunity.
It's the nature of software for ideas to
slosh and flow back and forth between
competitors, companies, and industries .
Like architecture and the movies, soft
ware is a medium for ideas.
Some firms would like to have their
works fully protected but be free to ben
efit from the efforts of others without
much regard for intellectual-property
rights. They must be reminded that the
law has an obligation to be evenhanded.
Of course, complicating all this is that
software is a different kind of intellectu
al-property beast. Professor Samuelson
observes that software is both a writing
and a machine-in a legal system that has
assumed something can be either a writ
ing or a machine, but not both.
Increasingly, the economic value that
we add to this society and the global
economy is this intangible, crystallized
mindstuff called software. America's
software industry happens to be the best
in the world, and that isn't due to intel
lectual-property lawsuits. The challenge
is, what regime is going to continue to
support our ability to do well? If our pol
icy comes out of court battles, then we're
going to have an industry that looks as
though it were shaped by lawyers and
judges, not by technically innovative and
market-sensitive entrepreneurs. •

Mitch Kapor, founder of Lotus Develop
ment Corp. and co-creator ofLotus 1-2
3, is president of On Technology. This
column is adapted from testimony offered
to the congressional committee Oil intel
lectual-property rights, to which he
made the opening remark, "Software has
been very, very good to me." He can be
reached on BIX c/o "editors. "
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320030 DSP chip. With a full complement of
LabVIEW 2 moduJ and C development tools for writing

custom routines, you can easily harness this processing
power to incorporate real-time analysis in
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Noise
DSP • FFTs, FHTs, spectral analysis,
Level
convolutions, correlations
Filters • IIR filters, FIR filters, smoothing windows
Waveform Analysis • integration, differentiation, pulse
analysis, peak detection
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Vector/Matrix Algebra - inversions, products, linear
system solutions
Numerical Analysis - conversions, complex numbers,
evaluations, curve-fitting

Call for FREE Catalog
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Compiled Language Speed
Thanks to the new graphical compiler ofLabVIEW 2, block
diagrams execute at blazing speeds, comparable to com
piled C. Thus, LabVIEW 2 offers the productivity gains of
graphical programming without sacrificing performance.
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Hear what you've been missing
The Tandy 2500 XL, with its sophisticated
sound-reproduction system, will generate
new life into your programs. An 8-bit,
DMA-driven, analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and an 8-bit, DMA-driven, digital
to-analog converter (DAC) give the Tandy
2500 XL amazing speech and music capa
bility. You'll be able to record, edit
and play back sound effects from a
variety of sources, then save them
onto diskette for playback at a
later time.
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Compact design, vet packed
with advanced features
- - -- - - -- - - - -- -- - -- 
I

The Tandy 2500 XL boasts maximum fea
tures and expansion capability in a low-profile,
small footprint. MS-DOS® and the DeskMate
Graphical User Interface® are built into ROM.
With an 80286 processor operating at 10 MHz,
the 2500 XL includes a built-in 1.44MB 3 1h"
floppy drive and l megabyte of memory. Plus, it
supports three full-length, 16-bit expansion cards
and three expansion devices-including a CD
ROM drive . The innovative case design has

hinged expansion bays which swing open for easy
access to card slots and devices. High-resolution
VGA graphics support is also included.

Easy to buy . . . or lease
Hear the USA-made Tandy 2500 XL at any
participating Radio Shack Computer, store or
dealer. And remember, we have much more to
offer: printers, software and the credit and leasing
deals to put it all together!

CREATING NEW STANDARDS
PROVEN LEADERSHIP

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

Over 7,000 USA locations, 39,000 employees,
seven research and development centers, 31
USA and overseas manufacturing plants
NOBODY COMPARES!

Over 35 million customers benefit annually
from our satisfaction guarantee. Putting you
first has made us #1 in PC compatibles
NOBODY COMPARES!

Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corporation. MS-DOS/licensed from Microsoft Carp.
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